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FOREWORD
My

aim is to narrate th<r history of I'higland's relations with
tin; Near I'last from the death of Canning until the day when
Disraeli brought back peaee with honour’ from Ihu'lin. ’I’ho
'

period begins with the British fleet's destruetion of 'I'urkish
sea-power at Navarino and ends with its ])rot<‘e.tion of the
'rurkish eajiital against Russia. Tin; aim, however, is not
a study of diplomatie or naval history, but a general narrative
in which thes<' special features are found side by side with a
study of Oriental instit\jtions and of Balkan nationalities.
Princi])les of selection must be adopted if the tale of a
half-c.('ntury is to la* crowded even into the eomptiss of three
volumes, ami on these a word may la; pt'rmitled.
Constantinople commands the finest strategic position in
the vvorUl and, as such, remains the centre of the j)ieture.
But the real (piestion of the period was whether a spark of life
could remain in the old 'I’urki.sh Kmpire. Could the ‘.sick
man,’ who lay behind the walls of Sttimbul, recover his
strength ? 'I'he health of the Turkish I'hnpire depended on
three factors
on the ability of the Turks to reform
on the
willingness of their Christian subjects to acquiesce in the
proc<*.ss
and on the readiness of the Croat Powers to help or
hinder this evolution. No one of these faetors .sulliced by itself.
Thus during the period of this volume the intervention of the
Great Powers, and notably of England, was able to destroy the
power of a rebellions pasha, ami to eheek the advance of the
Russian Czar, But the Great Powers could not save Turkey.
She alone could save lu'nsi'lf, and reconcile her Christian
subjects to her by reform. As will be .seen, the Turks in fact
waxed weaktir and wetiker, ;ind the Christians stronger and
.stronger.
Yet these three faetons the Great Powers, the
Turkish governing class, and the subject races were intimately
connected, and the Eastern question can only be understood if
we know how Orientals intrigue, how Western diplomats
negotiate, and what Balkan peasants think about.
This volume begins with the elevation of Sultan Mahmud to
:

;

;

—

—
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the throne by the janizzaries, and explains how his subsequent
destruction of these king-makers meant a new era for Turkey.
It enabled him to assert an increased control over his provinces,
and to inaugurate a successful attempt at reform on the

western model. His effort was interrupted by the tremendous
episode during which Mehemet Ali struggled for mastery against
him. I have drawn only the broad lines of the diplomatic
I do not wish to interfere
crisis of 1840 for two reasons.
with the full-length portrait that Professor Webster is constructing from Palmerston’s private papers, and I wish also
to emphasise the Eastern not the Western aspect of that
Thus the success of reform in Turkey, and the revolt
crisis.
of obscure tribes in the Lebanon, contributed to Ibrahim’s
defeat in Syria, just as England’s sea-power, dramatically

employed at Acre, brought Ibrahim, like Napoleon, to deft^at
in Asia.
I have also dwelt on the settlement of Syria under
Turkish rule by the Great Powers, as this not only includes
much picturesque Oriental detail, but is a neglected episode
in international control. The Straits Convention in 1841 is
treated fully, especially in

its

after effects, as these arc vital to

study of the Turkish Empire and of Europe’s interest in it.
This volume has the sub-title of the Crimea, because every
episode of the period leads up to that war. The narrative
attempts to connect this international catastrophe with the
failure of the Reform movement in Turkey, with rebellion iii
the obscure province of Bosnia, and with the war against the
tiny state of Montenegro. So fragile was the Turkish Empire
that even slight shocks loosened its structure and capacity for
resistance.
The tragic blunder of the Crimean war is often
assi^ed to more obvious causes, e.g. the conversational indiscretions of the Czar, and the disputes of Greek and Latin
monks as to the possession of a key, the replacement of a star,
the repair of a cupola. But there were other elements at work.
Th^e was the disturbance caused by the formation of a new
cabinet in London, and the revolution caused by the formation
of a new Napoleonic empire in France. The religious feeling
of Paris is known to have excited religious fanaticism at
St. Petersburgh, but the frenzy of religious fervour awakened
at Stambul is often forgotten.
The web of this vast tragedy
was in fact woven from various and many-coloured strands.
During this period the Turkish internal problem has been
smweyed by Jorga, and the Egyptian by Dodwcll, Hoskins
Sabry. The history of Balkan nations has been illuminated
all

^d
by

Miller,

Seton-Watson and

Si§ic,

and the diplomacy by
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Goriainov, Mart<'ns% Gui(‘h<'n, Driault, Douin, Hall, Mosely,
and a host of others. Yet the* ^li^rotaul is iu>wh(a‘c fully covcnxL
And tlu^ orii^ins of th(^ Clrimean war are not
Et sapnrst
ovcti yet wholly revi'ah'd.
'flu^ |L*'r('at work of Zaioutovskii
rovers most asjxnUs of Russian policy, hut is little known to
British readers.
Kint^lakc's rhetoric still inthumces British
historians, and tlie fart has enrourag<Hl me to us<^ certain new

which

the n^alities of British policy.
By His lat<' Maj<\siy\s grariotis permission the Royal archives
stmlit'd lor ifljo i an<l for 1H52-3.
hav<*
The official
Britisli n^ronls used ar«' tluKse of the FonMgn Office and the
Admiralty, the lattt'r Ix’ing unxisually ample for iB.(,o. For
th(' same periods the diplomatic na'onls of Vienna and Paris
have beaut etmsuIteaL Throu|»'hou( t!i<' period the Dutc'h records
Tlu'y fully illustratx^ Rankers
at Th<‘ Ha,i;u(' hav(^ Ixum useful.
<Hetxim that tlu^ Ix'st contemporary comment on the action of
(Jreut Powxu's usually eonxes from the diphnnats of a small
neutral stat<\
Historians, and particularly foreign historians, are apt to
derive tlu'ir ith'us of our public policy and of our public men
front tlu' Blue Hooks <T tiu' periods.
But there is no publication, as Alfh'd Marshall u.sed to say, itUo which the human
element entc'rs mon* tTten, aiul by which posterity is as
Aee<n*dii)igly I have thoxighi it right to
likx'ly to be misled.
derive deeply intt^ tlu' omissions of Blut' Books and to bring
suppressed passagt^s to light. 'Flu* results will be found in the
text, and the details have been summarised for the use of
scholars in the notes,
It is hopetl that the labour, which was
no light inu% will have been asefuF
I'he test of a maids charuct<u% says Lord Acton, is to compare his private papiu's with his public utterances. He adds
In this period, at
that there are fitw who survive such a lest.
Ieu.sl, die public will b(^ iu a po.sition to judge^ for the test
has been rigidly apjilied. During ri{39‘ 4(> and 1B50 3 the
stnirres,

<lis<*tose

private pap<n\s of Ltird John Russell have yielded a good deal,
despite the previous selection published by my friend Dr, Gooch,
The private papers of Lord Granville contain a number of
letters of Palmerston during 1839-40;, as do those of Lord
Blomfield for 1848-9. 'Phe present Lord Clarendon has
thrown open to me the invaluable private papers of his ancestor.
During the period 1852 3 these comprise scores of letters from
the chief characters like Aberdeen, Russell, Palmerston^,
Cowley and (Jraham. Though many of these have already
been published^ the remainder arc necessary to fill the gaps
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X
and

to disclose the secrets.

If

we add

to

them the papers of

de Redcliffe we possess at last full knowledge of the
private views of the ambassador at Constantinople and of the
Foreign Secretary in London during the year of crisis. What
is more, we at last know the extent of influence brought to bear
on Clarendon by Palmerston and Russell at critical moments.
On the whole, I am inclined to credit Stratford dc Redcliffe
Stratford

with less responsibility for the war, and the London cabinet
with more of it, than has usually been admitted. In the crucial
matter of moving the fleet it was Stratford who counselled
delay and the cabinet who insisted on advance.
The rhetoric of Kinglake is largely responsible for the
denunciation of Stratford. His other victim was Napoleon 111
and, as Mr. Guedalla has amusingly pointed out, the French
Emperor suffered for having given personal offence to an
historian.
The private letters of Cowley to Clarendon, which
are quoted in the text, make it difficult to cast Napoleon for
the part of Machiavelli. On the other hand, Aberdeen’s
weakness had very serious results. His private papers during
1841-5^ and i85f2-3, and particularly his correspondence^
with his Russian friend Brunnow, reveal the truth. T'hcy
have already been partly used by Mr. Kingsley Martin in his
masterly study of the press and public opinion on the eve of
the Crimean war. But a comparison of them with Russian
sources shows how deep was the Czar’s misunderstanding of
the tendencies of British politics, and how mistaken was his
trust in the weak but amiable British premier.
I ought to
acknowledge here the kindness of the late Lord Gladstone and
of Major Coningsby Disraeli in throwing open to me the
private
papers of their distinguished relatives. These will yield
ncaidy
all their harvest at a later stage.

Goethe said that

man who has been among the palms,
same again.’ No one, who wandered through

^

a

never the
the East before the war, will contest the
dictum. (Uonstantinople was then still a network of cosmopolitan
intrigue,
Anatolia, Albania, Macedonia retained much
of their primitive barbarity and
exotic colouring.
The
war destroyed the old Orient. The fez and
the yashmak
are unknown in Stambul
the Albanian chief stalks through
;
me streets of Tirana without either weapons or bodyguard.
1 he black and white garb
of the Druse has disappeared from
the Lebanon, the motor is expelling
both camel and bandit
rom t e yrian desert. Even in Bosnia the
national
is

IS

vamshing

costume

;

the last of the comitajis have
disappeared from

FOREWORD
Herzegovina and
Certain pre-war

XI

soon be hunted to death in Macedonia.
])iotxires remain in my mind
a group of
gaily-dresscxl cornitajis swaggering through the streets of a
Balkan town after a successful raid
a smuggling of wea])ons
will

;

;

Albanian frontier by night for use against the Turks
a Sultan going to the Selamlik with his wives in a closed
carriage, a tall black eunuch behind him and blue-uniformed
guards on white Arab hors<\s in iVont
Turkish troops burning
the house of a Slav who had r<'fus(’:d to pay taxes
Macedonian
peasants ploughing the furrow with their guns slung across
Such artless incidents an^ inconceivable to-day.
their backs.
Testimonit's to the past from those wlio knew it eanu^ from
such men as (1. H. Fitzmaurice, the famous chicT dragoman of
Sir Valentine Chirol, the doym of ()ri(mtal
Constautinoph^
and Arminius Vamt)ery, who contrived
journalists in his day
to be at one time (lie confidant of Abdul Hamid and at
another of' Lord Salisbury and King lCdwar<l. Tliere are
precious materials in the literature of tlu* Balkans, but they
arc not always aecttssibh^ Of three indispensable books one
across the

;

;

;

;

;

had

sought in Zagrttb, another at Constantinople, a third
at Beyrouth. Tlum there are the uol>lc folksongs which minstnis
(Guslars) have recited to m<^ in FL^rzegovina and Mont<megro.
Lazar SoSista has pointed out to me the spot where the
Montem^grins slew Cengic Aga, and where his fath(U*'s band
routed the "furks in the last of the himdnxl battles of the
Muratovizza [lass. 'The struggles of Bosnia and Mont(mcgro
(which th(js<^ sagas illustrate) are touched on in this vohimc. I’he
next will tell of Servia, of Greeci^, of Rumania, and ot Bulgaria.
A talc is more warmly coloured if it takes shaiic among
the scenes which it describes. And this aim has been partly
achieved, Napier’s victory over Ibrahim on the Ardali heights
and Stopford’s capture ol' Beyrouth arc seen to be a combined
operation, when both harbour and height arc visible from
a point in the I^ebanon. I’he lovely hills of Bosnia and the
blue lake of Jezero frame the scene in which Omer pasha
destroyed the last feudal army in Europe. A fortress on the
extreme edge of Lebanon marks the place to which Ibrahim
fled after his first defeat in Asia.
Ponsonby’s undying hatred
of Russia can be grasped if you look at the bay once crowded
with Russian ships, and at the hills once dotted with Russian
tents.
Northward stretches the dark line of the Bosphorus
along which Stratford de Rcdclific watched the British and
French ships sailing to the Black Sea and to the Crimea.
to b<‘

Harold Temrerley.

;;
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note is necessary on certain points. 'Fhe
spelling of Turkish and Arabic words and names has to be
determined roughly by popular, or rather diplomatic, usage.
Otherwise Aali and Ali Rudha and Ali the Lion of Janina,
to take examples, would appear in forms unrecognisable to
the historian. I have explained the empirical system adopted
on PP- 387-8. Another technical matter demands explantiti(Dn.
The punctuation and sometimes the spelling of
Victorians is very extraordinary to us.
Palmerston’s use of
capitals and stops is very trying and does not seem due to his
unconventional character, for Clarendon is ccjually astonishing
technical

^

have therefore ventured to modernise and regularise
both punctuation and spelling. In a few cases, where it
seemed worth doing so, I have retained both. This method
is applied to French as well as to English
quotations.
The narrative is intended for the general reader and the
text is a contribution towards the art of history.
The notes
to us.

I

suport the statements in the

and give indications for the
aid of future historians, not only as to any new
conclusions
reached, but
to the places where statements arc open t<3
^
question, and in what directions investigation
may profitably
be carried further by some future seekers after truth.
text,

H

r'fi
^
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THE GREAT POWERS AND MAHMUD

ENGLAND AND THE
NEAR EAST
PROLOGUE
The Sword and

Shield

oi?

Constantinople

The

Eastern question would have puzzled our fathers and
grandfathers less if they had gone to Seraglio point, and surveyed Constantinople from beneath the column where the
old Sultans so often sat. Behind you is the Golden Horn, in
front are the sparkling waters which divide Europe from Asia.
To the left the light throws up the bright palace of Dolma
Bagtche, strikes on the white cupola of a mosque beyond and
makes it gleam like a pearl. Above arc hills and stately woods
which seem to link Europe to Asia. There is just a hint of a
gap in the hills where the Bosphorus severs one shore from the
Its line is curved and shaped like a scimitar of blue
other.
steel. To the right, that is to the south, lies the Sea of Marmara,
a round shield of blue enamel, with islands showing like dark
bosses on its surface. Farther south again, but invisible to the
eye, stretch the Dardanelles.
the secret of the Straits

Now

grasp both sword and shield.

is

this.

He who

One power must

holds the Bosphorus
repels all attacks from the north, he who holds Marmara and
the Dardanelles repels all attacks from the south. For over
four centuries the Grand Turk held both weapons in his hands.
But his strength lessened and with its lessening his dangers
increased. The Great Powers threatened him with war. In
the first decade of the nineteenth century a British fleet passed
in the third Russian fleets entered both ends
the Dardanelles
of the Straits ; in the fifth French and British fleets passed
through them to attack Russians in the Black Sea. The
Straits were violated by the Great Powers in order to
protect the safety of Egypt, of Anatolia, of Jerusalem. The
pretexts were different, but the objects were the same.
;

4

THE SWORD AND THE SHIELD

Constantinople was the first strategic position in the world, and
no Great Power could allow another to possess it. If the sword
and shield dropped from the nerveless hands of the Sultan,
someone must pick them up. Russia reached for the sword,
England and France for the shield. Here was the cause of
strife and the origin of the Eastern question in its modern
form.

CHAPTER
The Reforms

of

I

Mahmud

II

I

—

So
tanquam pilam rapiunt inter se reipublicae statum, tyranni ab regibus
icero,
tyrants snatch the government from kings as if playing at ball.
Sic

De

.

—

Repiiblica, I, 44.

Mahmud

came

power at one of the gravest crises in
Turkish history, and amid scenes of carnage and terror rarely
equalled even in Constantinople. He was the third Sultan to
reign within fourteen months. The first had already suffered
death, the second was soon to do so. Reform had been fatal
Their fates showed
to Selim, reaction doomed his successor.
the gravity of the crisis, for it was rare for Sultans to be
murdered as well as deposed. Selim had been too far in
advance of his time. He was a reformer, and reformers in the
East then trod a path of fire. He ended by quarrelling with
the turbulent military caste of janizzarics, for he wished to
supplant them by a new professional army of regulars trained
on a western model. But the janizzarics were deeply rooted
in the Turkish polity, and used the plea of religious prejudice
and foreign danger to discredit their reforming Sultan. They
revolted, took him captive, and set up his nephew with the
The feeble young man
title of Mustapha IV (May 1807).
Selim in his
could inspire no enthusiasm on the throne
II

to

;

fetters inspired pity.

A revolt against the janizzarics burst out

in the provinces. Mustapha the Bairactar, pasha of Rustchuk,
swore that he would release Selim and destroy the janizzarics.

He marched on

Constantinople with an army, easily swept
the janizzarics aside and occupied the city.
Great events were at hand. After arriving in the capital
the Bairactar interviewed the new Sultan and deposed the
The ministers
chief ulemas, but he did not reveal his plans,
themselves did not know what was going on.’ On July 28,
1808, he appeared with a strong force at the Seraglio gate,
behind which the trembling Mustapha held Selim in fetters,
He
herald announced that the Bairactar had arrived.
demanded to see the Grand Vizier, promptly took away the
^

A

^

THE YOUNG MAHMUD
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Imperial seal, his distinguishing mark, and arrested him.
He shut the doors, expecting he would penetrate into the
To his great surprise he eninterior without resistance.
countered opposition.’ While a few loyal oflicaTs made a
desperate resistance, some servants in the palaet^ nauembeied
ex-Sultan Selim. They brought him out and huteluaxtd him.
Mustapha himself witnessed Ins death and tried to save Ifnn.
Meanwhile the Bairactar overcame all r(^sis^ance, only to find
Ib" was much
the corpse of Selim weltering in his blood.
touched and confused. They say lie shed tears.’ for a time
Hut the
he thought of keeping Mustapha ou the throne.
Capudan Pasha (Admiral) ‘ showed him the danger if th<*y
The Bairac'tar thought it
allowed Mustapha to lived ^
impossible to kill two Sultans in one day, but deposed die
I he
wretched Mustapha and sent him away to prison.
Bairactar looked round for a successor, and found him hiding
.

.

‘

‘

^

beneath a pile of carpets, or (as some say) on tlie root ot ilxv
palace.
It was Mahmud, a youth of tw('nty-two who haci
shared Selim’s captivity, and had now been saved by the
black eunuchs. He was of great importanee, for h<! was ahnost
The
the last living representative of the Mouse of Osman.
Bairactar was not of the stuff of Kcmal, nor was it yta the time
H<^ had (h‘pos(Hl tin*
to abolish either Padishah or Caliph.
Sheikh-ul-Islam as well as eight other ulemas^ and he found the
new ones ready enough to confirm the new Sultan. 'The
young man was proclaimed Padishah as Mahmud U,
The Bairactar does not seem to have been a great politician
or a disinterested one.
No one could ever think he had vtmu:
with the idea of putting Selim back on the throne/ - 'This
was what he said to the Dutch Minister at the only audi<auu:
he gave to a diplomat.* His aims therefore were personal,
he wished to be a mayor of the palace, and he hastened to
profit by Selim’s death. He buried the corpse with honours and
slew a dozen of the chief partisans of Mustapha IV as a satTi‘

injured spirit. He became Grand Vizier and
announced his intention of restoring the reforms of Selim, and
of pursuing the janizzaries with implacable hatred. Since he

fice to Selim’s

was

foolish

enough

to disperse his

army he only retained power

few months. The janizzaries again revolted and the
capital was once more the scene of desperate fighting.
'Phe

for a

Bairactar blew himself up or perished in an explosion, and the
triumphant janizzaries dictated their terms to Mahmud, The
young Sultan received them with apparent calmness, for he
had provided against any restoration of the captive Mustapha
*

The two Dutch

authorities for

1807-9

;

representatives van Dedcm and Testa are far the beat
cp. nn. 1-5.
The word Bairactar moans standard-ljoarer,

Selim’s influence

on him

7

by strangling him a few days before. He submitted to his
ferocious Praetorians, and repealed all the reforms of Selim.
By the end of the year the Turkish Empire seemed as unchanging, and the janizzaries as powerful, as ever.®
But in Mahmud the House of Osman had found a head
and a leader, such as it had not produced for two centuries.
In appearance he was as yet unimpressive, in reality he was
a youth of great character. What was more important, and
indeed unique for a Sultan, he had received an education in
His mother, a French Creole whom Barbary
pirates had brought to the Seraglio at Constantinople, may
have turned him in the direction of progress.
The Sultana Valide (Qpcen Mother) always enjoyed a
position of peculiar advantage, because her apartments
adjoined the Sultan’s and made her the only person in continual
touch with him. But the most potent influence on Mahmud
came not from the palace but from the tomb. The new
Sultan was plunged in grief at the loss of his friend Selim.’
He would allow no firing of guns nor the rejoicings usual on
such an accession.’
He had shared Selim’s captivity and
western ideas.

‘

‘

[Selim] instructed him
[Mahmud] as much in the literature as in the politics of
Europe, on the situation of the Ottoman Empire, its relatioris
with France, in a word he seems even to have given him his
idea of it all.’ * Mahmud became convinced that the Ottoman
Empire must change or perish and that the janizzaries were
the enemies at once of progress and of the Padishah, Even
at this early stage he refused to appoint a new Grand Vizier

drunk in

his counsels.

and

‘

It

is

known he

appeared to care very little for their
threats.’
Early in 1809 one pay-day His Majesty, who is
himself a janizzary, went to the barracks incognito to receive
his pay.’ ® He exhorted them to obedience, found out some
His
disloyal leaders by this means and disgraced them.
purpose was fixed, though he had to endure the dictation, and
even the insults, of the janizzaries for years. But he bided his
time, remembering the Turkish proverb, ‘ Do not take a man
by the beard, unless you can cut off his head.’
at their dictation,

‘

‘

II

The Turk cannot govern Egypt, Arabia and Kurdistan, as he governs Thrace
nor has he the same dominion in Crimea and Algiers that he has in Brusa and Smyrna
Burke, Conciliation with America, 1 775.

;

.

The year

saw peace concluded with Russia,
Mahmud had saved his prestige and was at

1812, which

was climacteric.

MAHMUD ASSERTS CONTROL
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develop those desiejns on which he had reflected
lie could not win hack
while in captivity with Selim himself,
much of the territory his predecessors had lost. He coidd not
destroy the independence of the Stu'vians, who had twice
successfully revolted ; he could only suppi'e.s.s the independence
of the Pasha of Widdin. At first he left unscathed the feudal
beys ofBosnia and of Albania and even Ali Pasha in P[«rus and
Mehemet Ali in Egypt, botli rulers as able as hini.scH. He
last able to

;

concentrated on Asia Minor and set himself to restrict imlcpendence and trample on rebellion. 'liuTc he might hopt* to
pi'ovinces of the Empin'.
The Sultan could hardly be said either to reign or to govern
At tlu' beginning
in Syria, in Armenia, in Iraq, or in Mo.sul.
of the century the pashas of Daina.seus, of Acre, and of

win back the outlying

those of Antioch and of Ah-ppt) w<T('
monsters of cruelty.’ ‘ In those dtiys putting a wetdthy man

Bagdad were
‘

to death
rence.’

*

rebellion.

and

foul.

objects

rebels

and seizing

:

all his

everyday ocetirreign of' tmarehy ;md

property was

tin

Mahmud decided to end this
He worked by every means subtle and optm,
He was not of course in any way disinl<T<'sted.

were

political, to increase

liis

own power, and

fair

His

financial,

revenues. Nor did his (ifforts always have
The increase of c<'utrali.s<'d
the results that were intended.
control did not necessarily produce mure revenue, tliough it
Loe.iil notabilitii'S were
certainly introduced more oppression.
interested to keep taxes low, while officials from the tanitrc
wished to make them high. In this way they sciuiretl substantial profit to themselves though more moticy did not always
flow into the Treasury.
Mahmud sought to apply u rigid
control in every direction. Thus the penalty of death, which
any pasha of old could inflict within his district, wtis now
reserved. Mahmud forbade a death sentence to be executed
until it had been referred to Constantinople and coufirmctl
there. The ingenuity of local pashas indeed devised substitutes
for a formal execution.
The victim was sometimes shot t)n
the pretext of having resisted arrest or of having attempted to
escape. Sometimes he died, with suspicious rapidity, in gaol.
While the victim did not always benefit, the powers of local
governors underwent the greatest limitation to which they
could have been subjected. They could no longer indulge in
those open and avowed displays of violence which were so
much in accord with old Turkish ideas. It had been common
for pashas ‘ to establish their authority in a new government ’
on arrival by cutting off a few heads. Thus Abdallah Pasha
of Acre had killed several of his creditors in the past for
to increase his

own

THE KURDS SUBDUED
demanding repayment.

of the death
penalty he astonished everyone by paying back his debts to
some merchants of Latakia. This action was well authenticated ’ as well as ‘ extremely rare in the annals of Turkish
governors.’ ^ It was asscribed purely to fear of Mahmud II, and
to that limitation of power which he had imposed on the pashas.
Mahmud aimed at restriction of provincial power in every
direction.
In most of the great cities the government had
allowed notables {ayon) to be elected by the people. Mahmud
substituted local ollicials chosen under the supervision of the
pasha at the direction of the central government. He took
equally strong measures to limit tlu; independence of all local
rulers, whether they were i)ashiis or the old feudal nobles and
proprietors of great landetl estates. Thus the feudal lords
{(Inebeys) in Asia Minor, as at Scala Nuova, lost their privileges.
One of the great Smyrna notables was lured onto a boat and
poisoned by Mahmud’s agents. The chiefs of other lamilics
wore brought to GonsUintinopIe and kept in a gilded captivity
while Mahmud’s ollicials drew tluur revenues and ruled their
lands.
Sometimes, as at Angora, an agent of Mahmud’s
went off with a firnian and a bowstring, and returned to Constantinople with a head in a net.
Mahmud’s activities soon reached to the remoter parts of
’
Asia Minor. He caused a serious revolt in i8iC by ‘ cornering
the wheat in Asia Minor and only .suppressed it with difficulty.
He failed altogether to crush the rebellion of Georgia which
But he mastered the
resulted in its annc.xation by Rus,sia.
Kurdish derebeys in Armenia. It was time for the pride of
these old feudal barons to be brought low.® The last of the
derebeys of Erzerum never entered a large town without a train

After

the

abolition

‘

of five hundred horse. Dancing and juggling boys preceded
him, cutting capers in honour of his greatness. He sat on his
horse with a regal air, allowing the enormous sleeves of his
At a word from such a
coat almost to sweep the ground.
magnate his followers would cut a bystander to pieces or
carry off a pretty girl to his harem. At Angora, at Sivas, at
Erzerum these hereditary chieftains or princes were gradually
subdued, and pashas set up in their places. The result was not
wholly or immediately to the good. These Kurdish chieftains,
though often tyrannical enough themselves, had kept their
followers in order, or at least in some sort of order. When
their heavy hands were removed, their followers could not be
restrained from their favourite pastime of plundering and
massacring Armenians. Mahmud, in the interests of order not
of mercy, put a stop to this, and intervened with such effect that

RESCHID MEHEMET TRIUMPHANT

10

the Armenians enjoyed, for the first time in centuries, a generation of comparative security.
In 1834 Mahmud sent Reschid Mehemet as pasha to Sivas,
endowing him with very large powers, including the title
'riic appointineni was
of Seraskier, or Commander-in-Chicf.

Reschid Mehemet had been Grand \'^izier
extraordinary.
and served with distinction in Greece. He had also gratified
Mahmud by massacring treacherously a number of liosnian

and Albanian chiefs. But less than two years Ixd'ore he and
his army had been defeated and captured in Ibrahim’s colossal
Yet, for once, the old Turkish practice of
reappointing defeated generals to high fillice [iroc'cd right.

victory at Konich.

Reschid

Mehemet did not

strive after

speedy or spectacular

he was not deterred by bu.sy intrigues tigainst him in
Constantinople. He framed a plan and procecitled to apply
it in a cool and methodical way.
At Sivas itstdf he ha<i no
difficulty in uprooting the reviving power ol'tlu' old fetulatories.
He then proceeded to build a carriage road from Sivas to
Diarbekir and thence to Bitlis. Along .such a road lu' could
bring up his heavy artillery which, then as always, meant
ruin to feudal castles and death to feudal chiefs.
In 1H35 he
moved on Diarbekir, where the local chiefs submitted. He
then moved forward to Mardin, where his cannon ttuTifual the
local barons. To secure his conquest he permanently thnached
that area from the Iraq province and annexed it to Diarbekir.
Farther on the city of Mosul had already been cowed by an
iron-handed lieutenant of the governor of Iraq. In 1836, witli
aid from the governor of Iraq, Reschid Mehemet moved his
army east of Tigris against the boldest and most turbulent of
all the old Kurd chiefs.
He was again successful and penetrated to Rowanduz, the hitherto impregnable fortress of tln^
greatest of all of them, Mohammed the Blind.®
This chief;
who in fact had one eye, was taken to Constantinojilc and
never saw Kurdistan again. Perhaps it was as well. He
had
cut off the lips of all trespassers on his domains, whether
catlh;
or men, and had recently butchered seven hundred
persons.’*’
Their only offence was that of devil-worshipping, and
that
religion had a respectable tradition in that area.
Reschid Mehemet had overwhelmed the old feudal
chiefs
of Kurdistan and Mosul as easily as a player scatters
chessmen
on a board. His detractors, of course, said that his
WM incomplete. Feudalism indeed cannot be stamped success
out by
a blow Some petty chiefs still held out on
inaccessible crags
others degenerated into leaders of bands
of brigands. But the
work of Reschid Mehemet had succeeded and
all knew it.’’*
success

;

MAMELUKES

ALI RCTDIIA DESTROYS THE

It

Palmerston himself was greatly struck by this pacification of
Kurdistan. The Kurds, he wrote, were one of' the most active
causes in converting into desert wastes those fertile districts
which under the vigorous police f.w of the Roman Empire were
full of Cities and of fixed Inhabitants.’
Mahmud was not
a Trajan nor Rcschid Mchemet a Hcraclius, but their achievements secured life and property in areas where both had for
centuries been unsafe.
Only Rcschid’s death in 1836 prevented still furtlKT conquests or, as Ponsonby thought, his
development into a potential rcljcl like Mchemet Ali.^®
In the Mesopotamian lands the Sultan’s authority had
already been asserted bc'fore Rcschid Mchemet’s triumphant
march from Sivas to the Tigris.
Iraq, i.e. the Pashalicof Bagdad, had for long been [practically independent.
T’ribute had been habittially refused by pashas, backed or
Mahmud
coerced by their hereditary caste of janizzarics.
began by sending Ilalaat, one of his mo.st truste<l agents, to
demand tribute of the [pasha of Bagdad in 1810. Halaat,
getting ncp satisfaction from the pasha, raised the Bedouin
tribes against him, defeated and slew him. After setting up a
nominee dependent on the Sultan he departed. Within two
years the local mamelukes and janizzaries again deposed the
Sultan’s nominee and compelled Mahmud to acquiesce for a
time in the succc.ssor they appointed. In 1817 Mahmud
again sent an army which deposed the local nominee and set
up his own official as pasha. In 1830 this official was deposed
by an order from Constantinople, but the still turbulent
‘

]

janizzaries and mamelukes reinstated him and murdered his
This time Mahmud showed an unyielding front,
successor.
and the fact marks a decisive stage in the growth of his power.
He replied haughtily, outlawing Daud, the old pasha, and
commanding Ali Rudha, pasha of Aleppo, to march on Bagdad
and to reduce Iraq and Daud to submission. The new pasha

was aided by a flood which ruined Bagdad and a plague which
decimated the mamelukes. His lieutenant with the advance
guard received the submission of Daud, but was himself .slain
by the treacherous mamelukes. Ali Rudha finally arrived
and blockaded the city. He was in great difficulty and on the
eve of retreat when dissensions from within opened the gates
of Bagdad. He captured Daud and, a week later, exterminated the mamelukes and janizzaries to the very last man
The prologue was bloody but the play itself developed
( 1 83 1 )
more peacefully. Daud’s life was spared and he gained high
honours elsewhere. Ali Rudha, genial and tolerant, ruled
peacefully for a decade at Bagdad.^*
•

—
MAHMUD SECURE
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IN ASIA

had won the day and perhaps even
just subdued in time.
saved his empire. For Ira(][ was only
would probably have caused
Its continued independence
Egyptian armies
rebelHon in Armenia and Kurdistan, when
Iiukish
marched against the Sultan in 1832. In that case the
Empire might well have perished. But by 1835 the authority
Sivas, in
of the Padishah was more secure in Armenia,
Angora, in Diarbekir, in Mosul and in Iraq, than it had been
So good a judge as Chesney thought it vital to
for centuries.
hold on to Diarbekir, as that wedge of territory separated the
Egyptians in Syria from the Russians in the Ckiucasus.^®
Palmerston confirmed this view, and the command of this
strategic position was maintained even under the terrible

Mahmud’s

firmness

m

assaults of

Mehemet

Ali during the last years of

Mahmud’s

reign.

Ill
Segnem ac desidem
soldiery

et circo et iheattis coTtupiutn tuUHoJU.

debauched by games and pageants.

—A

Tacitus,

slothful luul listlrss

Uist.^ Ill,

-Jit.

At Constantinople the Padishah was outwardly sul)missiv(!
But their existence was intolerable to him,
to the janizzaries.
and he had decided to destroy them as soon as he found a
good opportunity. As Stratford wrote, They had become the
masters of their government, the butchers of their sovereigns,
and a source of terror to all but the enemies of their country/
Mahmud formed a small force of regular soldiers attached to
his person, and no longer made j'anizzarics the governors of'
the castles on the Bosphorus. So early as 1809 the Dutch
representative remarked on his determination and perseverance and hostility to the janizzaries. The young Sultan
was feared and suspected by them, said a British ofliccu' in
1812.^® They showed their hatred of him on several occasions
in characteristic fashion.
In 1818 the commotions in Sivas
produced fires and riots in Constantinople, both due to the
janizzaries. Demands were made for the dismissal of various
officers, including Halaat.
Mahmud refused to sacrifice his
favourite, but replaced the Capudan Pasha.
He issued a
firman threatening disturbers of the peace and, though he
accepted the excuses of the leaders of the janizzaries, executed
one of their supporters. He conciliated the public by banishing
elephants from the capital, as they were considered to be beasts
of ill“Omen.^ On August 20 he appeared publicly in a splendid
fete, given in honour of his being admitted to the company of
‘

’

ALI PASHA CON(J,UES.ED
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those archers who could hit a mark at a great distance. This
public appearance showed that he despised the threats of the
janizzaries and felt secure among his other subjects.^’
He
showed similar firmness when another insurrection ofjanizzaries
took place in 1819. The Grand Admiral was strangled and the
Sheikh-ul-Islam, and three of his ministers, were dismissed
for tlieir weakness in the face of danger.
The janizzaries were
beginning to see that Mahmud meant to be obeyed, and would
soon be strong enough to resent their overbearing tyranny.
Mahmud would probably have taken steps against the
janizzaries in iQ'^o had not his attention been diverted by
serious troubles (elsewhere.
The octogenarian Ali Pasha of
Janina had built up a strong power in Albania and Epirus.
He was the fri(aid ol’ Byron, and the model for Alp and Lara.
Half hero, hall' villain, he was as brave as he was evil, f lis
lake palace at Janina had been transformed into an almost
impregnable l'ortre.ss, and was filled with ample supplies of

The

Sultan envied his power and his gold, and had
long suspected him of instigating the Greeks to revolt. But
treasure.

Ali himself,

by a rash

some Albanians

act, proci|>itated his

own

fall.

He

sent

an enemy of his in Constanti*
noplc itself. One of the assassins, who was arrested, confessed
his crime, and was hung from the Seraglio gate.
Enraged at
so daring an act, Mahmud deposed and outlawed Ali, and sent
an army to destroy him. Ali, who was not called the Lion
to assassinate

’

‘

made

a desperate resistance, called the rebel Greeks
to his aid, and triumphed over several Turkish armies.
But
he was at length overthrown and slain (apparently by treachery)
in his own lake palace at Janina.
Tartar bore his head to
Constantinople, exhibiting the grim token at every town at
which he stopped on the way. At Constantinople it was
placed on a pillar by the Seraglio gate. There, on a silver
platter for all the world to sec, was the head of Ali with its
long grey beard and stony eyes. Beside it were the heads of
his three sons and of a grandson, and a document setting forth
his crimes.
Mahmud’s arm was long and his vengeance
certain, yet he could not wreak vengeance on the dead.
One
day a pious dervish took down the five heads and buried them
in five tombs by the gate of Sclybria, and neither Mahmud
nor any man dared hinder him.*
The exposure of Ali’s head did not mean that Mahmud had
in vain,

A

The tombstone

of Ali bore this inscription : Here has been buried the
severed head of the famous Ali Pasha who for thirty years distinguished himself
in Albania and was Governor of Janina/ The tombs have now been removed
*

to

a museum.

*
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On the contrary, the effort exdestroyed all his enemies.
hausted Mahmud’s strength and led to the greatest disaster of
his reign.
Troops were called up from all quarters against
Janina and the garrisons in the Morea were denuded just at
the Greeks wei’c preparing to revolt. The
Greek war of independence began nearly a year before AH
lost his life.
Mahmud attempted to cow the Greeks by the
most brutal savagery. He hung the Greek patriarch in his
robes before his Metropolitan church, and strung up a number
of bishops in and around Constantinople to keep lum company.
Hundreds of pairs of human ears were nailed to tln^ Seraglio
gate ; a fighting priest was impaled at Thermopylae.
But in
ferocity the Greeks were a match for the Turks, and atrocities
only incited them to further resistance.
Mahmud was equally
savage towards his own subjects and dismissed and finally
executed his old favourite Halaat. Things went Irom bad to
worse. At last he saw that he could not supi)ress the (Jreek
the

moment when

he could repress rebels nearer home. Mo summoned Mehemet Ali from Egypt to subdue the Greeks in the
Morea while he turned against the enemy from within.
rebels until

By 1826 Mahmud was

in the full vigour

of'

manhood, very

from the frightened stripling whom the Bairactar
had set on the throne eighteen years before. Unlike his predecessors he often rode through the streets of Stambul, and
attracted the attention of the crowd.
They admired his
superb seat on horseback, the proud arch of his breast, the
sweep of his black beard, the pale oval of his face. His expression was mild in repose but, when stirred, his saturnine
eyes gleamed, and his gaze became such as few could bear
different

*

^ithout

’

trembling,’

His physical gifts extorted admiration.
He loved manly sports and, when he shot at archery, it was
found that no one had strength to bend his bow. He had
moral as well as physical courage, and possessed that persistence in aim which is obstinacy in the stupid man and
genius

in the clever one. He was still temperate in
life, for it was not
until the thirties that his indulgence in
the darker oriental
vices

unbalanced

his judgment

and shortened

his

life.

Avarice

besetting sin, a sin tempting him to attack
to secure their money.
He had murdered his

indmduals
nephew and his uncle Mustapha IV, along with four
or five
yaves.
He had authorised many executions, and he was even
now planning one of the great massacres of history.
Yet it may
be doubted if any of these actions were
due to deliberate cruelty.

TYRANNY OF THE JANIZZARIES
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Like Richelieu he had no enemies save those of the state. The
murder of his predecessor’s family was sanctioned by precedent
and even by public opinion
his executions, and even his
planned massacre, were acts of policy.’ His pride or sense
of power sometimes led him to commit arbitrary acts, but he
often repented of them. He had some fineness in his nature.
He loved his children dearly, he was moved to tears by a sad
story or a beautiful verse.
He excelled in the art of calligraphy
and was himself something of a poet as well as a discriminating
patron of literature. His reign had begun in weakness but
was proceeding from strength to strength. His executions
were milestones on his road to power, and thit great massacre
;

‘

was

to

mark

its

culmination.

The janizzaries, once the bulwark of the Ottoman Empire,
were now its greatest danger. They were formidable in peace
and

were no longer the flower of the
Christian youth of the empire, torn from their homes, conuseless in war,

'I'hey

verted to Mohammedanism and inured to strict discipline
and absolute dependence on the Sultan. Some were Mohammedan and hereditary, others were recruited from all races,
including Greeks, Slavs, Jews, and the vilest criminals of
Constantinople. They were a lawless caste, and quite inefficient as soldiers, preferring the gun with a hexagonal
barrel to the more modern musket and bayonet. Their once
famous drill and discipline had wholly disappeared. An
enemy satirist said that some of them burst their muskets
because they put in the bullets first and the powder atop ; and
that their cavalry could not flourish their swords without
injuring their horses. They behaved as chartered libertines
and military bullies throughout the provinces. Two thousand
janizzaries ‘half ruined’ the Troad during 1823 and 1824.
Six hundred of them raided a village one evening, turned us
out of our beds and tormented us all night,’ says a traveller.
‘
The next day they asked us what we were prepared to give
them for tooth-money. We asked what they demanded.
They said they would accept six thousand piasters ; we
offered a thousand, and at last got rid of them for three
thousand. No man’s life or property was then safe for half an
hour.’
It was nearly the same in the capital, where ruffians
strode through the streets robbing or insulting, even murdering
the men, and sometimes even lifting the veils of women. Their
methods of distressing the government by protests were as
lawless as they were objectionable, and as objectionable as
‘

THE FLOWERS OF BEGTASH’s GARDEN
they were characteristic. They always began by setting fire
The houses were of timber and,
to some part of Stambul.
l6

since the gild of water-carriers were their accomplices, the
flames usually raged until their grievances were met. As has

been shown both in i8i8 and 1819 they had protested not
only by flames but by actual insurrections. They had become
more lawless than ever and were lax even in their religious
observances.
They were called The Flowers of Begt ash’s
garden,’ but they no longer represented the tradition of their
‘

founder.

chronicler of Mahmud has writt<-n an account
of the destruction of the janizzaries, which probably repn'sents
the views of the Sultan on his own political mast<‘rpiec<'. 'file
flowery sentences of the Court scribe for oiwt.: corre.spond
literally to the facts.
The janizzaries had for long been of

The Court

very little service to the state ’ ; this fi'arless corps had for
long been breaking the stafl' of obedience
time and again
the Sultan had passed the pen of pardon over the page of their
wrong-doing.’ ‘ Water sleeps,’ says a Turkish proverii, ‘ but
envy never does.’ Mahmud’s certainly had not. 'I’he Sultan
could not abide ‘ their headstrong character any more.’ ‘ He
that is born a wolf remains a wolf, and nothing more.’
‘A drastic disease needs a drastic remedy.’ The failure of the
janizzaries against the Greeks had undermined their credit
with the people of Stambul, and had placed Mahmud in
grave danger.
But the danger gave him an advantage.
Russia was threatening war in 1826, and war with Russia
threatened believers with the destruction of their religion.
As the janizzaries had proved quite unable to defend Islam,
even the religious body, the ulemas, thought that religion
could not be harmed and might be saved by substituting new
Turkish soldiers for them.
Mahmud had already increased the number of artillerymen
‘

‘

’

;

thousand and trained them on European methods.
As already noted he had secured the commanders of the
casties of the Bosphorus.
He had selected a Ibrmer Aga of
janizzaries, Hussein the Black, as the instrument
of their
destruction.
He was a man of savage courage and complete
to fourteen

now commanded the Asiatic troops in
and Nicomedia, troops who had never been very

unscrupulousness, and

Brusa
frwndly to the janizzaries. Hussein had used his
authority,
while Aga, to put officers devoted to Mahmud
in the higher
commands of the janizzaries’ corps. On May
29, 1826, the
iultan held an extraordinary Divan in the
palace of the Aga
ot janizzaries, to

which he summoned the Grand Vizier and

REFORM AND THE JANIZZARIES
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his civil ministers, the Sheikh-ul-Islam, the ulemas^

and the

higher officers of the janizzaries. In a long speech Mahmud
declared his throne and faith to be endangered by an antiquated military system.
Fight your enemies with the arms
which he uses against you/ cried the ulemas. Mahmud then
unfolded his plan. It was to select a hundred and fifty men
from each janizzary battalion to be formed into regiments and
to be trained according to the new western methods.
The
new force was to receive a uniform and better pay. Care was
taken to describe them as the practised hand/ a name used
for light troops in the time of Suleiman the Great. Mahmud
deliberately avoided new names, which had brought Selim’s
military reforms and life to a sudden close. The officers of the
janizzaries present swore to obey the new system, and the
‘

‘

ulemas blessed it.
Mahmud thus crossed the Rubicon, comforting himself with a proverb, this time a Persian one
If
you try a thousand times you can in no way change what is
:

determined.’

Mahmud had

tried to recall the janizzaries to the spirit of

to
Begtash, and addressed ' brilliant and coloured words
them. They replied with deceitful and ornamented trumpery,’
and hewed up the wood of them, that addressed them, with
an axe.’ Such is the tale of the Court chronicler. The
inferior officers and janizzaries, who had been incorporated
into the new troops, soon showed traces of insubordination
and stirred up a ferment among their still independent comrades.
On June 4 a solemn dedication ceremony and a Divan
It was
were held in the palace of the Sheikh-ul-Islam.
apparently at this meeting that Mahmud spoke pertinent and
silencing words.’
He delivered a firman ^ scaled by himself,’
and ordered the selected janizzaries to assemble for drill under
the new conditions on the morrow since they will not obey.’
On the 5th the Grand Vizier appeared at the parade in the
new uniform and tight trousers of an European. The j anizzaries
had either to submit or to revolt.
The janizzary corps was denuded by the withdrawal of the
superior officers and the best soldiers. In the rump insolence
passed for courage, prejudice for policy, and licence for strength.
The rump ’ counted on the support of the public which had
seldom failed them in the past. The first formal review of the
new troops was to take place on June 18, and the news provoked the insurrection. It began on the night of June 13/14,*
’

‘

‘

‘

’

'

‘

of most authorities, but tlie Court chronicler (who ought to
know) speaks of the fatal Thursday,’ which would be June 15, as does Stratford
de Redclifife. Perhaps the revolt lasted from the 13th to the 15th.
*

The date

‘

THE JANIZZARIES REVOI.T

l8

when janizzaries gathered

at the Kt-Mei(hui, or HijipcKirome,

of assembly. The junior officers offivc l)altalions
led the meeting, which dcmaudccl the recall of all the lu'w
The soup-kettles were overturned, the old
military reforms.
their old place

signal of revolt for the janizzaries.

A

furious

crowd

attaekeil

Grand Vizier, of the janizzary Aga, and of
the Egyptian resident (who was regarded as the inventor of
the new drill). None of them were at home, hut the janizzaries
injured the servants and property of all, violating tlie tvonum
and slaying the son of their Aga. 'I’lieir best chance was to
march on the Seraglio Palace at once, hut they feared to
attack the Padishah and wasted time in drawing up a p<'tition
the palaces of the

to him.
‘

The

Mahmud

knife has reached the hone' at last,’
‘

on the

terrible

Thursday

'

at

palace at Beshik-tash on the Bosphorus.
‘
all name and token
of the janizzaries.
’

may

I lose

my

crown and

throne.’

I

Thus

.spok<'

dawn while in his
He d<'ei«ied to erase
'

If

1

di)

not

do

.so,

le kissetl his three-year-

old son, bade farewell to his weeping wives, and left at once
for the Seraglio, disguised and in a private' boat,
Th<‘ palace
was defended by a stout wall, though at first the troops were
few.
Mahmud summoned a council and then enttued the
chamber where were the sacred relics oftlu^ Prophet an<l his

banner, which was only unfurled in the time of danger.
He
prayed for a time in silence. He emerged and nu't his ministers
and ulemas and discussed action against the jtinizzaries. All
agreed that their
pride must be quenehed.’
While the
‘

council was sitting, Hussein the Black arrived
from the Asiatic
side of me Bosphorus with a large body
of troops anti artill<*rymen. Twmty-fivc pieces were planted outside
(he Seraglio
gate, and the Sultan in his new military
uniform reviewed the

He

troops.

wished to lead them in jierson, hut was finally
persuaded not to endanger his life, but to
firoeecd to his pahicc
ot Dolma Bagtche and there
await the decision. 'I'he ndies
were then brought out and the banner
unfurhid as a signal of
^ger. Griers had already been sent out with
proelainations
Ptulishah

? .Jwor^, took

w

o**

®

®
place.

A

and

of'

the

jattizzaries

collision, .save
last

summons

of

to surrender addretised

demanded the

repeal of the
Sultan’s chief oflkens,
^
he^s of the janizzaries rather
thanrivetbn^°'pR-^^-^
of his ministers. This was the
S
answer delivered

new Lm,
Th^

m

KARA HUSSEIN DESTROYS THEM
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by Hussein to the delegates of the janizzaries with savage glee.
These men withdrew they were already meat for dogs.’
The janizzaries had neither leaders nor plan. Their appeal
to the populace had been a failure, while thousands of the
population had rallied to the Et-Meidan to defend the Padishah.
Indeed the menaces of the crowd were such that, as Hussein
sallied out from the Seraglio, the janizzaries retired on the
Et-Meidan and sought refuge in their barracks. They were
ready to defend themselves but had no cannon and were too
weak to attack. They may have mustered twenty thousand,
but Hussein with his disciplined force and heavy guns had
‘

;

every advantage. The Sultan’s gunners hesitated to fire, but
a bold officer appropriately termed Black Hell (KaraDjehennum) discharged his pistol into the priming of the
The roar of cannon
first gun and thus began the fusillade.
silenced the cries of Allah, Allah,’ and ‘ in almost half-anhour the terrible disease of these brigands was cured by the
pulse-discerning physician of fate. In their despair they
repented, but the pitiless sword swept over them. The butcher
of fate made the Et-Mcidan a slaughter-house. The flame of
their pride was blown out and they were flung on the dungheap of misfortune.’ All janizzaries were destroyed save their
‘
I am that chief and I offer thee my head,’ smd
chief.
Hussein in his report to the Sultan. Mahmud embraced him
and named him Aga Pasha, making him superior to all
‘

pashas.

down

the flowers of Begtash so mercilessly
Whether the slain
that the garden never bloomed again.
numbered two or three thousand only, or ‘ thirty thousand
without the least exaggeration,’ as the Court chronicler proThirty minutes of grape-shot destroyed
tests, matters little.
day or two
an institution which had lasted five centuries.
later the proudest of the surviving janizzaries were humbly

The Sultan

cut

A

supplicating Christians for bread and imploring them not to
betray them to the Sultan. These events befeU on ‘ the fatal
Friday, as usual, Mahmud proceeded solemnly
Thursday.’
He was guarded by six hundred
to the Selamlik to pray.
artillerymen, who derisively trailed in the dust the old emblems

On

of the janizzaries, their soup-kettles, their flags, and their
proclamation, issued the same
curious sleeve-shaped caps.
day, abolished the name and existence of janizzaries for the
future, though it did justice to their services in the past. No
one ever dared call himself a janizzary again, and even a
generation later the word itself was only mentioned in a
whisper.

A

VENGEANCE ON THE

20

JANIZ7. ARIES

be called Askeri Muhammedije, the
Hussein was to be, Siraskicr,
victorious soldiers of Mahomet
The Imams were to proclaim the news to
or War Minister.
the people, all were to resume their peaceful avocations and

The new army was

to

;

to pray to the All-Highest, the Almighty for the welfare
of the powerful and terrible Padishah, the refuge of all the
‘

world, our All-gracious ruler.’ Of the power of Mahmud and
the terror he inspired there was no longer any qut'stion. All
sorts of persons suspeeted of furthering the janizzaries were
tribunal consisting of the (Jrand Vizier,
imprisoned or shot.
the Sheikh-ul-Islam and the chief ukmas, decidt;d cases without
The condemned were led away and shot at once.
appeal.
‘
The entrance to the Seraglio, the shore under the Sultan’s

A

arc crowded with ch'ad bodies,
many of them torn and in part devoured l)y the dogs.’ The
barracks of the janizzaries, their shops and tludr mostpie w'.n:
all destroyed.
Even their women were not si)ared and, by
a vengeance very rare in the East, the marble tombstones of
the dead, bearing models of the sleeve-shaped caps, were
uprooted and broken.

windows, and the sea

The

janizzaries

ridiculous ease.

itself

were almost everywhere

The

dis.solved

with

flowers of Begtash’s garden ’ sim])ly
faded out of existence both in Europe and Asia. Only in the
‘

quasi-independent province ol" Iraq they remainetl for a
time, and there they were ultimately exterminatt'd to tlu; very
last man. The Albanians revolted in 1830
Ibrahim marched
;
triumphantly through Syria in 1831. Yet neither attempted
to revive the janizzary system, although in the provinci^s at
least all but the ringleaders had survived.
It seems dear that
the system was universally condemned. Public opinion had
supported the Sultan in his work of blood, whether in thccajsital
or in the provinces. In 1807 the guardians of the castles of
the Bosphorus had supported the janizzaries
in 182G they
;
aided the Sultan. The new soldiers, who were then so helpstill

lessly slaughtered, easily

overcame the janizzaries twenty years
later. The janizzaries were aided by the
population in 1807
in 1826 they received help from but two
gilds, the porters and
me boatmen. The only other aid they got was from the
foreign and disorderly element in the capital.
Some
•ij
^ds^e me cutlers refused to fight for them, while others
like the tailors mustered to the
aid of the Padishah along with
me v^t n^s of the population and with the ulemas in a body,
otrattord Canning was shocked at the
horrors, but said there
IS no den^g that the
opinions of respectable men, so far as
mey can be ascertained, were in favour of the
;

‘

change.

.

.

.

—
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and devotion of the people were roused by the
peril to which their sovereign was exposed/
Mahmud
appealed to public opinion by publishing a book, ridiculing the
janizzaries, and attempting to give a popular exposition of the
case for suppressing them. This was in reality a repetition of
a work by a disciple of Sultan Selim. It had been circulated
in manuscript in 1807, but had been promptly suppressed,
and its author (Ghelib Eflfendi) had narrowly escaped death.
The new and enlarged work was issued by a printing press
(in itself an innovation and a shock to the faithful) under the
title of the
Basis of Victory.’
As the new work was not
popularly written and few of the people could .read, its effect
on public opinion was slight.^^ But the public approved
Mahmud’s action if they did not appreciate his book, and their
support encouraged him to proceed with his other reforms.
loyalty

‘

'

IV
The Sultan
consideration .

considers that the interest

of

the

future

Proclamation of Mahmud, April

Mahmud now

is superior

to every other

27, 1833.

proceeded to modernise

his

subjects

by

changing their habits. He made war on their flowing robes,
on their slippers, on their turbans. He put western uniforms
on his soldiers, frock-coats on his civil servants, and fezes and
black boots upon both. He terrified the populace into imitaVery few years more,’ wrote an observer
ting their example.
No gold embroidery,
in 1829, and not a turban will exist.
‘

‘

no

•

no

•

-

The Sultan

himself occasionally
appears incognito at the capital, with scarce any attendant, goes
to the Mosque in the dress I have described, and although
some of the populace have occasionally betrayed their discontent by abuse, he has apparently taken not the slightest
In 1832 Mahmud received Stratford as
notice of it.’
ambassador without any of the old degrading formulas. He
was in a position such as no other Ottoman sovereign had ever
enjoyed, at once convinced of the necessity of reforms, and
strong enough to enforce them. During the Russian war in
1828-9, when the faithful were murmuring about Turkish
He rode
defeats, there were no murmurs against the Sultan.
about Stambul almost unguarded and picnicked beside the
He deposed a
Bosphorus within sound of Russian guns.
Sheikh-ul-Islam who resisted the abolition of turbans. He
mercilessly bastinadoed a mad religious votary who accused
jewels,

pelisses.

.

.

.

MAHMUD AND THE ARMENIANS
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a,.cUh.:

himofsubvertiug tic old religion
H<. had taken t
the iaUhiul.
avoid punishment impressed
the tail o •
hinnelf the title of Ghari after
a new, a nnibh,
had best be obeyed, for he represented
Mahmud,’ said the Court poet, is another
daemonic power.
thousand giants would he
Alexander!^ At his frown a hundred
;

‘

policy t.iwarils
Mahimid^inauguratcd a much more liberal
towards Kuropeans iii
his own Christian subjects and
by ahohshing
He encouraged the construction of churches and,
facihtateil the conduct ot
the Court of Confiscations, greatly
‘

\

^

—

uxcxJi ^iQUSLllty

.

/ it

'

towards some Chrt.sUan.s
in view of his undoubted cruelties
had
One Armenian was so terrified to hear that Mahnuul
ilu'd, some say
admired his house that he took to his bed and

ease Irom si'cuig
of fear and others of poison, but in eitluub>'»ker,
Mahmud. The Sultan had a second Armenian, a
In both (as<s
decapitated in order to sequestrate his estates.
when Mahmud
the persecution was purely financial. Similarly,
hung the Greek patriarch and several bishops to deter the
relielhous
Greeks of Constantinople from suiiporting their
brethren in the Morca, his action was in no way religious.
There was no difference between this cx(*cution un<l that ot
on the
scores of Mussulmans whom he slaught(‘r(Hl

some

Me was
charge of being in league with the Russians in
In
anxious to support the position of Christian bishops.
the patriarchy
he issued a decree to ensure purity of election
nutans of
and to prevent Turkish ofRcials from using
^

seduction.’

The most

criticised of all

Mahmud’s

religious actions

was

deportation from Constantinople of twenty thousand
Catholic Armenians in 1828. The poor victims were forced
to march into Asia Minor on foot and dislributtKl into distant
villages.
Many fell in death by the wayside, hundreds were
deprived of all their property, and subjcctcxl to cruel suflerings.
Yet the act was simply one of precaution in view of the

his

approaching war with Russia, After long meditation Mahnuid
had approved a report by his favoiuitc Pertev on the Armenian
problem some years before,^®
This had stated that the
Catholic Armenians were dangerous because of their great
wealth and of their sympathies with the Austrians or French,
Their deportation to remote villages in Armenia rcnckretl
them harmless, and the sequestration of their wealth assisted

.

TOLERATION

.

J

COURT INTRIGUE
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the progress of the war. There was here cruelty and political
miscalculation, but not religious intolerance as such.
Indeed
Mahmud publicly avowed that the decree of exile was due
purely to political expediency.
Turks seldom persecute for
religious reasons alone, and Mahmud was the last Turk to do
‘

Homage

to God,’ said he,

in whatever form rendered,
has constantly obtained liberty and security from the masters
of [this] country.’
He had done more than any other
master. Nor do his arbitrary acts, like the murder of individual
so.

'

Greeks or Armenians for their money, impair the general
merits of his policy.
The Armenians were better protected
from the Kurds and the Bulgars from the Turks than they had
ever been.
At the beginning of Mahmud’s reign it was
dangerous for a Christian to enter St. Sophia alone, to have
a dispute with a Turk or to wear the same clothes as a believer
by 1830 Mahmud had altered all that. His Mussulman
subjects were much less tolerant than he and gave him the
name of the Giaour Padishah (the infidel Sultan)
;

V
t

JVo strength

bear those cruel tyrannies of thine /
I, PerteVj seeking for my friendless heart a friend to gain,
(/ won but endless bane )
to

Poem by Pertev.
Should disappointment track my fondest wish
Then let this morrow^s universal wheel
Into perdition^ s gulf chaotic reel.

—

Poem by

Akie.

The revolutions of the palace are of great interest under
Mahmud, for they are not mainly due to the caprices of women
or to the intrigues of courtiers, but to the determination of a
despot to overcome all opposition. In this respect no episode
is more instructive than the struggle between Akif and Pertev
for power. It was the culmination of a period of experiment
by Mahmud. In his early years he had changed his Grand
Viziers frequently as if to warn them of the insecurity of their
tenure.
Then he took to endowing favourites with special
powers and using them as a check on the actual Grand Vizier.
Halaat was the first of these and one of the most useful, for he
brought him the head of a pasha of Bagdad and the heads of
several

Asiatic

derebeys.

Halaat

because of the Greek insurrection.
truction of the janizzaries Mahmud

and was murdered,
Before and after the des-

fell

made much use of Hussein

THE TRAGEDY OF PERTEV,
He ultimately made Rescind

1

83 7

iMchoniet Clrand
Vizier, used him to break the clan chicls in Albania, and then
Durinj^ this
to destroy the Kurdish fcudatorie.s in Asia.
held tin' reins ni’
period Husrev as Seraskier (War Minister)
the Black.

'

and the Grand Vizier was a dunnny. Then
government,’
Mahmud turned his eyes on Akif and niach^ him Rds
(the Turkish title for Foreign Minister), the last to be c;illed
by that name. Akif made the miKtak(t of qmirrelling with
Ponsonby and was dismissed by tin; S>dtan in March iHijb,
Mahmud then remodelled his ministry and mach^ IVrtev tlie
chief man. There were two elements at work.
Mainntnl was
resolved to break the power of his ministers and to inaugurate
a new system ; and a crowd of intriguers was trying to profit
by the rise and fall of individual ministers. Mahmud n'plaeed
Akif by Pertev and gave him the new westc'rn tith* of foreign
Minister.
Pertev had had a hand in Akil''s disgrace. His
supporter Ahmed, the Sultan’s .son-in-law, likewise intrigued
for power and became Minister of tlnr Palae<'.""
lVrt<'v
received a new office and was intended to inaugurate a new
policy.
Mahmud soon after abolislu^d tint Grand \'izierale
and appointed Pertev as Prime Miuist<‘r. He had a short
ministerial life.
In April 1837 the Duleh Minister n-portetl
him as the ‘ Factoturn to-day of the Fminre, and c-njoying all
the confidence of his .sovereign.’"*'
But in September the
British Minister was horrified to find him di.sgrae<‘d with peculiar
circumstances of ignominy and exiled to .^sia Minor. There
an attempt to administer poison to him failed, and fin;»lly a
firman condemning him to death was laid bef'ore him.
Give
me tirne to say my prayers and I will make a sign wh(«n 1 am
ready,’ said Pertev with true oriental stoicism. H<;
perfornual
his devotions and then calmly stretched out
his jux-k to the
_

‘

executioner.

Pertev composed a verse of poetry while preparing for
death, which Mahmud is said to have
subseciucntly n*eited

and wept

His official announcement (which nobody
believed) was that Pertev
suddenly fell dead.’ Mahmud’.s
subsequent execution of Pertev’s brother and
.son-in-law
showed a s^agery which shocked even the tixperienced
Dutch
Minister. But here again Mahmud was
acting Irom calciilauon rather than from cruelty. Pertev had committed
over.

‘

mprudences

enough

to

alienate a suspicious daspot like Mahmud,
tie appears to have criticized
the Sultan for htiving his
portrait taken and for distributing
it.
An article in a Germtin

^per

eu

o^smg

Pertev as responsible for the reforms
wsis
shown to Mahmud by the minister
‘
himself.
They say the

PALACE INTRIGUE UNDER MAHMUD
Sultan was very shocked, seeing that by this article Pertev
was elevated to the pitch of perfection,’ while he himself received little credit.’
A conspiracy broke out in Constantinople while Mahmud was absent and Pertev, as vice-regent,
was blamed for not suppressing it in the bud. By the artful
suggestions of his enemies Pertev was finally induced to criticise
Mahmud’s darling creation the army and to suggest a reduction
of its numbers. These opinions were repeated to Mahmud.
The Sultan sent an emissary of his own, who talked with
Pertev and found him unable to deny that he had suggested
the reduction of the army. Now a minister under Mahmud
who failed to detect a conspiracy, who extolled his own services,
who deprecated an action of his master, who recommended
reduction of the army, was likely to lose his head. Even if
he was an honest and admirable minister, the doom ’
of such a man was dight.’ The execution of Pertev and
the disgrace of Akif were both due to Mahmud’s consistent
The abolition of
policy of striking terror into his ministers.
the Grand Vizieratc showed clearly that no single individual
could represent the Sultan. He wanted a council of ministers
who would carry out his orders like a staff of clerks.
In the East reality seldom corresponds to appearances.
Even Mahmud could not wholly escape from the intrigues of
the palace or from the cajolery of his daughters and their
husbands. The darker side to this intrigue was the plot
against the life of Pertev, of which the Sultan knew little or
nothing. Pertev’s doom had been decided on by his enemy
The two men had always been rivals and had struggled
Akif.
for supremacy in other fields than those of material power.
Both were men of letters as well as statesmen. Akif wrote
better verses, Pertev was a more copious poet. Akif laid the
foundation of modern Turkish prose at the same time as he
sapped Pertev’s political position. He was jealous of his rival’s
literary and political fame, and left no stone unturned to
It was Akif who got Halil to fill the Sultan’s
discredit him.
ears with suspicions of Pertev, and thus brought him to an
untimely doom. But no minister was safe in the grim reign
of Mahmud. Neither Akif nor Halil gained by their treachery.
They in turn were plotted against by Reschid Pasha, the rising
‘

‘

’

‘

‘

reformer, who had remained loyal to Pertev’s memory and
In March 1838 Halil was
resolved to avenge his death.
suddenly disgraced ; Akif was also dismissed and accused of
corruption. He retired into private life and wrote, appropriRcschid as the
ately, a poem on vanity and ‘ nothingness.’
reformer and westerniser became Foreign Minister ; old Husrev
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PUBI.TC OPINION

returned to power d.lon^ with Suiclj u stupid son-in-Uiw of
Mahmud.®® Reschid, after accomplishing some ri'forms, was
'riie office
sent as Ambassador to England at the end of i d;}8.
of Grand Vizier was formally abolished and a cabinet fonne<l
on the western model. The aim of this new ministry was to
express the views and policy of tlu^ Sultan aloiu*, and that
policy certainly looked towards the Wist.

These revolutions of the palace in Mahmud’s later years
seem to have been connected with his last and most tletermined
attempts at reform. As he grew older he b(;came at once nion*
liberal, more impatient of opposition, and more anxious to
lU; did not neglect
galvanise his capital and empire into life.
to appeal to public opinion for support.

He

institute'd

the

May

1832 as a means to that end.®® The
Moniteur Ottomane, though an official journal, is a valuable
index to Mahmud’s character and aims.
It was Issued und(;r
his influence and sometimes contained contributions from his
pen. It represents him as a steady friend to <'nlight«;nment
and western ideas and as particularly desii'ous of introducing
the study of foreign languages to his civil servants.
In oiu^
passage Mahmud publicly stated that he considcreil the office
of Turkish ambassador to a foreign power as more honourable
than that of Foreign Minister to himself, 'riie building of
naval and military schools, of a hospital, and of a medic al
college, all upon western models, was represented as a result
of his enlightenment. Public opinion was thus (‘ultivatc‘d in
orcier to counteract the mollahs, who dcmounced the outrages to
religion involved by students tracing characters from left to
right, wearing western uniforms, sitting on licnedtes, or dissecting dead bodies.
It was hard to get westCTii instructors or
text-books for his schools, it was harder to induce the students
to learn from either.
Yet even Ponsonby wrote in 1836 tliat
‘
organization is advancing in every branch of the; Sultan’s
service,
information spreading in a surprising manner
among the younger mcin.’®* But youth could .still be reactionary.
In the medical college the students, si^eculating
on me mmour of Mahmud’s death, demonstrated
while at
first

newspaper in

^d

They were

annoyed at finding them.selves scirved
with European forks, and returned to
their fingers,’ 3 ® in
‘

patnotic reversion to the customs of their
forefathers.
Even in his most material improvements
Mahmud

w

opposition.

owmg

The

faithful

met

looked with disapproval on Ins

the Russians to open

up

the

Danube

to steamer
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navigation, on his building lighthouses on the Black Sea, and
throwing an iron bridge over the Golden Ilorn. This last
salutary innovation provoked the indignation not only of the
ten thousand boatmen of Constantinople but of Turkish
patriots who preferred to journey by water.
As regards other
forms of communication Mahmud improved the water service
of the Bosphorus, but did little in regard to the rest of his
empire.
great road was built by Rescind Mehemet from
Sivas to Diarbekir, but for this Mahmud seems not to have
been specially responsible. Yet he emerged victorious from a
severe struggle about enforcing sanitary precautions, particularly against the plague.
To interfere with this natural
affliction was in the eyes of the ulmas to oppose God, by seeking
to avert his fury from man.
During a plague (;pidcmic in 1837
Mahmud tried to clean the streets of Constantinople and to
take precautions against infection, and the Dutch Minister
plague hospital was
thought he attained some success.®"
founded by two Frenchmen in this year arid supported by
Mahmud at the request of a Prussian prince. Opiaosition to it
only strengthened the Sultan’s will. No sooner had he reorganised his ministry in May 1838, than he announced that
a general sanitary reform was to be applied throughout his
empire, and particularly when epidemics occurred.®’ And,
in order to commend it, he announced that he had obtained a
fctva, or religious decree, from the Shcikh-ul-Islam to testify to
the legality of such measures.
When a town has the plague
it is permitted to avert from it the wrath of God and take
refuge in the bosom of his mercy.’ Disinfectants and quarantine were ‘ the surest refuge from God’s wrath and the greatest
means of his grace.’
quarantine station was erected in
Constantinople, plague sulfcrers were brought to it, and the
health of the capital improved before the end of the year.®®
‘If men arc so blinded by erroneous ideas as to permit the
least infraction of the orders issued from supreme authority in
accordance with the legal fetva, exemplary chastisement will be

A

A

‘

A

inflicted.’ ®®

Mahmud’s changes

in 1838 were accompanied by an
attempt to repress corruption by instituting more regular
salaries for the civil service, and by a public denunciation of
‘
venality ’ as
most contemptible and fertile in all kinds of
disorder.’
This was the last of several very genuine attempts
to check corruption and to punish extortion and bribery. One
method had been to impose an oath upon persons assuming
Paradoxically this
office that they would never take a bribe.
is supposed to have increased corruption.
For legitimate
‘
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tak(^ a lew
were so small that pashas or clerks had to
And once they had perjured (h<'ms<'lve,s
perquisites to live.
released Irom any furthcT
in a detailed particular, they felt
note, however, that
obligation in general. It is interesting to
Mahmud made at least one attempt to check corruption in the;
worst, tlmn in the
provinces, where the sy.stem watS even
As soon as a man becomes a minister or a govtu-nor,
capital.

salaries

‘

all his relations, all

from

the relations ol his leLitions,

his native village,

crowd

to

.solicit his

all tlu* idlei.s

pationagt'.

He

calm,” he answers, ‘‘wait a bit and, Inshallah, 1 may do
something for you.” In the mcantiim; they carry his sliiipers,
they fill his pipes, they follow him, they loiter about his house,
they form the bulk of his retinue. 1'hey art' unpaid atlurhrs.
He gives them no wages, but they get scraps from his kitchen
and “ backshish ” from his visitors and suitors. As opportunities
offer, he provides for them, he mak(\s them cadis or policemen,
or governors of villages, or takes them into his paid .service as
vacancies occur. ... A man once in the servict' of a great
man, whether hired or purchased, a servant or a slave, gets
from thence into the service of the public, and then robs anti
This was in 1H37, iuul the systttm was
bribes his way up.’
even worse at an earlier day. Mahmud trieti tt) meet tint evil
by a decree in 1836. He attemiitod tt) take frt)m pashas in
‘

the provinces generally all civil authtu'ity anti tin; atlministnition and control and collection of the revenues t)i’ their gttvernThe idea was evidently tt) cttntrol pashas by :in
ments,’

unbribable civil service at Constantinople.
all other attempts to check venality.

Hut

it

failed, likt;

VI
Diu apparandum cst bellurrij id uincas
hand, so as to conquer more quickly.

The

Prepaid* for

war long

bcibrr-

army to replace the janizzurie.s
of Mahmud’s life. He wore the new

creation of a powerful

was the dearest object
uniform, pored over drill-books, and dirc<;tcd the man()tmvre.s
in person.’ But the difficulties in the way of crctiling si new
force were enormous.
There had never been ctmscription
before and its introduction was practically difficult. A cemu.s
was taken only every thirty years and, when Mahmud speeded
up the taking of a new one, it was due ‘ solely ’ to ‘ a wish to
‘

increase the military force of the empire.’ ** Statistics have
never been the strong point of Turkey, but the census revealed
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Mussulman population was on

the wane, and even
Mahmud hesitated to enrol Christians. But the organisation
of a proper system was difficult where evasion was a fine art
and corruption habitual. It was very soon found too that
certain areas were prepared to resist.
The governor of Janina
had to be recalled in 1837 and his successor directed ‘ not to
attempt at the present moment to force upon the Albanians
the system of conscription.’
In fact Albanians successfully
resisted it throughout the century.
It was only by a very slow
and patient policy that conscription could be applied even to
a small percentage of the population, and the results were not
obvious in Mahmud’s lifetime. During the last decade of his
reign the recruiting areas of Adana, Syria and Palestine were
closed to him and more drastic mctliods were used by his
Egyptian enemy. ‘ I am the only man to manage the Arabs,’
‘
said Ibrahim roughly.
I could and did cut off their heads,
which the Turks never will do.’^*
that the

Turkish officers, said Ibrahim, smoke all day and have
people to wash their hands.’
Their apartments arc generally
filled with idlers and very often with spies,’ added Colonel
Rose. One pasha complained naively, formerly we used to
write a letter once a month, now we arc obliged to do so
sometimes twice a day.’ The consequence of this aversion
from business was that ‘ any attempt at strategy or a combined
movement was ‘ most precarious.’ The rank and file of the
Turkish force were, as always, good, ‘ sober, hardy and brave.’
But they had no commissariat or medical stores worth the
name. Prussian and French officers had been used, but they
had all been incontinently dismissed in 1836. It was difficult
to employ either Russians or English as substitutes, since the
manual of drill was in French. Battalion drill was not very
well performed, and brigade movements seem to have been
‘

‘

‘

’

non-existent.
It was also difficult to create an officer class, where there
was an ‘ entire want of education.’ Sometimes even divisional
commanders could only sign their names. Rose gravely
suggested that officers ought to be made to learn reading,
writing and arithmetic, ‘ and perhaps a book of Euclid.’ In
1841 Captain Williams declared that engineers and artillery
were alike useless without schools of instruction for the officers.

Adjutants

and quartermasters did not

exist.

An

absurd

Even Omer
refusal to devolve authority complicated matters.
pasha at the height of his power interfered in every detail,
regulating the amount of wood which companies were to cut,
and supervising the quality of the soup issued to battalions.
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The commander-in-chicf undertook

duties

which a modern

quartermaster would devolve on subordinates.
Despite all these defects a certain amount of progress was
made. In 1837, according to General Chrzaiun'ski, whom
Palmerston thought a good authority, there wore t\venty-livc
regular regiments of four battalions each, or about 40,000
men ; six regiments of cavalry, three of artillery and one of
He reckoned that on an active footing some
engineers.^®
77,000 troops could be produced. These were fairly well
clothed, had reasonably good horses, and wer<‘ snlliciently
accustomed to tactics. The arti Icry was at fault, because the
guns had nine different calibres. The new creation due to
Mahmud was the Redlffs or reserves. By 1837 tlnu'c were I’orty
battalions and eighty squadrons, but their i)ay and organisation
was bad and their value, like their numbers, very probl<'matical.
Chrzanovski put them at 13,000, but this was a low estimate.'*®
The creation of the Rediffs was indeed a great imj)rovemcnt
on the old system. Hitherto volunteers had been called lor on
the outbreak of war, and worthless irregulars or criminals drafted
into the ranks to fill up the gaps, without discipline, training
or organisation. Now a partially disci])lincd Ibree had been
created as an organisation for emergencies, which was steadily
to increase as years went on.
It also had importtint elleets
in preventing revolt in the provinces. Mahmud’s military
reforms were real and important, but they were incomplete.
‘
In order to have a good army it is not enough to ctdleet
together a certain number of men and to divide them into
regiments and divisions.’
Mahmud paid no attention to
Palmerston’s dictum. He seems never to have favoured a
General Staff, and thus was without plans or objective when
war broke out.*® The victorious soldiers of Mahmud twice
went down in utter rout before the Egyptians.
Mahmud in fact seldom selected a good commander.
Palmerston, as usual, hit the nail on the head when he sttid
promotion in the Turkish army was due to ‘ influence and
favour ’ and in the Egyptian ‘ to merit and bravery.’
The
general Mahmud trusted most endured one of
the greatest
defeats of Turkish history.
Had Mahmud been able to find
a g^eral as loyal to his master and as militarily
able a.s Ibraliim
“^ght have chased the Egyptians from Syria.
u
Mahmuds
naval policy was even more unfortunate.
He
snowed a praiseworthy zeal in building ships and in
erecting
a naval Academy. He had as many ships
of the line in the
Bosphorus
Aegean as Russia had in the Black Sea. He
had useful foreign instructors like Slade and had
made a good
‘

^d

’
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resistance to Russia in the war of 1828-9.
But the admiral he
selected to command against the Egyptians a decade later

handed over the Turkish

the enemy without
striking a blow, immediately after Mahmud’s death.
It may
be true that it would not have been surrendered had he been
alive.
None the less, the great Sultan failed alike in selecting
good leaders in war, and in inspiring them with his own
energy or enthusiasm.
fleet intact to

VII
From growing Commerce

And

let the fair

loose her latest rein

white-winged Peace-maker fly.

Tennyson.

Mahmud’s

He

financial policy was vigorous if not always wise.
signalised the month in which he destroyed the janizzarics

by abolishing the Court of

This measure prevented the future confiscation of the property of executed
Confiscations.

persons, whether Turks or Christians.
It was directed principally against the informers who denounced persons to tlic government, and prevented them from gaining by the denunciation.

an Armenian banker or Greek merchant had lent money
the victim, his claims would now be met even if his customer

Also
to

if

were decapitated. The financial gains of the mollahs or ulemas
were reduced. They had previously received a commission
of 10 per cent, in every judgment they pronounced ; they
now had their profits reduced to aj. Mahmud followed
up this reform by an attack on the Waktifs. These were
the revenues drawn from Turkish property or endowments
for religious purposes, such as the construction and upkeep of mosques and schools. Previously such property had
been inalienate, and ‘ according to Holy Law neither the
regnant prince nor any can meddle with these goods.’
Mahmud was not deterred by religious scruples, which he
deemed to be absurd, and attempted to bring the whole of the
Wakufs under state control. He began by depriving his chief
eunuch of the Wakufs of Mecca and Medina, and tried to
divert some of these profits to his own pocket. In the end he
was unsuccessful so far as the Wakufs were concerned, and
indeed seems to have found it necessary to pay an allowance of
over ;^ioo,ooo to them every year.®® But he had immensely
increased his income by getting under his direct control the
military fiefs of the derebeys, and by forcing them to pay a

abuse of monopolies
regular revenue for the first time. In addition his imposts
were much more regularly collected than beCore.
After the Treaty of Adrianople Mahmud had s|)('cial, and
lie
not entirely selfish, reasons for increasing tlu^ r(;vcnu(\

wished to get the Russians to evacuate tiu; fortress of Silistria
and the Principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia. Ih; could
only do this by paying them the inchunnily due by the treaty
of 1829. To that object all sound finance was sacrificed, but
he did eventually raise about eight hundred thousand pounds,
and obtained the evacuation in 1836. 1’urkcy was still without
a debt, though even good judges could not decidt' whether
Mahmud’s revenue was six or eight million pounds. It was
agreed that some twelve hundred ihnusaud pounds was for tIu'
Mahmud reduced his court
court and the Seraglio expenses.
establishments somewhat, but this cH'oiiomy was ollset by his
construction of new palaces, the ohUa' ones being in ii most

tumble-down condition. He also indulgtxl in tlx; traditional
His chief
extravagance on the marriage of his d;iught<*r.s.
expedient for raising money, however, was to sell monopolies on
articles of commerce.
This system benefited the flinagncr to
some extent but, since it raised tiie price of the articles to tlx;
native consumer, was unfortunate and oppressive in its results.
It produced a rebellion in Asia Minor during iHifi -18, and was
held by good observers to have rttndercd fertih; di.slricts
desolate by iSgo.®*
The system was radictilly vicious, and
Palmerston ordered ‘ a strong rcmonstnuice tigtiinst monopolies

’

as early

as

the chief objections to
moiiopolies, or any such complicated artificitility, is that they
act in unexpected ways, and they did .so j)e(;uliarly in Turk<;y.
1833.

Monopolies were both local and genond, <'ind in c.ach ctise
created a class of privileged extortioners, tigtiinst whom tlx;
native producer was helpless, being
not master of his own
produce.’ It made no difference what were the pn-vious
rights under treaty to the foreign merchant
he htid to snhmit
;
to any terms the monopolist extortioner imposed before he
‘

could

sell his

And

goods.

the last thing the monojiolist wtis

^

likely to allow, especially if

he was a local monopolist, was a
small or reasonable price. The system was mort; favourable
to the foreigner than to the native, but undoubtedly
restrictive,
cases prohibitive, of trade.
Ponsonliy dedur<;d
that by its means the Porte ‘ has evaded or
broken through
a large part of our commercial rights.’ I'his information
at
once roused the British lion in Palmerston, who
asked for the
tmlest imormation and demanded
immediate redress. Even
betore that Palmerston was prepared
to go to extreme lengths

to
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revise the whole system.
Two days before [i.e. April
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14,
that, as

he had repeated the ingenious argument
Mehemet Ali was the universal monopolist in Egypt, the
abolition of monopolies would hit him much more than it
would the Sultan. And he added that, if the Sultan abolished
them in his empire, the British government would expect
and require similar abolition in Egypt and Syria. These
were strong words for even Palmerston to use.®®
But Palmerston, strong in commercial support, knew what
he was about. Not only the British, but the French and the
Dutch merchants and their governments, wanted the abolition
they
of monopolies. And they wanted far more than this
wanted a general revision and modernisation of the whole
system, financial, economic and commercial, that their
traders might buy and sell in peace and without being robbed
or injured by corruption and prejudice. Even if a foreigner
had received any benefit by monopolies it was of no advantage
in view of the enormous difficulties presented to him in other
The foreigner could own no land and, if he bought
directions.
man of straw,’ was liable to have it
it through a Turkish
confiscated without redress. The methods by which goods
were introduced into the country were of immemorial
antiquity and of inconceivable futility. Let us describe the
process by which a British ship passed through the Bosphorus
1838)

‘

’

'

’

:

‘

The

made

application to the Dragoman at the British limbassy for a permit, or
firman of the Sultan. The Dragoman sent the application to
the Reis EJfcndi (the Foreign Minister), who passed it on to the
to trade in the Black Sea.

Grand Customer.
to the Reis EJendi.

in to record

sea-captain

first

The Grand Customer signified his assent
The Kialib, or Clerk of the Divan,was called

the assent of both officials in writing.

The
The

Mourneyz, or corrector, was then called upon to read it.
Beylikdje, or Vice-Clerk of Chancery, was next called on to
This is my Imperial
sanction the utterance of the words
command.’ The Reis Effendi then signed the finrian, his
secretary solemnly registered it. Then the Tourahchi traced
upon the document the Tourha, or imperial sign manual.* The
British Dragoman carried it to the Chancery to be registered
there, and the sea-captain finally received a document which
had passed through no fewer than twelve different processes
and hands. It was a good way of ensuring the authenticity of
the permit and the stagnation of the trade. For even with the
‘

* F.O. 78/191. From Sir R. Gordon, No. 90 of November 1 1, 1830. He
records the procedure without a smile or a frown. The officials are, more
correctly, the Mummefpiz,i the Beylikji^ and the Tura-kash.
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world the process could not be rapid. If an
official needed bribing or desired to obstruct, the delay could
be endless. This hopelessly medieval and obsohue procedure
best will in the

well illustrates the obstructions to trade inherent in an oldfashioned oriental despotism.
The Capitulations signed between England and Turkey,

along with other agreements, guaranteed freedom of commerce, navigation and trade. This was subject to a duty of
3 per cent, on entry and to a similar duty on export. 'I'hese
privileges dated from a very early jieriod, had bt'cn signed in
1675 and reconfirmed on subsequent occasions, not:d.)ly in
1809. The same or similar privileges were granted to most
other Western Powers. They were not, however, enjoyetl by
any of them. For, apart from monoiiolit's, a crowd of other
obstructions existed.
In addition to the 3 j)cr cent, duty
on entry a further 3 per cent, was charg<‘d if goods were
Interior duties were also levied bel'oi'e goods
could be exported, and silk and wool wore, in this manner,
almost prohibited from export.
What app(‘ared to bo fre(!
trade was, in reality, the highest protection. As usual the
subjects of Turkey suffered even more than the foreign
sold to rayas.

merchants, the burden on British imports being <'stimated
at from 40 to 60 per cent., and that on Turkish <'xports
at from 60 to 100 per cent. The interests of the Turkish
officials, of the middlemen, were bound up with tint continuance of this iniquitous system. Ponsonby reportixl the
Minister of Commerce to be opposed by ‘ underlings acting for
private ends.’ Reschid Pasha, the Foreign Minister and chief
negotiator, declared that while he favoured the abolition of
monopolies himself, he found tlxem supported by ‘ the great
men of the country,’ himself opposed by other ministers and
‘
bien plus haut encore’
{i.e.
by Mahmud himself). But
the time had at last come when no opposition would be allowed
to stand in the way.
Urquhart, that strange observer of the East, had aired the
idea of a commercial treaty as early as 1834. But Mahrmtd
had noticed the evils of monopolies in 1831. Palmerston hatl
pressed for a strict revision of the tariff ever since 183(5.
But
that year a serious incident caused the suspension
of diplomatic relations for a time between England and Turkey.
And
when pressed to demand the removal of the prohibition on
free export of corn, the Sultan replied :
I dare not do it at the
present moment.
Palmerston wrote early in 1

m

‘

837 regretting

had been so little progress in a commercial Treaty
and pressing for more vigorous measures. By
the middle of
that there

‘

’

bulwer’s influence
the year a

new

ponsonby
of Embassy arrived who was
;
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Secretary
to be a
useful instrument for the purpose
Henry Lytton Bulwer,
brother of the novelist. He was to do more at his brilliant
first appearance at Constantinople than in later days when he
was ambassador there. At this stage he was capable of hard work
and adroit and resourceful in methods. He claimed later
that he alone was responsible for the Convention, but the
facts are against him.
The minister. Lord Ponsonby, was
indeed an indolent aristocrat who had incurred Palmerston’s
displeasure, because he transmitted whole columns of statistics
or paragraphs from the Moniteur Ottomane without troubling to
criticize or examine them.
In the actual negotiation he relied
chiefly on the industry of Bulwer, but, by Bulwer’s own admission, he could have obtained his facts just as easily from the
Consul-General or the leading merchants of the British Colony.
And, though Bulwer did not admit it, he owed much to
the spadework of Urquhart.
What no one except Ponsonby could have done was to
convince the Sultan. The energetic despot had a curious
liking for the leisurely nobleman ; he had sent him baskets of
fruit and flowers, and these were extraordinary marks of
favour. He had given him more solid tokens of regard, and
usually agreed when Ponsonby asked that a minister should
be dismissed or retained. Bulwer, in his lively account of the
negotiation, ascribes his success to his having pitched his
summer tent in one of the woody valleys by the Bosphorus,
which happened to be within sight of the summer residence
of the Minister of Commerce. It would be more just to
ascribe success to the other accident that ^ Mahmud professed
greater regard [for Lord Ponsonby] than had ever been shown
by an Ottoman Monarch to any Christian representative.’
At a later stage Ponsonby calmly admitted to Palmerston
that Bulwer was ^ much abler than myself.’ But Ponsonby
was the man, and indeed the only man, whom the royal
Tiger ’ loved and trusted. And even he was stirred up
his full influence in a cause so important
to
exercise
as that of changing the commercial policy of the empire.
With a true oriental despot such personal influence won
the day.
Even in 1833 Mahmud had condescended to praise Adam
Smith in the Moniteur Ottomane. On July ii, 1837, a passage
appeared, officially admitting the advantages of free export of
grain from Turkey which Ponsonby had long urged. On
August I the Sultan welcomed Ponsonby’s announcement of
the accession of Qjieen Victoria by expressing to him the hope
:

‘
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anglo-turkish commercial convention

will increase ’ but others,
friendship
of
relations
that not only
’I’ln'se concessions
Hke those ‘ of commerce,’ might do so.«»
Bulwer had time to
were openly made to Ponsonby before
Bulwer deserves a good deal of credit for
events.
‘

influence
his adroitness

and industry as regards details, bo t.arly as
May 1838 Ponsonby had pressed lu>nie the argunu;nl that a
woukl be adverse to
revision of the whole commercial system
Mehemet Ali, and urged that, if a convcntioti or treaty was
entitled to demand its
signed, ‘the British Government will he

m

Ins .si.em.s to
Egypt, as well as el.sewheit\
have been the final and convincing argument. Mahmutl was
fearing a new attack from MehemiU Ali and thought commercial agreement would spell political allianc<- with Knghuul.
The end came suddenly. On August t(i Reschid, who had all
along favoured the treaty, summoned Bulwer and aimouni'cd
the Sultan’s rcadine.ss to sign the Gonvi'ution that day. 'Phe
Dragoman was hurriedly sent for and a long ilay was spent in
copying and transcribing. At to p.m. Lord Pon.sonby droppe<l
down the Bosphorus in his caique, and before midnight the
Convention was signed at Balta Liman."The terms of the Convention were almost all that even
was only over the
It
Palmerston had hoped or de.sired.

execution

^

I

question of a transit duty that success was not attaiix'd.
Monopolies of agricultural [u-oduce or of any other artitdes
were definitely to be abolished and the abolition w;ts to be
extended to Egypt All foreign goods were to be admitted

duty and an ad mlorm interitir
The duty levied on foreigmu's for
exporting Turkish goods was to be 3 per cent, plus an
The incredibly slow arrangemetjts
interior duty of 2 per cent.*
for granting jimanj to British ships entering the Dartlan<’Ues
or Bosphorus were to be accelerattid. 'I’he C;apituIalion.s
giving property and security to British subjects were reaffirmed. The agreement did not, and w;is not intcndetl to,
benefit England alone.
The Dutch Minister had .said, even
before its conclusion, it offers no diflicultics and will extend
to all.’ ** But the gratitude of other powers wtis not conspicuous. Bulwer says he confided to the Secretary of the
French Embassy the terms he intended to propose, and that
his ‘ gay and intelligent
colleague declared that hi.s project
was impossible. Immediately he heard of Bulwer’s succcsi.s
the French Secretary came to see him.

on payment of 3 per
duty of 9 per cent.

cent,

‘

’

* Characteristically, however, Turkish
subjects had to pay an interior duty
of 9 per cent, for goods they exported, This was to supply tlte revenue lost by

monopolies.

RECEPTION BY FRENCH AND DUTCH
French Secretary
avcz joue ce tour-li

Bulwer

‘

:

‘
:

Est-il possible,

mon

cher,
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que vous

’

?

Quel tour ?

Seulement nous avons trouv^

que vous avez cru impossible.’
Mais que faire ?
French Secretary
Bulwer
Nothing more easy, my dear fellow here is a
copy of our treaty do you have another copy made, and sign
it to-day, and then let the journal at Smyrna [a journal in the
French pay] say that this happy result was entirely brought
about by Admiral Roussin’s [the French Ambassador’s] influence
He adds
and your great knowledge of commercial affairs.’
possible ce

’

‘

:

‘

:

;

;

that the French Secretary laughed heartily, shook his hand,
and took his advice.
Bulwer’s story is too good to be true. It was not till late in
October that the Echo de VOrient (the Smyrna journal ‘ in
French pay ’) hinted that M. Roussin had signed a treaty like
Ponsonby’s. Even then it was ‘ not quite true.’ The negotiations took time and it was not till November 25 that a French
treaty was signed.®® The Russian Minister took the matter
badly because he had been absent while the British Convention
was signed, and bitterly, but acutely, suggested that the Convention was the result of a political intrigue.®® The Dutch,
who were singularly good judges of commercial transactions,
regarded the whole matter with some suspicion, as much
depended on working out the details of the tariff subsequently
It was not until nearly two years later
to the Convention.
that they finally signed a commercial treaty with Turkey on
Ponsonby said the
their own account (March 31, 1840).
credit was due to Reschid and the Sultan ‘ more than to any
Mahmud seems to have hesitated for a considerable
other.’
time, though he finally consented. The Sultan claims
‘
according to the ideas of the East all the lands of the Empire
He possesses, therefore, the right to give his
as his property.
tenants at will such orders in respect to the sale of his produce
as he thinks proper.’ ®‘' Mahmud knew well enough that the
Anglo-Turkish Convention would deprive him of most of this
power for the future. He felt, of course, that this Convention
would deal a blow at Mehemet Ali, but this was by no means
his only

motive for signing.

His

official

newspaper during

year abounds in references to the benefits of intercourse
with the West, and this object he could best secure through the
Convention. He overruled four-fifths of his officials and gave
up personal advantages for the benefit of the majority of his
His intentions were at the height of their benevolence
subjects.
and his despotism at the sumnndt of enlightenment.
this

THE CONVENTION
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The

IN

THE PROVINCES

comiiu-irial ('onvention
benefits of the Anglo-Turkisli
and real. Ponsonby i-har.irKTi.stically di<l not

evident

’
But hir was
subject.
pretend to offer any remarks upon the
obt.iin tietailed re povi$
ultimately compelled by Palmerston to
from his consuls. He took ubout six inonths to ti«ULsntit them
he had received thorn, and was tlum onlered to pnaluee
some more. The Convention raine into foree on March i,
'
venal puhlie fuiu ^
most
a
Smyrna,
of
Governor
The
1839.
‘

zZ

*

f *

and the most rapacious ('xtorlioner by whom it was
the Grand
ever ruled,’ though acting in collusion with
Customer at Constantinople, couUl only <lelay its application
At Constantinople and Smyrna all monofor four months.
tionarv

‘

entirely abolished.’
were soon
Turkish produce
And the results were astounding. The monopolists h;ui Ibrcetl
the producers of articles to sell to them at ri<iiculousIy low
prices, in order to make a profit by reselling them at extremely
high ones. Now the producer was able to obtain the market
price, and it was much lower than the one at whii'h the uumt)The producer oi’shee|)'s wool got twice his
polists had sold.
old price, the producer ofvalonia threi; times the value, and
Pxaetions
these instances arc typical of a hundred othi-rs.
and irregularities could not be removed at once. In Samos
Hein's
the Greek prince retained every monojioly and in
rocky isle tlic Greek people udher<;d for a ye.ir to their om^
monopoly of gum mastic. The corrupt pasiia at Smynnt
revived the lead monopoly. At Salonii'u, owing it was
believed to the demands of some formitlable Albiinian ehiefs,
monopolies continued on leeches, salt, timber ami stutlf, bven
in a place like Brusa monopolies and local iinporis w<T(*
suppressed. In other places political or personal eatist;s sometimes hindered the working of the system. At Mosul the paslnt
contrived to turn the situation to his tidvantage.
He imposed
the import duty of 12 per cent, fixed by tlu; tariff, atul
added a 7 per cent, extra which lie pocketetl him.sflf. At
Tripoli and Tunis the scmi-indcpenclcnt brjis rtdusirti for a
time to accept the Convention. But it is extraordinary there
were not more of these exceptions, for the abolition of tnonopolics was a most drastic reform.
As Cartwright the Consul-General wrote, the (lonvention
gave British Merchandise a privilege in its own right which
could not have been asserted under the Capitulations.' Now
'

polies of

‘

'

’

'

’

‘

was

a merchant unctuously averred, thiit British
trade was ‘ the most extensive in the Levant and has always
rnaintained a great ascendancy.* But other nations who had
signed similar agreements, like the French and Dutch, also

it

also true, as

urq,uhart’s criticism, Palmerston’s defence 39
benefited greatly.
One exception may be noted and it formed
a stern criticism of the Convention, of Palmerston and of
British policy in the East, owing to the vendetta waged by the
ingenious David Urquhart.®® Curiously enough, the Russians,
who had refused to sign a similar Convention for political
reasons, seem to have made the best of it by a later separate
treaty.
Turkish subjects did not benefit so much. They
had to pay a 9 per cent, duty on goods exported as well as
the normal 3 per cent, export duty, and this sum was needed
to make up for the money lost by the abolition of monopolies.
There was still a distinction between Beratti^ or privileged
traders, and unprivileged ones, the former usually being
Mussulmans and the latter rqyas^ or non-Mussulman subjects.
But the latter, being Greeks and Armenians, were not easy to
beat in commercial affairs. Some years before Palmerston had
remarked on their artfulness.
It seems to me that the Greeks
living in Turkey want to be Greeks when the collector comes
round to receive haratch^ and to be rqyas for the purposes of
retail trade and handicrafts.
But they cannot have the
advantages of both and the disadvantages of neither. If they
claim exemption from the haratch which is payable by rayas and
not by foreigners, they cannot pretend to exercise those trades
which can be exercised only by rayas and to which foreigners
are not admissible.’ * But Palmerston underrated the capacity
They soon turned to their own profit the
of Greek rayas.
increased importing facilities given by the new system to
foreigners.
They used the cover of foreign names and protection to import goods from abroad, while retaining all their
own retail trade and privileges as against the foreigner. They
evaded in the same way the duty of 9 per cent, on the
‘

exported goods of Turkish subjects. In this, as in other cases,
the Christian inhabitants of Turkey found they could best
improve their lot by secret relations with foreigners from
without. In fact every improvement, or opening of Turkey
to the West, was bound to loosen her hold on her own subjects,
unless and until Christian and Mussulman stood on perfect
equality inside the realm.
Minute by Palmerston on Ponsonby, No. ia8 of August 7,
1835. Haratch wzs the tribute paid to exempt Christian subjects of the Turk
from military service. By Greeks Palmerston means foreigners of the Greek
kingdom, as distinguished from Turkish rayas of Greek race.
* F.O. 96/18.

‘

’
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VTII
Evidence of fear {shown by niyas) should not nisf
sweetest joy is to

know

muh

Puoci^amation

that they are hapfyu

u momnth whose

MAUMrn,

oj-

iT.'S’?

That the improvement of the lot of tlu’ nijw, tlie nonMussulman subjects of'rnrk(;y, was the supreiiK' and last object
of Mahmud seems clear.
He had always declared luiuself in
favour of toleration, ile announced that he was
accessibh'
to all,’ and he took care to show that he meant /vnvw as
well as
Mussulmans. At a rcviinv in iHiiti rvlu-n laviis were drb'en
away, he had them recalled and distributed lanjess.’ In
the
same year ‘passing by a (Jreek village In* ealleil all the
inhabitants and gave money to them.’
In d!go he reh'ase<l
all Greeks who had become slav<-s to Turks
during the insurrection, and compelled tluar masttu's to Ix'ar the
<*xpense of
repatriating them to Grcectr.
In iH'^i durim>; a tour throuirh
European Turkey he built Ghrislian villages ami distributed
one hundred thou.sand piasters to schools, includiim
fhosi- of
Greeks and of Arme.uin Gatholics.
lie n-cordc<d tilarthe
‘

‘

.seen

‘

touched

Momteur Otlomane abounds

Mahmud’s
^

jjaternal heart.'
The
in striking and naiv<- proofs <.f
his

desire to belter the lot of the' utyas.

‘

subject.s int<'lligenc<-

At the time His Highness

The

Sultan

and

talent.’

shall visit the mo.siiues

are not to be seized with fear but on
continue their walks.’
The constant

rqyas^

tin;

.

.

.

contrary

the
t.i

aim of the Sultan's
the inhabitants of his country,
whether
‘

thought

that
Mussulmans or rayas, are sheltered I'rom all
oppression.'"' U(!
went even further in the provincial tour
which he umh*rtook
in 1837. Just before he left
he had been ,stopp,;d
is

by a bold

‘

m
IL;

C^ilata

°P

I

who

MV

S?f to
Surnev’^^

N.

^

SSveS:,
toatSTemti^^

eui-sed

with

of
liacl be<;n arrested and put
had obtained his hotly, averivd
tlu; title

these rumours, set out

on

his

everywhere with tht; grcait;st
pinstian subjects, many of thmi pros-

that he deelrn^H

^ IkL
sein^eis
cn years
elsewhere he
,

and

progress was unprecedenttal in

taxation for
ordered the construction of new
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houses to relieve over-population, at his own expense. In
every place that he visited he called the Turkish notables
together, urged them to keep good order and to treat Turks
and ra)^as alike without distinction.’
He summoned the
rqya notables and encouraged them to prefer requests,’ among
others for the ‘repair or construction of churches.’ The mere
reception of rqyas was an unprecedented honour, and this last
utterance is peculiarly significant, for the older Turks disliked
the erection, as distinguished from the repair, of churches.
When Mahmud gave office to Said, his fanatical son-in-law, in
positive orders to behave well towards the
1838, he added
Franks and to respect the Christian religion.’^ His other
measures of this year show the same resolve to overcome
'

‘

’

Mussulman

done more, had

He would

certainly have
not the Egyptian danger turned him elsewhere.

religious

prejudice.

Towards the end of 1838

Mahmud

began to have fits of
which had increased of

nervous excitement. His excesses,
late years, had exhausted his frame.
.

His

developed

illness

rapidly after war had begun between him and Mehemet Ali,
and by the middle of 1839 his death was expected. To calm
opinion at this crisis he forced himself to appear at the Selamlik
every Friday in spite of great weakness, and caused festivals
to be actually held in his gardens while he was dying in his
palace.
Mahmud died on July i, 1839, just before the news
came that his army had been totally routed by Ibrahim, and
that his admiral had surrendered his fleet to Mehemet Ali,
The profound impression Mahmud made on his subjects is
the best proof of his greatness and power. Even Stratford, a
not wholly friendly critic, allows him a certain ‘ liberality,’
and says that his virtues were his own and his faults due to
others.
The Dutch Minister described him as great and
enlightened.’ Without advisers or friends, he confronted the
most formidable dangers alone. He failed to reconquer the
Serbs, or to suppress the revolt of the Greeks. He was beaten
in war by the Russians and by his revolted Egyptian pasha.
Yet he destroyed the janizzaries, he recovered Epirus, Albania,
Sivas, Diarbekir, Mosul, Bagdad.
What he lost on the outskirts of the empire he gained by asserting his control within
it.
He found his empire ruled by a set of turbulent feudatories, permanent in the case of the derebeys, temporary in the
In each case the rulers of provinces and
case of the pashas.
of tribes had the right of inflicting death, and all those rights of
private war, of private justice, of private revenue, which were
‘

HE OPENED THE GATE OE THE EAST
SO dear to medieval barons of the West.
derebeys and pasha.s of their independent

Mahmud
j:;ibl)('ts,

deprived
of their

independent armies, of tlunr independent incomes. He reasserted the active rule ofthc Sultan and ma<!e a modern unified
lit; improved the
state for the first time possil)lc in Turkt'y.
system of government and of taxation, he promotetl toleration,
he developed commercial intercourse. lie built up a mnv
army and a new fleet, he sowed the seeds of many later reforms.
He breathed a new spirit into the Turkish Empire, as the
epitaph on his tomb shows
:

The

He

great King, judicious
opened the gate of the

and

wise, the sun to
E;i.st to new light.

Itis

lanpire.

CHAPTER

II

The Great Powers and Mahmud

(1808-39)

I

As

Pitt (the elder) truly pointed out to the vizier Ragib, unity

bond between states.
Ottoman Empire was a

only real

of the

So

Pitt's son laid
vital interest to

down

of interest was

the

the principle that the maintenance

England.

—A. C. Wood.

England and Turkey arc concerned the Eastern
question practically begins with the nineteenth century. There
had been trade relations since the day when Shakspere spoke
of the
rump-fed ronyon’s husband making a voyage to
Aleppo as Master of the Tiger.’ Almost till tlic end of the
eighteenth century the main interest remained commercial.
The British Levant Company had its own consuls, the British
Ambassador slept in his palace on tlie Bosphorus, the Grand
Turk did not deign to send a representative to the Thames.
England generally favoured the Muscovite at the expense of
the Turk for Russia offered timber, naval stores, and a valuable
diplomatic alliance.’* In 1770 England cai'cfully avoided
offending Russia. She actually helped Russian ships to enter
the Mediterranean and facilitated their naval attack on Turkey
from the south in the war that ended at the Treaty of Kutchuk
far as

‘

’

‘

;

Kainardji (1774)
By that treaty Russia firmly planted herself
on the Black Sea and obtained certain rights of protection over
the Christian subjects of Turkey.* But England still remained
friendly and avoided an open breach with Russia even during
the War of American Independence. When Austria and
Russia united in the eighties to partition and despoil Turkey,
England looked on without protest. But after three years of
war the younger Pitt suddenly took a stand. He declared
that the Russian advance to the southern shores of the Black
Sea was a menace and that she should not be allowed to retain
the fort of Oczakov. Here for the first time the Eastern
In the aggrandizement
question appears in its modern form.
of Russia and depression of Turkey,’ said Pitt, ‘ our commercial
and political interests were both concerned ’ (March 29, 1791).
.

‘

For text of Article VII of Kutchuk Kainardji and the various interpretations
of it,

vids iftfra, ch. xii, n.,

pp. 467-9.

pitt’s
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guarantee treaty, 1799

Here, as elsewhere, Pitt laid down new principles and
originated a new policy, as the d(':bat(‘S in Parliament on the
Oczakov question made clear.’® Po-k, like the superb debater
he was, dwelt more on the practical side of the question and
declared that a war should not be waged for a small town on
the Black Sea which was not marked on most maps, k'ox

Turks in principle and dt^siiaxl tluur exclusion from Europe, and Burke expia'ssed the same view with
England’s commerce did not need to
his usual vehemence.
be defended in the Black Sea, nor was England’s policy enThe Ttirkish Empin;
dangered by Russia at Constantinople.
[was not] any part of the balance of power in Europe. I viuy
much dislike this anti-Crusade. Any Christian power was to
be preferred to these destructive savages.’ The Turks W('r<^
also objected to the

‘

and the ruin of their wasteful and dlsgiisting
empire was to be desired. So far Burke in his wrath. Parliament clearly sided with these anti-Turkish views, and Pitt’s
majority went down. Deserted first by his followers and
finally by his colleagues, he was forced to retreat from his
position.
The Russians retained Oczakov, and the British
public was unmoved by the clangor to the Turk.

outside the pale,

‘

’

Napoleon’s attack on Egypt, the British victory of tiui Nile,
and the Turco-British defence of Acre changed the diplomatic
scene. The British public saw the merits of the Turk for the
first time.
British, Turks and Ru.ssians united against a
common enemy. Pitt concluded a treaty with Turkey guartmteeing her dominions and integrity for eight years (1799).’“
It was the most extensive pledge Englancl ever gave to her.
Pitt had thus turned the tables on his opponents and reverstxl
the decision about Oczakov, though he took care to keep the
treaty secret.
At a later time Peel gave an authoritative exposition of his motive.
Pitt did not take that step because he
admired the Government of Turkey but because he thought
the dismemberment of Turkey would be attended with di.sastrous consequences.’ ” Fox was still anti-Turk at the time
of Napoleon’s success in Egypt. England might be injured by
it,
but one great general benefit would follow from that
success, the expulsion of the Turks from Europe.’
Fox spoke
thus in opposition. A few years later he reconsidered the
question when in office. After her defeat at Austcrlitz Ru.ssia
proposed to compensate herself at Turkey’s expense for losses
in the West.
She proposed to England to erect Greek and
Slavic states out of the ruins of the Turkish Empire and to
control them herself (1806). Fox had become Foreign Secretary
in the Ministry of all the Talents.’
He made no direct reply
‘

‘

‘

FOX RESISTS Russia’s partition scheme, 1806
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which proposed what he had hitherto
advocated. But he was pro-Furk now that he was in office.
England would do all she could to maintain the integrity of
Turkey, for he feared that, ifRu-ssia took territory from her in
the north, France wouUl take .something in the south. England
to Russia’s overture,

could not allow Franc.e to ctuiquer Egypt, for that conquest
endangere<l the route to India. Hence his policy was first to
If Turkciy’s integrity could not be
preserve Turkey intact.
preserved, or if she was attacked, England herself would occupy
the island of Crete and the harbour of Alexandria in Egypt. This
was Fox’s answer tt? Ru.ssia. A few months lat(T he was negotiating with Napoleon, wlu) stated that the integrity and absolute
independence of the Ottoman J'hnpirc form not only the
sinccrest desire of the Fnmeh] Empc'ror but constitute also the
undeviating object of his jiolicy.’
I’ox suspected French
profe-ssions and deemed Napoleon’s pledge insufficient.
He
was wise, for the writ<u' of the despatch was Talleyrand and
the date was the first of April.
The evolution of British policy could hardly be better
shown than in Fox. Ih^ passed in a few years from an attitude
of pure sentimentality and hatred of the Turk to a position as
realistic as that of PiUnua'ston or Disraeli. He proposed that
England should occupy (Inite and Egypt in the ease of 'Furkey’s
dissolution, just as Clzar Nicholas proposed she should do so
forty and fifty yetirs later.
Napoleon’s attitude and the threat
to India is of course tlu; e.xplanation.
Events developed. Fox
broke off his peace negotiations because Napoleon wanted
Sicily, and Sicily was on the way to Egypt.
Rassia went to
war with Napoleon tind invaded Turkey towards the end of
1806.
In a di;spcrate attempt to retain Russia in her alliance,
England attempted to coerce Turkey by arms. A British
force landed in ligypt at Alexandria, a British fleet sailed up
the Dardanelles. Admiral Duckworth anchored off Prince’s
Island and demanded the surrender of the Turkish fleet. Both
expeditions were a failure and each commander was glad to
evacuate his forces on somewhat humiliating terms. Each
withdrew in .safety, but left his honour behind. The failures
drove even Castlercagh into humour. He twitted the government later with having sent a fleet to Constantinople ‘ not to
support the Russians but to bring away the Turkish fleet,
whilst the troops which were necessary for the success of the
expedition had been sent not to Constantinople, but Alexandria.’
An
Canning delivered an attack for once devoid of humour.
intervention to procure by pacific means the arrangement
desired by Russia he did not condemn ; but to interfere first
‘

]

‘

—
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by menaces and afterwards by violence, vi<ilence inadequate
and unsuccessful, was what he did condemn.’ Turk<;y wa.s
still an ally, but the forcing of the Dardanelles and the demand
Milder
for the fleet was bound to make her an enemy.
coercive measures might have been suceessfidly used, the forts
In
at Sestos and Abydos might have been seized and held.
this way, Canning thought, the Turks might not have been
I’his
estranged and humiliations in any case avoideii."'-'
criticism is only too just, for in actual result the Turks were
flung into the arms of Napoleon who designed the destruction
of their empire, and alienated from the British who ch'sired
its

integrity.

II
Tour Turk
Christian

...

with an Atheist .

a Mahommedan it seems, and therefm an ally not Jit for a
but an alliance with a Mahommedan may be as ,i;uad as a Jieaee

is

George Canning, December

ii,

The Ministry of all the Talents fell, and a new cabinet
came into power. The Foreign Secretary was Canning, who,
’

‘

so far back as 1798,

had advocated an

when Napoleon had invaded Egypt.

alliance with Turktiy

He

did so on lines of
cool common-sense, very different from the rhetoric of Burkt^.
The Grand Seigneur was as good a judge of his interests as
anyone else, and was not to be rejected as an ally because he
wears a long beard and a long gown.’ Pitt, as wc know,
actually took this advice, and gave a guarantee to Turkey in
Canning advocated a similar policy now. He was
1799,
willing to swallow the
inglorious
mishaps at Alexandria
and Constantinople. Russia must make peace with Turkey
and England must join with her. Then all three could resist
Napoleon. He sent off at once a special mission to make
peace between Turkey and England. Flis instructions said
that, even if the ruin of Turkey were imminent, it was neither
the wish nor the interest of His Majesty to be instrumental in
precipitating its fall.’
England was once again the best
friend of Turkey and would restrain the aggression of Russia
on the one hand and of France on the other. The Turks were
hostile and suspicious, and the mission was made a failure by
‘

‘

’

‘

Russia’s defeat

by Napoleon

at Friedland.
suddenly to desert his allies

For that defeat

induced the Czar
and become the
friend of Napoleon.
Some terms of the Treaty of Tilsit were
published in August, and it was known that Russia and France
were allies. It was suspected (and with truth) that the two
powers had secretly arranged to partition the Turkish Empire.

HIS DESIRK

TO SAVE TURKEY
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Canning, who had definitely formulated the policy of the
integrity of the Ottoman Empire, was not dismayed by the
defection of Russia.
He provided for all eventualities by
telling Paget, whom he had sent on a special mission to Turkey,
make us friends with the pashas of Smyrna and Janina
to
and any other pasha who has power and goodwill.’ “ " If the
Sultan surrendered Constantinople to Russia, Canning would
support independent and pro-British pashas elsewhere by
British sea-iiower and enable them to make headway against
Russia or France. Canning considered that it might be
‘

necessary for England to

make

use of the sea,’ or of local
oflerecl by Turkey to resist this aggression.
He
‘

‘

advantages
did not want Egypt, which we had ju.st abandoned, since it
would need a large military force or garrison and because its
retention would cause international jealousies.
But, anticip.'iting Disraeli,^ he advocated possession or temporary occupation of one of the islands or a Port at least in some island in the
Archipelago.’ ***
He considered alternatives. Scio’s rocky
isle
and Melos were highly important, at least with a view to
the defence of Constantinople and possibly to operations
against Russia.’ If it were necessary to transfer the Sultan
and his court to Asia, such places on its coast as, for example,
the harbour of Marmoricc might be considered.
But he
seemed on the whole to think po.sscssion of the island of Crete
the most effectual check ... to any combination of the maritime forces of France and Russia,’ whether directed against
Constantinople or Egypt. Canning’s was certainly a much
better solution of the problem than Disraeli found in Cyprus.
The main thing, however, was to make peace, and to make
peace quickly, with Turkey. ‘His Majesty has nothing to
ask of the Porte ;
and having already relinquished the
possession of Alexandria, he has nothing to restore.’
Sir
Robert Adair was thus instructed in June 1808 to make peace.
Ali Pasha was to be maintained in Janina and supplied with
arms and stores. The Sultan was to give a formal engagement to prevent French forces from marching through his
dominions on the way to attack British India. Full commercial
intercourse was to be resumed and relations of friendship were
once more to be established. Adair had no easy task, for the
whole of Constantinople was in uproar. His first conference
with the Reis Effendi (Foreign Minister) must have been unique
in the history of diplomacy.
‘Before we entered upon
business,’ writes Adair serenely,
I learned from him that
Mustapha [the] Bairactar and his party had been put to death
by the janizzaries, that the deposed Sultan Mustapha had been
’

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

‘
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and that tranquillity had liecn restored in the
By January 5, 1809, the Trc^aly ^va.s .signed. Peace
capital.’
was announced and various technical d<-(ail.s settletl in the
The skth article renewed the rnstotus tarifl'
earlier articles.
on the old 3 per cent, basis. But Article XI is so important
As ships of war have
that it is worth reproducing in full.

Strangled,

'

always been forbidden to enter the channel of (ionstatitinople
\i.e. the straits of the Dardanelles at one end and of tlic; Black
Sea at the other] and as this old rule of the Ottoman Isnipire
ought to be observed from henceforth in time of ])cace by
every power whatsoever, the British (!ourt agr<‘<;s to conform
Article XI is directed against Russia as
to this principle.’
well as other powers, for Turkish waters are closed to warsiiips
It
at the end of the Bosphorus as well as at the Dardain-llcs.
is at least interesting that the Turks did not originally propos<;
Napoleon had threatened them with
to insert it in the Treaty.
war if they made peace with lingland, and this closing of the
straits might have caused him to make good his threat.
point of even greater importance is that (lanning’s

A

instructions contemplated peace

Turkey.

He would have

and

agreed to

an alliance with
a peace betwium Russia

possibly

and Turkey with England as a third party, if the basis oi' llu'
peace was resistance to France. But by alliance Clanning tiid
not mean a guarantee, and the distinction is of great importance. The
agreement here spoken of is not intended to
comprehend a precise and formal guarantee of the dominions
of the Porte.’
This policy was not confined to Canning,
for, after he resigned office in October 1809, his successors
reiterated his warning.
You will however take care, not to
hold out the expectation [to the Turk], that Great Britain
will enter into any formal guarantee of the Turkish Dominions
an engagement which events might not enable us to fulfil.’
In 1799 Pitt had given a formal guarantee of all the Sultan’s
dominions. Canning refused to do this a decade later. Wc
know that he had felt that he could not guarantee Egypt.
Still less could he guarantee Moldavia and Wallachia which
the Russians occupied, or Bosnia which the French threatened,
Asia alone could be defended by British sea-power. And
when the power of Napoleon loomed so terrific and menacing
it was well to be cautious in promises.
The danger to Turkey from the combined menace of
Russia and France was very real. The Treaty of Tilsit contained a secret article whereby Alexander and Napoleon had
‘

‘

;

designed the destruction of Turkey.®® They agreed to make
common cause to deprive Turkey of all her European possessions
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Turkey

except Macedonia, Bulgaria and Constantinople itself.
seemed doomed, but she was saved, as so often, by the dissensions of her enemies. They could not agree as to the
division of the spoils. Alexander wanted Moldavia and Wallachia, and Napoleon, who had already received the harbour
of Cattaro and the island of Corfu, agreed. But he never
consented to Russia’s fleet entering the Mediterranean, still
less to her securing a harbour there.
He would only allow
Russia to have Constantinople if France was to occupy and
fortify the Dardanelles and thus close the Straits at will to a
Russian fleet. The two Emperors could not agree as to
partitioning Turkey and they ultimately could not agree as to
anything else. Turkey, cajoled by Canning, began to suspect
their designs.
But she naturally had suspicions of England
and had the gravest internal difficulties. Just after the British
fleet left the Sea of Marmara the janizzaries deposed and
murdered Selim and set up Mustapha in his place. After an
interval Mustapha was deposed and ultimately strangled and
Mahmud ascended the Siege Perilous.’ But he had to compromise, and yield again to the fury of the janizzaries. On the
outskirts of his empire the Servians had successfully revolted.
Ali Pasha was practically independent in Albania and Epirus,
and the Ionian Isles were first held by Napoleon and then by
England. It was difficult to have a foreign policy at all when
‘

your own janizzaries were more dangerous than rebels or
enemies and when every great power had recently been at
war with you. The fact that Mahmud made peace with
on the whole creditable to his
England so early in 1809
foresight.

Ill
His army each day growing holder and finer
With the Turcoman tribes he subdues Asia Minor.
With Bucharians and Afghans and Persians and Tartars
Chokes the wretched Mogul in his grandmothers garters.

George Canning,
The Emperor of Russia

congratulates

M.

Progress of Bonaparte^ 179S.

de Stratford Canning for his share in

making peace with Turkey^ cet ivhnermnt si important par les consequences quHl
devait avoir
^Message from Czar Alexander to Lord Gastlereagh,
.

i8i2.
%

In the year 1809, Russia, encouraged by Napoleon and by
the Servian revolt, resumed her war with Turkey. But the
war had not prospered. Canning, now Russia’s enemy as
E
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had renewed both friendly and e<nnmcrcial
relations with Turkey. This stej') was important, for Napoleon’s
continental blockade was thus l.)rokcn and British goods were
imported into mid-Europe on routes from Clonstantinople.
Canning fell from power, but his cousin Stratford Canning
played a most important part in a crisis of supreme importance

well as Napoleon’s,

Though only tw('nty-four years old he hatl
at Constantinople.
charge of the British Emba.ssy at Constantinoph' for some
Russia was still fighting
years up to the first half of iHia.
Turkey at the beginning oi’ iHia, but the I'-uropcan kaleidoscope had changed. Russia was timinously moving away from
Napoleon. The situation was almost that envisaged by ( Jeorge
Canning in 1807. Russia was likely to fight Napoleon. So
she must make peace with I'urkey, co-operate with I'aiglaml
on the sea, and concentrate all her military force's against
Napoleon on land. Peace, too, was in the int<'rests f)f both
Turkey and Russia, for Napoleon, while mun'hing to Moscow,
did not mean to stop there. He carried in his btiggage, it was
said, a crown, a sceptre, an orb and a ]>urple robe, ami proposed to assume them at some eastern capital, at Constantinople, at Persepolis, or even at Samarkand or Delhi.
At any
rate Napoleon was as dangerotis to 'furkey as to Russia, Jiion^
dangerous to both than to England. War betwcf'u them was
suicidal.

was not easy

a Turkish Sultan to tnnit with Russia.
Mahmud regarded her as an insulting ami insidious ent;my.
But her deeds now pleaded for her. Jn anticipjition of a
conflict with the French the Russians began evticualing various
fortresses and retiring northwards towards the end of jflti.
The Turks, flushed with victory, were pursuing them. Rather
fortunately the Russians won a rearguard action, which led to
terms of peace being really discussed. Mahmud demamled
*at the river Pruth should be the boundary for the fislurtr,
i.e. that Moldavia and Wallachia should be restoretl to I’urkey.
The Czar replied by an angry refusal, and denuinded the
Sereth for a future boundary in Europe (thu.s acquiring till
Moldavia) and the Phasis for Asia. Mahmud wa.s cnragctl
It

for

at these suggestions. At this dangerous moment Napoleon
offered him advantages, hardly concealing his intention of
fighting Russia.

Austria likewise informed Turkey tluit she
was the ally of France and would join with Napoleon in
attacking Russia and in guaranteeing the integrity of
Turkey
(April 1812).
Stratford’s

problem was to convince Turkey that France
and Austria were her enemies, England and
Russia her

STRATFORD AND THE TREATY OF BUCHAREST, l8l2 5 I
friends.
He produced a copy of a secret Franco-Austrian
scheme for attacking Turkey drawn up in i8io. He sent it
arguing that Turkey would
never get better terms from Russia than at the moment. For
the conflict with France had not begun and its result was still
uncertain. But Stratford was at the same time pressing the
Russians to moderate their terms to Turkey. The Reis Effendi

and other

letters to the Sultan,

so suspicious that he actually demanded that Stratford
should show him the originals of the letters he had received
from Russia. Not only were the Turks suspicious but their
habitual method of diplomacy was procrastination and
It was difficult to convince them that any other
evasion.

became

method was or could be good. But something or somebody
did convince them, and a treaty of peace between Russia and
Turkey was signed at Bucharest on May 28, 1812. It gave
Turkey almost everything she wanted. It gave her back
Moldavia and Wallachia, it gave her back Servia, it restored
almost all recent Russian conquests in Asia. And it restored
to Russia a fine army which hastened the retreat of Napoleon
and almost captured him at the bridge of the Beresina.
Stratford always claimed that this success, with which he
began his diplomatic career, was the greatest of his life. His
boast would be justified if he alone induced the Turks to make
peace.
But of this fact neither he nor anyone can be sure,
since the springs of oriental policy are seldom traced to their
One thing, however, is certain. Only nine days
source.
before the signature of the treaty Stratford had been seriously
suspected of unduly favouring Russia. The decision to sign
was therefore very sudden and was certainly due to Mahmud
himself.
He had other advisers than Stratford. One of
them was his Creole mother, who, though French in origin, is
said to have been anti-Napoleonist, and she may have persuaded him at this moment of crisis. If so it was one of the
few times in Turkish history when the harem influenced the
Sultan for good. Whatever the explanation it was the wisest
diplomatic decision of Mahmud’s life, and the first definite
sign that he was master in his own house and director of his

own

A

policy.

period of relative quiet ensued. In the Congress and
Treaty of Vienna the Turks had practically no share. An
attempt by Castlereagh to clear up difficulties between Russia
and Turkey failed. The Czar Alexander declined to include
Turkey in the guarantee of territorial integrity made by the
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He

retain the liberty of
wished thcnrfon'
attacking Turkey or of .supporting a revoUe<i province agaiast
And, in this very year 1815, the Servian,s again revolted
her.
and this time they made good their f/c ,/«</« in<lep«'ndenec.
But the Servians were tucked away in a < <irner of the empire
and their achievement of fre<'dom diil not greatly <listurb
Mahmud. Still lc.ss did it agitate the Great Powers. Nor
It was the
did even the revolt of Ali Pasha of Janina in iH-’o.
Greek revolt which poured forth like a crater, shook the earth
and carried flames to heaven. Every Great Power, (hough
Ru.ssia felt sympathy
for different reasons, was disturbed by it
with the Greek Church and feared for lu'r own tra<ie in the
Black Sea. Austria, long ptissive in the E, astern (juestion,
Eranee, thotigh
feared now to see Russia take Constantinople,
still weak, could not look with indiiferenee on disturbances in
the Eastern Mediterranean. ICnglanti, with her grip on the
Ionian Islands, was directly interested.
Her trade was
developing with Turkey and the Black Sea and both were
endangered if Russia seized Constantinople or forced her way
into the Mediterranean.

Great Powers.

.

Castlercagh only lived to see tlu; early stages tjf tin? Greek
revolt.
But his ideas on 'I'urkey are of some inter<'st. I le had
adopted Canning’s formula of the integrity of the Ottoman
Empire and was suspicious of Rassian intrigues. Alex.uuler
had played with the idea of an international navy atui shtnvn
some desire to acquire the Ionian Isles. Castlercagh had
defeated both designs, for he held the master key iti stta-power.
His task became less easy as the Greek revolt <lcveloped, for

became

and her provocation extretne.
Russians found it dangerous to walk the stretds of Ctmstantinople where the patriarch had been hung in his robes, and the
Greek religion and her worshippers were iiwultcd. Gastlcreagh was much alarmed by the provocation thus given and
exhausted his arts of cajolery to prevent the Czitr from intervening. He also remonstrated indignantly with the Turks for
their massacre at Scio, saying that no human ofrencc.s
could

Russia’s feeling

inten.se

‘

justify

such actions.’

IV
It

was

the

two Cannings who gave freedom

to

Turkish sayino.

Canning became Foreign Secretary again in
1822, and was
once more called upon to lay down a policy
for the East

canning’s PRO-RUSSIAN POLICY, NAVARINO, 1827 53
In 1807 he had refused a guarantee, but had formulated the
doctrine of the integrity and independence of the Ottoman
Empire. That integrity was visibly dissolving owing to the
Greek revolt. A new policy had therefore to be devised.

Mahmud

was so incapable of suppressing the Greek revolt
that finally he called on Mehemet Ali, his ambitious viceroy in

Mehemet Ali sent his son, the
famous Ibrahim Pasha, with an army trained on European
lines.
Ibrahim landed in the Morea and caused as much
Egypt, to send

him

troops.

alarm by defeating the Greeks as the Sultan had done by
failing to do so.
Russia’s patience, under numerous provocaShe was unlikely to permit the complete
tions, was not eternal.
subjugation of the Greeks and might thus be drawn into war.
Canning thought that, if Russia once declared war, she would
gobble up Greece at one mouthful and Turkey at the next.’
By the year 1826 he had come to believe that there was no
of preventing Russia’s intervention. He therefore proposed to avert evil consequences by acting with her. He
associated England with her in order to put pressure on
Turkey, to stop fighting and to make some arrangement with
Greece. The first Anglo-Russian agreement was the Protocol
of 1826. This was much strengthened by the Treaty ofJuly 6,
1827, which was negotiated during the last days of Canning’s
life.
Not only England and Russia but France also agreed to
put pressure on Turkey and Egypt to stop hostilities against
the Greeks and grant them a defacto autonomy or independence.
An Anglo-Franco-Russian fleet was sent into the Mediterranean
Canning, who had made the plan,
to enforce these terms.
did not live to see the result. But Admiral Codrington settled
the question by annihilating the Egyptian and Turkish fleets
The sea-power of Turkey was
at Navarino in October 1827.
destroyed and the further intervention of Europe was certain.
The attempt to suppress revolt in Greece was hopeless, for the
Great Powers could not avoid having a hand in it. Everything Mahmud granted to Greece would have to be granted
in the light of day and on terms laid down by all the Great
Powers. But the terms of an enraged Sultan would not be
the terms of cool European diplomats.
Canning here, as elsewhere, left a legacy and a tradition.®^
The policy followed by Canning’s successors was declared by
Metternich to be dangerous and more dangerous, because
This was a penetrating
less bold than that of Canning.’
The policy of acting with Russia, in order to
criticism.
restrain her from attacking Turkey, was one which none but
a great statesman could conceive or execute. Wellington and

way

‘

war

maiimud’s
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Aberdeen, who smxtXHlocl

wnrii

Russia,

I

n ‘i H

nnnio nn atU'mpt to do so.
They could not conceive that support of Russia uii,t:lit really
be a benefit to Turkey. Their policy was temporisiuijf and
The young Cxar Nicholas w.is of sterner stuli' than
feeble.
Alexander and was not to he saii';{ied with anything hut
realitic.s.
Aberdeen and Wellington ilid not induta- M.ilunnd
to make concessions and they did not pia-vent Nii hol.is from
going to war. Mahmud hhindered in his impetuous r.ige.
He
addressed a circular to his provim ial governors in which he
displayed his hatred of Russia ami his r<-sentment at his
defeat at Navarino.
He explained to them that the (invention of Akerman, which he luul signed with Kussi.t in
had been a mere device to gain time. He declared that he
wished to inaugurate a Holy War on heh.df of Islam against
the Infidels, of whom the ‘followers of onr (JuMt Rrophet
had slain hundreds of thotisands in the past. This frantie
utterance was too much for Ru.ssia, and war Innrau in Aoril
Caiuiini;',

’

'

'

1828.

The parliamentary

debates on Tnrkt'y once

mon* brought

to light the different Hritfsh i)olieies.’'*

Burke’s old hatred of

Lord Holland revived
the Turks and tried, though uiism’cess-

claim Fox as a eoiusistent champion of the policy of
excluding them from Europe. He was <lre.unin,g- t.f the days
of Oczakov when public, opinion had frownctl on Fitt's sup])ort
of Turkey agaimt Russia. Pitt ha<i given Turkey an alliance
and a territorial guarantee in 17*1'). Fox hail c<insid<a'cd the
policy of defending the integrity of the Ottoman Empire,
Canning had definitely formulated it. 'Fhe Wellington
government now returned to this finst policy of ( lanning, tla’mgh
with an important modification. Aberdeen declared
(July i<i,
fully, to

The existence ol lurkey as :i European power was
1828)
«sential to the preservation of that the] bahtnt'e
of power (in
Europe].
But Canning, while refusing to gmarantee the
territorial integrity of the Ottoman
Emjung h.ad Inam prepareti
.

I

to ally with

and support it by arms in 1808. Peel <m behalf
ot the Wellington government
repudiated any such iTiim.
Were they [wc] on every occasion to act with
(.)uixotic leeling
and immediately to proceed to war ? “a
When Turkey gtive
Russia a fair justification for hostilities
on what account could
it

’

we interfere

He

later

‘

admitted that the cabinet Iiad refused
aid to the Porte
the event of her defeat by Ru.ssia. Even
opposition) only advocated a modified
®
've should have
«iake timely concessions and so avoided
war iu even he
agreed that it would have been out of
the
?

m

W
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question for England to go to war with Russia over Turkey.
Thus we have a policy of defending Turkey’s integrity so far
as possible by diplomatic means, but stopping short of military
ones.

Czar Nicholas waged war unchecked by Europe, but met
a stout resistance from Turkey. Wellington looked impotently
on while the French landed troops to deliver the Morea from
Ibrahim. He could no more check the French in the Mediterranean than the Russians on the Danube. He would not use
force against either. Mahmud, against whom England had
used force at Navarino, was astonished by hearing Wellington
describe him as
our ancient ally,’ though declining all his
requests for aid. But Wellington, if blind to the future, was
not blind to the present. Being a soldier he was a man of
realities, and at length perceived the trend of events.
The
Russian armies, which had already penetrated deep into
Armenia, completed Wellington’s education by threatening
Constantinople. In 1829 Diebitsch and the Russian army
passed the Balkans and advanced on Adrianople. His enterprise was not without danger, but boldness usually impresses
orientals.
The news that the Russians were in Adrianople
was a great shock to Mahmud and his advisers. Diebitsch
assumed the airs of a conqueror, and offered a peace while
trembling for the safety of his army. It was a most critical
decision for Mahmud to accept the peace. Was he terrified
by a Russian army in Adrianople, did he feel that his own
resources were inadequate and make a panic peace ? A dozen
years later Stratford, who was there at the time, delicately
poised his conclusion. The Treaty was rather the result of
moral impression produced by the dazzling effect of a
hazardous manoeuvre, than a necessity imposed by the
‘

‘

This is quite
advantages of military position.’
a possible view, but there is a good deal to be said against it.
The evidence of a German military expert, who was on
the spot, is that Diebitsch was in a dangerous position and
The Russian army was threatened by
fully aware of the fact.
Mustapha Pasha with a new force of something like 40,000
Albanians. But the Sultan was also threatened by this force.
The Albanians were notoriously turbulent and Mustapha was
believed to dream of restoring the janizzaries, and of uniting
with the Russians for an advance on Constantinople. The
best way of preventing that unhallowed conjuncture was to
make peace with Diebitsch direct. As it was, Mustapha
remained in Rumeha feeding his army at the expense of the
inhabitants, and disregarding the Sultan’s order to withdraw.

irresistible
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Next year

I.J.,

ifia;)

Mahmud showed what

he thought hy sf-nciiug an
army into Albania, capturing Mtistapha and massacring his
principal chiefs.
Nfahnntd s<‘ems to Ii.i\e feared revoft in
Constantinople also, (0 jttdg(‘ from his repressive measures.
Dicbll.sch with his Russian hamiru! was less tlaugerous th;m
Mustapha’s Albanians and a capital in revohuiou. So
Mahmud had small choice, and agiced to the ’I're.ity of
Adrianoplc (September j. iJivfd. 'rurkey surremleretl .\napa
and Poti, the keys of Circassia, thus giving Russia import.mt
advantages in Asia.
In Fairope Russia obtained command of
the Delta or mouth of th<^ Danube and prohibited the Turks
from fortifying its left bank. The Tre.ity increased still
further Russia’s control over the Christi.m Mdjjects ofthc Porte.
It gave her opportunities for interference in .Mold.ivia
ami
Wallachia. It enabled her to claim adv.mtages for Creece
and for Servia and to po.se as the champion of Christi.m ntm'
generally.
All these were com-essions full of imtiort for
the
i

future.

Far more important than the terms of the Tre.tty were
the
ultimate designs and policy of Ru.ssi.i towards Turkey.
Cmier
Catherine the (iit^at tht’y had been Ir.inklv ami
optndy
^tid had (limed at Cionstiintinoph',
.klex.imh'r hatl
shown milder but, none the le.ss, dangerous tendencies.
He
had proposed to Pitt a joint Anglo-Russi.m guarantee
on
condition that Turkey should be fonuul to better the
lot of her
Greek and Slav subjects.
Humanitv and policy
‘

command

it,

niuallv

for in acting olluirwise

we

sliuuld lose

llir

evi-r

mfluence over these peoiile and forfe-it their
eoufulemar.’
He had proposed to fox to break up tin; Turkish Fmpire
and
erect Greek and Slav states on its ruins.
1 le had proposed
to
all Europe
1824 that Servia, Moldtiviti, Wtdlachia, aiul thn-e
provinces formed out ol rebel Gnuiee, were
to enjoy ;i qnasiindependent existence guaranteed by the
Five (iretlt Powers.
all

m

fringes of 'I’urkey

were to

favour on his plan, and Alexander
died in

ai't :is satellites

iSyr..

Nichola.s

brother luid been

HR
His Siev
policy

^

"

AlcxtuKler’.s

was not cosmopolitan,

A fewTawIf?
A^mws wf f
most

SwardTurW

^

it

had

was purely

h<;mi iny.sticul.
Ru.s.si;in, tind

with great energy jukI rasolution,
0 Adrianoplc was signed (but
before
^
Nicholas had taken a

—
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V
The more one

thinks about the immense question of thefall of the Turkish Empire
the more one plunges into a labyrinth of difficulty and complications .
^Nesselrode

TO Diebitsgh, September

19, 1829-

Late in the month of September 1829 Nicholas adopted
the conclusions of a committee of seven on his future policy
towards Turkey. It had held several meetings in September
and presented a unanimous report.®® The two members,
whose views have been preserved, were Daschkov and Nesselrode. Daschkov’s memoir, which had been written in 1828,
showed that the expulsion of the Turks from Europe would
fling them back into Asia, renovate their power, and cause
grave dangers to Russia in the Caucasus. If European
Turkey was partitioned, Austria would get Bosnia, Albania

England would demand the Aegean Isles
and Montenegro
France would get Egypt. Russia would then be
and Crete
confronted with three strong neighbours instead of one weak
It would never do to have Constantinople as a free
one.
city and port, for, in that case, France and England would get
;

;

access into the Black Sea.

Nesselrode expressed his views well
We
at the committee and still better in a letter to Lieven.
what is national
have to decide on what is national policy
is what conforms to the true and permanent interests of a
state. ... Is the preservation of the Ottoman government
The idea of hunting the
hurtful or useful to Russia ?
Turks out of Europe and re-establishing the worship of the
true God in Saint Sophia is certainly very fine and, if realized,
would make us all live in history. But what will Russia gain
by it ? Glory undoubtedly, but at the same time she would
lose all the real advantages offered by being a neighbour to a
state weakened by a fortunate series of wars, and [she would
have] inevitable struggles with the chief Powers of Europe.’®®
The final recommendation was that the fall of the Turkish
Empire was against Russia’s true interests, and in consequence
prudence would seek to avoid it. In short, Russia desired to
maintain the status quo in Turkey and not to aim at bringing
it down by any sudden or violent catastrophe.
That the policy was really new was admitted by Daschkov.
He had argued that the partition of Turkey had once entered
into Russia’s designs, that such an aim now involved incalcuIn the days of Catherine France and England
lable dangers.
were not concerned in the partition of Turkey, in the days of
Nicholas they were actively interested. As the new policy
^

.

.

.

.

.

.

ABERDEEN AND WEt.I.INGTON
had been adopted, the Treaty ol'Atlriamiple was

he worked

ic»

out in the spirit of Nic.liolas’ derision. Ru.ssia mii^Ju slowly
increase her influence over Servia ami in Moklaviu and
Wallachia, perhaps also over Greece sli<; ini,y;ht.slowly advance
;

But there was to be no precipitation ; in Balnierslon’.s
phrase it was better to take the plac(t by sap than by storm.*
Russia would not favour frontal ttt tacks or violent imj>acts
upon Turkey in her own case or in any other. A smlden
collapse might involve Turkey in ruin and Russia in war,
bring Austria into the Danube anti hrcnch and British fleets
As Russia fiivourcal no sudden blow
into the Black Sea.
against Turkey, the residt of an attack by Mchcinct Ali, the
militarily cflicicnt and ambitiotts pasha of Rgypt, lilhal the
Czar with dismay. Not only would it involve Ruropcan
complications, but it m'ght erect a new vigorous Kastern power
in Asia.

‘

at

How

Constantinople.

feeble

could

Russia

and decaying power of Mahnuul

prefer
?

St)

that

to

the

Russia was for

the status quo.

Opiniotis

an

xtrimgv than armies.

Palmwisi un.

Wellington saw nothing but evil in the 'I'realy of Adriane»ple,
but then he did not know the real views of Nicholas. He
thought that the Treaty gave a push tt) an alrcatly totleritig
wall, and presaged the speedy ruin of 'I’urkey.
We are
‘

certainly in

a bad

he wrote after rciuling it. But,
like a true soldier, if one position was taken, he wtjuhl
tlefend
another. Hitherto in his zeal for 'Turkey he hatl done everything to make the new state of Greece as .small and as wc.ak
;is
possible.
He now saw an argument for making her str{)ng.
For, if she had more power and territory, she
would be the
more able to resist Russia’s influence. To thi.s pro-Greek
wew, so tardily perceived, Aberdeen silso beciune a convert.
But both were entangled by pro-l’urkish proelivitie,s and
comimtments and had little time to frame a new policy
beltn e tiicy
irom power. Indeed Aberdeen, as alway.s, was
a little
bmorous. Even ten years later, on resuming
office, he looketl
back on the pro-Greek policy with some
hesitation.
He felt
It necessary to say that/
the creation of the Greek state wu.s
not really at variance with the
principles of this policy ’
me mtegnty and independence of Turkey). But it was (if.
better
to have a new policy inaugurated
by men who really believed
in

It.

position,’

^
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Grey became Prime Minister with Palmerston as Foreign
Secretary. Both had been at one with Stratford Canning in
the desire to strengthen Greece and extend the boundaries of
the new state northwards to Arta and Volo. Palmerston
had wished to go further and extend them over the sea. The
island of Crete would, he argued on February i6, 1830, be a
commercial and naval support to Greece, and the consequences
of its cession would have been important. Grey in private at
wished to expel the Turks altogether from Europe, in the
old manner of Burke and Fox. But neither Grey nor Palmerston could indulge these fancies when in office.^® They had
to be satisfied with making Greece independent, giving her a
king, and pushing her boundaries as far north as Arta and
Volo, And they had done all this by 1832.
The advent of Palmerston to the Foreign Office was an
event of enormous importance. With one short interval he
remained in power for a dozen years and during that period
had to face every aspect of the Turkish problem. He was
himself the greatest personality in British foreign policy between
Canning and Disraeli, and was a disciple of the one and a
model for the other. But though he retained a reverence for
Canning, he exaggerated or departed from his policy.
Canning is most remarkable for a profound intellectual conception of foreign policy. The principles he laid down, such
as non-intervention or guarantee, were always most carefully
thought out, and their fullest consequences perceived. It is
this fact which lends such interest to his original policy of
defending Turkey by holding strong points but of refusing to
guarantee her integrity. His later abandonment of this
principle for a conjoint intervention with Russia against Turkey
Now Palmerston started his career
is even more important.
as Foreign Secretary by proclaiming his belief in the integrity
of the Turkish Empire, and also condoning Wellington’s action
Canning
in not having maintained it against Russia by arms.
had stated the principle of Turkey’s integrity in 1807. He
had avoided announcing it in public as a principle, for he was
not prepared to enforce it. Here we have the essential difference between Canning and Palmerston. The one took no
step without weighing its consequences in relation to the whole,
the other proclaimed a principle at the same time as he condoned the breach of it. The one pursued a system until the
system broke down or had to be changed, the other was a man
of expedients and of the moment. The one adjusted thought
to action, the other tended to adjust action to impulse. Both
believed in public opinion, but Canning usually controlled
least

Palmerston’s views

6o

what Palmerston sometimes had

hud not
believed in using threats of war whieh faigland was not
prepared to enforce. Palmerston did, and here was the
Your old women, who are alway.s
greatest difference of all.
preaching and proclaiming peac(\ ar<' sure to tlraw on by
That sort c»f utterance
their imbecility the necessities of war.’*
was typical at least of his influene<'. He was too daring in
to follow,

(’.anning

‘

He was a tnan
the seriousness and solidarity of his character.
of great courage and of boundle.ss energy and vivacity. His
H<' was indeed
experience too ultimately became uni(jue.
not a man of principle or system, yet lu^ was a sujterb
l)lufls
and in making
opportunist. He excelled in calling
them. It was not the highest statesmanship but it often .served.
He seldom went too far with a foreign govermm'nt tluit was
He often tt'rrified
not amenable to pre.ssure from S(‘a-power.
'

'

one by an appeal

method of enlisting public symptithy
interests of

And

to British public opinion.
w.as to

out; great

push the commercial

Great Britain.

Palmerston, like all men of his g(;neration, was impre.ssed
by general principles. He believ<'d tlnit ICurope was convulsed by a struggle between despotic and constitutional
principles, and that this war of opinion was th<> great fact of
the moment. The opposed forces w<tc the despotic military
monarchies, Russia, Prussia, Austria, 'I’urkcy
ami the constitutional states, England and France.
'Fhere ;tre two great
;

‘

one which endeavours to bear sway by th<r
force of public opinion, another which endeavamrs to bear
sway by the force of physical control.
'Fhere is in natun^
no moving power but mind ... in hunum affairs this power
is opinion, in political affairs, it is political opinion
and he
;
who can grasp the power with it will subdue the fleshly ;irm
of physical strength and compel it to work out his purpose.’
So far Canning would have agreed with him. But Palmersttm
went further than the master. Canning proposed to mediate
or hold the balance between the conflicting principles of’
despotisna and democracy.
Palmerston definitely sitled with
constitutionalism in a way Canning had never done.
Constitutional states I consider to be the natural allies of thi.s
county and ... no English ministry will perform its duty if
it be inattentive to the interests of such
t He .sent a
states,’
parties in Europe,

.

.

.

‘

Morning Chronicle of August a i, 1849, probably inspired.
t A great contrast ; md$ my Fonign pdify of Canning I9a5]» 457-0.
(

CONTRASTED WITH CANNING’s
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permit constitutional government to be erected
in Belgium, he sent arms and supplies and naval power to
help the constitutionalists against the absolutists in Spain and
Portugal. In this way, and not entirely without the fleshly
arm,’ he extended the power of the constitutional bloc against
the despotic one. He was thus, though he did not know it,
dropping the balance he should have held between two
principles, and weighting the scale in favour of one.
Palmerston sought to exercise influence everywhere. His
preoccupations with Belgium and Portugal not only annoyed
Russia and Austria but diverted the naval forces of England
to the defence of the Scheldt and the Tagus and thus weakened
the British fleet and influence in the Near East at more than
one important moment. Again his stand against despotic
monarchies brought him into conflict with Russia, which was
Palmerston expressed
crushing a rebellion in Poland.
sympathy with the Poles but refused to intervene in their
favour, thus alienating Russia and not benefiting Poland. His
attitude towards Austria was also unfortunate, for he could not
disguise his contempt for the autocratic torpor which Mettcrnich declared to be the essence of good government. Now
for the settlement of the Eastern question Russia was essential
and Austria was important. Palmerston had preferred to cooperate with France, at once a constitutional state and a firstrate naval power. He held it essential to keep Russia and
France apart, and trusted that his support of the constitutional
principle would do so. And his hatred and suspicion of
Russia seems to have been partly due to the fact that she had
a despotic government.
Palmerston had not framed his policy with direct reference
He ultimately came to think it the
to the Eastern question.
most important in all European diplomacy, as it involved
crucial decisions for Egypt, Turkey, France and Russia. While
he did not look to the future he saw beneath the surface of the
present. Having been at the War Office a score of years, he
knew the British army was small, but that it could be used as
a sword in the hand of the fleet at certain points such as Constantinople. To Syria or Africa, Austrian, French or Russian
soldiers could go only by permission of England’s fleet.
Palmerston’s Eastern policy was based on sea-power and began
by being Mediterranean rather than Turkish. For to
England both the east and west of the Mediterranean was
important and France had to be held in check at both ends.
Palmerston came into office just after the Wellington
Ministry had allowed a French fleet and army to capture
British fleet to

‘
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Now

Algiers.

Algeria,

Kgypt,

like

Tunis,

AI.I

I’ripoli

and

Morocco, was juridically a part of the 'Furkish Empire.
Wellington had failed to get a formal pledge out of Fr:mee not
Palmerston eviilcntly deeply resented that
to annex Algiers.
One of his ina.\ims was, ‘It is sometimes easy to
inability.
prevent that which it is dilficult to undo,’ and he actually
practised this policy in the thirties when in power.
He prevented the extension of France’s coast-lin<^ east aiul west of
Algiers, just as he prevented the extension of her coast-lim; to
Belgium. In both eases it was a navtd epiestion and therefore
crucial to England.
The French extension to Morocco and
Tunis was a matter about which he was prepared to light and
one in which he knew the navy would lx; eirectiv<' anti public
opinion would be in his support.'"^
In this east* it was in
British interests to resist a furtlitu' disintegration ofl'iirkey.

In the second year of his ministry he was confronted by an
exactly similar issue in Syria and decided I'or pe.act;. Mohemet
Ali, the ambitious pasha of Egypt, and his warlike son Ibrahim
had aided the Sultan against Greece and hud kept Grt;te in
pledge ever since. Palmerston, after taking (dlice, found some
utterances of both father and son threatening war against
their Turkish master.
What hav<; 1 or any of you ever
benefited by the Sultan ? said Ibrahim.
Should the .Sultan
attack me,’ said Mehcmct Ali, you Franks] must not take it
amiss if I then turn my arms into Syria.’
He adchal that he
much preferred England to France. None the h\ss Abm-deim
had caused the French Government to admit alter repeated
‘

’

‘

‘

(

denials

the Pasha (Mehcmct Ali) has iictually
offered ... the co-operation of his [Egyptian] army ’ to aid
the French against the Dey of Algicrs.“» Mehcmct Ali admitted that he had threatened ‘ to take ’ 'Fripoli, the Fnmch
obviously had designs of extending beyond Algiers.
If Egypt
attacked Syria and Tripoli, if France added Tunis and Morocco
.

.

.

that

to Algiers, six provinces

would

from tlic Sultan’s gnwp at
a blow. Franco-Egyptian fleets would control tlu; coasts
of
Afhca from Agadir to Port Said, and of'Asiti from
Jafla to
Alexandretta. In a few months half the Mediterranean
coa.st
would become french or Egyptian. The whole Aegisan
would
be lost
addition if the arms of Mehcmct Ali reached to
fiill

m

Gonstantoople. The British route to India would
be endangered and the independence as well as the
integrity of
Turkey destroyed. Yet though there
is
every .sign that
alinerston would have fought to keep
the French within the
nng fence of Algeria he did not fight to keep
the Egyptians out

—

—

Ibrahim’s victories in syria,
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VII
right to retain possession either of Syria or of Egypt without
Stratford Canning.
the Sultanas consent can only be by right offorce ,

His {Mehemet AlVs)

What

other has the Sultan ?

Palmerston.*

Why

then did Palmerston not go to war with Mehemet Ali
over Syria in 1832 ? It was not because he feared to fight
Mehemet Ali, for he fought him seven years later. The cabinet
was indeed more timorous than he, but at this very moment
they were taking a strong line against France over Belgium,
Portugal and Tunis. They had time but perhaps not stomach
for a firm policy towards Mehemet Ali.
In October 1831
But it
his valorous son Ibrahim advanced against Palestine.
was not until eight months later that he captured Acre, nor
until July 1832 that he defeated the Turks at Homs, entered
Aleppo and conquered Syria. Thereafter there was a pause.
On November 3, 1832, a despatch reached London in which
Sultan Mahmud definitely asked England for armed naval
help against his rebel pasha. In December the total rout of
the Turkish forces and the capture of the Grand Vizier by

Ibrahim at Konieh was reported. Ibrahim was now in
possession of Adana and Cilicia and able to make an advance
on Constantinople. Palmerston was not prepared to do more
than stop a further advance. In response to an ardent appeal
from Stratford Canning he declined to act alone and expressed
Even in January
disbelief in the regeneration of Turkey.
discussing armed mediation
with France
1833
^

’

refusing to send naval aid.
It was not until the middle of February that Palmerston
even decided to lend diplomatic support to the Sultan. That
meant, of course, that he preferred the Sultan to Mehemet Ali.
Before that even this preference had been doubtful. On
March 7, 1833, a formal reply was sent to the Sultan’s appeal
It
for the aid requested so long before as November 1832.
contained a polite refusal of the * naval assistance ’ asked, but
a definite pledge to support Mahmud in the diplomatic sense.
It was not until April 3 that the use of force was contemplated
by Palmerston. Instructions were then sent to the Lords of
the Admiralty to order Sir Charles Hotham to be ready, under
certain circumstances, to blockade Alexandria. But it was

but

still

* Stratford’s

in G.

memo

W. Crawley,

of December 1832 annotated by Palmerston, quoted

Greek Independence [1930], 241.
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KNta.ANn

uj'.irsi

n

in;?.*

3

M;iy that I’alinrrstnn anan^r*! to snu! a naval
squadron to wait outsitlr the Danlanrllrs alont; with the
French one, Tor possible tlespatt h to < amstantiuople at tu'cd.
A Russian naval stjuadron had been inside
It was too late.
not

until

the Bosphorus since Fehrtiai y.
Palmerston had been «nitmajto-uvre<i by Russia, he had
repudiat'd the pledges ami advi* e ofStiMltord (lanning. ,So
curious an attittitle tleniands explanations which it is not easy
Would it h;iv<' been better to rei'ognise Meheinet Ali
to give.
military powaT enthroned in .Asia Minor and (atn>
Palmerston
stantinople, ami therefore formidable to Russia
seems to have eonsidered the possilulity. but he ultimately
as a

new

rejected

One

it.

eati.se

patently

is

that

Ibr.thitn

was

a

mere

and that the Fgyptian power might end with the life
of the aged Mehemet AH. Another was ih.it Mehemet Ali
had been threatening the I’er.sian Oulf, whit h the Sultan conld
not do, and might impose, a high t.trilf which the Snltan was
bound by treaty not to do. Bnt these anpunents do mil
.soldier,

explain why Palmerston did ni>t send the lleet to (lonstanlinoplc. It was asked Ibr ami would have Iteeti usei'ul whether
Mahmud or Mehemet Ali was to reign on the Bosphorus, ami
Profe.s.sor
its dc.spalch was quite, in the Palmerstonian style.
Webster may be able to .soh'e the mystery IVtun Palmerston's
pri'vate papers, but till then a few suggestions mii.st stiilice.
One explanation is that puhlie ojtiuion in Knglaud wa,s not yet

prepared for hostility to Rassia. Another is almost too simple
to be believed. The British navy was fully ot eupied elsewlmre,
We
as Palmerston ingenuously confessed in the (lotnmons.
were embarking in naval openitions in the North He;i, and on
the coast of Holland, and were under the necessity of keeping
up another naval force on the coast of Portugal, it wouUl have
been impossible to have sent to the Mediterranean such a
squadron as would have suited the purpose of the Porte, and
at the same time have comported with the naval dignity of
this country
(August 28, 1833).
In spite of her great naval superiority over all otluT natiotis
England would have had no superiority at the decisive point
if she wished cither to take Ibrahim in the rear by .sca-ptjwer
or to protect Constantinople against Mehemet Ali by ships.
So England deserted Turkey.
Sultan Mahmud now took a momentous step. France he
suspected of sympathy with Egypt. Even on March
7
England only promised diplomatic support while rel'using
naval assistance. Long before that the Sultan had been forced
*

’

to act.

*

A

drowning

man

in his despair clings to a serpent,’
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Early in January Russia had offered
him her aid. Mahmud clung to the serpent and accepted
The end of February
the aid of Russia on February 2, 1833.
witnessed a remarkable event in history, for Russian troops
arrived on the Bosphorus and camped on the shores of Asia in
order to defend the Sultan against his Egyptian rebel. The
presence of Russian sailors and soldiers in the Straits was
viewed with even more horror by France than by England.
Admiral Roussin, the French Ambassador, got Mahmud
to promise concessions to Mehemet Ali before the Russian
fleet reached Constantinople.
But the first squadron of the
Russian fleet had arrived and in fact refused to retire.
Palmerston, acting with France, threatened Mehemet Ali with
a blockade of Alexandria in April. But France, though very
anti-Russian, played with the idea of making Mehemet Ali
independent, to which Palmerston was wholly opposed. In
May Mahmud ended the crisis by giving way. He was ready
to allow Mehemet Ali to hold the pashalics of Egypt, Tarsus
said

one of his advisers.

^

He

’

refused the pashalic of Adana. At last
a legal fiction was designed to save his pride. Mahmud
granted Ibrahim (and not Mehemet Ali) the right to occupy
it.*
In June British and French naval squadrons arrived
outside the Dardanelles, too late once more, and relieved
Russia from great anxiety by not entering the Straits.
France wished to make Mehemet Ali independent and a
French ally. Palmerston had defeated that scheme and had
also deprived Russia of all pretext for remaining in the
The three
But he had done this at a price.
Bosphorus.
provinces Adana, Syria and Tarsus would indeed be detached
only during the life of the already aged Mehemet Ali. But it
could not be certain that the Sultan would recover them,
though he remained in principle as much sovereign of Syria
Palmerston, in response to inquiry, inas he was before.’
formed the French that he concurred with them in thinking
that
the share which Great Britain and France had in
bringing about the pacification between the Sultan and
Mehemet Ali in 1833 so far from giving the Sultan any right
to expect that those two powers should sanction any attempts
of his to recommence hostilities, gives on the contrary to
Great Britain and France a right to require from the Sultan
that he should not by any unprovoked aggression against

and

Syria.

Mehemet
so

still

renew a contest which those powers laboured
In brief,
anxiously and so successfully to terminate.’

*

May

The

Ali,

settlement of

Kutaya (May

5)

was published

in the Moniieur Ottomane^

25.
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Palmerston's prineiple was to sarriiit e the part trntpi>rarily to
\et, by reliean)^ to
preserve the whole permanently.

England onee mma’ dismembered thf‘ Turkish Empire.
Aberdeen had left Algi<'rs to be annexta! by the Iheneh in 1830.
Palnnn'ston had nmlr (inr<a' both stnmg and indep{'nd<'ul
and given her a gem'rons bouiularv to the north in
In the next year In* alhma'd a nnu h lancer slit e to !><’ tan oiX
Turkey. M<t looktal on whih' Atlana, Syria ami 'Earstrs unth*rwent a long-period tjetaipation by tin' pasha ed' E-gvpt, Ihit lie
retained the sovcn'eignfy of the Stdtau intaet over ICgypt.

Hr tbuml eomPalmerston knew what he was tloing.
pensations evtm if he had aecpiiesefal in the suriemlta* tif these
large areas.
Damaseus and Alrppt^ were indeetl ota upied by
Mohemet AH, bnt Iracj ami MosttI rejnainet! ‘Ihrkish. lhrkf*y
was a ‘good oeenpitn* of the ntad t<» Intliad d'he ahfa'native
route to India was via the Ihijdirates, up width British t'tntimcrcc went. All this was rnrservetl tt» 'Etukev anvlnnv. Ihul
it not been, Palmerston wotihl dtmbth'ss havt^ lought.
Englaml
was ready to light for the ronte ft? Imlia, just as she was when
her naval interests wen* t'udangerett i)y Erem h tlireats to
Tunis, Moroet'o or B<*lginm.
Tht* integrity t>f the < )tttjman
Empire was thus not an ahstra<i primaple, hut was sojuethin,g
for which Palmerston might or might not tlesire to h|d8*
lb'
was not ready to fight J‘or a part of the ( )tt<»mau Empire*, He
would only figfit if France, Russia or Xb'hemel AU rut <df so
large a part of Turkey as to affeet the whole balam e of pi>wer
and thus touch a vital interest of Englaturs.*^
‘

'

vni
I have no confidence in thix old body pmmwjii
Turkish EMpnui, February 18, 1833.

The year 1833 was memorable sine<^
first and last time in armed control of

<I/ah Nitaioi as on mr.

it

saw Russia

for the

(Jonstantinople.
As
a matter of fact Palmerston's delay had been fatal
During
December 1832 and the first six weeks of 1B33 be had hesitated
and raised objections. By February it was too lute Mahmud
asked and received Russia's aid. At the end of Eel)ruary
Russian ships were going down the Bosphorus and fifteen
mousai^ Russian troops were encamped on the shores of Asia.
Russia had won the race by a short head
and the consequences
;

* Vide irfra^ ch. iv,
pp, 106-10.

NICHOLAS ON THE
were momentous.
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The danger from Mehemet

67
Ali was passed

the danger from Russia remained. She was
not going to loosen her grip on Turkey and her soldiers were
so near Constantinople that she could impose her own terms.
That is how Palmerston viewed the matter, but he jumped too
quickly to the conclusion. Russia’s attitude was still governed
by the decision of the Czar at the Council held at the time of the
Treaty of Adrianople. She was, however, in a far more favour1829.
able situation to develop its principle in 1833
But she was still anxious to avoid interference by other Great
Powers, and to have a weak neighbour, not a strong one, at
Constantinople. Russia seems to have been willing to encourage the Christian elements in European Turkey and to
use her own vested rights of interference in Servia and MoldoWallachia, to pursue a slow economic and political penetration
but she meant to do
of the outlying provinces of Turkey
nothing suddenly or by way of partition with other powers.
In Asia her ideas are less certain, and, to judge by 1839, she
in

1833,

;

Mahmud

weakened by some
border warfare with Ibrahim. Yet she was absolutely determined to repel any Egyptian advance beyond Adana or a
would not have been sorry

to see

threat to Constantinople.
The views of Czar Nicholas at the moment of crisis when
he rendered aid to Turkey are fortunately known to us. His
speech seems that of his authentic thought. On February 18
he met Count de Ficquelmont, the Austrian Ambassador, at
I have received bad news from
a ball and spoke as follows
Turkey. Ibrahim does not arrest his march. The greatest
‘

:

apathy and the greatest disorder reign at Constantinople
the Sultan has either no men who can serve him or men who
only do it in order to betray him. I avow to you that I foresee
the greatest dangers for him. I have done what I could to
avert them. I have offered him advice and help, he has
refused both. When he accepts them, I fear they will come
too late to save him. Despite this I shall give them him if
I have taken the engagenecessity forces him to ask for them
ment and shall keep my word. I do not conceal from you
that it is a sacrifice that I make. It is too opposed to all our
old relations with Turkey for Russia to behold it with pleasure ;
However I repeat
besides religious principle is opposed to it.
But that is all I can do. I have no
I shall keep my word.
power to give life to the dead, and the Turkish empire is
[even if the crisis is arrested] I have no confidence
dead
in this old body preserving life, it is in dissolution from all
He then
sides.
It will fall a little earlier, or a little later.’
.

;

.

.

.

.

.
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omc to :m
suggested that the Emperor of Austria should
the
agreement with himself over such tin <A'('nt as the y
most interested parties. ‘ 1 know everything that has been
said of the projects of the I'mpress Catherine [for destroying
the Turkish Empire], Without stopping to exainiiu^ what_ was
true or exaggerated in what she desinxl, or what was saiil of
her plans, I shall tell you in one word, that Russia has renounced
1 wish to maintjiin tin; 'furkish
the goal she had marked out.

have alnady proved and am proving it
do not desire its
If it falls
at this present moment.
Yet we cannot surrimder the future to
I need nothing.
chance. What "arc we to do ? 'I’he idea of partition has always
f<*ar
confess to you that
kept the attention of the Powers.
Erance and England, as wv. have tlu;
all the intrigues.
misfortune to .sec to-day, will not fail to set them in motion
’’J'hc results of that dismembcrnu'nt will
at Constantinople.
be immense. Plow arc we to prevent them from being
dangerous ? IPcrc is my thought, and it is on<; on which we
Empire.

I

believe

I

I

1

I

should agree.’

Ficquelmont replied by suggesting that tin; 'Turkish Panpin;
Some central mass would
was too great to be partitioned.
always remain, and the question was, wluit to do with that ?
but that thought
I am of your opinion,’ answered the ( Izar,
does not give me pause. When the event happens it will be
necessary to take a line, and of all lines to take tint one I find
the simplest, the most natural and the Icjist compromising is
the following. The Turkish Empire sueetaxled to the Cna-k
Empire by means of conquest its roots do not go d<‘ep tlui
populations of the provinces of the old Creek Pimpiri^ even on
the Asiatic side of the Bosphorus are mostly Christian.
When
the Turkish Empire destroys itself by its own incapacity, why
should we not try and re-establish a Greek ICmpire? 'There
are the beginnings of a Greek state, 1 do not knoiv King
Otho ; I do not know if he is able to support such a destiny.
I see for my part nothing better to do.’
Count Eiequelmont
hastily declared that he had no instructions to discuss tlu^ matUir,
and the Czar, seeing that he had perhaps gone too far, drojjped
‘

’

‘

'

;

the subject for the

;

ended by suggesting that
France vyas egging on Ibrahim, and by saying nothing c(|uals
the stupidity of the Turks.’ On the 24th P'icquclmont saw
both the Czar and Nesselrode. But on this occasion the
minister had little to say, and the Czar merely informed him
that the Sultan had now accepted the offer of Russian aid, and
Aat it was being sent. But it might be too late to protect
Constantinople from the army of Ibrahim.
present.

Pic

‘

—
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IX
Here

is the

end of this great

affair.

Orlov to Czar Nicholas, June

The

Sire, you

have saved the Turkish Empire

,

29, 1833.

ideas of Nicholas at this

crisis

correspond accurately

Council of September 1829. He is far from
wishing a sudden or immediate catastrophe to Turkey.* He
prefers the weak neighbour as before.
He is opposed to
partition, to European conferences, and, above all, to Franco.British interference.
If any such interference takes place he
wants it to be Austro-Russian and strictly limited. On the
other hand, in facing the question of the dissolution of the
Turkish Empire, which he thinks may occur, he puts forward
the idea of a Greek Empire extending presumably from the
small kingdom of Greece to Macedonia, to Thrace and to both
shores of the Bosphorus. This looks suspiciously like the old
Russian plan of making a vassal state of Greece, though it is
made dependent on Austrian consent. But it is clearly too
vague to be of much immediate importance. It is quite
certain that Nicholas is sending his naval squadron and his
troops only for a temporary occupation of the Bosphorus, and
There is no
to avert an immediate disaster from Ibrahim.
question of annexation or permanent occupation. Russia comes
Even when he sent
as a friend or as an ally, not as an enemy.
his favourite Count Alexis Orlov to Constantinople as speeial
representative at the end of April his instructions were to
obtain the retreat of Ibrahim’s army from Asia Minor, and to
withdraw the Russian forces as soon as that retreat took place.
It seems to be the case that Orlov carried with him to Constantinople some sort of a sketch of a defensive alliance between
Russia and Turkey. But he was not the first to propose the
to those of his

scheme.^^®

Nothing would be more untrue than to say that Count
Orlov wrung the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi from the Sultan by
force of arms.
He was a man of dignity and charm, and was
courteous and conciliatory, even caressing in his manner. He
rubbed himself in the dust before the Sultan,’ says the
Turkish chronicler. He distributed 24,000 medals with the
‘

Czar’s portrait to Turkish soldiers in recognition of their
bravery. He declared the Russian sailors and soldiers to be
their brothers, and took care to withdraw them at the very
earliest moment from the Bosphorus, as soon as it was known
Vide also his later ideas in ch. x.
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8,

Ibrahim had retreated helund the laurus* Ih^ was
skilful in flattering, perhaps in bribing, tlie Sultan's ministers.
They were one and all in his favour. His (aelies w'<'r<' the
that

perfection of diplomatic art.

Mulunmi slmwanl him

<‘xtra-

ordinary marks of condesecaision,
Ih' took two ste[)s towards
him in the audience chamber and actaanpani<H! him to lh<^
door.
He caused him to be seated in his pn\S(mre, and pns
sented his two sons to him. 'The n*(pH‘st for an alliance s<u‘ms

have come first from Malumul himself, not fnmi < )rlov. ‘Vhc,
Czar stated on his honour that the Turkish <'ourier asking
for an alliance ero.ssed Orlov on his way Ui ( lonstantinople.
But the idea could hav<’‘ l)<*<*n dm* to ()ii(w \s itulircaa infhuau'e.
to

'

It is

needless to seek for

suhil('ti(‘s

with a

passii auUt* yvt resolut<^

manlike Mahmud. M<‘ stisp<*et(*(i franec^ of lu'Iping Ibrahim,
and resented EngiamTs nfusal ol‘ naval aid. 'rin'c/.ar ha<i
acted promptly as a generous patron and lVi<aui, and Mahmml
could not be blamed for thinking Inm tlu' only person on whos('
help or alliance he could rc^ly.
The Treaty of Unkiar Sk<‘lessi was signed ort July 8, 1833.
Its terms were as follows.
Eternal pf’ata- and alHama" W(*r(* to
exist in future iKawetai Russia and *rurk('y.
'The mtitnul
defence of each other’s dotniuions was to be arranged aiu! aid
given by each to the otluu' in ('ase oi* aggression from without,
The Iroaty ol Adriauople and all the arrang{‘ttients ndating

Greece were confirmed. Russia agn‘<ni to maintain the
independence of lurkey should tlu^
call tm h(*r again
for naval and military aid (against M(dteniet
Ali).
Tlte treaty
was to last for eight years. By a se<*nH arlicli' Russia iledanxl
that in case of war she would not ask 'Turkey
tor armetl aid.
She would only rccj[uirc that 'Turktty shoukl {dt>se th<!
Daranelles to armed vessels, that is to
say,
not allowing any
to

‘

lorcign vessels of

war to enter

contained in

therein

itself

on any

prc‘t(*xt w’hatever,’’**

the (juintessemu^ of danger for

the

The

secret article was merely an allirmation
of’ the okt rule
0 closing the Straits to armed vessels,
reiU'rateci in Arlickt XI
0
e Anglo- lurkish Ircaty of
ifioj).
It
(•oukl
only he
leg^mately said to be directed iigtiinst
Ihighuui anti

l-'r-iiiiee

S
fli e ,

thp

opened the Bosphorus

Russia and closed the
to
warships except Russian ones. A British
*
en ering the Black Sea would
have been ineornparably
It ooulrl luivc provoked or
and destroyed the trade tiud
rs ips of Russia.
Turkey was therefore conferring
* No stipulation
about closing the Bosphorus

k

to

.

1

vi<b infra, n. log.
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on Russia by closing the Dardanelles to
the warships of all nations. But this provision was an old
one against which England could not easily protest. It only
became dangerous if Turkey admitted Russian ships into the
Bosphorus. In such case Constantinople was open to Russian
warships while the Dardanelles were closed to all others. It
seems to follow from the very fact of an alliance that the
Bosphorus was so open.
The Russian fleet in the Black Sea,
and the Russian troops in the Crimea, are within a few days’
sail of the Bosphorus, and may at any time return thither,
before the British Squadron could arrive to prevent them, let
it be stationed
where it may, if not actually within the
substantial benefits

‘

Even Palmerston, however, admitted that
Russia would not risk the consequences which would follow

Dardanelles.’
‘

a reoccupation of the Bosphorus without an invitation from
the Sultan.’
It seems, therefore, that Palmerston himself did
not believe that Unkiar Skclessi specifically granted Russia new
rights.
He feared, however, that such rights might be matter
of understanding.

While there were no specific articles to that effect, there
might have been secret arrangements to admit Russian
warships not only to the Bosphorus, but also to allow them to
pass to the Mediterranean.
In that case there would have
been a double violation of old treaty rights by Turkey, for
Russia would not only have been allowed access for her warships to Constantinople, but would have been enabled to pass
the Dardanelles from the north {i.e. enter the Mediterranean)
while France and England were prevented from entering them
from the south. There is some evidence at least that this
interpretation was believed both by the British and French
governments. Nesselrode formally denied any such suggestion.
He told Sir Frederic Lamb in 1838, the Treaty did not secure
to Russia a right to pass her fleet through the Dardanelles.’^®®
The Turks always denied this interpretation, though they
characteristically gave grounds for suspicion by re-fortifying
the Dardanelles while allowing their fortresses to moulder on
the Bosphorus. But this interpretation was denied not only by
the Russian government but, more important, by Metternich.^®®
Now Metternich’s testimony was less suspect than the Russian.
Palmerston was in too much of a hurry nicely to weigh
^

He

desired to prevent the ratification of the
Treaty. He could avert all fear of an alliance between Russia
and France by supporting the latter. In August 1833 he
therefore joined France in a strong remonstrance against
Unkiar Skelessi. They jointly attempted to prevent the
these matters.
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’fliey declared tliat tlu^ Treaty
ratification of the 'freaty.
produced a change in the relatinns i>i 'furkey and Russia.
Other ‘Powers were entith’d tt» nhjeet,' if it resulted in ' the

interference of Russia in the internal affairs of Turkey.’
France and England would act as if the Treaty w<‘re not in

armed

Russia replied roundly that the ’1‘reaty was
between two independi'ut powers, was purely di-fensive, and
concerned no one <:Ise. Tlie demands to Turki-y that slu'
should refuse to ratify the 'i'reaty producetl no <’ffeet. Ratifications were duly exchanged and even i-xtreme pressure failed
existence.

from Turkey to alirog.ite th<' Tri'aty in
any particular. Russia had again scored.
Though Palmerston suspected .secret articles about the
Straits, his real opposition to Unkiar Skele.ssi was on larger
grounds. He believed that the whole agreement had been
drawn up in St. Petersburgh before Orlov went on his
mission, and his belief was entirely unchanged by denials from
im his !u>nour.'
from tlu’ (
him, from Nesselrode, and
He thought; that the 'Treaty was dietated and designeit hy
Russia ihvn will Ix'Russia for the destruction of durkev.
come the acknowhxlged umpire hi'tween the .Sult.m and his
subjects!, will c.xercise a kind of jiroteetorate over the Turkish
empire
and the Sultan wall he houiui to adopt the ipianvls
of Russia.’'^” It was not the speeifie provisions or even a
suspected .secret understanding, it was the underlying conception to which he was opposed.
He interpri-teii it its an
instrument making Turkey the vassiil ami sl;iv<* of Russiii,
giving the Czar the power of destroying or piirtitioning her :it
his imperial plctxsurc. The friendshij) of Russia was more dangerous than the enmity of Mehemet AH.
Indeisd Pidmerston
admitted that he would rather see the Egyptian piishti ;it
Constantinople than the Rimian (l/.iir.
When this avowal
to obtain a pronii.se

'

*

w

;

came to Russian cans, Palmerston (rxphdnetl it ;uvay. Yet it
was true and characteristic of his realism. If thent was to he
a military despot in command of the stnmgi-st military and
naval position in the world, Palmerston preferred one who
could be coerced to one who could not. Russia at (lonslantinople was impregnable, the Dardanelles e.oukl not lx; foretxl
and she could not be attacked in the Baltic. Melietnel A!i if
at Constantinople could be attacked in Hank in Syria and
blockaded at Alexandria.
If there was to be an enemy at
Constantinople Palmerston preferred a vulnerable one.
The strength of Palmerston’s feelings on the .subject of
Constantinople is not often recognised, even though he avowed
them in public.
If Russian conquest should lead to the
‘

HIS ANTI-RUSSIAN

VIEW

Christianising and civilising of the inhabitants of that country
Turkey], these advantages, and no one can estimate them
!iigher, would be counter-balanced by the consequences that
would result to Europe from the dismemberment of the

Turkish Empire.

say then that undoubtedly [the British]
Government would feel it to be their duty to resist to the
utmost any attempt on the part of Russia to partition the
Turkish Empire; and, if it had been necessary, we should
equally have felt it our duty to interfere and prevent the pasha
of Egypt from dismembering any portion of the dominions of
the Sultan. The integrity and independence of the Ottoman
Empire are necessary to the maintenance of the tranquillity, the
liberty, and the balance ofpower in the rest of Euroi)c.’
Here
we have not only an announced resolve to defend Constantinople, but to prevent Russia from annexing any territory. Not
only that, but in the interest of the British Empire the (Christianising or civilising of the Turks by Russia may have to be prevented. The importance of this speech is even greater than
it appears, for it was made on July ii, 1B33, three days after
Unkiar Skelcssi had been actually signed, but before Palmerston
knew anything of its contents. So it was not the mere terms
of Unkiar Skelessi which inspired Palmerston, but his interpretation of Russia’s whole policy. If Palmerston’s interpretation of Unkiar Skelcssi were right, his anti-Russian policy
can be defended even though it led (as it did at long last) to
the Crimean war.
England could not allow Tui'kcy to be
destroyed.
If Russia were bent on her destruction, then, as
Captain Smollett said, It’s got to come to blows, sooner or
later.’
That was Palmerston’s point of view. It is a very
British one, but it must not be blindly accepted by historians.
Russia was sincere not only in protecting Mahmud against
Mehemet Ali, she was sincere in restraining the Sultan from
attacking the pasha. When Mahmud rashly proposed to
attack the Egyptian in 1834 and invoked the Treaty of Unkiar
Skelessi, Russia refused him all countenance or aid.
She
declared the Treaty was strictly defensive. When war actually
broke out in 1839 Russia’s conduct was disinterested on
Palmerston’s own confession. And in that case England was
separated from France, making Russia’s temptation greater.
So the policy of the countercheck quarrelsome ’ may have
been a mistake. To act along with Russia in order to restrain
I

‘

^

Canning

might have been wise.
been attempted before Unkiar Skelessi, since
her, as

practised after

Unkiar

did,

might have
was actually

It
it

it.

Skelessi

is

a true turning-point in the attitude of
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H

AXUK

If bird in Palmrrstnu
English statesman towanis Kmsui,
a
fatal hostility to Rtissia^ atui ronvrrtrtl <*vrn Witigs to tho Tory
conv('rsi{)n ot‘ Stratford
policy of bolstering up I'uikry,
Cuiiming had piana’drd that of Palinrrstoiu and tlu' antiRussian feeling of tlu'Si* two inru was t)ju' proftjund ausc of the
Clriincan War,
\‘ct biUh had been iniu h undtn* the intliuau'c
of CScorgc (lanning, whost' Irgary was co-operation ant! frieiuiship with Russia o\'er the Eastern tpirsfion.
Stratiord, it is
true, was inort' deeply connnitttai to the d urks than Ikthnerston ;
may hav<' hac! persona! aniinns against the (I/ai\
He had also wislu'd to act a'pt tlu' ‘Eurkish alliaiu'e and send
the fleet to (Constantinople in ilfp.!.
Htit
Pabnersttut liatl
refused to do this, aiul tmly became ht»stih' it) Russia when
her Heel and army rtniched tlie Bosphorus.
Prine<\ss lat'ven
favoured his appointment as Foreign Secretary bet anse of his
friendliness to Russia.
He agjTed with her pi>lity in respei’t
to CJrcxJce
ovvr Pohuul he was more anxiotts than any tgln’r
to deal tenderly with Russia,
Pan his ditht uhirs began when
Russia differed from him over Belgium,
Palmerston always
seems to have trietl to pnwtuit an anti-British altiam e Ingwetut
Russia and Erane<\
He held that he must always act with
one and gtmerally against the i)ther. Their union over tlu^
liastcrn question woidd have been fatal.
If' Eranre want<nl
Egypt, and Russia (Constantinople, they migltt get both by
agreement* If ECngland acted with one site eould always
checkmate the other. Friendship with Eraitt meant hostility
to Russia and vumhi'scl
Now in iB;pa French ami Briti.sh
t

;

diplomacy were united over Belgium.

A

Ertuudi

army and a

Antwerp while Rtessia looked on frowning.
So Belgium marked the end of Palmerston's prt)-Russian
feeling.
When Mahmud asktxl fi)r ludp, I’d'um'e was ntont
ready to give it than England and as anxiotis u> prevent Russia

British fleet coerced

from entering the Bosphorus or Kletliterramuim It is easy,
merefore, to understand why Palmerston derided to art with
France. But he might have; done all this from ei>ld !n<)ti\TS
of calculation. In lact he ac.tetl from ii v(rry recent hiit
intense h^-tred and suspicion of Russia
which profoundly
a generation.

cxc

Mischiefs thou art

Juuus Oaksah.

As the year 1834 advanced Palmerston
forebodings
ecame gloomier still. He found all sorts
of discrepancies
’.s

PONSONBY’s hatred of RUSSIA
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between the Turkish and Russian versions of the Treaty, He
was much pi'coccupied with a new Turco-Russian Convention
The rectification of the Georgian
of January 29, 1834.
frontier would open a free passage for Russian troops in the
direction of Bagdad.’
This was true, but he saw ‘traps and
mines everywhere else. He spoke of the general desire
we know to exist in the Russian Government to establish a
predominant influence in Greece, for the pui'^pose of directing
the external relations of Greece in such a manner as to make
the policy of that country subservient to Russian objects and
for the purpose of preventing such a system of management in
the internal administration of Greece, as might prevent any
free or liberal institutions in that countiy, and might assimilate
‘

’

‘

organization as nearly as possible to that of a despotic
country.’
When Lord William Russell reported the Russian
view that Russia was weak because of her size and desired no
further annexations, he poured scorn on the doctrine that the
means which any empire has had of committing aggressions
have been lessened in proportion as its revenue has been
increased and its army and navy augmented.’ And to Vienna
he wrote that Russia should be regarded as a power strong
enough to be formidable but not too strong to be resisted, still
more ambitious than strong and not less wily than ambitious,
profiting by the weak compliances of its allies to strengthen
It
itself daily at their expense and to their future detriment.’
would be very advantageous to the peace of Europe if the
Cabinets of Vienna and Berlin were to open their eyes to the
real state of things.’
If Palmerston in Downing Street was distrustful of Russia,
Lord Ponsonby at Constantinople was still more so. Lord
Melbourne, whose cynicism made him view things more coolly
than either, spoke of his ridiculous Russophobia which leads
him to shut his eyes to everything else.’
Ponsonby was
indeed incorrigible. On arriving at Constantinople he had
seen the Russian fleet at anchor in the Bosphorus from the
windows of his palace at Bujukdere. For three months he
watched it, expecting every hour to hear its guns firing. This
impression never left Ponsonby and explains his endless
tirades.
I have always treated as wholly erroneous the
belief entertained by some that Russia could act with what
people call moderation in these matters or cease for one
moment to aim at the subjugation of Turkey.’
He even
went so far as to suggest that ‘ it will be necessary to have
British ships of War in the Euxine to protect British Trade,’ to
‘
decide the great question of Circassian Independence in our

its

‘

‘

‘

‘

‘
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lO,

1B34

favour and put an cud to th<* rhanE<\s of Russian siuaa'ss against
In other words Ponsonhy j)nipos<Hi a nx'asun’: which
it/
was actually one of war against Russia, oc. that of striding
British ships into the Black St'a an<l aiding tiu' Circassians
against her. Yet no one had pr(Jtcs(('d more than Ponsonhy
himself against Russia's all<\g<‘d design of stnuling warships into
It is only fair in say that
Palnu'rston
the Mediterranean.
seems to have lent no eounumance to the dangerous sugg<\stion

ambassador. But th('r(‘ w<’r<' none tlic h^s tiiut's at
which he vied with him in cxtravagaiu'c. dims Ponsonhy in
'You |Turk('y| may again hav(' rca'ttm'sc to Russia,' if
1834
'beaten by Mchemet Ali.' A year lat<'r Ihilmcrston sptjke of

of

his

:

MahmuePs

plans to attack

Mdicmct

Ali as

'

rasfi

ami

fatal

probably inspirtal 'by the insidi<ars ])olit'y of Russia,
the only party wlio could b(' sun' to gain by a prt'sent
rupture between the Sultan and tlu' Pasfug and who so likc’Iy
?
therefore as Russia to stimulate tlu' Port<* tt) a rupttin'
All this was amisunch'rstandingof Rtissia, who had tri('d to cluTk
designs
.

.

’

,

Mahmud

and had no

desire to provolo' M('liem<‘t Ali.

But it
was a dangerous mlsunth'rslanding and h'd dirt'tily to the

famous

'

discretionary onhu'.’

On March

1H3.P Palnu'rston addr(*ssrd an instruction
to Ponsonby approvccl by the King, imlosing a st'crct admiralty order of January 31 to Sir James Rowley, commanding
the Mediterranean squadron, d'his
discreii(jnary <jrder
lo,

’

'

authorised

him

comply with any

of the d urkish
government, conveyed through ?ansonl)y,^^*^
against any
threatened attack of the Russians/ dlie only r<'stri<aion was
on the admiral himself, provided that, in a naval point td'
view, he should consider his force adequate to th<' t'm<n'g<m('y/
The French government had given similar instrtietions to
their admiral, but Ponsonby was not to inform the Fremdi
ambassador at Constantinople of his own orth'rs or to eoneert
measures with him, Ponsonby at Constantinople lurhl in his
hand the power of calling up linglamPs winged ministers of
vengeance/ Thus a man of extreme views, more anti-Russian
than Palmerston himself, could involve England and Russia
in war without reference to Downing Street.
A chvvm\ issued
on the ambassador’s responsibility from his palace on the
Bosphorus, might set all Europe aflame.
Fortunately a cool and calm intellect now diagnostal and
allayed this inflamed condition.
Late in 1834 the King turned
to

retjucst

'

'

'

absence of Peel, installed tlie Duke
m Wellington as the Secretary of State for all departments.
He surveyed the field of foreign policy as well as all others.
11-

WELLINGTON CANCELS
He

IT
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discretionary order,’ brought it
discovered the famous
before cabinet and King, pointed out its implications, and got
'

He

wrote to Ponsonby in his own hand dryly,
I have received His Majesty’s commands to inform Your
Excellency that it docs not appear to His Majesty that affairs
in the Levant are at this period in such a state as to require that
the discretion should be vested in the Ambassador at the Porte
and the responsibility reposed upon that officer of placing
Ponsonby
this country in a state of war with Russia.’
received this fatal despatch with dismay, thought of resigning,
but decided to wait until Palmerston returned to power.
When he did return, however, Palmerston was refreshed and
cooled by this shower of cold reason and common-sense and
did not at once renew the old order. It was not until May
1836 that he cancelled the Matal despatch’ and delighted
Ponsonby with a new discretionary order.’ But this time
there was more true discretion, and he warned his ardent
lieutenant that there was no immediate danger. In the
autumn of 1838 when Ponsonby suggested it was dangerous
to delay ordering the fleet up,’ he was promptly rebuked.
Next year when Mahmud declared war on Mehcmet Ali,
Palmerston renewed the power to Ponsonby, but again warned
him to be sparing of using it. As a further safeguard he
directed him to act in concert with the French Ambassador.
Palmerston, at least, had recovered his balance by 1836,
but British public opinion had not. Even without his stimulation, it would have become violently anti-Russian. Palmerston
it

cancelled.

‘

’

^

‘

had deliberately set the mischief afoot. He got the King to
announce in his speech in August 1833 that
my attention
‘

be carefully directed to the preservation of the Turkish
Empire.’ The King enjoyed his task and spoke the passage
about Turkey with emphasis and looked round at Lieven (the
Russian ambassador) to sec how he took it.’
William IV
had further reason for gratification in February 1834,
he
made a still more ominous utterance in a new speech.
The
peace of Turkey since the settlement made with Mehemet Ali
and will not, I trust, be threatened
has been not interrupted
with any new danger. It will be my object to prevent any
change in the relations of that Empire with other Powers,
which might affect its stability and independence (February 4,
The strength of this statement and its introduction into
1834).
the King’s mouth produced a mild remonstrance from Peel.
Palmerston declared it was of the utmost importance.’ In
private he wrote, with Russia we are just as we were, snarling
at each other, hating each other, but neither wishing for war
will

'

;

’

^

‘

’
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But the hounds of ])ublic opinion were
unleashed and an anti-Russian propaj^anda had la'^nuL
During 1835, when P<'el and Wellington ttnnpnrarily htdd
office, it was quiet, but next year llu' hunt began again.
The parliamentary hounds bavaai loiully in Fel)ruary i83().
Stratford Canning, then in opposition, wadeonu'd tlu* proposal
should hv detdared to l>e the
that ‘the balance of pow(‘r
maintenance of Turkish integrity, ch'scadlxal the d urkish army
as ruined and advocat<xl (inei(hmtally) tin* (dua*king of Russian
(April

21,

1834).

’

One

speaker, antitdpating Disratdi, spok<‘ of the
enormous empire striving to fore<' an ('utry into tin* Nortli S(‘a
at the Sound, and into the Mediterraiu'an at tlu' Danianelh^s,
Another alluded to h<‘r insidious designs in Moldavia and

ambition.

Wallachia. A third stressed llu' in('reas<’ and important^' of
Sir ICdward Codrington, who hud
British trade with Turkey.
destroyed the Turkish sea-power at Navarino, boldly sugg(\st<xi
that we should offer our fhaU to d'urkc'y as a support against
Russia. Palmerston, whih' d<‘preeating these' extrenu'r flights
of the imagination, hdt no (ionbt as to his e'ondeunnation
Unkiar Skclessi. Tlu^ (h!l)ate wtnit far heytuul tlu' walls of
parliament, for it impn'ssed nu'rehants, journalists and tlu^

The

and n‘stless David Uniuhurt,
by books, pamphlets, speeches ami propaganda, spn^ml the
doctrine that Russia was an abl<\ treacherous, eairrupt,
ambitious, and extraordinarily dangerous poweu*.
He dicl
not find universal aeecplaiuai, for the soben'r and more^ in-

public.

stra,ng(',

brilliant

structed journals did not acquiesta; in
British public, which likes a sensation

mined that Russia was the

the panii'.

and a

But

the

villain, <ha<‘r-

ami 'Turkey tlu^ lamb, oftlie
diplomatic fable. The materials for a war were' thus readymade in public opinion, and henceforth Kngland <l(4)ended
on the discretion of her statesmen to uvmi,

Metternich

is

delighted imth the Russian Treaty

Palmerston, September

One

wolf,

Ik

is

emily phased.

3, 1B33.

statesman of unique experienec luul judg(Hl Unkiar
Skelessi with a detachment to wliich I^almerston could not
pretend. Austria and Metternich (for the two were .still the
same) had strong reasons for distrusting Russia. Though a
careful student of the Eastern question, Me:tt(irni(!h had stood
aside from every crisis between Navarino and Unkiar Skclessi.
France and England had used force agaiirst Turkey, Russia

metternich’s pact
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to war, Mcttcrnich had done neither. Yet he was
prepared to use force elsewhere to support conservatism and
But his two main interests
his motive was not timidity as such.

had gone

were the support of conservatism in Germany and in Austrian
As Turkey only came third in his list of preferences,
Italy.
he was the less inclined to use force there. But as a matter of
fact he was the first to suggest the use of force against Mehemet
Ali, and recommended France and England to send naval
squadrons to the Levant so early as the autumn of 1832.* This
suggestion, though refused, might have averted disaster.
Mcttcrnich had undoubtedly some knowledge of the new
Rassian policy of 1829, for the Czar Nicholas had outlined it
Yet in this
to the Austrian ambassador in February 1833.
cri.sis Mcttcrnich sought to unite France and England, Prussia,
Austria and Russia in a Five-Power Pact to restrain Mehemet
Perhaps for
Ali, and it was not his fault that he failed again.
this very reason he fell a little out of touch with the events
leading to Unkiar Skclessi. But he knew of them earlier than
anyone else and was still quite ready to make things easy for
Russia.
She would need his support for conservatism in
Europe, and he was prepared to agree with her about maintaining it in Turkey. He could not therefore condemn Unkiar
When it was revealed that Prussian Crown Prince,
Skclessi.
Russian Czar and Austrian Emperor were to meet at Munchengratz, Palmerston suspected that it was to discuss the partition
of Turkey. He was again mistaken, for Mcttcrnich went
there with the intention of conserving Turkey’s integrity and
in the belief that Russia was ready to agree with him.
It was the first time Czar Nicholas had met Mcttcrnich, and
he sent his wife an account of it. Mettemich said he thought
there would be war, Nicholas said he was sure there would not.
Mettemich said, ‘ Sire, I beg you not to think I will finesse
with you.’ The Czar answered simply, Prince, I know you.’
If so, he knew more than most men.
Mettemich struck an
old note. He told Nicholas how important it was for military
despots to act together and uphold conservative principles ;
Austria, Russia and Prussia were bulwarks against revolution.
France and England were governed by liberals like PalmerRussia and
ston, whose subversive designs must be resisted.
Austria upheld conservatism in Europe generally and ought
Nicholas listened and was convinced,
to uphold it in Turkey.
and passed on his convictions to his minister.
'

F.O. 7/241. From Lamb, No. 54 of April 13, 1833. The Five-Power
Pact tended in fact to become a Four-Power one, as Prussia was not greatly
interested in Turkey.
*
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Czar, having settled the outlines, ainusod hiinself by
parades with Kaiser
shooting, playing billiards and holding
Franz. Nesselrode and Orlov .settled the details in a ConTin; preambl<> slated
vention signed on September iH,
of union betwiam
that Russia and Austria adopted th<^ prineiph;
them, which had already guardeil Turkey against hgypt. It
eonduet in the
to be ‘ a fundamental rule of their future

The

was

In Articles 1 and II they engaged mutually to preserve,
the existing dynasty of Turkey, aiul to oppose any eombination
These articles
likely to change it or substitute a regency.
were published. I’he first secret tirtieie stated that their in-

East.’

tention was to oppose Meheinet .Mi and jirevent him from
acquiring direct or indirect authority in any part ol' European
Turkey." The second slated that, should the 'furki.sh Ihiipire

break up, the two signatory powers wouhl maintain tlu'ir
union and would act in concert in establishing a new order of
It
things and preserving the balance of power in I'.urope.
seems plain that the whole turn of the agreement was to produce
an Austro-Russian Union in order to protect Tmio'y against
Mehcmct Ali and maintain the slatus quo. .Anything h'.ss like
a partition scheme than this it is hard to imagine,’"' It was
impossible not to discass the contingency of a possilile bnaik-up
But Ru.ssia deliberately
of the ramshackle Turkish .structure.
tied her hands in such case, promising to take no steps
without preliminary agreement with Austria. .Me.tternich
seems to have been satisfied that Ru.ssia’s tiesigns agtiinsl
Turkey were not subversive and that she would take no new
departure in her Eastern policy without Austrian <*oncurrence.
He had not been fully informed before the Treaty of Unkiar
Skelessi was signed, but he was at letist fully protecletl against
any unpleasant results from its execution.
Mcttcrnich was, however, too oUl a .staliismtin to trust
wholly to the pledges of a single power ami a singit; man.
Despite his protests, he could not avoid attempting a fines.s<;
even if he had tried. He perfectly understtiod that Nicholas
had made concessions to Austria in order to detach her from
England and France. But this was not, in Metternich’s view,
the way to keep the peace. The best way was for Metternich
Me
to act as the umpire and balance the two opposing forces.
meant to use Russia to keep the Anglo-French entmk from
’

'

He meant

the Anglo-French
entente to keep Russia from infringing Turkcy’.s integrity,
from shutting to Austrian commerce that ‘ German river ’ the
Danube, or from acquiring too much influence on the other
side of the Hungarian border, in Moldavia and Wallachia.

entering

the

Dardanelles.

METTERNIGH’s overture to PALMERSTON

8l

He

therefore began cautious overtures to win over England to
his plans.
He sent a statement for communication to Palmerston that Austria in the year 1833 guaranteed in the face of
Europe the conformity of the views of Russia as to the preserva-

He

suggested a Four-Power
Pact to keep the peace. Palmerston was amazed, plainly
suspected a trick, and sent a cold rcply.^^^ He complained
that the chief danger was
in the ambition ... of Russia.
Her Majesty’s Government believe that the annexation of
large and important portions of the Turkish dominions to the
Russian Empire would be greatly conducive to the commercial
prosperity, to the military strength and to the political power
the active policy of the Russian Government
of Russia
has
for years been directed systematically, perseveringly
and with no small degree of success to the accomplishment of
this annexation.’
Mettcrnich pei'sistcd in his proposals in spite of this diatribe.
He even suggested, what all Austrian statesmen have always
feared to suggest, that Austria might help England in Asia.
I should regard a Russian encroachment upon the Turkish
provinces which approach your Indian possessions as involving the interests of Austria as much as I hope that England
would consider an encroachment upon the Turkish provinces
bordering upon the Austrian dominions
Moldavia and
Wallachia) to involve her own.’
Palmerston was prepared
to defend Constantinople, but not to help Austria on the
Danube, and does not seem to have believed that Austria
could help him elTectively cither on the Bosphorus or in
Afghanistan. In the end Metternich had to admit that he
had rin fact made ^no overture,’ that the time was not ripe
for making one, and that he was only exploring the ground.
Even after this rebuff Metternich did not lose heart. Pic
turned to Russia again and tried to get her permission to
reveal the Convention of Miinchengratz.
This was obviously
a method of getting Russia to support a further overture
to England and to France.
Russia refused on the grounds
of England’s hostility to her, and Metternich’s plan had
failed.
Yet his Four-Power Pact was a statesmanlike idea.
re-insurance
It was a kind of
policy, which aimed at
mediating between the Anglo-French bloc and Russia, and at
remaining friendly with both. In the same way Bismarck
balanced between Austria-Hungary and Russia in later days.
Palmerston ultimately made very much the same proposals
tion of

Turkey with her own.’

*
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Metternich to M. Hummelauer, July

7,

1834,

communicated

July 29.
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himself and got Knn>|)(^ to ace<'pt them,
Mcttcniich would have been the uiupin* had
materialised,

whm^as PalnuTston

boi’anu*

it

Bnt

t>r

llu' lirst

co\n\sc

ov('rture

wlu'u the second

Yet Metternieh, ii‘ s(H'on<i<‘d in his arbitration aims in
1834, might have avta'tcal the dang<'rs which tln*{'at(aKxl

did.

Europe

five years later.

I U'ili

With a

!e(^]fu'‘hr(di'r

Arlidc with a

tuiitni

and a

;

,\hal/ I

/

Bkaumontanu luT reuru,

Had Europe had

johrl

no

d hr Ojurn

of dotinth,

Avt 1\\ S(\

2

<

.

orderiug of Mahmud’s pnlicy, 'rurk<7
would have remained a( peace. Hul Malinmd's savage hatrc'd
of his Egyptian va.ssnl, his ambilioa to regain the pmviiu’es
wrested from him, still remaiiu'd. Even in iH;p{ PahiK'rston
had to use pressure to restrain Mahmud from attacking
Ibrahim in Syria. Russia had held him hack in ii'fpj,, Frajice
and England again in the next year. I Surest grew in Syria.
The conscripts of Asia Minor were not the e(jual of Ilirahim’s
old Egyptians, aiul his l)rutal metluxls provoked di.seontented
lh(!

murmurs and

actual rebellion. All aeteii as indmaanents to
the Sultan to renew the eonte.st.
Malumui’s tliirst for v(mgcance grew. In 183G he .sent a .secret agent to Eomhm.

He hoped
attack

make an ally of England and thn.s b<; euabhal to
Mchemct Ali once more.'’*® Again in 1B3B he jnath^
to

unexpected concessions over tin; ('ommereial treaty, {jrobably
in the hope of obtaining England’.s hel() against. Mdiemet Ali.
He was specially delighted when Palmerslon, in n-ply to a
rumour of Egyptian invasion ofTurkey, formally stated, Tin;
[Egyptian] Pasha must expect to find CJreat Britain taking
part with the Sultan in order to obtain rcalntss for ,so flagratit
a wrong done to the Sultan, and for the i)urposc of pn;v<;nting
the dismemberment of the Turkish Empire.’ >“« He .seems to
have gone on hoping England would .support him, and se.nt
Reschid to London at the end of 1B3B to secure an alliance.
When that hope failed he took his own lirjc. Early in Fel>niary
to 39 Ponsonby reported that war between the Sultan and
Mehemet Ali was certain though (characteristically) Mah.nud’s
ministers did not know that it had been determined on.
In
April me alliance with England was rejected bee.au.se
England
insisted on making it defensive.
By May war had become
inevitable, for the Turkish troops had
crossed the Euphrates
‘

;

WAR
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near Bir, and Ibrahim was not the man to wait to be attacked.
By the end of June Mahmud was dead, choked, one might
say, in his passion of hatred for Mehemet Ali.
Mahmud thus unloosed the furies. In his view a rebel
pasha and a lost province were a perpetual danger inviting
and almost compelling all the subjects of the Padishah to
revolt.
The danger to his mind was always internal rather
than external. This is a common oriental view and one which
a despot generally takes. A foreigner who helped Mahmud
against an internal foe was certainly a friend and possibly an
ally.
It was a dangerous game to play, but he had no other
resource at the time of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi. By the
end of his reign, when he launched his defiance against
Mehemet Ali, his vassalage to Russia was but nominal. For
he believed that France and England would send their fleets
to Constantinople if he asked for them.
His error here was
not over external policy, but in believing that he could beat
Egyptian troops. No one will claim for Mahmud that he
accomplished in foreign policy what he did in internal reform.
But his ideas were more intelligible and consistent than an
external observer might suppose, and carefully adapted to his
peculiar position. At least he had known how to preserve
the integrity and independence of his empire amid great
perils.
Still greater ones were awaiting it when he died.
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MEHEMET

ALI

PROLOGUE
Stating the Problem
Sua cuiquc

am

sit

animi

cogitatio,

Colorque priutis.

Each man’s fancy

is

his

own, and

likewise his

way of

colouring the piece,

Plautus,

The

Prolog, V,

Mchemet AH,

the system he built up, his
triumph and his failure, are equally fascinating. But the
theme is too vast for a sketch concerned with the Turkish

character of

Empire and with England.
There arc few more fascinating pages

in diplomatic history

than the story of how Palmerston defied Soult, Thiers, Guizot
and brought the British cabinet to agree with him. There
are few more dramatic episodes in the history of parliaments
and of public opinion than the exchanges between London and
Paris during these years.
Almost equally interesting and
important is the history of Brunnow’s two missions from St.
Petersburgh and of the way in which Russia was induced to
co-operate with England and with Austria. But to narrate
this would be to tell the history of the relations of the Western
Powers or of diplomacy in general, and to divert attention
from the two centres of Alexandria and Constantinople.
The section opens with a survey of the reasons which
decided Palmerston to fight Mehemet Ali, and shows how the
defence of India was one of them, and how decision was influenced by the advance of Russia towards Bagdad and by
Mehemet Ali’s threat to the Red Sea. The personality of
Mehemet Ali and the victory of Ibrahim at Nezib and the
surrender of the Turkish fleet are then described at length.
But the impression made by these events on the relations of
England and France is very briefly sketched. The agreement
of the Five Powers at Constantinople (July 27, 1839) is fully

MKin^MlT All
narralod, for that tliivctly luiuhni 'i'urkry. The resultant
eflbrt.s
at Paris, \‘ienna and l.ondnu are almost wholly
omitted. 'I’lie two missions of ilie Russian Hnmnow to
England, the .special mission of the .\,ustri.m .\eumann, and
the dillerences with France, are all p.issetl hv.
'J'he decision of the British c.dunet conlirmed by Austria
Ru.ssia and Pru.ssia in the (lonveiilion of July 15, i!!,jo
i.s
indeed related. Hut a hint only is gi\en of ilie explosion’ of

wrath

Fr.mce w.is left out of the tionveniion.
The narrative turns aw.iy from there to the n.iv.d .uid military
events which caused the defeat of Meluam-t .\ii. We see .Xapier
triumphant on the heights of .\rd.ili. Stopibrd vicioriou.s at
Aero, Ibrahim in retreat at (ia/.i, .Mehemet Ali in Immiliation
at Cairo,
the Straits Convention ofjuly tf'jt is, howe\'<'r,
treated at some length as it invttlve.snol only the late of Mehemet
Ali but the future of Turkey.
That andHot the ipiarrels of
the Great PowtU's is the tht'iue.
at Paris hccau,s<'

CHAPTER

III*

The Year of Victory, i 839
I
There

is neither

When two

strong

East nor Westy

men standface

border, nor breed, nor birth.

to face,

though they comefrom the ends of the earth,

Kipling.

The

Ottoman

history between 1838 and 1841 arc
unique. They witnessed the last attempt of the East against
Europe, the last oriental effort to found a power on the
shores of the Mediterranean which should be independent of
the West. Mchemet Ali sought an empire in Egypt, his war-

years of

son dreamed of one on the Golden Horn. What they
dreamed they could have accomplished if unhindered by
Europe.
They threatened the Turk in the heart of his
empire. But they lost as much by their strength as Turkey
gained by her weakness. For that weakness brought a strong
man to her aid. It is true that the strong man was in some
senses a wrong man, and constitutionally incapable of understanding Mehemet Ali. Like a true Victorian Palmerston
believed in constitutions, private property, free trade, volunteer
armies and free men. Mehemet Ali believed in despotism,
monopolies, protection,
conscripts and
slaves.
He also
believed in promoting education, sanitation, manufactures,
and equality between Christian and Turk. Palmerston, who
advocated such reforms in Turkey, deprecated and even
obstructed them in Syria. He could see no good in the
Viceroy of Egypt.
For my own part I hate Mehemet Ali,
whom I consider as nothing but an ignorant barbarian, who
by cunning and boldness and mother-wit, has been successful
in rebellion ;
I look upon his boasted civilization of
Egypt as the arrantest humbug
and I believe that he is as
great a tyrant and oppressor as ever made a people wretched.’
But what mattered were the mights, rather than the rights,
of the affair. Palmerston showed his view clearly and
cynically.
Coercion of Mehemet Ali by England, if war
broke out might appear partial and unjust ; but we are partial
like

‘

.

.

.

;

‘

* For

some bibliographical notes on

chs.

iii

and

iv lide notes, pp. 415-8.
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liotwccn i’altm'istoii and Mclirim-t Ali tlnis
onsund.
barliarian of jp-nius usnl ione and frami
alike
liuoi

The

ami

sltujjgled witii the energy of despair.
cool, wary, resonreefni, overawed

a (ituorous

cajoleti

to his goal.

I'airojte,

eliuiax

h('

ami

was long

I

he

his

wesft'rii stalt’sinan,

diviiied

eolleaipiesi

resolutely pressed

onwtirtl.s

hut in the end he
defeated the idilest Isastern geiier.il ami tiie
ahl<*st Faslern
ruler wlio ii:ui yet uienaeed llie Turkish ihnpire.
I

liel.iveti,

lalmetston can nt'ver liave espeeted a

Mehemet

lotig peaet'

hetwt'en

and Mahmud.
It seems to tlie Hritisli (ioverumeut, lie wrote tm tlie outbreak of tlte eonlliet,
that lliere
can be no .sectmty for permanent peace
lietween tlie Sulitm
and Mehemet Ah, tis long a.s they have both of
them an tirmy
Ali

‘

‘

m byria

for neitlier of tliem e;in look tipon
their pre.sent st.-ite
of occupation tvs jiennanently
satisfactory.
Melicmet Ali h:t.s
too much, not to wisli ft»r more
and the .Sultan
;

pary

has

;

much,

to be able to sit down <a)ntent<ai
mUsSt therefore consider his

with

his

lo.st

lo.ss.

too

Faeh

present pfhsitiun in Syria ns a
arting point for an attempt
to aecomplish the ohjeet of his
desire; the one for further
eneroaeiinient on tlte Turkisli
provinces ; the oUier lor the
reeonqnest of

Tiie two

Syriii.

ihclecd

ntdure their respeetive
cstablisliment ; hut no confidence could bc
‘Arrangement, even if for the moment agreed
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auernentioo.
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>“*A'>dain his authority in Hyriti
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Diarliekir and its ncigh-

P^riy would su.spect the other of secretly
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work of
t
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forcc, tiiid the vSultan

nhHn-/>,4

bLrhXr

bc invited

probably their mutual suspicions
ih prcscncc of each other

pacification

would have

to be

done over

;

and the
again.’

WELLINGTON ON SEA-POWER
Nothing could be happier than this illustration. The Sultan
and the Pasha were like two robber barons with castles on
One robber
opposite banks of a stream, in the middle ages.
had provoked the other to deadly wrath by filching a piece of
Neither baron felt safe for
territory and threatening his title.
the future, and so each kept fortifying his castle and increasing
his gang of rufflers.
Sooner or later one man would bile his
thumb at the other and a collision would ensue.
In 1838 all the signs indicated that the Sultan and his
vassal would soon be at war.
Mahmud was burning to avenge
his defeat on his rebellious pasha.
Mchcmet Ali, though
seventy years old, was as bold and as able as in the days when
he destroyed the mamelukcs. He did not fear a new contest
with the Sultan as long as it was with the Sultan alone. But
it is a sign of his extreme intelligence that he held British power
in wholesome respect, though he had once expelled a British
army from Egypt.
The hostility of the Jh'itish Government
paralyses all my efforts
with the English for my friends,
I can do everything
without their friendship I can do nothing
wherever I turn she is there to bafilc me
if England
be only with me, let all the world be against me.’
This was
in 1830, and England took no decisive step in 1833.
But in
1839 Mchemct Ali forgot his caution and England turned
‘

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

against him.

The key

to the situation really lay in

British sca-power.

Wellington understood its possibilities as well as anybody and
expressed his view to Esterhazy, the Austrian minister.
As
a soldier the Duke does not think that Ibrahim can march
forward seeing that the English squadron will interrupt his
communications by sea with Egypt. ... He has said to me
“ The operation of the French army in Syria under Buonaparte
failed since he did not command the sea.
No army can
march forward into the heart of Asia Minor when its sea
communications are interrupted.” ’
Palmerston had thought
out a plan long before he knew Wellington’s views. British
consuls reported that Mehemet Ali had an abundance of
Egyptian commercial ships, which could be stopped or seized
by England at will. Palmerston sent out the Pole, General
Ghrzanovski, to study the military question in Asia Minor.
He also made use of the Hanoverian general Jochmus, who
afterwards distinguished himself in 1840. He demanded all
sorts of reports on Ibrahim’s government in Syria, and was
delighted to learn that it was unpopular. The Mountain of
Lebanon was disaffected, the Maronites retained their arms,
and in case of war some fifteen thousand men could and would
'

‘

’

'
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'fhcse rebels

revolt,

WARNS THK RASnA

would

sally

down

Irnin die nimintaiiis
oniuiuiueations o{ Ibt'aluin's urniv
if'

cut tbe loa.stul t
reinforced by a 'I'tirkisli exp<Hiitioii from (he sea.
Palmerston
saw here a means of paralysin/f and n«'ulralisini>: an
buvmi'in
attack.
'J'he Turks Nvill probably act as is hmcincl

'

as the best

mode

nieniioS

of aelion,

1

know

they had such a plan.'

So^ian I almtn.ston s minut<'.
lie was <pnt(' eh^ar that
»M<'lu'nu't
Ali could be compelled (o reliiupiish his attack
on Asia Minor
if a Lebanon revolt were supported by
British, or

p.-rliaps ev.m’

by lurkish, sea-power.

May

In

Mehemet

formally announced his intention of beeominjr independent of t'lu'
Sultan.
Various
attempts at ndmke or remonstrance failed, and
finally PalnuT^on despatched this solemn warninic to him
Tl’u' British
Government, however, speaks only for itself; but feels
it,self
bound, in leturn for the frank tind unre,s<T\'e<l
communication
which it has received from the Pasha, to ileclare
to him, in ti
manner equally imn>served and explicit, that, if
he should
unlortunaUdy proceed to execute his announced
intentions
and il hostilities .should (as they indisputalily
would bivak out
thereupon between the Sultan and the Pa.s'ha
I'Meheinet AH’
he Pa.sha must expect to find (Jreat Britain
takin,^^ part with
the Sultan
order to obtain mlre.ss for so ilai-rant
;i
wrona
i^uUan tmd for the jmrpo.se of
jireventinx the
Dismcrnbcrmcnt of the Turkish ICmjiire
and the ihishti
would fatally deceive himself if he were to
sujipose tlmt any
jealousies among the Powers of
Kurope would jireN-ent those
to the Sultan, unth-r such circumstances,
^
necessiuy for the luirjmse of
vindicating his just aiul legitimate
laf’
rights.
So the lion roared under PalnuTston.
Ali

‘
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1
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Beuiare the embrace of Adam-za,
the Bear that

walh

like

a

Man.
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‘Attack

on Turkey

provinces, not
't

by assailing Constantinoplex
had been during 183^-3; to

being given to
^mediately at a Rimhin hint
k is
Egyptian army go to the East than
penetrate
iSo
Asb,^S-^®
nto
P
Asia Minor.
Palmerston had long ago studied

S

Russia
‘
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the military bearings of the geography of the Levant,’ apparently under the guidance of the Polish general Chrzanovski.
Here was the result (July 8, 1839) : ‘ Diarbekir, one of the places
which Russia proposes to allow Mehemet Ali to occupy, is the
You will see if you
central key of the whole of Asia Minor.
look at the map that an army posted, as that of the Sultan was,
at Diarbekir, and extending itself to Malatia, is in a position
to defend Constantinojilc against an attack from Syria over
the Taurus ; to repel an invasion from Russia by Gumri, and
to protect Bagdad by any movement from the Southern part
of Syria. To take Diarbekir from the Sultan and to give it to
Mehemet Ali would be to deprive the Sultan of all means of
defence and to give to Mehemet Ali means of attack.’
Palmerston believed, and ultimately proved, that England
had the casting vote if slic cdiosc to use it. Why did he cast it
against Mehemet Ali ? There is abundant evidence that the
‘

Egyptian Pasha tried to be conciliatory and dangled all sorts
Egyptian cotton would supply
of offers in front of him.
England, in case she had a war with America. Egypt would
TJie Porte is gone, and England
be a useful ally against Russia.
must prcjiarc to raise a force in Asia to meet the Russians
and where can she find it but with me and my son after me?’ ( 1 830)
These crude arguments were probably sincere. Palmerston’s
reasons for rejecting them were based on a careful study of two
problems, England’s interest in the East, and the balance of
power in the West. If the Turks were to be overthrown,
Palmerston preferred to see Mehemet Ali, not Russia, at Constantinople. For he could ultimately coerce the Pasha, whereas
he could not coerce the Czar. Then Turkey lay athwart the
She was weak and would be guided by
routes to India.
England. But if Mehemet Ali lay astride those routes he
might be strong and bold enough to ally with Russia. Then
the two would unite on the Persian Gulf, and England’s hold
on India be menaced. Palmerston had decided to uphold the
Turk by the middle of 1838.
In Russia’s professions of disinterestedness Palmerston had
no belief She had always been intently engaged in the
prosecution of those schemes of aggrandizement towards the
South, which ever since the reign of Catherine have formed a
Notwithstanding
prominent feature of Russian policy. .
the encroachments
these declarations, [of non-aggression]
of Russia have continued to advance on all sides with a steady
It was no longer
march, and with a well-directed aim.’
for Constantinople that he feared. He said the Cossack and
the Sepoy were bound to meet sometime, and proposed they
‘

:

‘

.

.

.

.

.
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should meet as far away from our Indian possessions as possible.
So he looked northwards from the Persian Gulf. If tlio line
of Russian advance was through Wt^stern 'Purkestan and
Khiva, Palmerston could do little but encourage chi(!rs and

he had encouraged Clircassian tribes in the
Caucasus. British sea-power influenced I'urkestan not at all
and the Caucasus very little. But Ru.ssian gold stimulated
Persia to attack Afghanistan. 'J'he INu'sians had alnuuly had
a measure of success and the Shah had b<;sieged 1 lerat (ifl;}7).
A Russian agent advised as to the attack, and a British
tribes to resist, as

officer

entered

the

ami

directed the
defence. The Russian government eventually disavow<-d and
recalled its troublesome agents, but only afttu- tlu' Shah had
proved unable to take the city. British suspi<dons tif Russia
were not eradicated by the middle of iHgB after Palmerston
declared against Mchcmct Ali. 'riu; Czar ind«H;d disavowed
his

fortress

agents, but also said,

‘

in

di.sguise

The Shah was only

,S(X'king

to

recover what rightfully belonged to him.'
Tliis impen'ial
utterance was not likely to make Paluuu-stou b<di<‘ve that
Russia had no designs on India.
The great aim must be to prevent direct conne.Kion betW(a;u
Russia and Mchcmct Ali. They must not join forces in Iracj,
in the land between the rivers.
Rii.ssian advance might be
down the Euphrates through the ri(di valk'ys to Basra or

Mohammerah.

That advance must be

r(!sisted

for it threatened the British flank in India.

It

at all costs,

was here that

the danger of union between Mchemet Ali and Ru.ssia uro.se.
Mehemet Ali held the province of Aleppo, abutting on Iraq
from the west. He had actually made tentative efforts to
approach the interior of Iraq, to add Grfa to Aleppo and to

advance to Deir (1834-5). He had only desisttal b<;cau.se
Palmerston had sternly warned him against sapping the
integrity of Iraq.

England had made up her mind to guard the Jhijihratcs
route.
She could make a commercial advance up the valley
froin the Persian Gulf.
Palmerston regarded the development
of tins route

means of protecting the I'urkish
Empire from falling to pieces. 'When Chesney finally obtained
permission to explore the route Palmerston
commented, wc
should indeed have been surprised if a plan
so advantageous
m Its intended results both to Great Britain and Turkey had
been defeated by the submission of the Porte
to the dictates of
British commerce sailed up the Euphrates it
£
j
would find great commercial marts at Bagdad,
the city of
as_

the chief

‘

Caliphs,

RED SEA AND PERSIAN GULF
and at Basra, the home of Sinbad the
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sailor.

Ulti-

mately they might be linked with a railway to Alexandretta.
But, so long as Mehemet Ali was in Aleppo, that part of the
route would depend on his good favour. Now, as Mehemet
Ali had incurred suspicion by all kinds of secret attempts to
hinder the developments in Iraq, Palmerston suspected his
more public actions in the areas he directly controlled.
Palmerston did not mean to expel him at once from provinces
like Adana or Aleppo, but his possession of them was not to
become permanent. ‘ It is undeniable that if Mehemet Ali
were to die, or from any other circumstance whatever were to
cease to be able to govern Syria, the Sultan would have to
appoint some other pasha to administer that Province.’
So
it was not to go to Ibrahim.
When occasion arose Syria
could revert to Turkey, and steam communication by rail and

water would link England to India and Alexandretta to the
Persian Gulf. Here was another argument for preferring

Mahmud

to

Mehemet

Ali.

A

fresh route to India supplied a fresh argument.
It was
in fact the route of the future, though not the route of the
present. Strangely enough the route from Suez to Bombay did
not impress either Palmerston or the East India Company as
vitally important for the future.
They did not believe that a

canal would one day pierce the isthmus. Since the early
thirties the French had run steam services to Alexandria ; the
East India Company had run steam packets from Suez to
Bombay. First letters, then goods, followed this latter route,
till it began to challenge the route by the Cape.
By 1837 the
Suez route was fairly established.^^® Its importance, like that
of the Euphrates service, was as yet commercial. It soon
became strategic. Neither Red Sea nor Persian Gulf was
properly buoyed or lighted ; both swarmed with pirates. So
problems of navigation soon involved those of policy, and the
strategic importance of islands and ports became manifest.
Basra, Bahrein, Perim, Aden, Muscat, Mocha, all attracted
attention.
Over none of these did the Turks exercise any
sovereignty except in name. In the East boundaries are, and
have al\vays been, elastic until the West takes charge. Then
boundaries are fixed and de facto control becomes the test of
sovereignty. This control the East India Company was determined to exercise by preventing the local rulers from refusing
facilities to British shipping.
They pursued (without knowing it) the policy of Albuquerque, the famous Portuguese
Viceroy at Goa. He had tried and failed to control the
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did not mean to fail. If its steamboats were interfered with, it intended to occupy the required strategic posts.
The local rulers might continue to reign, but tlu;y would not
continue to molest British shipping.
Mehemet Ali had established a power on both sides of the

Company

Red Sea and
questions.

He had

had an

active interest in all these
reconquered from the Wahhabis the cities

therefore

of Mecca and Medina, and had attempted to control some of
the adjoining ports. His troops hovered in the hinterland of
areas like Yemen and of ports like; Mocha and Aden and
tended to force their way to the sea. llis ingemious mind
formed the idea of an Egyptian navy. Melumiet Ali’s aggressive advance towards Iraq coniltined witli tlicse possibly

innocent movements in Arabia to awaken tin; j<;aIousy and
In the end tin; ]ilnndcring aitd illsuspicion of England.
treatment of an Indian armed ves.sel in iH;i7 settled the matter.
It made the East India Company resolve to sei/.(; and control
the port of Aden. At the moment llu; Sultan of Aden was
In n-turn for
being threatened by Mehemet Ali on the land.
a substantial bribe of dollars and a promise of |)rotcction he
ICven
agreed to transfer the port of Aden to the British.
before the transaction was completed Palnu'rston informed
Mehemet Ali that Aden was a British poss(;,s.sion and a
will be dealt with accordingly.’ “
hostile attack
There is unusual sharpness in this despatch of Bainn'rston.
But his old fear was awakened by the nn'ived Arabian sclnuncs
His [Mehemet Ali’.s] real chrsign is to
of Mehemet Ali.
establish an Arabian Kingdom, including all the countries in
which Arabic is the language. There might be no luirm in
such a thing itself but as it would necessarily imply the dismemberment of Turkey, we could not agree to it. B<;sides,
Turkey is as good an occupier of the road to India as an active
Arabian sovereign would be.’
It is certain that M<;h(;met
Ali never meant to be a Pan-Arab, but Palmcr.ston w:is right
in thinking that he meant to increase his power.
It would
never do to allow Turkey to be crushed between tin Egyptian
Empire advancing from the south and a Russian Empire
‘

’

‘

’

.

.

.

‘

;

advancing from the north. It was easier to fight the Pasha
than the Czar, so there must be no hesitation in confining
Mehemet Ali to his own dominions and in resisting his attack
on the Turkish Empire.

Palmerston’s change in 1839
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III
I have

To

too grieved

a heart

take a tedious leave ^ thus losers

part

Merchant of

Venice.

During the year 1839 Palmerston lost one ally and found
another. Not unnaturally this change provoked criticism.
Early in the year he seemed the enemy of Russia and the
friend of France
at its end friend and enemy had changed
The charge of double-dealing, made so lightly by the
parts.
French press at the time, has been more seriously repeated by
It cannot be sustained in its extreme form.
later historians.
;

Great parliamentarians like Palmerston ai'C not embarrassed
by a desire for consistency. They change their ground when
there is advantage in doing so. But, apart from this, there
were strong reasons for Palmerston’s action. The French
breeze had filled his sails at the beginning of the year and a
Russian did the like service for him at the end. A good
navigator trims his sails to the favouring wind.
Palmerston had been annoyed at Russia’s refusal of a
conference in 1838, and had made matters worse by informing
her that he proposed to increase the British fleet in 1839.
But Russia began to prove her good faith as the year 1839
advanced. Her agents in Persia were disavowed or recalled,
the chief one blew out his brains in despair, and the gesture
was convincing. The Czarevitch visited England and was
well received, and Russia, if not anxious for European conferences, showed at least that she was not friendly to Mchcmct
Ali.
Palmerston was just beginning to see that Russia might
be a possible ally or at any rate sanction the use of force against
Egypt. Brunnow came from Russia on two missions in 1839
with friendly offers from the Czar. France would not sanction
the use of force against Mehemet Ali
Russia would. So
Palmerston changed sides. That is the case of his defenders.
His detractors argue that he hated Mehemet Ali and wished to
expel him from Syria. He was, therefore, anxious for the
;

Sultan to attack him and for the British fleet to aid in his
destruction.
Therefore, while professing in public to dissuade
the Sultan from war, he was secretly stimulating him to make
it.
Ponsonby at Constantinople, it is alleged, was the agent
in this dark piece of treachery.
Ponsonby was indeed granted
unusual latitude, and Palmerston had no love for Mehemet Ali.
H

RESCHID OFFERS ALLIANCE
But Ponsonby was a pronounced enemy of Russia and believed
that she had an understanding with Persia and with Mehemet
Hence he feared a war would be disastrous, l^arly in
Ali.
1839 he therefore warned the Sultan against any false step 1**
and urged him to await the result of negotiations tlieu jxmding
in England. Now these were in the hands of Palmerston.
The touchstone of Palmerston’s sincerity is therefore to be
found in the Turldsh negotiation for an alliance with I'mgland
which took place at the end of 1838 and beginning of i83().
Sultan Mahmud had been delighted with Palmerston’s intimation to Mehemet Ali that England would defend I’ui'key
against him, even if she had to defend him alone (July 1838).
’

‘

Sultan

Mahmud jumped

to the conclusion that tln^ ck^fen'sive

might be made into an olfensive one.
So he sent Reschid over to London to propose an alliance for
the purpose of a mutual attack on Mehemet Ali.
Reschid arrived in London at the end of Novcmiher 1838.
His mission involved those comic: incidents inseparable
from Turkish diplomacy. He left his copper kettles and
tobacco behind him at Hover and had to ask Palmerston to
recover them, and to help him to imjjort six hundred bottles
of French wine into England Iree of duty.
For this most
modern of Turks liked the liquors forbidden by the Prophet.
He offered decorations to Backhouse, the ]>erm;uient Undersecretary, and to Palmerston himself.
The offers were
courteously declined, for official England was still ruled by
alliance here suggested

that ‘ my dogs shall wear only my
collars.’
Yet in refusing the decoration Palmerston had
spoken of his desire for the maintenance and improvement of
the alliance.’ This was a friendly beginning, but it did
n(,)t
suggest a concerted offensive against Mehemet Ali.
Elizabeth’s principle,

‘

The whole

negotiation is a somewhat mysterious one, and
the only extant text of the draft Treaty came back to
ICngland
from Constantinople. The prcamlile is obviously <lue
to
’
Reschid, for it begins by speaking of the ‘ insensate
designs
of Mehemet Ah against the Sultan. But the

substance

to Palmerston.

Pasha

or,

on

his

bultan.

is

The Treaty was to come into f'orce if
death, his sons show acts of disobedience to

due
the
the

In such case Article I provides for the British
fleet
stopping Egyptian merchant vessels and
searching neutral
vessels thought to be carrying
contraband of war to Egypt.
The combined action of an Anglo-Turkish fleet is
provided
The whole is purely defensive in character.
mu
Ihe hand seems to be that of Reschid,
the voice that of
Palmerston.^*®

Palmerston’s draft refused

gg

Ponsonby, who had been cautioned against imprudence in
1838, was kept in the dark during the initial stages of the

Not

did he receive any instrucNouri, the acting
tions or information from Palmerston.
Foreign Minister, then informed him that the Sublime Porte
could not be satisfied with the Treaty because it is not the
Treaty that Rcschid Pasha wished to make ; that the Porte
desired to destroy the status quo, and the Treaty proposed by
Lord Palmerston not only leaves it in full force, but also binds
the Porte not to take advantage in future of any favourable
That Lord Palmerston’s Treaty with
occasion that may ofl'er
an extraordinary abruptness, stipulates, simply, that England
shall unite with the Sublime Porte to act against Mchemct
Ali if He or his Successor [of his family] shall declare His
independence or commit any aggression.’ '^* On the 12th
Nouri said the Treaty was mischievous rather than useful to
Turkey. His irritation and even discourtesy arc significant.
For orientals are rarely impolite unless they arc baffled or
negotiation.

April

till

4, 1839,

‘

—

;

—

‘

’

desperate.

Under Palmerston’s

Ponsonby pressed the
Turks to accept a Treaty the text of which he had never seen.
It was only on April 18 that he saw a copy of it, and he then
obtained it from Nouri and not from Palmerston. None the
less, he strongly urged the Porte to abstain from attacking
Mchemet Ali, and sent messages written in Turkish to his
friend the Sultan.
Three clays later he got a decisive answer,
On the whole/ Nouri said, he was convinced that no Treaty
would be of any use to the interests of the Porte which had
not for its object the destruction of Mehemct Ali, and therefore
In
the Porte ought not to make any Treaty
(April
instructions

^

'

’

not very courteous fashion the Turks broke off the negotia-

this

tion for

an

Their

alliance.

significant.

It serves

refusal, like their discourtesy,

is

For

it

at least a historical purpose.

plainly acquits Palmerston of the charge of having stimulated
the Sultan to war. Whether Ponsonby is equally innocent is
a question which is not yet solved.^^®

On May

19

Ponsonby communicated Palmerston’s

struction of March 15,
the Sultan, that while

He

in-

proceeded to press strongly on
on the one hand Great Britain would
'

him [Mahmud]

any attack on the
part of Mehemet Ali, it would on the other hand be a different
matter if the war was begun by the Sultan.’ This warning
great dissatisfaction.’
Naturally, for
was received with
Mahmud now knew England would not stand by him in the
undoubtedly

assist

to repel

‘

first

shock of battle.

In

effect

this

despatch declared the
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And

Euphrates to be a Turkish Rubicon.
just crossed

Turkish troops had

it.

IV
Imperiwn cupientibus
middle course Ihr those

nihil

who

medium

inter

simwm

strive for empire.

*

ei

preuripitia,-

Tlu’n*

-'lAtTnis, Hist., 11,

is

no

j.[..

Before the Turkish troops cross the Ironlitn' \v(^ ('an take a
He
look at Mehemet Ali in the last momtnUs of his full ]nmvi\
ruhn's.
still enjoyed an unrivalled prcstig<^ ainon.i^ oritnilal
Why did he throw it away ? Rihnerston said that a man who
was stu^king to bt‘
had been a waiter at a colfcc-shop
a Commander of the Faithful.’ This is not a ('onvincing
For tlu'n' is not nnu'h
explanation of his aims and ambitions.
evidence that Mehemet Ali sought to Ixtouk': the political
leader of Islam and even less that he ainu'd at its rc^ligions
‘

.

.

.

The charge seems to hav<^ emanated from Mahmud
who desired to discredit his vassal. Theia^ is, howev<a',

headship.
himself,

(Jrand VhVah'r of
the Sultan. But even this claim was probably put forward
as an excuse for demanding the dismissal of tlut <'xisling (Jrand
Perhaps his aims were even more rno(l(\s( than this.
Vizier.
He may only have sought to outbid tlu; Sultan in tint ey<'s of
the world. His claim, to establish (^quality Ixiwc'eu Christian
and Mohammedan in Syria, and to grant a codt^ more w<‘st<‘rn
than that of Turkey, thus form parts of a systematic plan of
contrasting Egyptian light with 'Furkish darkness in order to
impress Europe. In 1807, when in conflict with England, he
had negotiated for the evacuation of the British trooi)s from
Egypt with striking moderation and tael. He had tluai be<ui
singularly prudent and had given no sign that he was l)lind<^d by
ambition. Yet in the crisis of 1839 he chose to incur risks

some evidence that he sought

to Ix'comc^ tlu'

which ultimately proved disastrous to himself.

H(‘

matched

himself against England’s sca-pow(jr.
Mehemet Ali returned from a gold-seeking trip to Sennuar
early in 1839, aware that the Sultan was preparing to attac'k
and determined to resist him. From that time until a British
squadron appeared at Alexandria at the end of 1B40 he declined
all reasonable offers.
The question of why he rejected all
C(pmpromisc is worth asking, and is seldom c<)nsid<u*(‘d from
his standpoint.
westerner might well suggest, as Palmerston
in fact did, that no decision so reckless could be made by a
naan^ so intelligent. Mehemet Ali certainly counted on

A

divisions at Constantinople,

on quarrels among the powers

HIS DESIRE

FOR SYRIA AND ADANA

lOI

and on the secret support of France. He gained a good deal
by such means. In 1840 Austria would have allowed Mehemet
Ali to keep everything except Adana and Crete, and the revised
Sebastiani offer (to whicli both Austria and England agreed)
would have given him not only the Palestine coast and the
fortress of Acre but a large part of the pashalic of Syria.* Yet
‘

’

Mehemet

Ali refused to consider either offer for reasons quite
clear to himself.
Mehemet Ali’s numerous struggles with the Sultan had
convinced him that he could not defend Egypt without an

Adana and all Syria, from
Damascus to Aleppo, were necessary to him to make his power
really strong.
To be independent he must be self-suflicing,
and neither Arabia nor Egypt gave him what he wanted. Flo
extensive hinterland to the north.

needed timber for his ships and charcoal for gunpowder.
There were no forests in Egypt and the wood of the Sudan was
inaccessible.
But there were terebinths and pines on the
slopes of Galilee and of Gilead ; there was still a forest in
Sharon ; oaks and firs grew near Antioch and Latakia. The
slopes of Lebanon were green with thousands of mulberry
trees which supplied charcoal for his gunpowder.
Even before
defeating the Turks at Konieh, Ibrahim had begun building
a road to the forest districts of Adana. There was timber
required for Mehemet Ali’s ships. In 1837 over eighty thousand
trees went down to Egypt from the region of North Syria
and Cilicia, and a million more were demanded by a pasha
who arrived in the same year at Alexandretta on a special
mission.
Mehemet Ali could find neither coal nor iron in
Egypt, but his agents reported favourably on the minerals of
Lebanon and dwelt fondly on the merits of an indifferent
coal mine. Then again Syria was important for commerce,
as well as for industry, a bridge along which Central Asian
wares passed to Egypt. The commerce of Turkestan, of
Armenia, of Iraq flowed from Damascus and Beyrouth to
Alexandria and Cairo.
Egypt fed and clothed Syria in
return for these raw materials.
She gave her foodstuffs rice,
wheat, dates
and cloth, both of cotton and of wool, in
return for raw silk and silk cloth, olives, soap, tobacco and
:

:

gall-nuts.^^®

Much

Mehemet

and machines he
loved humanity more. He found food for powder in Syria.
The Sudanese troops wilted in the more northern air and died
by scores. Syria and Palestine could only be garrisoned by
as

Ali loved materials
‘

’

draining the hitherto untapped reservoir of their man-power.
*

For the ‘Sebastiani

offer* videinfra^p. 113

and

n. 169.
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The advantages would be

two-folcl.

'I’ho

Sultan would lose

a recruiting ground for his army, while Meiicmta Ali would
gain one. In this calculation M<;hcinct Ali <^rrcd and the
brutality of Ibrahim’s recruiting agents illustrated the error.
Conscription was a new thing in Syria and in Palestine and
resented alike by Mohammedans, by Druses, by Jews and by
Christians. Neither Ibrahim nor Mehenu^t Ali feared temporary unpopularity. Conscription was steadily jmrsued and
enforced. Yet it united all the inhabitants in resistance and
directly produced the relx^llion of tln^ l.cl)anon.
Mehemet
Ali’s scheme of military defence setans to prnv<^ that he counted
on retaining all his conqu(':sts. The passes of tlu; Taurus were
fortified, roads improvetl, Acre made; a gnait fortn'.ss.
'Plu^sc

show

that M('hemet Ali believed that he
could defend his conquests on the land against tin; Sultan

practical dispositions

He

have thought almost entirely in terms of land
defence. For he was at one time prepared to give up Crel(!,
and saw no special advantage in it for naval purposes.
Mehemet All’s whole naval poli<-y remains a myst(;ry. Me
attached importance to Adana as supplying timlu'r wherewith
seems

to

He

to build his fleet.

which w'as iu!C(\ssarily
looked on with jealousy by Fnglaud and by l-'ranc(e
He
apparently thought he could u.se it against one or the other.
If they were divided, he c.oidd tip the l)alanc(i in his own
favour.^ But Mehemet Ali’s views on naval pow<*r and its
possibilities do not seem to have Ixurn very clear.
And this
blindness to sea-power was the dire('l reason of his fall.
What
is certain, is that the surrender of the Turkish
fleet and its
built

a large

lle(;t

arrival in Egyptian harbours caused him greatly to inertrase
his demands.
His head at last wa.s turned.
fhuus, one

Two

Egyptian and one Turkish, were now under his control.
Gould he not secure a third, the French ? 'Phe Turkish fle<;t
had yielded to him on the advice of the I’rtmidj admiral (and,
as he vainly hoped, of the French government
in .secret).
French, Turkish and Egyptian fleets togtitluT outnumlrercd
the British Mediterranean squadron. Stirely even
Fahnerston
would hesitate to challenge his action. To reason thus was to
dirow away the fruits of thirty years of ealculalion.
Fhigland
had only to concentrate her naval strength to be superior
to
aU the three imets and the lines of land dci’cnee, so
laboriously
prepared in Syria and in the Taurus, could
be jiiereixl and
turned by British sea-power. France
knew more of that
danger than he, and might not support him
at need.
And in
act she did not. Yet it seems
that he believed she would,
;

until too late.^®®

TURKISH AGGRESSION ON SYRIA
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Mehemct

Ali had forgotten all his old maxims. He was
no longer a rebellious vassal striving to be independent,
fighting a localised war against a weak suzerain.
He was
provoking the intervention of Europe, and he thought Europe
could be deluded by words, by forms, by a surrender of the
more extravagant of his claims. He witlulrcw his demand
for

independence, he withdrew

his

demand

for the dismissal

of the Grand Vizier. He was far less yielding over territory.
An hereditary tenure of I'^gypt and Palestine was oflered ; he
refused.
The pashalic of Acre was added ; he still refused.
Adana he talked of ceding, Crete ho might have surrendered.
But when it came to the point he refused. Ultimately he
stood out for all the provinces outside Egypt, and lost them all.
His territorial greed, his desire for economic seH-sulTicicncy
made him forget all his old moderation. Hitherto he had always
found a middle course between defeat and victory. Now that
he refused to do so, he lost everything except lilgypt.

V
0 proud revolt

of a presumptuousS' man
Laying his bridle in the neck of sin,

Peelk, David and Bethsabe,

The

die

on April

was

cast.

The Turkish army crossed the Euphrates
The result was not immediate war, for

1839.
Mehemet Ali was resolved not to be the aggressor. It suited
Russia and Ponsonby from very different standpoints to say
that he was, but he does not appear to have been. On May 8
Ibrahim pointed out to a British consul that the Turks were
‘
pressing on.
If you will not believe me, and you have
courage, mount a horse and go to Aintab, from where you
will see with your own eyes, if they put their feet within my
territory or not.’
Ibrahim spoke contemptuously of the
Turkish commander Hafiz pasha, and declared indiscreetly
‘
that the Sultan and we must come to blows, for I must have
Marash. I must have
.
also .
.
the line to Offa.’
The strategic reasons for this addition to Egyptian territory
were doubtless strong. But Ibrahim, in thus demanding
territory from the Turks, was as aggressive as they were.
The
difference lay not in intention but in fact.
He did not strike
the first blow or even the second. For over a fortnight the
Turkish cavalry had been inciting the villages round Aintab
to revolt against Egyptian rule. The main Turkish army.
21,

.

.

.
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concentrated at Bir art(n’ (’rossinij; the river, constructed lines
and sent forward an advance guard well beyond them. On
June 10 Mcheinet AH, ht'aring of these niovcunents, ordered
Ibrahim to take the on'ensive ami drive the Turks out of Syria.^‘>2
In case of victory he was to pre.ss on to Orfa and Diarhekir.
Before the end of May Ibrahim had moved his headquarters
from Aleppo itself to Tcllisheir, a place some ten hours to the
north. He now reganled a collision as inevitable, but did
On June H he .sent troops to recover Aintab,
little to hasten it.
which had been occupied by the Turks, and the same day
wrote a haughty letter to llaliz, ac<-using him of provoking
Your l'',xcellcncy has not probEgyptian .subjects to rebel.
ably forgotten that you have to th'al with fearless men
consequently your intrigvies will not Iw suifen'd for long.’
Hafiz did not offer to witlulraw his troops within his own
frontier.
He .spread furtluT the net of his intrigues from the
hills at Aintab and sought to raisi^ rebels agaijist Ibrahim
on the coast. After Ibrahim receiveal MehenuU Ali’s order
of the loth he hesitated no longer.*'''* He broke camp at
once, crossed the stream in frt)nt, and droV(! in tlu: outposts
of the Turkish army.
Hafiz pasha was concentrate<l at Ne'/.ib.
He disregarded
his Prassian officers who advi.stal him to stay in his entrenchments.^'’^ The mollaks had bade him smite the r<>bel in the
plain.
Declaring it shameful t(» fight btdiiud ditclu's and
walls, Hafiz advanced against Ibrahim in tlu; open.
On
June 24. the decisive battle took place at Nezib. Ibrahim had
harangued his officers before the, battle, and worketl them uj)
to enthusiasm.
At one point the situation was critical, for the
Egyptian ammunition failed. The 'lurkish artillery was well
served, and, if Hafiz had advanced with the bayonet, he might
‘

;

have won.

Ibrahim and his best g(nieral, Stthduian pasha,
stayed the rout by cutting down flying Egyptians with their
o'wn hands. At the critical moment fresh ammunition arrived,
and the situation was transformed. It was all over in a few
minutes. The Bashi-Bazuks fled at once, carrying the
infantry with them in their flight aiul disortleriug tlu; cavalry.

Even then Hafiz pasha might have

recovertal the

acted on the advice of his Prussian officers

and

day had he
.stmt

forward

an unbroken column, Transported with fury, he (!x!umsted
himself by cutting down some <jf his own fugitivtts, and wa.s
finally borne away in the rout.
A Prussian offieer on his staff
was reported as dead, but he lived to fight ant)thcr day. His
name was Moltke. He saw Ibrahim gain a victory a.s complete as he was one day to win himself
at Sedan.
'I'he army
‘
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of Hafiz Pasha has ca^ascd to exist.

A down
€'"

I’

their

arms and abandoned
ev(Ty

tion, flying in

diia'ction.*

ten thousand jirisomu's

and

victories,

it

was

tlut

taken,

,

.

.

^05

llic Turks threw

and ammunigun was lost and

tluar artilh‘ry

kivery
it

was the

last

of I brahim’s

greatest.

On

the 27111 a Freiu’h diplomat, Cajitain Caillicr, arrived
Caillicu’ liad aettxl imd<'r most peremptory inin Aleppo.
He had taken only six days on the way,
structions from Soult,
and was tliund(U'struek " to learn lu^ was fifty hours too late.
He bore a messag<' from M<'hemet Ali telling llirahim not to
‘

‘4;

but to send Caillier to the camp of
6
Hafiz to try to induct! him to withdraw behind the Turkish
1: frontier.
Ilirahim had already s(‘ized Oii'a, and written to
1
the governor of Al('p]ug "
shall only stop at Konitdi.
Have
public rej(a*cings for a wtx'k and send out tlu! glad ut!ws to all
quarters.’
dlu! indefatigable (laillier pursued Ibrahim and
-i
found him on tiu! road to Marash, still drunk with the wine of
victory.
Have you read history hooks ? he said, have you
’
ever heard that a vitiorious general a,i'r(!Sled his advance ?
Under lh(! sobering influenc'.e of CJaillit!!’, Ibrahim set aside the
verdict ofhistory.
H<! agre(!d to content himself with occupying
K Marash and Orla, and promised not to pass the Taurus chain
and threaten Konieh, unless he were attacked.
The news of the vii'.tory oi'Nezib was not the only staggering
if
blow to Turkey, 'flu! death of the Sultan and the news of
the surrender of his flc(!t followed. Racked with illness, consumed with hatred of Mehcmet Ali, Mahmud had drunk
heavily to drown his ('arcs. He died five days after the battle
of Nezib, and without hearing of the disaster (June 29). His
successor was a boy of sixteen, educated by two black eunuchs
and an hnam^ and weak in will and body. The ministers concealed MahmuePs death for two days. Husrev, the masterstrangler/ was made Grand Vizier and maintained order.
He was the enemy of Mehcmet Ali. On July 7 the full immensity of the disaster of Nezib was known in Constantinople.*
The same day an even graver calamity became known. The
whole Turkish fleet, which had set sail from the Dardanelles
7
There,
to attack the Egyptian navy, went off to Alexandria.
not without suspicion of the connivance of the French admiral
Lalandc, the Turkish Capudan Pasha committed an act of the
grossest treachery, 'f He handed over the whole navy of Turkey
to Mehcmet Ali.
In the course of a week Constantinople
/)

act

on

his

order ofJuiK^

10,

I

1

‘

’

‘

‘

.

* This is often given as the 6th, but see F, 0
No. i6q of July
8, 1839, with letter of Roussin, July
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From Ponsonby,

:

Palmerston’s calm

io6

learned that she had lost a battle, an army, a fleet and a
Sultan. The boy-successor was without education, without
resources, without money, and without a policy.
On July 25 Palmerston knew oflicially about Nezib and
next day of the shameful surrender of the fleet to Mehcmct
Ali.
He had heard of the Sultan’s death a few days before.
Grave as were the disasters he had reason to believe in the
good faith of the Five Powers. In May Soult had become
chief of the French government and lu^ had already won
Palmerston’s heart.
Soult is a jewel,’ wrote he, though in
August the jewel began to show flaws. A wee^k later Palmerston learned that Mettcrnich complcUily agr<;cd with his plans
and promised an Austrian naval squadron. On July 2q when
he heard of the dcfetit he wrote,
maal not change our
views and policy.’ He could afford to lx; calm,
llis instructions to Vienna (July 26) were written wlum the full m<;asurc
of disaster was known.
'I’hc d<;ath of the Sultan ought to
make no diflercncc.
The rc.sult of the batth; of the 2.j.th
cannot entitle Mehcmct Ali to any grc.atcr favour from the
Five Powers, but rather the contrary
and [it] nmclcrs it
still more incumbent on the Five Powers to inti-rjjosc;.’
'I’he
‘

‘

‘

.

.

.

.

.

.

French charge d’affaires, who brought him tlu; n(;ws of the
disasters, was told
there was nothing to modify
in the
‘

original

plans.

The Austrian

’

Minist(;r

that

rei)ortc,d

the

provided only one more motive for hasteming and
completing their execution.’
Mettcrnich at once saw the
difficulty.
‘There is the secret, the stumblinghlock,’ ho
minuted. ‘England, for an obvious interest, wishes to reduce
the power of Mehcmct Ali, France for an iutc.rcst equally
clear wishes if not to increase, at least to preservt;, tlu; power
of
disasters

‘

The Austrian Chancellor already foresaw

the separation

between France and England. Even in mid-August France
showed clear signs of a refusal to coerce Mehemet Ali. I’o this
\uew Palmerston never meant to agree, though it was a long
time before he advocated acting without France. Here is
his thought towards the end of Augu.st
If this Gallo-Egyptian interest is yicldtsd to
now, it will
grow stronger and stronger every year and by the
‘

time

M[ehemet] Ali dies will force the French government to take
part with Ibrahim to secure the retention of Syria
.so that
look at the matter as you will, the jierrnitting
Mehcmct to
retain Syna is to all intents and purposes
sanctioning the dismemberment of the Turkish Empire— and I should much
ratner leave the whole thing alone than
be party to such an
;

THE TURKISH FLEET SURRENDERS, JULY I4 I07
arrangement. ... I am still not without hopes that all Five
[Powers] may be brought to insist upon the evacuation of
The reason he thought thus in August was because
Syria.’
the Five Powers
in July.

had taken a

decisive step at Constantinople

VI
Nondum

iustiiiam J acinus mortale fu^drat,

Ultmia de superis

ilia reliquit

himium.

But justice, winch from Heaven derived her

Had

birth,

not forsook the unpolluted earth.

Ovid,

Fasti, I, 249.

of the Five Powers on July 27, 1839, was
due to events both at Constantinople and at Alexandria.
Ibrahim had routed the I'urkish army, Mehemct AH had
received the surrender of the Turkish fleet. He was not therefore impressed by the overtures of the very magnificent, very
formidable, and vci"y powerful ’ Abdul Medjid. He disdained
the offer of a decoration, of pardon and of the hereditary
On July 14 the surrendered Turkish fleet
pashalic of Egypt.
entered the harbour of Alexandria. On the 15th he told the
consuls of the F our Powers that the Sultan’s offer was an act
The Sultan was innocent
of necessity, not of generosity.’

The agreement

‘

'

^

and pure as a diamond,’ but his enemy Husrev must go, and
he must possess Syiia and Candia. Not only that, but he
sent a proclamation to sixteen Turkish governors of provinces
urging them to support him and expel Husrev, Campbell,
the British consul at Cairo, rather unwisely seized the opportunity to praise the government and to extol the power of
Mehemet Ali.^^^ He also complained officially of' the groundlessness of many of the complaints urged by the Porte against

Mehemet AH.’ These transports were reproved by Palmerston,
who told Campbell that his private letter ofJuly 17 contained
'

opinions

.

.

Government.’
September.

.

opposed to the sentiments of His Majesty’s
Their author was removed from his post in

The Porte had decided to answer the demands of Mehemet
AH on July 27. They seem to have been prepared to offer
the hereditary pashalic of Egypt to Mehemet Ali, and Syria
Ponsonby regarded this step as a concession such
turbulent janizzaries had extorted from weak Sultans in the

to Ibrahim.
as

A

conference of the
decided to make himself felt.
five diplomatic representatives at Constantinople presented a
past.

He

THE FIVE powers’ AGREEMENT, JULY 27
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They declared, under
collective note to the Porte (July 27-8)
instructions from their governments, that the Great Powers
.

were in agreement on the Eastern question, and asked the
Porte to take no definite step without their eoncairrcnce.
Austria and England were the prime movers, but Russia and
France were, for once, in agreement in supj^orting tluan. At
five in the morning on the 27th llusnw, the Grand Vizier,
had received a visit from General Ghr/.anovski, the trusted
agent of Ponsonby. He told him ol' tin; support promised to
Turkey by the Five Powers and warned him (»f tlie dangcu- of

The Port(\ Ilusrev
refusing to accept the collective note.
admitted, had been on the eve ol' yi('lding to Nbdiemcit Ali.
They would reconsider their vi<':ws. Tlu^ would now inform
Mehemet Ali that they would act only in accordama; with the
It was a vi<nory warn by the
concert of the Great Pow(n’s.
concert at a critical moment, and it was a Euro])ean st(*p to
which Russia had agreed. Indeed theagnaaiuaitofthe Ru.s,sian
Palmerston
representative had most far-n;aching results.
His desiiatch to Vienna says (August 25)
highly approved.’
that this step forms an epoch in the alfairs of tin; lawant, and
seems to fi.\ definitely the mode of proceeding which the Five
Powers should adojtt in conducting their negociations, and in
‘

‘

Europe at
planning their measures about these affairs.’ *
last presented a common front to Egypt, and the fact was to
havcimportant results for the. future. Mcdiemet All’s hoptr now
lay in dividing Europe and in .seeking the .separate or .secret
support of France. It was on her tluit future action pivottid.
Towards the end of July Meluunet Ali not only siioke of
dismissing Husrev, but of becoming the first <‘oun.s<'llor of the
Sultan himself. He would introducf; into Turk<;y a punj reign
of justice by establishing the l'’rench civil code as the basis of
law. The collective note of the Five Powers of July 27 was
presented to

him on August

(i

by

tin;

a.s.semhled consuls.

He

perhaps with truth, that the Porte would htivc
granted him Syria had not the Five Powen-s inttuventxl. He
must insist on that and on the dismi.ssal of I Insrev. Gtunpbtdl,
in reporting this interview (August 7), recommendetl that his
demand for the hereditary governorsltip of Syria slumkl be
declared,

granted.

was remarkable that Admiral Rous.sin, the French
Ambassador at Constantinople, ha<l signed the note of July 27,
for France soon departed from her resolute attitude.
Ponsonby
had received orders to offer the British flt;et to assist the Sultan
at need. Admiral Roussin persuaded him not to make this
It

* F.O. 7/279.

To

Beauvale, No. loy of August 25, xSjjg

;

cp. n.

xtio.
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communication, on the spt'.cious plea tiuit Russia, Austria and
Prussia were not y(^t prepared for such a step.^**^ Next day
advised the Porte to reject
dismissal of Husrev. On
August 22 the Porte replied, substantially placing their ease in
the hands of the hive Powers, and asking them to settle matters
with Mehemet AH, stipulating only that the Sultan could not
Ibrahim had just informed his
cede Syria in luuTcHty to him.
father that his position would be a bad one for the late autumn
and winter, and M<‘henH't AH had refused to countenance any
advance beyond tlu^ la, urns. So far, at least, the Powers’
note of July 27 had sulliced. Mi^hemet Ali was impressed by
the French govi'ninumt's nu'ssage that they could not support
him against Furope. About the end of September he relinquislied his intiaalions to pn*ss for the removal of Ilusrcv
8) the five repn'sentatives
Mehemet All's demand for the

(August

‘

Pasha.’

of W(^athcr alfec'ted British lleots as well as
Egyptian armies. On September 22 Admiral Stopford
warmxl Ponsonby that his squadron, whicli lay outside Besika
Bay, might be IbnaTl to enter the Dardanelles and anchor
It would be much better
inside if the winds bUwv too strong.
to make the movement,' Ponsonby advised shrewdly, if a real
necessity for it should arise, than to talk of it beforehand.’
Reschid pasha had agreed to the movement. But there were
intrigues in tlui Stu'aglio and the l)oy Sultan trembled before a
woman or belbrtj a reactionary. Ponsonby, when appealed
to by Reschid, said that if there was a violent attempt to
restore the old regime
the British Admiral would certainly
not hesitate to give the best assistance in his power to support
the Sultan’s government against an insurrection of that
nature.’
Palmerston approved and reinforced the assurance.
But in September Palmerston received overtures from Russia
which made him want to avoid sending British ships through
the Dardanelles as that step might tempt Russian ships to
enter the Bos]>horus,
He put a stop to this by the end of
October by ordering the British admiral to leave Besika Bay
for Smyrna or
any other convenient anchorage on the coast
DilliiTiltics

'

‘

*

of Asia Minor.’

Palmerston recalled Campbell from Egypt in September
and appointed Hodges in his place on October 30. The new
consul was intended to show a stiff upper lip to Mehemet Ali,
with whom French sympathy had now become notorious.
He was ominously instructed to report on the nuniber of
troops Mehemet AH could spare to defend Alexandria, and
the amount of force which would probably be necessary for
‘

no

BRITISH INFLUENCE AT STAMBUI,

a successful attack upon, and for the occupation of Alexandria
and what impression could be produced upon the town, the
arsenal, the palace or the ships in the harbour, by a merely
naval attack, supposing the British squadron to be brought
;

Mehcmct Ali, all unconscious of these plans,
to Alexandria.’
was active in intrigue and liberal in bribery at (Constantinople,
hoping for a palace revolution there. But Ponsonby had already
promised the Sultan protection. He needed it, for France
was abandoning him. Admiral Roussin, whom the French
government considered to be loo Ituropcan,’ was definitely
His successor, M. de Pontois, speedily gave Ponsonby
recalled.
the impression that the French feel it to be their interest to
'Fhc impression
back out of the position they had taken.’
was correct.
As the year waned the Porte relied on Itngland more than
Husrev and Rcschid, who had been much impressed
ever.
by Mehemet All’s threats of reforming the 'I’urkish Fmpire,
'I’hc
carried through a counter-reform si;heme of their own.
celebrated GulhanS, or Rose Chamber,’ decree proclaimed the
Sultan as the most liberal of reformers. Its full efh;cts will
be noted elsewhere, but one of them was to force Palmerston
It
to support a liberal Turkey against a desjiolic. I'Cgypt.*
also ensured a further spell of power for R<;schid and llusrev
France had told Mehemet Ali to conat a critical moment.
tent himself with the hereditary government of Fgypt and
On
Syria, leaving Crete for a son, anti to abandon Adana.
October i6 Mehemet Ali refused with irritation, uttering the
‘

‘

‘

He was no longer
word Bacaloum, We shall see.’
unshaken or serene, and he was at variancx' with his only
European friend. Though still unbeaten he had abated both
Thus
in pretensions and in his confidence in Frenc^h help.
the disastrous year 1839 closed at Constantinople with an
anti-Egyptian ministry in power backed by strong British
cryptic

‘

support.
*
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of

liniimow

September 1839 inaugnnitt'd

the
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Ru.s.siau

diploinalic.

to

London

change of

of
i'ar-

rcaclhng importance. Htt returned to St. Petcr.slntrgh .saying
England i.s not yet with ti.s, .she Is no longer with
In l)<;ceniber he ciime on a second ini.ssion with
France.’
‘

On

iirepared to change his
view at different tinuss, .such as the hereditary tennre of Egypt
or the exUmsion of Mtdiemet Ali\s control to Acre. But on the

new

oilers.

certain points

h(5 w;is

other main positions lut stood linn throughout, and Palmerston and the Austrian Neumann agreed with him from

These concerned European
execution against Mehemet Ali. If he was to be coerced,
Unkiar Skele.s.si was to l.)e abrogated and Europe was to act as
a whole. All the Five Powers would sec to the execution.^ If
Mehemet Ali refused the allied terms the French and British
squadrons would institute a blockade and proceed ultimately
to coercive measures.
If Constantinople were threatened,
Russian naval and military forces would enter the Bosphorus
on the invitation of the Porte. Simultaneously and on a similar
request, two or three French and two or three British vessels
would pass the Dardanelles and enter the Sea of Marmara.
It is expressly understood,
Here was the agreed proposition.
besides, that the admission of foreign flags into the Bosphorus
as into the Sea of Marmara will be considered only as an
exceptional measure, adopted on the sole demand of the Porte
This measure will in no
itself and only in order to defend it.
way injure the existing principle, in virtue of which the
Sublime Porte has always considered the Straits of the
Dardanelles and of the Bosphorus as having to remain closed

January

ilfp)

onwards

as to these.*

_

‘

*

Neumann arrived at the end of 1839 on a special mission, as also did Brunnow.

Biilow was the Prussian minister.
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time of peace to the ships of war of all
Foreign Powers. This principle, having invariably served
as a rule to the Ottoman Empire for all time as a right inherent
in the sovereignty of the Sultan, as master and guardian of
the two Straits, the Allied Courts, to manifest their unanimous
in time of

war

as in

of the Ottoman
Empire, will agree to-day formally to recognize the closing of
the Straits of Dardanelles and Jios})horus, and will agree to
consider henceforth the Sea ol‘ Marmara and the IMack Sea
as closed seas, consecrating this principle for ever as a part of
the public law of Europe.’
This proposition had been foreshadowed by much pnwious
discussion.
As here indicated it proveal (h<^ basis of the
Anglo-Russian alliance in iB.p) and the conuu'-stone of the
eventual settlement in 184.1. It was a lair compromise. The
right of mutual and simultaneous entry ol* vva,rshii)s into both
ends of the Straits was conceded as an <^xc<4)ti()n I'or this
occasion.
Russia really abrogated tin: I'reaty ol' IJnkiar
Skclessi, so far at least as it gave her permission to enter the
Bosphorus or implied any special relation to Turkey, Ihiglaud,
on the other hand, was shut out from entering the Black Sea,
as hotheads like Ponsonby and Unpduirt wished her to do.
Now it was as important fur Russia to close the Blac'k Sea to
England as it was for England to t‘Iose the Bos]>horns to
Russia. Europe was at last useful to the Czar, and the Czar
might be useful to Europe. So far, so good. But it was
difficult to get the majority of the British cabinet or parliament
to accept this view.
All the French statesmen, including
Guizot, thought that both British calhnct and parliament
would refuse. How the miracle of sectiring tins a.greement
was accomplished cannot be told at all here. It is sulFuaent
to say that it was.
The story, when I'ully revealed, will be
one of the most interesting in the diplomatic relations of
England and of France.
On April 7 Nouri EOendi, the Turkish plcnij)otentiary,
who had arrived in England, addressed a note to the Five
Powers. He was influenced by the Austrian Neumann and
had been instructed to rdcr to him at need. His note recalled
the various assaults made by Mchcmet Ali on the Sultan since
1832. The Sultan was ready to give Mchcmet Ali hereditary
rule in Egypt on condition that he restored the 'Furkish fleet.
He claimed the aid and counsel of the Five Powers, in view of
their collective note of July
He asked them to sign
27, 1839,
a convention with the Sultan on these lines, and to agree at
the same time ‘ on the necessary means of carrying it into
respect for the integrity

and

tranquillity

THE

I.AST

OFFER TO FRANCE, MAV

1x3

now Prime

Minister of Prance, at first declined
He instructed Guizot to
to take Nouri’s note seriously.
declare that ‘ conferences will lead to no good result as we
Thiers,

effect.’

shall difi'er.’

refused to

Guizot from London was more

communicate

this

serious,

and

might drive
approved Guiz(.)t’s

instruction, as

‘

it

I'hiers
Palmerston to extreme courses.’
action in having withheld this instruction.
He now authorised
him to engage in discussion only and to set tle nothing.
Guizot thereupon reixlied to Nouri in vague and general
terms, and not until April 28. But on the irth Palmerston
had already informed Nouri that England was ready to
concert immediately ’ with the other powers the means of
giving effect to the note of July 27, 1839. Here again then
the seixaration between Prance and England was exhibited.
But there was this difference now. A crisis had arisen and
Palmerston did not mean to be amused by delay or diverted
by discussion. He intended that some vigorous action should
be taken, and was not now to be deterred by French opposition.
Before deciding on action Palmerston asked Neumann tlic
Austrian to convey a final ofi'er to P ranee. There was a long
history behind this concession, connected with what is known
as the
Sebastian! offer.’ In October 1839 Palmerston had
‘

’

‘

‘

offered to the French ambassador Sebastian! to give Mchcmet
AH the hereditary tenure of Egypt, and the possession, equally
hereditary, of the pashalic of Acre.
The town of Acre alone will
remain to the Porte and the frontiers will start from the glacis
of the place in the direction of Lake Tiberias. The Porte will
recover all the rest of Syria, including the Sacred Places,
considerations of immense weight in the eyes of the English.’
‘

This offer was declined by France, as was averred later unofficially, in October 1839.
Palmerston then withdrew the
concession. But he renewed it in a new form in May 1840,
adding to the offer the fortress of Acre, which Wellington
deprecated giving to Mehemet Ali, as it was the military
key of Syria.’ It was this offer to France, made through the
Austrian Neumann, and refused by Guizot, which enabled
Palmerston to convert the British cabinet to his own views.
He was also aided by the news that serious troubles were
threatened in Constantinople. But for a threat of resignation
beforehand Palmerston would hardly have prevailed. The
victory was disputed and two Lords (Holland and Clarendon)
took the almost unprecedented step of sending a separate
remonstrance to the Queen against the decision of the cabinet.
The decision was actually taken on July 8, 1840.*
treaty
‘

A

* Text in App. II.
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be signed for arranging for the coercion of Mohemet
England and Austria were to act while
Ali by Four Powers.
Russia and Prussia looked on and a])provcd. France was to be
left out of the arrangement, as she would not agree to any
coercion of Mehemet Ali. The transaction was to be secret,
but as soon as it became known the blow to French pride
would be severe.
Palmerston summed up the matter in a letter of the 9th,
'Fhe determination of the
a day after the cabinet’s decision.
main point whether we should go on with the Three Powers
and without France is a most im])ortant d(*<'ision not only as
regards the present matter l)ut witli ix^spcct to our future
Weshall in all probability accomplish
position in Europe.
this [the coercion of Mehemet Ali] without any great exertion

was

to

‘

.

offeree, for

I

am

.

.

satisfied that the

power of M<‘liemet

Ali

is

a

upon delusion and fancy, as nuudi as upon
injustice, a bubble which will burst as soon as it is strongly
If we had shrunk from pursuing a course s<j)arate
pressed.
from that of France and if we luid tnu'khul to the lu-ench
government upon this occasion, w<^ should have been i*onpower

built

.

.

.

sidcred as a merely seconcl-raUj Powta- in

fairope held in
and incapable of any manly or

leading strings by Iri'ancc,
independent course of action.’*

n
Our Europe, where

ix

debtor each to each

Past measure of excess,

(1kORC}K MKRI-niTU,

From July

8 to 15 was occu])ic(l by ncf^otiations Ixawcon
Palmerston and his diplomatic, colleagues of Austria, Russia
and Prussia on the one side, and the British (;abin<l on the
other.
These are summarised in the letter ol' July 9 from
Palmerston, from which we may continue to quote. ‘ The
general outline of the scheme which Neumann, Brimnow,
Biilow and I thought to-day (9th), would be tlic best to propose
to the Cabinet is that we should give Mehemet gradations of
choice. That he should be told that, if he will submit quietly
and at once, he shall have the hereditary pashalic of ligypt,
and a life interest in the southern part of Syria, bounded to
the north by a line drawn just abewe Acre, and leaving that
fortress to him., and to the East by Lake Tiberias, the Jordan,
*

1840.

England, 295.

The

English of the original

is

a

little

Palmerston to Beauvalc, pte. of .July
odd.
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the Dead Sea and the line thence down to the Red Sea ; but
that he must accept this in a given time. That if he does not
accept that in a given time he will then only have the hereditary pashalic of Egypt, and if he does not within a further
period of time accept that, the Sultan will consider himself
released from the offer he has made of that hereditary tenure
and Mehemet must then take and abide by the chance or
event. But these are merely ideas, subject to the consideration
of the Cabinet.
^
What I mean to propose is that our fleet should go immediately to the coast of Syria, interrupt military and naval
communications between Egypt and Syria, and give protection
to the population who wish to return to their lawful allegiance
I should not be surprised if large districts of
to the Sultan.
country and considerable bodies of troops were to determine
I am writing to Ponsonby at
to do so when thus supported.
the same time to desire him to urge the Porte to have a few
ships of war and some thousand men ready to go to Cypres
to be at hand to occupy any position on the coast of Syria
where they could land and maintain themselves under the
protection of our ships. It seems essential that the Turkish
flag should fly on the Syrian coasts and that everything that
we may do should be done in the name and in the support of
the Sultan, that we may not be accused of acting on our own

account, and may not excite any Mahometan fanaticism.*
Palmerston’s suggestions were carried out to the letter.
The British cabinet were so deeply impressed by the rejection
of the Neumann-Sebastiani offer that they permitted Palmerston to despatch the British naval squadron to the coast of
diplomatic revolution took place on July 15 when
Syria.
several documents were signed by representatives of the Four
Powers and by Chekib Effendi. The first was a Convention.
Article I announced the intention of the Powers to secure the
conformity of Mehemet Ali to their wishes, each Power
reserving the right to co-operate ' according to the means of
action of which each disposed.’ Article II provided that, if
Mehemet Ali refused, the allies would interrupt the sea communications and the transport of arms and munitions of war
between Egypt and Syria, Great Britain and Austria engaging
to give immediate orders to their Mediterranean squadrons
If Mehemet Ali advanced on Constantinople,
for the purpose.
Article III provided that the Powers should unite to protect
the Straits, both Bosphorus and Dardanelles, against all

A

But, by Article IV, all such measures were to be
considered as exceptional, and only to be adopted on express
aggression.

—

»
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of the Sultan. The Sultan was expn‘,ssly to declare
that the old rule of closing the Straits, and admitting no war
vessels either to Bosphorus or Dartlanelles, was to be maintained
jn-ovided for ratification.
Article
for the future.
To the Convention three other documents were annexed.
An Acte separi defined the territorial limits of the NcumannIt prescribed that it should
Sebastiani olTcr to Mchemet AH.
be merely in temporary occupation of Mclnanet AH. If this
offer was not acc(;pted in ten clays he should be. offered I'igypt
alone to him and to his heirs. After twenty days the Sultan
protoc'ol dcdinc’d the
could withdraw the second offer.
prohibition to armed vessels, memtioned in Article IV of the
convention, as not applying to light cTsseds in (hc^ sta-vice of
the Legations at Constantinople. A rc'servtal protocol provided that, in view of possible loss of time, Article II, the
execution against Mchemet AH, should corner into force at once
It was agrcc'.d
without waiting for exchange of ratifications.
also that the Sultan should immcxliatcdy address his oilers to
Mchemet AH, and that the c.on.sul.s of the; hour Ihnvc'rs should
good deal of ihciscr transactions was subsesupport them.

demand

V

A

A

quently published in the Blue Book, but in dcd'erence to France
something was suppressed.*

Ill
Sequilwr superbos ultor a tergo

tints .

—An avenffing

gcxl p«rsnt;.s tite proud.

Seneca.

A last look at Mehcmct before Europe’s diplomacy stretched
him on the rack of war. During the first half of 1B40 his
spirits mounted high, too high for discretion.
He became
fey
as the Highlanders say.
He kept on iilways with his
military preparations
he gave way to strange boasts and outbursts of pride. He had dropped the mask of liberalism when
‘

’

;

Reschid succeeded as the patron of r<iform.

He

felt it easier

and to mobilise the
fanatics of Asia Minor against Rcschid and the decree of the
Rose Chamber. He resented the idea that France had induced
him to resist.
So they take me for a savage, incapable of
acting by my own will ? (January 5)
He still did not believe
that Europe would intervene. He held on tenaciously to all
to rally the reactionaries

to his side

‘

’

territory.

On May

6

.

M. Cochelct conveyed

advice of the French government.
*

For

He

details vide nn* 196,

him

the final
was not to hold out

39 7
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over Adana, as France could not countenance his exaggerated
claims. Mehemet Ali was more haughty than ever. Adana
is
the key of my house,’ he must leave it to his children. He
would only return Crete to the Sultan on his death. He
brushed aside a suggestion that he might share the fate of
Napoleon, the other ruler who had resisted Europe. Cochelet
left in despair, thinking him consumed with boastfulness and
vanity. And then came a piece of news which finally ruined
Mehemet. On May 24 Cochelet told him that Husrev had been
dismissed from the Grand Vizierate.
Mehemet Ali leapt up
from his divan. His face expressed extraordinary joy, and
his eyes swam with tears.’ Three weeks later, when the news
was confirmed, Mehemet Ali sent Sami Bey to Constantinople
He expected a surrender to all his demands.
to negotiate.
On July 15 he showed himself more unreasonable’ than ever.
He even talked of refusing to restore the fleet. He said only
Russia and England threatened him, and he did not believe
they could agree. ‘ As for the English they can only impose a
partial blockade, I am self-sufficing.
Besides I still remember
‘

with what ardour we charged them when they disembarked
It will be the same to-day.’
in Egypt.
Vain boastings of
an old man on the very day Europe decided his fate and sent
England to execute her sentence
!

IV
When

once ye have with

armedforce repressed

The proud attempts of this Albanian prince
That threatens thraldom to your native land,

Gorbodug, Act V,

Sc. 2.

The

scene of activity is transferred from London, Paris,
Vienna to Constantinople, Alexandria and Acre. The
tergiversations of Guizot, the bluntness of Palmerston and the
honeyed words of Neumann avail no more. Ibrahim is left
to make head against British admirals and Syrian rebels.
Diplomacy gives way to action. The freedom of Greece,
which had baffled diplomats for seven years, was won in an
hour when Codrington’s guns spoke at Navarino. Four
months of fighting destroyed the prestige which it had taken
Mehemet Ali thirty years to build up. It was a strange
spectacle, Metternich

and Palmerston

inviting rebels to revolt
against Ibrahim, an Austrian archduke fighting for freedom
and helping a British admiral to foil the designs of France.

Il8

Here is not
of Lebanon

THE LEBANON ABLA7.K, JULY
the place to say why ihe Druses and Maronites

exercised so decisive an influence on the Great
Powers.* But it is none the loss true (hat they did so. The
first of oriental generals, who had hitherto been invincildc,

was vanquished by a handful of British marines, by a few
thousand Turkish soldiers, and by bands of hastily armed
mountaineers. Thus might Prince Charlie have won back
his throne in Hanoverian days by th<; aid of a few l''rcnch
warships and regiments. 'I'lie epi.sode, so improbable in the
West, is characteristic of the Faisl. There gold and steel and
courage have their true value. The improbable happens, the
wise

men

arc confounded, the bold playt'r wins.

The Convention, though signed

London, had to be executed at Constantinople and Alexandria. Palmerston did not
even wait for the ratifications to be received.
I h; intended to
surprise Mehemet Ali, so his instrutUions went out at once.
They authorised Ponsonby to raise Syria against the Egyptians.
Constantinople had been a centre of agitation in Jum; and
Mehemet Ali had all but prevaihul therl^ I'or Sami B(7 had
brought an ofifer from him to surrender the Turkish Ih^et if
Syria as well as Egypt was retained by him.
Rescind thought
of giving way, but Ponsonby once more exerted his atithority
and the Porte finally gave a point-blank refusal (July la).
Even before the end of June Ponsonl)y had sent a secret agent
to Syria who stirred up the rebels and sought (though vainly)
to bring the British naval .squadrons to Beyrouth.
During
July Sami Bey renewed the Egyptian ofler, aided by Pontoi.s,
the French Ambassador. Fifteen thotisand troops landecl
from Egypt to suppress the Syrian revolt. On tlic i.-^th a
British commodore saw ‘the country in a blaze, up to the
tops of the highest hills of Lebanon.’'”- By the middk; of the
month the revolt seemed stamped out. None the less Ponsonby’s secret agent declared the Lebanon to be
a sleeping
in

’

‘

volcano.’

The words which were
August

to stir Syria into

flame came on

Ponsonby then received instructions which delighted him. First there was the Treaty.
Then followed
instructions to Stopford to cut Ibrahim’s communications, to
protect the Syrian rebels, and to aid in landing Turkish troops
and British gunners and engineers. Then followed orders to
give arms and money to the rebels, and to announce that the
Four Great Powers had resolved to re-establish the direct rule
of the Sultan in Syria. There were no half measures. Pardon
and reward were to be given to all soldiers who deserted
3.

* Vide ch, vii for a full

examination of this question.
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Ibrahim, privileges and liberties to the mountaineers who
revolted against him. The ‘ winged ministers of England’s
vengeance were at last at Ponsonby’s orders. Supreme in
power and unequalled in prestige, he persuaded the Sultan
unreservedly to ratify the Convention, and determine on strong
measures against Ibrahim (August 5).
It was not till August 6 that Colonel Hodges in Egypt
received the news of the Convention. Mehemet Ali had some
inkling of it, for he kept his fleet in harbour and absented
himself from Alexandria. Rifaat Bey arrived with the Sultan’s
ultimatum on the nth, but it was not until the i6th that
Mehemet Ali himself heard of the first offer. Acre and South
Syria for life, Egypt for himself and his heirs.
I will rather
perish than accept,’ answered the haughty old man. Next
day he received the four consuls, and on August 26 they
decided that he had declined their first offer. The second
offer consisted of Egypt alone, and was again limited to ten
days.
Mehemet Ali, who was ill, pretended to the consuls
that he accepted the second offer. But the consuls rejected
his claim, since he had given no guarantee of returning the
Turkish fleet. They held that he had rejected the second offer
by September 5. After that date the Sultan was free to adopt
any course that his interests might suggest. The consuls broke
off diplomatic relations and left further negotiations to the
’

‘

British admiral.

Robert Stopford has had hard measure in history.
He had a naval experience dating back to the Napoleonic
wars. He was over seventy and therefore old for an active
command. But he was a dignified, handsome old man who
impressed even a reckless worldling like the Prince de Joinville,
and he succeeded despite embarrassing instructions, Turkish
inefficiency, and the insubordination of his second-in-command.
He had to solve as difficult a political and strategic problem
as any British admiral has ever handled.*
He made some
mistakes and showed weakness in details. But his handling
of the larger problems was marked by strong common-sense
and cool courage, and the complete success, which he ultimately
won, was due more to himself than to his brilliant commodore.
To say that his subordinate was a Napier is to say all, for, like
all his race, Sir Charles was distinguished for quarrelsomeness,
for reckless daring, and for vanity.
During July Stopford and the main part of the fleet were
oflF Mitylene, while Charles Napier with two men-of-war lay
Sir

* Vide infra, n.

and

vide also

App.

178, for authorities for
III.

the campaign

and

its

geography,
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On

August 3 Stopford received hi.s instructions
^
circumstances were entirely
from’ home, but judged that
changed since their issue. I le took his own C(Hirse and recalled
Napier and his two shijis from B<;yrouth, 'I’he French naval
squadron was nearly equal to his own and was much better
the Egyptian licet might come out and attempt to
armed
off Beyrouth.
’

;

So he concentrated Itis licet. I’onsonby indignantly
remonstrated and on August 10 Stoi)ford sent Napier back to
Beyrouth with two men-of-war, as hr had heard that the revolt
was reviving. Napier stood outside the harbour, s('attercd
proclamations inviting the insurgents to revolt and bidding
the Egyptians to refrain from useless slu^dding of blood. No
rcvolt'followcd, but the Emir Beshir Kassim intimated that he
would join the British, though his unch; the grand jirince
Stopford himself .sailed
Beshir had refused to declare hims(df.
He had an intervituv with Khduuma Ali, but
to Alexandria.
talked no politics, lie satisfied himstdf that the ICgyptian
On Se])tember 5, after the exi)iry
fleet would not come out.
of the term allowed for the second oiler, he saiUnl tiway for
He had
Beyrouth, leaving a small foree off .Mexamlria.'"'-*
observed the rules of war by leaving enough shijis to mask any
naval force which could possibly interfere with his operations

join

it.

in Syria.

On September 9 Stopford and a llee.t of thirty'sail bombarded
Beyrouth. His force had been .swelled by over five, thousand
Turkish troops borne in transports from Cyprus. Tlnu'e were
'I’lu; bombardment
also some British and Austrian marines.
of Beyrouth had not been serious, and on tin; 10th Stopford
decided to effect a landing higher up the coast. Sir Charles
Smith, the head of the British engineer and artillery ollicers,
was too ill to command the land forc.(;s. So Stopford jHit
Charles Napier in command on land. Stopford himself
again bombarded Beyrouth, while the Austrian admiral
Bandiera enfiladed the town from the bay where St. George
Under cover of this jjotent diversion
killed the dragon.
Napier and his force went round to the Dog river. There
they dispersed a few Albanian troops and rapidly landed,
Its houses
entering the little town of Djuni from the flank.
Higher up are rocks,
cluster gracefully above the shore.
picturesquely splashed with green, and the Motlux of Lebanon
in her great shrine looks down from the top of the mountain.
Djuni was the seat of the Maronitc patriarch, who was a bitter
enemy of the Egyptians. He gave Napier a church for his
headquarters, and favoured the distribution of apostolic rewards
to the infidel.

HIS DESCENTS
‘

ON SYRIAN COAST

The operation/ according even

exactly agreeable to the rules of war
been done.’
Seven thousand men

Napier,

to
.

.

.

I2I
^

was not

nevertheless

it

has

had been landed and
attack from the front, from the

encamped in a position open to
right and from the left.
But the British frigates stood in to
protect both flanks and eager mountaineers swarmed down

from the hills. In a few hours eight thousand stands of arms
were distributed, and twelve thousand more were given out
by the end of September. Napier remained in command of
the landing-party at Djuni and was soon to make use of that
advantage to the full. He was not impressive to look at,
limping in

gait, slovenly in dress, stout

and grey-whiskered.

Yet he was to do wonders, for he had just that touch of
theatrical bravery which at once dazzles and dismays the
oriental.

At Beyrouth the chivalry of war intervened.

Suleiman

pasha sent Stopford the letters of the Indian overland
mail unopened. The admiral replied to the pasha with a
present of wine which that renegade Frenchman doubtless
enjoyed. But, while passive off Beyrouth, Stopford was active
everywhere^ else. On the 12th the Dido and the Cyclops
attacked Djebail, which was defended by some hundreds of
Albanians. As night fell they retired and the mountaineers
(Seves)

the town.
Grass grew in Djebail’s streets, for the
inhabitants had fled from the Albanians in terror. Now it
was the mountaineers who took toll of the Albanians as
seized

they fled.
On the 15th Batrun was captured almost
without loss, a fierce mountaineer presenting the British
captain with the head of an Albanian as he entered. Ibrahim
himself, reconnoitring too near the shore, was scared by a
shell from a British ship and hastily rode off.
Nearly five
thousand mountaineers were already in the camp of Djuni,
and the arrival of one man on September 15 completed the
triumph. The man was the Emir Beshir Kassim, nephew of
the grand prince of Lebanon. Like Lord Lovat in the fortyfive,’ the grand prince thought that he could be on both sides
at once.
So he would not declare against the Egyptian but
would allow his nephew to fight for the Turk, Incidentally
the nephew pushed the uncle from the throne.
On the 24th an important action occurred. The Turkish
troops were commanded by Selim pasha, with the Hanoverian
general Jochmus as chief of staff. Both were brave and
Jochmus was skilful. Napier ordered a reconnaissance in
force on the 24th. Jochmus and Selim moved up the Dog
river with four Turkish battalions and a few British and
‘

NAPIER STORMS SIDON
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Austrian marines and found Ibrahim’s advance guard
formidably entrenched near [Q,]C)rnct Clhahouane. Jochmus
and Selim exposed themselves recklessly and the I’urks drove the
Egyptians backwards, capturing hundreds of prisoners. This,
‘the first victory of the Turks over the Egyptians for many
years past,’ greatly encouraged the rebel mountaineers.
British instructions had advocated tlu^ s(uzure of a strong and
'I’his was now accomplished.
defensible position on the coast.
The camp of Djuni, defended by a hundred thousand sandbags,
was practically impregnable. No heavy guns could travel
along Lebanon roads, and the Egyptians had inaile no attempt

But their lailure to resist tlu^ British advance on
September 24. was extremely important because it showed
that succesisful actions could be fought in the Lebanon without
any interference from Beyrouth. Suh-iman pasha dared not
move from the town while Stopford's ships lay in the olTmg.
The policy of periodical descents on difh;rent parts of the coast
scattered the Egyptian forces and pinned down garrisons in
particular places. There was only failun'; bt^forc. one place,
and even there the ligyptians wctc outgumutd and their
Tlu; British ships
stone fortresses tumbled about their (;ars.
came right inshore, and the British gunners I'ound it a (uise of
carpet bowls where my lady’s maitl couldn't miss.’ Every
fresh bombardment increased Egyptian losst's, British jirestigc
to attack

it.

’

‘

and Lebanon

‘

ferocity.

Na])ier, after a
Sidon.
Ihc
fierce struggle with Stopford, obtained the command.
British had been repulsed in an attcmjit on Tortosa on
the 25th, so a spectacular success was needctl. Napier went
off promising to return with victory in forty-eight hours.
Sidon stands on a promontory with an ancient castle. It has
no sea walls, but a reef guards the very small harbour and
renders approach dillicult. The town wiis assaulted Irom
three sides. Napier with five hundred marines landed on the
north beach, five hundred 'Lurks assailed tint castlti, and a
mixed force of marines and Atistrians under their artihdukc
attacked from the south-west. Ntipier excelled himself that
day. He mounted to the assault from the water on the
shoulders of his sailors and was always in the hottest of the
fire.
He was the first to reach the top of the c.itadel and
signalled the victory by waving his cap on his sword. Numbers
of the garrison surrendered almost without fighting. The
commander alone refused to yield and the bayonets of two
marines crossed in his breast. Three thousand men behind
strong defences had been beaten by half their numbers, and

The next

British success

was

at

THE NEW PRINCE OF LEBANON
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over two thousand prisoners taken. Stopford gravely reported,
The place [Sidon] is still in our possession, and its capture
seems to have been an unexpected blow to Ibrahim Pasha,
The admiral
and has much paralyzed his measures.’ *
thoroughly understood the superior mobility of sea-power.
He had held down the land forces of Ibrahim to particular
points on the coast by the continuous and perplexing movements of the Bi'itish ships. It was now possible to strike with
his full strength at a decisive point.
‘

V
England gains

And struggles

the

pass

the while

through the deep defde.

Scott, Marmion.

The time had come

from the manoeuvres which

to profit

had thus dispersed and separated Ibrahim’s army into fragments. On October 4 the Emir Beshir Kassim with a
thousand mountaineers attacked the Egyptian outposts in the
gorge of the Dog river. They fought in the defile traversed
by the armies of Assyrian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman and Saracen
conquerors. The Emir Beshir Kassim was outnumbered
by four or five to one, but the Egyptians fled before the fury
of his mountaineers. Three hundred were slain, six hundred
taken prisoners, and a thousand dispersed. Many deserters
now came into Napier’s camp. They were enrolled as soldiers,
and it was decided to exploit the Emir’s success. Wood,
Ponsonby’s agent, had received a firman from the Sultan permitting liim to depose the grand prince Emir Beshir. Overtures to the prince himself had produced only dark and
doubtful answers. So it was decided to give the princely
diadem to his warlike though aged nephew. The old prince
had been given till the 8th to submit, and his deposition was
really decided on that day.
On the gth Napier wrote to the

Emir Beshir Kassim as follows
The Emir Beshir is not
come if at twelve o’clock to-day he is not here you are grand
prince.’
So it was. On the evening of the gth, when the
army moved off on a great enterprise, the Emir Beshir Kassim
was the acknowledged grand prince of the Lebanon.
‘

:

;

* Napier, War in Syria [1842], i, 85. From Stopford, October 4, 1840. Napier
as usual made the exaggerated claims that 3,000 were beaten by under 1,000.’
According to Hunter, Expedition to Syria [1842], i, 136, there were about 1,400
allied troops in the attack, conhrmed by Wood’s account of October 10, in
Ponsonby, No. 243 of October 19, 1840 (F.O. 78/397).
‘
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A

combined operation was executed on October 9
Stopford reaped the fruits and Napier the credit.

nicely

and 10.
operation simultaneously executed
It was in reality a double
Stopford imxmt to boml^ard and seize
in two different areas.
Beyrouth, while Napier diverted the attention of Suleiman’s
army and prevented any reinforcements rcMching it from the
mountains. The action besan at Beyrouth on the 9th, and
Napier’s army, though in position on the heights, did nothing
that day. His most spectacular action of the loth was only
made possible because Stopford had alnxuly won a victory
After a heavy bombardment on
in the main theatre of war.
the gth the Egyptians evacuated Beyrouth. So before Napier
had fought his action Beyrouth had fallen. Stopford occupied
]M-ison<;rs and a standard,
it on the loth, taking two thousand
acquiring control of the best harbour on the coast, and
Nailer’s battle
hoisting the Sultan’s crescent on llu; citadel.
was only a tactical exploitation of a strategic' succ(;ss already

won by

Stopford.

Napier’s men had encamped within sight of Ibrahim’s
army on the 8th. They rested on the pth. The (warning was
an anxious one, for Ibrahim, the; invincible, was to be attacked
on the morrow. Profiting by the new ju'inccfs succt^.ss on the
4th,

Napier had marched

his forc('S across tin;

Dog

river

and

driven them in the blazing heat up to the village; ol" [Q^JOrnet
Chahouanc. This stands on a high narrow ridge; between the
Dog river gorge on the north and another deep gorge to the
south. About six hundred yards farther on, near what was then
He
called the Ardali heights, Ibrahim had elect (;d to stand.
1 le had chosen his
in front of the village Beit Clhebab.
position well at the narrowest neck of the gorge, and he had
used the stone terraces and pine trees of the Lebanon to turn
Napier had decided the
it into a strong natural forti'css.

was

night before to send parties up on each flank through the
gorges to take Ibrahim in the rear. The jitn'ty seitt to the
south was headed by the Emir Beshir Ka.ssim and consisted
of mountaineers. Their march was delayed sin(;c the new
grand prince was ill with fever, and his route, by way of
Brummana, was so long and circuitous that he only arrived
in time to pursue some of the fugitives next day.
The party sent to the north was under Omer Bey, who was
afterwards to become the most famous of 'Turkish commanders.
His two battalions exercised a decisive influence on the battle.
They marched during the night to Ajeltoun, a ridge north of
but parallel to [Q,]Ornct Chahouanc. Consequently they had
to descend into the gorge of the Dog river and climb up the
ridge on the other side before they could assail Ibrahim’s
^

NAPIER BEATS IBRAHIM
The movement was very dangerous
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had he [Omer]
been [seen] at the bottom of the gorge, he would have been
But Napier’s frontal attack distracted attention
destroyed.’
and by 2 p.m. Omer Bey and his men were attacking Ibrahim
from behind and the crisis of the battle began.

rear.

‘

for,

included four Turkish
battalions, some hundreds of British marines, a number of
mountaineers, and even a battalion of Egyptian deserters.
A despatch from Stopford reached Napier on tlie loth, ordering
him to retire, as he feared Suleiman might attack him with
the forces which had evacuated Beyrouth on the evening of
the gth. Napier disobeyed orders and, on this occasion, was
perhaps right in doing so. For Suleiman would not matter if
Ibrahim was defeated. But he must attack at once as the
flanking parties of the grand prince and Omer Bey were
already far advanced. Napier confesses that verses from
Marmion were floating through his head as he ordered the
Napier’s

miscellaneous

forces

He

said in prose, ' If we can get
mountaineers to mount that rugged hill,
assault.

the

Turks and

and Omer Bey

attacks at the same time their rear, Ibrahim will get such a
Despite assertions to the
dressing as he never had before.’
contrary by Napier’s admirers the assault was not really
hazardous. It was not fully launched till the firing, heard
from Ibrahim’s rear, proved that Omer Bey was pressing his
Napier was, however, just the man to impress orientals.
attack.

The mountaineers needed

a good deal of coaxing and a
little manual persuasion,’ but they feared the stick of the
commodore more than the enemy. Jochmus says, After two
hours’ fighting and the display of the most daring gallantry on
‘

’

‘

the part of the Turks, for the ilite troops of the hitherto unvanquished Ibrahim also stood manfully to their posts strongly
The
fortified and facing both attacks, we joined Omer Bey.’
grand prince came up towards the close from the direction of
Brummana. He cut oflf the Egyptians’ last line of retreat,
interposed his mountaineers between Ibrahim and Suleiman,
and held in check two thousand reinforcements advancing
from Zahle. The rout was complete. The Egyptian troops
were flung into the gorge and split up into fragments, escaping
by twos and threes. Ibrahim himself was seen flying with a
few horsemen from this, his first, defeat in Asia.
This victory has been variously called that of Ardali
It
heights, [Q,] Ornet Chahouane, Calat Meidan and Boharsef.
was the last of Napier’s exploits on land. General Jochmus
and Omer Bey must share in the credit. The defeat was
Suleiman made good his escape with three hundred
decisive.
But Ibrahim could only concentrate a few thousand
horse.

THE
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‘

nocnus

.si'anoaki)

’

troops on the precipitous slofies and in the strong fort of
Zahlc, which lies on the extrenui ixlge of tlu^ L<;banon chain
before it descends to the; Uekaa and to Damascus. There

him. But Stopford
authoritatively interveiuxl and p(trhap.s saved his rash subordinate from disaster. He generously praised Napier’s
‘splendid operations,’ but placed Sir C.harles Smith in com-

Napier characteristically wished

to pursu<;

o])erations to the coast.

Sir (Iharh^s had
been instructed to take care not to allow the Turkish force to
expose itself to defeat, or to advance imprudently into the
Consequently land operations ceased, except for
interior.’

mand, and confined
‘

the raids of the mounlaimx'rs under the new jirinee ol' the
Lebanon. The prestige of Ibrahim had been finally .shattered
and the Ics.son was driven fully home.'"*'* On October 2

a captmx'd standard. ‘A
some relxTious subjix'ts of
since,’ said Ponsonby,
Your Majesty boasted that this standard should be displayed
before the capital of your Knipire. The standard is now here,
a monument of the triumph of Your Majesty’s arms, and an
evidence of the error of those who proelaimeil tint weakness of
the Sublime Porte, and the. power of tin- late Pasha of Kgypt.’
The standard was, in reality, one of two captured by Stopford and Smith, but Ponsonby reprcsenti'd it as having been
taken by Napier on the Ardali heights. But no one knew this
at the time, and the standard wr<-sted from the boastful
Ibrahim was laid up among the w;ir-trophies oflhe St>raglio,i’*'f
Other signs of triumph came soon enough. There were
illuminations at night, jiroce-ssions with tinkiings of Ix^lls and
Pinally a number of Ibrahim’s
clashing of cymbals by day.
captured trooiis were paradeil in triumph through the streets
of Stambul. They were in large, white trou.sers, looking like
bathers or cricketens,’ with yellow, orange and black faces.’

Ponsonby
few weeks

laid at the Sultan’s

fei't

‘

‘

‘

VI
Our ordnmm thumkr fmOu
And with t/u; brmch\sfalU smah^Jbr and dusty
The cracky the cchoy and the soldiers^ cry
Make deaf the aity and dim the crystal sky,

Mar.U)WK» TamhurUmey

Stopford had

now

not free from fears
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on the next move. 11c was
of French interruption, Palmerston had
to decide

* This note contains a study of the topography of the <%TJnpaign.
From Ponsonby, No, '447 of Ot'tohn* ^8* 1840.
t Vide F, 0
characteristically protested that the flag was a * bogus* onr,
,
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him

that there was ^ no intention on the part of France to
oppose by force the measures which the Allies have resolved
to execute.’
But this was in July, and France had become
more dangerous in September. He had carried out to the
letter the instructions to seize a defensible position on the
coast.
On October 5 Palmerston instructed him to seize
Acre, but with this reservation
He [Stopford] should not
resolve upon it, unless the prospect of success should be
sufficient to justify the undertaking.’
Napier of course hints
that Stopford hesitated as to the decision, and he might well
do so in view of his previous instructions or of this one. Up
till October ii Stopford thought that enterprise forbidden.
After that date many claimed the credit of persuading him.
But the sturdy old admiral gave no hint of his reasons when he
laconically announced to the Admiralty that he had decided
‘
to proceed on that service.’
The ships weighed anchor
from Beyrouth on the 31st, just after Palmerston’s instruction
of October 5 had reached Stopford. They were off Acre on
the 2nd, but the winds were too light to bring them in and it
was decided to bombard the town at dawn on the next day.
On November 3 the sun rose in unusual splendour over the
mighty mount of Carmel. Far beneath it the enormous
mosque and huge tower of Djezzar loomed above the walls of
Acre. The ships advanced to the attack over waves of azure
beneath a sky of turquoise.
strange hush came upon the
British sailors, the Mohammedans fell on their knees and
turned towards Mecca to pray. The Turkish flagship interrupted the hush with an element of comedy. Despite their
fatalism the dervishes on board were found cowering in the
lowest part of the hold, beneath the waterline. While the
missiles flew thick, a ceremonious Turkish colonel refused to
puff his pipe until an English officer had inhaled the first
whiff.
His pipebearer, a tiny negro boy, grinned from ear to
ear with delight as the shells ricochetted through the water,
and rubbed his hands as they flew past him in the air. The
missiles took off the head of a Greek doctor and killed four
Turks. Walker, the Turkish admiral, arrested his gunnery
lieutenant for negligence and tore a Turkish decoration from
his neck with his own hands.
When the fighting began he
leant against the mast with ' an air most completely desoeuvre.’
Selim pasha set an example to his officers by slowly pacing the
deck under fire, while Osman pasha retired into a corner and
wiped the sweat from his brow. When the day was over

told

‘

:

A

Selim allowed Osman to drink his fill of forbidden western
liquors in compensation for the risks he had forced him to
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run. British sailors were more practical than the Turks.
Stopford threw tradition to the winds aiid abandoned his
ponderous flagship for the mobile steamboat Phtrnix. By this
means he was able to cruise up and down and direct all parts

of the bombardment.
Owing to contrary winds it was not until nearly two in the
afternoon that the ships reached their positions. I’hcn the
bombardment began, and, to the amazement of all, the
British guns did immediate execution, while the I'lgyptians
Their chief gunner was a Pole, who had imagined
fired high.
that Stopford’s big ves.sels would not conu^ within the shoal,
and had elevated the guns by filling the Iowit part of the
embrasures with sandbags and stones. The British shijis at
Acre, like the Condor at Alexandria, were too lu^ar in to be hit.
Some of them were lucky. Por insttince the Turkish flagship
‘
must have been sunk ’ h:id she lain a I'alhom or two either
way.’ The deadly accuracy of the British guns was aided by
the smoke which gathered vciy thick ;ind blew on to ;md
blinded the I'^gyptian gunners. The triangle, in which Acre
‘

was enfiladed, the Egyptian guns were dismounted
from their embrasures, and their crews kilhxl. Aftt;r over
two hours’ bombardment an enormous explosion was suddenly
heard, like the sudden eruption of a volcano.’ Tlu; ground
shook and a huge cloud of smoke mounted slowly to heaven.
The arsenal had been fired, over twelve hundred poor wretches
blown up, and a space of many thousand ytirds cletired.
stands,

‘

’

at sunset, seen blootl-red
Stopford ordered the cease fire
through a dense mass of smoke.’
Napier, as usual, played a lone hand and, I'or once, without
His conduct tilone marred the
success or popular applause.
perfection of the triumph. He first took up a i)osition in the
Powerful different from that assigned to him, and only the
prompt action of Captain Stewart and the intervention of
Stopford averted a crisis. This was not his only fault. The
Powerful went on firing for nearly an hour longer than the
others, until the flag-lieutenant brought a pcromi)tory order
Nothing daunted, Napier visited
from the admiral.
Stopford at dawn, to express the hope that he had approved
‘
his .change of position in the fight.
Not at all,’ replied
Stopford sternly.
You ought to have gone on to the south-west
angle.’
reproof by a commandcr-in-chicf to his secondin-command on the quarterdeck is rare. But Napier had
courted it. He attempted justification, comparing his action
to that of Nelson at the battle of the Nile, and demanded a
court-martial, which Stopford very properly refused.’
‘

‘

‘

A

‘
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position at dawn on the 4th revealed heaps of dead
and dying scattered on the quays, the walls disfigured with
enormous breaches, and an universal and melancholy silence.

The Turkish admiral Walker landed with three hundred men,
but someone was before him. The gallant archduke headed
'

a detachment of eighty marines
and was the first to
enter the citadel where he hoisted with his own hand the flag
of His Highness, on the day of St. Charles, the birthday of his
illustrious father, which he could not celebrate more worthily.’
So ran the servile Austrian despatch. None the less, as the
Austrian admiral put it, the archduke had acted con molta
bravura.’
He was not the only one, however. Even
’
Stopford, not given to enthusiasm, spoke of the
noble
behaviour of his men and the beautiful style of their advance.
The success came just in time, for strong winds might soon
have forced the ships off the coast. The whole was an
interesting and classic example of how ships can beat forts.
Though the conditions were formidable, the British owed the
.

.

.

‘

'

’

success to the excellence of their gunnery.

Godrington had destroyed the power

The

gunfire of
of Ibrahim in Greece ;

that of Stopford destroyed it in Syria.
Acre was a great and authentic victory.
The moral
effect ... is incalculable.
St. Jean d’Acre is regarded as
the key of Syria whose inhabitants remember that Ibrahim
pasha needed an army of 40,000 men and ten months to take
it.’
Napoleon himself had failed before a citadel which
Stopford had reduced in three hours. Stopford’s prudence
was equal to his success, for he refused to follow the counsel of
Napier and advance into the interior. His duty was to occupy
the coast, to garrison the towns he occupied, and to continue
the sea-pressure. The effect was soon evident. Ibrahim’s
power crumbled at its extremities. His troops evacuated
Adana, Tarsus, Alexandretta, Aleppo, Jaffa, Jerusalem. Before
the end of November Ibrahim had abandoned his rockfortress of Zahle and taken refuge in Damascus itself.
Some thought, and among these were Napier and Palmerston, that Ibrahim might have been pursued at once into the
interior, or harassed on his retreat to Egypt by the desert
road east of Jordan. But Stopford judged otherwise and
could quote in justification Palmerston’s instructions not ‘ to
advance imprudently into the interior.’ Sir Charles Smith
‘
Each succeeding
expressed himself thus late in November
victory could only have withdrawn us so much further from
our resources without advancing in any degree the cause we
For the number and the nature of the
have in hand.
K
‘

:

.

.

.
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my command and the extended line of coast I
guard compelled me to be strictly on the defensive in

troops under

have to
the towns already in our possession whilst a forward movement would have been an unmilitary and an immccaning act
of insanity.’ Napier had rashly spoken of attacking Zahle, a
Operations in
lofty height crowned by a still virgin fortress.
the interior were dangerous, for the motley character of the
troops fitted

them much

better for defence,

and

for olTcnsives

supported by the navy. Nor do(\s it seem that suc'h action
was needed. As Smith wrote, So far as regards the sway of
Mehemet Ali in Syria I look upon the military part of the
question as determined.’
If Ibrahim’s army was to be
annihilated that could only be done by transporting troops to
El Arish, where they could oppose and d<\stroy the remnants
of his retreating force. But there was no (lucstiou of doing
this in November.
whilf of grap(*shot at Acre
Stopford’s
had liberated Syria. And in the first days of December
Europe had to square that naval success with the diplomatic
‘

’

‘

situation.

VII
The Gaul nimsfor

once

ami

all

h

done.

Byron.

A

diplomatic crisis naturally arose wlum Iri'anec Inward the
news that the Four Powers had conehulcd a treaty to coerce
Mehemet Ali without asking her to sign it.
ddic explosion
of wrath which occurred at Paris alarmed every statesman
except Palmerston.’ * This statement is absolutely true, but
the story of the dexterity shown by Palmerston at the crisis is
one for his biographer. During the dogdays the mercury
mounted in the thermometer and blood boiled in the veins of
Frenchmen. Armaments inctxased, but there was no overt
act of war and the threats of war Ixtgan to decline.
I'hc
crisis was passed early in the month ol‘ Octobtu*.
The Dutch
minister in London, viewing matters with impartiality, summed
them up as follows
There are,’ he wrote, two opinions in
the French Cabinet, one for peace and one for war. As will
be seen
all will keep quiet.
Such at least is the opinion
of M. Guizot who is persuaded that, whatever happens,
everything will remain peaceable and regular.’
This was
:

.

‘

.

on October 10, and two days later a communication from
Thiers of October 3 was presented at London by Guizot,
It

contained a long
*

refutation

G. K. Webster,

Brit.

of Palmerston’s

Acad, hmlmre [1934], 3a.

published
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and a strong
Mehemet Ali. But Thiers
despatches,

protest against the deposition of
also intimated that he would allow
events to decide the fate of Syria. On the whole, the French communication ‘ astonished ’ the cabinet by ^ its moderation,’ and
really ended the period of acute danger.
Thiers’ ministry

declined rapidly in popularity and fell. Guizot was recalled
on October 24 to head the new ministry. His elderly Egeria,
Princess Lieven, remained in London as ^ la veuve Guizot.'' But
the badness of her temper showed that the game was lost.
Palmerston wrote on the 27th ‘ The retirement of M. Thiers
and his colleagues from office, is a sure pledge to Europe that
France is not going to make war in defence of Mehemet Ali.’
And events soon proved that he was right.
September had been a busy month at Constantinople.
Ponsonby on September i declared that Mehemet Ali had
rejected the first offer and induced Reschid, the Foreign
Minister, to name pashas for every pashalic except Egypt held
by Ibrahim or by Mehemet Ali.^®^ Ponsonby had these
appointments proclaimed on the 2nd, and also published the
promise of the Russian Czar to defend Constantinople, at
need, with a fleet and an army. By September 10 Ponsonby
held that Mehemet Ali had refused the second offer. On
the 14th he announced that the Sultan had deposed Mehemet
Ali and declared a blockade of Syria and of Egypt.
On
September 16 Ponsonby recalled Colonel Hodges from
Alexandria. On September 23 the four consuls actually left
Egypt, The news of these events reached Palmerston by
:

October 6.
By October 15 Palmerston had received news of the successful landing of British and Turks at Djuni and of the arming of
the mountaineers of Lebanon. He had already received the
fairly moderate French communication of October 3, with its

A

postscript deprecating the deposition of Mehemet Ali.
similar protest against deposition had reached him from

Austria. LFnder these influences he issued his celebrated
instruction to Ponsonby of October 15.
He intimated that
the Sultan should pardon Mehemet Ali if he submitted, that

submission would be proved by his surrendering the
Turkish fleet, and by withdrawing from Adana, Syria, Crete
and the Holy Cities. In that case England and, as he believed,
her allies, would support the reinstatement of Mehemet AK in
Egypt on a hereditary tenure. It was only to be forfeited if
he broke the terms of the Convention of July 15.
his

Though Palmerston had announced on October 15 that
he did not desire to depose Mehemet Ali, he was suspected of
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Palmerston’s revised instruction, nov. 14

that intention by France. To remove these suspicions he
directed the Admiralty on November 14 to instruct Sir Robert
Stopford to send an officer to communicate with Mchcmet
He was to tell him that, if the pasha signified in a written
Ali.
document his acceptance of the conditions laid down in the
Ponsonby instruction of October 15, the Four Powers would

Nothing
the Sultan to reinstate him in Egypt.
was said in this instruction as to his hereditary tenure, but
Stopford’s olliccr was told not to refuse to n'ceivc Mehemct
Ali’s document if it contained a petition to that efieet.
further instruction told Stopford not to n'lax his ell'orts for

recommend

A

expelling the Egyptians from Syria.
On November if, Palmenston relieved Sir Oharles Smith
Hut he took
of his command in Syria on grounds of healtli.’
‘

care to

tell

him

that the real rca.son

was

his <ritiei.sm

of Napier.

Smith had referred to Napier’s wild usurpations of authority.’
Palmerston suggested that Smith might have imitated that
courage, daring, enterprise, skill andjudgnnnit.’ 1 le also, most
unjustly, attacked Smith for describing the Egyptian evacuation
Smith had taken tin; military
of Tripoli as unfortunate.’
ground that this meant the ixleastr for activ<; purposes of
about five thousand of the enemy’s trooj)s.’ Palmcrrston, di.sregarding this sound logic, declared that on the contrary
he rejoiced in such successes. The news of Napier’s victories
had mounted to the head of Pidmerston, and hardened his
‘

‘

‘

‘

’

’

opposition to Mehemct Ali. ’Fhat fact, in itself, <!.Kplain.s why
he did not specifically offer him an heretlitary tenure in Egypt

on November 14. This attitude of Palmerston provok<;d much
alarm among both his colleagues and his allies and nottibly
excited Mettcrnich.^**® It had also a great ellect on Ponsonby.
Palmerston’s instruction of October 15 :ul vised Ponsonby to
urge the hereditary tenure on the Sultan, the instruction of
November 14 gave him a loophole for not doing so. And
Ponsonby knew how to make use of loopholes.

VIII
He that is beaten may be said
To

lie

in Honour’s truckle-bed.

Buti.eu, Hudibras, Pt.

Napier,

who had

I, c. 3.

astonished the world by his military feats,
was now to perplex the Chanceries by his diplomatic exploits.
On November 27 the first authentic account of the fall of Acre

SUBMISSION OF
reached London.

On

MEHEMET ALI

that very day
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Mehemet AK submitted

But it was not until late on December 7 that the
news reached England.* On the 8th the Morning Chronicle
published the news together with a violent attack on Mehemet
Ali and an assurance that Turkey would regenerate herself.
Was it all over, then ? In fact it was not all over, and some
account of it becomes necessary to explain why.
By November 16 Mehemet Ali had begun to show signs of
a desire to settle with the Sultan. On November 22 Napier,
who commanded the British naval detachment stationed off
Alexandria, sent a communication to Mehemet Ali. His
pretext was a demand for the liberation of certain Druse
chiefs.
But he used it to advise Mehemet Ali to submit, as
an old sailor and as
a great admirer.’ Mehemet Ali
replied that he was willing to evacuate Syria and restore the
fleet on condition that the future position of himself and his
family in Egypt was guaranteed by England and her allies.
Mehemet Ali expressed well-founded doubts as to the power of
his
great admirer to give such a guarantee. On the 25th
an interview took place and the commodore’s bluff selfsufficiency impressed the pasha.
A compromise was arranged
and a convention was signed on November 27. By Article I
Mehemet Ali agreed to order Ibrahim to evacuate Syria
to Napier.

‘

^

’

’

‘

immediately, and to restore the Turkish fleet as soon as the
Sultan granted him the hereditary jurisdiction in Egypt. The
other articles provided for a suspension of hostilities at sea and
for the unimpeded retreat of Ibrahim to Egypt.
Napier had negotiated with all his usual arrogance and
assurance, and had impressed Mehemet Ali.
You reckon
on your troops and your confidence is illusory, for they abandon
you. Look at the plan of its dispositions your officers have
given me.’
But he was too irresponsible to be a safe negotiator.
I do not know whether I have done right or not in
settling the Eastern Question.
The French are in a rage.
You have seen me a Lord High Admiral, a Commodore,
and a General, I have now turned a negotiator, and have
made peace with Mehemet Ali ... I shall either be hung by
the Government or made a Bishop.’ That was his account.
No sooner was the convention signed than a gale dispersed
his squadron and forced it to seek refuge in Marmorice Bay.
But this storm was as nothing to that raised in the naval and
diplomatic heavens. Ponsonby, enraged because Mehemet
Ali was not deposed, wrote a fiery remonstrance. He and his
three colleagues at Constantinople concurred with the Sultan
* The official news did not arrive till the gth.
‘

‘

.

.

.

.

.

.
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RETREAT

Stopford and Sir Charles Smith
in rejecting the convention.
(who had not yet received his dismissal) anticipated them in
Stopford sent Captain
refusing to sanction the convention.

Fanshawe

to

Mehemet

Ali declaring the coiu'cntion null

and

hasty and unauthorized.’
In
response to Napier’s remonstrance Stopford reiterated this
opinion and declared the terms of his criticism to lie perfectly

void.

‘

It was,’

he wrote,

‘

‘

justifiable.’

Napier’s abortive convention did harm on the purely
military side, and made it more diflicult to harass the retreating army of Ibrahim. Mehemet Ali had ordered llirahim
Jlut Napier
to evacuate Syria after conferring with Napier.
could not give orders to the Turkish army. Jochmus was now
the effective commander of the Turks, and lu; prtiferrod the
‘military style’ of Napier in the hebanon to his diplomatic
He incited the behanese anil the tribes
essays at Alexandria.
to attack [bi'ahini, and moved with his main
Me urgcid Mich (41 to attack Gaza,
force on to Jerusalem.
where was an Egyptian garrison, and Stopford’s intervention

of the

Hauran

alone

prevented

an

a.ssault.

Damascus on December

30.

desert road east of Jordan,

Ibndiim

evacuated
moved southwards by the

He
Arab

linally

ami Lebanes<;
and mo.s(piito('s draw

trila^smeu

mountaineers harassing his Hanks, as flit^s
blood from an animal. By January 3 he liad reached Mezerib
after losing ten thousand by desertion, strtiggHng or death.
Jochmus was determined to prevent his retreat and had
reached Jerusalem on January 6. But, on the t yih, when his
cavalry were finding touch with Ibrahim’s advanced posts,
he received definite evidence of the submission of ehemet Ali
and suspended hostilities.^"^ It was wtdl for Ibrahim that he
did so. That commander had not much <.>ver half of ti disorganised army, though he still had over a hundred guns.
His men had wandered half-starved in the desert and, struggling
up in isolated columns, would Inive been overwhelmed by the
army of Jochmus before they reached El Arish. During this
retreat he had lost over eighteen thousand men.*""
A last glance may be given at Ibrahim as his army straggled
into Gaza
in great disorder.’ An excellent judge thought
‘
two hundred determined cavalry would have swept through
the part of the army which he saw. The troops had been
feeding on mule and donkey flesh and been without water for
three days. Ibrahim’s own horse had not had its feed of
barley that day. Ibrahim had caused his Egyptians to bivouac
among the Syrians to prevent their desertion. Rose produced
a letter from Mehemet Ali and gave it to Ibrahim himself.

M

‘

’

HE DISAPPEARS FROM HISTORY

He
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with signs of some agitation, * his camel-rider, and
chief groom were also endeavouring to read it over his shoulder.’
Ibrahim recovered himself and engaged in a rough banter.
He jeered at Turkish officials as corrupt and Turkish rule as
weak.
to manage the Arabs
I am the only man,’ he said,
and Bedouins ... I could and did cut off their heads, which
the Turks never will do.’
He sneered at Palmerston and
had
Ponsonby.
He was either affecting high spirits, or .
been drinking too much. He drank frequently from a bottle,
which hung in front of his saddle, and I was informed by an
Egyptian colonel of artillery, that it was filled with claret.
He talked and laughed constantly with his servants. He is
now suffering under a very bad attack of the jaundice, his
eyes and head being quite yellow.’
The fate of defeated conquerors in the East is hard. A
vanquished despot is despised as a victorious one is applauded.
Ibrahim, who had drunk
Failure, not tyranny, is the crime.
He
so deep of victory, now tasted the bitterness of defeat.
passed through Gaza, heavy with drink and yellow with
jaundice, saluting no one and saluted by none, amid a silence
of hatred.
Not a tongue nor a heart blessed him.’ As
Ibrahim rode away from Gaza he rode away from history.
His victories were over, his fame was dimmed. There was
still a Mehemet Ali, but there was no longer an Ibrahim.
read

it

'

‘

‘

.

.

‘

On December 6 Stopford, following the spirit of Palmerston’s
instructions

November
On December

of

14,

sent

Captain

Fanshawe

to

8 Fanshawe interviewed Mehemet
Alexandria.
Ali.
He declined to ratify Napier’s convention, demanded
Mehemet Ali’s unconditional submission and the immediate
surrender of a part of the Turkish fleet. Fanshawe finally
withdrew on the gth, having in his possession a letter of
Mehemet Ali’s. The letter contained a promise to evacuate
Adana, Arabia and the Holy Places as well as Crete, and stated
that Syria was already evacuated. It also gave a written
second letter of Mehemet Ali’s
promise to restore the fleet.
ordered his governor of Crete to evacuate the island. In a
third document Mehemet Ali informed his provincial governors
that the stars were from the beginning unfavourable to my
chance entirely rules the world,’ and that
late efforts,’ that
the will of God is the first great cause.’ Fanshawe considered
these somewhat equivocal terms ’ to be satisfactory evidence
of unconditional submission.^®®
On December 8 the Morning Chronicle proclaimed the

A

‘

‘

‘

‘
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submission of Mchcmct Ali/ Palmerston did not receive full
official information as to Napier’s action until the 14th.
On
the next day he issued his instructions to the Admiralty* He
approved Napier’s convention, subjetet to action on the part of
Stopford. But he made a reservation on onti point. He
refused to endorse the demand that ' The Four Powers should
tlu* hereditary government of
guarantee to Mchcmct AH
Egypt’ That would constitute a standing intcu'ferenc-c by
the Four Povv'crs in the internal alfairs of the 'Turkish Empire
and destroy its indcpendenecT In tlu* main he a|>provcd
Napier’s action.
Me could hardly do otlHU'wistt, for Napier
had in fact been stimulated by |)rivale I(‘ttors from Palmerston
himself and Lord Miuto.
Not until January id, 18^,1, did
Palmerston receive the lunvs of Stopford having procured
Mehemct AH’s unc'onditional submission. But lu'. (aided the
year in the sweet consciousness of a grcait and de<‘isivc victory
not only over Mchcmct AH and France, but ov<a' his colhaigues
'

’

'

’

‘

in the cabinet.^
This note
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CHAPTER V
The Year of Europe,
Page

:

1841

What shall be done with him ?
What is your plot?

Mrs. Page

:

That

likewise have

Merry Wives

we thought upon.
of Windsor, Act IV, Sc. 4.
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The

year 1841 marked the end of the Eastern and of the
Anglo-French crises. In each case Europe intervened with
effect.
Mehemet Ali bowed before the Four Powers, France
joined them in an international treaty, thus re-entering the
concert of Europe as soon as the Eastern question was settled.
Russia looked to that concert to restrain England, England
looked to it to restrain Russia. Europe had become a necessity,
she had reconciled the Powers, and was the pledge of their
harmony in the future.
The negotiations, whereby the Four Powers reconciled
Mehemet Ali with the Sultan, differed from those which
brought back France into the European sheepfold. The first
negotiations were, in reality, more difficult than the last.
Delay might destroy the Sultan’s feeble and decadent empire,
but delay did not endanger France’s return to the comity of
nations. War with France, if feared in the autumn of 1840,
was^ not feared in the ensuing spring. France was really
anxious to resume her place in the councils of the Great
Powers, and the only questions were those of time and
circumstance.
Ponsonby was the real difficulty in reconciling Egypt with
Turkey. He had the Sultan’s ear, and the gift of inspiring
Turks with energy, but was prejudiced, narrow and a fanatical
enemy of Mehemet Ali. Fanshawe arrived at Constantinople
on December 18 with Mehemet Ali’s letter to the Grand
Vizier.
On the 20th Reschid summoned the representatives
of the Four Powers to consider whether Mehemet Ali’s
submission could be accepted. Three allied representatives
voted for acceptance ; Ponsonby abstained, declaring it to be

ponsunby's trucui.knck

138

Sultan alone, (o whom he ref'u,se<l to ofl'er
advice. Thu.s th<^ intention of the allied representatives to
put into force the. British memorandum of November 14 (which
would have setthnl alii was defeated by thi; British representative.
The Sidtan deelan'd on l)ec<‘mber 27 that he
considered the submission athaiuat<', providing th<^ conditions of
evacuation wen; complete.
Meanwhih' h<* would send coma matter for

tiie

missioners to Al(;.\an<iria to receive the Turkish fleet. But
before the <;nd of the year the Sultan, doubtless enc<mruffed
by Ponsonby, showed pretty ele.arly that he di<l not mean to

grant

Mehemet

Ali tin; lun'etiiiary t<‘nure.

liven Palmerston did not altoi^ether approve of Pousonby’s
action when ho heani of it.
!!<• wrote him ;» mild reproof

of which Qiieen Victoria ‘ highly approve;!.'' **’* Pon.sonby
answered truculently, ‘ I think 1 acteti right.’ Metternich was
furiotts.
Me suspected Palmerston of wishing to abolish the
hereditary tenure and of having a sei-ret understanding with
Ponsonby to that effect. He complaineil of the consequent
anarchy, and that Ponsonby's disobedien<*e in otie dirt;e,tion
supplemented Napier’s in tmotlu'r. ‘ liveryone commands,
no one obey.s,’ wrote Metternich.
\Vhen by ehatiee anyone
carries out an order he is regarded as an imbecilt;.
Th;u is in
fact the role assigned to old Stiipfiu'd by the d/e/7//«g dhronide,'
‘
Lord Poasonby turns tibout in a vicious circle.'
Tlu; second
P. [Palmerston] plays his gtune, like' a bold gand)ler and up till
now a lucky one.’
Metternich gave his repr(;sentative at
Constantinople the strongest instructions to pre.ss for the hereditary tenure. He was a little upi>easetl on receiving the note
of January 30 addressed by Palmerston and his thre<; allies to
'

'

Chekib in London. For that definitt;ly e(.)mmitl(;d the Four
Powers to advocating the unequivocal grant of Kgypt to

Mehemet Ali with hereditary tenure in tlu; direct imile line,
E^ly in January Stiirmor, the Austrian representative,
revealed his instmetions to Poiwonby. Put the latt(;r, still
irreconcilable, refused to press for the hereditary tenure, and
declared that doubts were still entertaimai sis to Mehemet All’s
submission. If so they wore not entertained by his colleagues,

who were d^ermined

to

end the matter.

'Flu; Austrian,
Prussian
Rus.sian representatives delivered a joint demand
for the hereditary tenure
(January g). Pon.sonby at first
resisted, but on the loth lie
received Ptilmerston’s .strong
oespatch
December 17. This completed

^d
M

conversion tind
e j omed me others in their demand.
On J anuary i a the Sultan
issued a JiaMi-Shenff announcing
that Mehemet Ali would be
restored to the hereditary governorship
of Egypt, on surrender of
his

THE EQ^UIVOGAL FIRMAN, FEBRUARY
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the Turkish fleet and on evacuation of the specified territories.
Ponsonby on February 4 opposed the amount of tribute fixed
and thus obstructed final settlement. The firman ultimately
granted on February 13 was, according to Ponsonby, a halfmeasure.’ It professed to grant the hereditary tenure to
Mehemet Ali, but in reality gave the Sultan the choice of his
successor.
It leaves the patronage of Egypt in the hands of
the pasha without any real control over the abuse of his
power.’ There were other irritating provisions, all of which
had been concealed from Ponsonby and other ambassadors.*
But the Sultan would hardly have ventured on his halfmeasure ’ at all, unless he had hoped that Ponsonby secretly
approved it. Difficulties were caused at Alexandria by another
equally turbulent British representative. But this one admired
Mehemet Ali as much as Ponsonby hated him. Napier
^
He is
at Alexandria was all in favour of Mehemet Ali.
certainly a most wonderful man and has done a great deal for
He
Egypt but is a little in the style of Peter the Great.
is our natural ally and we are his. ... I am very great friends
with the gentleman at present.’
Napier’s attitude ensured
that Mehemet Ali would reject the Sultan’s equivocal firman
of February 13.
On March 5 the Four Powers’ representatives, assembled
at London, declared that Mehemet Ali had fulfilled the conditions laid down and that their consuls could return to Cairo.
They reinforced these views in a note to Chekib on the 13th.
On March 16 Palmerston embodied them in a strong despatch
Ponsonby was to see that the hereditary
to Constantinople.
succession was secured, though each successor was to receive
Similarly the tribute was
his appointment from the Sultan.
to be reduced and concessions made as to military appointments. On March 26 Palmerston wrote to Granville saying
that, in his view, the firman of February 13 was not evasive.
But on April 2 it was known that Mehemet Ali, in a letter
delivered to the Porte on March 7, had refused the greater
part of the Sultan’s conditions. He objected to the Sultan’s
demand to choose his successor, and desired that the eldest
male should succeed. He showed a clear intention of evading
the other provisions, as to execution of the Gulhani decree,
the xeduction of his military forces, and the fixed amount of
The whole question was thus reopened.
tribute.
‘

‘

‘

’

*

—

.

Ponsonby was wrongly regarded in Egyptian and French
responsible for the firman of February 13, 1841. Gp. Driault IV, Nos.
*

.

.

circles

^

79, 85.

as
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II
Solitude somrtimes

Aud

,\hort

is

best .ureirfy

uSitmu'fd uriys .suret fctwft,
Mn,‘r(^N\ PorudiM'

Powers had not

niicl-Mairh the I'nur

J}y
scltliiki*'

JMehemet

All's aflairs, hut tht'V

Ij^st,

liook 4.

sueeei'dccl

had taken a

in

step

towards rcconeiling theniselv<‘S with I''rane(\ All followed on
the overture made in tiu' seeoud W(a‘k of Novtanher 1840
which Palmerston had presstnl upon Bour{pien(‘y.
I'AaaUs
*

have cleckhid [llu^ fatc^ of] Syria, hut then^ is still the general
European (}uestion. On tliis the British (lahima ('a,nnot
a numumt separated
from France nor suHicieutly express th<^ wish to resmtie their
old relations of eonhdenet* and fritauiship with ht'rd
Bad feeling' was temporarily aroust'd hy one ol‘ Palmerston's controsuiTicicntly deplore that

it

versial (lespatclu's <lir<'el('d

owing

to his

explained
remark,

fall, ree('iv<'d

away

his

has

itj

and

ht't'u

the

Ihv

first

n\sent<'d

th'spatch,

and

instanet^ to d'hita'S, hut,

hy (hn/.ot*
catised

Palmerston

Bomapunujy

to

long since Pahm'rston has shown lumself so
gentle I could almost say caressing
in his language.’
Under the inlluenee of this feeling Palmerston wrote his
instruction of November 14 to the Admiralty, jH'omising the
restoration of Egypt to Meheinet AH, and told France.
On
the 25th Guizot, responding to I'liiers, said Frama: would insist
on MehemctAli remaining in Egypt, hut curiously said no more
about Syria. England obviously waiUtxl to be re<’oncilcd to
France, as Melbourne, Rtussctll an<l Lansdownc assured her
representative.
Late in December Ja)uis Idiilippc sent a
message through Granville trusting that ' the relations which
formerly subsisted between the Kurop<%‘m Pow<n\s and France
would ere long be re-established.'
During the first days of 1B41 Bourqueney was entertained
by Palmerston at Broadlands along with I'lsKtrhazy and
Brunnow. There an agreement for the closing of the Straits
‘

—

was

it

is

discussed.

seemed maigre

Bourqueney and the
question of the Christian populations of Syria and the search
of means to assure them protection encountered ii decided
adversary in Lord Palmerston/ who a year ago hud been so
ardent in this sense.’ Now he was tender to his new [Turkish]
Ally.’
The ice had been broken, however. Bourqueney
said 'we have two months before us/
before formalities are
It

to

^

‘

*

FRANCE INITIALS A NEW CONVENTION
I4I
required. At the end of January Neumann and Esterhazy
both assured Bourqueney that they were putting pressure on
Palmerston to abandon Ponsonby and restore Mehemet Ali.
By February 13 Guizot was instructing Bourqueney that France
was disposed to sanction the principle of closure of the Straits
in common with other powers. But he made lofty stipulations.
In inviting us into the Councils of Europe, they must speak
to us neither of disarmament, nor attach conditions to our
return.’
He hinted also at concessions to protect the
‘

Syrians,

and

at provisions to ensure the free transport of

com-

merce along both the course of the Euphrates and the isthmus
of Suez.

On March

9 Palmerston showed Bourqueney three documents approved by the Four Powers and by Turkey. Protocol
was that of March 5, providing for the return of the
consuls to Egypt. This did not concern France save as a proof
that the Egyptian question was finished. Protocol B provided
for a proposal to be made to France as to the Straits.
A
draft convention providing for closure of the Straits was to be
signed by France as well as Turkey and the four other powers.
Bourqueney, in reporting this, declared that Guizot’s principles
had been respected. The first overture was made by the
powers to France. No sanction was given to the treaty of
July 15, 1840 ; no conditions were made as to France joining
the others.
Guizot replied by insisting on a few verbal
corrections, which were accepted.^®^ At the last moment,
however, difficulties arose over Mehemet Ali once more. The
result was that on the 13 th Guizot instructed Bourqueney to
initial {parapher) the Convention, but not to sign it.
The

A

initialling

was done on March

15.

Ill

We are convented upon a pleasing treaty
And have hearts inclinable to honour,
CORIOLANUS, Act

As was usual

II, Sc. 2.

a palace intrigue supervened
Reschid, the most
to increase the difficulties of diplomats.
European of the ministers, was replaced by Rifaat at the
Foreign Office. Ahmed Fethi, who was not without commonsense, gave way to Said pasha at the ministry of commerce.
The changes were all in favour of stupidity and reaction and
made the Sultan less likely to pardon Mehemet Ali. Palmerat Constantinople

PALMERSTON WANTS TO

14^^

t-TNISH

ston did not hear of Rcschiil's fall and tho consequent comBut he had already been powerfully
plications until April 17.
impressed by France's attitude. She had initialled the
Straits Convention instead of signing it, because she considered that the Egyptian tpiestion was still unsettled. PalmerOn April 10
ston determined to retnove that pngexl at once.
he wrote a strong despatch to I'onsonby iul'onning him that,
on some points, Mehemet AH was clearly and ilecicledly in
‘

reason on his side.’
But it was necessjiry (o finish. IS'ow here Pahuerston certainly
diffcTcd from Ponsonby, wh(» wished to use Meheniet Ali’s
refusal ol' the. Jinmi/i of l''ebruary 13 as an excuse for deposing
him. Palmerston added that he disapproved of Pon-sonby’s
suggestion that the Sultan should break off coninmnications
with Mchemct Ali. 'I’he London Conference would not
the wrong,’ though on others he has

‘

Other powers had
separate until the qiicstion was settled.
favoured sei)aration
appartTitly in conip!ianc<t with wishes
privately exprc.ssed to those govertuuents by tin; government
of France.’ But all w<‘re in fact now agn'cil on ‘ the. e-xtrerae
urgency’ of ‘a final settlement.’ Brunnow spoke of ‘the
dangers of delay :uid Est<Thazy was ‘ for the first time
convinced that Lord Palnierston wants to finish,’
The
Prussian government int!<-ed tumouneetl tiiat it looked upon
the treaty ofjuly as terminated. To tins suggestion Palnwu'ston
tartly replied, ‘ a qtiestiott cannot be really finishetl nuu'cly by
saying that it is so ’ (April ui).
IJis fears of Prussia’s timidity
were in fact groundlcs.s, but they show at omat his firmticss and
'

’

.

his restless irritation

.

with her.

Mcttcrnich at this period was nu>re eo<tl and wtuy than
Palmerston. He could tifford to be so Ix-eause ht; was relatively
detached. He did not share the unxi<;ly of London ’ about
Guizot’s delay in signing the Strait.s Convention.
A declaration in London would not, of course, fini.sh tlx^ Egyptian affair.
But this affair being once dosed, the stHa)ml affair, which
may be termed the isolation of France, will e<'as<; of itself.’
’When she signed the initialled Convention, it would be a proof
that the Egyptian question really wti.s ended.
Poiwoiiby,
whom Metternich so detested and decritid, wiis at hist working
to achieve that object.
If he hud not been loyal to his home
‘

‘

government before, he was loyal now. Ponsonby rtiocived
Palmerston’s instructions of March iG tmd b<!gan vigorously
to carry them out. He induced the Porte on April 14 to concede that the government of Egypt should be inherited by the
eldest son, that military appointments of all Egyptian officers
below the rank of brigadier should be made by Mehcmct Ali,

FRANGO-BRI'riSH PIN-PRIGKS
that the

amount of
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These concessions in fact anticipated the demands of the Four Powers
made in their note to Chekib Effendi of May lo. Finally on
tribute should be reduced.^®®

May

22 the four representatives at Constantinople declared
that they had no objection to the new firman which the Sultan

proposed to issue. Some days elapsed before the firman was
issued.
But finally on June i it was sent to Alexandria. It
revoked the ambiguous firman of February 13 and made all
the concessions demanded by the Four Powers. Palmerston
received the news of the issue of the firman on June 24, and of
Mehemet Ali’s acceptance and submission on July 8. It was
the end of everything. Within less than a year after the signature of the treaty of July 15 Palmerston had broken the power
of Mehemet Ali and forced him to sign the witness of his own
defeat.
The victory was complete, and Mehemet Ali was
left with nothing but the memory of his former greatness.
Palmerston had no certain prospect of success in the
Egyptian affair until the last week of June, and no assurance
of it until July 8. During May and June anxious moments
were passed in negotiating with France. Metternich argued
that the whole aflFair was practically finished and Palmerston
repeated this suggestion to Bourqueney. Thus on May 23

Palmerston told him all was over/ and asked when France
would sign the convention she had already initialled.
We
shall do nothing d cinq^^ answered Bourqueney, before having
the peremptory certainty that there is no longer anything
diplomatically or materially possible d quatre^ as a result of the
July treaty.’ The treaty, from which France had been excluded, must be dead before France signed a new instrument.
Palmerston said the treaty was in fact extinguished.’ But,
as Bourqueney explained, Guizot could not sign with such an
explanation. It was impossible because of parliamentary
and other domestic considerations,’ reported Palmerston.
Metternich was in despair, for Palmerston could not give
so exact a pledge as the French wanted unless and until the
whole affair was ended. Indeed, upon a closer examination,’
Palmerston suspected the reason of the French refusal to
sign.
He thought that, if the allies declared the Egyptian
affair finished, France intended that Mehemet Ali should
have it both ways. He would profit at once by his refusal to
accept the firman of February 13, and by the Sultan’s concessions.
In future France would step in and remonstrate
on behalf of Mehemet Ali, saying to the Sultan that the Four
Powers had in 1841 deliberately and purposely absolved
Mehemet Ali from those conditions of the Treaty of July
‘

‘

'

‘

‘

'

'

FRANCE SIGNS THE STRAITS CONVENTION
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These perhaps over-subtle suspicions were opposed

1840.’

by perhaps

over-sensitive scruples,

You must

‘

sign the proI cannot,’ said

Bourqueney on June 24.
Palmerston, sign a piece which begins by declaring difficulties
removed, which probably are going to be, but are not yet.’
And we,’ said Bourqueney, regard you as bound by the
initialling of your protocol, as much as we are ourselves by

tocol

first,’

said

‘

‘

‘

‘

our initialling of the Convention.
once
one without the other, never
;

One with tlic other, at
‘You arc consistent,’
’

!

said Palmerston.^^^

Consistency does not beget compromise, and the deadlock
seemed complete. Guizot commended Bourqueney, and
Esterhdzy vainly tried to turn him from his purpose. At last
Guizot surrendered on hearing the news of Mchemet Ali’s
final submission.
Do absolutely nothing,’ he wrote in a
postscript to a despatch of July i, to adjourn the signature of
the initialled acts. Follow my previous instructions and sign
as soon as they ask you, after having signed the eventual
protocol.’
On the 4th, just after he had received this news,
Palmerston, when going to the cabinet, met Esterhazy. He
told him that the submission of Mchemet Ali was satisfactory
and that the acts would be signed as soon as an olficial confirmation arrived. This came on the 8lh.
On the loth a
protocol was signed by the representatives of the Four Powers
and by Chekib, to the effect that the ‘ difficulties had been
removed ’ and that Mchemet Ali had submitted in accordance
with the Convention of July 15. Hence France was now
invited to sign the Straits Convention.
She did not delay
very long. On July 13 she signed it in conjunction with the
other powers. Guizot expressed himself as
fully satisfied
and ratified the instrument a month later. In this way he
closed a chapter in European history which
Thiers had unwisely opened. Metternich said that the
attitude of France
‘

'

’

‘

'

been quite different if M. Guizot had been at the
head of affaip during 1839-40/ He summed up the situation
with this diplomat’s epigram
The isolation of a great power
:

IS

*

always the result of a fault committed

by it/

The fingers of the powers above do
The harmony of this peace.

tune

Cymbeline, Act V, Sc.

The
peno

Straits

5.

Convention marked the culmination of a long

of struggle.

Two

general principles emerge from

it,

NO GUARANTEE
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excluding the particular question of the Straits, The first
is that Russia’s rights under the Treaties of Kutchuk Kainardji,
Adrianople and Akerman remained, but that her special
position under the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi disappeared.
Even during 1839-40 she had consented to agreements with
other powers (which virtually abrogated any such special
The
rights), and had concerted measures with Europe.
position became clearer still in 1841 as the Straits Convention
After the Syrian campaign there was a distinct
came near.
understanding between us and the Russian Government that
if we could bring the other Powers, France especially, to enter
into those engagements as to closing the Dardanelles in time
of peace, which England alone had up to that time subscribed
to by the Treaty of 1809, Russia would let the Treaty of
Unkiar Skelessi expire, and would not renew it, Russia professing to be satisfied with the security which the closing of
the Straits would afford her. I am sure that Brunnow will
not deny this understanding.’* So Palmerston in 1853, and
there can be no doubt that he represents the substance of a
well-understood agreement.^^^ As soon as the Treaty of
Unkiar Skelessi expired, which it did in the autumn of 1841,
the Great Powers as a whole, and not Russia alone, took
‘

Turkey under

their protection.

None

the less, as Professor Webster has pointed out, there
was no intention of falling in with Metternich’s views and
He
giving a territorial or general guarantee to Turkey.
at least had not profited ^ from the experiences of the last two
And it is surprising that he had not. During April
years.’
and May 1841 he kept suggesting to Palmerston a self-denying
ordinance by England, France, Austria and Prussia in no
case to accept any aggrandizement at the expense of the
Turkish Empire and to complete these acts by the accession
'

of Russia to them.’ t To this suggestion Palmerston returned
a refusal because he knew Russia would not consent to deprive
herself of the chance of annexing Turkish territory in future.^^®
She never had done so in the past, at any rate for any long
second proposal was to make Vienna a
period of time.
from whence instructions should
central point of concert
from time to time be sent to the representatives of the Five
Powers at Constantinople.’ To this second proposal Palmerston was equally hostile on the ground that Austria’s action

A

^

.

.

.

Palmerston to Clarendon, April 10, 1853.
298,
t Webster, Brit. Acad, brochure [1934], 34~5, from F.O. Austria
to
Esterhdzy,
Metternich
299. Cp- also W.S.A. Weisungen nach England, 306.
No. 2 of May 26, 1841.
* Pte. Clar,
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1

84

had been too wavering and uncertain, in regard to the TurcoEgyptian question,’ to inspire confidence.
Both therefore
‘

dropped.
Self-denying ordinance and permanent concert were thus
ruled out. But, while there was no guarantee, there were
eertain pledges given by the Four Powers in July 1840, and

by the Five Powers (including France) in July 1841. The
Four Powers in the preamble of 1840 were animated by the
desire of maintaining the integrity and independence of the
Ottoman Empire as a security for the peace of Europe,’ and
they did actually authorise armed action for the purpose
against a rebel. In 1841 these Four Powers, with France in
addition, spoke of ‘their union and their agreement’ in
recognising the Sultan’s decision to uphold the old rule of
closure for the Straits in peace time as
tlic most certain
pledge of general peace,’ and thus gave
to the Sultan a
manifest proof of the respect which they entertain for the
‘

‘

‘

inviolability of his sovereign rights, as well as their sincere
desire to see consolidated the repose of his Empire.’

Now

a guarantee. The terms of 1840 (in
which Russia concurred) mention ‘ the integrity and independence’ of Tmkey, and those of 1841 ‘the inviolability of his
sovereign rights.’ Thus the terms of 1840 were warmer than
those of 1841, and Stratford, in his diplomatic correspondence,
preferred to refer to those of 1 840 as limiting the encroachment
of Russia, though of course they did not bind France.
But
British Foreign Ministers up to
1853 generally refer to those
of 1841, though the terms are distinctly weaker.
There is
certainly no guarantee and the pledges
are hardly specific.
But two points may be taken as estabhshed. First,
the violathis

is,

in neither case,

tion of the integrity of

Turkey was henceforth a matter

which concerned Europe, that is the Five Powers.
Secondly,
me Straits Convention itself—that is the closure of the
traits
could not be abrogated without summoning
the Five

Powers to conference.
of the Straits Convention were few but
weighty. The preamble stated
that the Five Powers desired

Mmony

the rnost certain pledge of general
peace,
^
constmt object of their solicitude,

the most
and mentioned the recognition of the ^omre of the
Straits as an example of that view.
the Sultan’s intention of maintaining
of the empire, to forbid the warpowers to enter either Dardanelles or Bosphorus,

S tw

^

^

^ghness

at peace

he

admit no
foreitm
eign vessels of war [batmens
de guerre] within the said Straits.’
is

will

RUSSIA THINKS THE STRAITS ARE CLOSED

The Five Powers engaged

to respect this principle.
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Article II

excepted from the closure of the Straits light vessels {bati-mens ligers) under flag of war, employed in the service of the
legations of friendly powers.
The Convention was claimed by Palmerston as a victory
for England, in that the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi expired
soon after and that Russia could thenceforward no longer
send her ships down the Bosphorus to Constantinople.
Paradoxically Russia claimed an equal victory, in that England
could not pass the Dardanelles as it had recently been thought
she might do. On one point England had prevailed. Russia
had tried to make the closure ‘ part of the public law of
Europe.’ Palmerston very rightly insisted that it was
the
ancient rule of the Turkish Empire.’ He was plainly right in
this contention, for the Straits, being less than six miles
wide at many points, were within the territorial jurisdiction
of the Sultan.
But the contention was advantageous to
England.
Russia would have liked to close the Straits in war as well
as in peace.
In this manner she would have been entirely
protected against England, whose ships could under no circumstances enter the Black Sea. But neither Palmerston nor
Metternich favoured this suggestion. In war time every
treaty is torn up, so that England, if invited by the Sultan,
could enter the Straits. But in peace time an invitation was
necessary, and the lack of it might easily have put England in
a difficulty. Whether the Sultan could, in fact, dispense from
the ancient rule and allow a war vessel to enter in peace
time was to be a matter of dispute in the future, but not
apparently at the time. Such dispensation seemed to require
not only the permission of the Sultan but of the signatory
powers. The passage of a single warship might perhaps be
regarded as an exception
the definition of light vessels
;
permitted some latitude, but the despatch of a whole fleet
or even a substantial part of it could not be contemplated.^^®
The question of whether the Straits were closed to warships
in peace time, both at the Bosphorus and at the Dardanelles,
was real and vital. Stopford had just shown that even a wellmanned and well-armed fortress had to yield to ships’ guns.
But the forts of the Bosphorus were not well armed. A
could not
British artillery officer had just reported that he
conceive anything more wretched than the state of the batteries
on both Straits. ... I can assure Your Lordship that a
Russian Fleet might surprise Constantinople whenever it
pleased.
It requires not only skill, but promptitude in every
‘

’

^

‘

’

’

'

’

‘

®
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FRANCE THINKS THE STRAITS CAN BE OPENED

But the Russians
battery to secure a victory over a fleet.’
were, in this case, not anxious to open, Init to seal, the Straits.
They were ready to give up entering the Bosphorus themselves
if they could close the Dardanelles to British and I'rcnch ships.
Nicholas
that they had succeeded in doing so.
the full conviction that (he Porte, as guardian of the

They thought
had

‘

He

Straits will not fail scrupulously to fullil its engagements.
allow their [the Great
was convinced that it will never . .
.

Powers’] warships to pass the Straits.’
point even clearer ten years later. ‘

Nesselrode

The

made

the

treaty of Unkiar

though annulled to all appearance, has been really
perpetuated under another form. The new act, which has
replaced it and been recognized by all the powers, forbids
Skelessi,

foreign warships to enter the Dardanelles, and assures us
So much for Russia.
henceforth against all naval attack.’

Palmerston was anxious himself to prevent Russia from

Russian ships
entering the Straits. He had good reason.
British ships
just inside the Bosphorus threatened the capital
But it is most
just inside the Dardanelles did not do so.
important to observe that Palmerston thought the terms could
be evaded by England. On August 6, 1841, he thus instructed
:

There might
indeed be a question whether the Convention concluded on the
13th ofJuly last would admit of a British squadron passing up
to Constantinople even at the invitation of the Porte.
But Her
Majesty’s Government do not think that the Convention of
July 13th would prevent the Turkish Government from calling
upon Great Britain for naval aid, if it chose to do so, to maintain tranquillity in the capital, though the Convention in
question might justify other Powers, as Russia and France, in
demanding to be admitted also to take their share in the assist-

the British

Ambassador

at

Constantinople

‘

:

ance to be afforded to the Porte.’
In the last clause we see
Palmerston fearing that his own evasion might be used by
other powers as well. This consideration seems to have been
the only restraint upon British statesmen. Thus, in the year
1853, both France and England put forward an interpretation
of me Convention which would have allowed them to evade
it altogether.
Walewski, then French Ambassador in England,
stated timt the preamble assigned a
general and elevated aim
[to the Five Powers] in view
of which the prohibition of the
btraits to foreign militaiy flags
was a secondary and special
guar^tee. Lord Clarendon [British Foreign Secretary]
admits that such was in fact the spirit
of the treaty of 1841, but
‘

so

DO BRITISH STATESMEN
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the other signatories would consent to the same
interpretation.’
(The case hardly arose in 1853, for the
Franco-British squadron entered the Straits only one day
before hostilities began, and after Turkey had already declared
war on Russia.) But this rather sinister interpretation was not
that of Russia or of Austria either in 1841 or a dozen years
It was that of perfidious Albion and of perfidious Gaul.
later.
At a moment of crisis Clarendon was prepared to send up
the British fleet in defiance of the Convention, using urgency
or the Turkish request as the plea. Aberdeen, the most backward of British statesmen as Palmerston was the most forward,
expressed a similar view. ‘ Unwilling as I have always been
to do anything approaching to a violation of the Treaty of
The urgency is sufficient to dispense with all
1841.
obligations,’ and again, The safety of human life and especially
of the [Turkish] sovereign puts an end to all lesser obligations
for the time being.’ ^23 Thus, if the crisis were great enough,
Aberdeen would violate the Straits in time of peace. It is
also a matter of historic importance that Cowley, when
minister at Constantinople, proposed a secret convention
with Turkey which would have allowed England to enter
the Dardanelles.
Stratford did not apparently support this
proposition. But he subsequently proposed an alliance which
could hardly have failed to bring about the same result in the
end. Palmerston refused to listen to either suggestion and
thus averted this particular danger. But on October 7, 1849,
Palmerston told Stratford not to send the Franco-British
squadrons through the Straits
unless there were a real
necessity,’ thus contemplating such an entrance.
It seems,
therefore, that every British statesman was ready to enter the
Straits by one way or another.
These projects of British statesmen to open the Dardanelles
to themselves in emergency, or by a secret agreement with
Turkey, were against the letter and spirit of the Straits Convention. Russia probably knew of some of them and, whether
she did or not, a wide cleavage arose in practice between her
and England. This cleavage accentuated the danger due
to a most serious and important, though unforeseen, result of
the Straits Convention. All the provisions prevented Russia
from letting her fleet emerge from the Black Sea. Hence she
could only use it against Turkey, None of the provisions
prevented Russia from increasing her fleet, and her desire to
do so increased with every suspicion of England’s desire to
enter the Dardanelles. The increase in itself was full of danger.
For as Russia’s fleet grew Constantinople appeared its natural

he doubted

.

.

if

.

‘

'

IKO

‘

the seeds of war

’

and the Turkish Empire became more the natural
enemy than ever. Europe had no means of averting the
increase of Russia’s fleet, though every such increase portended
Hence Europe had imposed peace for a
friction and danger.
moment, but imposed a peace full of danger. A peace which
stimulated Russia to increase her fleet inside the Black Sea and
England and Turkey to increase their fleets outside it was
unhkely to last long. For such a peace had in it the seeds of
war. It is remarkable that the peace, which signalised cooperation between England and Russia, ultimately drove the
two powers to make war upon one another. And when war
came England found France on her side against Russia.
objective,

EPILOGUE
‘

Burying all Unkindness

’

France and England, whose very shores turn pale

With envy of each

May cease

other's happiness.

their hatred.

Henry V, Act V,

Sc. 2.

The

breach between England and France was almost healed.
Last year/ said Guizot at Lisieux on August 22, 1841,
France was uneasy, Europe was uneasy. All the appearances
of a revolutionary war were in prospect. Nevertheless there
existed no legitimate motive for war, no great interest required
it or even rendered it advisable.’
Then he thrust at Thiers,
How did we escape from so critical a situation ? The King
‘

'

'

availing himself firmly of his prerogative, changed his ministry.’
The new cabinet adopted a policy which was truly that of the
juste milieu^ the wisdom of which was acknowledged, but the
instability and failure of which were predicted.
But it has
‘

Peace has been maintained without
a sacrifice of our dignity. France has been wise and calm,
she comprehended that neither her honour nor her interest
prescribed armaments which were more than precautionary,
nor a more than temporary isolation. Europe has been
strengthened and warned.’
Peel, who had just won the
election and was to head the new government, at once grasped
this olive-branch.
He declared Guizot’s speech deserving of
the character of a great statesman. I have seen, I repeat, with
great satisfaction M. Guizot’s frank declaration that he rejoices
in the prospect of friendly relations between France and the
other powers of Europe.’
The words of Peel and Guizot closed a long and painful
controversy. But the memories and the scars remained.
Half a generation later Palmerston referred to Bouree thus
[He] is a diplomat of the Louis Philippe and Guizot school
and will be troublesome wherever he goes.’ * France had
learned her lesson too. During her dispute with Russia about
lasted, it has succeeded.

‘

:

‘

the

Holy Places Napoleon and
* Pte. Clar.

MSS.

his ministers told

Palmerston to Clarendon, October

England that
i,

1855.

BANQ^UET TO STOPFORD

1^2

France had done so in 1840 and
they could not yield.
Louis Philippe’s dynasty had perished in consequence ; but
Napoleon’s dynasty would not perish for lack of firmness.
So the events of 1840 contributed in no small degree to the
outbreak of war in 1854.

Brutus
Cassius

Give me a bowl of wim;.
In this I bury all unkindricss, Cassius,

:

[Drinks.]

My heart is thirsty for that nobh pledge,

:

Julius Caesar, Act IV, Sc.

What remains

to tell of the once-invincible

3.

pasha and of

his

The first of these
valorous son comes from informal records.
tells of a great dinner given to Sir Robert Stopforcl at Portsmouth on August 5, 1841. The band played See the conquering hero comes,’ and the Mayor credited Stopford with
all the Christian virtues as well as with all the gifts for naval
‘

He

even went so far as to anticipate his death,
and say give us another Stopford.’ In acknowledging thanks
the admiral paid a generous tribute to Napier and also to
other officers, explaining that the nature of the success had
Whenever concenfavoured local and dispersed activities.
trated services were wanted as at Beyrouth and Acre, there
I was in person.’
His success was due to a mighty providence and to the good condition of the weather, which alone
enabled us to bring our labours to a successful issue.’ * Napier,
who was also present, thanked the admiral for having given
him the opportunity to distinguish himself, but added that
his own lessons in war had been learned from Wellington at
Busaco. The note of all the speeches was that only British
valour could have vanquished Ibrahim.
A year later the young Austrian Archduke, who was at
Acre,’ visited London and Palmerston was
much pleased
with his manners and appearance.’
Then at last, four
years later still, in 1846 came Ibrahim himself on a long visit.
He had been well received in France, but was the centre of
interest in England.
He watched the races at Ascot in a
gorgeous scarlet^ uniform and scarlet cap. He listened to
sermons from missionaries and from protectors of aborigines.
He visited factories in the North, engineering shops in London
and the arsenal at Woolwich. He was as much admired in
London society^ as Garibaldi half a generation later. One
particular evening glowed in the memory
of diners-out, a

command.
*

‘

‘

’

‘

^

* Morning Chronicle,
]^J\y 4, 1846.

The banquet was on the

3rd.

IBRAHIM AT THE REFORM CLUB
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dinner at the Reform Club. This masterpiece of the famous
‘
one of the best entertainments
chef^ Soyer, was described as
any club ever gave.’ Ibrahim was welcomed by Sir Charles
Napier in the chair and by Palmerston, who had just again
become Foreign Secretary. Napier referred to Mehemet Ali
flamboyantly as the most enlightened of rulers. Palmerston,
who did not approve of such a description, preferred to emphasise the force of his own services and the strength of his
own character,’ which had raised Mehemet Ali from the dust.
As a minister, if not of the late, at least of a late, administration,’ he explained blandly,
I had been called to take steps
which might appear hostile to Mehemet Ali.’ Yet the pasha
had been a most generous foe ’ and had a worthy representative in our illustrious guest.’ To complete the comedy,
Ibrahim replied, through his interpreter, that he wished a
close alliance
between Egypt and England. He recollected little else of the banquet, for the wines of the West
proved too much for the conqueror of the East. Ibrahim also
appeared at the Mansion House, where he was eulogised by
Lord John Russell, the new premier. His last function was a
grand private banquet where Palmerston solemnly proposed
his health to the diplomatic corps.
On July 15 he took a
formal farewell of the Turkish Embassy, where the chargS
The next day he left
d'affaires knelt and kissed his foot.
Waterloo station, passing, like Agamemnon, over crimson
‘

‘

‘

^

‘

‘

’

carpets.

In 1846 Mehemet Ali himself had visited Constantinople,
where he distributed a quarter of a million pounds in largesse.

The town of his

birthplace, Cavalla, also saw him for the last
time.
Palmerston told him he would be warmly welcomed
in England, but his tour had exhausted his last energies and
he refused with regret. The next year Mehemet Ali became
both senile and demented and Ibrahim assumed control. In
1848 he visited Constantinople, to obtain the investiture of

Egypt and

Ibrahim spoke with
England
great admiration of the French,’ wrote Stratford.
is not much in favour with him.’
By lavish bribes he accomplished his object and returned to Egypt with a full investiture.
It profited him little.
He looked wretchedly ill and
The seeds of death were
'coughed at times violently.’
already in him and he died in November, having enjoyed
power for a few brief weeks. A year later came the death of
the father whom Ibrahim had deposed and succeeded. In
the graves of these two men were buried the pride, the hopes,
and the future of Egypt.
to reign in his father’s stead.

‘

‘

‘

’
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The

will of the most absolute monarch is seldom obeyed when his subjects have
no longer anything to hope from hisfavour or to dreadfrom his resentment
Gibbon.
.

When Constantine the Great died in the same city as Mahmud,
of state continued to do obeisance before his body
for some days after his death.
Mahmud’s memory received
a similar theatrical tribute. Everything was done to suggest
that the government and the policy were still his. Reschid,
his officers

Embassy

to

was summoned

from his London
take over the Foreign Office and to administer it

his favourite minister,

Mahmud.

From

hastily

the start the new Sultan
imitated Mahmud’s rage for innovation and passion for the
West. Even in his ceremonial procession he broke with
custom, and stopped in order to greet the diplomats of foreign
powers. Was Mahmud, like Constantine, to reign after his
death ? In each case intriguers knew how to catch a young
Emperor’s ear. Even as they bowed before Constantine’s
corpse his officers were planning to exclude one another
from power ; and the ministers, who recalled Reschid out of
reverence to the dead master, were plotting his ruin with the
living one.
The new Sultan, Abdul Medjid, was a boy of
sixteen, gentle, timid and weak, who possessed more power
and less capacity than any previous Sultan. In his youth he
was the predestined tool of his mother and of her paramour,
in his age of courtiers and odalisques. He was, in himself,
that worst of all governments, a despotism without a despot.
At present one point alone concerns us, the fate of Mahmud’s
reforms and of the new westernising policy. And that fate
was bound up with Reschid and with his continuance in
in the spirit of

reschid’s

IkS

character

in the East during this period, and indeed
during most others, can be achieved only in two ways, through
the overpowering pressure either of a man or of events. The

oflSce.**®’'

Reform

pressure of a personality was now removed, the pressure of
events was still at hand. Reschid argued that England alone
could protect the Turks from the terrible Ibrahim and that

she would not do so unless Turkey reformed. Here was a
valuable lever for enforcing his measures. As the successor
of Mahmud in a liberal policy, Rcschid attained prodigious
fame. All previous parties in Turkey were based on religious
Reschid gave character to an epoch and created
differences.
a party based on political principle. He led the only political
Most of his
party in Turkey which had ever had a principle.
followers indeed ultimately

He was

abandoned him, but

for the time

Turkish minister most
trusted by Stratford Canning, to whom he appears to have
owed much.
In appearance Reschid was impressive, with strong black
brows and broad shoulders. His education was good and hi s
enlightenment real, and he had considerable adroitness in the
morally courageous, but
necessary art of intrigue. He was
physically timid and weak.’
He was ready to j)lan great
principles of reform and to persist in them.
Sometimes at a
crisis his physical courage failed him.
He feared to lose his
head and shrank from a struggle d, outrance. He did not indeed
lack moral courage, but he did lack moral principle.
His
reforms in fact proved a failure, and that failure was due in no
small measure to his personal character. He professed to
adhere to the western custom of one wife, but kept concubines
secret.
He got Akif pasha disgraced for accepting a bribe
in 1838 ; he impressed Ponsonby by declining a present of
;^500 for himself. But his ostentatious hatred of corruption
was simply
expedient for procuring western support.
How
much superior Reschid was to other Turkish ministers,’ wrote
he inspired them.

for long the

‘

m

^

Pomonby

‘

in 1839. Eighteen
furious against Reschid Pasha

months

later

who seems on

he wrote,
all

‘

I

am

occasions to

have selected the greatest scoundrels in the Empire for employment in the offices of trust and honour. He is a fool.’
If Reschid selected bad instruments he was indeed a fool but,
as he ultimately amassed a considerable fortune, he seems to
have been a knave. The contrast between his practice and
professions

w^ known, of course, to other Turks and ultimately

discredited him.

was

lifted,

The new reformer proved the old corrupter,
years went on the truth came out, the mask

and Reschid’s true lineaments revealed.
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Reschid’s ideas and policy are of the greatest interest, for
they differed in some degree from Mahmud’s. The Sultan
had a real hatred of corruption ; Reschid denounced it in
public and practised it in private. Mahmud believed that it
was most important to commit his country irrevocably to
western habits and introduce western organisation and method.

Here Reschid was with him, and his arguments induced
Mahmud to sign the Commercial Convention with England
and to abolish monopolies. The Sultan seems never to have
advocated the admission of Christian subjects into the army,
but Reschid certainly favoured introducing them into the
navy even in the reign of Mahmud.^^^ Some of the complicated reforms of the Council and Civil Service emanated from
the Sultan alone, and were dropped soon after his death.
Mahmud remained an absolutist to the last, but Reschid seems
to have cherished ideas of parliamentary government in
Turkey, though he was excusably timid about putting them
forward. Apparently the councils ofjustice and of administration, which Mahmud had set up, were designed by Reschid
In such
to be filled by election instead of by nomination.
case an approach to parliamentarism could have been made.
One last difference must be mentioned, for it is the most
important. Reschid began his reforms in the midst of disaster,

begun his after destroying the janizzaries. A
reforming Sultan was much more acceptable than a reforming
minister in any case. As in Prussia revolution had to come
from the top.

Mahmud had

II
Mitte sectari rosa quo locorum
Sera moretur.

Leave winter’s rose where, on the
It

tree,

hangs belated.

Horace.

No Turkish reign ever began in such disaster as that of Abdul
his
His army had been destroyed by Ibrahim
The young Sultan
fleet had surrendered to Mehemet Ali.
allowed Husrev, ‘ the master-strangler,’ to remain at the

Medjid.

head of

;

affairs,

and revived the

title

of

Grand

Vizier in his

favour. But he could not revive its power. Husrev was old,
Power was more in
feeble and a shadow of his former self.
the hands of Halil, the Sultan’s uncle, and of Reschid. The

young Sultan had no army, no

fleet,

and no money

;

he

i6o

programme of reform

reschid’s

could only get them from the West. France was suspected
of collusion with Mehemet Ali, Russia was doubtful, Austria
policy of reform would
weak, England alone was strong.
impress her, and here was Reschid’s opportunity. He only
returned in September 1839, but by the third week of
October ' a project was announced for securing the subject
.
and protecting
against Capital punishment without a trial
whole code of enlightenproperty from arbitrary power.’
ment, on the latest western models, was published on
November 3 and known as the Gulhani or ‘ Rose Chamber
New institutions ’ were necessary to ensure ‘ a
decree.®*^
good administration.’ Guarantees were promised, ensuring

A

.

.

A

’

‘

to all subjects perfect security for

From

life,

honour and

fortune.

the cause of every accused person
shall be publicly judged in accordance with our Divine law,
after inquiry and examination, and so long as a regular
judgment shall not have been pronounced, no one can,
secretly or publicly, put another to death by poison or in any
other manner. ... No one shall be allowed to attack the
honour of any other person whatever. Each one shall possess
his property of every kind and dispose of it in all freedom.’
In particular the property of a criminal was not to be confiscated or his innocent heirs deprived of their rights. The
‘

henceforth

.

.

.

newly formed Council of Justice, joined with an increased
Divan (council), was to frame laws for security of life and
fortune, and to compile a penal code.
The ulemas and other
grandees were warned that this code would contain clauses
punishing them for attempting to infringe these institutions
without respect to rank, position or influence.
The second great reform was to be the institution of a
regular system of assessing and levying taxes.’ Thanks were
given to God for having already abolished monopolies, but
the system of farming known as
Iltizam
was denounced,
and a law was passed agaimt the traffic of favouritism and of
appomtments \richvet\ which the Divine law reprobates,
md which is one of the principal causes of the decay of the
Empire.
Each member of the Ottoman society was in future
’

‘

‘

‘

’

‘

A

^ quota of a fixed tax.’
third reform
^ccted ffie army. The term of military service was reduced to
tour or five years. It w^ the
duty of all the inhabitants to
lurmsn soldiers, and this system would
in future be applied
a
aw
regulating the amount of the contingent
y
to be drawn
mom each locahty. All districts would equally
bear the
^
would not be impoverished or depopulated as heretofore. The
reference to the duty of all inhabitants
‘

^

^

THE DEGREE OF THE ROSE CHAMBER

l6l

army was

the great innovation, and was further
amplified by the statement, These Imperial concessions shall
extend to all our subjects, of whatever religion or sect they may
to serve in the

be they shall enjoy them without exception.’ In other words,
a Mohammedan ruler declared Mussulmans and Christians
absolutely equal before the law, proposed to enrol both in his
;

army and

to treat

them

He

alike.

actually speaks of

‘

the

Nation as if it was one without distinction. He proposed to
take oath in the name of God to keep this equality and make
his ulemas and grandees do the same.
He announced his
intention of punishing them in this world if they opposed him
in this respect. He ended thus
May those who shall pass an
act contrary to the present regulations be the object of Divine
Malediction and deprived for ever of every kind of happiness.’
The decree was issued from the kiosk of Gulhane^ and known as
’

‘

;

the GulhanS decree, the decree of the
Chamber of Roses.’
It was the vision of a new dawn tingeing the grey sky with
rose.

The GulhanS decree was solemnly proclaimed to the world
on November 3 at Topkapu.^®^ The Sultan himself looked on
from an upper window of the Chamber of Roses.’ On the
‘

ground floor were the diplomats, for the first time associated
with Turks in a public ceremony. The Prince de Joinville’s
cynical eye noted Husrev
the master-strangler
with his
big red head, white beard and spiteful look
and the Kislar-

—

’

‘

—

;

Agasi blazing with gold embroideries, black, hideous,
with
hanging lips and the haunches of a woman.’ Less spectacular
but more important were the Sheikh-ul-Islam and Reschid.
In attendance were the ulemas, the Turkish grandees, the Greek
and Armenian patriarchs, the chief rabbi, soldiers, and a manycoloured crowd of Turks and rayas. The ulemas began with
prayers. An astrologer, strange portent among the enlightened,
surveyed the heavens and pronounced them favourable. Then
the Sheikh-ul-Islam gave a sign. Reschid stepped forward,
prostrated himself before the Sultan, read the GulhanS decree,
prostrated himself again. He handed the edict to the masterstrangler,’ who pressed it reverently to his lips.
Then the
Sheikh-ul-Islam, the religious head of the Turkish Empire,
stepped forward. Prostrating himself before the Sultan, he
prayed aloud to God to ^ preserve precious days to his Highness,
for his good fortune and prosperity, as also for the good fortune
and prosperity of his people.’
The end of the prayer was
saluted with discharges of artillery. Finally the Sultan himself received the edict and took it to the chamber of relics,
where was the glorious mantle of the Prophet. ’ Where
‘

‘

M
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Mahmud

had prayed for strength to exterminate the janizzaries, Abdul Medjid prayed for strength to help all his subHe left the edict in that holy chamber.
jects.
Abdul Medjid claimed that this alteration and complete
renewal of ancient customs was solely for the purpose of
‘

’

‘

reviving religion, government, the nation and the empire,’
and that ‘ we engage not to do anything that is contrary thereThe Sheikh-ul-Islam and the ulemas had bowed the
to.’
knee. But the faithful had kept the giaours in subjection too

long to acquiesce in their sudden rise. And there was one way
of escape. The edict was due to the sole power of the Sultan.
The Sheikh-ul-Islam, the representative of religion, and
Rescind, the representative of enlightenment, had both bowed
in the dust before him like slaves.
The power of the Sultan
remained as absolute as ever, indeed was more absolute than
before. What he had given, he could take away.
Reaction
could not only destroy Reschid, it could destroy the ‘ Rose

Chamber

’

decree.

For the moment the stroke succeeded. Even the unimpressionable Dutch minister wrote
I cannot c.xprcss
the degree of content which the totality of the population of
this capital shows since this promulgation.’
But the
population of Constantinople did not remain im])ressed long.®®'*
The Rose Chamber decree had a good reception from the
Jews of Salonica, but it took a year for it to be translated into
Bulgarian and some other languages ; and in fact it had actually
become a dead letter before it had been promulgated in some
parts of the Empire. Yet its effect on foreign diplomacy was
electric.
The Russian representative called it a theatrical
stroke,’ but, none the less, a successful one.
A victorious
^swer to those who say that this Empire cannot be saved by
its ancient Government,’
declared Ponsonby.
Fraught
mth incalculable advantage,’ replied Palmerston. Reschid
mowed that he was capable of estimating its value in figures.
He as^d England for a loan of two million pounds in Decemforced England’s
1
nand. B
Falmerston had repeatedly declared that Turkey
could reform h^self. She had now
begun to do so, and he
could not abandon her to the attack
of Mehcmet Ali. So the
come y of the Rose Cha,mber ’ did
much to produce that
uropean mte^ention which defeated
Ibrahim and restored
:

‘

‘

.

.

.

’

‘

‘

‘

byna

to

Abdul Medjid.

stroke

over the ‘Rose Chamber’
mCTe^ed his prestige with the Sultan
and enabled him to
persevere
his course of reform.
In May 1840 appeared the

m
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Penal Code, based on French models and remarkable for its
In June old Husrev fell before a >iar>>rn
spirit of justice.’
intrigue, and was subsequently convicted and punished for
‘

The mediocre Rauf became Grand Vizier, but
Reschid remained as powerful as ever. By the end of 1840,
however, all danger from Mehemet Ali was over. Ibrahim’s
army was back in Egypt, Syria was in Turkish occupation.
corruption.

In January 1841 the Turkish fleet was restored intact. That
was enough. The reactionaries, who had tolerated the
Rose Chamber decree in order to secure western support
against Egypt, now felt safe enough to intrigue against it.
Palmerston went on with his vigorous exhortations. When
Ponsonby suggested that the Turks be urged to treat Catholics in Syria ‘ not less well than Mehemet Ali [did],’ Palmerston substituted
better than,’ and advocated extending
this treatment to
Christians of all denominations.’ He wrote
a separate and secret instruction in March for the Sultan’s eye
about the Rose Chamber decree, describing it as ‘ an act
of the greatest wisdom as well as the most enlightened justice
and benevolence.’ He got the young Queen to approve his
’

‘

‘

‘

‘

’

Finally he definitely instructed Ponsonby to make
an effort to keep Reschid in office.*®’’ This was on April i,
and the date had a cruel appropriateness. For Reschid had
been dismissed at the end of March. The story of his last
struggle and fall is interesting and symbolic. The Commercial
Code was brought before the Council of Ministers preparatory
’
‘
to its publication.
Is it in accordance with the Holy Law ?
Rifaat asked. ' The Holy Law has nothing to do with such
‘
matters,’ said Reschid.
Blasphemy,’ protested the ulemas
present. The young Sultan promptly dismissed his minister
of enlightenment.**®

despatch.

Ill

NoWy pile your

dust upon the quick

and

dead^

Hamlet, Act V,

The

Sc. a.

of reaction was that Rifaat, Minister of
Commerce, suspended the Commercial Code. The suspension
lasted for eight years, to the great injury of foreigners and of
trade.
The next sign was the increase in power of Riza, a
reactionary and intriguer of a deep dye, and a court official
believed to be the paramour of Abdul Medjid’s mother, the
Sultana Valide. During the whole of the next four years,
his at least is the most constant and reactionary influfirst

sign

IZZET

jg^

MEHEMET AND REACTION

the end of 1841 and
reactionary, became Grand
Izzet Mehemet, a well-known
He was not without virtues of the old Turkish type,
Vizier,
and had a habit of wandering disguised through the capital
ence.

Rauf was deposed before

On

one occasion he caught

in the style of Harun-al-Raschid.
a pastrycook using false weights and caused him to be seated
plate on which he baked his
for some minutes on the hot copper
On another he caused himself to be shut up in a
cakes.
common prison as a debtor to learn the true conditions of
gaol life. He was there denied the normal ration of soup and

bread and received only coarse bread and water, even when he
offered money. He protested, only to be threatened with the
Where is the governor ? he
whip. Then he lost patience.
Where arc the other scoundrels, his servants ?
thundered out.
By your souls you shall learn what it is to disobey the Sultan
and oppress the unfortunate ’ He flung open his coat to
show his diamond star. He seated himself majestically upon
a ragged carpet taken from a prisoner while the terrified
governor and his turnkeys hastened to make their obeisance
‘

’

‘

!

After inspecting the whole prison Izzet Mehemet
issued his orders. Warm food was to be given to the jirisoners,
the governor was arrested, and every turnkey received one
hundred strokes of the bastinado on his feet.*^''*'’ Izzet Mehemet
carried all this out by no process of law, thus violating the
before him.

decree, even while executing his wild justice.
Izzet Mehemet had been commissioner in Lebanon in 1840
and been recalled because of his hatred of foreigners and

Rose Chamber

‘

’

opposition to his allies. He was, in fact, appointed Grand
Vizier just because he hated western ideas and would oppose

them.

Ponsonby had shown a good deal of energy in resisting
Mehemet Ali, and had for a time exerted himself in support
of Reschid.^“ But he displayed little interest in the Gulhane
decree and less in the attempt to upset it. Aberdeen finally
replaced him by Sir Stratford Canning. But Ponsonby left in
the autumn of 1841 and Stratford did not arrive till next year.
By then reaction was already in full swing. Forgetful of their
oaths to God and of their promises to man, the ministers indulged in a senseless reversal of all previous measures. Almost
every Turkish person who knew a western language was
excluded firom office. Reschid was exiled as ambassador to
Paris.
No young Turkish diplomats went with him to learn
western ways, but he was allowed to take Armenians. Rayas
could learn from the West, but Turks must not be contaminated.
Torture resumed its place in judicial procedure. The Chris-
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who had been allowed to wear the same dress as Mohammedans, were summoned before the Grand Vizier, who read

tians,

them

resume their old distinctive
garb. In this instance even Izzet Mehemet perhaps recognised that he had gone too far, for the next day he summoned
them again and told them that the edict had been reversed.^^^
The medical hospitals and clinics were starved of money, and
The
senseless attempts were made to close some of them.
haratch was once more imposed on individuals instead of
being levied on communities, with the result that personal
violence and brutal ill-treatment ’ was reintroduced. Tithes,
Customs and Fisheries were once more farmed out and both
government and individuals suffered by the change. Corruption greatly increased, both rajas and foreigners were
openly cheated by the government. One example, which

them an

edict ordering

to

‘

An Austrian
Stratford considered as typical, will suffice.
merchant bought a large quantity of grain from the Turkish
government in Constantinople at a certain rate per kilo. It
was to be delivered in Thessaly. When it reached there the
price charged for freight ‘ exceeded by a third the price of the
’

grain itself. But as the kilo in Thessaly was six times the size of
the Constantinople kilo, he had to pay six times as much for
the consignment as he had contracted. This was a fraud
deliberately perpetrated by Turkish government officials, and
only fear of Stratford prevented similar ones from being perpetrated on British merchants. In the middle of 1842 Abdul
Medjid had assured Stratford that he would carry out the
Rose Chamber decree, but had spoken airily of the men of
the old system and the difficulty of acquiring new habits.’
But he was in fact a consenting party to lucrative speculations
of Riza and other pashas. The young Sultan and the Sultana
Valide are known to have a personal interest in more than
one of them.’
'

’

‘

’

'

'

There was more reason in reaction than Stratford would
admit. Reschid’s followers were persecuted after his fall, but
even Ponsonby had said they were the greatest scoundrels
in the Empire.’ Reschid’s financial policy was probably
By abolishing monopointerested, and certainly unfortunate.
In compensalies the government had lost a large revenue.
tion Reschid had fixed an export duty of 9 per cent, on goods
exported by Turkish subjects, in addition to the 3 per cent,
duty levied under the Anglo-Turkish Convention on all goods
exported. This was felt as a hardship, though it was certainly
^

1

BAD FINANCE
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not the fault of Reschid. It was the deliberate opinion of
‘
it was a
Calvert, an experienced foreign resident, that
mischievous tax but much less mischievous than the system
which it replaced.’ It would, of course, have been better
But, as was
to increase the duty on foreign imports.
admitted, the Turkish government is not inattre chez soi,’ and
was prevented by treaties with England and other powers
from imposing import duties beyond the amount of 5 per cent.
At the time of the imposition, and for twenty years later,
British import duties on Turkish goods amounted to an average
of about 20 per cent., and those of every other country were
higher still. This is a good example ol' how Rcschid was
rendered unpopular by western obligations from wliich he could
not release himself. In other respects, however, he committed
blunders for which foreigners were not rcs]>onsible. Thus his
attempt to replace the farmers of taxes by Muhassils had led to
Owing
intolerable grievances,’ as even Stratford admitted.
‘

‘

was both undervalued and
and Turks actually united to demand

to their inexperience the tithe

‘

overvalued ’ and rajas
the abohtion of the new system.-**® The farmers, whom the
reactionaries brought back, were actually less oppressive.
As to one reform the reactionaries agreed, and that was to
reorganise the army.
But it was not to be by equalising the
Christian and Turk. The passing of the danger from Egypt
But the
revived all the hatred and prejudice of foreigners.
reactionaries were not free to indulge this passion while the
‘
Turkish army was weak. Ponsonby wrote
If the Turks
would make an army, which they can do, they would be
substantially independent of all foreign powers.
I think 1 can
get this done but you must let me take the only road that I
think can lead to success and allow me not to hurry the
Porte too much nor to offend prejudices by the introduction
of our officers either seamen or landmen I want to get the
edge of the wedge in.’
To the reactionary the Gulhani
decree was most obnoxious just because of its insidious proposal to enlist Christians in the army. There were practical
difficulties anyhow.
The union of Turks and Christians in
the same regiments and companies as if they would mingle
like wine and water
was thus characterised by Palmerston a
dozen years later ‘ I fear that at present at least the fusion
mght be more like that of cat and dog shut up in the same
box.’
No Turk would have consented at this stage to
enrol separate Christian regiments.
There remained only the
possibihty of employing Christian officers,
but this expedient
was also abhorrent to the reactionaries, for
it set infidels in
:

—

—

—

—

‘

’

:

REFORM OF THE ARMY
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of the faithful. Prejudice was so excited on this
subject that Captain Williams, who was in a position to know,
greatly deprecated any such move. Ponsonby endorsed his
The reactionaries set out to make a purely
opinion.®^®
Turkish army. They had much to do. Jochmus reported
conditions as deplorable in 1842. Soldiers slept habitually in
their clothes and had no uniforms ; each battalion numbered
only three hundred, of whom fifty on an average were unfit for
None the less increases in the army began, an ominous
service.
sign, and increases also in the illicit gains of Riza, the Grand
Marshal of the palace. Great stupidity was of course shown.
Conscripts were actually seized while worshipping in mosques
or rounded up in a series of slave raids. The Albanians, who
had always supplied the best volunteers for the army, rose in
But a census was
revolt as soon as they were conscripted.
properly taken in 1843, and the work began. The organisation of a conscript system is a long and painful process even

command

—

Napoleon at first failed to impose it with entire success in
France. In Turkey brutality led to revolt, and inefficiency
corruption. The census revealed fourteen millions of
Mussulmans available for service, and a western state would
have mobilised well over a million of all ranks. Riza’s utmost
He enrolled a
efforts produced about a third of that amount.
quarter of a million soldiers in all, including Nizams, active
troops, and Rediffs, reserves, the latter being about one
hunted thousand. In addition there were some twenty
thousand militia, but these were largely worthless. Bearing
in mind the difficulties of the Treasury, the unrest in distant
provinces and the Turkish lack of organising capacity, the
to

result

was

Mahmud’s Nizam army had been
trebled or quadrupled. The only reform

creditable.

doubled, the Rediffs

which Turkish reactionaries believed was in the perfection
of the instruments of force, and this belief bore fruit. Aberdeen
with his usual pessimism doubted first whether these numbers
would be raised, and next whether a disorganized mass of
uneducated soldiery was a surer safeguard to a state than a
His fears and doubts
small amount of disciplined force.’
were confounded by Stratford, by Riza, and by the event.
Palmerston, who is usually worth hearing on military matters,
made interesting and expert comments. He deprecated the
substitution of British for German officers, he commended the
Egyptian model for Turkish imitation, and he praised their
improved system and the development reached by the year
in

‘

1

849.

The Turkish army made a

far better stand against the

Russians in the Crimean war than they had done in the war

1
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Without the numbens raised by Riza no such
achievement would have been possible.
He rendered no
other service to his country, though his public career was
as long as it was discreditable.
The navy may here claim attention. The fleet, which had
surrendered to the Egyptians, was in the end restored intact.
Slade, a British captain renamed Mushaver pasha, was employed to reorganise it under the control of a Turkish pasha,
a new Mehemet Ali. He was a favourite and brother-in-law
of 1828-9.

of the Sultan, a friend of Riza, who imitated him and filled his
pockets at the public expense. Yet lie possessed considerable
ener^ and courage. Slade succeeded in producing a naval
hospital that was a model of order, and in raising a force of
ten thousand sailors, some of them by Rcschid’s insistence
being Christians. But he did not increase the number of
fighting ships above the total under Mahmud.
gloomy
fate hung over the Turkish fleet in wartime.
Codrington’s
victory at Navarino had destroyed the sea-power of Turkey.
It could offer no naval resistance to the Russians in the war of
1829-30. After Mahmud’s death the Turkish fleet surrendered
to Mehemet Ali without firing a shot.
It was restored in the

A

end and further improvements were added. Yet in 1853 it
was annihilated by the Russians at Sinope without inflicting
any damage on its opponents. It was as if Turkey was doomed
either to have no navy at all or to lose it as soon as a war
began.^®®

The

Rose Chamber phase of reform, as directed
by Reschid, lasted from 1839 to 1841. The next four years
were pure reaction save for one important development, which
first

or

‘

’

be described later. The reactionaries could point to
partial rrform of the currency, and
to improvements in the
army and the navy. But these were a big price to pay for the
Jsappearance of justice, of security, and of progress. The
lurks themselves, who seldom lose the
opportunity for a play
on words, contrasted the periods. The
word Gulhani—^ Rose
Chamber —sounded like Gulhan—‘ Dust Hole.’ * The decree
was called that. If it had issued from
the Rose Chamber,’ it
bad ended on the dust heap. And there
it lay until Stratford
de Redchffe picked it up again.
will

‘

* It

is really the Persian
word Gd-Khan. My friend Mr. R. Levy says
'Jsmanh version was written and
pronounced Gulhan.

—
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Cosa non

h die

sanza

ordine sefita la religione
della rnontagna, o die siafiior d’^usanza.

The holy rule
outside custom.

The approach

of the

mount

Dante,

sulTereth

Purgatorio,

Beyrouth

naught that

Canto

is

arbitrary

and that

is
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past long inlets of blue water,
and beneath towering heights, until you reach the bay where
Before you on a bold proSt. George killed the dragon.
montory lies the town, its white walls gleaming in the evening
High above it are piled the hills of Lebanon, one above
light.
the other in stern dark lines. At night these hills sparkle
with thousands of lights, like fireflies in a tropic garden. In
the daylight their populated character is still more evident.
Against the hillsides are banked terrace after terrace of red
earth bound with stones. Groups of white and brown houses
emerge from leafy valleys and climb the slopes up to the very
mountain crests. Solitary houses or monasteries crown even
Seldom anythe overhanging heights and the isolated peaks.
where can a hillside display such teeming life.
The bare and lonely hills of Anatolia contrast with crowded
and cultivated Lebanon. You may sail past the coast of
Asia Minor for a day and not see more than one or two towns
on the shore and half a dozen villages on the heights. Three
towns and twenty villages look down from the hills upon
Beyrouth. Compared with Anatolia Lebanon is not only
populated and civilised, but an ideal land of beauty and peace.
Its beauty indeed nothing can mar, but its peace has been at
the mercy of man. Population and wealth abounded even
in Ibrahim’s time, so that his withdrawal to the Nile seemed
Yet danger came. It
to promise a long period of peace.
arose from the age-long and stubborn hatreds of the two
strange peoples who disputed the mastery of ‘ the Mountain,’
and from the deep and insidious purpose of the Turk to sow
discord between them. Yet in the end these peoples were
rendered happy by the intervention of Europe.
to

is

LEBANON THE KEY OF THE LEVANT

lyo

Ibrahim pasha produced exactly opposite
The Great Powers thought
effects on Turkey and on Europe.
that it gave Turkey an opportunity to complete her reforms
Turkey’s reactionaries thought it gave her an opportunity to
evade them altogether. The Gulhani reforms had induced
Europe to intervene and had thus overthrown Mchemet Ali.
The reactionaries wished the reforms to follow him into
obscurity. They dismissed the reforming Reschid and threw
Rose Chamber on the dust-heap. But
the decree of the

The

victory over

’

‘

A

unforeseen consequences.
restless,
meddling activity produced formidable resistance in two
quarters. Bosnia was goaded into revolt by inconceivable
misgovernment ; Lebanon was driven into civil war by
Machiavellian intrigue. Bosnia showed the Turks at their
Europe
worst, the Mountain ’ revealed Europe at its best.
had learned a good deal from Mehemet Ali. She had learned
the danger of unsettling the Lebanon, and even Aberdeen
exerted himself to tranquillise it.
‘
Syria is the key of the Levant and the Lebanon is the key
of Syria.’ These were certainly the views and are probably
Lebanon had proved more
the words of Palmerston.^®^
important than Aleppo or Diarbckir in the crisis which drove
Ibrahim and his Egyptians from Syria. At Lebanon the
British sea-power had been most effective against Ibrahim.
‘
Now how was it we did drive him out of Syria ? ’ asked
Palmerston in rollicking mood. ‘ Merely by giving a few
thousand muskets to the people of the country ; by sending a
few hundred marines on shore to aid them, and saying “ Go
it boys, if you want to get rid of Mehemet Ali, here we are to
back you, if you intend to act, now’s your time ” (a laugh).
They took us at our word, they kicked him out neck and
crop and his army too. They hailed us as their deliverers, and
whatever may be said of some small and trifling quarrels that
have since arisen between the two sets in that country, it is
now peaceable, contented, and happy, and there is a striking
contrast between the present state of things and that which
formerly existed there.’ * This address, reeldng of the hustings,
shows England’s idea of the strategic importance of the
Leb^on. Its mountaineers, allied with ‘ the few hundred
mmines ’ and the British navy, had defeated the greatest of
oriental generals, flimg him back in utter rout on Egypt,
preserved Syria ‘ and flie other avenues of Mesopotamia ’ to
the Sultan, and assured ‘ the alternative route ’
to India.

reaction carried with

it

‘

A

* Palmerston’s speech to
the electors of Tiverton, July 31, 1847. This
pamphlet 'rersion and differs from the report in the
press of August a.

is
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small country had played a part in great events. It had been
marked out by destiny to do so. It was a nerve centre which
every English statesman felt no foreign power must touch,
and which,

therefore, internal revolt

must not menace.

II
They

Druses) hated Maronites with a hitter hatred whick^ when
encouraged
by the Government and the fanatics of Damascus^ Jound expression in
killings .

{the

—T. E. Lawrence.

great periodic

Xhe Lebanon itself, the Mountain,* was an area which
the Turks had never assimilated or indeed wholly subdued.
It had always been a special and autonomous
area, usually
ruled

by a quasi-independent

prince.

Technically it was
under the control of the pasha of Sidon or of Tripoli, and the
district of the pasha of Damascus abutted on it.
The Princi^
pality of Lebanon or
the Mountain began at Tripoli and
extended as far south as Sidon on the west.*
Its eastern
boundary took in the whole Lebanon range. In practice it
was divided, like Gaul, into three parts. The northern area,
peopled mainly by Maronites and Orthodox Greeks, extended
from Tripoli to the road (or modern railway) between
Beyrouth and Damascus. South of the Damascus road were
the mixed districts based on Deir-el-Kamar, where Druse
and
Maronite struggled for the mastery. Further south again
was the Druse area extending to Sidon. In the central and
southern areas the hills were lower and the climate milder,
but the Druses were manlier and wilder than the Maronites.
The influence of each race extended far beyond the narrow
bounds thus indicated. Between the Lebanon and the AntiLebanon mountains lies the fertile plain of the Bekaa, the old
hollow Syria. In this area Maronite colonists had settled at
places like Hasbeya and Rasheya, on the slopes of Hermon’s
noble hill, an alien intrusion which proved a great provocation
to the Druses.
The Anti-Lebanon range, by contrast with
fertile Lebanon, is sandy and stony.
Druse robbers lurked in
its gorges and interfered with the caravans
between Beyrouth
and Damascus. As everyone knows, Damascus is watered by
fair rivers, and lies on a green oasis in the waste.
It contained
a fanatical Mohammedan population who sometimes provoked the Druses against the Christians. Beyond it again
*

*

The city of Beyrouth itself was seldom or never reckoned as part of Lebanon

until the post-war

French occupation.

—
THE DRUSES
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the immense district of the Hauran, which ends to the
south in Jebel Druse. This natural fortress of volcanic lava
was a virgin citadel which had defied the assaults even of the
redoubtable Ibrahim. It was the home of the most turbulent

lies

succour their co-religionists in the
Lebanon with arms and reinforcements. The pasha of
Damascus occupied a strategic position. He could control the
Bekaa, could block the defiles of Mount Hermon, and prevent
the Druses of Hauran and of Jebel Druse from aiding their
brethren of the Mountain.’
The Druses claimed that they had carried the oldest and

Druses,

ever ready to

‘

purest of religions to the hills at Lebanon,
They claimed to be
it undisturbed.^®^

and there

possessed

Warders on our Mount

Of the World’s

secret,*

Like Egyptians of old their worship took strange and repulsive
forms. It was a fantastic perversion of Mohammedanism.
They had taken as their god or as his divine incarnation
Hakeem the Fatimite Caliph of Egypt who died in 1021. This
monstrous and maniacal ruler had been inspired by strange
hatreds.
He had alternately and impartially warred on

—

on Mohammedans, and on Jews. He had proclaimed
his own divinity and procured some acceptance for this article
of faith during his lifetime. At last he was murdered on the
edge of a mountain either by his injured sister or by a desperate
band of conspirators. But a strange circumstance hallowed
his ignoble end.
His clothes were found but his body never
was. The absence of his material body was taken as a proof
of his spiritual presence. His godhead may have been enhanced
Christians,

by the manner of his death.

The Khalif vanished

erst

what seemed death to uninstructed eyes
on red Mokattam’s verge,*

in

Hakeem, already \yorshipped

prophet or divinity, became
one whose return to earth as a Messiah was duly expected.
The master was not dead but had merely soared to a serener
as

sphere.

The Druse

which was gradually formed around this
monstrous divinity, was singular from its beginning. The
true founder, Hamza, transmitted a system without giving to
It a name.
Derazi, a by no means reverent follower of Hakeem,
cult,

contributed his

name without
*

believing in the system.

Robert Browning, The Druses,

The
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Druses were divided into initiated and uninitiated. The
former knew everything and commanded ; the latter knew
nothing and obeyed. Hakeem was proclaimed the descendant
of Adam and the embodiment of universal reason. This
divine being was one day to return to earth and meanwhile
permitted the initiated to exercise his attributes in commission.
Frantic or savage excesses, doubtless a correct imitation of
the moods of the master, were occasionally enjoined by the
This extraordinary
initiated as a tribute to his memory.
creed formed characters as remarkable for firmness and for
independence as for savagery and for deceit. A Druse seldom
now wears his old black and white costume, but he is usually
His pride, his exclusiveness, his intense inrecognisable.
dividuality are stamped on his features and mark him out
The Mountain
from all the other inhabitants of the Lebanon.
is no longer a scene of blood but, like Gromwelfs Ironsides,
the Druses show virtues in peace not unworthy of their oldtime prowess in war.
It was part of the Druse religion to keep its rites and
worship concealed, as the Jews did
'

’

:

Non

monstrare uias eadem

nisi

sacra colenti.

The Druses went much

further than this. Not only did they
conceal their doctrines from strangers but they deliberately
Other religions
mystified the world as to their character.
might be professed by Druses for political reasons. Some of
them became Mohammedan, others Christian, but, as soon as
Indeed
the need departed, they returned to the Druse faith.
they were in reality Druses all the time. Deceit was not only
a virtue but a duty with a prescribed ceremonial. Sham
religious services were, and are, staged for the deception of
other creeds. It was only when Ibrahim broke into their
strongholds in the thirties that their sacred books were known
or read. But these may also have been designed to deceive
others.
Even now all that is fully revealed is the dark and
gloomy intensity of the faith, and the strength of the tie which
has bound the Druses in a unity more compelling than that of

acted together when it
came to fighting. In ‘ the Mountain itself they were usually
the masters of the Maronites, though never reaching to more
than a third of their numbers.
Society in the Lebanon among the Druses, as among the
Feudalism is often an anarchy, for
Maronites, was feudal.
each chief is powerful enough to strive with his neighbours, and
able to prevent all large or concerted operations of war. The

any masonic

society.

They always

’

DRUSE PROWESS IN
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WAR

Druse organisation was feudal, yet it was not anarchical, and
The feudal anarchy was
it was admirably suited for war.
counteracted by the unity of this religious and masonic society.*
There were a great many nobles, one hundred and sixty-four
in i860. Their followers were often arbitrarily treated in
peace time, yet they possessed land of their own, for the small
holding predominated in the Lebanon. The greatest Druse
chief was of the Jumblatt family, from which the incarnation
of Hakeem was to be reborn. His possessions were very large.
He owned a hundred and forty villages, he produced yearly
one hundred and thirty thousand pounds of oil and three
hundredweight of silk. His rent-roll amounted to fifty or sixty
thousand pounds sterling, but he remitted two-thirds of it to
This remission was the pledge of their loyalty.
his tenants.
The head of the Jumblatt family did not command the Druses
in war.

The

chief took the lead naturally,

and

the
others followed and worked in a perfectly understood concert
with him, for the religious bond compelled the uninitiated
to obey the initiated.
The Druse chiefs were able by
this mysterious power to command their followers while
absent and to direct their movements without themselves
appearing on the scene.
For instance, they were rarely
present at a massacre of Maronites ; it was so much more
convenient for them to be away. But they were generally
fittest

and

power was the more formidable
because unseen. The Druse peasants were models of loyalty
in war time, and the leader was implicitly obeyed whether
present or absent. At the mysterious fiat of their secret leaders
they assassinated individuals and massacred whole villages.
These Druse mystics were practical enough when it came to
war, and is not a practical mystic the most formidable and
responsible for

it,

their

'

terrible of all

combinations ?
The Druses were almost irresistible in mountain warfare.
They sang their war-song in preparation, but were silent when
Aey rushed to the attack. They kept no rank, order or step.
Each man bounded over rocks and obstacles at his best.’
But they all converged on the doomed Maronite village with
extreme and desperate resolution. They developed the ideal
mihtary attack, like a pack of hounds running individually,
’

working^ separately, but each with a common aim and instinct.
This unity of purpose, with diversity in action, was
combined

wth

secrecy of plan

and with obedience to orders. The
Druse method was quite different from the Maronite. In
the
attack on the village already described
the Maronites began
* Bey, MSS.y passim.

THE MARONITES
by defying the Druses with
‘

’

‘

their flags
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and shouts and shots/

but they fled precipitately before the Druses closed with them.^®^
Sometimes they were entirely the victims of surprise. In a
single night and without warning ^villages would be sacked
and burned, the inhabitants slain or dispersed, in half a dozen
different places by a series of admirably concerted and secretly
timed blows. The Maronites were helpless before opponents
who assembled in secret, who attacked suddenly without warning and apparently without leaders. Their own leaders were

—

—

divided, their followers less resolute and less disciplined. They
seldom met Druses in the open, but sometimes fought well
behind cover. Thus their great rock fortress of Zahle had
always hitherto held out victoriously against the Druses.
In ‘ the Mountain ’ the Maronites seem at all times to have
been nearly thrice as many as the Druses. Their nobles were
also more numerous.
But their feudal organisation unsuited them for war, for they had no secret bond uniting them
in obedience to their lords. Towards their lords the Maronite
peasants were not over-friendly.
manliness had remained
with the mountaineers which was absent in the plain-dwellers
of the Nile. The Maronite peasants were men enough to
resent the scorn with which their lords treated them, one of
them even applying to his subjects the supremely contemptuous

A

of giaours (infidels)
They were not bound by any secret
bond of religion to respect their chiefs, and agrarian difficulties
contributed to their revolt in 1859. No such revolt took place
among the Druse peasants at that time, and this fact, as well as
any other, illustrates the difference between the two creeds.
The Maronite peasants were discontented with their lords
because they were divided in their allegiance. They were not
a feudal society held together by a secret religious tie. They
were a society in which religion actually weakened the feudal
bond. In their society the feudal and theocratic elements
struggled for supremacy, and the result was disastrous. The
patriarch of the Maronites governed his see like a theocracy.
He interfered in politics and sought to curtail the power of the
nobles.
In result the nobles retaliated and defied his authority.
The intrusion of religion into politics is seldom beneficial in
the modern state, and had strange results in this medieval
society.
The Maronite church became political without the
Maronite state becoming religious. Manners and morals were
Unfortunately even
not improved by ecclesiastical example.
a Maronite Archbishop presented a forged petition to Her
Majesty’s Government.’
In 1844 a case of embezzlement
involved Maronite patriarch, judge, clergy and three sheikhs.
title

.

‘

I'jS

THE MARONITE PATRIARCH AND GREED

the fraud. The
no better than that of the
conduct of the Maronites was thus
principle and from religious
Druses. The latter deceived on
The
for political reasons.
motiveSj the former in practice and
Rose said perhaps there is
results were much the same.
has not either ashardly an inhabitant in the Lebanon who
connected with forged petitions.’
sisted in getti n g up, or been
And he said roundly, ‘ Altogether there never were such persons
do with the Christians one
as the Lebanese, when one has to
nothing so bad as they. When with the Druses [one
Nor were these deplorable instances
thinks] the same.’
confined to ‘ the Mountain.’ Rose found an instance where
*
a Christian Bishop of Beyrouth had exercised the greatest
'puj'jQsh

govcrmncnt

secretly abetting

tyranny and oppression of Christians in his own diocese, and
that within a month he had bribed witnesses and threatened
excommunication to others in o^der to convict two innocent
men of a murder in order to exculpate his own brother and
nephew of the murder of which they have since been
convicted.’

There were certain elements in the Maronite creed that
were good. It had produced a homogeneous culture out of a
mixed race. The patriarch, though acting partly from motives
of ambition, did something to alleviate the agrarian distress
of his poorer parishioners, and hold up some standard of
idealism. But, like the Greek Orthodox clergy, with whom he
usually worked hand in hand, political exigencies corrupted
and perverted his religious activities. To be successful and
popular with his flock he must be a corrupt wire-puller as well
He must be savage and unscrupulous,
as a religious leader.
like some of those medieval ecclesiastics who sanctioned
massacred heretics for the glory of God. The
election of a patriarch was a source of corruption or of intrigue.
A French consul describes the election of a patriarch in the
He boasts of having secured the elevation of his
forties.
candidate and describes how the new patriarch was menaced
with rifles after his election in order to induce him to resign,

forgeries or

and was only rescued from personal violence by good fortune.
In this case, and in this case only, during this period was the
patriarch a

man

of irreproachable virtue. Unfortunately his
ability and strength of character in no way equalled his piety.
Usually a crafty and unscrupulous politician became patriarch

and pandered to the political prejudices of his flock. Piety
and virtue are not the chief aims of politics in Lebanon or even
perhaps outside it. In any case they are not the results of it.
The Maronite creed itself was a compromise between East

EMIR BESHIR GRAND PRINCE
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and West, a mixture of local prejudice and of Catholic tradiThis creed was Catholic and their patriarch was
tion.
Maronite
elected by a local chapter and confirmed by Rome.
obedience to the Pope was at once limited and peculiar. The
language of their liturgy was Syriac, their rubrics were Arabic
transcribed in Syriac letters. By an extraordinary privilege,
with which even the Pope dared not interfere, their lower
clergy were married. Their political tie with France was even
stronger than their religious one with Rome, and had been
The
closely maintained since the days of Louis Quatorze.
French were bound by treaty to protect them, and gave them
money and promises in abundance. With their own schools,
their own customs, their own privileges, supported by the

Vatican and the Tuileries, the Maronites became arrogant
and ambitious. They were less trained to act together, less
Yet though less formidable they
self-reliant, than the Druses.
were equally fanatical, and during the ages it would be hard
to say whether Druse or Maronite had been the more aggressive.

Ill

Oh

!

nation miserable !

With a

When

tyrant

.

.

.

bloody sceptred

shall thou see thy wholesome days again ?

Macbeth, Act IV, Sc.

3.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the Emir
Beshir began to extend his power in the Lebanon. He had
acquired immense riches by his marriage, and used them to
promote his political influence. He was of the famous Shehab
family, who were supposed to be descended from the tribe of the
Prophet. But he was actually a Druse by upbringing, though
he pursued a Maronite policy. He was indeed Christian,
His palace was
Druse or Turk as it suited his purpose.
called the House of Faith,’ and his faith was comprehensive.
It was alleged that he built a mosque, a church and a
Druse shrine, and worshipped at each in turn. A Druse, a
Christian and a Turk, having each claimed that the prince
was of their faith, referred the matter to his secretary. That
official ordered each of his questioners to receive a hundred
blows of the bastinado for presuming to ask what was the
These may be fables, but there was
religion of their prince.
a calculated mystery as to his faith and his policy, which
enabled him to pose as the champion of one or other sect at
'

CRUELTIES OF EMIR BESHIR

1^8
will.

He

became independent of all parties, outwitting
pashas of Beyrouth and Damascus, betraying

finally

or cajoling the
or destroying the feudal chiefs who opposed his will. Early
in the nineteenth century he became grand prince of ‘ the
Mountain and retained power for a generation. He made
no attempt to subvert the feudal privileges of either Druse or
Maronite chiefs as a class. But his hand fell heavily on individuals questioning his will, and heaviest of all on the leading
Druse chiefs. Thus he confiscated the estates of their wealthiest
Sheikh (Jumblatt) and held them for sixteen years. His
taxation was oppressive also. He extorted regularly from the
Mountain’ a sum almost twice what was considered equitable immediately after his deposition. In addition he imposed
other large exactions. Then his cruelties were frightful. One
of his own family lost both his eyes. Two others lost one
each. One had his tongue slit in addition because he called
out in his agony. ‘ Witness the Emir whom he blinded, witness
the Abubekeds, seven of whom with many children he put to
death in his Serai, the infamous exactions
[He was] the
direct cause of the oppression of the Greek church and [of the]
spoliation of their property .
the indirect instrument of
Ibrahim pasha’s cruelty and oppression and the direct instrument of his own rapacious and cruel oppression.’
The Emir Beshir was one of those singular oriental tyrants
whose policy is cruel and barbarous while their tastes are
artistic and refined.
At Beit-el-Din he built one of the most
charming examples of modern oriental art. Perched on a
Lebanon crag and overlooking a deep ravine is a palace in
the Saracenic style. With its graceful galleries and cool
colonnades it seems a fairy castle. This delightful creation of
his fancy was no less ingenious than his policy.
Fully as
artistic and subtle were his methods of holding Maronites and
Druses in check. His chief residence was at Deir-el-Kamar,
the capital of the Druse country. Strangely enough it was an
object of great veneration to Maronites
it had a convent of
;
the Moon and was sacred to the Virgin. The prince developed
this town in such a way as to play off Maronites against
Druses. His policy was * to render it a focus as well of Christian
industry, as of Christian physical force
for thus he improved
;
the^ cultivation of his own estates, [and] the manufacture of
their produce, and had always at hand the warlike population
of the town to oppose to the Druse chiefs.
He put to
death several of the Abubekeds, the feudal Druse lords, con’

.

.

.

.

.

.

fiscated their estates,

and

either sold

them

or gave them to his Christian adherents.

.

.

at reduced prices
He made roads,

HIS SUCCESS UP TO

i79

1839

passable at least, to the sea, and to the interior, and his exertions converted the wild and small capital of the Druses into
the most thriving commercial town in the mountain with a
population of Christians exceeding by five or six times that of
the Druses. But the policy of the Emir had prepared an
.
abundant harvest of misery for the town of Deir-el-Kamar.
He had raised the Christians on the ruins of the fortune of the
It
Druses, he had caused blood to flow between them.’
was a masterly example of the policy of diuide et imperaJ
But it was purely personal to the prince, and, as soon as a
.

.

‘

ruler arose, the Druses wreaked a bloody vengeance on
the Christians of this cultivated town.
The old prince showed an unsurpassed talent for dealing

weak

with the politics of his native Lebanon, and it was not till his
old age that he failed to appreciate the world beyond his
mountain. In his earlier days he had shown a rare prudence
in dealing with it. Napoleon had sent him a present of a
magnificent musket in 1799 and asked him to join the French.
Beshir answered that he would do so as soon as the French
had taken Acre, and it was precisely at Acre that Napoleon
failed.
He managed with great address to play off one
Turkish pasha against another, and to play off the Sultan
against Mehemet Ali. He was hardly disturbed or even
threatened by Ibrahim’s conquest of Syria. He had already
betrayed his master, so he came to terms with the conqueror
and ruled in peace. He assisted in disarming both Druses and
Maronites in Lebanon. When Ibrahim attempted to force
conscription on the Hauran the prince kept the Lebanon
quiet and sent troops to assist him. In the proscription that
followed Ibrahim’s victory the Druses suffered both in ‘the
Mountain and the plain. The old prince took advantage of
the opportunity and furnished weapons to seven thousand
Maronites whom Ibrahim had previously disarmed. In this
way he obtained their support in case Ibrahim should turn
against him. At the same time he took care to punish such
Druses as were his enemies and to pardon any who were his
Once again the old man had triumphed and by the
friends.
end of 1839 he seemed more powerful than ever. He was, in
fact, about to commit the great blunder of his life.
Ibrahim’s measures at the beginning of 1840 were calcu’

lated to drive the whole Lebanon into revolt. The two principles by which all the tribesmen held were that they should
carry arms and should not pay more than their accustomed
Ibrahim was
taxes.
It was rumoured at the end of 1839
going to disarm them and then proceed to a military con-

THE PRINCE CEINGS TO IBRAHIM
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Nothing but the rumour was newUxl to turn them
all against Ibrahim, and to make; the Sultan for the moment
I do not remember,' wrote the llritish Consul from
popular.
Beyrouth, so strong and general a jianic to have prevailed
amongst the inhabitants even in the worst times of the conI doubt much whether the Christian
scription in Syria.
population of Lebanon would quietly submit to a fixed levy.
There is decidedly a strong reaction in favour of the Sultan

scription.

‘

‘

among them

the Hatli-Shmjf wliich
the jiart of the government could not

since the publication

any violent measure on

ol‘

denied any intenHut they could
tion of enforcing conscription for the present.
not deny that disarmament was intended and that this was
directly contrary to Ibrahim’s pledges to the Maronites of the
year before. By the end of February Moore reported that
Christians and Druses would resist all attempts to enrol or
disarm them.’ Ibrahim, having thus brought two deadly
enemies together, proceeded to weld them into unity. He
announced that he was going to exact taxes in one year
equivalent in amount to the sums usually exacted in three
Finally he issued to the insurgents on June 6, 1840, a
years.
proclamation. He then declared that he would destroy their
persons and ruin their dwelling places completely ’ unless
they yielded obedience to their prince.
Now was the moment for Emir Beshir to decide. Palmer-

fail to increase.

’

The Egyptian

ollicials

‘

‘

ston as early as April 2 1 had instructed Ponsonby to press the
Sultan to make every concession to the Druses.-®^ Promises
of aid came through secret agents to the Mountain.’ The
insurgents got together and encamped in the pinewoods at the
gates of Beyrouth. They showed no signs of yielding, their
‘

nunabers increased till they included some of the prince’s own
fai^y. In June they issued a proclamation declaring that the
prince was misled and constrained by Ibrahim. They appealed
to England and to France to protect them against a foreign
tyranny.
last effort was made by Ibrahim.
He sent
fifteen thousand troops to Beyrouth and told the prince to

A

meet the insurgents and conciliate them with promises. Force
and cajolery were alike useless.
I consider Egyptian influence at an end in Syria, and if arms and munitions are
supplied, the pasha’s troops will be driven out to a man or
massacred.’
In July twenty-four chiefs signed a declaration
deposing the p^ce. In August, after his celebrated July
treaty was published to the world, Palmerston
openly declared that the British fleet would come
to the aid of the
.Syrians.
On August 14 Napier’s advance guard of British,
‘

AND

IS

DEPOSED

l8l

Austrian and Turkish ships was off the Syrian coast and visible
from the slopes of Lebanon. Arms and freedom were in
sight.

In the middle of August Wood made a last overture to the
old prince. He promised him substantial autonomy if he
would abandon Ibrahim. Reschid pasha promised him the
pardon of the Sultan. Napier issued a proclamation bidding
the Lebanese break the force of the tyrant, and the tyrant was
But the old man remained true
still Ibrahim, not Beshir.
Ibrahim had concentrated twelve thousand troops
to Egypt.
at Zahle, as an ominous hint of the consequences of disobedience. The prince did not understand sea-power and acted,
He sent his eldest son to
as he thought, with great cleverness.
the British, pretending to be in their favour, but stating that
Though British ships were on
at present he must be neutral.
the coast, though arms were being poured into the Mountain,’
though Druses and Maronites were combining against him, the
prince refused to declare against Ibrahim. He did not understand that only a public declaration for the Sultan would save
his diadem.
A month after the British had landed the old
prince was still wavering, and was consequently deposed. In
his extremity he offered twenty thousand pounds to a British
consul if he could remain in Syria, and, for the first time in his
life, found a bribe refused with indignation.
He was conveyed
with every mark of respect to a British ship and thence to
Malta. After a time he returned to Constantinople, where
he drew a pension and intrigued ceaselessly for return. He
scattered his agents and his gold through Lebanon.
He was
surrounded by members of his family, some of whom turned
Mussulman.^®^ Various reasons were ascribed as the cause.
Two of them had wives very old and plain and wished to
the rest seem to have thought they might
try a change
promote their return to Lebanon by apostasy. The old man,
however, remained enigmatic. As in the days of his power
he was so liberal that he was Christian, Mohammedan and
Druse according to circumstances.’ He lived till 1850 and
died at the age of eighty-seven. His active career had ended
ten years before when he rejected the British overture of
August 1840.
Emir Beshir’s successor was a Shehab,but not the Shehab
he would himself have named, a nephew who, though seventy
The Emir
years old, had offered his sword to the British.
[Beshir Kassim] was the first to answer the call of Her Majesty
and the Sultan’s officers to the Syrians to support their legitiHe rode into
mate sovereign. He risked his all to do so.’
‘

^

’

;

‘

‘

the new prince of LEBANON
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mountaineers. On
October 4, 1840, he sallied out with a thousand followers
against five times’ that number of Egyptians. They fought in
the gorge by the Dog river, beside rocks inscribed with the
vietories of Assyrian and Babylonian kings, of Pharaohs, of
Roman and of Moslem conquerors. The Egyptians retreated
the

camp

of Djuni with five thousand

of two thousand men, and the Emir won the princely
HiaHpm on the field of battle. Wood, the British commissioner,
published the Sultan’s firman deposing the old prince, and

with a

loss

solemnly invested Beshir Kassim.^*® On the loth the new
prince supported Napier in the victory at Calat-Meidan,
where the hitherto invincible Ibrahim fled the field in disgrace
with only a few followers. Napier turned off to capture Acre
while the new prince and his mountaineers pursued Ibrahim.
That general showed a flash of his old greatness in a night
But the more grandiose scheme of retaking Acre was
atta ck
defeated by the new prince, whose mountaineers made a
stubborn resistance to Ibrahim’s projected advance in the
i^ti-Lebanon. In December the prince boldly advanced to
within three hours of Damascus and threatened Ibrahim in
Before the end of the year Ibrahim abandoned
his capital.
Damascus for Egypt. The new prince had a brief moment
of triumph, which was literally the last he was ever to enjoy.
The common hatred of Ibrahim had united everybody
against the old prince. The Druses and the Turks speedily
repented of having elevated his nephew. The new prince was
as haughty and tyrannical as his uncle, but soon proved to be
weak and incompetent. To the Druses a second Shehab was
anathema, for the old one had mortally injured their race.
They believed that a new Shehab would favour the Maronites,
and indeed he speedily did so. The Druses were resolved to
get rid of the hated Shehab race and, if they could not do it by
agitation, they meant to revolt.
And revolt would be safe
enough as soon as the British troops disappeared. The Druses
did their best in secret to discredit the new prince, awaiting
the time for deposing him. They found fellow-conspirators
in the Turks, though they were not betrayed by their
treacherous masters. They wanted another prince, perhaps a
Mohammedan the Turks wanted no prince at all. The
Turks, of course, saw their opportunity for reducing
the
Mountain’ to the state of an ordinary province ruled by a
pasha, and wished to abolish at once prince, privileges and
feudalism. But to the Druses they pretended only that they
were ready to depose the prince. England was his only true
fidend.
Ponsonby and P^merston both saw that the con.

;

‘

THE TURKS INTRIGUE AGAINST HIM
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a prince was understood and that it
ensured the liberties and privileges of * the Mountain.’ The
Lebanon was the actual place where Ibrahim had been overthrown and the key to the situation. If the Turk alienated
peoples so well able to harass his communications, he would
simply make it easier for Ibrahim to reconquer Syria. Their
view was right enough, but the wrong man had been chosen
stitutional position of

for prince.

IV
secretly fomented a civil war between Christians and
In 1841 the Turks
Druses with the culpable object of weakening and destroying these rival sects
Richard Wood, March 28, 1853.
.

.

.

,

A

Strong government, treating all religions with impartial
corrupt rule, favouring Mohamseverity, had disappeared.
medans at the expense of Christians, had followed. The
Mohammedans, delighted at the opportunity, sought to promote a general reaction in favour of the Koran.’ The
Gulhane decree of reform hampered governors both ways. The
pasha of Sidon declared he ‘ dared not strike a workman,’
and did not try to prevent the Mohammedans from arming.
The pasha of Beyrouth regarded the decree of Gulhane as a
dead letter, and lifted no hand to protect the Christians. The
pashas of Damascus and Aleppo acquiesced in, and even
promoted, anarchy. The Arabs of the desert, whom Ibrahim
had so sternly repressed, raided from the gates of Damascus
They looted and burned villages, held
to the shores of Galilee.
up small towns to ransom, and terrorised peaceful citizens.
Misrule, tending to anarchy, was everywhere. But in ' the
Mountain itself lay the real difficulty. There Druses and
Maronites had received abundance of arms from the British,
and their quenchless hatred had revived. The old prince
was sending money to the Maronites to procure his recall
Ibrahim pasha was intriguing with the Druses. The new
prince had no efficient bodyguard, the Turks kept him short of
cash, and the British had halved the taxation exacted under the
old regime. The new prince had therefore only one resource,
and fell back on the Maronites. They proposed to reduce
the privileges and power of the Druse chiefs and compelled
the helpless prince to support them.
The patriarch’s intolerant
attempt to do away with the feudal rights of the Druses over
their Christian vassals was one of the primary causes of the
It was in fact the most important single
revolt of 1841.’

A

‘

’

‘

NEJIB PASHA AS MACHIAVELLI
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cause, and, in this sense, the Maronites were aggressive and
provoked the conflict. The actual incidents producing bloodshed were utterly trivial, as in all cases in this period. One
revolt arose from a dispute about a partridge ; a second from a
quarrel about cockchafers ; a third began when an old man

pushed an old woman away from a fruit tree.
The Turks had a strong reason for letting the Druses cut
the throats of the Maronites, a reason carefully kept out of
If they did the throat-cutting
the Blue Books of the period.
themselves the French might intervene on behalf of the
Maronites. Hence the Druses must strike the blow, not the
It was an unprincipled and a shortsighted policy.
Turks.
On the other hand, they [the Turks] raised up a power, that
The prince might
of the Druses, which now controls them.’
still have weathered the storm if he had had time to execute
the new proposals of the powers and been honestly supported
by the Turks. Wood headed a Turkish commission of
settlement, which succeeded in inducing both Maronites and
(council)
Druses to pay tribute. He also got a ‘ Mejliss
established for the Mountain,’ consisting of three Maronites,
This
three Druses, one Turk, one Greek and one Metiiali.
gave proper representation of all parties, which would in time
have acted as a check upon the prince and his Maronite advisers.
But this reform was instituted in August 1841, just a little too
The Druses, who were clever enough, soon saw that the
late.
Turks had no intention of checking any excesses which they
might commit. The worst possible governors had been installed.
The pasha of Beyrouth pandered to the natural and
unnatural vices of his officers. He did literally nothing to
avert the uprising beforehand ; he remained inert after it had
broken out, and was finally compelled to act by the foreign
consuls. The conduct of the governor of Damascus was even
worse. Nejib pasha was a brutal reactionary who had been
dismissed on one occasion by Mahmud for intolerance to
Christians, and was in principle favourable to the Druses.
After that he had been used by Ibrahim to corrupt the Divan
in Constantinople and was suspected of still being in his pay.
At this crisis he played a most shameful part, making it easy
‘

.

.

.

’

‘

for the Druses to attack the Maronites.^®®

One

of his

officials

naively confessed that he had known a fortnight beforehand
of the Druse intention to attack Deir-el-Kamar. Nejib removed

a moderate and popular Mohammedan governor from the
Anti-Lebanon (close to the scene of action) and replaced him
by a Druse chief.
Aided by five hundred Turkish horse this
ruffian attacked Zahle and slew over two hundred persons before
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the foreign consuls intervened. Not content with stimulating
attacks on the Lebanon from without, Nejib pasha did his
He instructed
best to excite Druses to further excesses within.
an official not to trouble himself about what was going on in
the Lebanon, for that everything that had taken place there
had been done with the full sanction of the Porte.’
Then
he declared his intention of going to Mecca, and his departure
would certainly have been the signal for a massacre of
Christians, and was no doubt intended as such.
Only with
great difficulty could he be persuaded to abandon it. Long
before they actually came to blows with the Maronites the
Druses were well aware that the Turks would do nothing to
save
their
enemies from their vengeance.
Every day
increases my long entertained suspicions that the Druses act
with the consent of the Turkish authorities. It is the universal
opinion of all my colleagues.’
So reported Rose.
None the less the Maronites struck the first blow and
killed a number of Druses in a trifling affray near Deir-el‘

‘

The Maronites were

Kamar.

but their very
The Druses previous to the

victorious,

victory was to be fatal to them.
attack
were very nearly coming to hostilities amongst
themselves, but they sacrificed their private quarrels to what
they conceived to be the common good.’
In a few days,
by one of their surprisingly swift and concerted move‘

.

.

.

ments, they advanced on Deir-el-Kamar and blockaded the
grand prince and the Maronites within the town. During
September 14 and 15 they met a feeble resistance, and on
the 1 6th were on the point of capturing the town. But
Colonel Rose appeared on the scene in company with a
Turkish pasha and, galloping between the combatants at the
risk of his life, induced them to stay their hands.
It was only
at the last moment that the consuls had agreed to send Rose
with Ajoub pasha to stop the conflict and Ajoub alone
would certainly have done nothing. As it was he showed no
pleasure at the relief of the town and grossly insulted the
prince.
From the Damascus side Nejib pasha secretly incited
the Druses of the Hauran to revolt, and is even said to have
supplied them with arms. These actions so encouraged the
Druses that they advanced once more on Deir-el-Kamar on

October

The

was seized and given over to loot.
Colonel Rose again arrived in time to stop an indiscriminate
slaughter, but he could not prevent men, women and children
from being killed and churches and villages from being ruined
in the neighbourhood. The Christians seemed helpless, though
exhortations to battle of a most unchristianlike character came
14.

city
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The Greek bishop

of Zahle urged his
flock to ' spare the females but as to everything else, such as
murdering, plundering and burning, be sure to do all this, and
continue your prayers and confessions, for this is a holy war.’
The Maronite patriarch was ill in bed. He declared in public
that he wanted to be carried into battle at the head of his
men, and in private asked for a ship to be sent to rescue him
and his followers. The prince had already, in effect, abdicated.
On October 5 the prince, finding his orders disobeyed and
the situation dangerous, had decided to evacuate Deir-elKamar. The Druses attacked him as he issued from the town
and cut down some of his retainers. The prince himself lost
his turban and received a wound in the hand, but he retained
his seat in the saddle and escaped.
As he fled along the road
to the coast he saw his palace at Baabda in flames.
Near

from

their bishops.

were actually assaulted by some Turkish
irregular cavalry, who had been sent out to protect him!
His followers were harassed and pursued up to the very gate
Beyrouth

his followers

of the town, but the prince again escaped, only to find his
home in the city in flames. The mob had destroyed it under
the eyes of the pasha, who did nothing to hinder them. Henceforth the prince was without honour, without power and without even a dwelling-house.
He dared not return to the
Mountain and lingered on miserably at Beyrouth till deposed
by Jirman of the Sultan in January 1842. He went into exile
like the old uncle he had superseded, having lost property
worth a million piasters which was never repaid him.
‘

’

V
Europe

is

sometimes useful.

^Talleyrand.

The Four Powers had promised

that Lebanon and Syria
should enjoy a rule better than that of Ibrahim. Early in
1841 one British agent reported Syria as ' ripe for revolt,’ and
in October the Lebanon rose.
The real cause was the refusal
of the Turks to fulfil their honourable obligations. Even in the
midst of the fighting Izzet Mehemet had tried to ignore them.
So early as April 1841 Palmerston directed Ponsonby ‘ earnesdy to exhort the Turkish to cause the new laws for the improvement of the various branches of administration through-

out Turkey to be ri^dly and impartially executed in every
Drovince of the Empire,’
It was especially the Lebanon
and Syria that he had in mind, for Palmerston’s interest in
Jews as well as in Druses was assuming significant forms.

THE

‘

BATON

These obligations were

’
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by Aberdeen,

accepted

the
‘
successor of Palmerston.
The preservation of the authority
of the Sultan, and of the actual state of possession in the East,
are considered by the Allied Powers as essential to the permanence of general tranquillity in Europe. This object, therefore, is the foundation of their policy.’
Aberdeen desired
‘
real reforms ’ not a busy meddling policy.’
The instrument
of reform was the union and concert ’ of diplomats, but there
was not to be anything like a formal conference of ambassadors
at Constantinople.’
These instructions of Aberdeen were addressed, not to
Ponsonby but to the famous Sir Stratford Canning, who had
resumed his old post at Constantinople. He was much more
in earnest about reform than his predecessor, but, unfortunately,
at this moment reaction was supreme.
Early in 1841 the
reactionaries had dismissed Reschid and by the end of the
year had sent all reformers packing. The savage Izzet
Mehemet became Grand Vizier, a choice specially unfortunate
for Syria.
During his short stay there in 1840 as Viceroy of
Egypt and Syria ’ he had alienated everyone. Jochmus
declared him, and not Ibrahim, " the greatest enemy in Syria at
present.’
Wood had to intervene to prevent him giving five
hundred lashes to a cook for over-salting his soup.
Rose
found both him and his secretary notorious for corruption.’
He was the personal enemy of the new grand prince. He
disclosed his programme of policy in an interview with Testa,
the Netherlands Minister, ‘ in a dirty shop ’ and disguised.
He ‘ swears by the one God that to submit the Druses to a
Ghristiau prince would be to deliver the Christian population
of the mountain to certain destruction. .
The inhabitants
of this coun^ are indocile and almost savage, and when one
has to do with them, one recognizes the truth of the axiom
the batonis a giftfallenfromheaven’ 279
Hehad already illustrated
these principles. He had made the ruthless Omer pasha chief
fully

®

‘

‘

‘

‘

.

.

mihtary commander in the Lebanon, he had refused to remove
the tyrannical Nejib pasha from Damascus. His chief Civil
Commissioner in Syria, Mustapha pasha, had promptly
degraded and removed the Emir Beshir Kassim from being
grand prince. More ominous still, the office remained in
suspense. The obvious aim was to abolish the prince and
the
old constitution of Lebanon with its carefully defined
powers
and to substitute a direct Turkish military rule. The baton,
not the sceptre, was to prevail. Such a policy could only
end
in rebellion so long as the Lebanese held arms in
their hands.
The European Powers at first failed to get Omer removed
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from his command. But they got Nejib transferred from
Damascus to Bagdad (April 1842)5 where his brutality proved
dangerous, to the Porte.
Mustapha pasha, who was named Seraskier^ or Minister,
began forging a series of petitions in which the Lebanese
Petitions and
mountaineers prayed for direct Turkish rule.
counter-petitions are going on here and Mustapha Pasha
alternately employs blows and cajolings for what suits his
policy is [direct] Turkish government in the Mountain. The
situation would be a farce, were not such grave issues involved.
Above all he sought to work on the Druses to prevent a third
equally

useless,

but actually

less

‘

There was

the most direct
oppression of those who declare for the Shehab,’ oppression
taking the shape of Druses with sticks.’ But force failed, as
did fraud. The petitions were generally admitted to have been
due to forgery or to terrorism. The signs of rebellion grew.
Mustapha pasha’s nerve gave out and he slunk away in the
The Seraskier embarked the day before yesterday.
autumn.
His end was of a piece with a career here marked by fanaticism
and delusion. The Emir Rasslan headed a sort of triumphal
parting procession followed by a mad and somewhat naked
dervish, with whom the Seraskier shook hands as his foot left

Shehab from becoming prince.

^

'

'

Syria.’

While Mustapha had been forging petitions and hobnobbing with dervishes in Syria, Europe had at last intervened
In January 1842 the Five Ambassadors
at Constantinople.
at Constantinople had advised the Porte to put in another of
the Shehab family as prince. This proposal was not a wise
one, for it would have disturbed the Druses. Fortunately the
Porte proved obdurate until Stratford became convinced of
the unwisdom of the attempt. Aberdeen showed himself
unexpectedly resolute.
desire to respect the

‘

One

thing

is

certain.

With every

independence of the Porte, to abstain

from all interference in the internal administration of the
Empire ; and making allowance for the many and great
difficulties in the government of Syria, the Powers of Christendom will never tolerate a continuance of these excesses, which
are in truth perfectly gratuitous, and which it is manifestly in
the power of the Turkish government at once to check.’
Aberdeen could state the general principle, Stratford produced the practical measures. So early as March he thought
he had procured the recall of Omer pasha. He despaired of
obtaining the reinstatement of the Shehab family, but hoped
to effect some arrangement tending to the restoration of the
‘

former state of things.’
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written by Stratford on March 17 formed the
The proposal
basis of Aberdeen’s instruction to him in July.
a
was to divide the ^Mountain into two districtSj each under

A memo

^

kaimakam (deputy-governor). The division was to be roughly
geographical a Maronite area to the north, which included
Deir-el-Kamar, and a Druse area to the south. There was
a Maronite
to be a Druse kaimakam for the Druse district, and
Stratford’s March memo had provided that
for the Maronite.
these two governors should be under the control of a Shehab
prince. The July instruction abandoned both prince and
Shehab and proposed that the ultimate control should be a
Turkish pasha at Damascus or elsewhere.^®^ The Turks
resisted this new project for a time, but the reactionaries began
Izzet Mehemet was turned out from
to weaken and to fall.
the Grand Viziership in favour of the more conciliatory Rauf
Mustapha was recalled in October and replaced by Aasaad
pasha. Finally Omer pasha and most of his savage Albanian
troops were recalled. The July plan was accepted in principle
by the end of September 1842, but it proved just too late to
;

European intervention too often does.
The Porte surrendered to Europe just after the Mountain
had already burst into revolt. The Lebanese despaired of the
Turks ever making concessions, and sought to extort them by
arms. Omer pasha had proved a good soldier but a bad
On at least one occasion he looked on with inpolitician.

avert disaster.

’

'

The
difference while Druses battered Maronites with clubs.
Druses, who were past masters in fraud as well as in force, were
not long deceived by his pretended favour. Even so early
was remarked that the notable Druses
In March it was reported that
are not his lieutenants.’
powerful Druse chiefs have made overtures to Maronites.’
On April 6 Omer pasha invited five of their leading chiefs to
dinner, arrested them and hurried them off to a prison at
Sidon. These acts of shameful treachery only united Maronites
and Druses against him. He confiscated all the immense
estates of the Jumblatt family, and in October made another
attempt to capture Druse chiefs and succeeded in arresting one
of their best generals by stratagem. By this time the Druses
were prepared to go every length against the
as a body

as

February 1842

it

‘

‘

‘

’

‘

Turkish government.’ They turned to their first general,
Shibh-el-Anian, and requested him to lead them against Omer.
Towards the end of November thousands of Druses
besieged Omer at Beit-ed-Din. They occupied the adjacent
heights, cut off the water-supply, and held him in a trap.
But
Omer was an undaunted soldier. He sallied out as a convoy

igo

Europe’s scheme adopted

and reinforcements were arriving, heavily defeated the Druses
and brought both triumphantly into camp. In mid-November

The Druses demanded

the release of
their captured chiefs, the dismissal of Omer and the suspension
of attempts at disarmament. Omer replied that the Druses
had not paid the indemnities due for their spoliation of
Christian property the year before. They answered by stating
'
the well-known fact that by far the largest portion [of the
plunder] had been given in bribes to Mustapha, Selim and
other pashas and Turkish authorities.’
One sheikh had
given Mustapha’s coffee-maker five pounds, and other bribes
had been proportionate. There seemed a complete deadlock.
The Druses could not storm Omer’s camp, and would not
accept his terms.
The concessions already made at Constantinople at last
proved of service. Omer was recalled and the Druses relaxed
their blockade.
He took some of his turbulent Albanians
with him overseas. The new governor, Aasaad pasha, though
not ideal, was on the whole better than any pasha who has
been here,’ his fault of avarice ’ being comparatively venial.
In addition the Porte was sufficiently frightened by the Druse
revolt to put Stratford’s scheme of government by the two
kaimakams into operation.^® ^ The question whether the
Maronite kaimakam should be of the Shehab family distracted
the Five Powers, but ultimately it was decided not to have one.
The Powers thus adopted an anti-Shehab policy, which was
disagreeable to the Maronites.* On January i, 1843, ^he Emir
Haider Abui Lama was chosen Maronite kaimakam. The Druse
kaimakam Emir Achmed Raslar was (appropriately enough)
summoned from a prison to his governorship. The other
leading Druse chiefs were released in February. In March
the new Druse kaimakam suddenly declared himself a Mussulman, a conversion which disturbed both his compatriots and
the Turks.
negotiations ensued.

‘

‘

The

sorely tried mountaineers might have settled down in
peace but for the insidious policy of the Porte. Nejib, as a

legacy of evil, had recommended on his departure that the
district of Djebail should be separated from the Maronite
kaimakamship. The Porte accepted the proposal without consulting the Powers.
The transfer of the Christian Djebail
area to Turkish rule would have enabled Turkish direct rule
to be instituted over about a third of the Mountain ’ and

last

‘

* As if to complete the comedy a Druse petition for a Shehab
had been produced. Rose thought it sincere. Vide Churchill, Druzes and Maroniies, 75-6. and
F, 0 , 78/496. From Rose, No. 79 of November
4, 1842.

.
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placed two-thirds of it under anti-Christian control. Stratford
at once remonstrated in conjunction with the other diplomats.
In reply the Porte showed its usual duplicity. They first
contended that the Djebail was really a district under the
and next argued that they had never
pasha of Tripoli
meant to separate it from the northern half of Lebanon.
They gave way in the end and even Stratford entertained ‘ a
sanguine hope of a permanent settlement. But the reports of
There is nothing
his consuls were as pessimistic as ever.
;

’

'

which denotes that the Sultan’s officers can govern these
The Egypcountries/ wrote the consul from Aleppo in July.
tians with all their vices and defects managed matters much
The
Rose made a still more mournful admission
better.’
‘

:

Porte has deemed fit to resume, or rather to continue her policy
of fostering the [bad] feeling between Christians and Druses.’

VI
Civil dissension is a viperous

That gnaws

the bowels

worm

of the Commonwealth.

Henry VI,
Of the

Part

I,

Act

III, Sc.

i

That foul conspiracy
beast Caliban and his confederates.

Tempest, Act IV,

Sc.

i

of 1843 had a good many merits. Communications were improved, taxation lightened, brigandage
became for the time less common. The kaimakams even succeeded in getting debts paid to British merchants by occasionThe peasants, whether Druse or
ally arresting the debtors.
Maronite, showed their sense of the new economic benefits.
The relation of landlord and tenant remained absolutely
undisturbed, and even the tribal hostilities slumbered. Disturbances or revolts of the period were due to the ambition
of feudal chiefs or to the duplicity of the Turks. The two
kaimakams had unfortunately little wherewith to curb their
nobles or to checkmate their suzerain. Each had authority,
dignity and position ; neither had executive power, money,
The mixed districts, where the Druse and
soldiers or police.
Maronite populations met and mingled, added to the danger.
Ethnic or religious difficulties can generally be solved, if each
distinct race or creed is confined to a definite area.
But such
homogeneous units are rare, and the gorges of the Lebanon
were full of debatable lands. In the valley of Deir-el-Kamar
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In the
Druse landlords controlled Maronite peasants.
Kesrouan Christian sheikhs ruled over Druse peasants. Here
was a carpet of mingled and clashing colours. These mixed
could only have been well governed if the two
districts
kaimakams could have relied upon the loyalty of the Turkish
government. But, according to a singularly detached observer,
Whatever policy may have directed the Councils of the Porte,
‘

’

‘

evident that the new systems of administration met with
Now, if the kaimakams were
no support at its hands.’
condemned by the Sultan to be men in buckram,’ the
mountaineers would soon be in revolt.
Just when the kaimakams were being inaugurated Rose
announced the fresh, the fourth obstacle, or artifice, which in
one short month had been planned by the Porte in order to
render nugatory the plan of government proposed by the
This treachery was ultimately fatal to success,
Powers.’
for it was accompanied by reluctance and opposition on the
part both of Austrian and French consuls and agents. These
two Catholic powers recognised too late that a Shehab as prince
would have promoted the interests of Catholicism, Every
effort of secret intrigue was therefore used to discredit the
existing government so as to justify the recamng of the old
dynasty. Unfortunately an ideal centre for intrigue existed
at Deir-el-Kamar. Any intriguer, by a little gold or other
stimulus, could stir one or other faction of this city to madness.
Though it was the Druse capital, it had been handed over to
the Maronite kaimakam. Its Maronite peasants. Druse landlords and Turkish garrison formed a witches’ cauldron of
it is

'

unrest.

One advantage existed, and that was that Stratford Canning
was prepared to intervene from Constantinople. The bastinadoing of a Lebanon sheikh led him to compel the Porte to
issue an order that no sheikh or emir should be subjected to
such an indignity again. When three years’ arrears of tribute
were demanded from the Kesrouan, Stratford immediately
intervened, and secured the suspension of the exaction,
because England had promised that these arrears should not
be levied. But even Stratford’s activity could not prevent
the Druses and Maronites from quarrelling again or the Turks
from inciting them to do so. ‘No government understands
so well the art of placing at variance sheikh with sheikh, family
with family, and sect against sect. They know the price of
all, and lasdy they feel no compunction in abandoning any
measure however strongly they may have brought it forward,
however much they may be pledged to it.’

FRENCH AGENTS

IN SYRIA
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For two or three years Europe had shown a united front
to Turkey over the Syrian question.
But in 1844 this harmony
disappeared and each European nation intrigued in the
Lebanon against the other. The fruits of this dissension were
soon seen. France showed special activity among the MaroniteSj

‘

for her

own purposes/

said the ex-prince,

Emir

Beshir.

^

The

future Maronite kaimakam
admitted that the French
agents had endeavoured to create a party in Lebanon favourable to French and adverse to British and Turkish interests,
that the patriarch, and others of the Maronite clergy had
assisted those endeavours.’
The French vice-consul of Sidon
was said to have armed a Christian village against the Druses.
‘
know positively that the French have intrigued to incite
the Christians to revolt.’ The most specific charges against
France are made by Colonel Rose. ‘ In May, June and July

We

here [Beyrouth] the French agents made promises
of physical assistance to the Maronites, in resisting the payment
of the taxes imposed by the officers of the Porte.
Such a
knowledge was calculated not only to cause mistrust of the
French and a dread of her intentions, but similar feelings as to
the Maronites, in the minds of the Turkish authorities. This
circumstance was the first and real cause of the fear of foreigners
on the part of the Turks. That in revenge and in dread of
the alliance of French and Maronite influence they should
have let loose on the latter people, their hereditary enemies
*
the Druses, no one deplores more than myself.’
Here is a definite indictment both of French and Turks by
an English consul. It is easy to exaggerate its weight in the
case of the French, especially as their consular archives are not
open. Moral and historical ties attached them to the Maronites by an older and stronger bond than attached any other race
to a European power. Yet all European powers were interested. The Austrians had made advances to the Maronites, the
Russians to Greek Christians and even to the Druses. But the
Druses, just because the French favoured the Maronites, chose
the English for their protectors. They in fact received various
favours from us and were doubtless encouraged to revolt in
1841 by the belief that the British would condone their action.]*
In January 1843 Aberdeen definitely forbade British agents to
take side as between the two races. He also endeavoured to
restrict the activity of his agents.
They must not be too
authoritative, they must abstain in future from active interlast [1841]

.

.

.

‘

* Bey. MSS., pte. Rose to Wood, March 22, 1842. He speaks of an intercepted (French) correspondence and ‘ other satisfactory evidence ’ as his proofs.
t For the British connexion with the Druses vide infra, n. 261, pp. 439--42.
*

’

:
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ference/ they must not make themselves responsible in any
way for the performance of engagements into which any
294
parties in Syria [Turks or Syrians] may think fit to enter.’
England, under the gentle Aberdeen, tried to calm the turmoil
of Syrian politics. In particular, she renounced any attempt to
restore the Shehab dynasty, in deference to Turkish views.
She aimed steadily at a balance of power in Syria, just as much
Her efforts were to keep the Shehab out and
as in Europe.
therefore to maintain the existing status. France and Austria
sought to restore the Shehab and therefore to upset it and the
'

system of 1843.
In April 1844 Halil, the

Gapudan pasha, with

Turkish
three-deckers and three frigates, arrived at Beyrouth. He
explained to Rose that the Turks would not allow a Shehab to
return to power and meant to enforce and apply the system
of the two kaimakams. He also professed a desire to better the
six

condition of Christians in the mixed districts. But the fleet,
though imposing enough in the Bay of Beyrouth, made no
impression on those who dwelt in the gorges and mountains of

Lebanon, because The Gapudan had literally no troops.’
In August a local rising in the Besharre district in favour of the
Shehabs was suppressed with surprising quickness. Halil took
advantage of the calm to announce his policy. The Porte, he
said, would pay three-quarters of the indemnity due to the
On
Christians, leaving only a fourth to be paid by the Druses.
October 31 Halil announced this to a meeting of notables as
one of several immutable decisions of the Sultan. Immediately after this decision the Maronite patriarch announced his
refusal to accept it, and threatened his followers with excommunication unless they followed his example.
Halil proved a broken reed in face of this formidable
opposition.
So far from endeavouring to carry it [the policy]
‘

‘

’

‘

out [he] had sought to cause its failure.’ * When taxed with his
behaviour he made a wretched defence and impressed Rose
with his lamentable disregard of truth.’ The Christians of
the mixed districts refused to obey his orders, and he then
announced that his instructions ^ did not empower him to use
coercion.’
Then he lost heart and, in shameful wise, left
Syria altogether. Stratford summed up the situation thus
*
The Turkish authorities are openly accused of having acted
with premeditated hesitation and duplicity, in some instances
‘

’

‘

F.O, 195/235. From Rose, No. 71 of November 21, 1844. Incredible as
it may seem, the Porte had dictated this attitude by deciding not to sanction
coercive measures without consent of the five consuls. As Rose wrote, ‘ I
do not think the French consul would ever sanction . .
coercive measures.*
F.O. 195/235. From Rose, No. 55 of September 24.
.

THE MARONITES ATTACK,

1

845

I95

promoting the progress of disorder by the slowness and inadequacy of the means employed for its prevention, and in others
actually stimulating to the commission of crime those whom
they were commissioned to restrain.
To crown all it was in

many

revolting incidents that [Halil] the Capudan pasha took his departure.’
The Turkish government
in reply admitted the inconvenience of Halil’s departure and
made practically no attempt to refute the other charges. Most

the midst of so

of them were kept out of the Blue Books.
It
The situation was exactly depicted by a Druse sheikh.
was as clear as day/ he said, that the government wished
troubles to take place between Christians and Druses in order to
step in and establish their rule.’
The same testimony came
from the Druse kaimakam^ from his brothers, and from various
Maronites. Rose was horrified to learn that a Turkish official had
told a Druse that, in case of a conflict with the Maronites, he
would not interfere at all or put a stop to the collision but simply
report.’
Halil’s departure from Beyrouth was a great encouragement to all the elements of disorder. When peoples thirst
‘

^

'

one another’s blood there is no difficulty about pretexts.
was not a cockchafer, but a partridge which led to fighting

for
It

this time.

The Maronites certainly began the attack in the mixed
districts.
They moved on the Choueifat (Shoof) district,
burning fourteen villages, and reached Mukhtara itself, the
residence of Said Bey Jumblatt (April 1845). They got up
to the walls of the castle, but were repelled by volleys from
Turkish regular troops, who for once arrived in time. Encouraged by this success, the Maronites launched a great
offensive on the Druses of the Meten district in May.
It was
successful because the Turkish soldiers withdrew just before the
Maronites arrived. The Turkish arrival at Mukhtara and their
departure from the Meten seem to have been equally accidental.
The Druses soon found their revenge, for the Maronites never

made head

them for long. They slew nine priests,
plundered one convent and burned another. They penned
over five hundred Maronites, including some Shehab emirs, in
a castle at Abey.* The Druses offered to allow them to depart
under a Turkish escort to Sidon and Beyrouth. The Turkish
troops had made no effort to resist the Druses and probably
intended to let the fugitives be attacked by the numerous
against

bands of Druses hovering in the neighbourhood. But, just
as the procession was departing. Colonel Rose rode up and told
the Druses that British honour was pledged to protect the
*

Abey is about 28 kilometers south of Beyrouth.
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GRIMES OF THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT

Maronites. The Druse sheikhs agreed to ride with him, to
ensure their safety. The strange convoy moved on. Christian
emirs of the Shehab race, dejected and in tears, their wives and
daughters with horns of gold and silver on their foreheads, poor
women with babes at the breast and loads on the back, old
men hardly able to walk. They passed a convent and two
villages in flames, and more than once met parties of sternfaced Druses with levelled weapons. At the word of the Druse
sheikhs the weapons were lowered, and the convoy came
The chiefs told Rose at the end that
safely into Beyrouth.
^
they only gave a safe conduct to the Christians for my
[Rose’s] sake and not for the Turks.’
The criminal conduct of the Turkish government and officials
needs hardly any further testimony. The Turkish irregulars,
Bashi-Bazouks raised by the government and ' sent to preserve
In the early days
order, committed their usual atrocities.’
of the revolt Daoud pasha told a Druse chief he could not permit

open war, but would wink at guerilla action, adding when
Subsequently he made no attempt
you can, do it secretly.’
The
to punish two Druse murderers brought before him.
Halil pasha had
severity of the evils produced the remedy.
fortunately left Syria for ever. Aasaad, old and incapable,
was replaced by Wagieah pasha from Aleppo. He was pernothing more corrupt than
sonally pure, though there was
But he was on the whole the best pasha sent
his entourage.’
He had ‘intelligence, tact and great
to Syria’ (since 1840).
courage,’ qualities seldom united in a Turk. Articles of peace
were signed, under his authority, between Maronite and Druse
by the end of May 1845.
Adequate measures were taken to restore order in the
autumn. In mid-September Chekib pasha arrived from Constantinople with eighteen Turkish battalions and sixteen guns.
‘

‘

'

fighting and now
Before the end of 1845
surprised, offered a feeble resistance.
‘
the Mountain ’ was, if not at peace, at least quiescent. Disarmament was actually applied, though Aberdeen agreed
with Stratford in describing it as highly impolitic.’ Disarmament, if impartially applied, was in principle sound. But no
Turkish official was, or could be, impartial. There was,
wrote Rose, great want of faith over disarmament and, repre-

The Druses and Maronites, exhausted by

‘

‘

hensible as were the means by which it was applied, it would
not do now to arrest the Porte’s progress in it [the Mountain]
or the Besharre, in which the French have their strongest

would remain armed and the rest of “ the Mountain ”
disarmed. The disarmament must now be classed with other

interests,

ABERDEEN AND DISARMAMENT
accomplis,^
And again, Unfortunately it

107

not or at
least it was not the policy of the Porte ... to disarm the
Druses whom, fewer in number, they wished to keep as a
counterpoise to the Christian interest. ... As the Druses
had plundered the Christians in their mixed districts twice of

faits

their arms,

^

when

man, the Druses

the
still

is

Government took one musket from each
retained one, if not two, stands of arms

per man.’
The partiality of the Turkish disarmament
policy threatened to unsettle the whole settlement.
Aberdeen, as Stratford informed the Porte, does not believe
in disarming “ the Mountain
He had professed impartiality between Druses and Maronites, but the situation
altered when the Maronites were disarmed and the Druses were
not.
This fact led to a curious overture, of which there is no
record in British archives. The French, having been convinced
of the British intention to support the Druses, made some effort
to convert Aberdeen to different views.
Guizot sent Bouree to
Aberdeen to say the French influence was worth nothing in
the Lebanon. Aberdeen replied,
with that slightly abrupt
clearness habitual in British diplomacy,
By what arriere pensee
”
do you explain this interest we should have in the Druses ?
Bouree replied that he did not know, but had thought a full
explanation with England would lead her to appreciate
Colonel Rose’s ideas at their right value and renounce them.
Lord Aberdeen and I were then standing near a window
looking on the garden of the Foreign Office. “ My Lord,” I
added,
I have an intimate conviction
that if instead of
having before you that green sward and calm perspective,
your Excellency saw the torrents of blood which our failure to
agree has cost, and will cost the Christians, you would let me
bring away from London [the conviction] that henceforth
our governments will act together.” The blood flushed in
Lord Aberdeen’s face with a feeling I could not clearly perceive.
Had I repelled him or had I moved him ? I have never
known.’
Anyhow Palmerston came into office a few months
later, and his arrival ended any prospect of disarming the
‘

‘

’

‘

.

.

.

Druses.

The temporary

success of the settlement owed much to the
vigilance of Stratford.
He it was who urged the Porte to

encourage natural emigration from mixed districts,’ and thus
gradually to separate Maronite from Druse. He it was who
succeeded in devising the system by which Deir-el-Kamar, the
storm centre in the mixed districts, was subject to a Turkish
garrison and governor. The Druses never forgave this slight,
but the arrangement was successful for a time. In 1848
‘

Stratford’s services

igS

Stratford interfered successfully to prevent a further disarmament in ' the Mountain,’ and caused the Porte to desist from

a project of introducing conscription there.®®® This attempt
was not only a gross breach of faith but a ridiculous blunder.
In 1850 Stratford interfered again, got some vexatious Turkish
regulations cancelled, and organised satisfactory new Mejliss
the Mountain.’ He was at last able to report
(council) for
the present system has kept “ the Mountain ” quiet for several
But even when the Turks allowed Lebanon to
years.’
govern itself, they were incapable of governing the rest of
Syria well. Serious outrages on Christians were reported from
Aleppo in the autumn. Palmerston was moved to write, If
the Christian subjects of the Sultan are to be liable to become
the victims of such abominable crimes, Christian Europe will
come to the conclusion that the existence of the Ottoman
Empire is an evil, and that its overthrow would be conducive
to the general interests of the human race.’
stern
warning indeed from the upholder of Turkey.
The system of the two kaimakams in the Mountain was,
on the whole, a good one. It had its weak points, such as the
placing of Deir-el-Kamar under a Turkish governor, and the
absence of any supreme head of ‘ the Mountain.’ Ibrahim
may have governed better, but there is no period when the
Turks governed so well as during the half-generation between
i860. The project of a Shehab dynasty had been
1845
‘

‘

‘

A

’

and the Turks had been compelled

abandon
their plan of directly governing the Mountain.’
They had
indeed no approach to Lebanon save through the Druse and
Maronite kaimakams.
The fifties were a peaceful period on
the whole, and prosperity smiled. The Lebanon produced
again its own corn and wine, its own milk and oil in abundance.
In 1856 Moore said that it was better cultivated than any

finally defeated,

to

^

‘

province of Syria.’ When signs of trouble arose in 1858 the
causes were primarily economic.
peasant revolt preceded
and occasioned the horrors of i860. No settlement could be
other than makeshift when tribes were so turbulent and the
suzerain power so treacherous.
But for half a generation

A

Europe had compelled Turkey to govern Lebanon with
decency. Her influence had been beneficent and inaugurated
a notable achievement in international control.

CHAPTER
The Insurrection

in Bosnia

;

VIII

The War

in

Montenegro

;

AND THE Austrian Intervention (1848-52)
I

Our rough land was the Land of Lays,
The one good thing left in evil days.
Since the Mid^Age was the heroic time.

And

only in such wild nooks as ours

Could you

taste

of it yet as in

its

prime.

R. Browning,

Flight of the Duchess.

A

REBELLION in a Turkish province has often caused the fall
of a pasha or Grand Vizier. Sometimes it has caused a
European war or brought death to the Sultan. A revolt in
Rustchuk seated Mahmud on the throne, and a revolt in
Lebanon helped to turn Mehemet Ali out of Syria. Twelve
years later a revolt in Bosnia caused Austria to send a
menacing ultimatum to Turkey (1853). The Sultan gave
way, but Austria’s success encouraged Russia to imitate her
example.

Turkey refused

accept humiliation a second time,
and thus gave rise to the Crimean war. Bosnia proved the
plague spot which inflamed all Europe.
to

Bosnia herself had been inflamed by the reforms first of
Mahmud and then of Reschid. The Gulhani decree at once
saved and ruined Turkey. It brought Europe to her aid
against Mehemet Ali, but it kindled civil war within Islam
itself.
In both the capital and the provinces two Mohammedan factions were henceforth perpetually at war. In
Constantinople open defiance of the Gulhane decree was for a
time impossible, for Europe supported it as the price of aid
against Mehemet Ali. But Mehemet Ali fell, and Reschid
and reform fell with him. The ardour and zeal of Stratford
Canning galvanised reform again into life at the centre, but
even he admitted to failure by 1851. In the provinces reform
had already failed. There the Sultan had often small
authority and Europe had none at all. In some provincial
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centres, as

Beyrouth or Salonica, the GulhanS decree had pro-

in other districts, like Bulgaria or
duced ’an impression
Albania, it was proclaimed in a language the people did not
understand. In Bosnia, most prejudiced and conservative of
Mahmud produced a
all, the very whisper of reform under
Twenty years later the attempt to enforce the
violent reaction.
Gulhane decree drove the haughty Mohammedan beys into revolt.
No account of Bosnia would be complete without reference
;

who had moulded

to the haiduks,

its

history

and

altered

its

haiduk means simply a robber, and
haiduks had actually existed in Jugoslav lands before the coming
of the Turk. With the Turkish conquest they acquired a
nobler status as champions of oppressed Christians. Wherever
a mountain, a forest or a marsh rendered a place easy of

frontiers.

The word

defence or difficult of access, there haiduks were to be found.
They were the last rebels against Turkish authority. At the
famous rock at Glissa in Dalmatia, in the mountains of old
Servia, in the depths of the Shumadya forests, they long held
Their existence was precarious and they were gradually
out.
stamped out. Byron could still find them by Suli’s rock and
few years later and they were gone from
Parga’s shore.’
both. But in Herzegovina, and conspicuously in Montenegro,
the haiduks fought on. In Bosnia they played a part almost
For they had the peculiar function
as important and unique.
of conquering land from the Turk and handing it over to the
‘

A

Habsburgs.^®^

The
ideals

haiduks

and a

were not mere robbers.

They had

political organisation of their

own.

customs,

Their ideal

Church and
Jugoslavs from the Turk, and that

was not robbery but freedom.

All agree that the

the haiduks liberated the
freedom would have perished without them. The haiduk
leaders acquired legendary proportions and inspired scores of
songs, becoming the Robin Hoods and Rob Roys of the
Balkans. They had no class distinctions and included some
of the best intellects of the time. The leader (the harambasha)

once chosen, his authority was supreme. He
inflicted the most terrible punishments, such as burning or
impaling, for treachery to the band. A series of rules and a
hundred songs inculcated hatred of the Turk. Vengeance for
blood shed was a sacred duty.
Who does not avenge will
never be a saint was one whimsical saying.
Avenge yourself on the Turk, even if you have to wait fifty years,’ was the

was

elected, but,

‘

‘

’

watchword of the men of

Clissa.*

Nowhere was

bitterer

hatred or intenser fighting than on the Bosnian border.
*

Dusan Popovic

:

0

Haiducima, Belgrade [1930], II, 94.
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Bosnia lies near to other Jugoslav lands, and in that lay her
tragedy and her hope. Her territory marched with that of
Croatia, a Latinised Slavonic state ruled by the Habsburgs.
To the east was a half-free Servia, to the south the halfsubjected and still turbulent Herzegovina.
Farther south
again, behind a white and purple line of mountains, lay an
eyrie of eagles. There were the free men of Montenegro, always
ready for battle. Between 1830 and 1851 Montenegro was
ruled by the poet-bishop Peter II, who was too prudent to
take risks. His inaction paralysed the half-free tribes of
Herzegovina. Servia was equally helpless.
She had just
ended the reign of a strong Obrenovic prince, and adopted a
weak Kara-Georgevic as his successor. His seat was unstable
and he was in no mood for adventure. So during the period
1830-1850 Bosnia had, for once, to act for herself with no hope
of aid from her Slavonic brethren. Indeed the Mohammedans
of Bosnia, who were the rebels of the period, had no sympathy
with Christian Slavs, and sought aid from the Mohammedans
of Albania.
During the seventeenth century the gallant Prince Eugene
had reached Sarajevo, but he had failed to remain there or
to occupy the country.
Bosnia seemed inaccessible to the
world, for she

had no

Yet there was one side on which
Bosnia was accessible. The Turkish boundary with the Habsburg power in Croatia had varied from generation to generation,
It ebbed and flowed with the tide of military success.
There had been no delimitation in peace time and the chances
of border warfare caused the frontiers to advance or to retreat.
Austria had organised an admirable Serbo-Croat force of
border troops, who spent their lives on the frontier. Raids by
armed men across it were perpetual. There were always
Christian haiduks in revolt in Bosnia, and there was often a
roads.

rebellion near the frontier.
If successful, it usually led to
a transfer of territory. The Croat frontiersmen advanced and
occupied the turbulent district in the name of the Habsburg,

and the Porte generally acquiesced in the transfer. The
Bosnian frontier was like a coast continually worn away by
the sea. It receded or disintegrated as armed peasants asserted
their independence of the Sultan and induced a Christian
power to adopt them as their subjects. Thus the haiduks really
determined and delimited the frontier.
By 1830 a modus
vivendi had been reached and a boundary line of approximate
permanence assured. The Lika (once a stronghold of Turkish
pashas) was recognised as Austrian territory, the Kraina (or
Turkish Croatia) as the Sultan’s. But even so the frontier
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was continually crossed and recrossed by haiduks, smugglers
and rebels fleeing from Bosnia to Croatia. Reprisals were
Jellacic relates how the Turks shot a Croat
frequent.
frontiersman beyond the Bosnian border, how he demanded
redress and, when it was refused, crossed the border and
fought a battle. The Turks lost eighty men and Jellafiic
Thus the frontier, even when fixed, was
sixty-seven.®^®
perpetually violated by both sides, and its chronic disorder gave Austria a pretext to make war on Turkey at
any time.
History alone explains the unique sufferings that fell to the
When the Turks entered the land as conquerors
lot of Bosnia.
in the fifteenth century they allowed the existing nobles to
retain their lands on condition they became Mussulmans,
Elsewhere the Serb nobles refused the bribe and lost their

lands and position. But the Bosnians were many of them
Bogomiles or heretics who had no liking for either Catholic or
Greek Church. In revenge they embraced the creed of Islam.
So in Bosnia (and nowhere else in the Jugoslav lands) arose a
feudal system in which Serb Christians were oppressed by men
of Serb blood though of Moslem faith. Under normal circumstances the Turks created a feudal system in which Turkish
beys settled on the conquered land as barons and Turkish
spahis as

yeomen,®^

Both

classes

were genuine Turks imported

purpose of supplying cavalry regiments in war time.
This was the system introduced into Servia ’ proper, where the
Turkish beys and spahis remained aliens and true to Stambul.
But in Bosnia both beys and spahis were natives, so the system
worked out quite differently. The beys had no love for the
Turks of Stambul, though they professed the Mohammedan
faith.
Their idea was to emancipate themselves from Turkish
control and, if that was not possible, to make that control a
nominal one. The military service was a farce, for the Bosnian
beys soon obtained the concession that they should not have
to serve outside Bosnia.
They also obtained control of the
administrative machine. They divided the province into
forty-eight captaincies, and made each one of these captaincies
hereditaty in a family of beys. This circumstance, so contrary
to Turkish practice, greatly increased the power of the local
magnates.
The Turkish governor of Bosnia actually found it unsafe to
reside at the capital, Serajevo.
His Mohammedanised subjects
forced him with menaces to withdraw to the town of Travnik.
He obeyed and lived there in the old grey fort which picturesquely overshadows the town. His compulsory residence in

for the

'

:

.
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a town inferior to the capital established and proclaimed his
impotence. His haughty subjects, the Mohammedanised Serb
beys, enjoyed the power he relinquished and became typical
feudal magnates. Each had limitless power over his vassals,
broad acres, castles beside shady trees and flowing waters.
Their public appearances were splendid. They rode on
magnificently caparisoned horses, in robes of scarlet and blue
trimmed with gold, followed by a train of attendants with
glittering scimitars.
They were the last medieval knights in
Europe, and, to complete the illusion, often rode out hawking
with hooded falcons on their wrists.
The cardinal fact in Bosnia’s history is that about one-third
of her sons were converts to Mohammedanism and that this
Mussulman minority obtained all power. The Christian
majority was divided into Serbs or Orthodox and Groats or
Catholics.
The Serbs were about double the number of
Croats.* The division between them prevented a united front
from being shown, to the enemy. Their traditions were
different.
The Serbs believed in protesting and revolting ; the
Groats believed in protesting but submitting.
The Croats of
Hungary had submitted to Austria, and the Groats of Bosnia
submitted to Turkey. But the Serbs of Bosnia and Herzegovina defied the Turks, and found inspiration and help from
Montenegro whenever they were in revolt (and it was often)
The majority of the Mohammedans of Bosnia were patient and
hard-working peasants, and among the best subjects of the Turk.

They were more liberal than most Mohammedans. They
secluded and veiled their women and punished their infidelity
But they drank wine

with death.

Mohammedan

in secret

and showed

little

Their boys played the national
Serb game of cwat,^ their elders put the stone like Christians.
Then too they had all the Serb love of colour and decoration.
Their dresses were embroidered in the Serb fashion though
with oriental touches. Their veneer was of the East, but at
heart these Mohammedans remained Serb.
of the

gravity.

^

The

‘

essential unity of

’

Mohammedan and

Christian Serbs
in Bosnia is seen in their poems.
These are the creation
of the peasants and represent the soul of the people. The

Mohammedan

gtislar is

at

once reciter and a poet

like his

A

Christian counterpart.
long series of Mohammedan poems
are based on Slav traditions. Their love-songs breathe all the
Slav melancholy and passion. Sometimes the song broods on
the awful imminence of death, as in this address to a young
girl

* Vide n. 332 to

this chapter, p. 450, for statistics in 1851,

1910 and 1931.
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so white
’Twill be thy winding sheet tonight.
Today green-mantled art thou seen,
Tomorrow wrapped in turf as green.

Today thou wearest a robe

One of the most famous Mohammedan

songs relates the tragedy
of two lovers. Mujo loved Fata and met her in secret. Then
Mujo was missing for some days and Fata saw a funeral proWhen she learned that the
cession pass beneath her window.
body was Mujo’s, she drew a dagger and slew herself. They
were buried in two graves side by side. One day, as the two
stricken mothers visited the graves, they beheld a strange

growth

From Mujo’s grave a figtree green,
From Fata’s a red rose, had sprung
The rosetree clasped the figtree close,
As Fata once to Mujo clung.
;

This

the thought in the border ballad

is

Out

And

:

of her breast there sprang a rose.
out of his a briar.

The

warlike songs of the Mohammedans of Bosnia are
also Serb in spirit.
The ballad of Mustaj Beg of Lika is called
a Mohammedan hero-song,’ and Mustaj Beg is termed a
national hero,’ * All the expressions are those of the Christian
‘

‘

poems for example, such a sentiment as heroism is not
to be bought for money.’
Mustaj Beg is imprisoned, just like
'

;

Marko
of him

Kraljevic in the Christian Serb lays. The description
after years of imprisonment is the same
:

Black indeed was Mustaj Beg of Lika,
To his waist his matted hair is hanging,
And his nails are like the claws of eagles.
It all

ends in a fight in the heroic style

:

So they came along the green, green meadows
Shouting, praying God and wielding iron.
Gallant were the warriors who met us.
Flames shot out like hailstones from the heavens.
Gracious God, how awful was the struggle
!

In exactly the same

way a Mohammedan

ballad celebrates

the valour shown by Prince Nicholas and his
Montenegrins
in a fight near Gusinje. The Mohammedanised
Serb praises
* Narodni junak Lilki Beg,
Mustaj-Beg
Serajevo [1927].

(Muslimanska junacka pjesmarica),
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the valour of the Christian and evinces a sympathy which no
Turk would show. The Christian ballads of Montenegro and
Herzegovina never sympathise with the Mohammedanised
Serb. They show even more hatred for the damned renegades than for the Turks proper.
All the Christian peasants and a number of the Mohammedan ones were serfs.
But the Mohammedanised peasants
retained much of the charm of the Serb race.
Though their
advances were ill received, they were by no means unfriendly
to their Christian brethren.
They spoke Serb (for only officials
spoke Turkish). They sometimes bound themselves to the
Christians by formal bonds, such as the practice of bloodbrotherhood. When opportunity offered (as when a new
rectification of frontier in favour of Hungary was effected) the
Bosnian Mohammedans were converted back to Christianity
by whole villages.
They marched to battle in 1831 with
this singular fatalistic chant on their lips
‘

’

:

We march

to the plains of

Kossovo,

There our fathers lost their faith and honour.
Haply we may lose our faith and honour,
Haply we may keep both and return home.
If the Mohammedan peasants were liberal
their nobles were reactionary and tyrannical.

and

hammer

(the

friendly,

In the best
times of Servian history the Christian nobles had proved
quarrelsome, factious and jealous and oppressive to inferiors.
Their successors, the Mohammedanised beys of Bosnia,
exaggerated their vices.
This proud, irritable and suspicious
aristocracy was determined to be masters over their inferiors.
They were surrounded by dangers and irritated by the difference of faith with so many of their subjects. Fear and wrath
made them cruel. They were not content with bastinadoing
their Christian victims. They carried a terrible instrument
for tearing their flesh,

and

this horrible

‘

nadjak ’)
in hand,

Cruelty and refinement went hand
for the
nadjak was sometimes artistically inlaid with silver.
The beys went further in their hatred of Christians. They
indulged in acts of symbolic degradation, burying men to
their necks in dung, desecrating Christian churches, riding
on the backs of Christians like Timur bestriding the sovereigns
of Asia. The beys were sunk in medieval superstitions and
prejudices, and intoxicated with their pride. They had so
often oppressed their own subjects with impunity that they
did not fear to rise against the Sultan. They were to find that
they had rebelled once too often.

was often in
'

use.
’

REVOLT UNDER THE DRAGON

2o6

II
It is obvious that these were not ordinary insurrections.

question
centuries

of

was

at issue

...

.

.

.

.

.

The grand vital
had subsisted for

whether Bosnia should subsist, as it
Ranke on Hussein’s revolt
a police system of order .

.

or submit to

18129.

Trouble began when

Mahmud

an energetic pasha to
By allying with some chiefs and appealrestore order in 182 1
ing to the Christians Mahmud’s pasha captured Mostar and
beheaded some of the beys. But the destruction of the janizThe beys felt it would be
zaries in 1826 renewed the unrest.
their turn next, and were infuriated when ordered to wear
sent

.

the new Turkish uniform. Its crossed belts excited their
wrath. ^ If we want crosses we will get them from the other
[Austrian] Emperor not from the Sultan,’ said they. The
Bosnian Vizier took up arms against them and stormed Serajevo. But the beys rose in their wrath, and hunted him from
the town after a fight in the streets (1828). The peace with
Russia next year gave Mahmud an opportunity of dealing with
Bosnia. The Vizier of Bosnia was ordered to put on his new
Turkish uniform and to attack Serajevo. Before he could do
Hussein Aga, a
either, rebellion had already broken out.
leading bey, summoned the famous, proud and lionhearted
sons of Bosnia ’ to wage a holy war against ‘ the unbelieving
Giaour Sultan,’ for ‘ the restoration of the true Islam.’
Forty thousand men rallied to the standard of Hussein. He
styled himself the Dragon of Bosnia,’ and declared that he
was fighting for freedom and ‘ for his ancestors.’ Hussein
captured the Bosnian Vizier at Travnik, stripped him of his
new Turkish uniform, ceremoniously washed him and forced
him to repeat penitentiary prayers. Thereafter, and until he
escaped, the Vizier was dragged in the train of Hussein, clad
in old Turkish costume. The movement was one of pure
When Husreaction to Bosnian-Mohammedan nationalism.
sein entered Serajevo he dismissed all Turkish officials and
destroyed all traces of Turkish rule. By 1831 Hussein was
actually threatening to dismember the Turkish Empire. He
advanced to the famous plain of Kossovo, where he joined
forces with Mustapha pasha and an army of Albanians.
Mustapha had already played an ambiguous part in the campaign against Russia.* Now he emerged from his neutrality
‘

'

’

‘

‘

’

* Gp. supra, pp. 55-6.
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and openly advanced against the Turks. Hussein and Mustapha were joined by a third pasha from Sofia. They held
Old Servia and nearly all Bulgaria within their rebellious
hands. Even Constantinople might fall.
The end came suddenly. Reschid Mehemet pasha, the
Grand Vizier, negotiated with Hussein and Mustapha secretly
and simultaneously. Each suspected his colleague and, while
they hesitated, Reschid turned suddenly on Mustapha and
beat him at Prilep (1831). The Albanians held out for three
months, until Scutari surrendered. Just before its fall Hussein
the Dragon and his Bosnians advanced on Mehemet Reschid
from the Kossovo plain. They had captured Pec and Prisrend
and threatened to attack the Grand Vizier in the rear. Reschid
Mehemet, however, promised to make Hussein Vizier of Bosnia
and to allow a native Bosnian administration.
The Dragon
eagerly accepted the bribe, and allowed the Grand Vizier to
proceed against Mustapha. By May
new victories over
Mustapha pasha were reported and Scutari was stormed.
Mustapha was spared, but many of his followers were put to
death with excruciating tortures, and the Albanian revolt
stamped out in blood. ^ Divide et impera ’ has always been
the Turkish motto, and Mehemet Reschid understood how to
practise it.
He had no longer any need to keep his promises
to Hussein.
He refused to make him Vizier of Bosnia, and
artfully induced other chiefs to question his authority. Finally
he nominated Kara Mahmud Vizier and sent him against
Dragon Hussein with thirty thousand men. Kara Mahmud
advanced on Serajevo and fought a severe battle with Hussein.
He despaired at one time of victory but, at the last moment, Ali
Bey Rizvanbegovic appeared with a force of Herzegovinan
Christians and decided the day in his favour. All resistance
was at an end and the Grand Vizier had triumphed. In
October Mahmud received him with extraordinary marks of
favour. He gave him
a robe of honour studded with gold
and diamonds, a fez covered with diamonds, a sword set with
precious stones.’ Finally a special order was hung round his
neck by the Sultan himself.’
The honours were great, but
Reschid Mehemet had really subdued Albania and Bosnia.
few months later he was to undergo a shameful defeat, and
surrender Syria, himself and his army into the hands of the
redoubtable Ibrahim.
The subjugation of Bosnia was real. Kara Mahmud
established himself triumphantly at Serajevo. Hussein, the
Dragon ’ of Bosnia, had fled. He had been received in Austrian
territory with great respect, and given a bodyguard.
But his
‘

’

’

‘

‘

’

‘

’

‘

‘

A

‘

;
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presence led to disturbing raids on the frontier. Finally the
Sultan offered to pardon him, but condemned him to exile at
Trebizond.
The Dragon deplored, but accepted, the sentence
and died on the way to his place of exile. As a result of his
rebellion the hereditary captaincies were abolished, although
direct Turkish rule could not as yet be introduced into Bosnia
and still less into Herzegovina.
‘

’

Ill
ril wreath my sword in myrtle bought
The sword which laid the tyrant low.

Greek Epigram.
Bosnia

had not been wholly conquered.

Herzegovina
remained a wild province to the south, filled with half-independent Serb tribes and bordering on free Montenegro. The
two chief beys in Herzegovina had defied Dragon Hussein
and remained unimpeachably loyal to the Sultan. The Porte
could not with decency deprive either of any power, and in
fact both were promoted.
The most powerful was Ali Bey
Rizvanbegovic, who had brought up his forces in the nick of
time to defeat Hussein before the walls of Serajevo. He was
the largest landowner in Herzegovina and had built a wonderful
palace by the source of the Buna, overlooked with frowning
crags.
He now became governor of Herzegovina and soon
showed his power. He surrounded his castle at Stolac, a
grim eagle’s nest, with stakes bearing the heads of hundreds
of his enemies. He could be beneficent as well as tyrannical
he introduced rice-culture and the silkworm into the vale of
the Narenta, and planted the vine and the olive. But his
power was too great and it was destroyed by the jealous Turk
twenty years later.
Another bey had remained faithful to the Turk. Smail
Gengic Aga, the capetan of Gacko, was rewarded by receiving
the office of deputy-governor of Herzegovina. He inaugurated a new era in the history of the district by attempting to
subdue all the recalcitrant and semi-independent Serb tribes
of Herzegovina.
Of these there were some half-dozen lying
between Gacko and free Montenegro.* Their revolts against
the Turks were perpetual and they depended for success or
failure on Montenegro.
They were always aided and encouraged by the Montenegrins, who supplied them with arms
‘

*

The

Banjani, Drobniaci, Piva, Rudine, Saranzi
independent.
^

’

and Zupa were semi-
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and with a refuge in case of defeat. No
who fled from Herzegovina to Montenegro
was ever given back to the Turks. Cengic Aga had a plan.
He meant to end the independence of the turbulent Herzegovinan bands. If he could suppress and control them,
Montenegro’s resistance would be weakened and perhaps even
mortally injured. His calculation was bold, and he forgot
only that Montenegrins might do something to interrupt
in case of victory
murderer or rebel

his plan.

Gengic

Aga

fixed his headquarters at Gacko.
It is the
centre of a wide plain, golden and green in summer. The
Piva river curves gracefully through it, showing at each bend
sheens of blue like a Chinese dragon. The town itself nestles

beneath a hillside, the red roofs and white walls contrasting
with an azure sheet of adjoining water. Its situation was of
great importance. It commanded the Muratovizza pass,
whence so often had issued the marauding bands of Montenegrins.
It separated the subject clans of Gacko and Nevesinje
from the semi-independent Banjani and Piva clans. Gengic
Aga had chosen his fortress and he had fortified it well. But
he had not realised that he could not always be behind impregnable walls. From 1833 onwards Gengic Aga increased
the vigour of his rule. Every semi-independent tribe was
forced to pay the haratch (tribute). An oppression of the
Christians took place. Women were violated, men flogged.
Strict obedience was enforced by the Aga and his terrible
pandurs* For seven years the oppression went on until it

became

intolerable.

What happened

recorded in song, and song in this corner
of the Balkans is sometimes our only source of history. If the
song is to be trusted it was three Montenegrins in Cevo,
bloody Cevo, the nurse of heroes,’ who planned the death of
Gengic Aga. They were drinking wine in an inn. Where
could they get sugar (always a dainty desired by Montenegrins)
and where could they find a good lot of heads to cut off?
Why not,’ says one of them, * attack Gengic Aga, the worst
persecutor of the Christians ? When I lived in broad Gacko
I wept often and was full of wrath when I saw what he did to
the poor Serbs and how he tortured them.’ This was enough.
One of the drinkers ' swears by God, by the red wine and
by his arms, to eat nothing till he has cut off the Aga’s head.
I would rather avenge the poor raya than be the richest man
is

‘

’

‘

^

on

earth.’ I
*
t

The pandurs are a kind of police.
The quotations are from the Herzegovinan folk-ballad Smrt Alaj bega GengUa

.
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The enterprise thus decided on was carried out
The three conspirators took fifteen comrades, pushed
Cevo, passed the Turkish fortress of Niksic and
to the Muratovizza defile

in 1840.

out from
struck north

the mountain green slopes downward
the plain they stopped and rested.

Where

To

In the distance they saw the bey riding by the village of
Miholjace. As he passed on his horse he flogged his labourers
as they worked in the fields so savagely that the linen on their
backs was forced into their flesh. The watchers swore an
oath once more
:

God and Mary

May
May

grant our wislies
the Servian musket slay you
your horrid head be severed

!

!

!

All unconscious, the Aga rode towards his concealed enemies.
The horse was graceful as a swan, with a gold-plated bridle,

with gold trappings which touched the ground. The Aga
wore a silk and gold turban, a green velvet dolman with gold
buttons, a damascened sword and a musket studded with
gold and jewels. As this glittering hero approached the
Montenegrins sprang out and a fierce struggle took place.
Cengic Aga met his death like a brave man. His followers
came up and renewed the fight and the Montenegrins
escaped only with difficulty.
moonless was the night-time,
So the Turkish robbers lost them.
Safe they came to bloody Cevo,
And the Aga’s head came with them.

Starless,

The death
It at

Aga was an event of great importance.
once provoked reprisals. The Turks sent forces into all
of Cengic

parts of Herzegovina which ravaged the land.
Every house
in the 2abliak area (beneath the mountain of Dormitor) is
said to have been burned.*
But they made no permanent

They did not subdue the tribes on the Herzegovinan border, and the more desperate spirits found refuge
in Montenegro.
The Turks indeed attacked Montenegro,
but were speedily forced to suspend operations. The prudent
poet-bishop, Peter II, had just strengthened his connexion
with Russia and come to a diplomatic agreement with Austria.

impression.

*

tradition I found in the district. The existing houses are certainly
than 1840. There are many traces of older
houses, of which most were
certainly burned.
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He

appealed to both against the Turks, It was impossible
to hold that he had stimulated the assassination, for he was
always restraining his followers. When Montenegrin raiders
captured 2 abliak on Lake Scutari in 1835
forced them
to restore it to the Turks.
So in 1840 Austria and Russia
applied pressure to the Turks, who reluctantiy withdrew from
the contest. The death of Cengic Aga resulted in the defeat
of his designs. He had proposed thoroughly to subdue the
semi-independent tribes of Herzegovina, and to make this
subjection the prelude to a conquest of Montenegro. His
death deranged the plan. The Turks inflicted great loss on
the Herzegovinan tribes. But they did not effectively subdue
them, nor did they continue to raise the haratch from them as
Cengic Aga had done. Above all, they did not subdue
Montenegro, that nurse of heroes and rebels.
The death of Cengic Aga had a symbolic meaning to the
half-free Serbs of Herzegovina and to the free men of Montenegro. It was a
victory for the Gross most holy

and

for golden freedom.

A stone marks

the place where he was murdered, a spot which
local guslar celeno Serb ever passed without rejoicing.
brated the event in song, and only six years later it formed the
theme of a most famous poem by Mazuranic. Though an
imitative poem produced by a cultivated scholar it has a kind
of primitive vigour and appeal and is still read and recited in
all Jugoslav lands.
The theme of both songs is the glory of
little Montenegro, who freed Herzegovina from its oppressors.
And the thought of Mazuranic is that mountains are the
source of Liberty.

A

’Mid crags the eagle builds his nest
For vain in plain is freedom’s crest.*

The

love of freedom seems innate in these mountaineers,
and is combined with a savage exultation at the defeat of
their oppressors.
Montenegrins and Herzegovinans celebrate
the murder of Cengic Aga as a glorious victory, just as all
Serbs celebrate the deed of Obilic, who murdered Sultan
Murad on the field of Kossovo. But it was not only in Herzegovina and Montenegro that the deed was remembered. The
Christians of Bosnia saw in it a proof that there were still men
* The Death of Smail Aga by Maiuranic is translated by J. W. Wiles [1925],
I have often quoted this verse in the original to peasants in remote villages
in Montenegro, and never found one unfamiliar with it.
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of the Serb race with stout hearts and bloody hands. As long
as such men lived the future need not be despaired of.
One
day the Mohammedans would sec them advancing, not upon
Gacko but on Serajevo, and not slaughtering one man but
thousands. The day of vengeance was still far off, but now
These dreams had a solid basis of reality.
it was certain.
So long as tribes in Herzegovina were unsubdued and Montenegro was free, the Turkish Empire was always in danger.
Turkish
And when Herzegovina revolted in 1875,

Empire

fell.

IV
Each people

And

sees in each a brother

all acclaim their one

Slav mother

!

Slav Foi.k-song of

1848.

Herzegovina was the country of the future, but Bosnia was
of the present. After the events of 1 83 1 Bosnia was no longer
independent, but she was still capable of insurrection. The
Turks did not fear an insurrection of Christians as in Herzegovina.
In Bosnia they feared an insurrection of Serb
Mohammedans. Feudalism had been curbed, but the new
government had not developed its goodly heritage. Bosnia is
a country which is capable of development. The Posavina,
which looks towards the Save, is a garden. Even in the
Kraina there are green-floored valleys, forested hills, and
mountain torrents ending in noble rivers. There is not the
stony desolation of Montenegro, nor the aridity of Herzegovina.
Bosnia had resources far beyond the capacity of either,
minerals, forests, cornlands and pasture, all rendered useless by
Turkish economic policy.
In 1850 Bosnia exported silks, wax, wheat, cattle, wool,
furs, potash and iron.
She imported coffee, sugar, molasses,
rice, figs, soap and calico.
But trade was made difficult by
the supineness of the government. There had always been
smuggling into Croatia, extending even to the cutting down and
transporting of trees. The Bosnian side of the frontier was
stripped.
On the Croatian side all trees were carefully preserved.
The Turkish government built no roads, and pursued
an inconceivably stupid economic policy. Exports and imports had formerly been charged with a uniform duty of
3 to
4 per cent. Reschid’s reforms imposed an additional 9 per
cent, on Turkish merchants on both imports and exports. It was
not equally imposed on foreigners. So Bosnian iron, imported
into

any part of Turkey (even into Herzegovina), paid 12 per
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while Austrian iron paid 3 per cent. Servia found that, if
she imported goods from Bosnia direct, she paid 12 per cent.,
but that Austria could get them for her at 6 per cent.^^®
Well might Churchill exclaim, ‘Turkey’s system of customs
was calculated to ruin her own subjects.’ She was equally
ready to ruin herself. In 1852 she farmed the customs
They were really worth about ;^20,ooo, but the
for ;^6,776.
government did not know it. Similarly the economic policy
tended to bring Bosnia into connexion with her fellow Slavs
in Croatia. For the only way the Bosnian merchants could
circumvent the 12 per cent, duties was by illicit exports and
imports over the Austrian border.
The Austrian traders
were thus enabled to exploit the resources of the [Bosnian]
provinces and carry on an extensive system of smuggling with
impunity.’
Great as was the inefficiency of the government, the main
cause of the trouble was the Tanzimat^^ the new system of
reform. That was Stratford’s opinion and it was true. Such
energies as ^the Vizier had were absorbed in introducing
reforms, which were certain to be most bitterly opposed by the
whole force of Mohammedan Bosnia. It was an additional
grievance that the pasha applied to the Christian rayas to help
him in the struggle. Tahir pasha, the last governor before
1850, busied himself in improving their lot. This is the more
to his credit as he was
He
a Turk of the old school.’
certainly introduced new methods into Bosnia. The land was
held by the raya from the bey or spahi, on condition of forced
labour and of certain payments. If provided with seed and
cattle he gave half his produce to the landlord, and one-third
if unprovided.
The Turkish imperial tithe and the capitation
tax were both levied on Christians, Mussulmans being exempt.
In addition there was the povez^ a tax exacted from Christians
and Mussulmans alike and intended to be adjusted to their
power to pay. Tahir pasha endeavoured to lighten the
Christian lot by abolishing the bastinado and by remitting
forced labour. He also aimed at simplifying the taxes and
arranged that the quota should be fixed by the elders of the
village and not by the local Mussulman spahu
These were real
efforts at improvement and provoked a Jugoslav poet to exclaim, All the Christians of Bosnia are now receiving a new life.’
Tahir pasha’s efforts were too advanced to be permanently
successful.
The punishment of the bastinado remained until
But the very
1878, and forced labour continued even longer.
meaning of reform, the mere attempt to lighten the lot of
Christians and to make them equal to Mohammedans, roused
cent.,

‘

‘

‘

‘
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REVOLUTION OF

1848

revolutionary movement in
Europe during 1848-9 produced a rising in Bosnia, but a
movement different from that in any other country in
Europe. Elsewhere the people revolted against kings or
In Bosnia Mohammedan nobles revolted against the
nobles.
Sultan to prevent him from improving the lot of the peasants.
It was the purely selfish attempt of a hereditary caste to revive
and to perpetuate their exclusive privileges. It was a revolt
of medieval barons against the age of railways and of firearms.
The revolt of the Mohammedan beys would have had small
chance of success in any country except one governed by the
Turk. But for that reason it came within an ace of success.
One element which favoured it was the strange feeling of
brotherhood evoked by Jellacic and the Groats, who had
revolted against the revolutionary government in Hungary.
They appealed for support to the Slavs of Bosnia whether
Mohammedan or Christian. Jellacic, a native Groat, was
appointed ban or governor of Croatia by the Austrian emperor
after the first outbreak of revolution in Vienna and Budapest.
In September 1848 he called Serbs and Croats to his aid in the
name of the unity of the Slav race, and attacked the Hungarian
revolutionists in the name of the Austrian emperor and of
Slavdom. He summoned the southern Slavs of all races,
Slovenes, Serbs, Montenegrins, Bulgars, Macedonians, Bosnians.
Was the unity of the Slav race to stop there ? Was not the
moment come of which the poet had dreamed? ^Scattered
Slavs, let us be one united whole and not mere fragments.’
'
All Europe will kneel before this idol. His head will tower
*
above the clouds, his feet will shake the earth.’
Jellacic appealed to Slavs at an extraordinary moment.
The Christian Serbs and Croats were wild with enthusiasm for
Jellacic, who had made Croatia a nation, and was attacking
Hungary in the name of the Serbo-Croats. They spoke of the
unity of Illyria, but meant that of the southern Slavs. For it
was the first really Jugoslav movement. Songs of unity were
on the lips of all southern Slavs.

the Bosnian beys to fury.

The

For ever lasts not sorrow,
Good comes as evil flies,
For us a fairer morrow,
A brighter sun doth rise.
Why speak of foeman’s numbers.
If only we can see
Serbs, Croats waked from slumbers,

And

clasped in unity
*

Jdn Kolldr

?

in Slavy Dcera,

THE JUGOSLAV MOVEMENT
Nor was

the enthusiasm confined only to Serbs
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and

Croats.

The hour has struck, the flame’s alight
From Adrian sea to Balkan height.
Our blood o’er-comes the shades of night.
So great was the enthusiasm that the poet-bishop of Montenegro forgot his usual prudence and offered Jellacic ten
thousand soldiers, Jellacic was too wise to accept. Servia
remained neutral her prince was not firm on his throne and
the Czar had advised him not to move. But thousands of
volunteers poured to the aid of Jellacic from Macedonia and
even from distant Bulgaria. What would the Bosnians do ?
The Mohammedan beys were in a difficulty. They had
no sympathy with popular movements or with the Jugoslav
cause, but they realised that the Serbs and Croats of Bosnia
and the Slavs of Macedonia and Bulgaria were all for supporting
Jellacic and the Croats.
The beys therefore agreed, though
;

with secret reluctance, to support this Slav confederation.
An insurrection at once began and Ali Kiedic, a cousin of
Jellacic, was declared their general.
The Mohammedans, the
Serbs and the Groats of Bosnia rose and besieged Bihac. Old
Tahir pasha failed to raise the siege and advised the Porte to
treat with the Bosnian representatives.
He was directed to
summon a Slav congress to Travnik. But no sooner did the

meet than its members quarrelled. The Mohammedans and Christians had only been united for a moment.
As soon as the congress opened the Mohammedans made
clear that their sole aim was the retention of their old privileges.
The divisions between them and the Christians were not to
be healed, and it only needed a clever intriguer to set them
congress

fighting against each other.

V
Oft had he shown in climes cfar
Each attribute of roving war.

The sharpened ear, the piercing eye,
The quick resolve in danger nigh.
Scott.

May

1850 the Porte deposed Tahir pasha and placed
Omer pasha in supreme command in Rumelia. Omer was a
strange character. He was a Groat by birth, named Michael
Lotis, who had deserted from the Christian service while a

In

military cadet.

He

fled to Bosnia,

where he became servant

omer pasha takes command

2i6

bey who befriended him and urged him to become
a Moslem. Omer took the advice, apostatised and entered
the Turkish army. When a captain he was noticed with favour
by Mahmud II and promoted to the rank of major. He

to a rich

became the teacher of Abdul Medjid, the heir to the throne,
and thus laid the foundation of future promotion. He had
fought in many lands with success. In the Lebanon he had
led the forlorn hope which took Ibrahim in the rear and gave
Napier the victory. He had contended against the Druses
with the alternate weapons of force and fraud. He had
conducted important operations in Albania, in Kurdistan and
Now he was appointed to a still higher command.
in Bulgaria.
He was a stern, resolute man, not so much an expert in war as
a born leader, with just that mixture of cunning and bravery
which impresses orientals. And his presence in Bosnia at the
critical moment was decisive.^^®
Omer pasha had about eight thousand troops and a number
of excellent Polish and Hungarian officers, victims of revolution
and exiles from their native lands. He had pacified Bulgaria
by generous concessions to the revolted Christians and the news
of his clemency preceded his arrival in Bosnia. His promises
of equal justice to Mohammedans and to rayas were therefore
the more readily accepted. The Christians, already most
suspicious of the rebellious beys, promptly laid down their
arms. The Mohammedan beys alone remained in revolt.
In the first engagements Omer easily dispersed them and
reached Serajevo. He summoned all the beys to meet him
there and, speaking in the Bosnian dialect, personally informed
them of the Sultan’s commands. Travnik was no longer to
be the residence of the Vizier. The capital was to be Serajevo.
The Tanzimat, the programme of reform, was to be rigidly
applied to the whole of Bosnia. Christians and Mohammedans
were to be treated as absolutely equal before the law. There
was to be no preference to the Mohammedan religion. Above
all a rigid system of conscription was to be applied to Christians
and Mohammedans alike. Taxes were to be equally raised
from both, and conscripts liable to military service outside
Bosnia were to be enrolled. If Omer’s will prevailed, old
Bosnia would cease to exist. All of the beys withdrew from
the meeting in deep indignation. They had no intention of

obeying and roused all Mohammedan Bosnia to revolt. But
the Christians of Bosnia accepted Omer’s promises with joy
and supported the renegade Croat as if he had been a follower
of the Cross.

The most powerful and

able of the beys was Ali Bey

VICTORY AT JEZERO
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*]

Rizvanbegovic. He had long been under suspicions which
He temporised when
his conduct at this crisis only intensified.
He acted
the Mohammedan beys revolted against Omer.
or the prince of Lebanon
forty-five
like Lord Lovat in the
a decade earlier. He did not openly declare against Omer,
but sent his chief executioner to head the rebel forces in
Herzegovina and his servants to assist them. In secret he
urged them on to battle. One of Omer’s ablest lieutenants, a
Pole, who had taken the name of Iskender beg, completely
‘

’

defeated the Herzegovinan rebels. He opened the way to
Mostar, which was besieged by the rebels. Omer pasha arrived
in time to relieve the city and to defeat the insurgents. That
accounted for Herzegovina, but he hurried north against the
There in March 1850 there was a three
rebels of Bosnia.
Omer was outdays’ battle beside the blue lake of Jezero.
numbered but victorious. His troops were infinitely superior
to the rude feudal levies, and he entered Jajce as a conqueror.
the last feudal regime in Europe.
Ali Bey Rizvanbegovic hypocritically professed his loyalty
Omer visited the
to Omer on hearing of the victory.
Bey at Buna and invited him to a banquet at Mostar.

He had ended

Thither went the old chief believing that he had hoodwinked
But Omer was more than his match in cunning.
his enemy.
Before Ali Bey had reached Mostar, Omer’s troops had
occupied his two strongholds at Buna and Stolac. All unconscious, Ali Bey attended the banquet at Mostar, which
was celebrated with great splendour. As it ended Omer rose
and directed his attendants to seize Ali Bey. They carried
him down to where the great bridge flings its single span over
the broad Narenta. There they seated the old man on an
The old
ass and exposed him to the ridicule of the people.
Why dost thou trouble
man passionately assailed Omer.
Thou too art a Wallach, the son of a Wallach *
me ?
Even had I taken up arms against the Sultan, thou wouldest
Oh thou unclean
not be worthy to associate with me
Wallachian, send me rather before the Padishah, that he may
pass judgment upon me, and do not thou insult me in mine
old age.’ The crowd murmured at this humiliation to their
Omer took this accusation to heart,
oldest and proudest bey.
dismounted Ali Bey from the ass and placed him in honourBut a few days later the old man was
able confinement.
shot through the head while asleep, and the sentry explained
^

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

* Asboth, Bosnia and Herzegovina [1890], 272; but contrast with Lehen Omer
pasha, von Dr. Koetschek, Serajevo [1885], 26. Omer was in fact a Groat, but

he married a Wallach,

omer’s reforms
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went off accidentally. These accidents happened
Omer’s prisoners. Of the one hundred and fifty
leading beys sent to Constantinople the most dangerous came
all of them to sudden deaths.’
Some suddenly became ill and
others, slightly wounded, never recovered accidents on
died
the line of march despatched a few.’
Omer’s methods were barbarous, but he did not his work
that his gun
too often to

'

‘

;

;

‘

His appeals to the Christians for support were
entirely successful.
The few Christians taken in arms were
liberated,’ and the mass of them ardently supported him.
One by one the castles of their feudal tyrants fell before Omer
and his artillery. The fugitive beys were tracked like beasts
to the hearts of forests or to the summits of mountains, and
captured or shot. By December 1850 the Sultan’s arms were
Omer proceeded
reported to have had complete success.’
He announced the end of all feudal
to consolidate his victory.
He built the first road in Bosnia between Travnik
privileges.
and Serajevo. He repressed brigandage with a stern hand.
He closed the frontier to Croatia, and stopped smuggling. He
proclaimed the forests to be crown property, and cancelled the
very profitable concessions for timber enjoyed by an Austrian
sawmill company. He even attempted to construct a line of
steamers for the rivers of Bosnia. Omer’s methods were as
vigorous as they were rough. But it was his vigour which
was most hurtful to other powers. For Austria demanded
and ultimately obtained his recall, and with his fall ended all
hope of permanent reform in Bosnia.

negligently.’

‘

‘

Aloft and wild
Huge cliffs and toppling crags were piled ;
The guards with which young Freedom lines
The pathways to her mountain shrines.

Moore, The

Fire Worshippers.

of Bosnia and the vigour of Omer brought
Austria upon the scene in earnest, for she could not afford to
be disinterested in relation to Bosnia. The able and ambitious
Prince Schwarzenberg had restored Austria and looked for a
further sphere of influence in the East. Bosnia was to be his
pawn in international politics. Even early in 1849 M. de
Budberg (the Russian chargS d'affaires in Frankfurt) had informed M. de Gagern, the Austrian representative, that, in the
event of the T\irks being driven out of Europe, Bulgaria and

The insurrection

Austria’s complaint of them
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Rumelia would fall to Russia. But they perfectly understood
each other, and Servia and Bosnia must become part of
Austria. The Archduke John of Austria, on learning this,
added that a few years ago, he had himself drawn up a plan,
which he had communicated to Prince Metternich, and which
if adopted, would secure Bosnia, Herzegovina and Servia to
Austria, and would erect the remainder of the Turkish EuroIt may be
pean provinces into an independent kingdom.’
doubted whether these designs for the partition of Turkey were
But the more limited object of advanseriously entertained.
cing the frontier of Croatia to include part of Bosnia was a real
object of policy and was favoured in Vienna itself. Austrian
troops during the thirties had occupied Kraina (or Turkish
Croatia) and parts of Turkish territory were so occupied in
1850 when Omer appeared. Disorder and anarchy on the
frontier gave Austria the chance of annexation or rectification
But Omer’s success made smuggling difficult
in the old style.
and Austrian occupation impossible. He thus annoyed both
the frontiersmen and merchants of Croatia, who appealed to
Vienna for redress, Austria was only too willing to listen to
their grievances.
She had shown herself much opposed to
Turkey in the matter of the Capitulations and of the Hungarian
refugees.
However, she had already tried and failed to
get Turkey to alter the Capitulations.
She had also united
with Russia in a great effort to get Turkey to deliver up the
Hungarian refugees. In fact the two powers had only been
repelled by Palmerston’s threat of sending the British fleet to
Constantinople. Austria therefore fell back on the Bosnian
^

grievance.
It

was in March that Austria formulated and presented her

of grievances against Omer to Constantinople. His attack
on Austrian commercial privileges was serious and his employment of Hungarian revolutionary officers unwise. His military
cordon on the Austrian frontier was denounced because it
prevented legitimate trade (and incidentally smuggling, which
was even more important). It was also made matter of
complaint that while he stopped trade on the frontier he drove
refugees across it. At the end of March five hundred Bosnian
exiles entered Croatia from one village alone, and at least five
thousand came in alL®^'^ Omer was not altogether to blame.
The oppression of Christians was in areas where his troops
were not present, though it seems that more Mohammedans
list

had arms than

Christians.

The humanitarian complaint

about the refugees was put in the forefront. It was a legitimate
grievance on political grounds also, because injuries to Slav
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Christians inside Turkey disturbed their brethren under
Christian rule. Aali was Foreign Minister when these grievances were presented. It was just after the Austrian general
Haynau had terrorised Italy and Hungary. Aali told Stratford
that he defended Omer by contrasting him with Haynau.
Has ever Omer pasha shot or killed anyone as your General
It might have been retorted that
[Haynau] did ?
General Haynau executed his prisoners in the open^ while
Omer shot his in secret. But the Austrian accounts of the
incident make Aali’s attitude anything but jocular. They
represent him as listening meekly to a torrent of reproaches
and giving the strongest assurances that Omer would amend
his ways, respect Austrian subjects and interests, and disarm
Mohammedans as well as Christians. Aali also certainly
hinted at Omer’s recall, and Vienna confidently expected it
'

’

even so late as July 1852.
England’s support prevented Omer from being dismissed
She had not been entirely consistent in
in the middle of 1852.
her views. Turkish proceedings in Bosnia in 1850 had excited
atrocious and
the indignation of Palmerston. He reported
disgraceful outrages by the Mohammedans on Christians, and
stated that all complaints had been met by doubts and cavils
and endeavours to throw the blame from off those who perpetrated the crimes, and to lay it upon those upon whom the
‘

’

'

The Turkish Government
crimes have been committed.
ought to feel how much the Turkish Empire in the present
state of things stands in need of the support of the Christian
Powers of Europe, and it should recollect that this support
could no longer be counted upon if the day should ever arrive
when Christian Europe should come to the conviction that
barbarous fanaticism and atrocious cruelty are inseparable
concomitants of Turkish rule, and that the Christian people
of the Turkish Empire were given up by the Turkish Government to be the helpless victims of the ferocious violence of their
This utterance was not a
Mussulman fellow-countrymen.’
very fortunate one, for Omer at this time was supporting the
Christians in Bosnia. When, two years later, he failed to
protect Christians, England did all she could to excuse him.
Omer had to be severe,’ reported Alison privately on his
return from Serajevo.^^® Malmesbury twice sent instructions
in 1852 to maintain Omer in Bosnia, though he wisely abStratford even went so
stained from defending his measures.
far as to say that Omer’s chief offence in Bosnia was that of
*
relieving it from abuses.’
This zeal saved Omer for the time
being, but was perhaps unwise. For Omer was encouraged
.

‘

.

.

DANILO
by

this

support to

sealed his fate, for it
the scale against him.
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attempt to attack Montenegro. That
brought Russia, as well as Austria, into

VII
The hope and
Is ruined,

and

expectation
the soul

of thy time

of every man

Prophetically doth forethink thy fall.

Henry

IV, Part

I,

Act

III, Sc. 2.

Omer

pasha’s policy towards the neighbouring state of
Montenegro went far to justify the attitude of Vienna. The
poet-bishop had died in 1851 and his nephew Danilo had
grasped power after a dispute as to the succession. Danilo
was a strong and able ruler and determined to marry.
Being in love with Darinka, a lady of Trieste, he secularised
the bishopric and made it a hereditary principality (1852).
Austria and Russia had been consulted as to the change and
both had signified their approval. But Danilo maintained that
Montenegro was independent, and omitted to consult Turkey.
The Sultan, who claimed sovereignty over Montenegro,
refused to accept the change and looked round for opportunity
He soon found it. Danilo had introto embarrass Danilo.
duced a new scale of taxes and the Piperi tribe refused to pay
it.
We did not,’ they said proudly, ' fear the great eagle
‘

we
we

not fear this little cockerel. Rather than
The very
will perish or become Turks.’
pay taxes
threat shows that the Turks had intrigued with the Piperi.
Omer pasha had in fact promised to relieve them from taxation and to grant them land if they successfully rebelled.
They did not do so. The little cockerel marched on their
territory with a thousand men and received their submission
and their taxes. Meanwhile a band of Montenegrin desperados suddenly descended on the isle of Vranina in the lake
of Scutari. They seized the island and captured the town of
2abliak which nestles between twin peaks beside the lake.
Danilo ordered the restoration of the town, declaring that he
had not authorised these actions. Omer thereupon advanced on
the town with twelve thousand men. The Montenegrins made
Two hundred
little resistance because of the orders of Danilo.
prisoners were taken.
One authority has stated that Montenegrins cut off the noses of the Turks. The Turks preferred
cutting off ears and sent two hundred loads of them to Constantinople.
The Dutch Minister found it extraordinary that
[Peter II],

shall

’

‘

‘

leiningen’s mission
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men’s ears are sent [here] as an irrefutable evidence of the
exploit, but it is an old custom, followed by the Turks.’ *
However that may be, Omer declined to admit Danilo’s surrender
of Zabliak as evidence of his good faith. He refused all terms
and declared war on Montenegro.
Danilo was now in a dangerous situation. He was attacked
by no less than five Turkish armies. He appealed both to
Austria and Russia for support, and he did not appeal in vain.
Austria now had a real grievance and not a mere pretext.
If the war went on Servia might join in the struggle, and
Austria’s Jugoslav subjects would certainly do so as volunteers.
Austria could not allow Montenegro to be crushed, and Russia
was determined to protect her. Count Leiningen was sent by
Austria on a special mission to Constantinople. His instructions were peremptory.
Austria would not permit Montenegro
to be destroyed and would insist on a change of government in
Bosnia. A reply was to be demanded in a short time, under
pain of serious consequences. The whole was, in fact, an
ultimatum, and it was the more serious because the Czar
intimated quite clearly that he was prepared to support
Austria against Turkey, if necessary by arms.^^^ The campaign had not progressed very well. Omer was certainly held
up. So the Porte agreed to abandon hostilities with Montenegro, and sacrificed Omer. The man who had saved Bosnia
with
for the Porte was dismissed, he indignantly complained,
On February 12 difficulties with
harshness and cruelty.’
Austria were really adjusted and the Turkish official journal
Peace was signed between
stated the fact on the 17th.
Montenegro and the Turks on March 3. The latter were
defeated on all points. They agreed to restore the status quo
and to recognise the secularisation of the principality. An
Austrian envoy upheld Danilo’s claim that he was not a vassal
of the Porte. Danilo was declared a prince. He appointed
a relative to be Vladika or Bishop of Montenegro, and married
his beautiful Darinka.
Danilo had secured his object. Montenegro was turned from a theocracy into a principality, saved
from destruction, and declared of importance in the eyes of the
world. There was to be no long peace either for Bosnia or
Montenegro. Each had contributed to unsettle Europe.
Bosnia had become a factor in international politics by her insurrection.
Montenegro became so by her war. And on the heels
of a local war and a local insurrection followed a general war.
‘

* N.R.A.
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Mollerus, No. 8 of January 16, 1853
cp. Koetschek, Lebm
Serajevo [1885], 23 ; as to nose-cutting, vide M. E. Durham,
Tribal Origins and Customs of the Balkans
[1928], 85, 96, 177-9.
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CHAPTER IX
the Dust Hole
Stratford de Redgliffe

The Second Phase

;

Reform

in

‘

’

;

I

The great mischief of
‘

many a roodf
Stratford, February 1851.

Leviathan

country

.

this country is the

’

which,

‘

floating

dominant

religion*

This

is the real

overlaps the prostrate energies of this

—

I will do nothing under
Nihil opinionis causa, omnia conscientiae faciam .
the compulsion of opinion, eveiything under that of conscience. Seneca,
De Vit. Beat.

The

decree of the Rose Chamber had proved abortive after
year later Stratford found the
the fall of Reschid in 1841.
of reaction. Izzet
roses of reform flung into the ‘ dust hole
Mehemet and Riza had restored the old abuses and Stratford
But to
failed for some years to stay them in their courses.
this monotonous record of his failure there was an exception
Over the apostasy
in 1844, which will now be described.
question Stratford won a great and authentic victory. No
episode of his career was more dramatic, and in none did his
personality and character assert themselves with more vigour.
^

^

A

’

Yet

his religious victory actually

tended to impair

his ability

secure future administrative and political reform, and
showed the danger of raising religious issues in the East.
Stratford took up his post as ambassador at Constantinople
again at the end ofJ anuary 1 842
His position was unfortunate.
Reaction was proceeding apace in Turkey, and, for that matter,
in England too.
Palmerston, who had vigorously supported
the Rose Chamber decree, had fallen and Aberdeen reigned
in his stead. This mild cosmopolitan feared to meddle in the
internal affairs of Turkey, being timid by nature and anxious
Stratford began by
to offend neither Russia nor France.
cautiously declaring his disbelief in the idea that Turkey was
on the eve of dissolution, and expressing a hope that much
may be effected by European influence and example, sufl&ciently
But an English, rather
exerted and properly directed.’
to

.

‘

’

‘
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than a European, influence was his aim. For he soon suggested
that England might make some concessions over the Turkish
Commercial Treaty to induce Turks to allow Christian evidence
to be taken in the law courts and to abolish the slave trade.
Aberdeen replied with a mild and perhaps intentional irony
It may be doubted whether any modification which could
possibly be effected in the Turkish system with regard to
slavery and Christian evidence would be of such material
importance, as would satisfy the commercial body in this
country that the concessions in matter of commerce made by
Her Majesty’s Government were fully compensated for by the
equivalents obtained by the Porte.’ Concessions to humanity
would not compensate John Bull for losses to his pocket. Yet
Stratford was not an easy man to beat and he was about to
teach a lesson to everybody, to British public, to diplomats,
to Turkey, and to Europe.
In August 1842 the severe and reactionary Izzet Mehemet
was succeeded by the mild Rauf. It had been hoped that
Reschid might regain power. He had returned from his
Embassy at Paris and had held secret interviews with Stratford.
But neither he nor his followers were popular. The wits of
Stambul recalled a fable known both in Turkey and to Aesop.
A dog in his rambles abroad got caught in a trap, and only
escaped from it by leaving his tail behind. He returned to his
fellow dogs and informed them that he had learned from his
travels the advantage of ridding himself of incumbrances.
Reschid was now the incumbrance of which the reactionaries
desired to be rid. They first sent him to govern Adrianople
and then allowed him to return to Paris, where he would be
out of the way. In Reschid’s absence Stratford soon found
that the Sultan had more goodness than strength.’
He had
failed to win over Riza, the mayor of the palace, and was still
no nearer his goal. Then suddenly a horrible event displayed
:

^

‘

worst colours. The crusading spirit
awoke, and Stratford, setting his lance in rest, rode into the

oriental fanaticism in

its

fray.

A young Armenian had abjured

Christianity and embraced
He said later that he did it for two
that he had been intimidated, and the

Mohammedanism.
reasons.
One was
other that he had been drunk.

Having recovered from both
physical and moral weaknesses he once more declared himself
a Christian and publicly apostatised from Mohammedanism.
For this offence death had been the usual penalty in Turkey.

STRATFORD AND THE YOUNG ARMENIAN
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Thus a missionary a decade before wrote, The instant a
Mussulman abandons his faith he is led away to execution.’
The offence was obviously more serious when a Christian,
turned Mussulman, once more apostatised to his old faith!
Abdul Medjid had refused to execute a blasphemer in 1841,
but apostasy was a much more serious crime and the religious
reaction was now in full swing.®*® Undoubtedly the Porte
feared their own public more than the Powers, and the Council
‘

determined that the apostate should die. The
Armenian’s mother and sisters appealed to Stratford, who
passionately intervened. On the side of mercy were the
finally

Sultan himself, Ahmed Fethi, his brother-in-law, the Foreign
Minister, the Grand Vizier (who said he hated even to kill
a fowl). Even the ulemas seem to have been undecided
until Riza and^ Halil urged them to insist upon sentence of
death.
The victim obstinately persisted in refusing the
proffer made to him by the law to re-become a Moslem.’ On
August 22 1843 he was led out to die. Turks spat on him as
he passed, but none of his thirty guards wished to strike the
death blow. One was at last with difficulty induced to do so.
The mutilated body was clothed in European costume, and
the head carefully covered with a European hat in deliberate
and symbolic insult to the European community. The unfortunate lad s mother brought the news, rushing into the
European quarter, tearing her grey hair and rending the air
with her shrieks. When she returned to the place of execution and sat by the corpse the police removed her from the
spot.
They kept the boy’s body exposed and unburied for
three days, and finally cast it into the sea.
Stratford ‘ offered ’ his remonstrance ‘ in a spirit of compassion rather than of resentment.’ **« He expressed himself
thus over the victim of the outrage ; ‘ Youth no less tVi^n
nature pleaded for him ; the best interests of the Empire
called aloud for his pardon. As a friend of the Porte, I added
my voice to theirs.
voice has also been given to his mutilated
remains. Exposed in the streets of Constantinople they tell
the Turk what spirit animates his Government.’ This protest,
though it escapes ‘ from the perilous limits of the sublime,’
shows Stratford’s deep and noble indignation. It does
not show the means he took to achieve his ends. He impressed
on Aberdeen that ‘ some check should be given to this cruel
fat^ tendency ’ lest ‘ a fanatical arrogance, making Kttle
distinction between the raya and the foreigner, will trample
upon our commercial privileges, and embroil the Porte with
her [w] best friends.’ He was assured that Nafiz was the chief
‘

A
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not the Sheikh-ul-Islam nor the ulemas* Aberdeen
protested, but with moderation ; France and Prussia added
their remonstrances. At this stage, however, even Stratford
wished to rest content with the dismissal of Nafiz and with
the Turkish government’s verbal assurance that in future the
death penalty would not be inflicted. It was not wise to ask
for a declaration of the same import to be made officially
In trying to
would not allow it.
religious prejudices
as
strengthen, we might essentially weaken, our position.’
Aberdeen and the other Foreign Ministers of Great Powers
had every intention of continuing to let the matter rest.
Religious fanaticism did not rest. Before the year ended
the Turkish assurance was broken and a young Greek, who
had become a Mussulman and returned to his own creed,’
was executed at Brusa just as the young Armenian had been
at Stambul. Stratford reported this new outrage, intimating
that he thought the Porte had tried to hush the matter up. He
determined that nothing should now prevent him from
obtaining an official declaration, and stirred even Aberdeen
into demanding that the Porte should ‘ renounce absolutely,
and without equivocation, the barbarous practice of execution
Stratford was instructed to seek an audience
for apostasy.
with the Sultan for the purpose. The Turks said that he was
now trying to get them to abandon a law [in their view]
prescribed by God himself.’ Rifaat said he was exposing the
Sultan to a ‘ heavy, perhaps even to a dangerous, responsiIt was a question neither of policy nor of administrability.’
tion ... it concerns religion. If we refuse we lose the
friendship of Europe ; if we consent we hazard the peace of

culprit,

’

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

’

‘

’

‘

‘

the Empire.’

Aberdeen justly complained that Stratford did not give
a full detail of how he had proceeded. But Stratford dared
He had had private communications with
not do this.
undoubtedly behind the backs of both
the Sultan,’
Not only that, but he had separated
ministers and ulemas.
ministers from the ulemas and split the ulemas themselves into
two parties. He suggested that the putting of apostates to
death was not sanctioned by the Koran, but only by later
custom. Alison, his dragoman, disputed with the ulemas and
confounded them by quoting the Koran against them.
‘

’

‘

dramatic appearance among the prophets not only
He
distressed but actually divided the old religious party.

Steatford’s

* F. 0 . 78/521.

From Stratford, Nos. i8o“i of August 2 1, 1843. Thesedetails
are all suppressed in the Blue Book version of the despatch, as also is the next
quotation, which is in JF.O.
78/523. From Stratford, No. 237 of November 17*
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dismayed all, he convinced some. A gathering of ministers
There was some appearance
and ulemas discussed his views.
of schism.’ The results were comical. The politicians,
‘

thinking that there was an anti-Stratford majority, declared
on religious grounds.’
that the matter should be decided
But the Sheikh-ul-Islam feared that a vote could not be taken
without much discussion, and that division would still further
So he considered it necessary
develop religious schism.®^®
political considerations.’ Stratford used very
to yield to
On March 22 he
practical arguments with the politicians.
presented Rifaat, the Foreign Minister, with an official declaration that the Porte would put no further apostates to death.
He asked him to receive the document and to return it to him
Rifaat refused. Stratford advanced on the astonished
signed.
minister and forced the paper on him, stuffing it,’ some say,
He threatened Rifaat with disin the bosom of his robe.
missal, though dismissal was the prerogative of the Sultan.
In the end he obtained a declaration, but in the form of a note
verbale and unsigned.
Stratford was not to be beaten. On
March 23 he saw the Sultan himself and induced that meek
autocrat to ‘ give his royal word that henceforth neither should
Christianity be insulted in his dominions, nor should Christians
be in any way persecuted for their religion.’ This assurance
was one which Stratford knew the ministers dared not deny,
and he gave it the utmost publicity. The Sultan, while not
venturing to alter the law imposing the penalty of death for
apostasy, had promised not to put it into practice against
Christians.* The Sultan repeated the same assurances to the
‘

'

ambassador of France and to the patriarch of the Greek
Orthodox Church.
In due course a letter from Queen
Victoria arrived to clinch matters, congratulating her brother
sovereign on his good action.
Stratford had stated that the measure ' will remain a
monument of purest glory to Your Lordship and His Majesty’s
administration,’ and designated himself as ^ under providence
the humble instrument’ of success. He must have been both
disappointed and enlightened to find that Aberdeen suppressed both passages when he published the Blue Book.
There is indeed little trace in it of Stratford’s noble efforts.
Aberdeen had ii^deed warned him not to establish an English
’

‘

‘

interest in contradistinction to that of other powers at
stantinople,’ in the very act of praising his achievement.

British
*

The

n. 335-

Ambassador
Sultanas opinion

’

was not
had no

to

‘

stand forth as the

legal validity, as Stratford well

Con-

The
avowed
‘

knew

;

vide
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protector of the Christian subjects of the Sultan or the ‘organ
through which complaints of hardship or persecution should
Stratford showed some resentment at this
be conveyed,’
For the glory had been his alone.
suggestion, as well he might.
The French representative had sui^portcd him for a time, but
had receded from the extreme steps. The Prussian representative had been platonic, the Austrian
very equivocal,’
the Russian too late in the day. Stratford had not received
wholehearted help even from tlu^ Christians of Constantinople.
’

‘

An Armenian had

been found bas<i enough to defend the
execution of his countryman by suggesting that it was due to
a great respect for law and was thendbre surely no barbarism’ {Morning Chronicle^ September 19,1 84,3) No public opinion
from England supported Stratford during the campaign.
Even the laying of the papers befbni Parliament in May 1844
produced no debate, and only perlunctory references in the
press.
The Morning Chronicle^ while ])ronouncing Stratford’s
effort to be
bold and humane,’ diverted attention in another
direction.
It gave horrifying details of tortures inflicted on
some prisoners by the Pasha of I’rcbizond. But it stated that
these were punished for oflcnces against Russian subjects,
and had been tortured in order to please Russia.’ * This was
a good way of shifting attention from the inhumanities
of Turkey to the inhumanities of Russia. Nowhere had there
been adequate support to Stratford during the negotiations
nor adequate praise to Stratford for its success. In Turkey
at least the achievement was understood, though not discussed.
He alone had chosen that the incident should not be passed
‘

’

‘

.

‘

‘

over.

Nor chose alone but turned
So much

the balance too,
the weight of one brave man can do.

From

henceforth Stratford became the Elchi,’ the ambassador par excellence. He was an exception to all rules, the man
who could, or might, do anything.
He has more pluck in his
little finger than the whole Divan put together,’ said Reschid of
him.
For the time the policy and the man triumphed. Mohammedan fanaticism had showed itself once more. During one
year, a second, perhaps even a third, apostate was executed.
‘

‘

T^ Mohammedan murderer of a Christian had been liberated,

a Greek had been forcibly converted to Islam. An Armenian
corpse had been dug up near Jerusalem
and subjected to an
a

mentioned by the Constantinople correspondent of May
7, to which
'
Was it
Chronicle of May 27, 1844.

by^P^emS
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All these outrages were known
though studiously concealed from the British
the Sultan’s public declaration and the orders
to the provinces produced a marked change in
four separate instances apostates from Moham-

unspeakable desecration.

Turks
But
public.
he conveyed
In
opinion.
to all

medanism to Christianity, who had been arrested, were
released by the local pashas and allowed to go their ways.
Strangest of all was the case of a Greek priest, who had been
punished by his bishop with exile. To avoid the penalty he
declared himself a Mussulman and applied to the pasha for

The

pasha, having heard the case, refused to
accept his conversion and sent him back to the monastery at
Ochrida, there to find his old religion and to undergo his new
punishment.
Here then was a change effected at the Sultan’s word and
Stratford followed up his success by
at Stratford’s dictation.
other triumphs in the religious field. In September 1845
obtained leave to establish a Protestant church at Jerusalem
for British and Prussian subjects, a victory which Ponsonby
had failed to obtain and for which even Aberdeen expressed
Finally he took up the cause of the Armenian
satisfaction.’
Protestants who were oppressed by the Armenian patriarch as
well as by the Turks.
He won a victory again and followed
it up in 1850 by obtaining full rights and a firman giving to all
or
Protestants throughout the Empire the status of a
nation.’
In the last two cases the victories, though real,
affected only insignificant parts of the population.
Stratford’s victories on behalf of Christianity and humanity
were less great and permanent than they seemed. They were
gained at the expense of the feelings of all the Turks in the Empire
and were likely to be lost whenever the government was weak
or the people fanatical. The future was to show that persecutions for apostasy had not ceased in the Turkish Empire, and
that the Sultan broke his word forbidding executions just as
easily as he broke the promises of his Rose Chamber ’ decree.
While acknowledging the chivalry of Stratford, it is possible
protection.

‘

*

^

wisdom. He told Aberdeen that success will
ultimately produce the most beneficial result in the policy
and administrative system of the Porte,’ and promised ^ an
But the
entire and salutary change of policy as a sequel.’
mere fact that the Turks had made concessions to the religious
ideas of the West steeled them in resistance to further political
to

doubt

his

innovation.

^
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1

845

II

As we

hear you do reform yourselves
We will, according to your strength and qualities.
Give you advancement.

Henry
It

was not

until

IV, Part

August 1845 that Stratford

II,

Act V,

finally

Sc. 5.

procured

the fall of the corrupt and reactionary Riza, the paramour
of the Sultana Valide. After that the Finance Minister, whose
peculations fell not far short of a million, was dismissed, and at

October 1845 Reschid pasha became Foreign Minister
once again and the chief influence in the government. He

last in

soon became Grand Vizier and made Aali Foreign Minister.
Aali was a new man and a good one and afterwards became
very famous in Turkish history.
The policy of the Rose
Chamber decree was revived and known as the Tanzirnat.
The word does not mean reform, but simply organisation. It
was not meant to denote reform in the western sense, but a
return to an old system. Everything was to be reorganised in
the old, pure and tolerant spirit of Islam. The Tanzirnat
seemed launched on its course with Reschid as captain and
‘

’

Stratford as pilot.
By a curious irony Stratford was threatened with dismissal
just at the moment of his success.
Aberdeen fell and Palmerston became Foreign Minister in June 1846.
Stratford returned home in the autumn, as it was thought for good.
Ambassadors still retired from power with their party. Stratford was not a Whig; he had sided with Urquhart over the
Vixen affair, and had had an acrimonious discussion with

Palmerston in the Commons.

Palmerston suggested he should
use discretion, and Stratford had retorted
If he thought it
necessary to take lessons of discretion, he should not go to the
noble lord’s school for instruction’ (June 21, 1838). Even so
late as 1844 the Morning Chronicle declared that Stratford’s
many good qualities were so spoiled by quickness and acerbity
of temper that a more dangerous steed to drive with diplomatic reins we cannot conceive.’ None the less the journal
complained that Aberdeen had not properly supported Strat'

:

‘

ford or British prestige at Constantinople.
The despatches of
Ae Foreign Office are like the touches of the torpedo [eel] ’ and
had a benumbing influence.’ * But, if neither Palmerston
‘

®

*

Awning

ccember

Chronicle

18, 1844,

of August 9, 1845.

The

both seem Palmerstonian.

previous quotation

is

from
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nor Stratford was discreet, neither man was small. They
agreed to forget their differences because each desired to increase British influence and to regenerate Turkey in retrospect.
It was/
Stratford consented to return on one condition.
Palmerston said on May i, 1856, that he should be supported
by the Government at home, and urged to continue his exerthose exertions which he had never intermitted during
tions
the long years he had been in Turkey to obtain that equality
‘

‘

—

—

between Christians and Mahommedans.’ Stratford, who might
well have claimed the Embassy at Paris or Rome, once more
chose Constantinople. But he spent two years in other fields,
and when he reached Constantinople in 1848 it was to find
Reschid expelled once more by the reactionaries. It took

him and

undo the work of

This
incident is typical of the difficulties both of Reschid and of his
protector, and explains how the intrigues of the court defeated
the best intentions of both.
It is perhaps best to sum up the progress made by considering first what Reschid achieved himself and next what he
achieved with the aid of Stratford. Apart from Riza’s army
reforms the only benefit his predecessors had conferred on
Reschid was the introduction of a new silver and gold coinage.
This undoubted advantage was offset by a species of loan
contracted on Turkish Treasury Bonds issued at the ruinous
rate of 12 per cent, in 1841, and by the introduction of a
corruption which Reschid did nothing to check. But the decade
1840-50 was marked by great changes alike injustice, the ciyil
service, provincial administration and education.
Not all the
credit is due to Reschid, for some of the projects had already
been long planned. For the Penal Code (1840) Reschid was
mainly responsible and, like the Code Napoleon on which it
was based, it made all men equal before the law. It contained
references to the Rose Chamber decree, of which some were
very naive. His Highness the Sultan had already bound
himself not to put to death publicly or secretly either by poison
or otherwise anyone without trial. Also His Highness had
abstained from usurping the goods or property of any private
individuals.’
These admissions did show the advance made.
It was a great achievement to issue the Penal Code only six
months after the Gulhani decree.®^® The influence of the
Penal Code led, though slowly and with difficulty, to punishment of high officials by due process. In some cases the great
men tried and condemned were simply punished for purely
Such was the trial
political reasons or by political opponents.
and punishment of old Husrev, the ex-Grand Vizier known as
time to restore

‘

to

’

‘

’

‘

reaction.

THE GOMMERCXAL CODE
the master-strangler/ in 1841. But it would be wrong to
deny that an improvement in the administration ofjustice took
place at the capital and in large towns and provinces really
under European supervision. The special case of the remoter
provinces will be examined later, and it is here enough to say
that the ideas and modes of the West were introduced most
successfully when foreigners were present to supervise and
report upon their progress.
Reschid deserves credit for his work on the Commercial
Code. The introduction of this code, which had been retarded by his fall in 1841 and again in 1848, took place in
1850. It was a mere copy of the French commercial laws
dealing with partnerships, bankruptcies and bills of exchange.
It depended for its efficacy on the tribunals of commerce. But
it had the all-important effect of defining, protecting and
facilitating the commercial transactions of foreigners.
The
inhabitants of Turkey consisted of Mussulmans and of rqyaSy
i,e. of Christian and other non-Mussulman subjects.
But in
addition there had been foreigners resident for purposes of
commerce since early times. They were known generally as
Franks and included many British, French, Russian, Austrian
and Dutch subjects. They had never been able to get their
commercial affairs adjusted in a Turkish court. Stratford had
declared in 1844 that the difficulty of settling commercial
It is of the utmost
claims is altogether insuperable.’
importance,’ wrote one of his consuls, that bonds and contracts should not be affected by the quibbles or evasions of the
The difficulty was solved by erecting
Mahommedan Law.’
commercial courts and by extending the old Capitulations.
It is impossible here to enter into detail over the Capitulations system, but the following memo was submitted to Palmer‘
The Porte leaves to
ston as descriptive of its judicial aspect.
the agents of each European Power in Turkey, the right to
hear and decide all cases of criminal and civil jurisdiction over
the subjects of each State respectively. In mixed cases, both
criminal and civil, the case, by common consent of the European Powers, is heard before the agent or consul of the Power
whose subject is the culprit, or the defendant,
‘I therefore assume that in all mixed cases heard and
decided in the court of the British consul-general, his decision
must be founded on the principle of British Law, modified,
by what is called the usage of the Levant.
The term
“ usage of the Levant ” I conceive to be that agreement
which, by the common consent of all the European or Christian
Legations in Turkey, has been from time immemorial acted

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

‘

.

—

.

.

THE CAPITULATIONS
upon by the agents of the European Powers
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in Turkey.

,

.

.

of the great objects of the Capitulations or Treaties which
the European Powers have wrung from the Porte, has been
that their subjects, being Christian, should not be tried and

One

punished by Mahommedans.’
This memo explains tersely how foreign Christians were
protected in civil and criminal law. But they could not own
real property, and the Commercial Code was useless unless
their commercial transactions were protected by a machinery
Mixed tribunals of commerce
similar to the Capitulations.
were therefore created to give to foreigners the same protection in commerce as they had in civil and criminal affairs.
This was done by developing the old Tidjaret Mekkemessi, or
Court of Commerce. The Porte constituted a tribunal composed of twenty members, ten (Turks and rayas) appointed by
and ten consisting of representatives of Europeans.
itself,
Commercial cases between a Turkish subject and a foreigner
came before, and were settled by, these tribunals. This
system was open to abuse. It began in Constantinople in
1847 and its opening was very unfortunate. The ‘Frank’
representatives were merchants, some of whom were venal and
disreputable.
The Turkish representatives were not above
reproach, least of all the infamous Riza, who was the first
He was given this office and a large
president of the court.
salary as a sort of consolation prize for being disgraced and
expelled from the ministry by Reschid. Riza himself was
disgusted with his new post, and showed his discontent by
attending irregularly and going to sleep on the bench. The
crude Turkish wits made the most of his attitude, as well as of
the fact that the court itself sat in Constantinople in a building
near the old mad-house. Things improved in 1849, when
Riza was dismissed and sent off to misgovern Salonica. The
Tidjaret Mehkemessi was instituted with more success at Smyrna,
where Frank commercial interests were strong. Before the
Crimean war began it had functioned in Salonica, Adrianople,
Beyrouth, Damascus and Aleppo. It was extended to Egypt
and, though the Sultan’s idea seems to have been to annoy his
vassal by forcing him to introduce reforms, advantage resulted
here also. It is true that the right sort of Frank ’ representaBut, in the end, if Turkish
tives were not always appointed.
representatives did not prove satisfactory the powers intervened.
The intervention of foreign powers could be effective, as the
framework of reform had been instituted. Hence a step forward
was really taken by this reform. The same system was applied,
as an extension of the Capitulations system, to criminal cases
‘

’

‘
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which Turks and foreigners were involved. These were
settled by mixed tribunals of Correctional Police, organised
and administered on the same system as the Tidjaret Mehkemessi,
This system, though not wholly new, was greatly improved
between 1847
1850.
Education was also greatly developed as the result of a
in

commission, appointed in 1845

reporting in 1846, of
which Aali and Fuad were the leading spirits. The bare
rudiments of education already existed.
Every Turkish
village, however poor, had its mosque and school attached;
Greek churches too had Greek schools in the neighbourhood
Bulgars were beginning to develop them. But all were very
poor, small and rudimentary, and usually endowed from
voluntary sources.
The commission dealt mostly with the
Turkish schools and found the chief opposition from the
obscurantist and intolerant ulemas.'^ They went steadily to
work, assigned minimum salaries, making up the deficit where
;

needed from state funds. The curriculum was somewhat
improved and better text-books provided. But education
was made alike obligatory, universal and gratuitous. Christian
and Jewish schools received less attention, the chief point being
an attempt to introduce the teaching of Turkish history into
their curriculum.
A beginning was made with secondary
education in 1851, and six schools founded. But the attempt
was suspended almost immediately, and not extended to the
Colleges for training civil servants and military,
naval and veterinary officers were founded. The Imperial
School of Medicine, founded by Mahmud, and the Agricultural
School, founded by Abdul Medjid, were institutions of the
greatest importance to the Empire and the civilian population.
In these two cases the pupils were half Mohammedan and half
Christian. But it was noticed by keen observers that there
was no amalgamation, and little intercourse, between the two
elements.
The ambitious project of founding a university
was started in 1846.
splendid medal was struck representing
the complete building. The foundations were laid and the
walls rose about six feet from the ground.
But upon the first
tidings of the revolutions of 1848 work on the building was
suspended, and the whole project soon collapsed.
Though
there was much disillusionment, some progress was achieved
and the general purport of the reforms is clear. They aimed

provinces.

A

.

Such was always the

nxetnods.

case, for they had the vested interest. I visited the
of Constantinople in 1933 just after it had adopted completely modern
I was informed that the chief obstacle to their doing so had been the

autonomy of the University

1
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at enabling the government to control the public opinion of
the future, and at curbing the excessive power of religious

They had some success in both
reaction in the present.
directions and can at least claim this merit, that they anticipated
the British government by twenty-four years in making education compulsory and universal.
Of course Reschid had a great support in Stratford, who
brought him back to office in 1846 and again in 1848. But
when an oriental minister depends on the support of a foreigner
Stratford’s direct contribuhis situation is always unstable.
tion to education, to the Tidjaret Mehkemessi and to the Penal
reforms may be laid definitely to
Code had been small.

Two

By a

direct reference to the Sultan he obtained
the abolition of the slave trade in so far as Turkish vessels
were in future prohibited from engaging in the traffic in slaves
his credit.

was due to him again that the haratch^
which Izzet Mehemet had caused to be collected from individuals, was again collected from the heads of communities.
This was an important service. Previously it had been hard
principle or the practice is the more
to say whether the
But Stratford’s great religious reforms were
objectionable.’
somewhat ephemeral in character. He entirely failed to place
Christian evidence on a level with Mussulmans in the law
courts.
The most that he succeeded in doing was to maintain
it where it existed before, as in the Lebanon, and to prevent the
His failure here
religious reactionaries from abolishing it.
showed how deeply ingrained was the Turkish resistance to all
(August 1850).

It

‘

ideas of equality with rayas. He failed to reform either the
state of the prisons or to improve the means of communication.
He did not even claim to have suppressed corruption or improved the finances. He confessed that his attempt to persuade the Turks to enlist Christian rayas in the army had been
a total failure.
this touched the root of the matter.

Now

The Morning

probably under Palmerston’s influence, had blamed Aberdeen for not supporting Stratford
in the aim of inducing the Turks to
treat their Christian
subjects with fairness and interest them in the defence of the
Empire.’ * Again, If the Turks are to refuse to enlist other
than Mussulmans in their defence, we fear that, however
dignified and consistent they may exist as Turks, that existence
will not be long-lived.’ Judged by his own tests Stratford had
failed.
For after five years of strenuous support from Palmerston, the fusion of Christians and Turks was as far off as ever.
The Turks still refused to enlist Christians in the army and
Chronicle^

'

*

December

‘

’

‘

i8,

1844; January

i,

1845.
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held apart from them in sullen hostility. If Stratford had not
gained so many religious privileges for Christians, he might
have secured to them more political equality. For Stratford’s
veto on the religious persecution of Christians provoked a
Turkish veto on their admission to the army. In Turkey the
army is either the state itself, or something more important
than the state. As long as Christians had no right of entry
into the Ottoman army, they could never exercise real influence in the Ottoman state. Stratford’s noble and devoted
efforts

had produced major concessions

in

words but minor

concessions in deeds.

Ill
'The physiognomy of the metropolitan government can be most fully appreciated in
its outlying provinces .
Togqueville.

De

Mahmud

centralised his power the provinces had
been wholly at the mercy of their pashas. His rule brought
order into remote districts and Reschid’s reforms sought to
introduce law into them. There was at least enough done to
excite attention and to mark the difference from the past.

Before

Thus the infamous governor of Konieh was convicted of various
crimes, including the murder of a servant, and condemned to
hard labour for life in the city which he had misgoverned.
Special commissioners were sent through the provinces to inquire into and judge abuses during 1850 and 1851. One of them
judged the pasha of Larissa for corruption and forced him to
reimburse the victims of his extortions.®®^ No such fate befell
the infamous Riza, who had been disgraced and sent to govern
Salonica. Among his many other misdeeds this may suffice.

Two

Greek shepherds

killed a

Turkish brigand in self-defence
after they had vainly asked Riza for protection against him.
Riza had them both executed. Immediately after execution

he had their clothes stripped off ‘their still warm bodies’ and
sold by auction.®®® Riza was ultimately dismissed, let us hope
for this offence.
He was too strong to be brought to trial and
later regained his power in Constantinople.
None the less the
principle that pashas could be brought to trial and punished
for maladministration had been established as part of the
reform system.
Parallel with this was an improvement in the justice
administered by the pashas in their governments. In the old
days the pasha was a despot, killing or robbing whom he would.
Mahmud had deprived pashas of the death penalty, making it
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dependent on an appeal to Constantinople. Reschid’s reforms
did undoubtedly result in an improvement in the justice
administered in the provinces. Here is an example. An old
European resident at Antioch was astonished to note that,
when two rich Christians came to blows, the pasha patiently
In the old days,’ he exclaimed, he would
reconciled them.
have put them both into prison from which they would not
come out until they paid at least 20,000 piasters (at that time
There were of course abuses, but
equal to :^30o) each.’
‘

‘

the worst vices of the old regime, arbitrary executions, impalement and torture, had all disappeared in the more civilised
Unfortunately, however, the pasha was not left
provinces.
to himself to govern his people under the protection of the law.

He was

himself hampered and hindered by it.
Thus, while the reign of law was actually introduced into
the provinces where it had not existed before, its practical
Reactionaries and reformers were at
effect was often small.
one in keeping reality and appearance apart. Turks excelled
in violating the spirit and in keeping to the letter of the reforms,
and the provinces were the area in which these shams and
realities were both revealed.
One reform of Reschid, which
was certainly well-intentioned, associated a council, or Mejliss,
with each pasha. In this way it was thought that sane control
would be exercised and the germ of a representative system
created.
The Mejliss was elected by the different communities.
Turks were always in a majority on it, but rayas^ Greeks or
Armenians, Slavs, even Jews could be, and often were, represented.
The pasha was unable to do anything without consent
of the majority of his council. This rule had several unforeseen effects, every one of them disastrous. The Turkish
majority was almost always formed from bigoted and reactionary conservatives. The pasha could always appeal to
their prejudices when he wanted to persecute ray as.
If the
Turks on the council were divided, he could always intimidate
the rayas on his council into voting for him as the chief officialincredible as it may seem, the raya minority representatives
invariably agreed with the decisions of the majority, sometimes
because they did not understand Turkish, sometimes because
they dared not oppose what they understood. The Greek
bishop of Kutaya once received a paper from the governor
for which his seal as representative of the council was required.
‘
I cannot read Turkish,’ said the bishop.
I have never been
consulted in this matter ; I know not what it maybe ; this may
And
contain my own death sentence ; but I must seal it.’
he did. The Mejliss system was absolutely bad. During his
‘
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voyage in the Lebanon David Urquhart found its deliberations
most impressive and at Beyrouth he even discovered virtue
and patriotism in the Mejliss. But it was of this visit that a
consul wrote
I have heard only one opinion as to the views
and ideas that Mr. Urquhart advocates and that is that they
are visionary.’
He is the only person who ever found merit
'

’

:

in a Mejliss,

would be easy

to quote the opinions of consuls as reported
during the next twenty years in refutation of Urquhart’s view.
It

quote from Barker, whose experience as
consul and as permanent resident in the East extended over
forty years and was unique in authority.
He declares that
they combined with the Pashas or Governors to legalize their
spoliations by a lying document called
Mazbatta ” sent to
the Porte signed by all the members of this council which
declared whatever they pleased, at the suggestion of the
pasha. Sometimes, however, this weapon could be used both
ways, and the Porte was defrauded or despoiled.
After
twenty years’ residence in habitual contact with this council
or Mejliss'' on public and private business wherever we have
resided, we can with truth declare it to have been the most
baneful and unfortunate concession, on apparently liberal
principles, that could have been made to a country just
emerging from anarchy, as the Empire then was.
‘The members of the Mejliss are always the rich [Turkish]
They are de facto the governors of the
landed proprietors.
country for their own benefit, and they always combine together when any matter is proposed inimical to their collective
interests, however secretly inimical they may be to one another.
“We keep the people ignorant and oppressed, in order to be
able to govern them, for otherwise how could we govern
them?” was told us by Haji Halef Aga, one of the leading
members of the Mejliss at Antioch. We could relate many
cases of extortion, injustice and violence by this man, always
under the legal sanction of the “ Mazbatta^
The Mejliss screened a bad or designing governor and
hampered a good one. So far from protecting the minority
the object ... as displayed in its operation, seems solely
intended to increase Turkish influence.’ * At all of the new
Mejlissesy moreover, oppressive measures could be passed with
more show of justice than of old, since Christian representatives
could be cowed into agreeing to them. Stratford himself

But

will suffice to

it
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twice formally denounced Mejlisses and once to the Sultan
It is true that this method sometimes brought a bad
himself.

pasha to justice, but bad governors did not cease in the outThe governor of Mosul ran
lying provinces in this period.
amok in the streets, mad with drink. The governor of
Trebizond cut the throats of two criminals in public. During
most of this period Nejib pasha at Bagdad refused to pay
tribute and grossly oppressed the inhabitants.
He was too
But nearer home at Brusa, within a
distant to be subdued.
few days of Constantinople, tyranny and oppression went on
to a remarkable degree, even though one governor was dismissed. At Salonica Riza oppressed Christians until he was
recalled, and his brother reactionary Halil reintroduced
These two, though disgraced for mistorture at Smyrna.
government and corruption in the capital, managed to practise
their vices in the provinces.
For all these abuses Reschid must
bear his share of responsibility. Most of his appointments to
provincial pashalics were bad, and many were said to have
been influenced by Armenian bankers, of course for financial
reasons.

might, however, be argued that salutary neglect in
the Turkish provinces was better than active oppression. But
there were areas in which neglect was anything but salutary.’
As a specimen let us take the district of Mentesche south of
Smyrna, part of the ancient Lycia and Caria. Once it had
been a land of fair cities, of merchant princes whose ships had
fought at Salamis and traded with Alexandria. It was now
a Turkish province, full of wretchedly poor labourers. The
area was large and the population, though small, paid 5^*50,000
tribute to Constantinople, and a tenth tax of over
18,000.
It had no foreign inhabitants nor visitors in the shape of
missionaries nor merchants.
It had no troops, no public
education, no roads. Brigands abounded, the archbishop
levied a heavy toll on the district, even farming out burial and
baptismal fees.
very little energy by the government would
have removed the plague and drained the malarial districts.
little work on the roads would have enabled the district to
be traversed in five or six days instead of in fifteen or twenty.
There was no commerce worthy of the name and no ports.
Yet there were excellent natural facilities for establishing quays
and harbours. Had they been used, a thriving coastal trade
would have sprung up. This was what Turkish administration
did, when isolated and left to itself.
What a contrast with free
Greece, whose schools and colleges were increasing, while a
fine system of harbours was developing commerce everywhere
It

'

‘

'

’

‘

A

A
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on Mentesche, mournfully

Stratford, in transmitting his report

described it as a sad picture ... of misgovernment, exaction,
and decay,
[It] is the more painfully interesting as it
gives but too just an idea of the evils prevailing in other parts
In the same year that this report was preof Turkey.’
sented there was a Christian revolt in Bulgaria, due to unspeakable outrages inflicted by Turks, and a Mohammedan
rebellion in Bosnia due to the improvement in the lot
of Christians.
In these circumstances the despatch of
commissioners to reform and amend the state of provincial
administration was simply a farce.
Incredible as it may seem, this neglect of all official aid to
remote provinces and the universal abuses of the Mejlisses
elsewhere represented a bettering of older methods. The
Rose Chamber decree and the Tanzimat had caused the
position of Western Powers and their consuls to become more
important. It enabled them to intervene with more effect
both on behalf of their own nationals in commercial cases and
generally on behalf of Christians. Longworth admitted that
the Turkish hands have been in some measure tied up and
have been prevented from plundering the Christians directly
by the Tanzimat^' even in Monastir, where the pasha is the most
slippery and corrupt rogue I have ever had to deal with.’
Another experienced consul wrote, bad as the system of administration is ... it is happiness itself to what it was previous
to the Hatti-Sheriff of Gulhane [Rose Chamber], and however
bad it may appear to us still the reform that has been worked
has greatly ameliorated the state of the Christians.’ Agriculture had increased in all its branches, and in most of the villages
the Turks are
Christians were acquiring all property, for
Notwithdegrading as fast as the Christians improve.’
standing the increase of commercial importance which this
town [Salonica] has taken within the last ten or fifteen years
there does not now exist within the walls a Turk who is a
merchant. The beys who were the exclusive landed proprietors are also all more or less ruined. [Their estates] are either
heavily mortgaged or let. Hence the improvement in cultivation, and the increased amount of produce brought to market
is the work of Christians who enjoy all the profits and advantages whilst the wealth of the Turkish proprietors vanishes in
apathy and smoke
In other words, progress meant the
growth of commerce, and that spelt ruin for the Turk and
increase of wealth and population to the Christian.
And this
progress continued despite every effort of Turkish reaction.
The future lay with the provinces. There the Turkish popu‘

.

.

.
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‘
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dwindled and sank into poverty, while the Christians
grew in wealth, in numbers, in self-consciousness.
lation

IV
I will never look on the city for now I know
allow me to take it^ though it was certainly His
^

country ,

The

that it
desire

was no design of God^s to
that I should come to this

Richard Lionheart.
story of the failure of reform

even

now a

sad one to
read. Towards the end of 1849 ^ great crisis occurred.
Stratford covered her
Austria and Russia threatened Turkey
with the shield of England’s protection, and enabled her to
During the next year
resist the demands of her opponents.
his prestige and power were perhaps greater than any other
ambassador had ever enjoyed in Constantinople. Yet in this
very year the weakness of the Sultan, of Reschid and of the
reform movement revealed itself. The Sultan showed himself afraid of reform for fear of making his brother Abdul
Aziz (whom he held in captivity) popular with the reactionary
He was also impressed by the fact that the reform
party.
movement had provoked a dangerous rebellion in Bosnia. In
both June and August Stratford had audiences with the Sultan
and wrung from him the abolition of the sla-ve trade and the
But he failed altogether to obtain
abolition of the haratch.
The Sultan, graciously but
larger or more extensive reforms.
a little wearily, admitted corruption and cupidity to be the
Fanaticism was very prejudicial to the general
worst of evils.
For myself I consider
interest.’
Riza was a bad man.’
the people committed to my charge whether Christians or
Mussulmans in the same light and endeavour to have them
enjoy the same rights.’ ^ Tell the Elchi Bey,’ he said to the
dragoman, that I am no longer the same man.’®®^ Unfortunately he was as weak, as amiable, as indolent, as ever.
Stratford, observing that reform was weakening, took the
unusual step of interviewing the Sheikh-ul-Islam. He returned
with the conviction that, if the Sheikh fathered the reform
movement, it would be as a result of moral compulsion not of
voluntary compliance.’ Among laymen he found opposition,
in general, not so much rooted in the prejudices of the people
as engendered by the vices of aU who have access to the power
or emoluments of office.’ None of them believed, as he did,
that the progress of reforms was bound up with the future of
Turkey. In despair Stratford drew up another very long list
of desired reforms and sent it in to Reschid. He and his
is

;

‘

’

'

'

‘

‘

‘

‘
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innermost colleagues sat on it and returned the ominous reply
that they admitted Stratford’s programme in principle but

were divided as to the application of particular measures.
This was the beginning of the end, for it marked that Reschid
himself was weak and weakening.
Reschid had in fact perceived the trend of events. In 1839
the Egyptian danger had enabled him to bring in the Gulhane
in 1845 he had been helped to power by the misdeeds
decree
of Riza and his associates ; from 1848 to 1850 reforms had taken
place because the dangers in Europe had made Stratford’s
support essential. The world was now tranquil and reaction
could resume its sway. The Turks had lost faith in reform and
Reschid had lost faith in himself. He was a little timid, a
little weary, a great deal disillusioned and compromised.
He had discredited both reform and himself. The year 1851
opened with demands for the better government of the provinces, and for prompt measures to arrest the rapidly approach;

Stratford brought the prospect of
bankruptcy before the Sultan. ‘ He listened patiently, he
answered graciously, he dismissed me with an appearance of
Stratford found Reschid weary of difficulties,
goodwill.’
averse from further struggle, and inclined towards resignation.
The Sultan in his interviews with Reschid said nothing about
either admitting Christians to the army or reforming the

ing financial catastrophe.

The few
Stratford had already abandoned hope.
good measures are far from sufficient. They have moreover
been accompanied with several disastrous events afflicting to
Reschid was ‘ unequal to the task of either
humanity
producing unanimity in the Cabinet or of removing the
scruples of the Seraglio. In proportion as diseases take root
‘

finances.

’

!

repugnance

to the

means of cure seems

A

to strengthen also.

further pressure would
has been fairly applied.
in all probability, under present circumstances, either deprive
me of the Sultan’s goodwill or send the Grand Vizier into long
He proposed, therefore, to suspend the camretirement.’
paign. Palmerston, replying early in March 1851, decided
not to press for any great or aggregate system of reform.’
Stratford regretfully acquiesced in the failure to give effect
to the earnest wishes entertained by Her Majesty’s Government
and by no individual member of it more cordially than your
He wrote in private, The great game of improveLordsffip.’
ments is altogether up for the present (April 5, 1851).
Stratford had set out to drive orientals along new roads, a
task to baffle the most expert of drovers. There seem to be
two ways of moving orientals in new directions. One way is

The

test

‘

‘

‘

’
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them, to yield to them, to pretend to be theirs.
Then they follow you as a flock of sheep the bell-wether. That
was Lawrence’s way with the Arabs. In the process he lost
fraud,’ on
his western faith and based his eastern works on
hollow worthless things.’ There is another
pretences,’ on
way, and one by which an Englishman may preserve his faith
and yet instruct orientals in reality. It is to stand against
them, to persuade himself of a mission, to batter and to twist
them into something which they, of their own accord, would
not have done.’ That is to drive, not to lead, and it was
But nature has set limits to
Stratford’s way with the Turks.
such exertion. Even Stratford could not always be exploiting
In the end
his old environment to press them out of theirs.’*
the very souls of the Turks revolted against such a pressure
and such a taskmaster. Stratford saw the material failure
and confessed it. But he differed from his successor in this
he did not admit spiritual defeat.
pairticular
In the desert Lawrence lost one faith and he did not find
another. He wavered between ‘ two customs, two educations,
two environments,’ and wondered which was the true one. To
Stratford there was only one custom, one civilisation, one cause,
the cause of heaven. Faith in the cause, and a burning faith,
remained. But a doubt had begun to dawn, and a doubt in
himself. Was he worthy, was he marked out as the chosen instrument of God to finish His work ? When he doubted thus, it was
time to abandon the field of his labour. A peerage came to him
as the reward of his toil, but no honour could allay the agony
of doubt or confirm his faith in himself. It was in June 1852
that he left Constantinople in this mood of deep dejection,
perhaps never to return.’
to imitate

‘

‘

‘

‘

‘

:

‘

V
Of

all causes

of decadence

on the European model .

...

the

sum of

these ills is the spirit

of reform

METTERNiCH.f

Between Stratford, so noble in aim, so violent in means, so
vehement in temper, there can be no greater contrast than
Reschid. This smooth, eloquent, plausible oriental could not
face the grim ranks of organised reaction.
He failed Stratford
as Pliable failed Christian, and without even escaping from
the mire. Unquestionably intellectual and with a strong
* Lawrence, Seven Pillars [1935], 31-2.
t JV.S.A. Weisungen nach England, 306.
May 26, 1841.
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passion for the West, he
Mahmud, and achieved
successor.

from

But

steadily

had been ardent

much

for

reform under

under

for a time

his feeble

Stratford’s influence could not prevent him
degenerating as he grew older. His early

all

enthusiasm and purity disappeared. He became corrupt and
immoral in secret, while openly professing the standards of the
West. His physical cowardice was a weakness on which his
enemies played, and he became morally discouraged at the
apathy and at the reaction he encountered.
Reschid certainly preceded Stratford in abandoning hope
of further reform. He was probably influenced by the Sultan’s
example. Abdul Medjid’s weak mind was much impressed
because Franz Josef revoked the constitution he had formally
granted in Austria. His brother despot had thus set his face
against ‘ concessions made by his government ... to the
Whichever way we look,’ wrote Stratford,
spirit of the age.’
^
some cause of discouragement strikes upon the sight.’ He
was at length disillusioned even in Reschid himself. He found
him wanting in that vigour of mind and frequent conviction
which overcomes resistance by force of resolution and finds resources in the midst of difficulty.’ He said he is thought by
many, even friends, to have been somewhat unfaithful to the
cause.’ Stratford admitted that Reschid’s turn for expense has
plunged him deeply into debt,’^®^ but did not himself confirm the
ugly rumours as to shady dealings with an Armenian banker.
On the whole Stratford, though condemning the policy of his
old friend, dealt tenderly with his personal faults. Macfarlane’s
opinion that it was difficult to state which was the biggest
rogue, Reschid or Riza,’ was confirmed by a high authorBefore departing, Stratford regarded him with deep
ity see
suspicion, and in the autumn of 1852 Reschid put the finishing
touch to his baseness by a secret intrigue with Russia, of which
‘

‘

‘

‘

‘

the effects were to reach far.*
One cause of Reschid’s failure was not due to himself.
Knowledge and education had increased, but Turkish public
opinion had not kept pace with their evolution. The number of
periodicals had considerably increased by the days of the
reform movement. The State Gazette {Takvimi Vakai) was
the official organ of the government. The Register of News,
edited by an Englishman, William Churchill, though unofficial,
received money from the government. Two French papers
were the Courrier de Constantinople and the Journal, of which the
first was probably, and the second certainly, under both French
and Turkish official influences,®^*^ Two Italian journals were
* Vide infra, p. 304

;

and nn. 458, 467.
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mildly political. Four other journals were wholly technical,
and there was finally one Greek, one Armenian and one
Bulgarian weekly newspaper devoted in each case to its
There were several newspapers at Smyrna,
national interests.
Belgrade, Bucharest and Beyrouth. What is interesting,
however, is that press criticism of the government usually
came from foreigners or rayas.^^^ There was no genuine
organ of Turkish opinion, and it was not until i860 that a

modern Turkish

literature arose.

It

was then

and
models and

effective

because released from the old classical
based on an assimilation of modern and western culture.
During its first important period the Turkish reform movement worked almost wholly without a genuine national or
popular impulse from below and without stimulation from
parallel cultural movements or from literary men.
That
undoubtedly was one reason for its failure. Turkish public
opinion, in the shape of lawyers or journalists, was not mobiThere was no educated citizen
lised in Reschid’s favour.
class to support him among Turks.
He depended, therefore,
upon those Turkish officials and politicians who saw their
interest engaged in supporting him.
Naturally, therefore,
they were loyal in fair weather, but deserted him as the storms
influential

arose.

That Reschid lacked moral earnestness was now patent.
But a man may be a real reformer, as Constantine the Great
was, even if his fervour is open to doubt. The larger question
remains whether failure was not inherent in his reforms. It
has been argued that Mahmud’s reforms were within the range
of Islamic ideas and that Reschid’s went beyond them. This
suggestion seems to me doubtful. Mahmud’s attitude towards
rayas at the end of his life suggests that he was contemplating
a programme even more advanced than that of the Gulhane
decree.
But in raising this query we touch on the weak spot
of all reform in that age. New methods were not necessarily
an improvement on old ones, since western ideas were so
strange to the East. Riza was a reactionary because he was
corrupt and Izzet Mehemet because he was prejudiced, and
these were the main motives of the opposition.
But there was
also a party opposed to the radical reforms of Reschid consisting of men of the highest character, led by the afterwards
famous Ahmed Vefyk. They believed that the ReschidStratford remedy was too drastic and quite unsuited to the
oriental mind.
They considered that so rapid a change to
western ideas would injure the Turkish nation without aiding
the Christians. They did not believe it possible to melt down
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SO

many

different metals

and weld them

into one.

They

did

not think you could confound the Crescent with the Gross.
You could not mix predatory Kurds with thrifty Armenians
desert Arabs with miserly Jews, intriguing Maronites with
fierce Druses, untamable Albanians with industrious Bulgars
calculating Greeks with haughty Ottomans. Their remedy
was to go slow, to preserve the old religious and racial differ-

promote justice and efficiency and to attack corruption,
They were sincere in believing that too hasty reform
would in the end produce obstruction and reaction. But they
exercised too small an influence.
Conscience forbade them to
support the blind reactionaries on the one side or the ardent
reformers on the other.
At the time almost all Europeans believed that Turkey
could save herself from ruin only by adopting reform. The one
exception was Metternich, but Metternich was a fossilised conservative.* The policy of Reschid and Stratford was originally
accepted and advocated by Layard and by nearly everyone else.
But it is very interesting to learn that, towards the end of his
life, Layard abandoned his original opinion and confessed that
Ahmed Vefyk and the moderate conservatives of Turkey
had been largely right in their opposition. Layard himself
possessed unrivalled knowledge of oriental ideas, yet even he
seems to have failed to perceive the obstacles to progress rooted
in the character and history of the Turkish people. The early
Victorian era was an age of optimism where history counted
for little and abstract theory for much.
In that age a Turk
alone could see that his countrymen might not profit by the
model of the West, and might even assimilate its vices and not
ences, to

its

virtues.

At a

audience with the Sultan Stratford had received
nothing but fair words and easy promises. Neither he nor any
man had believed them. On his departure the whole reform
ministry and movement collapsed.
Reschid fell and was
succeeded as Grand Vizier by Aali, and Aali after a few months
last

by Mehemet

The

was the Sultan’s brother-in-law.
He exercised a sinister influence on the Seraglio and was very
partial to bribes.
He had at one time professed to follow
Reschid, but had even [then] been looked upon with suspicion
he was now a notorious reactionary. This was what
one correspondent told Stratford.
Things are going from
Ali.

latter

‘

’

;

‘

worse to worse every day,’ wrote another.®**®
The finances were in fearful chaos, and a loan could not be
obtained. Favourites, like Ahmed Fethi and Mehemet Ali,
* Vide supra^ quotation

and note

p* 843*
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The Sultan’s liking for drink increases
monopolised power.
daily which has such an effect upon his nervous constitution
that it produces a kind of delirium which I am assured is next
What can be expected from such a man and with
to madness.
It was all over then.
an adviser like Ahmed [Fethi] ?
Financially
Stratford, Reschid and Reform had all gone.
bankrupt and politically corrupt the Turkish Empire was
The
jolting down the slope which led to the Crimean war.
decree of the ‘ Chamber of Roses ’ had produced a garden of
in folly ripe, in
withered and decaying flowers. All was
reason rotten.’ Even Stratford said that the reforms were
superficial improvements which, like Potemkin’s villages, only
make dupes because there is a willingness to be duped.’
Reschid’s party, the only party hitherto based on political
principle in Turkey, had collapsed. His two disciples Aali and
Fuad were now his secret or open political opponents. Reschid
himself began secretly intriguing with Russia in the autumn
of 1852. Stratford’s influence was extinguished as soon as his
presence was withdrawn. No further stimulus to reform could
come from personalities ; it could come only from events.
‘

’

‘

'

That pressure was supplied when war burst upon Turkey in
Turks professed a desire for
1853. Again, as in 1839,
reform, because of their desire for armed aid from the West,
The war with Egypt had produced the decree of the Rose
Chamber
the war in the Crimea produced the HattiHumayun.
Behind the last, as behind the first, was the
burning enthusiasm of Stratford de Redcliffe.
‘

’

;
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THE FRUITS OF DIPLOMACY
CHAPTER X
How Czar

Nicholas Negotiated (1840-53)
I

Non enim possumus omnia per
ourselves.

nos agere

,

—^We

cannot do everything by

Cicero, SexL Rosc.^ 38.

Czar Nicholas had been delighted to unite with England
For a triumph over Mehemet Ali was
against Mehemet Ali.
a triumph over France. She represented all that Nicholas
hated. She had expelled Henry V, the rightful King of
France, she had elevated Louis Philippe, an upstart usurper.
Her insolent bourgeois ministers had openly sympathised
with Poland’s revolt against Russia. Her whole people were
revolutionists.
A revolutionary war was imminent, and
France would be its author. That seems to have been his
genuine belief. He could meet the danger by dividing France
from England. The French would never risk a war in Europe
England was allied with Russia. Nicholas decided to
separate France from England, and proposed to negotiate the

if

separation in person.
Late in December 1840 the Czar asked Lord Clanricarde
^
if Her Majesty’s government would object to record and
establish by some act the alliance, which now happily existed
between the Four Powers [Russia, England, Austria and
Prussia], to serve as a security against any efforts France might
make to awaken revolutionary feeling in Europe, or against
perhaps a revolutionary war. In short His Imperial Majesty
proposed to me the Holy Alliance,’ said Clanricarde. He
dared not explain to the imperial despot " how repugnant to
myself, and in my opinion to my countrymen and my government would be any league formed for the repression of any
opinions or principles whatsoever.’ Clanricarde fell back on
parliament. ^ The intention of such an alliance,’ he said,

NICHOLAS’ OVERTURE

2^2

would be misinterpreted and such misrepresentation would
probably awake the very feelings which His Majesty wished to
repress and that I did not see how the determination to oppose
any attempts at excitement or propagandism by foreigners
could be recorded without trenching upon those principles of
constitutional liberty, to which we in England were so much
The Emperor replied he did not require a treaty
attached.’
a clear understanding would suffice him the assurance of
ambassadors—my word would be ample ^security to him if I
[Clanricarde] was authorized to pass it.’
Nicholas’ overture was quite clear and, in its way, quite

‘

‘

—

;

frank. He asked for British support against France, ‘in a war
of revolutions this year or later.’ As Clanricarde explained,
‘
neither His Imperial Majesty’s treasury nor His army are

prepared for war at this moment.’ Nicholas therefore wanted
help. It might be unwise to discuss the matter in parliament, so he asked for the word of an English gentleman, having
an unshakable belief in the validity of that pledge. Palmerston
He began by
replied to this overture with equal frankness.
proclaiming Canning’s principle of non-interference in the
internal affairs of other states, but qualified it by saying that
England might interfere if any state sought to derange or alter
the balance of power. England, however, had an objection
had
to enter into engagements with reference to cases which
not actually arisen, or which were not immediately in prospect.
The reason of that objection was the difficulty of inducing
parliament to accept an agreement ‘ which bound England to
take up arms in a contingency which might happen at an
uncertain time, and under circumstances which could not as
yet be foreseen.’

So

far

Palmerston had stated the policy of England

revealed to the world.

Now he came

to the suggestion that

as
it

It is true that His Imperial Majesty has
might be secret.
spoken of an understanding which need not be recorded in any
but upon which he might rely if the turn
formal instrument
of affairs should render it applicable to events. But this course
would not be free from objections. For, in the first place, it
would scarcely be consistent with the spirit of the British
constitution for the crown to enter into a binding engagement
of such a nature, without placing it formally upon record, so
that parliament might have an opportunity of expressing
some
its opinion thereupon, and this could only be done by
written Instrument
and to such a course the objection which
But if the engagement
I have alluded to above, would apply.
were merely verbal, though it would bind the Ministers who
‘

;

;

—
Palmerston’s reply, 1841
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might be disavowed by their successors, and thus the
Russian Government might be led to count upon a system of
policy on the part of Great Britain which might not eventually

made it,

it

be pursued.
these circumstances it seems to Her Majesty’s
Government that the cabinet of St. Petersburgh should be
satisfied to trust to the general tendency of the policy of Great
Britain, which leads her to watch attentively and to guard with
‘

Under

maintenance of the Balance of Power ; and Her
Government hope that His Imperial Majesty will
not thinlc that this policy is the less deeply rooted in the minds
of Her Majesty’s Government, if they should not think it
expedient to enter at the present moment into engagements
*
such as those mentioned by the Emperor.’
Palmerston says quite clearly that, whatever may be the
personal views or even obligations of British statesmen, parliament alone can sanction binding engagements or alliances.
It was, he implied, against the spirit of the British constitution
Even more
to give such an undertaking without parliament.
important, if ministers gave it, it might be disavowed by their
Plain speaking this, to an Emperor, and it ended
successors.’
care the
Majesty’s

‘

the overture.

II

—

For to stumble
Culpa enim ilia, bis ad eundem, vulgari reprehensa prouerbio est
twice against the same stone is a disgrace, you know, even proverbially
Cicero, Ep., X, 20.
so.
.

extraordinary that Nicholas did not profit by PalmerHe might well have
ston’s lecture on the British constitution.
turned elsewhere and adopted a suggestion of Nesselrode’s to
raise {soulever) the Balkan nationalities against Turkey.^"^^ Yet
he refrained and returned to his old love. So far from being discouraged by this first rebuff, he made similar secret overtures
to the British government on a second, and again on a third,
occasion. And each time he seems to have hoped for success.
Nicholas was a despot who did not easily admit defeat, and who
relied on his personal prestige and his personal charm to
achieve victory. It is in this spirit that we must view the
second attempt, marked by his famous conversation with
Aberdeen in 1844. He decided suddenly to visit England,
and to renew the attempt to obtain the word of an English
It is

* This passage
in n.

and the two preceding ones are from the despatch referred to
371, and have already been in part quoted by Professor Rodkey and others.
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gentleman to a secret obligation.®^® Nicholas delighted
everybody by his visit. Victoria was impressed by the " greatest
potentate on earth/ charmed by the handsomest of men,
awed by his grave look portending some grim future destiny.
There was indeed something tragic in the way his meetings with
her ministers led to misunderstandings on this and on other
Peel, the Prime Minister, Aberdeen, the Foreign
occasions.
Secretary, and the Duke of Wellington all had speech with him.
Nicholas himself reported that Aberdeen
opened his eyes
wide at his remarks. Shortly afterwards Aberdeen said to
the Russian representative, Brunnow, “ You do not think then,
that Count Nesselrode wants to sign an offensive and defensive
This observation, although made with
alliance with me?”
a smile, was singularly unexpected by me [Brunnow]. Lord
Aberdeen perceived it and resumed his tone of pleasantry.
‘‘
Certainly we are not there yet, and we must not laugh too
much about it. I remember well that the Emperor told the
Queen, when at Windsor, that she could count on his troops.
The time might come when we should need them.” *
Nesselrode held that Aberdeen had committed himself or
He [Aberdeen] has given
at least could be made to do so.
his assent without reserve to the system of conduct traced out
'

’

‘

’

for the present

the future.’

®'^^

and the eventual obligations indicated

The Russian Chancellor

sent

in

it

for

him a memo

dealing with the subject, which was based on definite principles.
England and Russia have a common interest in maintaining
the status quo in Turkey, that is her independence and territorial
integrity.
It was difficult to make Turkey treat her Christian
subjects properly, unless the powers were agreed.
The

Turkish Empire contained many elements of dissolution,’ and
its fall might easily be hastened.
The result of such a catastrophe will be much diminished if, in the event of a catastrophe
occurring, Russia and England have come to an understanding
as to the course to be taken by them in common.’
The
Emperor, during his visit to London, agreed with the English
ministers
{a) To maintain the existing state of Turkey as long
as possible.
(5) If anything unforeseen should happen in
Turkey, Russia and England should come to a previous understanding with each other, as to what they should have to do
in common. Russia and Austria are already agreed [by the
Convention of Miinchengratz]. If England joins in, France
will be obliged to adhere unconditionally to whatever is decided
at Vienna, London and St. Petersburgh.
On December 3 Brunnow, by instruction, submitted this
‘

‘

:

,

*

The

allusion is to the

then strained rdations between England and France.
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Aberdeen made a few suggestions^ but accepted the
document in principle. Brunnow asked Aberdeen to agree
to an exchange of letters, by which the Czar could authenticate
the memo and Aberdeen admit the correctness of the principles
Aberdeen asked for permission to reflect before
stated.
accepting this suggestion, but he eventually accepted. Brunnow wrote to Nesselrode that an exchange of letters would be
important, for neither Peel nor Aberdeen had said what they
would do if the Turkish Empire collapsed. Nesselrode replied
on December 16 that such an exchange would ^give new
strength to the engagement contracted verbally lors du sejour
of His Majesty the Emperor at London.’ Aberdeen was told

memo.

that His Majesty had authorised the memo as ‘ a most faithful
resume of his conversations with you and your colleagues.’
Aberdeen took some time in replying to this communication.

When he did he admitted the accuracy of the statement.’
He also referred to the mutual expression of opinions in which
I think we were entirely agreed and which I hope may be kept
'

‘

our negotiations connected with the Levant.’
But his wording is eminently cautious, and his reception of the
memo is lukewarm.
Aberdeen was cautious because he did not himself agree
with the main thesis of the Czar, that the Turkish Empire was
crumbling to pieces. In this very year he had written to
There appears to be in Turkey a principle of
Stratford
vitality, an occult force, which sets at nought all calculations
based upon the analogy of other states.’
We cannot
suppose Aberdeen to have repudiated in June the view which
he had proclaimed in January. So he disagreed here with
Nicholas, though he did not say so. It is also significant that
Aberdeen’s account to Stockmar of his conversations merely
said that the Czar viewed Turkey as a dying man and that
he talked of how much an Anglo-Austro-Russian combination
could do against France. He said nothing of any preliminary
Anglo-Russian concert in case of the break-up of Turkey. The
topic had indeed been discussed, for Aberdeen admitted the
accuracy of the memo. But he describes the agreement
merely as one of mutual expressions of opinion,’ and he hopes
these may be kept in view in the future. Aberdeen evidently
wished to keep Nicholas to his pledges of disinterestedness about
Turkey, and did not see how he could do this if there was
no suggestion of preliminary discussion with Russia in the
future.
He sought, however, to evade any pledges on the
English side, though he does not seem to have been wholly

in view during all

‘

:

‘

‘

successful in his aim.

’

‘

’
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The Russian negotiators undoubtedly thought that
had pinned Aberdeen down to something more binding
he was ready to admit.
given without reserve

Nesselrode said

‘

they

than

he [Aberdeen] has

assent to the system of conduct
traced for the present and the eventual obligations indicated for
the future.’ Brunnow answered that, when the exchange of
his

the agreement morally established
was completed,
between the two cabinets will have received the finishing
touch, which although it adds nothing to the obligatory force
of the engagements contracted since the visit of His Majesty will
serve to state its existence in writing which will remain in
possession of the archives of St. Petersburgh and London.
The English cabinet has entered on a new road. It has taken
it as a rule to have an understanding with Russia before
‘

letters

agreeing with all the other Courts of Europe. This system,
we must not forget, only dates from the month of June of this
year.’
The Czar is credited with having produced a new
system and the claim is made that the English cabinet has
agreed to it. In fact, this was just what the cabinet had not
done.
Aberdeen had undoubtedly agreed to preserve the Turkish
Empire as long as possible. To this principle any British
statesman could subscribe without consulting anybody. But
the Russians argued that he had also agreed, in the case of the
break-up of Turkey, to enter into preliminary conference with
them. Aberdeen did not entirely admit this suggestion, though

some commitment. No agreement on his
part could bind anyone except himself and perhaps Peel.
Wellington had not seen the memo, though he had discussed
the matter with the Czar.* As the agreement had not been
submitted either to cabinet or to parliament, it was not
binding upon either. As Palmerston had explained in 1841,
he confessed

to

’

’

'

personal agreements were against the spirit of the British
constitution,’ and the decision of cabinet and parliament was
necessary in cases which have not actually arisen, or which are
not immediately in prospect.’ Now the dissolution of the
’

"

‘

‘

Turkish Empire had not yet taken place, so

quite clear
that, in so far as any
agreement existed for the future,
Aberdeen and Peel were not responsible agents. They may
have bound themselves, but they had not bound their own
cabinet, so they certainly could not bind that of their successors
in office. Nesselrode declared that Aberdeen had promised to
‘

it is

’

* Aberdeen wrote later that Nesselrode's memo was shown only to Peel.
Pte. Russ, MSS, G,
D, 22/105. Aberdeen to Lord John Russell, January 3,
1853. Hence Wellington was not bound by the memo.

&
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devote all his efforts to make closer the union between conservaAnyone can see that a Whig ministry, with
tive cabinets.’
‘

Palmerston as Foreign Secretary, could not accept such a
proposal.

Succeeding foreign ministers found the Nesselrode memo
in the archives, but not the personal correspondence between
Aberdeen and Nesselrode. Now the personal letters were
intended to strengthen the ^ agreement implied in the memo,
and Nesselrode and the Czar thought they did so. But their
absence from the archives is decisive. Future ministers could
not be bound at all by a private correspondence of which they
knew nothing. Aberdeen asked Palmerston, when he became
Foreign Minister in 1846, to show the Nesselrode memo to
no one but the Prime Minister (Lord John Russell). Palmerston refused to agree to this, and thereby implied that neither
he nor his colleagues were bound by it. So he seems to have
repudiated the memo.
He certainly showed a friendly feeling
towards Russia for a time, but he came into conflict with her
and contradicted every tenet of the ‘agreement’ in 1849.
The Nesselrode memo was seen by Malmesbury, who was
Foreign Secretary in the Derby government (1852). But
both Malmesbury and Derby later declared (March 31, 1854)
that they had not considered themselves or their government
as bound by it.
Lord John Russell saw it in 1853, and seems
to have regarded it merely as a source of information.
The
memo itself, if a pledge, was one of a purely personal character,
Palmerston’s despatch of 1841 had told the Czar that personal
pledges might not be honoured by succeeding foreign ministers
and in any case could not bind the cabinet or parliament. If,
therefore, the Czar was deceived he had himself to blame for
’

the deception.

Ill
The man

in conscious virtue bold^

Who

dares his secret purpose hold.
Unshaken hears the crowd^s tumultuous cries.
And the impetuous tyranfs angry brow defies.

Horace,

Odes, III, 31.

Palmerston, who became Foreign Secretary again in 1846,
reappointed Stratford to Constantinople and advocated reform
in Turkey.
But he was at first unusually friendly to Russia.
During 1848 he was, on the whole, conspicuous by his support
of her. Cowley, who was acting for Stratford, expressed the
fear that Russia might seize the Dardanelles, and the suspicion
that there was a secret treaty between Russia and Turkey.^®®
s
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REVOLT

IN

THE PRINCIPALITIES

Reschid pasha, once again Foreign Minister, gave assurances
that there was no danger of that. Palmerston hardly needed
any such assurance. He was less suspicious and more conDuring the storms
ciliatory than either Cowley or Stratford.
that broke over Europe in 1848 Palmerston advised kings to
save their crowns by granting constitutions and accepting
advice from a majority in parliament. But he made one
exception to his rule. In Turkey he had not advised the
Sultan to follow the example of the Pope Pius the IXth, and to
‘

grant constitutional institutions to the Ottoman Empire.’
He commended Stratford for saying there was no question of
transferring any portion of power from the [Turkish] sovereign
This attitude was highly gratifying to the
to his subjects.’
Czar, who had hitherto regarded himself as the sole champion
of despotism amid a tossing sea of democracies.
Palmerston knew that Nicholas was a genuine conservative
who wished to preserve the Treaty of Vienna. That was
something in a world of revolution. So he remained con‘

The Danubian

(Moldavia and Wallachia) had been greatly disturbed by the revolutionary movements everywhere. They were governed by an instrument
called the Regiment Organique based on a series of agreements,
which were now threatened by the revolutionary wave. The
revolutionists wished to tear up
both the agreements of
Akerman and Adrianople,’ which contained stipulations
respecting the intervention of Russia in the internal government
of the Principalities.’
In particular the Treaty of Adrianople
provided that the hospodars (governors) of each Principality
should rule for life and have full liberty to manage the internal
ciliatory.

Principalities

^

'

‘

affairs of their provinces after consulting their respective divans,

This system was quite obviously overturned. The Rumanian
revolutionaries wanted hospodars elected for short terms under
democratic control. They had had enough of Russian protection,’ and were, in fact, anti-Russian and not anti-Turkish.
In July the Russophile hospodar of Moldavia asked for protection and Russian troops entered his territory.
Shortly
afterwards Prince Bibesco, the hospodar of Wallachia, was
compelled by a popular rising to abdicate. A provisional
government was set up and a copy of the Reglement Organique
solemnly burnt. That act symbolised a gross violation of ihc
rights not only of Russia but of Turkey.
There was no
Turldsh army at hand to vindicate rights, but there was a
Russian one. Also the Czar could fairly contend that Bessarabia was threatened by the agitation of the Rumanians over
the border.
‘
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Czar’s circular, defending his occupation of the PrinciIt [our action] opens,
palities, was quite apologetic in tone.
we in no way conceal it, a free field to all ill-disposed interpre-

The

‘

tation.

...

[It

had] the appearance of a departure from

the [disinterested] principles

.

.

.

proclaimed.’

England was

^
Russia has certain
calmed by Palmerston on September i
relations with those principles [Principalities] as a protecting
and therefore it is not actually a
power by virtue of treaties
case of the entrance of the troops of one government into the
country of another with which it has no concern. The
[Russian] entry is on the authority of the hospodar, and there
He may
is no disposition for the acquisition of territory.’
our [Russia’s]
have doubted Nesselrode’s suggestion that
willpromote the interest of Turkey, of England,
stay there
and of Europe.’ But he was convinced that Russia did not
mean to make her occupation permanent. He did not admit
Russia’s contention that her authority was co-ordinate with
He refused to be drawn into a discussion
that of the Sultan.
of right, as that might cause difficulties. He knew that, at
but then he
bottom, Russia could not permit a republic,’
did not care for a republic himself. He believed the Czar’s
promise that he would evacuate the Principalities in due
:

;

‘

.

.

.

‘

and events showed that he was right.
In response to a remark of Nesselrode’s at the end of 1848
The Continental powers would
Palmerston had replied,
be much mistaken if they reckon upon drawing Great Britain
into a war brought on by them by pursuing a course diametriWhen in
cally opposite to the counsels of Great Britain.’
May 1849 Russia decided to intervene on the side of Austria
and crush the Hungarian revolutionists, he still remained
course,

‘

Much

Her

Majesty’s Government regret this
interference of Russia, the causes which have led to it, and the
effects which it may produce, they nevertheless have not considered the occasion to be one which at the present calls for any
formal expression of the opinions of Great Britain on the
matter.’
The fact is that, while he admired the gallantry
of the Hungarian revolutionists, he regarded Austria as a
European necessity and an essential element in the balance of
power. He could not, therefore, consistently oppose Russia’s
military action, which crushed the Hungarians and restored
Austria again to the rank of a first-class Power. By August the
Russian intervention had proved decisive.
Hungary lies at
the feet of your Majesty,’ telegraphed Marshal Paskievic to
the Czar. The crisis of Europe seemed over, and the waves of
revolution had ebbed. But Hungary, though conquered, was
pacific.

^

as

the HUNGARIAN REFUGEES

26o

There was

a swirl in the waters.
A crisis for England was yet to come. Within two months
Palmerston was actually to risk war with Russia and Austria
on behalf of the Hungarian refugees in Turkey.

Still

able to cause trouble.

still

IV
4

If, as his nature is, he fall in rage

With their refusal, both observe and answer
The vantage of his anger.

CORIOLANUS, Act

II, Sc. 3.

question of the Hungarian refugees brought four great
powers to the brink of war. Two years of revolution and of
war had frayed nerves and heated passions. It might be argued
that the dispute was trivial and the concession demanded of
Turkey slight. But the movements of a fly or a mouse are
important, if they obstruct a delicate piece of mechanism and
cause a great engine to explode. In diplomacy no dispute is
No concession by a
trivial if its consequences may be war.
government is slight, if it is at the expense of its reputation or
of its honour. In fact, the surrender of these political refugees
would not have been the last of the Sultan’s concessions, or of
For the very act would have deprived him
his humiliations.
of dignity and independence in the future.
Palmerston saved Turkey at this crisis, and did so without
humiliating Russia. Throughout 1848 he had shown no
undue suspicion of her action towards Turkey and had avoided
any attempt to secure special advantages for England. He
returned no answer to a suggestion from Cowley (then deputising for Stratford) as to signing a secret convention with Turkey
allowing the British fleet to pass the Dardanelles at will. This
agreement would, of course, have been anti-Russian. Nor
would he listen to a more urgent appeal from Turkey, ^ to be
prepared to countenance, uphold and assist her in the hour of
need.’
He refused to believe in the tale that Turkey was
united by alliance with Russia. On September 20, 1848, he
instructed Stratford to approve of the Sultan’s refusal to accept
a Russian overture for a more intimate alliance.
The
Sultan should keep well with Russia but should avoid having
any exclusive or preferable engagements with that Power.
Such a course would be dangerous to the independence of the
Sultan and would be at variance with the Treaty of 1841.’
Even in 1849
did not think that Russia meditates at present
any act of violence against Turkey.’ Such was the situation

The

'

.

‘

.

.
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when the question of the Hungarian refugees became acute.
The Russian armies had crushed Hungary. Her revolutionists
were in flight, with the Austrians on their trail. In their eyes
the Hungarians were rebels and mutineers for whom no
punishment was too severe. Noble Hungarian women were
flogged on their bare backs, Hungarian generals were shot and
Hungarian statesmen hung. The more fortunate were already
Among them was Kossuth, the leader of
exiles in Turkey.
the revolution, who carried with him the Hungarian crown
and buried it at Orsova just before he crossed the frontier.
Along with 3,600 Hungarian refugees came some 800 Poles,
Russian subjects like the celebrated generals Bern and DemThe Emperors of
binsky, who had aided Hungary in the war.
Austria and Russia both wished these fugitive subjects of theirs
They made formal demands for their
to be delivered up.
surrender, and made it pretty clear that non-compliance on
the part of Turkey might mean war.
There were solid grounds on which Russia and Austria could
rest their

demands.

They could contend,

for instance, that the

presence of the leader of the Hungarian revolution and of two
leading Polish generals raised a quite different point from that
of ordinary political refugees. Then again they both had
By Article II of the
treaties of extradition with Turkey,
Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji Russia could demand the
extradition or expulsion of refugees from Turkey and vice versa.
Russia had disregarded her part of the treaty in times past, and
Austria had a better claim
it had therefore become invalid.
under Article XVIII of the Treaty of Belgrade in 1739.
'
Henceforth asylum or refuge shall no longer be afforded to
evil doers, or to discontented or rebellious subjects ; but each
of the contracting parties shall be compelled to punish people
of this description [ces sortes de gens], as also robbers and
brigands, even when subjects of the other Party.’ Palmerston
pointed out that ^ officers and soldiers
fighting for the
.
constitutional rights of Hungary against the armies of Austria
and Russia
cannot be deemed to be the persons described
by the expression ces sortes de gens ” or to be classed with
robbers and brigands.’ Turkey did not wish to comply with
the demand if she could avoid doing so. Turks had a friendly
feeling for Hungarians and did not want to surrender them
to the Habsburg,
They knew also that the Poles hated the
Russians, so they did not want to surrender them to the Czar.
The Council decided on August 30 that it could not give up
the refugees ' without dishonour.’ But could Turkey resist the
imperious demands of two Emperors ?
.

.

.

.

.

—
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V
Their encounters, though not personal, have been royally attorneyed with
^Winter’s Tale, Act I, Sc. i.
change of gifts, letters, loving embassies

inter-

,

The Sultan/ wrote

always more or less
Stratford apprehended a bolder line of
fearful of Russia.’
policy from Nicholas than from Franz Josef,
owing to
‘

Stratford,

‘

is

‘

But on October 4 it was the threats
Slavonic influences,’
of Stiirmer, the Austrian representative, which shook Aali the
Grand Vizier and Reschid the Foreign Minister. The same
day Prince Radziwill arrived direct from Russia on a special
On October 7 the prince had an audience with
mission.
Russia had
the Sultan and presented a letter from the Czar.
intervened in Hungary in virtue of the same principle which determined the aid I thought it my duty to offer spontaneously
to
our Maj esty last year.’ The surrender of the refugees would
tend to calm ‘the anarchic convulsions of the world.’ The Sultan
temporised and finally decided to refer matters to St. Petersburgh. He sent Fuad there on a special mission, the existence
of which he concealed until Fuad was over the frontier. The
Austrian Stiirmer declared that the Turkish object was only
to gain time so as to be assured of French and British support.’^®®
Stratford and General Aupick (the French Ambassador) advised
the Porte not to yield and gave every hope that France and
England would support them. The Turks remained firm, so
diplomatic relations were suspended on September 17. The
flags were hauled down from the Austrian and Russian
Legations, and Prince Radziwill steamed back up the Bosphorus
to Sebastopol. The Russian Minister Titov, like the Austrian
They
Stiirmer, remained behind, but, as it were, incognito.
offered privately to resume diplomatic relations, if a promise of
surrendering the refugees was given. But the Porte returned
a flat refusal, and diplomatic relations ceased altogether.
In fact this crisis was settled by the mission of Fuad Effendi
to St. Petersburgh, and not by the events at Constantinople.
None the less, what passed on the Bosphorus was of great
importance, for it might have brought about war. On
September 17 Stratford wrote to Sir William Parker asking
officially for ‘ a part at least of Her Majesty’s Mediterranean
Squadron to be available for any purpose of demonstration in
the Archipelago.’ He wrote privately, our position is suddenly
become very ticklish.’ Parker answered this appeal by cruising
‘
between the Ionian waters and Athens.’ On October 8 the
‘

Y

‘

‘

—
STRATFORD ASKS FOR AID

1^0^

Admiralty ordered Parker up to Besika Bay just outside the
Dardanelles, and he proceeded there in the last week of
October.

On September

1

7 Stratford addressed a despatch to

London

had refused the Austrian and Russian
he had supported their action up to date

stating that the Porte

demands and that
along with the French Minister. But in all probability His
Majesty’s firmness will be still more severely tried.’ He hoped
Her Majesty’s Government will sympathize with the
that
Sultan and be earnestly disposed to rescue him, if possible, in
some way or other from the necessities of his present position.’
This was a direct appeal for help. Palmerston was quite
ready to answer it. On the i6th Stratford had declared that
Stiirmer had demanded the surrender of Hungarian refugees
with the full intention, no doubt, of consigning the most
On the 26th
illustrious among them to the executioner.’*
You have
Palmerston had written privately to Stratford,
my authority to give the most illustrious of all, Kossuth, a
passage on a British ship.’
Of course shipping of refugees
secretiy would not lead to war, but Turkey’s open support of
refugees might do so.
‘

‘

‘

'

VI
manly firmness we shall successfully get through
Palmerston to Lord John Russell, September 29, 1849.
With a

little

this matter .

Palmerston received the appeal on October i, and the
cabinet decided to support Turkey. On the next day (2nd)
Palmerston sent off a private assurance at once and gave a
strong hint to Russia of his intentions. But it was not until
the 7th that he finally sent instructions to Stratford.
The
famous despatch, in which Palmerston’s determination was
recorded, was approved by the Queen, who, for once, saw eye
to eye with her Foreign Minister.
The Turkish Government
requests the moral and, if necessary, the material support of
Great Britain. Her Majesty’s Government, thus appealed to,
‘

cannot hesitate to comply with such a request.’ He stressed
the solemn declaration, by which, no longer ago than July
1841, the Five Powers recalled their desire and determination
to respect the inviolability of the sovereign rights of the Sultan.
Her Majesty’s Government have every reason to believe
that the French Government will be as ready as the Govern‘

.

.

.

* F.O. 78/778. From Stratford, No.
279 of September 16, 1849.
suppressed in Accounts
Papers [1851], LVIII [1324], No. ii, pp. 9-10.

&
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ment of Her Majesty to grant the support which is asked for.’
Austria and Russia would be asked to desist from their demands.
In the meanwhile, with a view to guard against possible accidents, Her Majesty’s Government mean to propose that the
British and French squadrons in the Mediterranean shall proceed at once to the neighbourhood of the Dardanelles, to be
if so requested by the
ready to go up to Constantinople,’
Sultan. So far the published part of the despatch. A suppressed passage says that the British and French squadrons are
not to be brought up through the Dardanelles unless there
but the decision upon tliis point
were a real necessity
must depend upon many considerations belonging to the place
and the moment in regard to which your Excellency and
General Aupick [the French representative] and the Turkish
Government will no doubt exercise a sound discretion.’
A similar instruction went out to the Admiralty, stating that
‘
the purpose of Sir William Parker was defensive not offensive.’
The Admiralty did not hurry themselves, and only sent instrucPalmerston, on the other hand, sent
tions to Parker on the 8th.
oflf copies of the despatch by three different messengers and
routes urging haste on all. A gallant courier, who rode overland, half killed himself in the effort and made a record ride
from Belgrade.* He arrived on the 26th, but a little too late.
Messenger Waring, who came by steamer from Marseilles,
actually reached Constantinople two days before.
On October 24 Stratford received the news that he had
power to call up the fleet. In addition he had full promises
of support from England, and could presume the consent
of France. Stratford carried his despatch exultantly to the
Sultan saying, the cause of honour and humanity has been
His cause was already won. The news of public
vindicated.’
enthusiasm in England and the stout attitude of Stratford had
already greatly impressed the Turks. They had no idea of
surrendering. Two days before the despatch arrived the
Prussian Minister had noticed that Aali was not only encouraged and strengthened but over-confident and almost scornful
The popular feeling in
in regard to the question at issue.’
Stambul entirely supported the government. Yet it was just
at this moment, when the victory was really won, that Stratford
allowed the naval squadron to maJee a false move.
Admiral Parker had eirrived with his squadron at Besika
Bay, outside the Dardanelles, on the 27th. The French naval
squadron was a long way behind and could not actively
co-operate. While Parker was waiting, Stratford received
‘

‘

.

.

.

‘

‘

*

For

this

famous ride of Captain Townley,

vide infra, ch. xii, n. 555.
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Calvert, the British consul at the Dardanelles, suggested a new interpretation of the Straits ConvenHe held that the terms of it allowed war vessels
tion of 1841.
point.
to enter the Dardanelles up to the so-called ^ Narrows
That was the stretch of water across which Leander swam to
meet Hero. Calvert held that British ships were justified in
going up to this point, but that they must not pass it. Stratford
began by favouring this interpretation and then doubted.
FinaUy he left Calvert and Parker ' discretion ’ in the matter.
Calvert had no doubts and soon removed those of the admiral.
On November i, Parker, finding ‘ the wind set in very strong,’
brought the squadron through the outer castles and anchored
between the inner castles and Point Nagara. The move had
not taken place until the full approval of the Porte had been
secured.
It has been suggested that there was no wind, that
the move was inspired by the malevolence of Stratford, and
that there was a deliberate infringement of the Convention of
These charges are baseless. It is perfectly true that
1841.
the move brought the British fleet nearer Constantinople, and
thus tended to impress both Austria and Russia.
But the
doubts as to the legality of the proceedings had been raised by
Stratford himself.
Parker really took the step under stress of
weather, and on his own initiative, after having satisfied himself that it was defensible under the Convention of 1841.*
Paradoxically enough the new station of the squadron became
embarrassing. Stratford did not hear the news until November 2, and immediately afterwards perceived that the diplo-

some important news.

’

matic situation had become easier. So he wrote to Parker on
the 4th that the position of the squadron was
no longer a
matter of immediate importance and that he would probably
soon have to order it out. He did order it out on the 7th, and
Parker left on the 13th. The French fleet had been delayed.
It never actually entered the Dardanelles, though joint action
'

’

had been ordered.

VII
Let your cares overlook

What shipping and what

lading's in our haven.

Pericles, Prince of Tyre, Act

Parker’s

move

I,

Sc.

i.

certainly astounded the diplomats.
It had
one humorous result. The Russian Minister, M. Titov, in
spite of having broken off diplomatic relations, rushed off to
*

Vide

App. IV, passim.
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and demanded explanations. He was followed by

Aali
the
Austrian Stiirmer. Both absurdly professed that their inquiries
were personal and unofficial. Aali met the Austrian inquiry
by asserting, most falsely, that the British naval move had
taken place without consent of the Porte. But the incident
actually did good, for it led to resumption of negotiations about
the Hungarian refugees. The situation had visibly improved
when Stratford sat down to write a despatch defending Parkeris
advance to the middle of the Narrows, that advance of which
he had really doubted the propriety. It is unnecessary to
Palmerston was willing to admit both
detail his arguments.
Russian and Austrian protests as he had been successful on the
main issue. He did not trouble to defend Stratford’s questionable proposition. He frankly admitted that the British naval
In any matter which bears on the
commander had erred.
‘

construction of a treaty it is best to be, if possible, on the safe
side, and not to run matters so near as to be obliged to contend
for a disputable interpretation,’

made by Russia and

Austria Palmerston
answered by admissions of error and undertakings not to
repeat the offence. But he was unable to resist a jibe at
Austria, which had so recently invited Russia to protect her
‘
If the Sultan threatened in so
against her own subjects.
peremptory a manner by the official organs of two great
Powers immediately adjoining to his frontiers, had actually
invited into the heart of his empire the armed assistance of
friendly allies to protect him against a formidable da,nger, the
outbreak of which he might be unable to prevent, it is not the
Government of Austria that could with any degree of consistency have objected to the general principle upon which
such an invitation would have been founded.’ In the correspondence with Russia he entered on more serious arguments,
and showed the precedents. But he gave a definite undertaking that a British squadron would not again invoke the
Convention of 1841 as a defence for passing the outer castles
of the Dardanelles in time of peace. Austria sent a courteous
reply to Palmerston, but Russia’s language was menacing.
We cannot but congratulate ourselves on receiving so formal
a disavowal and such positive assurances. We are thereby
relieved from the painful necessity ... of availing ourselves
in the Bosphorus in regard to our Black Sea squadron, of the
precedent established in the Dardanelles in favour of the
English fleet’ (Nesselrode, December 21).
Here was the
true reason for Palmerston’s meekness. The Russian fleet was
always in the Black Sea, the British but seldom in Besika Bay.

The

‘

protests
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The advance of Russian ships halfway down the Bosphorus
(say to Bujukdere) was more dangerous than that of British
Nesselrode, on December i o, had
ships up to Point Nagara.
an instruction to Titov to claim this privilege
for the Russian fleet in view of the British advance into the
Dardanelles. Palmerston’s prompt apology caused Russia to
withdraw this demand and to admit that the Bosphorus was
sealed by the Convention of 1841.®®^ It was worth her doing
that, if England admitted that the Dardanelles were sealed
And a year later, in reviewing the achievements of
too.
actually sent

reign, Nesselrode told Nicholas that the sealing of the
Dardanelles was one of the greatest.®*®
his

VIII
Upon thy princely warrant I descend
To give thee answer of thy just demand,

Henry VI,

The

great decision

was

Part

I,

Act V,

Sc. 3.

to be taken at St. Petersburgh in

reply to Fuad.
His mission had been kept so secret that he
was actually over the frontier before Radziwill of Stiirmer
had heard of his going to Russia. Yet in appealing to the
Czar the Sultan had paid him a subtle compliment. Fuad
was fitted for a delicate mission ; he was refined and cautious
and possessed of great powers of conciliation. He arrived at
St. Petersburgh on October 5, and on the 8th Nesselrode told
him that the matter could probably be arranged, but that

everything depended on the Czar. On the 9th Fuad was
‘
given a further warning
If Foreign Powers pretended to
interfere in the question at issue. His Imperial Majesty would
not listen to any terms of accommodation whatever.’ In
reality Nicholas was probably influenced by Palmerston’s
warning of the 2nd, and by the attitude of the British people
as revealed in the press.
Palmerston wrote to Stratford on
October ii, ' there never was so strong and unanimous outburst of generous feeling, all men of all parties and opinions,
politicians, soldiers, sailors, clergymen and Quakers.
All
newspapers, Tory, Whig and Radical have joined in chorus.’
Nicholas was impressed, though he pretended not to be. He
received Fuad on the i6th, was at first haughty and then
amenable. He seems to have been moved by the Sultan’s
letter which spoke of ' your regard for my dignity and your
sincere friendship,’ At any rate he gave up &e demand for
:

THE CZAR FOR PEACE

20g
extradition

and thereby solved the

difficulty.

The

notice in

of the 19th stated that Nicholas had listened
appeal on the part of an intimate ally.
« this direct
the desire of the Sultan to
This mission originated only in
an amicable arrangement with the Emperor, without

the

Official Gazette

.

come

.

,

to

The British IVIinister
party.
the arrangement of any other
communication to Fuad.
requested a copy of Nesselrode’s
N^selrode refused, because he could never admit the principle
399
relations of Russia and Turkey.’
the
in
interference
foreign
of
‘

This was ominous too.
was peace. He
Nicholas had spoken, and his word
no special importbrushed aside Austria’s remonstrances as of
in subduing the
ance deeminff he had done enough for her
HungariL rebels. The decision of Nicholas rendered further
three thousand refugees
negotiation easy. Ultimately over
and returned to Austria.
accepted the offer of an amnesty
no pardon
The more illustrious remained behind. There was
protected and watched in Turke)^
for them, and they had to be
throughout, but was forced
Austria showed the worst temper
of quaffing her bowl of blood.
to forego another opportunity
with Turkey for
She refused to resume diplomatic relations
years she sought, by one way
six months, and for nearly two
It was not till 1851 that
or another, to attain her purpose.
proceed to Amenca.
Kossuth and other exiles were allowed to
‘

became Mohamthe Polish general, and some others
so the longmedans and entered the Turkish service. And
had long been
drawn-out dispute ended. All danger of war
squadron had left Ihe
over. By the end of 1 849 the British
had resumed diplomatic relations with

Bern

Aegean and Russia
attitude to
Turkey. Nicholas had already shown a friendly
referred to the
England. In an interview with Bloomfield he
maintain lurkey
interviews of 1844, and repeated his desire to
crumble
Without such support, we would soon see it
intact.
He showed distrust of Stratford and criticised his
to pieces.’
great pleasure
conduct during the crisis. But he expressed
subordinate over
that Palmerston had not defended his
‘

N

reiterated his
bringing the naval squadron to Point agara. He
interest
own adherence to the Convention of 1841, and it is of
do tins. None
that he had told Fuad of his determination to
the less, he expressed confidence in Palmerston.
^
part
the
on
soreness
without
dangerous crisis had been averted
of Nicholas.
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IX
’

Tis not enough

But

to support

to help the feeble up,

him

after.

Timon of Athens, Act

I,

Sc.

i.

The Turkish Empire had been saved from a grave danger
by Palmerston. Stratford saw in the prestige acquired by this
event the means of impressing the Sultan with the necessity
of reform and of forcing him to put the Christians on an
equality with Turks. Palmerston believed in a more material
kind of reform and urged the Turks to fortify the Bosphorus
and to reform their army and navy. Stratford had long been
considering a proposal for alliance between Turkey and Great
In November Reschid finally proposed a defensive
Britain.
treaty engaging each party to act in aid of the other against
unprovoked foreign aggression, the party, whose aid is required,
being free to judge whether die case, intended by treaty, has
actually occurred, and the requiring party being chargeable
in part or in whole with the expenses of the auxiliary force.’
The alliance was to be for a term of years, and open to other
powers, if they wished to accede to it. Furthermore, it was
bound up with a comprehensive scheme of reform. All
Stratford’s desires were thus attained and he urged acceptance
in pressing terms.
Palmerston had already sent a private
letter pointing out the weak side of an alliance.
Stratford
begged him not to reject it too quickly. ^ Are not the motives
for making an exception to the general rule of British policy
’
as strongly now in favour of Turkey as formerly of Portugal ?
Then, with passionate emphasis, ‘ The great Eastern question
is virtually at stake.’
Palmerston declined to carry the
matter further. We do not know in detail his reasons for
refusal.
One, clearly implied in a private letter, was that he
understood Canning’s famous warning that England should
not lightly make a guarantee ‘ either of territory or of internal
institutions.’
An alliance with Turkey was likely to involve
‘

both.
Russia, however, played an important part in preventing
the conclusion of this alliance. Before the end of the year
Reschid feared that Titov, the Russian minister, had discovered
the project and henceforth could never be got to discuss the

matter seriously. Palmerston was ready to consider the
Russian point of view. There were many testimonies to
Russia’s disinterestedness. Here is one from Lord Bloomfield.
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we may

reasonably expect that at all events during
the reign of the Emperor Nicholas no attempt will be made by
Palmerston only
Russia to subvert the Ottoman Empire.’
'
If Turkey is weak, Russia will
partially accepted this view.
on every suitable occasion encroach upon her rights and
But he did not believe that Turkey could
independence.’
depend on foreign aid for really reforming herself, or that
an alliance with a foreign power would really help her. Reform could only come from within.
I think

‘

’

‘

X
ambitious and grasping, but he is a gentleman and I
disbelieve his positive denial 0 such things as those in question,^—

The Emperor of Russia
should be slow

to

Palmerston, April

is

/

ii, 1853.

and England

reconciled
after a tough contest, and not unfriendly towards one another.
But Nicholas could not remain friends with Palmerston, and

The year 1849

closed with Russia

was Foreign Secretary close relations
were difficult. But a mission of Brunnow’s to Russia in the
autumn of 1851 conveyed friendly communications to
Nesselrode from Russell the premier and from the Duke of
Wellington. Palmerston’s dismissal at the end of 1851 caused
so long as Palmerston

the Russians, like other diplomats, to breathe a sigh of relief.
Brunnow regarded him as the arch-mischiefmaker, not a
‘

but [he] aimed at profiting by revolutions.
revolutionary
disciple of Machiavelli, who believed that 'Tf you disturb the
Russell’s ministry lasted only a few
world you govern it.”
weeks longer and was replaced by Derby’s, in which Malmesbury was Foreign Secretary. During the year 1852 England
and Russia drew steadily nearer together, for Malmesbury was
amiable and conciliatory. The dispute about the Holy Places
.

.

,

A

’

embittered Russia’s relations with France but improved them
with England. It was this fact which determined Nicholas
to try once more to tighten the links between Russia and
England and to sever those between England and France.
He would use again the old method and try the effect of
a personal negotiation. His Sybilline books had. been recould they be rejected a third time ? The
jected twice
Derby government actually fell on December 17, and Nicholas
;

determined on his plan on the 29th of the month. But it was
not until January 6 that he learned that his favourite, Aberdeen,
had succeeded in forming a new ministry. Lord John Russell
* Pie. Clar.

MSS.

Palmerston to Clarendon, April

ii, 1853.
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Palmerston, was
relegated to the humble post of Home Secretary. This news
doubdess increased the Czar’s hopes, but does not seem to
have influenced his original determination.
This was the third and last attempt of Nicholas to bring
about friendly relations with England by direct methods. At
the last moment Nesselrode sought to dissuade the Czar from
making the negotiation. Nesselrode may have been overcautious, but Nicholas was certainly overbold in deciding to
be his own negotiator. Years of autocratic power had
strengthened his confidence in himself and convinced him
He underthat his personal address was almost irresistible.
took the work of flattery and negotiation himself. He defied
the advice of his wisest counsellor, who spoke from experience.
Nesselrode had seen Czar Alexander of glorious memory
He knew that
fail in an overture to Castlereagh at Vienna.
Despots may safely talk to one
history would repeat itself.
another on state affairs, they do not know how to talk to lesser
men.
despot does not weigh every word, he can seldom be
contradicted, and never convicted of ignorance. Alexander
tried his blandishments on Castlereagh as Nicholas tried them
on Aberdeen and Seymour. Disillusion resulted in both cases
and for the same reason.
‘
Your Majesty is not a gentleman,’ said the Duke of
Wellington once to George the Fourth, and explained to the
astonished monarch that he must not carry his private feelings
into public affairs.
Nicholas badly needed some such blunt
counsel. The cautious and urbane Nesselrode tried to dissuade his master from attempting the proposed overture.
I
should then advise not informing the British Cabinet of the
ideas of your note. We should keep them [the ideas] in
readiness. ...
communication with the British Government, besides being dangerous, would be entirely useless. For
the fundamental condition of her policy has always been,
never to take engagements for a more or less uncertain future,
but to wait for the event in order to decide what course to
adopt. She will infallibly respond to overtures in this sense,
so that we shall have communicated our views without
obtaining hers in return.’
Wise words had the Czar but

was Foreign Secretary, and Russia’s

bite noire,

’

‘

A

‘

A

heeded

Aem

All those who remember the old regime in Russia witness
to the awe which Nicholas inspired at public functions.
He
moved among a circle of guests, who bowed reverentially
before a frank, courteous and agreeable master. The Czar
was hardest of all to resist when he was in idle or pleasant

THE

2^2

mood.

*

BEAR

SICK

*

He

discussed policy at a banquet, in a drawing-room,
But a despot does not see the
as well as in his cabinet.
result of breaking down the barriers imposed by courtesy or
by etiquette. He is not trained to both official and private
negotiation. The Czar sought to cajole or charm a British

diplomat by candour between man and man. He revealed
his secrets more fully than he had ever done, but he got no
candour in return.
On January g, 1853, at a reception in the palace of a grand
duchess, the world-famous conversations with Seymour began.
The Czar summoned the British ambassador, gave him gracious
messages for Aberdeen and for Russell, and spoke of his wish
for close amity between Russia and England.
He was silent
about his attitude towards Turkey, and about Russian military
demonstrations towards Moldavia. So Seymour led the con‘

’

versation dexterously on and finally got the Emperor to speak
fateful words.
Turkey seems to be falling to pieces, the fall
will be a great misfortune.
It is very important that England
and Russia should come to a perfectly good understanding
and that neither should take any decisive step of which the
have a sick man on
other is not apprized.’ And again,
our hands, a man gravely ill, it will be a great misfortune if
one of these days he slips through our hands, especially before
the necessary arrangements are made.’ Seymour tried to
suggest that the ‘ sick man ’ should be treated with gentleness,
in order that he might recover.
He advocated a physician
not a surgeon.
‘

.

.

,

We

The

of Turkey obsessed Nicholas during his
whole reign. What he really said was omitted in the Blue
Book from a mistaken sense of decorum. He said not the
sick man ’ but the ' bear dies
the bear is dying
you may give him musk but even musk will not long keep
him alive.’ * This very expression had already been used to
Seymour by one of the Czar’s most confidential servants.
The Czar spoke of the sick bear everywhere to ambassadors,
to courtiers, even to officers on parade.
Nesselrode himself
did not share his master’s view and was not far off from the
British one.
He told Seymour, The fact is the Emperor is
too disposed to see these matters en noir and occupies himself
too much with what might happen on the fall of the Ottoman
Empire. Perhaps its existence is precarious, but above all
let us occupy ourselves with prolonging it as long as possible.
Nations have more vitality than is often allowed.’
‘

sickliness

’

‘

.

‘

.

.

.

.

.

’

‘

* F, 0 , 65/424.
other despatches nil

From Seymour, No. 87

of February 21, 1853.
up the gaps in the conversations as published.
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When

Nicholas next received Seymour he was at pains to
explain that he had abandoned the designs of the Empress
Catherine on Constantinople, and how he had as much territory as he desired. But he could not neglect the millions of
Orthodox Christians beneath Turkish sway, or the fact that the
Turkish Empire might fall to pieces. Seymour interposed
His government
with a protest in the old English style.
objects as a general rule to take engagements upon possible
eventualities,’ and did not like to anticipate the end of an old
I desire to speak to you as a friend and
friend and ally.
gendeman,’ answered the Czar,
if England and I agree,
I care little for the rest or what others do or think ... I tell
you plainly I shall not allow it, if England thinks of establishing
herself one day at Constantinople.
I do not attribute this
intention to you, but it is better at such times to speak plainly.
For my part I am equally ready to promise not to establish
myself there as an owner {en proprietaire )
As for temporary
tenancy {en depositaire) I do not say I might not. If no previous
provision were made, if everything were left to chance, events
might lead me to occupying Constantinople.’
French
expedition to Turkey, he said, would bring Russia’s troops over
her border.
Nicholas had told Seymour to report the conversation to
the British government, magnificently leaving it to the
foreigner’s discretion whether to tell the Russian chancellor
or no. Seymour generally found straightforward conduct
to be the best policy.’
So he drove to the Foreign Office and
told all the secret to the Russian chancellor.
The British
government were less surprised than Nesselrode. After all it
was very much what Aberdeen remembered of the Czar’s
views in 1844 which he had lately brought to the notice of
Russell. But it was an overture which had to be answered.
Seymour himself suggested that ‘ a little concession to the
Emperor will produce a greater amount on his part,’ and
therefore perhaps a little information, as to what England
would not do, might be given. But he hoped anyhow that some
expressions might
have the effect of putting an end to
tile further consideration, or, at all events discussion, of points
‘

‘

‘

.

A

‘

‘

.

.

.

’

in question.^^®

Nesselrode had stated the real objection.

England could

not discuss contingencies, especially a contingency fixed in
point of time.’ The same point was taken by Russell in reply to
the Czar ; he wrote more wisely than he knew. In June of this
very year Russell circulated a memo to the cabinet discussing
various alternative methods of countering Russian designs
‘
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Russell’s reply,

February

9,

1853

Aberdeen warned him against speculations.’
Palmerston and Sir James Graham said there was no use determining a policy till the contingency contemplated had arisen.
This was just what men always said in the cabinet and probably
It was a maxim
always will say.
impressed upon me
by several statesmen of great eminence/ said Lord Sanderson,
that it was not wise to bring before a cabinet the question of
the course to be pursued in hypothetical cases which had not
arisen.
A discussion on the subject invariably gave rise to
divergence of opinion on questions of principle, whereas in a
concrete case unanimity would very likely be secured.’
This was in 1906. Andre Maurois says the same of the
Englishman in 1932, ‘par goiit, il est improvisateur.’ He
quotes Chamberlain as saying any statesman who pretends to
see beyond the next fortnight is a fool.’
He says himself,
Englishmen don’t like too precise engagements, they like
better to take decisions at the last moment.’ The attitude was
exactly the same in 1844 or 1853, 1906 or 1924.
A copy of Russell’s reply of February 9, 1853,
laid up
in the Russian archives and is scored with comments in the
Czar’s own hand.^®® Lord John begins with a historical comparison. At the beginning of the eighteenth century France
and England framed treaties of succession for partitioning the
Spanish Empire. But the Spanish king was childless, sick in
mind and body, and visibly falling into the grave. The
Spaniard’s death could therefore be speedily foreseen, but the
Turkish sick man might be long a-dying. His death might
take place twenty, fifty or a hundred years hence.’ C Very
certainly^ added Nicholas,
he might also survive unexpectedly.^)
Also apparendy he might not.
These disputes may bring
war,’ Russell wrote with reference to Montenegro.
(‘ This
war^ commented Nicholas, might easily end with the fall of the

upon Turkey.

‘

,

.

,

‘

^

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

‘

‘

Ottoman Empire

especially if it took place by reason

committed in Montenegro^
the Sultani could not

to

which

the

of

the horrors

\other\ Christian subjects \of

remain indifferent foreseeing that the same fate

awaited them.^) *
Russell then declared it was not possible to carve up the
Turkish provinces beforehand. It would be necessary to
consult France and Austria
but as for Austria I am sure of her^
our treaties define our mutual relations^).
It was not possible to

make a convention or
*

would alarm and

to ensure secrecy for long, for revelations
alienate the Sultan
and stimulate all
.

.

.

his eneinies to increased violence and more obstinate conflict.’
aim is simply not to find myself in contradiction with England
{j
* These words in italics are comments
in the Czar’s own hand.

My
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aim alone that I gave the most intimate form
confidence to our exchange of mews^ which cannot with advantage
be treated officially^ and hence \must\ remain strictly secret between
the Queen and Myself^)
Last, Russell touched on the old object of England’s
suspicion.
The position of Russia’s Emperor as depository
would be exposed to
not proprietor of Constantinople
numberless hazards.’ It would lead, as Russell plainly
hinted, to annexation
which the Russian Emperor wrote Nicholas
and
and

it is

also with this

'

’

‘

himself,

^

will not permit as he no longer seeks to establish himself at

On

behalf of England Russell was ready
enough to give a pledge. She renounced all intention or
wish to hold Constantinople
a precious assurance since it proves
what perfect identity of intentions exists between England and Russia ’).
RusseU added, Nothing could be more wise, more disinterested, more beneficial to Europe,’ than the course which the
Emperor had so long followed.
I do not deserve eulogies for
I have acted according to my conscience.^) Russell’s eulogy on the
past was really intended as a warning against anticipating
events. He meant that no man and no engagement could
guarantee the future. The Emperor did not see this, for he
^
ended thus
I am very appreciative for I see \in all thisi the
Constantinople^).

'

’

‘

:

guarantee against the future which

I fear,^

The solemnity

of Seymour’s official reports disguises his
private contempt for the whole episode.
At St. Petersburgh,’
he wrote, ^ a poet ought to succeed better than a historian in a
diplomatic capacity. Facts are here so studiously kept out of
sight that the latter has small materials to work upon.’
He
summed up ' the late overture ’ thus ; I, Nicholas, by the
grace of God and so forth, not willing to incur the risk of war,
and desirous not to compromise my character for magnanimity,
will never seize upon Turkey ; but I will destroy her independence. I will reduce her to vassalage and make her existence a
burden to her and that by a process which is perfectly familiar
to us, as it is the same which was employed with so much
success against Poland.
The danger is that England and
France will foregather for the purpose of preventing this consummation. I will therefore show a decided preference for
one of these powers and will do my best to disunite them.’
Some ten days after he had penned this diatribe Seymour
was again received with special favour by the Czar at the party
of another grand duchess. Nicholas told him his government
were incorrect if they believed the ' sick man ’ was not dying.
The Czar flattered him greatly, expressing confidence in him
and a great desire to speak without reserve. The next day
‘

‘
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(February 20) Seymour talked once more with the Czar in

He

Emperor

his

candour and graduIf the Enipcror wanted England
ally squeezed out his secrets.
to tell him what ought not to be permitted in the event of the
sudden downfall of Turkey,’ perhaps he would say what
Russia would not permit. Nicholas said he would allow no
oermanent occupation of Constantinople by Russia, and ‘it
Constantinople] shall never be held by the English or Freneh,
or any other great nation.’ Again there should be no reconstruction of the Byzantine Empire by making Greece a great
There should be
state, since her finances were too unstable.
no breaking up of Turkey into little republics, asylums for
the Kossuths and Mazzinis, and other revolutionists of Europe,
... so long as I have a man and a musket left.’ Seymour
then suggested that, if Turkey broke up, the property might
remain as it were, under seals till it could be adjudicated.
Nicholas demurred and said such a course would produce
chaos and anarchy. He then proceeded to propound the
last of the several plans he had made in the case of Turkey’s

cabinet.

praised the

for his

‘

‘

‘

’

,

dissolution.^’^®

Nicholas declared that the interests of Russia and Austria
greatly surprised, but dared not
question him here. The Czar’s evident intention was to
He said she had her eyes on Tunis and was
isolate France.
therefore ‘ endeavouring to embroil us all in the East.’ He
had, he said, little more than a month ago apprised the Sultan

were

identical.

Seymour was

‘

that, if his [Russian] assistance

for resisting the
entirely at the service of the

were required

menaces of the French, it was
He was moderate, for the Sultan had broken his
Sultan.’
word to him. Yet he was sending Prince MenSikov on a
‘
peaceful mission, and his military preparations were merely a
show of force to prove I have no intention of being trifled
with.’
He then went on to give a sketch of a proposed partition when Turkey was dissolved. The Principalities should
be independent, and Servia likewise, both ‘ under my protection.’
So again with Bulgaria there seems to be no reason
why this province should not form an independent state.’
These states were not to be republics, but under princely rulers
and imperial protection. Nicholas had disclaimed the ideas
of Catherine and even of Alexander I, but reproduced those of
both in this scheme of veiled protectorates in the Balkan.
Then came the famed offer to England, As to Egypt I quite
understand the importance to England of that territory.’ In
the event of a Turkish collapse, you should take possession
of Egypt, I have no objections to offer. I would say the same
‘

‘

‘
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thing of Candia [Crete], that island might suit you, and I do
not know why it should not become an English possession.’
Seymour, not wishing the Emperor to * imagine that an
English public servant should be caught by this sort of overture,^
answered shortly that all we wanted was ‘ a safe and ready

communication to India/
Nicholas was trying to be frank but did not wholly succeed.
Perhaps no diplomat ever can. Seymour formed unjust
suspicions.
He thought that Nicholas wanted temporarily to
occupy Constantinople, in the event of a catastrophe to Turkey.
Now we have Nicholas’ own thoughts in writing after he had

He
discussed the situation with Field-Marshal Paskievic.*
was determined that it was utterly impossible for Russia to
European Turkey or hold Constantinople. He
meant it to be a free port, and for there to be free trade. This
wish he had slightly hinted to Seymour. But he did not say
to Seymour that he thought Russian troops might have to
garrison the Bosphorus, and Austrian troops to guard the
Dardanelles. In this way he barred access to Constantinople
to Mediterranean powers such as France and England.
Again
he meant to give England Egypt, but not Crete. To judge
by this private memo he really meant to give Crete and other
islands to France, and to content England with Egypt, Cyprus
or Rhodes. He said nothing to Seymour about compensation
to Austria, to whom he meant to assign the Turkish coasts of
the Adriatic and Archipelago. As regards other Russian
accessions, what he suggested to Seymour was less than what
he really meant to do. He meant Servia and most of Bulgaria
independent,’ but he stopped there. Moldavia and
to be
Wallachia were not to be independent,’ but to be Russian
so also was the port of Constanza and some part of northern
Bulgaria. Thus his real views as to ultimate partition, though
less selfish than Seymour thought, were more ambitious than
he actually admitted.
The Czar was in no way disconcerted by the ambassador’s
annex

all

'

^

‘

’

hauteur or scepticism. He told Seymour that Russell’s
despatch quite satisfied him, but might be ' amplified.’ He
wanted more communication with the British government,
‘
not an engagement or convention ... a free exchange of
ideas and, at need, the word of a gentleman .
that is
enough between us.’ j* The two parted ; Nicholas went, un.

.

* Zaioncovskii, I, No. 98, p.
357 ; and Schiemann, IV, 280-2. The paper is
in Nicholas* own hand written in January 1853. Cp. n. 410 for his three Partition
Plans.

t All this was embodied in a documCTit by Nesselrode and placed in Seymour’s

hands on March

7.

Accounts

& Papers [1854], LXXI [1736], No.

7, p. 846.
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from what he thought a frank conversation between
two honourable gentlemen. Seymour wished the whole overture ended, and thought Nicholas an intriguing hypocrite,
eager to compass the ruin of Turkey by separating England
from France and bribing her with the spoils. But of all of
this Nicholas had no idea.
Even Seymour thought England had now some recorded

suspecting,

‘

The British cabinet were
security against eventual dangers.’
less suspicious than their diplomat, but did not believe that
Nicholas spoke for Austria. For Count Buol had already told
Russell that he was for the status quo in Turkey (despite his
on Montenegro). He added, 'we have seen with the
same regret as Lord John, the order for the assembling of
The British
troops in the Southern provinces of Russia.’
cabinet did not like the Emperor’s attitude towards France,
and still less his suggestions about a temporary occupation of
Constantinople. But, on the whole, his assurances were
attitude

considered satisfactory.
The Emperor’s overtures were not finally answered until
March, and by that time events had precipitated a crisis elseYet even so, Englishmen considered that his overwhere.
ture proved his disinterestedness and pledged his honour to
make no attack on the Turkish Empire. In that sense the
overture did positive good, for it enabled England and Russia
The next year,
to have more confidence in one another.
when the war fever was at its height, one Blue Book published

the Seymour conversations and the next one published the
connexion between the two was
Nesselrode memo of 1844.
promptly drawn by an excited public. Both were interpreted
by an angry press as revealing the dark ambitions of a foreign
despot. The Czar’s wickedness was stressed in historical textbooks. He was the tempter whom England had virtuously
withstood, and the legend of his wickedness was bequeathed
to posterity.
It was not a contemporary one, for his assurances
steered England through a dangerous crisis in March 1853.

A

of Nicholas’ good faith was breathed by
Russell on April 29, a month after the overture (and incidentally the crisis) had ended.
These suspicions were thought
unworthy not only by Aberdeen and Clarendon, but by
Palmerston, who declared Nicholas to be ' a gentleman.’ Thus,
though Nicholas failed in three attempts to obtain the word
of an English gendeman as a guarantee for an alliance, he
did not faul to impress British statesmen with his good faith.*

The

earliest suspicion

* It is an interesting fact that Lord Salisbury in 1895 regretted that Nicholas*
offer of 1853 had been refused, but awakened Germany’s suspicions by saying so.

Vide
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of Nicholas to arrive at a good understanding
with England were inspired by a sincere and even noble
emotion. It was unwise for an Emperor to try to negotiate
with British diplomats or to believe that the word or the friendIt was unwise to
ship of Queen Victoria was all-important.
But the
try to discuss potentialities with parliamentarians.
suggestion that there was anything criminal in such an attempt
is ridiculous.
An explanation, which might have passed in
the hour of war mania, cannot serve as the judgment of history.
If people want to
It is thus denounced by Prokesch-Osten
make out that it is a crime on the Czar of Russia’s part, that
he proposed a peaceful and friendly negotiation about the
eventuality of the fall of the Turkish Empire, it is a proof of
Though not a crime on the part of
their own stupidity.’
Nicholas, it was none the less a blunder. And the penalty for
blunders is exacted in this world.

The

efforts

‘

:

CHAPTER XI
How

Latins and Greeks Disputed about the

Holy

Plages

I
which the
a single diphthong excited between the Homoousions and Homoiousians

The profane of

every age have derided the furious contest

difference
.

of

Gibbon,

Decline and Fall^ ch. xxi.

between protections granted to the
Christians in Turkey which engendered the Crimean War.’
That was the view of the most detached of British statesmen
twenty years afterwards. The failure of Turkey to reform
herself, the insurrection in Bosnia, the war with Montenegro,
and the resultant Austrian ultimatum all contributed to
disaster.
But none of these disputes so darkened understanding and so enflamed passion as that over the Holy Places.
More serious than the dispute itself was the rivalry which it
produced between the two great powers. A diplomatic
defeat over a religious dispute could not be risked either by
France or by Russia. The Emperor Nicholas felt himself
bound to protect the Orthodox Greek Church, the Emperor
Napoleon to champion the Roman Catholic. The matter
was not one for arbitration nor for compromise. A Mohammedan emperor could not arbitrate in a Christian dispute and
a religious dispute can seldom be compromised. For even if
‘

,

It was

the

rivalry

emperors agreed, they could not control the religious passions
of their subjects. War might have been averted had they
been able to do so.
The Prince-President would not have raised the question
of the Holy Places at all but for his desire to secure the political
support of the Catholics. None the less, he had a better case
for asserting his claims than is usually admitted.
The Greeks
were growing yearly more arrogant and powerful. The
Latins had once had access to shrines from which they were
now excluded. At the end of the eighteenth century Latin
monks declared in a written statement to an English traveller
that Bethlehem the birthplace of the Saviour has been forty
‘

GROWTH

OF GREEK INFLUENCE

1281

It was asserted,
or fifty years in the power of the Greeks.’
possibly with truth, tliat they had bribed the Turks to issue
a firman excluding the Latins. The firman in question was
dated 1757 and was effective. Our English traveller saw
forty-four lamps burning in the church of the Holy Sepulchre
and less than a third of them lighted by Latins. He saw the
tombs of Baldwin and of Godfrey de Bouillon, the first of all
Crusaders. In 1831 a Latin Trappist pilgrim to Jerusalem
broke his vow of silence, opened his mouth and asked to see
the tombs. He saw only the spurs and sword of Godfrey de
Bouillon, and found a melancholy satisfaction in drawing the
latter from its sheath and whirling it thrice round his head.
The tombs both of Godfrey and of Baldwin had disappeared.
After the fire in the church of the Holy Sepulchre, Greek
monks are said to have destroyed the tombs and plastered
over the inscriptions. When the Greeks repaired the cupola,
they replaced the statues of the four evangelists and changed
their Latin robes for Greek ones.^^^ Latin prestige was at its
nadir in the thirties, and Orthodox influence at its zenith.*
The first half of the nineteenth century witnessed the steady
growth of the Greek influence. It was due mainly to the
enthusiasm of Russian pilgrims and to the gold disbursed by
Orthodox believers throughout Europe. In 1808 the church
of the Holy Sepulchre was burnt. The patriarch ofJerusalem
rebuilt it in a few years by the aid of subscriptions from
Orthodox Christians in all lands. He also repaired it some
years later at no small expense, after it had been injured
by an earthquake. In 1832 Sultan Mahmud allowed the
patriarch of Constantinople to levy a tax of one piaster per
head on all Orthodox Christians in Turkey for the purpose of
redeeming the Holy Sepulchre from debt, and himself made a
handsome subscription. Within two years the debt was paid
off (1834).
There were developments too.
number of
poor were maintained by the fraternity, a hospital was founded
in Jerusalem, schools were built and endowed through the
length and breadth of Palestine. Large amounts of property
were acquired by the patriarch both in Jerusalem and in
Bethlehem. He could not have done all, or perhaps any of
these things without Russian gold from the pilgrims, and it
came in large quantities also from the Russian government.
But aid from a government is not usually disinterested. In
1842 Russia established a mission under an agent who early
became notorious by stealing some pages from a beautiful

A

*

The term Orthodox

established

‘

by usage.

’

is

the correct term, but the term

*

Greek has been
’
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ELECTION OF PATRIARCH CYRIL,

1

843

eleventh-century Greek manuscript in the patriarch’s library
and depositing them at St. Petersburgh.^^® But he started a
Russian propaganda which began to do its work.
still
greater victory was won soon after when the election of the
Orthodox patriarch was transferred from Constantinople to
Jerusalem. And this victory served to exalt Russian influence.
The patriarchs of Alexandria, Constantinople, Jerusalem
and Antioch, the four pillars of the Orthodox Church, were
equal and independent in power. He of Constantinople was
the first in prestige, but had no right as such of electing or
deposing any of the other patriarchs. The Orthodox patriarch
of Jerusalem had for some centuries resided on the Bosphorus
and been under the influence of Constantinople. In fact,
Babylonish captivity
of the patriarch of
during this
Jerusalem, the Constantinople patriarch had contrived to elect
There had been two elections,
his own nominees to that sec.
one at Constantinople, and the second and confirmatory one
at Jerusalem.
The first election was attended by Turkish
officials, by the patriarch of Constantinople and his metropolitans, by the princes of Moldavia and Wallachia, and by
certain representatives from Palestine.
These latter, the real
electors, were the fraternity of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem.
They were influenced by the princely and ecclesiastical dignitaries they met on the Bosphorus, and when sitting again by
themselves at Jerusalem, normally confirmed the pre-election
of Constantinople.
Another circumstance increased the dependence on Constantinople. The patriarch of Jerusalem,
if he resigned, usually nominated his successor.
If he grew
old and feeble, he chose a coadjutor or successor ’ to work
with and to succeed him. But he always chose a Greek and
one agreeable to the patriarch of Constantinople, and his choice
was usually confirmed at the two elections.
In 1843
patriarch of Jerusalem died and the patriarch
of Constantinople sought to obtain pledges from his successor
and make him more dependent than any of his predecessors.
This particular
successor ’ declined to give pledges and
eventually refused to stand for the patriarchate. Local
patriotism at Jerusalem revolted against influence from outside
and Russia abetted the movement for her own ends. Finally,
the election of 1843 ^^.s held not at Constantinople, but at
Jerusalem and by the brethren alone. Cyril, bishop of Lydda,
was elected patriarch, and a resounding triumph thus won
by Jemsalem over Constantinople. Cyril himself was a cominanding personality, and he marked his victory by taking up
his permanent residence in the Holy City.^^®

A

’

‘

'

’

‘
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Russia’s pilgrims were even more active in Palestine than
her bureaucrats. They were the chief source of the wealth

of the church of the Holy Sepulchre. From all the Russias
pilgrims streamed to the Holy Land. From Lake Baikal, from
Archangel, from the Carpathians, from the Caucasus came
ragged peasants in procession, chanting their hymns, confessing their sins, trusting in the simple precepts of the gospel.
Some fed entirely on the bread of charity, others walked a
thousand miles to their place of embarkation, others faced
robbers and murderers along the dangerous journey through
the Caucasus, Anatolia and Syria.
One-fourth of the
European pilgrims and one-half of the Asiatic ones were
supposed to have died by the way. But the reward of the
survivor was great. He conferred lustre not only on himself

but on

his

whole

The

district.

village elders,

who heard

his

experiences, felt that they too had bathed in the waters of
Jordan, had wept for joy in the manger of Bethlehem, and for
sorrow in the garden of Gethsemane. These sacred memories

united all Russia from peasant to Czar. At Christmas and at
Easter fifty millions of Russians turned their eyes and prayers
towards Jerusalem, where the pilgrims of their race were
kneeling before the shrine of the Redeemer.

II
Ifyou will
But till the

tarry, holy pilgrim.

troops come by.

Well that Ends Well, Act

All’s

III, Sc. 5.

According to one English traveller there were Popish
pilgrims at Jerusalem in 1697, and some of them may have
been French. But the religious zeal of France waxed faint
during the days of Voltaire and even of that French king who
laid it down that an archbishop must believe in God.
During
‘

’

and early nineteenth centuries the Latin and
French pilgrims became few. A French monk in Jerusalem,
the eighteenth

during Christmas 1831, found only four Latin pilgrims out of
four thousand, and was told that at Easter there might be
twenty out of ten thousand
Even in the fifties, when the total
number of pilgrims had grown to fifteen thousand, the
majority of them are not Roman Catholics.’
The few
Latin, and fewer French, pilgrims made up in eminence what
they lacked in numbers.
Chateaubriand
wreathed his
pilgrim’s cross with lilies,’ and brought back holy water of
Jordan to baptise a son of France. Lamartine became famous
!

"

‘
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FRANCE AND THE HOLY PLAGES

by publishing the rhapsodies composed on the shores of the
Lake of Galilee. Then there were Michaud the poet and
Poujoulat the historian, and scores of lesser lights. But French
pilgrims were still often only travellers who went to write
books and to paint picturcs,^^®
The Holy Places were objects of sentiment rather than of
devotion in France, and a pilgrimage was a mode rather than
a passion. Interest in the Holy Places had waned. General
Bonaparte on his entry into Palestine declared ‘Jerusalem
does not lie on my line of march.’ As emperor he tried to share
in the repair of the church of the Holy Sepulchre, but did not
push his interest far. The two Bourbons who succeeded him
seem to have been equally indifferent. But the crisis of 1840
turned French attention towards Palestine. During 1842 the
French made the first claim in connexion with the 1740
Treaty and demanded the right to repair the church of the
Holy Sepulchre.* In 1843 the first French consul appeared in
Jerusalem. He was made a knight of the Holy Sepulchre at
a solemn ceremonial, in which the spurs and sword of Godfrey
of Bouillon were used. He attempted to interfere in politics
and to take Latins under his protection. He caused a riot
by hoisting his country’s flag over his consulate, a right which
every other consul had abstained from demanding. Jerusalem
is now a central point of interest to France and Russia,’
declared the British consul in 1844.
The ultramontane party began to pay attention to
Palestine during the forties. French monks began to fill the
Latin monasteries and French nuns to teach in Latin schools
in Jerusalem. The election of Pius IX to the papal throne in
1846 developed these tendencies. The Pope himself was
moderate, but saw the need of conciliating the ultramontane
party. For many centuries the Pope had appointed regularly
a patriarch of Jerusalem in partibus. He had the title of
patriarch but resided at Rome and took no interest in his titular
see.
Pius IX now made the office of the Latin patriarch a
reality, and despatched the holder of it to reside in Jerusalem.
This was in 1847,
years after Cyril, the newly elected
Greek patriarch of Jerusalem, had also decided to make his
‘

permanent home there.
The Greek patriarch was increasing his property, his
prestige and his activity, just at the moment when the Latin
patriarch arrived.
Cyril the Greek had already astonished
the society of Jerusalem by splendid entertainments in his
spacious rooms. Beside a great divan of scarlet, over which
*

Vide infra^ n. 425,

A
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appeared the stately figure of
the patriarch, in his robes of rich black satin, with immense
diamonds and emeralds surrounding the enamel painting of

was spread a leopard

skin,

‘

the Redeemer
well as dignity

Cyril had great urbanity as
on his breast/
and had already greatly enhanced the Orthodox

Joseph Valerga, the Latin patriarch, tried the experiment of counter-receptions. He received sitting on a velvet-

position.

^

covered throne,’ and asserting his superiority over his guests
by being helped to all refreshments before them. His real
dignity of deportment ’ was impaired by these eccentricities.
His temperament was hasty and violent, but allowances must
be made for him. The Latins were conscious of their defeat
and anxious to retrieve the situation. Perhaps it was this
fact which nerved the Pope to issue an encyclical to the
Orthodox Church in 1848. This strange document sent
words of peace and affection ’ to the Eastern Church, but
declined to recognise her present rulers even as bishops and
intimated that the Orthodox worshippers could only find
salvation by submitting to the Pope’s mercy. An indignant
answer came fi:om the four patriarchs of Alexandria, Antioch,
Constantinople and Jerusalem. The Pope, it was declared,
had made blunders of historic fact. He ' neither knows the
truth nor cares to learn it, Rome was compassing sea and
land to make a proselyte to deceive the Orthodox.’ Nay, she
was the ‘ demon of innovation.’
For a century the Latin monks had fought a losing battle
in every sense at Jerusalem. They generally had the worst of
it in the disgraceful skirmishes which took place in the spots
rnost sacred to their faith.
In 1847
pasha thought the
situation so dangerous that he brought sixty soldiers into the
church of the Holy Sepulchre itself, and posted three hundred
outside it. In December of the same year there was actual
' personal
fighting
at Bethlehem and the monks of either
persuasion fought with crosses and candlesticks.
Greek
bishop was wounded, the Latin silver star, which marked the
birthplace of Christ, was wrenched up from the rock and stolen.
In 1848 a Jew entered the church of the Holy Sepulchre on
Good Friday. The Latins sought to murder him and the
pasha himself drew sword to protect him. On Easter Tuesday
of this year a divine light descended and illumined a cross in
the Armenian Cathedral, and the faithful knelt in rapturous
adoration before it.
But even this miracle failed to allay
the strife of the sects.
The Armenians were more gentle than the Greeks, with
whom they usually sided. Both were better organised than
‘

‘

’
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There can be no doubt/ wrote the British consul
the Latins.
in 1848, ‘ that Roman Catholic interests in this country have
suffered hitherto from having remained stationary under the
rule of ignorant monks, while the Greeks and Protestants have
their a&irs administered by high ecclesiastical dignitaries.’
The situation improved, but even in 1850 there was great
The Latin communion are dissatisfied with the
discontent.
inefficiency of French protection for a long time past
but especially within the last few years. They complain that
the French have suffered the Greek ecclesiastics to usurp, by
gradual encroachments, most of the sacred localities in
‘

‘

.

.

—

Jerusalem and Bethlehem they shew by documents and old
maps that a century ago the Greeks had scarcely any property
in the sanctuaries about the Holy Sepulchre whereas now they
possess the largest proportion

—and

that the

same

the case
at Bethlehem, although at the period above mentioned they

had not even a chapel

is

worship there.
Complaints of
French inefficient protection are not novel.’
What was novel in the situation was not the inferiority of
the Latins, but the French determination to remove it. Austria
disliked, and even ridiculed, the French claim to represent the
Catholics. But until France took action there was no betterment in their situation. It was not the interests of the Church
as such, but the demands of the clerical party, which forced
for

.

.

,

The men in black were
the Prince-President to intervene.
Napoleon’s sole support against the men in red.’ The Church
was his only barrier against revolution. The clericals were
reviving old claims and resurrecting old privileges everywhere.
As regards the claim on the Holy Places the Pope remained
moderate, but the Ultramontanes and the Latin patriarch of
Jerusalem forced the pace.^^® They had neither need nor
desire to be reasonable, and the Prince-President could not
afford to be. At a later stage he admitted
the error into
’

'

‘

‘

which he had fallen and put it down to bad advice.’ But
he also put the blame on the parti-pritre of the Montalembert
school and the Legislative Assembly.’
Turgot, and his
successor Drouyn de Lhuys, both deplored the raising of so
contentious a question, and said the clericals had made the
'

’

‘

Latin claims a question of national honour, De la Valette,
the French Ambassador at Constantinople, explained that they
had made the pressure intolerable. * His [Napoleon’s] power
is “ absolUy dangereux si vous voulez ”
his responsibility is not
;

shared, or lightened by parliamentary institutions ; and therefore if he were to brook what would be considered in France

a national

slight, his

throat would be cut in half an hour.’

aupigk’s demand, 1850
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And be

these jugglingfiends

That palter with us

in

no more believed

a double

sense,

Macbeth, Act V,

Sc. 8.

In the middle of 1850 General Aupick, the French
ambassador at Constantinople, delivered the first formal demand of his government to the Porte. The position taken was
skilful.
The French had certain rights under the Treaty of
1740, and these could not be abrogated by subsequent arrangements made in the Sultan’s firmans issued since that date. For
mutual consent was needed to abrogate a treaty, while the
Sultan could revoke his firman at will. The claim of France,
while sound in law, was dangerous in practice. Her rights
in the Holy Places had been acquired while Russia was
weak. She had allowed them to lapse while Russia grew
strong. Shrines and privileges, once Latin, had been acquired
by Greek monks. To insist on the letter of old rights is
always dangerous in diplomacy. Few would be safe if claims
which had been dormant for a century were vigorously reasserted.
Even had he desired to do so, Nicholas could hardly
have expelled Greek monks from the Holy Places, or surrendered
the status quo. So far as religion was concerned he was not a
despot nor even a free agent.
Like the constitutional
sovereigns of the West
[Nicholas] is bound' to consult
opinion, and this public opinion consists almost wholly in
rehgious sentiment.’
That was the admission of the French
ambassador.
The attitude of the Porte towards the French claim and
the Russian opposition to it might have been exactly predicted
beforehand. With his strange tolerance of other faiths the
Turk was as neutral in the religious sense as he was partisan
in the political one. He would decide for the party which
could put most pressure upon him. France had the advantage
that her fleet could demonstrate against Tunis or Tripoli
without difficulty, but Russia occupied the Principalities with
an army until 1851. She was the enemy of Turkey and her
religious claims were at once extensive and dangerous. Russia
had recently threatened Turkey in the matter of the Hungarian
refugees ; France had joined England in protecting her.
Consequently Turkey at first favoured France. The Porte
appointed a mixed commission to examine the French claims,
and the terms of reference were ominous. Aali pasha, while
'

.

.

.
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admitting that the treaty with France remained in full force
referred to ‘ several ancient firmans and titles as affecting the
matter. Aupick at once protested that such acts could not
invalidate the treaty.
Immediately afterwards Austria sent
in a note supporting the French claim. The commission
consisted of a French and Turkish and Greek majority, but
included one notorious Russian partisan. This commission
soon showed a French bias, and rejected the famous Traite
du Khalif Omar of the year 636, which put the Holy Sepulchre
under the Greek patriarch and was thus the groundwork of the
’

‘

'

Greek Orthodox claim.
Lavalcttc, who succeeded General Aupick as French
representative at Constantinople, proved more conciliatory.
The Greeks actually held exclusive possession of four out of
the nine holy buildings at Jerusalem, and there was a joint
possession of the others. At Bethlehem the Latins could only
enter the grotto of the manger by a side door, though they had
once held the key of the great door. De Lavalette, conscious
of the practical difficulties of enforcing his claim, proposed
that all the sacred buildings should be held in joint possession.
He was prepared to accept this concession without reference
to his government, and had already come to an unofficial

M. de

agreement with Aali on the subject.

He

might have had

Pope or clericals to accept it. But
at this moment the decision was taken from his hands. M.
Titov waited on the Sultan with a letter from the Czar.
The
Emperor of Russia was persuaded that no change would be

difficulties in getting either

‘

allowed to take place as to the possession of those sanctuaries.’ *
The Sultan gravely agreed to consider the Emperor’s recommendation. He was not pro-French like his ministers.
The
Sultan himself would gladly content Russia by leaving matters
as they are, and he has shown some dissatisfaction with his
ministers for having gone too far in compliance with the
wishes of France.’ I Moved by the Czar’s personal appeal the
Sultan rejected de Lavalette’s compromise by October.
Deadlock ensued and events moved towards a crisis. Each
side feared that the other controlled the Sultan, and sought
by threats to redress the balance. M. Titov, the Russian
minister, stated that he would leave in twenty-four hours if
any change in the status quo were attempted. M. de Lavalette,
not to be outdone, said if it depended upon him, he would
‘

‘

* Accounts 6? Papers
[1854], LXXI [1698], No. 19, p. 18; Zaioncovskii, I,
P* 333' The Czar’s letter was dated September 13, 1851.
t F.O. 196/36. From Stratford, No. 333 of November 4, 1851. Passage
suppressed in £.?. I, No. 20.
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now possessed

use of the great naval force

in the Mediterranean, and by blockading the
Dardanelles bring the question in debate forthwith to a satisIt did not, however, depend on him.
factory issue.’
Napoleon’s coup d^etat had just disturbed Europe, but it
tended to settle the Near East. Napoleon tore up the Constitution, dismissed the parliament and arrested its leading
members (December 2, 1851). In order to do this, he had to
According to M. de
relax the pressure at Constantinople.
Lavalette, Last November [1851] the President had actually
given orders to the Squadron of Admiral la Susse to go to
Besika Bay on account of the Holy Places, and the events

by France

'

preceding the 2nd of December alone caused the order to be
This is the best justification for the coup
countermanded.’
d' Hat ytt put forward and the whole incident shows the desperate
Paris needed an admonition from
situation of Napoleon.
Dante.
Aki

gentCy che dovrezti esser devota

E lasciar seder Cesar in la sella.
Oh people that should’st be obedient
And

let

Caesar

sit

in the saddle.
Purgatorio,

The people were not very obedient

;

Canto

VL

the President, not yet

Caesar, sat uneasily in the saddle. So he was very humble to
the Czar. According to the Russian account, the President
declared positively that his representative at Constantinople
would be disavowed for having exceeded his powers.’
If
so, he soon changed his tune.
Their object is, as usual, to
temporize,’ remarked Stratford of the Porte at this juncture.
But in view of the menace from both sides, the Porte had
for once some excuse.
The Sultan dissolved the pro-French
‘

‘

Commission and appointed a new and purely Turkish one to
decide the matter. Gibbon had derided the questions put by
Byzantine emperors to their church councils. Macaulay was
alive to be amused by those which the heir of Byzantium propounded to his newly appointed commission. Could a centuryold treaty repeal a twelve-hundred-year-old decree ? Gould
the Latins replace a silver star which the Greeks had filched
from the Sacred Manger ? Could the Latins have a key to the
great door of the church at Bethlehem and, if they had it,
would they be justified in placing it in the lock ? If they placed
it in the lock, might they turn it and open the door ?
The
questions seemed trivial enough, but on their answers peace
and war might depend.

THE CONTRADICTIONS, ON THE

200

The

settlement was contained in a note addressed to France
on February 9, and in a firman of the Sultan issued to the Greek

Church a few days

A

later.

compromise was contained

in

these two specious and sclf-contradictory documents. Ultimately Nicholas refused to assent to the French note and
Napoleon to the Greek firnianj' Each despot had originally
been inclined to accept both. The Prince-President wanted no
complications abroad, for the Paris boulevards were red with
blood and the ablest Frenchmen were in gaol. At such a
moment he thought Paris more important than Constantinople.
‘

He

’

only needed some little concession
[over the Holy
Places] in order to enable him to retire with honour.
As he was only insisting on rights allowed by the Porte to be
secured by Treaty to Fi'ance he could not abandon them
entirely altho[ugh] he admitted that through time and negligence they had fallen into abeyance.’ The French note at
first convinced him, and not only him but his foreign minister,
that the concession had been made.
In March Turgot expressed himself as
overjoyed ’ at the settlement, acknowledging that France had made a
great mistake ... in
bringing it [the question] forward.’
If the French were
pleased with their note, the Greeks were delighted with their
They declared it to be the Charter of their liberties.’
firman.
But it soon appeared that there were curious contradictions between the two documents.
The French note of
February 9 gave the Latins two keys of the great church of
Bethlehem and a key of the grotto to the manger, but the
‘
Greek firman stated, it does not follow that it is permitted to
alter the existing state of things
the smallest pretension
in regard to this shall not be allowed or entertained.’ The
Latins were now admitted to the Virgin’s shrine, but upon
condition that they shall make no alteration either in the
administration or in the present condition of that monument.’
They were given new privileges, but the status quo was none the
less to be maintained.
In reality the note and the firman kept the word of
promise to the ear, but broke it to the hope.’ The Turks
granted the Latins two keys to the great door of the church of
Bethlehem, but gave a secret assurance to the Russians a few
days later that the Latins should not pass through the great
door of the church of Bethlehem.’
The ‘ Greek firman
was granted to the patriarchs of Constantinople and of
Jerusalem, but Aali, by his own confession, ‘ told them very
distinctly that it was not to be ready but only kept to be produced
'

.

.

.

.

‘

,

’

‘

‘

‘

‘

’

‘

’

.

.

.

'

‘

’

^

‘

’
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Now thefirman did not become law

in case of any emergency." *
until it was read to pasha, cadi,

and councillors of Jerusalem.
So the Latins had received a key which was not to open a door,
and the Greeks had received z. firman which was not to become
law.

The diplomats were

at first deceived

by the Turkish

pronoxmced the ^French note" to be
‘equitable" (February i8) before he had received the ‘Greek
firman' When he did so he transmitted it without perceiving
casuistry.

Stratford

import. He left Constantinople in June and
Colonel Rose acted as his deputy. Rose seems to have been
deceived till the end, for even in December 1852 he quoted
Stratford"s opinion with approval.
He was still unable to see
that the ‘ French note could not be squared with the Greek
firman' The Greeks, first as always in subtlety, put forward
the plea that the two keys to the great church were given to the
Latins as symbols and were not meant to be used. The
world found this argument over-subtle, but eyes began to open
and by midsummer there were deep suspicions of Turkish
good faith.
The general opinion here is that the Porte
committed a breach of faith, and in deed an error in policy,
in inserting in the firman to the Greeks terms at variance with
the understanding which had just before been come to
between the Porte and the French Embassy."
The true explanation of conduct, which was tortuous even
for the East, was secretly revealed about a twelvemonth later
by M. Ozerov, the Russian charge d'affaires, to Colonel Rose.
It was this.
The draft firman was submitted for comment to
Titov, the Russian minister, and was over a fortnight in his
hands before publication. As the ‘ French note " had been
already issued, Titov did not think it possible openly to revoke
the concessions therein made by the Sultan. He thought it
better to question their validity. ‘ He therefore
inserted
in
firman passages which contradicted as it were, or threw
in doubt, the concessions to the Latins recorded in the ‘ note
with respect to the key and the tomb of the Virgin." ^^7 So
that is why the two contradicted one another.
The Porte had an answer for every argument. Thus Aali
contended ‘ that the Porte would never consent to exclude
any sect of Christians from places venerated by them all,
consequently,
there is nothing inconsistent in giving a
sinister

its

‘

"

‘

.

.

*

.

.

.

.

Pisani to Rose, December 4, 1852 ; cp. also Zaioncovskii, I,
p. 335, where it is said that the pasha of Jerusalem was secretly instructed
not to surrender the key.

No. 88,
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firman to the Greeks in
places is recognized.’

which

their right to worship in those

This argument, though plausible,
it could be held (which it certainly

unconvincing. Even if
could not) that there are no verbal contradictions between
note and firman, there remained a greater contradiction still.
The ‘ French note declares that the Porte carefully main tamf!
inviolate her treaties with friendly powers. The
Greek
ancient and contradictory documents
speaks of
firman
between which the Sultan claimed to decide. Now the
*
French note was not made public, while the Greek firman'
appeared in the newspapers. This created ‘ the impression
that France had advanced unfair pretensions, supported only
by doubtful documents, and distinguished by obstinacy, rather
What is more, the will of the Padishah
than by concession.’
appeared to be superior to treaty. He announced that his
‘
The provisions
firman must be accepted without question.
contained in my present and Imperial edict are the real and
definite result of the searching examination which has just
been made into ancient and contradictory documents.
None
Let all take heed not to act in opposition to them.
of the parties shall allow themselves to contravene my decision.
'[The firman is]
Such is my decided and sovereign will.
to serve constantly and for ever as a permanent rule. Understand this and give heed to the noble signature with which it
is
Mahomet the Conqueror could not have
decorated.’
asserted his will with more pride.
is

’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

IV
Why

now, blow wind, swell billow, and swim, bark
The storm is up and all is on the hazard.

!

Julius Caesar, Act V,

Sc.

i.

month of quiet was April 1852. M. de Lavalette
rushed back to Paris and early in May his chargS d’affaires
demanded that a French warship, the Charlemagne^ should pass
up to Constantinople. This demand meant that a threedecker carrying ninety guns would pass the Dardanelles.
The passage of so heavy a ship as the Charlemagne seemed to

The

last

Convention of 1841, which
ships to pass. The demand was at first

violate Article II of the Straits

permitted only light
* F. 0 . 78/894.

From Rose, No. 76 of September 7,

1852. It is characteristic
that an autograph letter of the Sultan to the Czar called the latter’s attention to
the French treaty of 1 740, though it is not mentioned in
firman.

THE

'

CHARLEMAGNE

’

INCIDENT
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then a half-promise was given. Finally, after French
and
as an exception
menaces, permission was granted
spontanementy which meant by decision of the Sultan alone,
without his ministers. Thus the Convention of 1841 had been
Strong remonstrances were made by England,
violated.
Turgot admitted the wrong and proAustria and Russia.
mised not to offend again. The incident, serious enough in
itself, was the more so since it showed the French readiness to
Turgot declared that the French ministers
resort to violence.
had wanted to send the Charlemagne avowedly as a ship of war
but that he had with great difficulty prevailed on them to
agree that M. de Lavalette should return to his post on board
This was an important concession, for a vessel
of her.*
carrying an ambassador might be reckoned as equivalent to
a vessel carrying royalty, for whom a special exemption might
conceivably be claimed. But Turgot only obtained this conAgain, the captain of the
with great difficulty.*
cession
Charlemagne was ready to force his way out and de Lavalette to
Brunnow, the Russian repretell him to do so if necessary.
The threat was made on
sentative in England, wrote later
the part of the French de forcer le passage. This fact is wellknown, and could not have been forgotten by the Turks.*^^®
Violence had indeed been threatened, as de Lavalette
quite frankly said, because the President’s political position
necessitated such action.
As if the Charlemagne incident, and the violence accompanying it, were not enough, the French government raised
other difficulties in July. They demanded the dismissal of the
military and civil governors of Epirus, reparation for injuries to
French subjects in Antioch, and the surrender of two French
deserters who had taken refiige in Tripoli.
The now familiar
means of coercion was adopted. ‘ The President, irritated at
what he conceived to be the low state of French influence at
the Porte, sought to restore it by sending a [naval] squadron
to redress French complaints in Turkey.’
On July 29 a
French squadron appeared in the Bay of Tripoli and the
gunners were about to fire when the Turkish pasha gave way
and released the French deserters. In the short space of
seven months the Prince-President had thrice threatened to
coerce Turkey with armed naval force, and had once (if not
twice) actually done so. What was still worse, no one thought
that the Prince-President’s alleged motive for interference was
the real one.
All, even the Porte herself [w], admit that the
firman to the Greeks was the main although unavowed cause of
the appearance of the French squadron in support of the late
refused;,

’

‘

‘

^

‘

*

‘

‘

:

®
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De

Lavalette confessed the truth in
‘
the affair of the Charlemagne, Tripoli, all our anger
private
with Turkey, everything has its origin in the “ Greek firman." ’
So the dispute about the Holy Places had already made war

French demands.’
:

possible.

After the Tripoli coup de Lavalette remained quiet for a
time, though not because he was himself serene. He told
Rose that the issue of the firman had been ‘ a trahison inouie
and as treacherous as it was impolitic, as it forced the French
Government either to reopen the question, or to allow that
Unless the objectionthe treaty [of 1740] was an untruth.
able parts in the firman are altered or explained by a note,
France must eventually go to war with Turkey if she sides
with Russia, or with Russia if she alone supports the firman
in its present form.’ * None the less, he wanted peace. ‘ The
President and myself wish to get rid of this question, but let
us be enabled to do so ; I would be satisfied if the Porte would
address me a note saying that the firman merely meant that
the Latins had not an exclusive right to the Holy Places. The
question may be very easily settled now, but not, if it goes on.’
France meant to move, but waited for the Tripoli incident to
be forgotten. ‘ France,’ said de Lavalette, might wait one,
two, five months, but that she would, sooner or later, insist on
a satisfactory explanation of the obnoxious passages in the
firman, and a fulfilment of the promises made to the French
.

.

.

.

.

.

‘

Embassy respecting the Holy

Places.’

In October the Sultan’s decision received partial execution
at Jerusalem. Afif Bey, sent as special commissioner by the
On the 21st the
Sultan, reached Jerusalem on October 18.
Russian consul-general entered Jerusalem and was received
with extraordinary honours, the French consul and the
Austrian arriving almost unnoticed about the same time.
Afif Bey entertained his visitors in the church of the
Resurrection with sweetmeats, sherbet and pipes. He then
summoned them and the Greek, Latin and Armenian
patriarchs to a conference in the church of the Virgin within
sight of Gethsemane.**®
There he read an order of the
Sultan for permitting the Latins to celebrate Mass once a
year, but requiring the altar and its ornaments to remain un(fisturbed.
No sooner were these words uttered than the
Latins who had come to receive their triumph over the
Orientals, broke into loud exclamations of the impossibility of
celebrating Mass upon a schismatic slab of marble, with a
‘

* F.O. 78/893.
in Accounts

From

Rose, No. 50 of August 14, 1852

& Papers [1854], LXXI

[1698],

No.

41, p. 42.

;

passages suppressed
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and gold instead of plain linen, among schismatic vases, and before a crucifix which has the feet separated,
instead of one nailed over the other.’ But the victory was not
The
to the Greeks, for the firman was still unpublished.
Russian consul-general called on Afif Bey and angrily inAfif Bey shuffled, and
sisted that it should be publicly read.
finally declared he had no copy and no instructions to read
it.
The Russian stamped with rage at this evasion. The
Turks had succeeded in preventing the firman from becoming
law so the victory was to the Latins.
Nicholas was at all times very Httle disposed to see his rights
encroached upon.’ The French had used menaces successfully,
so would he. Both began again in November, only with this
difference that M. de Lavalette menaces to defend the advantages he has gained, while M. Ozerov [the new Russian
The
charge d'qffairesi menaces to regain what he had lost.’
Turks measured the importance of menaces by the dynamics,
or rather by the thermo-dynamics, of the moment.
The
covering of

silk

^

’

’

'

;

'

‘

‘

appearance of the Charlemagne conveying successfully her
mass of artillery and men against the most rapid currents
of the Bosphorus, by the sole power of the screw, produced a
great effect here.’ This demonstration caused the Turks to
speculate whether France would be victorious in naval war-

They

came

to the conclusion that France, on
account of her screw line-of-batde-ships was the more powerful
that a French fleet would beat a Russian fleet even united
with a Turkish one.’ In that case the Holy Places dispute
must be settled in favour of France. ' Thus a little instrument,
the screw, affects, and will probably still more affect, great
fare.

finally

political events.’

‘

In

fact,

the French screw was beginning

to turn.

V
A

crowd of monks with bare foreheads stood quarrelling for a key at
gates of a church in Palestine.
A. W. ICinglake, Vol. I, ch. iii.

—

the sunny

The

dispute as to the Holy Places was likely to be settled
by the iron arguments of France. But a fatal blunder on the
part of Russia contributed to turn the French screw. Early
in December M. Ozerov took a step calculated in a high
degree to raise suspicions against Russia. He reinforced his
argument by an appeal to Article VII of the Treaty of Kutchuk
Kainardji.*
But this article merely records the Porte’s
* E.P. I,

No. 54.

From Rose, December 5,

1852,

and see discussion in n. 445.
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promise to protect the Christian religion and its churches. It
had always been interpreted as giving Russia a right of friendly
advice to Turkey on behalf of her Orthodox subjects.
But
it had nothing to do with the special question of the rights of
the Greek Church at Jerusalem. It was the more unfortunate
because de Lavalette had already carefully restricted the
only claims the proLatin claims. He said that France
tectorate of the Pope, his rights in the East and of European
Roman Catholic ecclesiastical establishments, which is our
right by treaty.’ When asked if he claimed to protect Catholic
subjects as a whole, as distinct from ecclesiastics, he replied
Thus France limited her claims to what
Certainly not.’
was narrowly ecclesiastical, just when Russia extended hers to
what was dangerously political. She put forward a demand
to protect the twelve million Orthodox Greek rayas^ subjects
of the Porte.* At the most delicate stage of the negotiation
Russia’s pretensions threatened to sap the loyalty of the
majority of the European subjects of the Sultan. The Sultan
had feared the Charlemagne, but he feared Kutchuk-Kainardji
even more.
The Grand Vizier had recently been changed. Aali, a
sensible man enough, had been replaced in October by
Mehemet Ali, the Sultan’s brother-in-law. He was undoubtedly
opposed to Russia, though for a time she believed him to be a
He was now trying to marry his son to the Sultan’s
friend.
daughter. He welcomed Russia’s support and encouraged
her delusion. His ambition and his son were both disappointed
and he thereupon threw off the mask. On December 6 new
The sole concession to the
instructions went to Jerusalem.
Greeks was to permit the firman to be read publicly (in fact
this ceremony had already taken place on November 29, with
Latin patriarch and French consul absenting themselves).!
Otherwise the new instructions favoured the Latins, for they enjoined that the matter of the key of the great door of the church
of Bethlehem was to be settled in their favour. Early in
December the silver star, which the French government had
given to replace that which was missing in the manger, was
the
brought to Jaffa. The Moslem effendis of Jerusalem
aristocracy of the city ’) met it and escorted it with much
pomp to Jerusalem, induced thereto, said the British consul,
‘

‘

(*'

*

The number

Montenegrins and

of twelve million includes Serbs
Greeks ; vide calculation in J.

excludes
Neale, Holy Eastern Church

and Rumanians, but

M.

[1850], 1, 162.
Papers [1854],
[1698], No. 58, p. 68, that
t The statement in Accounts
Latin patriarch and French consul were present is wrong ; vide ibid., No. 132,
p. 106, and Zaioncovskii, I, No. 88, p. 340 ; No. 105, p. 373.
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On December

22 the
it with great ceremony in the
sanctuary at Bethlehem. At the same time the keys of both
inner and outer church of Bethlehem were taken from the
Greeks and given to the Latins. The surrender of the keys
was taken as the sign that supremacy had passed from the one
The Greeks feel this severely and are highly
to the other.
The wrath of monks on a far hillside in
indignant.’
Palestine was to fan a flame which burst into war.
‘

‘

VI
My due from

thee is this imperial crown.

Henry

On December

4,

1852,

IV, Part

II,

Act IV, Sc.

4.

Napoleon attained the summit of

and was solemnly proclaimed Emperor of the
French. He had no longer the same need to pursue a
dangerous foreign policy and he might even have moderated
his demands over the Holy Places.
But in this very month
the award had gone finally in his favour and he could not
abandon the concessions already made to the Latins by
Turkey. His victory at Bethlehem was made the more intolerable by his proclaiming himself Emperor and demanding
recognition from other sovereigns. Most of the powers of
his ambitions

Europe, for one reason or other, determined to recognise the
title of a revolutionary who had picked up his crown from the
gutter.
But Russia remained obdurate. In January of the
new year the Czar refused Napoleon the title of brother,’ but
accorded that of friend/ The refusal was ‘ in some sort a
question of archaeology, touching the origin of sovereignty/
That was the smooth explanation of the Russian representative
at Paris. Nicholas himself used plainer language at St. Petersburgh. ‘ The title of my brother could only be addressed to
one whose authority was received from heaven.’
Henry V,
the exiled Bourbon, was the legitimate ruler of France. The
Prince-President had been recognised as a de facto ruler. For an
Emperor, chosen by universal suffrage, could not be recognised
by an Emperor chosen of heaven. Thus a wholly new and
profoundly important cause of dispute separated Holy and
despotic Russia from revolutionary and Napoleonic France.
‘

'

Assailed in his deepest conservative instincts the Czar
acted, as he thought, in favour of order.
Revolution had
demonstrated, so also must legitimacy. On December 30,

;

Aberdeen’s fear of France
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he mobilised two army corps in South Russia. A
Russian army soon stood on the Turkish border. As yet it
remained there. To cross the Turkish border was to awaken
diplomatic Europe, and Nicholas feared the results of that
awakening. He certainly feared the opinion of Europe more
than the opinion of his own subjects, A conference of the
Great Powers was the bugbear of his diplomatic life. In the
cabinet of nations Russia’s policy could be arraigned or
opposed by the minister of a parliamentary state like England
he himself might be summoned to the correctional bench.’
It was better to avoid a meeting so wounding to his dignity,
and safer to deal separately with the Great Powers. He felt
sure of Austria’s young Emperor, his friend and pupil. Of
But he must separate the
Prussia’s pious King he had hopes.
two great naval powers of the Mediterranean. And, with
England once on his side, France could be neutralised or
disregarded. He could overcome the parvenu French Emperor
if he stood alone.
England was likely soon to be approachable. In December
the Derby Ministry was tottering to its fall, and Aberdeen was
likely to succeed him.
When previously Foreign Minister
Aberdeen had had secret interviews and conversations with the
Czar, and been a friend of the Russian ambassador, Brunnow.
At the end of November Aberdeen received a letter from Nesselrode containing a pure and simple hypothesis of the motives
and aims of Napoleon. He averred that
parvenu was eager
1852,

‘

’

‘

for glory, desirous of embroiling Russia
to send

and the

French men-of-war into the Black Sea.

wrote Nesselrode,

^

if

not

real,

is

Porte, anxious

This plan,’
at least very plausible.’ So
‘

might impress Aberdeen, who was terrified
of Napoleon. At the end of November before he had actually
become Prime Minister Aberdeen had told Brunnow that he
feared a French invasion of England. Pie was not sure even
of British naval strength, because steam gave France an
advantage
he was quite certain of British military weakness.
Even with equal numbers we should begin by being beaten
on land, fifty thousand Frenchmen would beat fifty thousand
Englishmen, and we have not so many to oppose to a sudden
invasion.’
Derby, the actual Prime Minister, Russell and
Lansdowne thought the same. Brunnow suggested closer
relations with Russia.
Aberdeen agreed
these considerations,’ said he,
make us doubly desirous of strengthening our
ties with the Continent. ... If he [Napoleon] thinks us dis*
united he will fall upon us.’
The confessions at the end

fantastic a sketch

;

‘

‘

;

'

of

this

despatch,’ noted Nicholas with well-founded scorn,
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show the cowardice of the government. That’s the
position in which England is.’
The Derby Ministry fell and their resignations were
announced on December 20. By the 24th Aberdeen had
formed a ministry, with Lord John Russell as temporary
Foreign Minister, whom Clarendon, a more conciliatory person,
was Hkely to succeed. Palmerston was a little in disgrace.
He was given the Home Office, where he could not do much
harm, and he was closely watched by the Queen. Nicholas
thought he could impress Victoria, Aberdeen, Russell and
Clarendon. If he could arrive at an understanding with the
British ministers, they would manage the British parliament,
press and public.
Anyhow the parliament was an assembly
of bagmen, who did not want war. Perhaps he could get
‘

serves to

their ministers to give

him

their word, if he spoke as

one

man

For he retained his touching belief in the word
of an English gentleman. But he began the world-famous
conversations with Seymour on January 9, just one day before
he received the definite news that Aberdeen had formed his
ministry. Thus the rapprochement was first made to England
in general, though soon afterwards to Aberdeen in particular.
Brunnow set to work on Aberdeen with considerable art. He
knew Aberdeen suspected theories, so he emphasised the fact
that France had sent the Charlemagne through the Dardanelles
in defiance of the Convention of 1841. He also announced
that the Czar had at last recognised the upstart and revolutionary kingdom of Belgium. He hinted that he had delayed
recognition because he was not unmindful of the impediments
with which we had to contend under former administrations
{i.e.
when Russell was Premier and Palmerston Foreign
Secretary)
But it had been accorded now that Aberdeen was
in power, as a mark of the Czar’s confidence in him and in his
fnendship for Russia. It was his opinion which would count
to another.

‘

’

.

with the Czar.*
Now here is revealed the secret of the policy of the Czar.
He and Brunnow thought that they could so manage Aberdeen
as to make him their obedient instrument.
So far they were
right, or nearly so.
Before they had even made their first
demands Aberdeen commented, ‘ whether right or wrong, we
advise the Turks to yield.’
What they did not see was that
Aberdeen, unlike the Czar, could issue no orders to his
cabinet.
Indeed, in intercourse with Brunnow, Aberdeen
learned secrets that he did not always communicate, and thus
* Pte. Aber, MSS., Add. MSS.
43144, ff. 335-6. Brunnow to Aberdeen of
January 31,1 853. That is the tenor of all the correspondence.
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RUSSIA DECEIVED IN

ABERDEEN

These private and verbal communicaaroused suspicion.
tions with Brunnow/ wrote Palmerston later,
[were] not at
all in accordance with the opinion of many of his colleagues
and irreparable mischief was thereby occasioned.’
Indeed
perhaps war itself was the outcome of the misunderstandings.
For Nicholas believed that, whatever happened, Aberdeen
would prevent his colleagues from going to war. And that is
exactly what he failed to do.
‘

‘

CHAPTER

How

XII

Count Leiningen Succeeded and why
Prince MenSikov Failed
I

Ambassador

:

May

it

Freely

please Tour Majesty

to

render

to

what we have

give us leave

in charge,

Henry V, Act

I,

Sc. 2.

The

victory of the French in the battle of the Holy Places had
wounded Nicholas too deeply for him to accept defeat. He
replied by an appeal at once to force and to persuasion, a
move characteristic of his whole policy. He planned to attach
England to himself and thus deprive Turkey of her only friend.
He ordered the mobilisation of two army corps in South Russia

on December 30, 1852, and set his forts and flotilla in order
on the Black Sea. When these preparations were complete
he could put pressure upon Turkey, at once isolated and
menaced, and obtain the restoration of the religious statvs quo.
Just at this moment Austria intervened and proved that
vigorous action would bring Turkey to her knees. She ended
the war on Montenegro, and convinced Nicholas that a threat
of force would bring the Turks to their senses.
It has already been told how Omer pasha had provoked
war and invaded Montenegro with five armies, and how Danilo
had appealed for help both to Austria and to Russia. * Neither
of them was sorry to have the opportunity of wreaking
vengeance on Turkey for her refusal to give up the Hungarian
refugees.
But the resolution and vigour shown by Austria
are in themselves significant, for she did not often show either
under Count Buol. Count Leiningen was now sent on a
special mission to Constantinople, with instructions to demand
redress on several points. He was to insist on a change of

government in Bosnia ; to
Turkey and Montenegro ;

on an armistice between
to prevent Turkish vessels from
entemg the Bay of Cattaro and using Sutorina as a port. If
possible he was to secure to Austria the right of protecting
insist

* Vide supra, pp. 22 1-2.

leiningen’s success
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Christian subjects in Bosnia. He was to demand categorical
answers and to return in ten days of arrival unless satisfied.
This was an ultimatum, and the more formidable since Russia
was prepared to support it by arms. Austria was equally
resolute.

Her charge

cV affaires told

Rose that her troops were

massed on the border and ready.
One act of indiscretion
would be followed by a general engage[by the Turks]
ment and a war.’
Austria was warlike because she was terrified. She really
feared that a 1 iirkish attack on Montenegro would disturb
her own Jugoslav subjects and again provoke not only Bosnia,
The least incident,’ said Count
but Servia, to rebellion.
Collorcdo to I.ord John Russell, might be enough to light
that which lies glowing beneath the cinders and might thus
induce the Servians, even against the wishes of their government, to decide to aid their onpx'csscd brethren [the Montenegrins].
I have no need to tell you that we shall use all the
influence we possess on Servia to preach patience, peace, and
submission and to prevent a guilty or insolent decision to go
to war.
Yet, if the Porte were blind enough to persist in the
unfortunate system pursued for over a year towards the
Christians of Bosnia and Herzegovina, who can say whether
it will be possible to calm the ardour of the Slav riverine
populations [the Servians] enjoying, under Russian protection
a happier lot than their brothers ? Who can extenuate the
acts and cruelties of functionaries like the renegade Omer
pasha ? Who can calculate the result of a spark thrown amid
such combustible matter? All the powers interested in
preventing such a catastrophe should insist on the Porte
changing its attitude and doing what is necessary for the
‘

.

.

.

‘

‘

racial pacification of the provinces.’

Even Lord John Russell was impressed. He stressed the
need of preserving Turkey in the interest of general peace, but
agreed to the maintenance of the status quo in Montenegro.
He also aided the Austrians by a distinctly moderate speech in
the Commons (March 3) and by refusing to lay papers before
parliament on the subject of Montenegro. In point of fact
the campaign had not been successful and the Turks perceived
that the demands of Leiningen had better be accepted lest a
worse thing befall them. Their time limit of ten days had
subsequently been extended to twelve. Rather to the surprise
of the diplomats they quietly accepted most of Leiningen’s
demands. On two points they proved uncompromising.
They declined to give Austria any right of protecting Christians
in Bosnia
they refused to abandon their right of access to the
;

THE CZAR ARMS
Bay of Cattaro,
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Leiningen prudently gave

via Sutorina.

way

on these points, while insisting on the others.^®®
By February 12 the matter was settled. Orders were sent
to Omer pasha to sign an armistice, to evacuate Montenegro
and to resign his command. On the 1 7th the settlement was
announced to the world, and on March 3 Montenegro and
Turkey signed a peace. Nicholas had promised to support
Franz Josef in vigorous terms. ‘ If war by Turkey against
Thee should result,’ he wrote to his brother Emperor, Thou
mayest be assured in advance that it will be precisely the same
as though Turkey had declared war on myself.’* Franz Josef
replied, after the Turks had surrendered, expressing his
deepest gratitude,’ and Buol subsequently acknowledged that
Austria’s triumph was
Russia’s aid had been decisive.
complete and served as a model for Nicholas to imitate and to
'

"

surpass.

II
The

profession

surrender^ is one

of America,
'

1

of

kindness^ with that

of the most provoking

acts

sword in his hand and that demand of
^Burke, On the Affairs
of his hostility
.

777.

To the indignation of the whole Greek population following

the Greek rite, the key of the church of Bethlehem has been
made over to the Latins, so as publicly to demonstrate their
religious supremacy in the East.
The mischief is done, and
there is no longer any question of preventing it. It is now
necessary to remedy it.’^®® Count Nesselrode sent this instruction
to Baron Bruimow on hearing the fatal news.
By January 13,
1853, there was activity in the Black Sea fleet and in the
fourth and fifth army corps. But in announcing the fact on
the same day Nesselrode explained that ' Th^e [Russian]
Emperor is very irritated with the Sultan and thinks it necessary to intimidate him to avoid being obliged later to come
seriously and actually to war, which according to him must at
all costs be avoided, whether in the East or West.
On this
subject he has been very angry with his son, the Grand Duke
Nicholas, who had rejoiced at the prospect of a war with the
Turks. The Emperor did not content himself with giving a
rude lesson but ordered an inquiry to find out whence his son
had derived the news of war.’ The Czar himself confirmed
'
this intelligence to the French ambassador.
I wished to
* Redlich,

Emperor Francis Joseph [1929], 127--8. For the effect vide
W.S,A. Weisungen nach Konstantinopel. Buol to Klezl, No. of May 7, 1853.
4
The evidence of Leiningen himself, based on his papers, has onlyjust come into mv
hands and will be found in n. 455.
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avoid war, in the East as in the West and, so as not to be obliged
to undergo it, ... I felt the necessity of speaking to these
Seymour said that the
wretched Turks with firmness.’
Emperor seemed pacific, though he was wearing a helmet and
On learning of the success of the
sleeping in a camp-bed.
Leiningcn mission the Czar relaxed his war preparations by
countermanding the military sequestration of horses in the
Black Sea districts. But Prince Mensikov went forward on a
special mission to Constantinople.
The mind and will of the Czar determined the form of the
mission of MenSikov. They arc revealed partially in the conversations with Seymour, and completely in the document
written by Nicholas after talking with his best military adviser.
In reviewing the whole situation he makes no reference either
It can be
to the Treaty of Kainardji or to the Holy Places.
proved that neither Nicholas nor Nesselrode nor Brunnow
knew much about the treaty or the claim which it put forward.
Their uncritical adoption of it seems in fact to have been due
to a secret, and perhaps sinister, suggestion of Reschid pasha.“®
The Czar and his advisers ultimately went to war over a claim
they had never troubled to examine. It would not be fair to
say that the question of religious protection was a pretext, for
Nicholas felt deeply about the Holy Places. He frequently
declared that he had no political views on Turkey and desired
only to satisfy the conscience of his subjects. But no religiom
claim, urged with threats and backed with force, can remain
purely religious. The demand for a religious protectorate over
the Orthodox subjects of the Porte had a political implication.
The article in Men§ikov’s instructions, which authorised him
to propose a defensive alliance to Turkey, had a direct political
meaning. Thus the motives of Nicholas, even if purely
And for that
religious to begin with, could not remain so.
reason, though he sought peace, he found war.
The Czar’s idea of negotiating was to wave the olive branch
in one hand and the sword in the other. This dangerous
method seems to have been fully approved by his most trusted
advisers.
Si vis pacem, para bellum,’ wrote Nesselrode
(F ebruary 14).
An article [in an agreement] more or less long,
‘

‘

more or

less severe,’

replied

Brunnow

(April 2),

‘

will

add

nothing to the reality of our influence. That consists in facts
not words.
Russia is strong, Turkey is weak, that is the preamble of all our treaties.
This epitaph is inscribed already
on the tomb of the Ottoman Empire.’ * These views only
.

* Martens,

Traitis

conclus

.

par

.

la

Rtissie,

though not corroborated, are probably correct.

XII,

309-31
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encouraged the Czar in his worst tendencies. He reallywished for peace, but he intended a show of force.* He
thought it the way to impress orientals, and it had twice been
Napoleon had browbeaten the Sultan over
successful of late.
Tripoli, as had Leiningen over Montenegro.
But the weakest
power will not always yield to force, and Turkey was less likely
to surrender to Russia than to Austria or to France.
If Turkey
refused to yield, what was to happen ? Nicholas could not
A power which threatens force may be driven to use it.
tell.
A menace which is not intended to be executed,* wrote
Canning once, is an engine which Great Britain should never
condescend to employ.’ Well indeed if Nicholas had followed
the sage advice of Canning. It was peculiarly difficult for
him to do so. Though simple in private life, he loves the
‘

"

‘

'

on extraordinary occasions, and is subject to transports and sudden resolutions.’ And again,
his sentiment of
right is weakened by his passionate and immoderate desire
to succeed in everything.’
Of all things he loved most
an outstanding and dramatic success.
Now if Mensikov’s
menaces failed, the Czar’s ‘ show of force would be in vain.
Could the haughty despot avow that he had been trifled
with
or that he was powerless before
these wretched
Turks ? So war might be, and ultimately was, the result of
theatrical

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

bravado.
Prince Mensikov finally proceeded to Constantinople in
February as ambassador on a special and extraordinary mission.
It was a golden opportunity for a good diplomat.
But fortune
in selecting Mensikov as ambassador was as capricious as she had
been in selecting Nicholas for Czar or Aberdeen for Prime
Minister. Had Nicholas been weak, Aberdeen strong, or
MenSikov tactful, there might have been no war. The Russian
public forced Mensikov on the Czar much in the same way as the
British public forced Stratford on Aberdeen.
Nesselrode, whose
advice was so seldom taken in this crisis, had hoped and prayed
for Count Orlov.
He would have been an admirable choice as
he was courteous and conciliatory. He had displayed an easy
mastery in handling Turkish statesmen of every kind and had
brought them to sign the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi by a kind
of effi)rtless artistry.
If you had been sent ... to Con^

Seymour to Orlov
has occurred there would have been
stantinople,’ said

believe

you are

right,’ rejoined

at a later date, ‘ aU that
^
avoided.’
And I really

Orlov.

The

reason Orlov was set aside is to be found in a petition,
sent direct from Constantinople, signed by the patriarch of

Jerusalem and others.

They prayed

for

a special mission,

menSikov the man

3o6

Pure Russian
good Russian and a good churchman.
he [Mensikov] has been selected for his present
as he is
mission, especially to prove the sincerity of the religious zeal
‘

for a

.

.

.

of the Emperor who is scarcely a free agent in the question of
the Holy Places.’ So, even in Russia, public opinion exercised
influence and Men§ikov, who aspired to represent the
will of the one, in reality represented the prejudice of the
‘
man
Mensikov is a very gentlemanlike and agreeable

its evil

y

man,’ so Clarendon heard,

make

‘

but of tranchant wit and

liking

upon

serious matters.’
‘
He is not considered a safe man in the relations of private
Orlov thought
life,’ nor did he prove so in his public capacity.
>iim ‘ a very clever man but reserved and suspicious and not a
diplomat, ^he does not know what he may do, he allows himself
to depend too much [on], or to be too much restricted

to

jokes

et

donner

le

change

—

.

Now

.

.

may be

true enough, but is not
quite fair to Mensikov. His difficulties were the greater
because of his instructions. They were vague in one part,
‘
full powers and
peremptory in another. He was given
latitude,’ yet told to leave in three days if his demands were
not granted. Also his allegiance was divided. He received
his instructions from Nesselrode, but he was responsible directly

by

his instructions.’

this

to the Czar.

dealt with all
given by Nesselrode
sorts of extraneous matters, including information about ffie
attitude of the Great Powers, and notes about the Turkish
cabinet. Mensikov was to refuse to treat with Fuad, the
pvisting Turkish Foreign Minister, who had induced the
Sultan to break his word to the Czar. The existing Grand
Vizier, Mehemet Ali, was said to repent his former behaviour.
Reschid, the ex-Grand Vizier, had promised assistance secretly

The

five instructions

under the
privileges
cljiiming
suggested Russia’s
Kainardji Treaty. He was not perhaps to be trusted. In
general, a new firman was to be obtained from the Sultan confirming the Orthodox privileges as they had existed in February
1852. Also repairs were to be executed to the dome of the
church of the Sepulchre at Jerusalem. Next, and more
was to be obtained from the Sultan
ominous, a second
granting and guaranteeing for the future full privileges to
the Greek Christians of the Turkish Empire, and acknowMuch was said
ledging Russia’s right to protect them.
about this right being granted under old firmans^ but no
The right itself was
specific arguments or instances given.
‘
to be embodied in a Sened, or Convention, having the force

and

of a treaty.’

HIS INSTRUCTIONS

The

third

and fourth

instructions
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made

clear that the

Other
must be checked.
Christian religious communities seek to harm our secular
This was an unfortunate admission, for Mensikov,
influence.’
like Nicholas, always asserted in public that he sought no

religious

of France

influence

‘

Russia in Turkey, but merely
religious influence.
If France showed opposition or was an
obstacle to settlement, Russia would sign a secret defensive
alliance with Turkey to protect her.
The treaty was to be
defensive, to be limited in point of time, and
necessarily
It was only to be offered if the Turks demurred to
secret.’

political or secular rights for

‘

signing the Sened,
The instructions showed that Mensikov must not only
obtain reparation as regards the Holy Places, but also must
force the Turks to sign the Sened and thus get guarantees for
the future. What was alarming was the method suggested.
It is pretty clear that Fuad was to be expelled from the Foreign
Office,* and that Mensikov was to be peremptory in his demand
in other ways. He was to quit Constantinople in three days
after formally presenting his demands, if they were not granted.
He brought with him an autograph letter from the Czar to
the Sultan, which conveyed these demands in language of
courteous menace.
But it is remarkable that this letter,
while blaming the advice of ® inexperienced or malevolent
’
counsellors,’ offers
an entente between Russia and Turkey
to protect the latter’s independence against certain {i.e.
French) ^ claims and pretensions.’
Such an entente could
only be an alliance, and the Czar himself authorised the idea.
MenSikov had entire discretion over the whole question of the
defensive alliance against France. He was also ordered "not to
deny but to confirm the [rumours of] military preparations.’
Now all this sounds like pure force and threats. Yet in the
first draft of the instructions Nesselrode had suggested " a wide
latitude both as to language, by turns friendly and threatening,
as upon the nature of terms possible to accept.’
And, despite
the hints of violence, Mensikov was told that "the Ottoman
Empire would dissolve at the first touch [of war] and that the
Emperor does not wish to accelerate that catastrophe.’ The
net result seems to be that the Czar did not wish a war, but that
it might result from the vagueness of the instructions and from
the clumsiness of the negotiator. "Jacob’s voice and Esau’s
‘

stated in a memo of May 25, 1853, * Russia never required, as
has been falsely asserted, the dismissal of this minister [Fuad],’ but he adinits
Mensikov was given ‘ reasons which would prevent him from entering into
negotiation with Fuad’ {Accounts
Papers [1854],
[1698], No. 191,
p. 190).

*

Brunnow

&
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hand were never more

combined,’ Stratford de
Redcliffe wrote of one of Men^ikov’s official communications.
The description applied equally well to his instructions.
skilfully

Ill
Tou have done
There

is

no

that you should be sorry foTy

terror, Cassius, in your threats,

Julius Caesar, Act IV, Sc.

3.

Men§ikov’s show of force was at least splendid. Early in
February he set out from St. Petersburgh. He visited the
Russian troops in Bessarabia and reviewed the Black Sea fleet
in the harbour of Sevastopol.
He sailed, with a prince and
two personal adjutants of the Emperor on his staff, in a ship
ominously called the Thunderer, He was followed to Constantinople at two days’ interval by another man-of-war, and
by a steamer bearing an admiral and a general, as if to suggest
that their services might be needed if his failed. On the last
day of February he reached the Bosphorus and, by a carefully
arranged piece of stage management, landed in the presence
of a crowd of Greek Christians who escorted him with shouts
to the Russian Legation.
Such demonstrations were unlikely
to recommend Prince MenSikov to the Turks.
The Grand
Vizier was

Mehemet

was an even

Ali, the Sultan’s brother-in-law.

man

He

than Mensikov in the relations
of private life,’ for he had murdered a Christian concubine.
But this method of keeping order in his harem showed that he
upheld old Turkish usage, good or bad. He was brutal and
reactionary but, though a savage, brave. He had once
quelled a mutiny by rushing on the soldiers sword in hand.
He was in fact to prove the stoutest of all in his resistance. It
was part of the fatal blindness of Mensikov that he failed to
penetrate the duplicity of Mehemet Ali.
The prince even
had some hopes of winning him over, hopes which Mehemet
may have fostered but only (to do him justice) in order to
less

‘

safe

’

M

betray.

The

point of Mensikov’s attack was Fuad, the Foreign
Manister. Fuad was far more amenable than the Grand
Vizier, polished, westernised, conciliatory, graceful.
But
Fuad had caused the keys of Bethlehem to be handed over to
the Latins and induced his master to break his word to Russia.
Having sent in his credentials Mensikov demanded that the
Grand Vizier should come outside the gates of the Porte to
first

THE INSULT TO FUAD

3O9

receive him. Mehemet Ali, affronted by an unprecedented
March 2 Mensikov accordingly appeared
request^ refused.
and entered the Porte on his visit of ceremonial to the Grand

On

But people noted with astonishment that the prince
was not in a uniform covered with gold lace and stars, but
with frock coat and round hat.*
habille en bourgeois
To wear a civil costume was uncivil indeed, and Mehemet Ali
was offended. A crueller humiliation awaited Fuad. His
room was next to the Grand Vizier’s. Its door was flung
open wide and the Introducer of Ambassadors ’ was there
Mensikov, disregarding the invariable
to show the way.
custom of visiting the Foreign Minister, walked past the open
door. In an instant the great concourse of Greeks assembled
outside knew of the insult. Fuad waited two hours longer,
but Mensikov appeared no more that day. The affront was
palpable and designed, and the more galhng because the
And in the
prince’s credentials had been sent direct to Fuad.
East an affront to the servant is always an affront to the master.
Incredible as it may seem, the prince thought that an insult
of this kind could be forgotten and that it might even lead to
an understanding. Fuad, thus insulted, resigned, as he was
meant to do. The prince actually described Fuad’s retirement as a part of that reparation which he intended to
Fuad had indeed told Rose in December that he
exact.
[Fuad] had only been too polite and considerate in all his
that he had
communications with the Russian legation
even offered to resign at once if that step would be in any way
that the Russian legation knew all this,
gratifying to them
This statement is
but were determined to sacrifice him.’
probably true and, if it is, Fuad could not complain of having
to resign. He might jusdy complain of the needless insults
Mensikov had inflicted. But the prince’s honour was satisfied
with the wounding of his opponent, and thereafter he assumed
a mild demeanour towards the Turks and even told the French
charge d'affaires [M. Benedetti] that he considered the question

Vizier.

’

‘

‘

‘

’

^

’

‘

;

;

of the Holy Places secondary.’ He also actually declared
that, in contrast to Count Leiningen, he was a negotiator,’
not one who threatened war. One reason doubtless was that
Mensikov was deceived by Fuad’s successor. Fuad had been
succeeded at the Foreign Office by Rifaat pasha. Now,
according to Cowley, an ex-ambassador at Constantinople,
was a regular Russian.’ So the game seemed in
Rifaat
his hands.
‘

‘

‘

.

*

.

.

So Mollerus in

denied

it,

but there

is

No. 24 of March
reason to suspect the denial.

5,

1853.

Russia subsequently
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MenSikov erred
‘

conciliation.

tactically

by

CRISIS

alternate violence and
Against orientals,’ says a military expert, it
his

‘

no use keeping troops in reserve. The best cards should be
played at once. A few hours always decide the fate of an
engagement.’ In diplomacy also forceful policy and bold

is

value unless pressed home at once.
If
he [Mensikov] wished to succeed here,’ said the Dutchman
Mollcrus, he had to carry the affair by assault before Turkey’s
auxiliaries, France and England, could intervene with effect.
He did not sufficiently perceive the opportunity offered by the
absence of Lord Rcdcliffc. They ought to have told him that
the Turks, feeble and timoi'ous after his [MenSikov’s] arrival,
would have granted even a more extensive demand than the
Sened.
But, once aided by the advice of Lord Redcliffe, they
The British and French
would follow no impulse but his.’
ambassadors were alike absent in March, but were both due to
return in the first week of April. MenSikov was fully capable
of shaking the confidence of Colonel Rose and of M. Benedetti.
He was unwise to wait until Stratford, the man who had more
pluck in his little finger than the whole Divan,' arrived on
the Bosphorus.
their

strokes lose

‘

‘

‘

IV
All yet seems well and^ if it end so meet.
The bitter past, more welcome is the sweet.
Ally's

Well that Ends Well, Act

V,

Sc. 3.

The

resignation of Fuad in itself caused no small sensation.
In this case an exception to the invariable rule was made
for the purpose of shewing that Fuad effendi’s own will and
not foreign intervention was the cause of his resignation.
Hitherto it was not supposed possible that any Turkish minister
could possess a will on any matter connected with the Sultan’s
prerogative.’
This pathetic attempt saved the Sultan’s
dignity and the diplomatic situation. Prince Mensikov was
careful to explain that he had not demanded Fuad’s dismissal,
but his explanation proved too much for the French and
British charges d'affaires.
Benedetti was afterwards the dupe
‘

.

now

.

.

the dupe of MenSikov. Both
Benedetti telegraphed to Paris
asking the government to send up the French fleet to the
Aegean. Rose, even more excited, did not consult his government, but telegraphed direct to M^ta asking Admiral Dundas
to send the Mediterranean squadron at once to Constantinople.

of Bismarck, and Rose was
men failed at the crisis.

THE FRENCH FLEET SENT TO SALAMIS

3II

France obeyed, but England disobeyed, these dramatic
summonses from the Bosphorus. On March 19 Drouyn de
Lhuys informed Lord Cowley at Paris of the French intention
to send a squadron not indeed to Constantinople, but to the
famous isle of Salamis in the Aegean. When Cowley remonstrated, Drouyn de Lhuys said 'that the French fleet had been
ordered to the coast of Greece not with any immediate hostile
Cowley
intention, but to be prepared for any eventuality.’
If the integrity and independence
then used strong language
of the Ottoman Empire were menaced, whose fault was it?
Conscientiously, I must say it was the fault of France and of
Austria, of France in raising without consideration the question
'

:

of the Holy Places, which had given Russia the pretext for the
present proceedings, of Austria in setting the example of menace

and intimidation.’ To these home-truths Drouyn de Lhuys
made no effective reply. He admitted, so far as his personal
opinion was concerned, the error committed towards the
Turkish Government, not only in the matter of the Sacred
Buildings, but in the naval demonstration undertaken last
year against Tripoli.’ But he added, 'The Emperor would
rather be pounded in a mortar [braye dans un mortier) than
In spite of these brave
submit to the dictation of Russia.’
words, de Lhuys offered to stop the despatch of the fleet on
the 20th on conditions. Cowley demurred for the moment,
but showed signs of accepting them on the 21st. But the
Emperor evaded an audience. Cowley was told that public
opinion would not allow the Emperor to act otherwise.’
It was too late and the instructions had gone out.
The French
fleet sailed on the 25th for Salamis.
The British government had already taken a decision
precisely opposite to the French one.
On the 19th Clarendon,
the new Foreign Secretary, received Dundas’ despatch from
'

'

the Admiralty. Dundas reported that, while with the fleet
at Malta, he had received a summons from Rose, but had not
acted on it. He therefore wished to take the orders of the
Home Government.
The shrewd old Scotchman knew that
a charge d'affaires at Constantinople ought not to control the
British fleet or poHcy.
The matter had to be decided, so
Sir James Graham, first Lord of the Admiralty, summoned
the chief men of the Ministry. Aberdeen, the Prime Minister,
Clarendon, the Foreign Secretary, Lord John RusseU, the
leader of the Commons, answered his call on the 20th at the
Admiralty. At the last moment Clarendon induced the others
to ask Palmerston as well.
It was a fateful decision, for in
future these four men constituted the effective cabinet on all
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LONDON

IN

Eastern questions. Lord John Russell wrote to Clarendon
before the meeting that in case of the invasion of Turkey by
Russia on any pretence we ought to send a messenger to St.
and, in case
Petersburgh to ckmand the evacuation
of refusal, to enforce that demand in the Baltic as well as in the
Dardanelles. We should of course enter into concert with
But Aberdeen and Clarendon prevented any
France.’
rash move for the moment, pointing out that there was no casm
belli.
The action, or rather inaction, of Dundas was approved
and the British fleet ordered to remain at Malta. The French
Ambassador, who asked England to join in a demonstration
On the 22nd France was
on the 2ist, went empty away.
informed by Clarendon, in phrases with a Palmcrstonian ring,
that Rose had not been justified in sending for the fleet, and
street rumours, Russian
that the whole aflair was due to
In short, the
gossip, Turkish alarm and diplomatic zeal.’ *
Surtout,
despatch echoed Talleyrand’s advice to diplomats
point de zSle.’
The refusal of the British government to send the fleet at
Rose’s demand, or to co-operate with the French, was a decision
of great importance. Napoleon’s conduct the year before, in
‘

.

.

.

‘

‘

:

sending a squadron to Tripoli and the Charlemagne to Constantinople, had made war a possibility. Since that time Austria
had menaced Turkey with war, and Russia had begun military
preparations on the Black Sea. Napoleon ought not, therefore,
Yet on the
to have acted on this occasion without reflection.
25th Walewski, his ambassador in London, could not help
‘

admitting that his government have behaved foolishly for
On the 29th
themselves and improperly towards us.’
Napoleon excused himself for having sent the fleet at all. He
almost certainly would not have done so unless he had counted
on England’s joining him. Her refusal therefore acted as a
restraint on France and deferred to a later date Napoleon’s
It had been
favourite scheme of a Franco-British alliance.
discussed in February.
‘Last Saturday’ (February 26) ‘the
Cabinet turned down the French proposition for an alliance
On
with France against Austria and Russia,’ said Aberdeen.
March 21 he wrote to Clarendon, ‘We desire the preservation
of Turkey ; but we must take special care to avoid entering
into any engagement with France, either positive or conditional

upon

A

this subject.’

close

connexion with France seemed needless, for the

* F.O. 27/956. To Cowley, No. 52 of March 22, 1853. The draft of the
despatch is in Clarendon’s own hand and the quoted passage is suppressed in the

published version.
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recent conversations of Nicholas with Seymour had given
confidence to both Russia and England. Thus the Emperor
of Russia ^ felt sure that Her Majesty’s government would not
labour under the same excitement as Her Majesty’s charge
He was overjoyed when he learned that the British
affaires.^

had finally disavowed Rose. They were not bound
They had refused
to France and refused to follow her lead.
to be bound to Nicholas and had rejected his overture for a
But
potential agreement in case of the dissolution of Turkey.
they had been so deeply impressed by his sincerity, that only
Lord John Russell expressed doubts at this stage. Even so late
a gentleas April 1 1 Palmerston was describing Nicholas as
man whose word could be trusted. Clarendon was bold
enough to assert that we did quite right in showing confidence
in the pledged word of the Emperor of Russia.’
ministers

‘

’

^

V
The gathering

And the

little

wind

arising,

cloud,

which shall one day pipe so loud,

William Morris, Sigurd

The
by the

British

good

feeling towards Russia

the Volsung,

was undisturbed

by the early

of
Prince Mensikov or by the naval demonstration of France.
Their goodwill is evident in the instructions to Lord Stratford
de Redcliffe, drawn up in February 1853. Having taken a
leave of six months Stratford had resigned his post at Constantinople in January. After some hesitation the government
reappointed him to Constantinople. At a later stage Russell
defended this action in his driest manner. On previous
occasions, he said, Aberdeen and Palmerston had each had an
opportunity of getting rid of Stratford, but had each reappointed
him to Constantinople. He was only imitating them in reappointing Stratford a third time. There were other reasons
too.
The newspapers were calling loudly for ‘ the Elchi,’
since there was a threat of trouble in the Balkans ^ in the
spring.’
On previous occasions, when not serving as a diplomat, Stratford had made things awkward for the government
of the day by going into parliament. Aberdeen thought he
would not be formidable at a distance. It was a typical
politician’s error.
Stratford was far more powerful on the
Bosphorus than he could ever be at Westminster. The evil
was aggravated because Aberdeen was weak and Clarendon
criticisms of Colonel Rose,

activities

Stratford's instructions
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inexpericnccdj while the two stx'ong men, Palmerston and
Russell, were a great deal more bellicose than Stratford himself.
Stratford was a strong man, but not, in this instance, a
warlike one. It has often been asserted that he wanted war
between Turkey and Russia and ultimately got it. If that
theory were true, the sending of Stratford to Constantinople
would have been a latal mistake. Aberdeen thought it was
and repented in sackcloth. He and his colleagues were not
sorry to escape the responsibility of the war. But contemporaries do not always select the right scapegoat.
The Stratford
legend, so attractively coloured by Kinglake, does not stand
the criticism of later rcscax'ch. Stratford had no part in the
military and naval demonstrations which did so much to
the sending of the
produce war. There were three in 1852
Charlemagne to Constantinople, the sending of the French naval
squadron to Tripoli, and the Russian partial mobilisation on
the shores of the Black Sea. In the first half of 1853 there
were two serious diplomatic steps and two armed demonstrations.
These were the Lciningen and MenSikov missions, the
despatch of the French naval squadron to Salamis in March
and of the Franco-British fleet to Besika Bay at the end of
May. Over two of these Stratford had no control and the
So much for three incidents.
third was done against his advice.
Over the fourth Stratford exercised a real influence by helping
the Turks to reject Mcn§ikov's mission, but that action was
approved by his government. Until June the governments of
England, France and Russia had proved more warlike than
Stratford.
After June, as will be seen, the situation got out of
hand and neither Stratford nor anyone could stay the drift
towards war.
:

were dated February 25 and actually
signed by Lord John Russell. But he had asked his successor
in office to draw them up, and the Blue Book gives them as
Clarendon’s.
They were based on a memo written by
Stratford and qualified by suggestions from Aberdeen. The
Prime Minister’s modification ran as follows
In [the] case
of imminent danger to the existence of the Turkish government
{Le. a Russian threat to
Constantinople), Stratford was
instructed to despatch a messenger at once to Malta, requesting the Admiral to hold himself in readiness, but you will not
direct him to approach the Dardanelles without positive
instructions from Her Majesty’s government.’
Stratford
must not therefore call up the fleet without permission from
home. The whole cabinet, even including Aberdeen, were
prepared to defend Constantinople if attacked by Russia.
Stratford’s instructions

‘

:

’

‘
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But they reserved to themselves the decision as to when the
The caution of this instruction was
fleet should be sent up.
only emphasised by the March incident when Rose called up
the fleet and was disavowed.
The instructions viewed only two problems as serious, those
of Montenegro and of the Holy Places. The former question
was settled before Stratford arrived, so the latter alone had
claim to attention. The good feeling towards Russia, produced by the Seymour conversations, pervades the whole

and was certainly shared by Stratford himself.
Thus Constantinople is mentioned as a favourite object of
an attempt to cut the
national [Russian] ambition.’ But
knot by Russia would unite against her all the powers of

instructions

‘

‘

Europe. The Emperor Nicholas is conscious of this difficulty,
and with a moderation at once magnanimous and wise is
content to forego the prospect of this brilliant prize.’ * Then
the question of the Holy Places is discussed, and Rose’s pronouncement, in favour of France, is wholly set aside. The
instruction even says that it was desirable to put pressure on
’
France to settle this unseemly dispute.’ The presumption
of Turkey must be rebuked and the moderation and superior
claims ’ of Russia should be allowed.
Stratford was making his leisurely way to Constantinople
via Paris and Vienna when Mensikov presented a long
memorandum. This was on March 16. An arrangement,’
which should include the Greek subjects of the Porte (and not
ecclesiastics alone) must be made.
It can no longer be confined to barren and unsatisfactory promises which may be
broken at a future period.
solemn engagement [i,e, a Sened
or Convention between Russia and Turkey] must henceforward
attest the sincerity of the understanding.’
Still more ominous
was the suggestion that Latin encroachments ‘ with the assistance of the political support proceeding from the West have
reached such a pitch as to threaten the Greek Church with a
general assault, which would be at the same time a fatal blow
to the sovereign rights of Turkey.’^'^'^ It was hinted that these
encroachments might be stopped by an alliance between Russia
and Turkey. On the 22nd, after further talk about a .more
solid guarantee,’ Mensikov produced the first draft of the
Convention or Sened, This contained more drastic demands
than the one put forward on May 5, for it claimed the election
for life of the four Orthodox patriarchs in the Turkish Empire.
This would have made the patriarchs irresponsible, irremovable and independent of the Sultan. As the patriarchs
‘

‘

'

‘

‘

A

‘

* Sentence omitted in Blue Book.

I
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‘

th('

MeuSikov explained

of Rifaat [the

face'

became, gloomy,

he.

appeared

demand

was

his proposals, and

now Foreign

Minister] visibly
keenly alTccted and could not

some moments ut(<'r a word. ... I left him out of
countenance and troubled.’
d'he Portt; showed smdi hoi'ror of the Sened that MenSikov
could not go further with the alliance. On the 29th Rifaat
it [the Sened'\ would give a foreign
said to an int<,‘rmediary,
power the right of mixing in our internal affairs and pro-

for

’

su.spoctcd Russia’s fair words,
he feared her increasing armaments. He did not understand
this mixture of embraces and pistolshots. ... He begged

tecting our subjt'ct peoples.

I le,

you [MenSikov] to desist from the idea of a treaty [Sened] and
Finally he said, In the name of God
all would be arranged.’
The sincerity of these protests was so obvious
be moderate.’
On April 10 he decided
that even MenSikov was impressed.
This is the plan I
to postpone bringing matltu's to a head.
have traced, to speak neither of Sened [Convention] nor of
Convention [I'rcaty of Alliance] until the points of the
questions of the Holy Placets arc decided between the three
powers. The need of a guarantee for the future will be the
‘

‘

my

future aims. The Sened will probably be refused
to me, so that they [the Turks] may not commit themselves
with France and I shall then use my last efforts to obtain the
Convention [Treaty of Alliance].’ The Czar scrawled this

object of

despatch with approving comments, and advocated strong
measures.
Without a crisis of compulsion,’ wrote the autocrat,
it would be difficult for the Imperial Legation to recapture
the influence it formerly exercised over the Divan.’
‘

‘

VI
As
As

A

he passed, the Jiobles bended

Jove*s statue ; and the commons made
shower and thunder with their caps and shouts,
to

I never saw

the like,

CORIOLANUS, Act H,

Sc.

I.

Early on April 5 a steamer of war approached ConIt
stantinople with Lord Stratford de Redcliffe on board.
was/ he wrote to his wife, a glorious morning, the domes and
minarets towering above the mist, and over each the crescent
‘

‘

* ZaionCovskii, I, No. 12
1, pp.
The references respectively to Sened

are placed in square brackets.

399-401.

From Mensikov,

April 10, 1853.

and Alliance are confusing and

explanations

glittering in sunlit

THE ELGHI ARRIVES
The Elchi was
gold.’
‘

’

He was
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again in Conyet his appearance

long past sixty,
His hair, now silver-white, set
still struck all beholders.
off the finely-cut features, the stern blue eyes, the thin determined lips. His air of dignity and authority was the more
impressive because perfectly natural and unassumed. As a
matter of course he now received the honours of a potentate.
He mounted a splendidly caparisoned horse sent by Rifaat
and rode slowly to the British Legation, followed by his staff
The event,’ says Kinglake,
and a long train of admirers.
spread a sense of security but also a sense of awe.’ That is
true enough, but Stratford’s was not ‘ the angry return of a
king whose realm had been suffered to fall into danger.’ When
he landed he knew of no danger from Russia. The latest
advice, whether from London or St. Petersburgh, confined
the dispute to the Holy Places. And in that matter Stratford,
He disregarded
like the British cabinet, sided with Russia.
large confor a time the rumours about Russia, and urged
On
cessions on the Turks in the matter of the Holy Places.
April 20 he had reduced the difficulties to a few points. On
the 24th he declared the matter ‘ virtually settled.’ He had
carried out his instructions to the letter and in less than three
weeks had arranged a dispute which had already lasted three
stantinople.

‘

‘

‘

’

years.

has been absurdly suggested that Stratford deliberately
separated the question of the Holy Places from the other
disputes in order to put Russia in the wrong. But in this
matter he acted strictly in accordance with British instructions
and ideas. Nesselrode’s assurance to Seymour that there were
no serious demands beyond that of the Holy Places had reached
Lord John Russell declared that
Stratford before April 12.
in aU which passed between me and Brunnow here [London]
as between Seymour and Nesselrode at [St.] Petersburgh the
question of the Holy Places was the only one insisted upon.’
Clarendon pronounced Stratford’s action, in settling the Holy
Places’ dispute at once, to have been ' most judicious and
It

'

pacific.’

The Turks had not dared to reveal the text of the Russian
memo of March 16 even to Rose. Still less dared they reveal
their humiliation to the more formidable Stratford.
He
never saw the text until after Mensikov had left Constantinople.

He did not

even claim that he had obtained the confidence of
the Turks until the 15th, and in fact he did not get it fully till
a month later. He still believed that he could satisfy Russia.
He did not even hear of the Sened until April 9. On the nth

the holy plages settled

3i8

he thought MenSikov considerably softened/ and that there
was no question of a defensive treaty between Turkey and
Russia. When MenSikov sent in a menacing note to Rifaat
pasha on the igth he was not alarmed. After all it dealt
chiefly with the almost adjusted question of the Holy Places.
Even on April the 23rd he was still impressed by the prince’s
moderation.’ He believed also in the Turkish will to resist
any extreme pretensions. The Grand Vizier, Mehemet Ali,
'

‘

’

'

All possible preparations
had given strong pledges to Rose.
had been made to enable Turkey to withstand an attack
should her refusal to comply with Prince Mensikov’s demands
leave Russia to make war upon her. Rather than submit
they were prepared for the worst.’ Stratford knew Mehemet
'

statement to be true, because he could sec from his palace
windows evidence of naval preparations being quietly made to
They were pushed on with unusual
defend the Bosphorus.
energy owing to the intervention of Mehemet Ali himself.
Stratford therefore forgot his old personal enmity towards the
Grand Vizier. Not only that, but he gave a cold reception

All’s

itching to
tohisoldfricndReschidpasha: 'I guess [heis]
recover his place. ... I must have large explanations with
him and strong pledges before I can even wish to see him
restored to office.’
He wrote thus to his wife on April 27.
On May 13 Mehemet Ali was dismissed and Rcschid restored
to office.
Paradoxically it seems that Stratford not only did
nothing to restore his old friend, but that he regretted the fall
of his old enemy. For while he doubted as to Reschid’s good
faith, he could not doubt as to Mehemet All’s opposition
.

.

.

to Russia.

Towards the end of April Stratford began
ulterior designs

on the part of Russia,

The

suspect
Porte received a
to

paper dated April 21 which, although not by Stratford, expresses his ideas.
It dilates on the danger of Turkey signing
a Sened with Russia about the privileges of the four Orthodox
patriarchs.
If a treaty were to be concluded concerning
them, the spiritual supremacy over the members of the Greek
church would be entirely transferred to the Emperor of Russia.
Their] functions not being limited to spiritual matters only,
Dut extending also to temporal concerns, Russia would also
interfere in all the temporal affairs of the members of that
such
church.’ The result would be a division of the Empire
a thing might bring on the destruction of the Empire (which
‘

"

:

God forbid)
‘

,’

*

Whatever his

suspicions, Stratford still thought

* F.O. 195/406 contains a paper of this date loose in the book. It is entitled
Paper on the demands put forward by Russia,’ communicated April 8i, 1853,
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from their design, if he
He was not even yet afraid

possible to dissuade the Russians

protested before it was too late.
about the Sened^ for its worst article, that of creating the
He did fear the secret
patriarchs for life, had been excised.
Mehemet Ali had said that was what
treaty of alliance.
Russia really wanted ; Rifaat had said she demanded ‘ more
April 26 Stratford
than the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi.® *
sought out M. Ozerov, the Russian chargi d'affaires^ an old
friend, with whom he spoke more frankly than with the prince.
He referred to the rumours. ‘ I know you [Russia] wish a
more solemn denouement^ it is neither prudent nor just.
To say all, too strict a friendship between you and Turkey
will give Europe as much umbrage as a rupture which led to
Stratford
league will form against you.’
war. ...

On

.

.

.

A

thought that he had obtained a dementi^ for he recorded comI have also had the luck to receive from the
placently,
Russian that he surrenders the worst features of a very ugly
The
sort of treaty which he wants the Sultan to adopt.’
shadows of mystery and indecision will soon be dispersed for
Two days later he learned, at
ever,’ he wrote on May 3.
last, the full measure of Russia’s demands.
^

^

VII
I am

clean beside myself,

Jove hath heaped on me such a desperate charge^
Which neither art nor reason may achieve.
How loath I am to leave these Libyan bounds,

Marlowe, Dido,

Queen of Carthage, Act V.

On May 5

the formalities, finally settling the dispute about
the Holy Places, were completed to the very last comma. On
the same day Mensikov reopened the controversy and entered
on the most fateful stage of his mission. He sent a new note,
admitting that the two firmans y\ist issued represented a compliance with the first two demands made in his note of April 19.
third and most important point, which requires
guarantees for the future,’ must now be granted. So he
demanded a Sened or Convention to ^ve to ^ the Orthodox
Eastern religion, its clergy and possessions the privileges and
The Orthodox
assured to them ab antiquo,^
immunities
.
.

But

‘

his

.

participate in the advantages accorded to the other
The new explanatory firman respecting
Christian sects.

were to

‘

.

&

.

.

* Accounts
Papers [1854], LXXI [1698], enclo. i. No. 134 ; enclo. 2, No. 135.
Mehemet Ali spoke thus on March 30 and Rifaat on the 28th.
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the Holy Places of Jerusalem shall have the force of a
formal
engagement made with the Imperial Government.’
He
days
wait
five
for
agreed to
an answer. He fixed May lo as
the last day, but subsequently extended it to the 14th.

MenSikov had delayed

his

demand

‘

the period at which
our military prcpai’ations are nearly ready.’
The Russian
forces were gathering on the Pruth, and could act at once in
case of Turkey’s non-compliance. The demands themselves
till

Russia on a par with France, by requiring
the signature of an international instrument like the French
This was quite all right if applying only to the
treaty of 1 740.
clergy.
But the covering note demands protection for the

appeared

to place

Orthodox

‘

religion

’

(i.e.

the Orthodox lay-subjects of Turkey)

clergy and benefices.’ The same distinction
is more subtly drawn in Article I of the Sened*
Now the
French, in point of fact, had renounced all claim to protect
Catholic lay-subjects of Turkey. They wished only to protect
their own Catholic nationals in Turkey and the Latin mr>n1fg
and clerics. In any case a French claim to protect Catholic
rqyas would not have affected many subjects of the Sultan.
The Russian claim to protect Orthodox rqyas affected some
twelve million of them. Nesselrode’s instructions to Mensikov
speak of ‘ our influence over the secular populations of the
East,’
and he had even once written to the Czar of the
possibility of ‘ stirring ’ {de soukver) the Christian populations
to revolt in case of need.
Obviously, therefore, ‘ new or more
explicit engagements,’ unless most carefully defined, might
have the effect of sapping or shaking the loyalty of Greek
subjects to the Sultan.
And any such tendency must be
‘

as well as for

its

resisted.

The

MenSikov are recorded in his
dialogue with Baron Mollerus on May 16. The shrewd
Dutch representative began by saying that a question which
concerned the Greek clergy [in the Turkish Empire] was
much more important than one which concerned the Latin,
since the former had civil powers whilst the latter had not.’
The prince had no direct reasoning to oppose to this, but said
that much more was made of this [proposed Russian] influence
than it deserved, that the most formal declarations had been
made, and that Russia had no intention of interfering in civil
or domestic concerns
that she had no wish to exercise an
influence like the British minister, who directed everything up
to managing the police of the country. Russia claimed that
real views of Prince

‘

‘

;

distinction here seems to be
*.
.
insbtutums pimses (i,t, the monasteries),

the laymen), Us
cUrgl Orthodoxs (i.e. the clerics).

between

and

U

les iglises {i.e.
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she could not continue to lose her influence, as she had done
Her honour exacted that this state of things
for some years.

Thus the prince did not, in private, deny
demands affected all Orthodox subjects of Turkey.

should cease.’
that his

Mollerus thought that Prince Mensikov sincerely desired
peace, but that Russia’s honour, Russia’s self-love, is at stake
and cannot permit the preponderance of England to continue
here to the detriment of that of Russia.’ It is the Czar’s old
infernal dictatorship of this Redcliffe.’
complaint of the
This ascendRussia, not Redcliffe, must dictate to Turkey.
ancy would be won by the Sened and maintained by Russia’s
hold on the twelve million Orthodox Christians in the Ottoman
Empire. Mensikov admits as much when he assures his auditor
that Russia’s ascendancy will be much less onerous and much
Mensikov thus
this Redcliffe.’
less vexatious than that of
confessed to secular aims and to a desire for Russian ascendancy.
Whatever the Czar may have thought or said, the prince aimed
at securing guarantees for the future political predominance of
Russia at Constantinople. Mensikov’s admissions are remarkable.
Russia was publicly claiming equality with France at
Jerusalem. She was secretly demanding, as the prince confesses, an ascendancy over England at Constantinople.
This naive confession on the part of Prince Mensikov shows
that the real danger lay in the secret implication of his demands.
For instance, the demand of guarantees for the future ’ is
always dangerous in diplomacy. Such a demand was the
prime cause of the Franco-Prussian war of 1870. Most critics
will admit that it was also a prime cause of the Crimean war.
Even Aberdeen (and there could be no British statesman more
favourable to Russia) said that Mensikov’s demands were
Stratford decertainly unreasonable in their latest form.
scribed them as a form of guarantee which in principle, if not
in practice, and probably in both, would eventually prove
The Sened did imply a
fatal to the Porte’s independence.’
political as well as a religious protection, and carried with it
the suggestion that Russia could interfere to enforce the
guarantee. This was an extension of the Treaty of Kainardji,
obviously desired by Russia, and always previously denied by
other powers. Also there was the proposal for the secret
alliance, mentioned by the Czar in his letter to the Sultan,
‘

‘

‘

‘

’

^

‘

by Nesselrode and more than once put forward by
Mensikov. Stratford rightly declared Sened and alliance to be
incompatible with the desire of maintaining the Integrity and
Independence of the Ottoman Empire as a security for the
peace of Europe, which Russia had joined with England,
authorised

‘

Stratford’s efforts
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Austria and Prussia in acknowledging in 1840. She [Russia]
had again in 1841 pledged herself with those powers, and with
France as well, to the inviolability of his [the Sultan’s]
sovereign rights.’
Stratford made an effort to see the prince direct on May 6,
but the latter declined an interview on the plea of illness.
Stratford addressed a remonstrance on the claims to him on
the 8th. He was now absent in the country. Mensikov replied
on the gth, I must confess I had looked for frank co-operation
‘

far from
on your side.’ He added, by no means frankly,
aiming at any right of superiority whatever, the Imperial
Government only seeks to place its own sphere of action in the
East on an equal footing with that which his Allies of the West
here occupy.’ Mensikov’s assertion is disproved by his own
'

Stratford declined to continue the correspondence, on the ground that it might lead to an irritating
controversy.’ Direct intercourse thus ended between the two
men. The prince had refused his good offices, and only saw
Stratford again at the moment of departure.
The Turks were so alarmed by Mensikov’s demand of May 5
that they almost revealed the whole truth to Stratford. He
saw at once the danger of a guarantee in the Sened, He felt,
rather than knew of, the demand for a secret alliance. On the
7th he saw Rifaat and suggested a conciliatory answer about
the Sened^ but advised him to reserve questions concerning the
sovereign dignity and independence of the Sultan.’ Stratford
had asked Ozerov on the 6th to abandon the terrain of law

secret admissions.

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

and

Russia] with his [Stratford’s]
disinterested and constant efforts in favour of the Christians
But Mensikov deand in the interests of humanity.’
manded a settlement not for Europe but for Russia, not for
associate ourselves

\i,e,

.

.

.

humanity but for Orthodoxy. Stratford appealed to Ozerov
in vain. Yet neither he, nor de la Cour, gave the Turks any
hope of naval aid. Nor did they urge the Turks to resist a
Russian occupation of the Principalities. Resistance, said
Stratford, must be moral.’
Rifaat was to promise to redress
any grievances fairly made out on behalf of the Greek Church,
and to confirm and carry into effect all the established rights
and privileges already secured by imperial favours to the
Christian religion.’ The rights to all churches and Christians
are to be confirmed by the Sultan’s favour in justice to
European powers generally. All this was a blow for the
Turkish Ministers who had hoped for active aid. Stratford
found the Sultan full of weakness as well as melancholy on
the gth, mourning his recently dead mother and ready to
‘

‘

‘

’

MENSIKOV SEES THE SULTAN
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Stratford tried to encourage him. * I concluded
by apprising His Majesty of what I had reserved for his private
thatintheeventofimminent danger I was instructed
ear,
to request the commander of Her Majesty’s forces in the Mediterranean to hold his squadron in readiness.’
It has been
quite wrongly suggested that this was a promise of prompt
naval aid. Stratford proved that it was not, for he advised
the Sultan in this very interview to accept a Russian occupation
’
of the Principalities without fighting.
Imminent danger
meant an actual threat to Constantinople and in such case,
as he told the Sultan, England would almost certainly protect
him. But it was cold comfort to a proud oriental to be advised
to admit a Russian army into his territory without resistance
and without declaration of war. The British government
^
entirely approved ’ Stratford’s conduct on this occasion and
die himself.

.

.

.

‘

pronounced

his advice

judicious.’

On May

lo Mensikov decided to act. Up to date mere
words had been insufficient. His feeler for a secret alliance
had been rebuffed by the Grand Vizier on the 4th. So he
decided to ignore him altogether. He visited Namyk, the
Minister of Finance (apparently on the 7th), and asked him
to tell the Sultan that the dispute about the Holy Places was
a secondary question and could easily be abandoned.’
Russia really wanted a secret alliance and treaty. ^ The aim
was to close the Dardanelles to British and French men of
‘

offered one hundred and fifty thousand men
to defend the gate.
Namyk declared such a message could
only go to the Sultan through the Grand Vizier.* But

war.’

The Czar

MenSikov’s methods were always unconventional. He now
approached the Sultan through a disgraced ex-minister. On
the loth Reschid received a private letter from Mensikov,
stating the gravity of the crisis and asking him to lay Russia’s
grievances before the Sultan. The prince admitted that his
application was unusual. Russia’s secret relations with the exminister explain it.
Despite his precarious position,’ Reschid
secured an audience.
On May 13 the Sultan, accompanied only by Edhem pasha,
saw the prince and his interpreter for half an hour. Mensikov,
by his own account, was as violent as ever. He demanded the
resignations of the Grand Vizier and Foreign Secretary on the
ground that they had misled their master by bad advice. The
* F.O. 78/932. From Pisani, May ii, 1853. The authority is Mehemet Ali,
who is not altogether reliable. But the prince had already raised the question of
secret alliance with the Turks (as his instructions authorised him to do) and had
‘

the Sened was rejected; cp, Zaioncovskii,
Mensikov to Nesselrode, April 10, 1853.

proposed to do so again

if

I,

No. I2i.
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embarrassed and indistinct in utterance. But
he told Mcn§ikov that there were no two opinions among all
parties on the subject in debate.’
He tried to be friendly
and said that he had already dismissed the Grand Vizier. It
was a forlorn attempt to save his dignity^ for the Grand Vizier
was not actually dismissed till after the interview. The
prince pressed Rcschid upon the Sultan. Having thus
changed the persons, he tried to change the policies. Russia
preached blind obedience to subjects, and had no intention
of interposing between Turkish rayas and the Sultan. He
implored the Sultan not to treat the Russian arrangement as a
European question.’ Belgium, Greece and Switzerland, by
becoming Europeanised, had lost their real independence.
Turkey would do the same. He insisted on the absolute
necessity of a guarantee between Russia and Turkey direct.
After this whirlwind of reproaches, protests and pleadings, the
Russian prince took his leave, in the full confidence of complete
triumph.
The first signs were all in favour of the prince. Mehemet
Ali was replaced by Mustapha pasha. Stratford, ordinarily so
well informed, only learned very late in the evening of the fall of
the Grand Vizier, which had taken place at lo a.m.
He had a
fit of rage which resembled dementia.’
Then came the equally
surprising news of Rifaat pasha’s dismissal and of Reschid
pasha’s return to the Foreign Ollicc. Reschid’s appointment
took place to the great astonishment of all, yes even of Lord
Redcliffe who, I know, has given his word of honour that he
knew nothing about it and was as surprised as the rest of us.’
Such is the witness of the Dutch Minister, who could not understand how the prince could make the enormous mistake of
Sultan was

’

’

‘

’

‘

‘

^

‘

enemy of Russia.’ Nor could
Mensikov admitted that he had done everything.

asking for Reschid, the greatest

anyone

else.

He

confessed to having pressed Reschid on the Sultan in
view of his enlightened opinions and pacific leanings ’ and
‘
despite his reputation of not being very favourable to Russia.’
He reported and laughed over Stratford’s dementia.’ It was
his last laugh.
For he was soon, very soon, to be the dupe in
a comedy, or tragedy, of disillusion such as could only have
been played at Constantinople, that city sensitive with treachery,
whose very shores are bathed in intrigue.
‘

‘

MenSikov had put his own nominees into the two chief
offices of state, and had greatly shaken the Sultan.
But there
were one or two ominous signs. The commander of the guard
was anti-Russian, so was Rifaat the expelled minister, now
President of the Council.
Mehemet Ali, though ceasing to

RESCHID CONSULTS STRATFORD
had become
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or Minister of War.
Through his office he ruled the army which the Sultan feared ;
through his wife he ruled the harem which the Sultan loved.
He held the keys both to the gate of delight and to the ^ gate
of war.’ There were other signs upon the 14th, the date fixed
Mensikov called
for a reply from the new Foreign Secretary.
and demanded an answer. Reschid put him off for the moment
and then went to Stratford, asking for help, ' because from
his recent return to office he had not yet possessed the necessary
time for reading papers and making up his mind.’ Stratford
helped him to draft an evasive reply asking for a few days’
He thought it desirable on every account
further delay.
that time should be gained not only in the interests of the
Porte, but for the conveyance of information to friendly
Stratford thus began to regain his
powers at a distance.’
old ascendancy, which Mensikov had so sharply challenged.
He was not, however, taking Reschid on trust, and during the
night of the 14th he communicated with the principal ministers
both old and new. He received ^ nothing to shake my conviction as to their steadiness and that of the Sultan.’
On the night of the 14th Reschid was in a most painful
position.
He had told Stratford that he was anti-Russian,
explaining that he only hesitated about asking for more delay
for fear of exposing himself to a charge of raising expectations
which must end in disappointment.’ But Mensikov still
believed him pro-Russian, and was told that Reschid made a
long speech to the ministers’ council on the night of the 14th,
advocating submission.
Reschid later told Stratford that he had advocated resistance.
At any rate he found only two supporters. Mehemet Ali and
Rifaat successfully marshalled the majority against him.
Stratford was still partially hoodwinked by him, for it was not
till the morning of the 15th that he learned indirectly from
one of the ministers that the late change of ministry was an
intrigue created by a Russian partisan,
acting in concert
.
with Reschid pasha.’ Stratford expressed acute anxiety but
thought, despite some evidence to the contrary, that Reschid’s
‘
known character and opinions must prevent his surrender
to Russia.^®® So indeed it proved. Reschid ultimately
escaped from Russia’s toils, but he only did so by flinging the
be Grand Vizier,

Seraskier^

’

‘

‘

‘

.

.

’

blame on

May

Stratford.

day in the history of the Ottoman
Empire, of the Russian Empire, and of Europe. One might
call it the
Turkish Day of Dupes.’ Mensikov still thought
Reschid an obedient servant, who might yet swing round the
was a

15

‘

critical

THE ‘TURKISH DAY OF DUFES/ MAY
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In the morning Reschid
ministers to agreement with Russia.
paid the prince a personal visit. His manner was ‘ undecided
and he seemed intensely preoccupied with the keen opposition
he had already encountered from the ministers. ‘ I had to take
a stern tone/ said the prince, but he thought that sternness
’

‘

’

would give him the

Rcschid took

victory.

his leave

and late
answer he had

in the evening sent the prince the official
concerted with Stratford on the 14th. It was politely evasive
and asked for a further delay of five or six days. Mensikov
replied at 1 1 p.m. declining to consider the communication as
cither satishictory or consistent with the dignity of my august
master.’ He formally broke off relations until satisfaction was
granted, and referred to the ‘ incalculable consequences of
disagreement, a very ominous phrase in diplomacy. But he
actually put off his dcj)arturc for two or three days in view of
which might I'csult therefrom.’
the vast calamities
With
these menaces ringing in his cars Rcschid told the Sultan of
the rupture and
His Majesty resigned himself with much
firmness to the necessity.’ * Mchcmct Ali had doubtless been
‘

’

‘

‘

at

hand

On

to support his Majesty.

the

1

6th MenSikov

still

hoped.

‘

Rcschid seems

to

me

of good faith in respect to us, in so far as a Turk is susceptible
that with the co-operation of
of it.
You will sec
Ahmed Fcthi ... he has succeeded in modifying the hostile
sentiments of part of the Council.’ Both British and French
ministers had refused to send for their fleets, and Stratford
has been accustoming himself to the idea of an occupation of
the Principalities and would consider it an inevitable result of
the rupture.’
But the Grand Council had met on the
17th. This body was a newly created one, and was formed by
adding ex-ministers, governors of provinces and ulemas to the
normal council of ministers. It could be relied on to represent
the most conservative and prejudiced instincts of the Turks.
It was an organ of national feeling, or rather prejudice, and
would not have been summoned at all unless a refusal of the
Russian demands were desired. On the 17th Mehemet Ali
spoke strongly in favour of resistance. Husrev, the ex-Grand
Vizier, known as the master-strangler,’ advocated concession,
but Husrev was believed to have received the gold of Mensikov.
Reschid later declared that he threatened to resign at this
meeting, if it were necessary to sign an engagement on behalf
of the religious privileges,’
But the statement is doubtful,
for he seems to have temporised.
Stratford is said to have
.

.

.

.

.

.

‘

‘

‘

is

* F.O. 78/932, From Stratford, No.
51 of
in a p.s. suppressed in £.P. I, No. 193,

May

15, 1853.
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canvassed a number of members beforehand, but the feeling
was so general that even his influence made little difference.
In the ministerial council of the 14th (a much smaller gathering)
In the grand council
there had been two votes for Russia.
vote of the 1 7th there were only three for Russia and forty-two
Baron Mollerus says that Reschid went off to Stratagainst.
ford after the decision and was closeted with him for two hours.
Reschid must have felt some anxiety when he paid a new
The call was in itself a courtesy,
visit to Mensikov on the i8th.
Reschid began
for Mensikov had already broken off relations.
by verbally offering three proposals. The Sultan agreed to
give (i) a supreme decision as to the Holy Places and to make
no further change without the preliminary consent of Russia
and of France. (2)
firman of assurances to the patriarch of
Constantinople.
Sened with the force and value of a
(3)
treaty, conceding land for the construction of a Russian church
and hospice at Jerusalem. MenSikov answered by a refusal
dry, clear and strongly expressed.’
He then asked to see * the
pieces
in which these concessions were embodied. These
were in fact what Stratford had proposed and drafted on the
14th, but Reschid had to admit that the ministers’ council had
not yet authorised them. Mensikov then broke off negotiations
and roundly declared that he would leave Constantinople at
once. Reschid became dry, jerky and ^ a little verbose ’
he seemed ashamed of the propositions he had to make, and
confessed his inability to master the situation, which he had
found cut and dried.’ He had not had time to alter it, since
he had only just taken office.’ Once again Mensikov broke off
He
relations and dismissed Reschid in violence and anger.
says that Stratford was waiting for Reschid on the Bosphorus
in a caique, and sent off his dragoman to the Grand Council
to announce the rupture.*
Even now the prince could not bring himself to believe
that Reschid had completely deceived him, or that Stratford
had regained the old ascendancy. He was like the husband
in a Venetian comedy. Everyone knows the infidelity of the
wife and the name of her lover, but no one tells the husband.

A
A

‘

’

^

’

;

‘

'

Mensikov remained in his

fool’s paradise, believing that

Reschid

would, in some way or other, bring round the council to his
views. He brought his yacht to the Bosphorus and got steam
up in the belief that the sight of his readiness to depart would
Prince
produce Turkey’s surrender. He waited in vain,
Mensikov and the Russian Legation,’ wrote Stratford with
‘

* Zaioncovskii, I. From Mensikov, No. 142 of May 21, 1853.
quotations are from the prince’s own words.
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amused contempt on the

19th,

‘

are

still

here and

it is

not easy

to divine why.’

On the

19th an event of considerable importance took place.
Europe attempted to intervene in the Russo-Turkish dispute.
Stratford summoned a meeting of the representatives of
Austria, France and Prussia. Europe came to a decision.
As Mensikov had refused Stratford’s good offices, Klezl, the
Austrian charge d'affaires^ agreed to convey a joint note to him
offering their good offices and asking him if he was disposed to
receive through a private channel the Porte’s intended note.’
The prince listened politely to this overture on the 20th. He
answered that Turkey must grant his demands in full, or that
he would put to sea that night. As usual, he did not carry
out his threat. He was alarmed by the intervention of
‘

Europe, and countered once more by an attempt to secure a
purely Russian solution. He privately sent Rcschid the draft
of a note, which he wished the Turks to address to him. If
they would sign and return this draft he promised to suspend
his departure.

The draft

That was his last desperate effort at negotiation.
note differed in form from all Mensikov’s previous

He

offered now to accept a Turkish diplomatic
note instead of a Sened (Convention) or Treaty. This concession had been sanctioned in anticipation both by Nesselrode

demands.

and the Czar. It was quite illusory, for the form of a diplomatic document does not matter if the obligation is clear.
The concession was not in the substance, only in the manner
of presenting it. Moreover MenSikov was no longer ambiguous
about the laity. He demanded a guarantee of the privileges,
not only for the clergy and their possessions but for the
Orthodox religion {i,e, laymen) of the East, that is for twelve
millions of men. Reschid asked the four foreign diplomats for
’

‘

their advice.

own

They declared

that the Porte alone could judge
Their reply had to be non-committal, for,

of

its

if

the ambassadors

action.

had urged Turkey

have been compelled

to resist, they

would

defend her in case of attack.
Stratford, while refusing advice officially, put on paper

some

The

‘

reflections

Sened

’

to

in

private

and

sent

them

had indeed been abandoned, but

engagement binding solemnly the Porte

for

to

Reschid.

in return for

its strict

'

an

execution

in perpetuity to Russia and giving that power a distinct right
to call the Porte to account for any remissness in that respect.’

The demand was

a deed of compliance with foreign dictation having for its immediate result the introduction of
Russian influence, to be exercised with the force of acknowledged right.’ That could not be granted, but Stratford
advised that Mensikov’s last proposals should be examined
for

'

‘
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1

with an earnest desire to make it an instrument of negotiation/
Reschid should thank Mensikov for his conciliatory spirit
and for withdrawing the Sened and express a hope that he
would suspend his departure and negotiate upon the joint
basis of the Porte's note [of the i8th] and the Ambassadors'
note [i.e. the European one of the 19th].’
Reschid was more conciliatory than the other Turkish
ministers, but he could not be as conciliatory as Stratford.
The Sultan had declared the demand inadmissible.’ He had
found courage at last, or Mehemet Ali had found it for him.
’

‘

'

'

The Turks were now

really irreconcilable,

and Reschid dared

not adopt all Stratford’s advice. He did send his son privately
to the prince on the 2pth, with a ‘ piece ' or ultimatum, which
repeated in writing the verbal offer he had made on the i8th.
But the offer was as odious to Mensikov by letter as it had been
by word of mouth. The prince declared he would not alter
a single letter of the draft he had himself put forward. He
would leave on Saturday, the 21st, at noon, unless he should
receive,
some time before his departure, a communication to
the effect that the principle of his demands was admitted.’
Reschid dared not send either a public communication or even
another private negotiator. The dignity of the Sultan had
been seriously compromised by the late negotiations. But he
took care that a rumour reached Prince Mensikov that ‘ the
Sultan intended to proclaim a guarantee for the exercise of
the spiritual rights possessed by the clergy of the Orthodox
Eastern Church,' The prince could not restrain his anger
and, at the moment of departure, wrote a note saying that
‘
a guarantee of purely spiritual rights invalidated the other
rights, privileges and immunities granted to the Greek religion
{i,e. laymen) and its clergy.
And, having thus once more
betrayed himself in his wrath. Prince Mensikov really did go.
His commercial staff remained behind and erased the Russian
eagle and arms from the door of the Legation. But he himself
and the diplomatic staff steamed away up the Black Sea
‘

'

‘

'

precisely at

noon on

May

21.

VIII
When I relate

hereafter

The tale of this unhappy embassy
All Rome shall be in tears,
Addison, Cato^ Act

II, Sc.

i.

Anger with Reschid pasha was the immediate cause of
Mensikov's decision to leave Constantinople. His pawn had

Stratford’s ini^'luenge
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turned against him, the jxiwn he had thought a purely Russian
one. His own threat ol' departure was meant as a concerted
manamvre with Rcschid for the purpose of terrifying the
council.
He kept putting it off because he expected that even
the rumour of it would bring 'I iirkcy to her knees. There
seem to have been licrcc recriminations between him and
Rescind alike on the 15th and on the i6th. Neither said
much about them subsequently, but Reschid undoubtedly
inexorable,’ and blamed him for
Turkey’s rel'usal to acc<'pt cither Sened or alliance. The legend
of the ' inexorable StralJbrd was accepted by Nesselrode and

pronounced Stratford

‘

’

the Czar for the future.
is

History has to determine whether

it

true.

The

character not only of Stratford, but of Reschid, is
involved in this fascinating and comi)licatcd problem. One
impartial Dutchman exonerated Stratford. Another one,
three years later, declared that Rcschid had negotiated with
Russia in order to better himself, and with the full intention of
betraying her from the start. But he refused to say that
It is indeed evident
Stratford was responsible for all this.’
that he was not.
In 1 852 Rcschid had been in bad odour with
Stratford because of his impotence over reform. Mensikov’s
own admissions leave no doubt that Russian influence was
responsible for placing Rcschid in power in May 1853. Both
the rise of Rcschid and the lall of Mchcmct Ali took Stratford
by surprise, though gossip naturally said that he had engineered
both. In point of lact both events endangered his influence
over the Porte. It was not until late on the 14th that Reschid
sought his advice, or till the 15th that Stratford realised that
Reschid had got into office by Russian support. He then
appealed to old ministers like Mchcmct Ali, and it was not
until the i8th that he certainly regained his ascendancy over
Reschid. The whole affair was a masterpiece of oriental
intrigue, though Reschid was far from being the master. He
began his secret relations with Russia in order to get back into
office and because he was discredited both with Turks and
with British. He was the first to suggest the Sened and an
extension of the Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji. He may have
done so with the sinister idea of discrediting Russia, once he
was again in power. But he cannot have done this in league
with Stratford. When his intrigue with Russia began, Stratford was not in Constantinople nor thinking of returning there.
Reschid’ s return to office was engineered by Russia mainly
through the cunning Greek Aristarchi who acted as Mensikoy’s
adviser and recommended him. He perhaps took office in

resghid’s duplicity
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good faith believing that he could really arrange a settlement.
But Turkish national feeling had risen up against Russia^, and
it

now

disorganised

all his

plans.

Reschid was completely at a

He had
The

loss^

once he was in

to resort to Stratford, for technical advice

forces

on the

moving the Porte soon became painfully

The new

office.

14th.

clear to

national or religious
feeling ran strongly
Reschid's attitude may have been for conagainst Russia.
cession on the night of the 14th, but he was defeated then, and
overwhelmed at the Grand Council on the 17th. After that,
On the i8th the
the cause of pro-Russianism was hopeless.
Russian prince still believed that some agreement could be
reached. Even after that date Reschid remained more conciliatory to Russia than any other Turkish minister and was
always the readiest to entertain peace proposals. The reason
is plainly that the traces of the secret understanding remained.
He was more committed to Russia than anyone else and knew
more of her secret intentions. One thing is quite certain.
Reschid’s own evidence is conflicting. His assertions, which
Mensikov recorded at the time, conflict with his written
admissions to Stratford a few weeks later.
It was suggested by gossip in Constantinople, and by Lord
John Russell in London, that Stratford alone upset Mehemet
Ali and brought back Reschid to power.
The evidence of
Mensikov himself refutes this society scandal. The sole
question that remains, therefore, is whether Stratford was right
in organising resistance to the Russian demands. Reschid
undoubtedly accused him to Mensikov of causing the failure
of his mission. But Reschid was in a position when he could
only defend himself by accusing someone else. Stratford was
suspicious of Reschid and had taken precautions beforehand
to refute the charge which he knew would be made. During
the critical days he only sought information as to the views of
the Turkish members of the Grand Council, and did not use
pressure.
He probably knew well that it was needless. He
refused, along with the other diplomats, officially to advise
Reschid about Mensikov’s last proposal of the 20th, and his
private advice was rejected by the Turks. When accusations
were made Stratford was able to quote Reschid himself.
Reschid wrote that the Sublime Porte had already declared
the Russian note impossible,’ and this was without the communication ... of any opinion which might have been
entertained by your Lordship.’
There seems, therefore, no reasonable doubt that Reschid
lied when he told Mensikov that the Turks wished to accept
him.

‘

’

‘

'
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CAUSE OF MENSIKOV’s FAILURE

but were prevented by Stratford. It is true that
Stratford’s arrival had a great moral cifect on the Turks
but
it did not create the opposition to Mensikov.
Turkish feelins
was already aroused and determined, and Stratford’s advice
merely enabled the Porte to take up the best diplomatic
The guns were loaded, but Stratford aimed them
positions.
better.
Even the overthrow of the Grand Vizier and of
Rifaat pasha did not materially alter the situation, as Reschid
soon discovered. I’he real cause of Mensikov’s defeat is to
be found as much in the insults to Turkish pride as in the
menaces to I'urkish independence. But the latter were, in

his terms

themselves, sullidcnt to justify

all

opposition.

The demand

was extremely menacing. It was indeed
never put forward ollicially, though hinted at by the Czar
himself in his letter to the Sultan. It was dearly incompatible
with the European character of the Five Powers’ attitude to Turkey outlined in the Trcaty of 1841. I’he claims to guarantees for
the future, and to what was a virtual religious protectorate,
were oflicially put forward. I’hcy were equally incompatible

for a secret alliance

with the obligations of 1841, or with the integrity or independence of Turkey. Even, therefore, if he had enforced Turkish
resistance to these demands, it would be difficult to say that
Stratford did wrong.
From April to June his conduct was not
only marked by great ability but by considerable restraint.
If he is to bear censure it will assuredly not be for his conduct
during the mission of Mcn§ikov. I’o say that is to say much,
for the consequences of Prince MenSikov’s failure were writ
large in the future history of Europe.

CHAPTER XIII
How Peace Ended
I
Tis time we should decree
take, the foe advances on us»
’

What

course to

Addison, Cato, Act

II, Sc. i.

In the last days of May two great decisions were made. On
the 27th the Czar in St. Petersburgh ordered Russian troops to
pass the Pruth and occupy the Principalities.
On May 30
and June i the cabinet in London decided to send the fleet
to Besika Bay, just outside the Dardanelles ; the Emperor
Napoleon agreeing to support them with a French squadron.*
The British and the Russian decisions were taken simultaneously but independently of one another. But the effect
of the British decision was seen first.
On June 13 the British
squadron arrived at Besika Bay in all its glory. The very
names of the ships breathed of history and of victory. They
were the Albion and the Rodney ; the Vengeance, the Belleropkon ;
the Britannia, the Trafalgar ; and last of all the saucy Arethusa^
Next day, the 14th, three French three-deckers and five twodeckers arrived, two of them bearing the proud names of the
Friedland and the Charlemagne,
On July 2 the Russian troops
crossed the Pruth and entered the Principalities. Thus a
formidable fleet kept watch over a formidable army. Neither
‘

movement produced war

each brought it nearer. The real
danger of troops or fleets taking up advanced stations is the
difficulty of retiring from them with honour.
Evacuation or
retreat is a confession of failure.
And in these two cases the
danger was great, for evacuation had to come soon, if it was
to come at all.
In this part of the world the weather breaks
violently in October and affects movements both on sea and on
land.
The Russian army could not march back along roads
which had become quagmires, so it would have to wait till
the spring of the next year. The Franco-British fleet could
not keep its station in the bay exposed to winter storms. It
;

* F.O, 146/469 shows that the French were oflficially informed on June 3
but from pte, Strat. MSS., F 0 . 352/36, Clarendon to Stratford, June i, 1853,
looks as if Clarendon told Walewski on the ist or even earlier.

;
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the czar’s pride rends the Russian army

must seek
violating

by entering the Dardanelles and thus
the Treaty of 1841, or by retiring on Smyrna or
safety either

Salamis with a loss of prestige.
The Russians always argued, and sometimes believed, that
the advance of the allied fleet resembled their own occupation
of the Principalities. But this theory was quite erroneous.
When they occupied them in 1 848 they had a basis of legality,
which Palmerston himself had recognised. But there was no
such defence for the occupation of 1853. The very terms of
We have found it
the manifesto admitted the illegality.
needful to advance our armies into the Danubian principalities,
in order to show the Ottoman Porte to what its obstinacy may
The phrases are
Here is the comment of a neutral
lead.’
in the friendly and pacific style, with which in our age we are
accustomed to do things {accomplir des faits) most opposed to
All the powers protested, but without
law and reason.’
The presence of the Franco-British fleet at Besika Bay
effect.
violated no treaty, for it had not attempted to enter the
Dardanelles. It might be a demonstration against Russia, but
None the less the situation was
it was in no way illegal.
dangerous. Besika Bay was exposed and the fleets could not
remain there during the autumn gales. The three months of
July, August and September gave the peacemakers a chance.
‘

‘

:

In October decisions would be taken.
The pride of the Russian Czar had led him into his diffiClarendon and the British cabinet understood and
culties.
wanted to make his retreat easy. Up till now they had been
Several of them
substantially in agreement with Stratford.
did not like him, but on the whole they had approved his
It was almost the last thing about
resistance to Mensikov.
him they did approve. Their ways and his soon diverged,
like the interests of

London and of Constantinople.

Stratford

understood and tried to dominate the public opinion of Turkey.
Clarendon and Aberdeen understood and failed to dominate
the public opinion of London. What was possible and acceptable in London was not always possible and acceptable at
Stambul. Stratford had his own ways of managing the Turks
which he did not, and sometimes could not, explain. But the
Foreign Secretary could see nothing but London, and the
Ambassador could see nothing but Stambul. Had either
Clarendon or Stratford had a free hand, there might have
been no war.
During April and May the British cabinet became more and
more alarmed at the proceedings of Prince Mensikov. Aberdeen was ‘ in reality our only friend,’ reported Brunnow on

PUBLIC OPINION SENDS THE BRITISH FLEET

May

He
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asked Aberdeen whether it was worth while to
involve Turkey into [jzV] a quarrel about so very little,^
Was it so very little ? He found Clarendon did not think so
when he presented his draft of the Sened on the i6th. On
the 1 8th the French ambassador told Clarendon that it
was the opinion of de la Cour at Constantinople and his own
that the Convention^ if accepted, would be fatal to Turkish
independence.’
Palmerston expressed doubts of Russia’s
good faith on the 22nd. Lord John Russell went further on
Every privilege of the Greek Church (not of all
the 28th.
Christians) is to be made a matter of engagement with Russia,
it is intolerable.
It is the way of the bear before he kills his
victim
Next day he thought it not impossible that the
Emperor of Russia having failed with us, may offer Egypt and
Candia to France as her part of the spoils of Turkey.’ On
the 30th, even Aberdeen admitted that Mensikov’s demands
are ‘ unreasonable and ought to be resisted. But I cannot yet
believe that it will be necessary to do so by war.’
The press
was taking a different view. The Times^ the Brunnow organ,’
was still moderate. But the Manchester Guardian stressed
Turkey’s commercial importance to England. It had condemned Napoleon for despatching his squadron to Salamis, it
now held him up to admiration for his firmness. If our fleet
joined Napoleon’s, said the Daily Kews^ the Czar would give
13.

‘

^

‘

!

’

^

®

way and war be

averted.
Public opinion was thus pressing hard for some vigorous
stroke such as the movement of the fleet. The ministers knew
that Mensikov had made violent demands on the 15th and
broken off relations, and they knew that he had left on the 2 ist.
They did not know of what had passed between those dates,
nor whether there was any hope of negotiations being resumed.
On May 30 the cabinet decided on two grave steps. They
gave Stratford authority ‘ to call up ’ the Mediterranean
fleet if necessary.
Aberdeen protested it was ^ a fearful power
to put into his hands, but the cabinet quieted him by saying
that the fleet should only be called up to defend Constantinople.
They also decided to remind the Czar of his promises. Next
day a long argumentative despatch was sent off to St. Petersburgh to be read to Nesselrode. On the same 31st Lord John
Russell wrote to Clarendon demanding that the Mediterranean
squadron should go at once to Vurla, that orders should be
sent
to-night or to-morrow at latest.’ Lords Lansdowne,
Clarendon, Palmerston and himself were ' very desirous of this
measure. I know no-one who is against it except Lord
’

‘

*

He adds the somewhat needless

caution,

‘

Don’t read

this to

Brunnow.’

STRATFORD AGAINST THE FLEET MOVEMENT
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Aberdeen.’

on June

i

Clarendon put up the matter to Aberdeen, and
the Prime Minister wrote, regretting but not
'

objecting ’ to the wish of the cabinet, or at least a portion of
it,
that the fleet should sail.’ * This settled the matter.
Clarendon sent orders to the fleet on June 2. Admiral Dundas
was not to go to Vurla, which is outside Smyrna, but to Besika
Bay, which is just outside the Dardanelles.
Clarendon sent his orders on the 2nd, despite Aberdeen and
despite a long despatch which came from Stratford on the ist,
declaring
there is at least no threat of immediate war, no
hint of an approaching occupation of the Principalities.’
I gather,’ wrote Clarendon privately in reply, ‘ that you don’t
expect a resort to the idtiina ratio,''
This admission proves
that Stratford made no demand for the British fleet and did
not expect war. Clarendon had therefore not deferred to him
but to popular clamour in England. He explained privately
to Stratford on May 30, we [the cabinet] did not bring ourselves
to believe, and can hardly do so now, that any resort to force
will be necessary against a man so bound hard and fast by his
promises as the Emperor of Russia.’ Then comes the real
reason for sending the fleet.
Public opinion is strong against
him [the Czar] and in favour of the Turks but there would
soon be reaction if we really got into war and the commerce
and finances of the whole world were sujSering.’
Thus the
despatch of the fleet to Besika Bay is thought to be a prudential
measure.
On the same principle Nesselrode had justified the
despatch of the Russian army. The Sultan was to take warning
from the army. The Czar was to take warning from the fleet.
Russia would occupy the Principalities unless she received
satisfaction from Turkey within a week.
That statement,
written by Nesselrode on the ist, was made known to the
cabinet on June 8. They then agreed that the Russian
occupation had better not be made a casus belli' Palmerston
had wished to make the Russian occupation a casus belli^ but
‘

.

.

.

‘

‘

'

‘

he was overruled at the cabinet on the i8th and gave way
with a good grace.’ Even Lord John, though full of wrath
against Mensikov, did not support him. The cabinet agreed
not to meet it [the Russian occupation] with a declaration of
war, [and] also directed Lord Stratford not to bring the fleet
to Constantinople.’
They also decided unanimously that this
country is not bound by any obligations of treaty, to take a
part in the apprehended conflict.’
‘

‘

‘

*

MSS., Russell to Clarendon, June i, 1853 Aberdeen to Clarendon,
June I. It appears that Graham, the First Lord, was another dissentient. The
Qjieen^s assent seems to have been secured when the draft of Clarendon’s despatch
of

IPte,

May

No.

Clar.

31 to Stratford
194, p. 215.

;

was sent

her.

Accounts
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have invented a new
course of proceeding to announce officially that he means to
have war without declaring it. The object of this “ dust in the
eyes ” announcement is palpable ... to wrench by force
from the Turks the concessions he asks and on the other hand
to keep the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus closed on the preThis was Palmerston’s
tence that the Porte is still at peace.*
complaint on the igth, and the note of a lengthy memo of
Lord John on the same day. He said that Mensikov’s demands
were preposterous, that war was near, and that France must
be our ally. During the next few days Aberdeen and Clarendon were violently attacked in the opposition press. Palmerston
The best thing to be done
made a bold proposal on the 28th.
for the moment is that England and France should declare to
^

to

^

the [Russian] Emperor that his invasion of the Principalities, if
it should take place or if it has taken place, necessarily suspends
and interrupts that peaceful state of the Turkish Empire which
by the Treaty of 1841 is the condition sine qua non of the closing
of the Straits. That consequently the two Powers consider
the Straits of the Dardanelles and Bosphorus open to their
ships of war as long as the Russian troops shall remain within
the Turkish frontier, and that the combined squadrons will
accordingly proceed at once to the Bosphorus. That the
future movements of those squadrons must depend on the
course of events. I cannot but think that such a communication would make the Emperor pause, if when he received it
he had not ordered his troops to march ; and would make him
accessible to reason, if he had already ordered them to advance.
Nothing is to be gained with the Russian government, or
indeed with any other, by anything which looks like doubt,
hesitation or fear, while on the other hand, a bold firm course
founded on right, and supported by strength is the safest way
of arriving at a satisfactory and peaceable result.’
Here we have the case for action, stated in the forcible
phrases of which Palmerston was a master. He brought the
matter before the cabinet on the 4th and again three days
later,

‘

I tried again,’

he wrote on July

7 to

Lord John,

'

to

persuade the cabinet to send the squadrons up to the Bosphorus
but failed. I was told that Stratford and de la Cour have
powers to call for them.’
Some members of the cabinet,
to call up
Russell among them, wished ‘ entire discretion
the fleet to be given to Stratford, But none of them dared to
support Palmerston’s bold measure. There was much risk in
it, but it would have setded the matter one way or the other.
Peace or war must have been decided at once. Would the
Czar have surrendered ? The Dutch Minister thought so at
’
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the time.

‘

If only

England and France had acted with more

in declaring to the Russians beforehand
that the passage of the Pruth would cause the entry of their
fleets into the Black Sea, I think they would have avoided it
and the Russians thought twice before taking such a step.’
That was what Napoleon and his ministers and the opposition

harmony and energy

Derby and Malmesbury, thought. It was what
Clarendon himself was to think later in the year. Our
he wrote to Aberdeen,
anomalous and dangerous position
might have been avoided by firmer language and a more
decided course five months ago.’ That was what he thought
in November, but it was not what either he or the cabinet

leaders,
‘

.

.

‘

thought in July.
cabinet is often unhappy in its decisions on foreign
Half a century later Lord Salisbury complained to
affairs.
the dueen of ‘ the necessity of adapting our foreign policy to
the views of a cabinet of fourteen or fifteen members usually
ignorant of it [foreign policy] and seldom united in their
Disunion or ignorance usually ends in half-measures.
views.’
There was, for once, not ignorance in the cabinet. The
existing Foreign Secretary was a trained diplomat and there
were three ex-Forcign Secretaries in a cabinet of fourteen. Nor
was this cabinet usually disunited. In March Clarendon said
‘
he never saw anything like the union and harmony of the
Russell
cabinet. No people could get on better together.’

The

in March, Palmerston in June and July, submitted to be overruled with good grace. But the ministry, though neither
ignorant nor disunited, clung to its half-measures. For in
peace time a British cabinet rarely takes decisions involving
a clear risk of war. They refused to send the fleet to the

Bosphorus in July because they hoped peace would soon be
made. Peace was to be made in two ways and by two
peacemakers. Clarendon sought it at Vienna, Stratford at
Constantinople.

And now

their

ways diverged.

II

Sultan Bajazet

:

Tell him

I am

content to take

a

truce

Because I hear he bears a valiant mind
But if, presuming on his silly power.
He be so mad to manage arms with me

:

—

Then

Maelowe,

Tamburlaine, Part I,

Act

III, Sc.

i.

send the fleet to Constantinople in June or July was strongly supported by Stratford

The

British cabinet’s refusal to

Nesselrode’s ultimatum^ may 31
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the foolish legend that Palmerston
and Stratford were in league with war for their object. In
June and July Stratford wanted to keep the fleet at Besika Bay,
and strongly opposed attempts (such as those of Palmerston)
His watchword was still
to bring it up to the Bosphorus.
moral resistance.’ Such a policy would avert actual hostilities,
give the Turks time to prepare their army, and enable
European diplomacy to come to their aid. But all the dice
turned in favour of the Turkish war party. On April 23 one
British naval captain had given it as his technical opinion that
a Russian fleet, sailing to the Bosphorus, could seize Constantinople by a coup de main ; by the end ofJune the advanced
state of the Turkish defences rendered such an attempt
The Turkish war party knew this fact and were
impossible.
elated accordingly. They had just previously had two other
incentives to resistance. The British naval squadron, despatched against Stratford’s advice, reached Besika Bay on
June 13 the French followed a day later. On the 20th the
Sultan learned that both the Bey of Tunis and the Khedive
of Egypt would send strong contingents to his aid. It was
hard to preach peace when the flame of national and religious
feeling burned so high, when Constantinople was safe and
when reinforcements were coming up.
Stratford had taken a momentous step when he called the
four ambassadors into conference on May 19. He had
revived the old European pressure on Turkey. ' This kind
acting on broad European
of European confederacy,
The
lines,’* was just the way to impress Constantinople.
personal touch, so irresistible in the East, was supplied by a
European confederacy ’ sitting at Constantinople. It was
much more likely to impress the Turks than to impress Europe.
Foreign Secretaries seldom take their orders from their
ambassadors. Europe in general was not inclined to submit
to Constantinople, England in particular was unable to do so.
Clarendon should have recognised this fact and clearly subordinated the ambassadors at Constantinople to the diplomatic
conference which was soon to meet at Vienna.
On May 31 Nesselrode presented a sort of ultimatum to
Turkey, indicating that Russia would occupy the Principalities
Prince Mensikov’s last draft
if her terms were not accepted’
note (of May 20) must be signed by Turkey without variation
and a week’s grace given for reply. Russia assumed a Turkish
refusal to be certain, for orders to the troops to cross the border

This fact in

itself refutes

‘

;

.

.

.

‘

^

* F.O. 78/932. From Stratford, No. 57 of
from EJP, I, No. 234, pp. 251-3.

May

22, 1853

;

passage omitted
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by the Czar on May 27. The Russian note
arrived on June 10, just after the Sultan had granted farreaching concessions to his Orthodox subjects.
A firman to
the Greek patriarch ofJune 7, issued under Stratford’s influenee
confirmed all the privileges and stated that
the aneient
conditions of the patriarch and [his] metropolitans must in
conformity with imperial will and solicitude, be for ever
preserved from all prejudice.’
Russia’s peremptory demand
had just been anticipated by Turkey’s spontaneous concession.
From the first Rescind seems to have had no doubt about

had seen

sent

‘

rejecting the

Russian note.

couraged to resist
dragoman, visited

He

seems to have been enby the fact that Argyropoulo, Mensikov’s

him and hinted at concessions from
Russia.®^® Stratford’s altitude was more conciliatory. On
the 14 th he advised Reschid to reply by a strong protest against
the Russian threat to occupy the Principalities, as too much
‘

at variance with the principles of the treaty of 1840 ’ and to
say that it would be scarcely more offensive to the Porte
than to those powers which took part in the Treaty. I have
‘

another suggestion to

Strong as the Porte undoubtedly
is in its rights, and also in the sympathy of its allies, peace is
an object of immense value, and one to which many sacrifices
may be made with honour and advantage. No effort offering
the slightest chance of maintaining or recovering it can be
neglected without regret.’*
Turkey should send a special
ambassador to St. Petersburgh to renew relations and should
communicate to the Czar the concessions made to the Orthodox
oficr.

patriarch in the recent firman.

read this plea for peace (which Stratford
sent privately to Reschid and did not report fully to London)
without believing in its sincerity. But Russia’s attitude was
beginning to make peace hard for even a conciliatory Turk
like Reschid.
It was harder still for him after the 1 5th, when
he learned that the Franco-British squadron had reached
Besika Bay.
He could hardly believe now that the allies
would desert him. On the i6th he sent a polite refusal of
Russia’s latest ultimatum to the Russian legation.
In consequence its last remaining representatives left Constantinople
on the 1 7th, taking with them the archives of the legation. The
departure of an ambassador, or of the whole legation staff,
does not necessarily produce war
the forcible occupation of
;
It

is

difficult to

MSS. summary, F.O. 352/36, Stratford to Pisani, June 14, 1853.
an official despatch home, F, 0 78/933, No. 100
01 June 15, 1853. Unwisely from his own
point of view, Stratford omitted his
emphasis on peace from the summary.
Strat.

.*

Ihw

IS

only reported in brief in

,
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territory almost invariably does.

But the
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rules of intercourse

That strange
between civilised states did not apply to Turkey.
empire was an exception to all rules. There were still hopes
of preserving peace even when Russia’s legation staff was no
longer in Turkey and when Russian warriors were encamped
on her soil.
On July 7 the news came to Stambul that the Russians
had crossed the frontier. On the gth the Sultan added to the
general confusion by suddenly dismissing both the Grand
Vizier and Reschid pasha. The causes were stated to be
purely personal. Stratford suddenly intervened on the gth.
He saw the Sultan, asked him whose mare was dead ’ and
got the offending ministers restored. Clarendon promptly
approved this step as a gain to peace. By restoring the
ministry intact Stratford prevented the war party from gaining
the ascendancy in the Sultan’s cabinet. The Porte continued
to act peacefully and refused to treat the Russian occupation
as a casus belli.
On July 14 appeared their formal protest.
‘

demands

Orthodox in Turkey
were needless, because two recent firmans of the Sultan had
conceded every legitimate right. Turkey cannot contract
exclusive obligations to any power, and her refusal to do so
has caused her territory to be occupied. She considers that
occupation a violation of the Treaty of 1841, and appeals to
the signatory powers in consequence. The whole paper, which
is exceedingly moderate in tone, bears the impress of Stratford.
Russia’s

‘

for the protection of the

’

The

quite clear, if we consider the
public opinion of Stambul and disregard that of London,
Paris and St. Petersburgh.
The tide of national and religious
feeling was steadily rising there.
It was desirable to conclude
matters before it rose higher. Time was therefore all-important,
and time was lost by a series of accidents. All business, as
usual, was interrupted by fasting in the month of Ramazan
and by feasting in the month of Bairam. Then came the
palace intrigue, which displaced the ministry for a day and
disorganised all business for a week. That week was an irreparable loss. Concessions from the Turks even a week earlier
might have changed the situation. The Turkish offer would
then have reached Buol while he sriU favoured negotiation at
Constantinople, and before Vienna’s conference had its
proposals ready.
In mid-July the Turkish cabinet, ‘ with some trifling shades
of difference,’ were unanimous in opposing the Russian
demands. There was more to fear ' from their rashness than
from their timidity.’ But Reschid was still for peace, and
policy of Stratford

is

THE

34^2

Mehcmct

‘

TURICISH ULTIMATUM,’ JULY 20

was not yet

war/*^^ Stratford had, however
If he pressed the cabinet too hard it
to be very careful
would fall, and be succeeded by a Russian peace-party
cabinet or by a Turkish war-party cabinet. The latter was the
more likely, but either alternative was dangerous, so the best
chance was to keep the (’:xisting cabinet in oflRcc and extract
the utmost from it. 'Ihis was what Stratford did.
Turkish
Ali

foi'

A

‘

ultimatum,’ as it was most unfortunately called, was forwarded
to the diplomatic conference at Vienna for transmission to
It consisted first of a note from Reschid
St. Petersburgh,
This referred to the peaceful
to Nesselrode, dated July 20,
attitude of Turkey in view of the Russian occupation. Copies
followed of the firmans recently granted by the Sultan to the
The ancient privileges
non-Mussulman religions of Turkey.
of the religion professed by H.M. the Emperor of Russia,
and by the greater part of his subjects, have been fully confirmed in perpetuity ; the Sublime Porte hopes that the
Russian Government will learn this with pleasure.’ It was
formally stated that a conference of ambassadors at Constantinople had witnessed the solemn obligations undertaken
by the Sultan to his subjects.
The first comment to be made on this Turkish ultimatum
is that it did not meet one objection of the Czar.
A firman
was not enough because it might be revoked by the Sultan.
The Czar had demanded the exchange of a bilateral pledge
between Russia and Turkey, from which Turkey could only
be released with the consent of Russia. Buol himself thought
that the spontaneous grant offirmans by the Sultan put Russia
in the position of having to ^ accept as a defeat what she could
have claimed as a victory.’
The ultimatum did afford
securities to Russia because it placed the Four other Powers
in the position of witnesses to Turkey’s bond in perpetuity.’
But the document itself was issued under the inspiration of
Stratford, and the phrase
was unTurkish ultimatum
fortunate.
It was a bitter medicine for Russia to swallow.
The suave diplomats of Europe thought they could brew a
more acceptable draught at Vienna. They did not understand that Constantinople had now reached the end of all
concession. ^ The Porte,’ wrote Stratford, will hear of nothing
else [than the ultimatum] and the war-party is soon more
likely to be in the ascendent [w] than reduced to order.’
Turkey had reached the extreme limit of possible European
‘

’

’

'

’

‘

‘

coercion.

On July

29 Count Buol, as president of the conference at
Vienna, received the * Turkish ultimatum.’ Two days before
,

—
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he had begun working on a counter-project finally known as
the Vienna Note/ On the day he received the ultimatum
he stated to British, French and Prussian diplomats that his
own proposals protected the honour and the best interests of
the Porte as effectively as the measure Reschid had adopted/
The Four Powers concurred in rejecting the Turkish ultimatum/ They substituted the ‘ Vienna Note for it on
August I, which they forwarded to the Sultan that day. On
the 5th Nesselrode signified ‘ acceptation pure et simple by
the Czar of the Note.’ There was general delight, for the
crisis seemed to be over.
Gladstone, turning from finance to
foreign policy, wrote lyrically to Aberdeen
Whatever be
‘

‘

‘

’

’

‘

:

‘

the final issue you are the person to whom we owe its present
There is plainly no other man in the cabinet who
state.
combined calmness, solidity of judgment, knowledge of the
question and moderation of views in a manner or degree (even
independently of your personal and official authority)
sufficient to have held our course so nearly straight.’
But
these bright hopes were soon dashed. Turkey’s reply was as
slow as Russia’s was quick. Stratford remained ominously
silent for some days, but found his voice on the 19th.
He
reported that the Turks practically rejected the ‘ Vienna Note,’
and the news evoked general alarm. It was felt to be a step
further on the slippery descent to war. Was it Stratford who
had induced the Turks to take it ?

Ill

An Englishman
Burke, Speech on

is the mfittest

person on earth to argue another into Slavery ,

Conciliation^ I775-

If we want to know why the ‘ Vienna Note ’ failed we must
trace it back to its origin. In mid-June France and England

asked Austria to summon a conference of the Five Powers
signing the Convention of 1841, ‘ to take into consideration the
questions at present in dispute before they should be resolved
by one of these powers [Russia] by force of arms.’ The
Russian occupation of the Principalities only strengthened the
purpose of the conference and caused Clarendon to submit
a draft Convention, which he thus explains.
The [Russian]
Emperor appears to be rendered ungovernable by finding for
the first time that Europe can have an opinion of its own and
can express it tho[ugh] it be contrary to his. Austria and
Prussia have both,
them^ spoken boldly and his having asked
for the good offices of Austria with the Porte is a proof that he
‘

C.t.ARKNnON’s PLAN

3 .}!

inconvcnirnt to isolate himself.
He is in a fake
position, get out of it as he may, backwards or forwards
he
will have lost caste in Kurope but our business is to spare his
dignity as much as possibh', always bearing in mind our main
objei’t of saving ’fuikey from his claws.’
On July 6
Olarendon statetl that th<^ govenim<-nt have no reason at
present to think that war betweim this country and Russia
But only a day before he had written, Our
will arise.’
pacific policy is at variance with public opinion so it cannot
nunarkabh' confession indeed
long b(' persist<’d in.' *
At the time (Harcndon was not even disturbed by the
news of the Russian oceupation of tlHi Brincipalitics on the
would prefer rccrossing the
'.fhe Clzar, he thought,
7th.
Pruth hy a bridge nuuh’ for him by his Allies (July 8).
Negotiations eiuild he eentred in X’ienna, where the conference
of diplomats was to a.ssi'inhle and where the Czar was likely
The first article
to aeeept terms from his brother Rmpm'or.
simply recites ... the
of Chmuidon’s draft convention
'I’reaty ol'Kainaniji.
1 1 then (idiwifs to the it. cent Jimans simply
to .show how the: obligation has Iktu earned out and then
reviews and eonlinns the Treaty of Kainardji and others.
not he suflieient fir Russia though it ought
This may
to be if there is any horn-sty in her prof<ts.si(ms but at all events
it seems to me (piite .safe for 'I'urkey and if she accepts and
Russia rejects it the. ease against tlm latter will be complete.’
The underlying suggi'stion is exactly the same as that of
Stratford in the * Turki.sh ultimatum.’
Unfortunately for Cllarendon, Napoleon intervened with a
new version, on which he vehemently insisted. Clarendon
gave way, since Napoleon was directly interested in the Holy

finds

it

.

.

.

‘

‘

!

‘

’

*

.

.

.

Ultimately Pnussia and Austria accepted the French
version and the Czar himself, to whom it was secretly shown,
indicated
approval. The
Note ’ begins like
'Vienna
Clarendon’s draft convention. The Treaties of Kainardji and
Adrianople are referred to and the Sultan is described as considering himself ‘ bound in honour to cause to be observed
for ever, and to preserve from all prejudices now or hereafter
the spiritual privileges already granted to the Eastern Church,
and moreover in a spirit of exalted equity to cause the Greek
rite to share in the advantages granted to the other Christian
rites by convention or special arrangement.
.’
Then comes
the difference. ‘ The Sublime Porte, moreover, officially

Places.

‘

’

‘

.

.

* ^.0. 356/31. aarendon to Bloomfield, pte. Slo. MSS., July 5, i853- „The
dotation or Jidy 6 is in a draft to Mr. Duncan, July
6, from F.O. gSj’jS.
lius record has been destroyed
since I copied it.
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promises that the existing state of things shall in no wise be
modified without previous understanding with the Governments of France and Russia and without any prejudice to the
Also permission was given
different Christian communities.’
There
to build a Russian hostel and church at Jerusalem.
‘
Turkish
is an important difference between this and the
ultimatum.’ Russia and France, instead of the Four Powers,
are made the witnesses and even the legal guarantors of
Turkey’s good faith. She could only be released from her
obligations if she obtained the preliminary consent of these
two foreign powers.
’
From the European point of view the Vienna Note
appeared (though it proved not to be) satisfactory. From
the Turkish point of view it was quite inadmissible. The
Note ’ emphasised rather obviously her sense of dependence
and inferiority. The ‘ ultimatum ’ had saved Turkey’s face
’
by making the Four Powers witness of her spontaneous
promise to Russia. The formal, though secret, submission of
Vienna Note ’ to the Czar beforehand also injured
the
Turkish pride. The Turkish minister and his dragoman at
Vienna had been privately told about the ‘ Note and had
approved of it. ^ They [the conference] had considered this
to afford a strong presumption that it [the Note] would not be
But Europe’s diplomats
unpalatable at Constantinople.’
note could not
did not understand Turkish psychology.
be palatable if submitted form^ly to the Czar himself and
informally to the Sultan’s minister. The Sultan always
thought his ambassadors were betraying him and naturally
Rescind protested insuspected any informal procedure.
dignantly the [European] cabinets take upon themselves to
draw up a note without the knowledge ... of the party
more immediately interested.’ * Turkey was not treated by
the Powers as on an equality with Russia, and, in addition,
received no pledge that Russia would evacuate the PrinciThere was a last
palities if the ‘ Note ’ were accepted.
argument too. Turkey had accepted the ultimatum ’ at the
bidding of Stratford and of his colleagues as the extreme limit
’
of concession demanded from her. The ^ Vienna Note
demanded yet further concessions, and at once aroused
‘

‘

‘

‘

’

A

‘

‘

suspicion and provoked resistance.
The great question now was,

would Turkey accept the

* F.O. 78/937. From Stratford, No. 220 of August 14, 1853. Reschid here
’
denies receiving knowledge beforehand. He is correct if he means * ojfficial

knowledge. He may even have had no unofficial knowledge. It is quite likely
that the Turkish minister at Vienna did not dare admit his previous knowledge
of tfift

‘

Note.’
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THE GRAND COUNCIL REJECTS THE NOTE

On

August 1 2 Stratford had demanded
It was a date almost ideally unsuited
Turkey’s acceptance.
For on that day the Egyptian fleet arrived
for the purpose.
at Constantinople and gave an enormous accession of strength
‘

Vienna Note

’

?

The white

of Egypt’s fleet crowded
the Golden Horn, the green tents of her army dotted the hills
of Asia. The Franco-British squadron, though not within
Stambul was safe. All believed that
sight, was within call.
England and France would support Turkey. While the
Turkish ministers were discussing the Vienna Note Egyptian
soldiers and sailors paraded the streets of Stambul and the
war-fever grew under the influence of Mehcmet Ali. At the
Ministers’ Council on the 14th amendments to the ‘Note’
were proposed by the two members most under Stratford’s
Of the rest six
influence, Rcschid and the Crand Vizier.
were neutral, while eight, headed by Mehcmet Ali, were for
By the i8th resistance had stiffened, but
total rejection.
Perceiving my
Stratford refused to accept any amendments.
reserve the Pasha was deeply affected ; his eyes overflowed
with tears ; forgetful for a moment of his rank he kissed my
hand, and in the most moving terms implored me not to
forsake his country in the midst of distresses and dangers
which it could not avoid without an unworthy sacrifice. The
Stratford remained
scene was to me a most painful one.’
None the less,
silent and Rcschid went away vciy sorrowful.
he was resolute. On the 19th he indicated rejection of the
Vienna Note ’ in its original form. The Grand Council
made their decision absolute on the 20th, and inserted amendments which Russia was most unlikely to accept.
On August 20 the balance, hitherto swaying towards peace,
sank heavily downwards towards war. What was the part
that Stratford played in the tragedy ? Two facts are known
at the outset. He certainly disapproved of the ‘ Vieima Note
and favoured the ‘ ultimatum.’ But he acted with complete
official correctness and went through all the forms necessa^
to secure Turkey’s adherence.
He solemnly assured his wife
and his confidant Alison, as well as Clarendon and Westmorland, that he had done his utmost to secure acceptance. His
private assurances to his wife and his confidant might seem
to be enough. Yet, with him as with Ponsonby in 1839 and in
1840, the sinister suggestion of Machiavellian intrigue must be
considered. If true, it would prove Stratford to be the worst
to the

war

party.

sails

‘

’

‘

‘

’

• F.O. 78/937. From Stratford, No. aaa of August 18, 1853
cp. self in
E.H.R., April 1934, a73 and n. i. The passage is omitted of course in the Blue

Book.
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of intriguers and perjurers. He could easily be both in
Constantinople. Evidence could be destroyed or fabricated
Like Ponsonby, Stratford could always cover his
at will.
He officially supported the Note/
tracks if he wanted to.
but his private verbal message could at any time have secured
With the fullest consideration of such possibilities,
its rejection.
I believe the explanation to be a simpler one, and to be found in
a glowing sentence of ELinglake’s : ‘ It is not to be believed that,
even if he strove to do so, Lord Stratford could hide his real
thoughts from Turkish ministers. ... If the thin disciplined
Hps moved in obedience to constituted authorities, men knew
how to read the meaning of his brow, and the light which
kindled beneath.’
The presence of the Egyptian fleet and army emboldened
the ministers to defy Europe. The ' Vienna Note ’ was not
only insulting to Turkey, it was disastrous to Stratford. He
had said the ^ Turkish ultimatum ’ would be accepted by
Europe. Europe not only rejected it but increased her
demands. Either Stratford had betrayed them, or he was
In
less influential with the Powers than they had supposed.
each case there were strong reasons for rejecting his new advice.
Acceptance of the ^ Vienna Note ’ reaUy put Turkey in the
hands of Russia and France, both of whom had menaced and
humiliated her. In quieter times the Turks might have
agreed to an arrangement which gave opportunities of playing
one off against the other. But these were not quiet times.
Over the Mensikov mission the national or religious feelings
of Turkey had really been roused. The Grand Council, the
quintessence of obscurantist prejudice, had become an organ
of state and a channel of public opinion. It had caused the
departure of Mensikov, it had accepted the Turkish ' ultimatum’ on July 25, now on August 20 it unanimously rejected
the ^ Vieima Note.’ The Sultan himself asked the Austrian
Internuncio to help him to secure amendments. When Baron
Bruck replied by insisting on the original version of the ‘ Note,’
the Sultan broke off die conversation in wrath. To ask
Vienna to amend its ^Note’ was to court a rebuff, yet the
Sultan did so and lowered himself by a vain appeal to a foreign
diplomat. The utmost Stratford could secure from Rescind
was a ^ very imperfect attempt ’ at amendments. The Turkish
national feeling had produced the Sultan’s humiliation.
Rescind, who had been reduced to tears by Stratford, was
reported by de la Gour as ‘ looked on with suspicion as the
representative of a pacific poficy, and every effort made even
Rescind told
by his colleagues to ensure his downfall.’
^

DISTRUST OF STRATFORD
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Stratford that no one in Constantinople favoured the Note.’
That feeling, and not Stratford’s influence, was the true reason
The Turks were in August what Clarendon
for rejection.
‘
said the Czar was in June, that is ungovernable.’
The news of the Turkish rejection of the Vienna Note ’
‘

‘

confounded the diplomats of Europe. Everybody had reNo one knew
joiced at the Czar’s acceptance of it in toto.
what to do when the Sultan insisted on amendments. For
Russia would certainly refuse them and the brilliant creation
of Vienna would burst bubble-like. The first impulse was of
indignation against Stratford as the chief architect of evil.
Feeling ran high in the British cabinet. Stratford’s old enemy,
Graham, suggested on August 18 that he be superseded ; John
On the 20th Clarendon
positive orders.’
Russell advised
informed the Queen of the possibility of Stratford’s resignation,
‘
which,’ he wrote to Aberdeen, ‘ I agree with you in thinking
by no means improbable, and which she will not at all regret.’®^®
On the 25th the fatal news of rejection arrived. Clarendon
had thought all along that Stratford would allow no plan of
settlement that did not originate with himself.’ Aberdeen
was heartbroken, as he thought we had no right ’ to ask the
secret report
Czar to accept the Turkish amendments.
came from de la Cour at Constantinople that Stratford was
speculating on the disunion of the British Ministry and declaring that his name was Canning. But the cabinet did not dare
to demand his resignation, though the idea had been already
approved by Foreign Secretary, Premier and Sovereign. That
would have evoked the opposition of the public and of
Greville noted at the end of August that
Palmerston.
greater than ever,’
Palmerston’s influence in Parliament is
and that public opinion favoured not only Palmerston but
‘

‘

A

Stratford,

So he remained.

Stratford was not
impossible.
to be trusted. Yet he was not to be superseded, nor even to be
informed of the distrust of the cabinet. Aberdeen spoke, and
continued to speak, of his ‘ dishonesty.’ Clarendon complained to him in private of the ‘ extreme annoyance and disappointment to us. ... I can only infer from its [the ‘‘Note”]
not being accepted that the Turkish ministers are desirous of
war.’
But he did not openly blame Stratford, still less ask
him to resign. He told Greville in private that Stratford ‘ has

The

situation

now became

not bona fide striven for the ‘ Note,’ but the cabinet had no
case against him. He told Henry Reeve,
I believe that he
[Stratford] honourably endeavoured to get the note accepted.’
This was for the benefit of The Times. Thus Clarendon, a
’

‘

Nesselrode’s ‘violent interpretation’
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and honourable man, was being tangled in a web of
His difficulties were increased by a violent explosion
deceit.
of public opinion. A newspaper indiscretion in Germany had
thrown an ugly light on Russian policy. It revealed Nesselinterpretation
Vienna Note,’ an
of the
rode’s private
interpretation evidently different from that of Clarendon or
Buol or Napoleon. Brunnow made the best of a bad job and
sincere

’

^

‘

’

‘

’

gave Clarendon the authentic text of Russia’s interpretation
on September 16. Nesselrode commented on the Turkish
modifications of the Vienna Note.’ In doing so he interpreted the text of the Vienna Note as guaranteeing the
maintenance of the privileges and immunities of the Orthodox
Greek Church in the Ottoman Empire.’ Turkey must not
but must take
leave these immunities untouched
only
account of Russia’s active solicitude for her [twelve million]
This astonishing ‘interpretation’
co-religionists in Turkey.’
became public in Germany early in September, and was made
the subject of merciless attack in the British press towards its
‘

‘

’

'

’

‘

‘

’

‘

close.

Clarendon said Nesselrode’s interpretation was ‘ violent.’
Only five weeks before he had vehemently condemned the
Turks for rejecting the
Note.’ Now he admitted that
He never gave up the idea that
rejection to have been right.
Stratford was dishonest,’ but he admitted later that he was
certainly right
in securing rejection. He thought that
Russia had proved more dishonest still, and declared Nesselrode’s violent interpretation to be impossible. If that idea
Russia would,
of the Treaty of Kainardji were accepted,
under the seventh article of the Treaty, be entitled to super‘

‘

‘

’

’

‘

‘

intend all these privileges and immunities, which are of that
peculiar character that she would be constantly able, if so
minded, to interfere between the Sultan and his subjects ; and
thus the religious Protectorate, which is abjured, and the new
rights and extended influence, which are equally disclaimed,
would be established. ... It would now be highly dishonourable to press its [the Note’s] acceptance on the Porte,
when they have been duly warned by the Power [Russia] to
whom the note is to be addressed that another and a totally
different meaning is attached to it by that Power.’ *
France
and England abandoned the ‘ Vienna Note ’ on September 17.
Turkey amd Stratford were justified in their resistance, if not
commended for the manner of it. Russia was rebuked. None
* Accounts

&

Papers [1854],
Seymour, September 30, 1853.
held by Clarendon on the 1 7th.

LXXI

[1699], No. 117, p. 124. Clarendon to
Th® views thus stated at length were already
For discxisslon over Kainardji, vide n. 445.

UNREST AT CONSTANTINOPLE
was still a chance of peace. The Emperors

2gO

of
the less there
Russia and Austria were to meet at Olmlitz at the end of
September, and differences might still be adjusted there.
But a settlement would depend on whether England and France
remained quiet in the interval. They did not, and Aberdeen
and Clarendon were the disturbers of the peace.

IV
The old tricks were sprouting in
Kipling,

My Son^s

the old atmosphere^ like

mushrooms

a dungpit.—

in

Wife,

During the month of September Stratford had

to face the

threat of a rebellion in Constantinople. The excitement
directly resulted from the rejection of the Turkish ultimatum
by the Powers, which made the Turks suspect and resist
Stratford’s effort to force the ‘Vienna Note’ upon them.
Reschid hit off the situation exactly. He could not accept the
Vienna Note now that it had become the cause of fanatical
excitement and had been discussed in a hostile sense by every
human being in Constantinople.’ He could resign, but in
that case there would be a ministry who would make terms
’

'

‘

’

‘

direct with Russia ; or else the old Turkish war-party would
come in and the Sultan would then lose his throne if not his
If Reschid were to survive he must get an answer out of
life.’

a wellThe kind of answer
informed Turk very secretly admitted.
the Emperor of Russia would give, whether favourable to
peace or enforcing war, was equally dangerous. For in the
and in the
first place they [the Turks] feared the internal,
It was in fact a balance
next place the external, enemy.’
the Czar.

But any answer would produce

perils, as

‘

of opposite dangers.
internal enemy showed himself first. That enemy
could only be restrained by the military masters of the state, who
got control as war approached. Mehemet Ali, as Minister

The

m

War and head of the war party, now held

He used

the power.

an unexpected and thoroughly oriental way. Direct
methods were advocated by Omer pasha, who commanded on
Inaction was fatal to Turkey.
the Danube.
better at once to risk the chances of a war than to be sacrificed
Omer wanted to attack Russia direct,
by slow degrees.’
and did so in October. But in September Mehemet Ali
to
preferred to stimulate the internal enemy.’ He had only

it

in

*

‘

•

*

‘

stir

the inflammable stuff around.

‘

The

strangest figures
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in from the distant provinces to have a cut at the
Muscovite. Turbans, lances, maces and battle-axes jostle
each other in the narrow streets.’ Mehemet AH was not conHe
tent with allowing turbulent provincials to demonstrate.
encouraged the ulemas to harangue the mob and, when
crowds assembled, he withdrew police and soldiers from the
He was in touch with the Sheikh-ul-Islam,
critical points.
who allowed a proclamation urging war to be printed in
Turkish and posted up in a mosque. Between three and four
hundred ulemas drew up a manifesto, bidding the Sultan draw
the sword from the scabbard. This petition was sent both to
Council and Sultan, a national and religious demonstration
described by the Dutch minister as without example.’ The
Riots and demonstrations took place on
plot succeeded.

swarm

‘

and 12. The Sultan and his Council were much
disturbed, and a rebellion was feared.
Rescind, always physically timorous, was alarmed and the
Council with him.
Guess how the ministers were frightened,’
September

1 1

‘

wrote Stratford, one of them asked me to take care of his
jewels.’
In a panic they asked the foreign ambassadors to
aid them to maintain the public tranquilHty.’ The French
ambassador wished to accede to Reschid’s appeal. He feared
for the safety of foreign residents.
On September 12 he asked
Stratford to agree to bring the Franco-British squadrons up
to Constantinople, and the Austrian representative sent a
message to the same effect. Stratford refused. ' In the actual
state of our information he declined to call up the AngloFrench fleet, or, even a substantial part of it.’ He insisted on
caUing up steamers only. * This limited plan could easily be
executed under cover of steam communications continually
That
plying between the squadrons and the capital.’
would evade the Straits Convention of 1841, but it would not
violate it as the bringing up of warships would.
He had his
way. On the 14th up came two British steamers, the Niger
(13 guns), the Furious (16), and two French, the Mogador (8)
and the Corner (20). They were not enough to defend either
Sultan or Europeans, Admiral Slade called them a mockery.’
De la Cour says that they anchored in isolated places, ^ au Keu
d’ avoir sous les yeux
en quelque sorte une division
navale.’ * But the moral effect of four boats steaming up to
the Golden Horn was enough. The Grand Vizier and Sheikhul-Islam soon stated that
danger of revolution was averted.
The guilty ulemas were exiled to remote parts of the empire.
‘

‘

‘

.

,

.

—

^

*

The

Turqiiie, 315, From de la Cour, No. 85 of
Frenchman is, of course, regretting the disposition.

September

15, 1853.
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Mehemet Ali disavowed his supporters and

Stratford triumphed

once again.

alarm was natural. He was inexperienced,
a thousand rumours had been abroad, the mob had been
frenzied and passionate. But in all their internal revolutions
the crowds of Stambul had till then respected the property
and lives of strangers. Stratford knew this well enough and
was not alarmed either for Europeans or for the Sultan at the
moment. He was more alarmed as to the ultimate situation,
for he knew that summoning the squadrons to Constantinople

De

la Cour’s

meant war.

He

preferred risking internal disturbances to
violating the Convention of 1841.®®^ His policy triumphed,
and it was the policy of peace, but it was the last time that
peace prevailed.

V
Dum furor

in cursu est,

—

currenti cede furori

Ovid.
While fury gallops on the way,
Let no manfury^s gallop stay.

Sir

Walter Raleigh.

was hoped, would be a month full of peace.
My great care,’ wrote Aberdeen to Gladstone on September 2,
will be to prevent any decision necessarily leading to war
without the opportunity of full consideration by the cabinet.’
He hoped not only to avoid cabinets but great decisions.
But he reckoned without France. Throughout the period
Napoleon had consistently favoured dramatic action, and the
advance of the naval squadrons. He had increased the
tension by sending the French fleet along to Salamis in March.
His foreign minister had expressed his great regret that the
Franco-British squadron had not gone up to Constantinople
September,

it

‘

‘

in June.

In August, in

obedience to this policy, de la
Cour tried to get the French squadron alone passed up to
Constantinople. This action, taken without Stratford’s knowledge, provoked a sharp remonstrance from Clarendon. The
French defence, that the idea originated with the Emperor,’
strict

‘

was enlightening though unsatisfactory. On September 3
the French Ambassador disclosed that another idea had
originated with the Emperor. This time he asked that both
fleets should go up to Constantinople.
Clarendon, Russell,

so
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Aberdeen and Palmerston rejected

well-worn proposal.
four decided to do nothing for the

On

this

the 3rd the eflScient
present/ and did not summon the cabinet.

On

^

same day (September 3) Lord John Russell cirin which Palmerston concurred.’ Both
culated a memo
men were ready for the fleet to go up at once, but thought it
as well to wait until they heard whether the Czar had accepted
or refused the Turkish modifications of the
Vienna Note.’
The Czar’s refusal was known in London on the 13th, On the
1 6th Palmerston, Clarendon and Aberdeen met in the absence
of Russell, and agreed that the Turks should be asked to accept
the original Note.’ It was to be backed by certain assurances
from the Four Powers as to its meaning, which were called a
guarantee.’ Lord John wrote from the country objecting.
I decline any responsibility for it.’
In truth he was dissatisfied with Aberdeen, who had often talked about resigning
the premiership in his favour but had never done so. Russell
thought his own position a degrading one and was inclined
to cavil at the others.
He probably would have resigned at
this juncture, but on the very day of his protest Nesselrode’s
violent interpretation
Vienna Note
reached
of the
this

‘

‘

‘

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

’

’

‘

This startling development caused Clarendon to
withdraw the decision of the i6th and made him refuse to
press the onginal ‘ Vienna Note ’ upon Turkey. Thus Russell
triumphed and British policy took an anti-Russian turn.
Clarendon was faced with two dangers. There was an
external danger from Russia’s ' violent interpretation,’ there
was an internal danger from the violence of Russell and
Palmerston. Even before he knew of the violent interpretation Palmerston had written gaily, The Turks
with the
.
co-operation of our squadron in the Black Sea would make an
example of the red-haired barbarians, or as Gray politely
called them, the blue-eyed myriads of the Baltic coast.” This
was on the 12th. On the 22nd Lord John wrote, ‘ .
I am
not sorry the Czar has thrown off the mask. It is the honestest
thing he has yet done.’
The British press had already
redoubled its outcry against the Czar for his violent interpretation.’
It wanted strong measures.
The substance of
the
interpretation ’ was hinted at on the 22nd, and the
storm was clearly on the way. The French ambassador
brought a telegram about a revolt in Constantinople, and the
need of sending up a fleet at once. Aberdeen and Clarendon
both assumed that the French telegraphic report of the Constantinople riots was accurate and exact, though the French
had an obvious interest in exaggerating the disturbances.

London.®®^

'

’

‘

.

.

’

.

^

‘

.

'
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CROSSING THE RUBICON,’ SEPTEMBER 23

They did not wait

for

a despatch, they did not even wait

for

telegraphic confirmation from Stratford. They did not
consult Palmerston or Russell. They did not summon the
cabinet, though Aberdeen had promised other ministers and
the Queen to do so before taking any important decision.
They did not regard Stratford’s opinion that ordering the
‘
crossing the Rubicon.’ They
fleet to Constantinople was
crossed

it.

Clarendon states that both he and Aberdeen heard
Walewski declare that the French government thought the
indispensably necessary.’ The two
that under such circumstances as those reported

ordering up of the

answered
by M. de

‘

fleets

‘

Cour ... we would without

hesitation take
ourselves to agree to the proposal of the French govern... to call up the fleets.’ Aberdeen, writing on the
day, says, ‘ our main object is for the protection of British
la

upon
ment
same
life and

property, and, if necessary, of tlie person of the
.,’ and said we must explain at Constantinople that
Sultan .
‘
it is not intended as a menace or hostile movement directed
Clarendon later said the exact opposite.
against Russia.’
‘
The date of the measure [September 23] of itself demonstrates
that it was taken, not upon the demand of the French Emperor
(which had twice before been refused) but because by the
act of Russia [i.e. the ‘ violent interpretation ’] a further step
If his ten-year-old rehad been rendered inevitable.’
collection is right Clarendon was anti-Russian, though
Aberdeen was not. There were other differences too.
Aberdeen thought that the decision would bring peace.
Clarendon did not. ‘ The only real likelihood now is war,’ he
wrote to Stratford on the 24th. Thus a most grave decision
was taken by two men who differed as to the motives and
.

consequences of their act.
Clarendon’s order to Stratford to summon the fleet went
on September 23. It was received on October 4, but not
obeyed till the 21st. During that interval the last act of the
drama was played at Olmiitz with Austrian and Russian
Emperors as peacemakers. The violence of Constantinople
disturbed but did not defeat the ’imperial negotiators. The
Czar arrived at Olmiitz in a chastened mood. He was still
unwise enough to speak of the ‘ crumbling state of the Turkish
Empire,’ but he was disturbed at the proximity of war and
most anxious to avert it. He was extremely conciliatory to
England, even suggesting that her fleet might pass the
Dardanelles to escape the storms of October at Besika Bay.

He

withdrew altogether from the previous position that he

THE

‘

BUOL PROJECT

REJECTED

’

355

would accept nothing but the original text of the * Vienna
Note/ He talked of evacuating the Principalities as soon as
his terms were accepted, a thing he had never done before.
He stood firm on two points. He desired first the maintenance
of treaties and of the status quo in religious matters
secondly,
he was ready to give a further guarantee to the Porte,’
making clear that he abandoned the violent interpretation.’
He asked Austria to draw up a new proposal, the Buol
project,’ presenting the original text of the ^ Vienna Note,’
but explaining authoritatively the interpretation which all
parties, including Russia, attached to it.
In this manner the
Czar would not only save his face, but avert war.
The Buol project ’ was a very serious effort at peace. It
proposed the adoption of the Vienna Note,’ with a further
assurance from the Czar on these lines.
The Cabinet of
St. Petersburgh gives a new assurance that it will in no way
;

"

'

^

'

‘

‘

exercise [for] itself the protection of a Christian cult inside the
Ottoman Empire, and that the duty of protecting this cult and

maintaining its religious immunity has devolved on the Sultan
and that Russia only reserves to herself that of watching that
the engagement contracted by the Ottoman Empire in the
Treaty of Kainardji be strictly executed.’
The Czar fuUy
approved this statement, which thus abrogated Nesselrode’s
violent interpretation ’ of the Vienna Note.’ (Nesselrode had
already explained that it was unofficial.) The Czar indeed
had never been clear on the interpretation of the Kainardji
Treaty. But he could hardly extend it too far, after this
explanation and in view of the fact that the Four Powers were
witnesses to this fresh assurance of Russia to Turkey. Even
Buol, who was opposed to any idea of guarantee by the powers
to Turkey, said that the sympathy and support of the powers
is assured to the Porte for thefiiture.’
‘We,’ said the Czar,
are ready on our part.’ Had his assurance been accepted in
England, the old text of the ‘ Vienna Note ’ might have stood.
Buol certainly wanted this done, though he was not an impartial
witness. But it is interesting that Napoleon at first favoured
accepting the overture. Clarendon boasted that he had prevented the French Emperor from doing so. Napoleon held
out until October 5 and only rejected flie ‘ Buol project in
view of England’s insistence, and after he heard ^at the
Turks had declared war on Russia.®^®
England’s suspicions hampered the success of the Olmtitz
overtures, Palmerston wrote, Nicholas wiU propose a partition
of Turkey to Austria.’ Lord John Russell added that Westmorland, the British representative, was ‘ a cypher,’ and
*

‘

'

‘

’

‘
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Aberdeen admitted
little

So the British cabinet did
begin and a great deal to cause

his incapacity.

to help the negotiation to

to end. Clarendon recognised the sincerity of the Czar’s
desire for peace, but seems to have thought the ‘violent
interpretation’ of Nesselrode a fatal objection to accepting
other assurances from Russia. Even so early as October i he

it

wrote, ‘ the project of note now proposed by Buol would not
neutralize [it] nor would it afford any security to the Porte.’
On the 3rd he wrote to his wife, ‘ I’he beastly Turks have declared
war so there is an end of the Olmtitz arrangement out of which
something might possibly have been made.’ Despite his
words he had not really believed much in that possibility. For

next day Lord John wrote to him,

‘

I

from Olmutz any more than you.’

do not believe in the note
Aberdeen faintly pro-

the Olmutz note has taken away a considerable
portion of the objection to Nesselrode’s remarks (October 5).
He regretted afterwards that he had not insisted on its acceptance, and carried his regret to the grave. But his was not the
tested that

‘

’

The Czar complained
view of any Englishman but himself.
‘
honnete
that British statesmen no longer thought him an
homme.’ Nor did they. Clarendon felt strong enough on the
I knew enough of the
7th to tell the French ambiissador,
‘

opinion of

would be

my

colleagues to say that the

Olmutz

overture

rejected.’

The cabinet had not met for six weeks when they assembled
on October 8. They began by overruling Aberdeen and rejecting the Olmutz overture. They authorised a despatch stating
did not
convince them. The Czar might in future ‘ assert a protectorate over the Greek Church . . . and over twelve
million subjects of the Porte.’ The British cabinet submitted

that the Russian assurance in the

‘

Buol project

’

Clarendon thought Vienna
would probably have agreed if the news of the [Turkish
declaration of war] had not arrived at that moment.’ To
reject the Olmutz overture was to place future negotiations
in the hands of Stratford, whom the Czar regarded as his
personal enemy. But the cabinet were fairly united and their
measures for once were not half-measures. The cabinet took
a second strong step the same day and peremptorily ordered

a

counter-project,

to

which

‘

up
him

Stratford to bring the fleet

The order
to Constantinople.
that
little enough discretion ;

of September 23 had left
of October 8 gave him none at all. Now the Czar was not
likely to favour a peace proposal drawn up by Stratford in a
hostile capital which the Franco-British fleet had sirrived to
defend. The advance of the fleet, thus ordered by the cabinet)

THE ORDER TO THE FLEET
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was in defiance of Stratford’s known opinion. But the British
cabinet were influenced by the French, and Stratford was
instructed not to act separately from them.
The desire to have the fleet at Constantinople was unanimous.
On October 2 even Aberdeen was apprehensive
because it was not there. On the 8th he told the Austrian
representative the reason in private.
Public opinion would not
allow it (the abandonment of Turkey)
England must prevent
Turkey from being left to ruin.’
This was on the day of
decision, when Clarendon wrote privately to Stratford,
we
should have been glad that the fleets were now at Constantinople
great care must be taken that they [the fleets]
don’t give too much encouragement to the Turks nor assume
an aggressive position towards Russia with whom however
^

’

.

‘

‘

.

.

.

much we may be displeased with her for her conduct towards
Turkey, we have as yet no quarrel.
The alarm here
about war is universal among the rational, and business, and
.

.

.

educated portions of the community but of course there is at
the same time a great outcry for war from a variety of motives
but I am convinced that within six weeks after the first shot
was fired by England against Russia there would be mighty
few partizans of our war policy.’
Now here is the real
truth.
Clarendon admits that public opinion in London is
too strong, and can only be calmed by a strong measure like
the despatch of the fleet. But Russia is to be assured that the
move is defensive and is not directed against her. The haughty
Russian despot had just received Turkey’s declaration of war
and England’s refusal to accept his overtures. He now learned
that England and France proposed to violate the Treaty of
1841 and to send the fleet up to Constantinople. Conciliatory
and pacific assurances thus arrived in company with a
diplomatic rebuff, a violated treaty and a naval demonstration.
The peremptory order to the fleet to move to Constantinople was certainly an anti-Russian move. Even Clarendon
admitted that the notice to be given to the Russian admiral
would be rather a hostile proceeding.’ But he did not admit
that the fleet movement was a hostile act, any more than
Aberdeen did. Under popular pressure men easily deceive
both the public and themselves as to the motives and consequences of their acts. And the reason was that the decisions
of the cabinet fell short of the wishes of its extremer members.
‘

Brunnow had

just

warned Aberdeen of the
‘

inevitable conse-

quences of a demonstration into the Black Sea.’ Palmerston
and Russell proposed an advance to the Black Sea on the 8th.
But Charles Wood resisted strongly, supported by Aberdeen

THE DECISIVE POINT PASSED
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Aberdeen won a
Brunnovv on the 12th.*

and by most of the cabinet.
reported the result to

victory and

Some

two
months later Aberdeen himself adopted the view that even an
advance to the Black Sea was liable to no objection if for
Even after that advance he condefensive purposes.’
^

’

‘

tinued to regard war as not inevitable.’ It is hardly possible
to illustrate better the gradual process of self-deception whereby
a pcaicC'-loviug man agrec^s to steps which rendered war certain.
On OctobiT 8 the ('.abiruit r<^ached and passed a decisive
point.
Sidney Herbert, a younger member of it, summed it
up thus
Wc are all agreed as to the objects in view. We
must have a power at th<^. Bosi)horus to hold the keys of the
Mediterranean from the East, which shall not be Russia, and
wc cannot allow Russia to encroach upon or undermine the
power which is there necessary to us. Wc arc not bound by
treaty to interfere but we are bound l)y our own interest and
by European interests, not to allow Turkey to be overborne.
We arc further bound in honour not to abandon Turkey in
difficulties consequent on a course taken with our sanction or
by our advice.’
With this defensive obsession the cabinet
drifted subconsciously towards war.
Clarendon did his best
to oppose the
drift.’
Russell, with occasional hesitations,
encouraged it. Palmerston alone had neither doubts nor
regrets.
I am glad that our squadrons arc fairly in the
Bosphorus,’ he wrote cheerily to Sti-alford on October 30,
‘
and should be equally glad to hear that they had taken a
cruize into the Black Sea, to show that wc do not stand in awe
of Russian ire.’
He was all for intimidating the redhaired barbarians.’ Peace, though no longer to be negotiated,
might still be enforced. The answer seems to be given by
Clarendon, A threatening movement by a fleet might have
succeeded in June, it was not likely to succeed in November.
^

:

*

‘

’

’

‘

‘

VI
Emperor

;

of my soldiers gives assurance
Of good success abroad; iffirst 1 make

The

cheerfulness

My peace at home here*

Beaumont and Fletcher, The Prophetess, Act IV,

Sc. 2.

was not until October 4 that Stratford received the order
of September 23 which instructed him to, move the British fleet
* Pte. Clar. MSS, G. Wood to Clarendon, October
19, 1853, and references in
my article,
April 1 934, p. 290, nn. 6-7, Palmerston later wrote, Our chief
It

‘

has allowed himself to be bullied by Brunnow, who has threatened his own recall,
if our squadron entered the Black
Sea ^ (December 1
Clar, MSS,).
1,

1853,

THE SULTAN GIRDS ON THE SWORD
up
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Constantinople. By that time the sluice-gates had
opened and carried the Sultan away on the tide of fanaticism.
The threats of insurrection in mid-September had yielded to
firm treatment. De la Cour had wanted to summon the
Franco-British squadron from Besika Bay. Stratford had
summoned four steamers only, and thus evaded the Convention
of 1841 without breaking it. Their mere presence sufficed
to emphasise the direct counsels of Stratford.
private
advice to the Sultan induced His Majesty to send for his
principal ministers and by their agency to restrain the enthusiasts or instruments of intrigue whose conduct had caused the
prevailing alarm.’ These few words were enough. The
Sheikh-ul-Islam and Mehemet Ali either had to support the
rebels or to disavow them. They chose the latter course.
The
Sheikh denounced the rebels against authority, Mehemet Ali
suppressed all overt disorders. Vengeance fell on the muderris^
the theological students and professors ’ who had inflamed the
mob. They were ‘ sent to Shumla where they will be gratified
with opportunities for the display of their zeal in return for the
relief which their departure affords to the capital.’
But the
rustication of the theological faculty of Stambul merely increased the religious zeal of laymen against Russia.
In mid-September Stratford’s ablest adviser had written,
‘
The ministers are prepared to go to war rather than give
way.’ If the Sultan coerced them they would resign, leaving
to His Majesty the difficulty, perhaps the impossibility, of
replacing them by a more pacific administration.
The
national will would thus, as in former times, be brought to bear
in a flood tide on the hesitations of the palace.’
This is
exactly what happened. Abdul Medjid, the weakest of men,
feared to dismiss his ministers.
Mehemet Ali, appealing to
his love and his fear, mobilised the harem and the army for
war. By declaring for it, the Sultan would at once recover his
popularity and lead a national movement. He had always
been dominated by a fear or a favourite, and easily submitted
to the dictation of both.
He girded himself with the sword of
the Prophet and made a boastfirl speech to his ministers on the
23rd. He announced his decision to summon the Grand
Council. This was obviously an anti-Russian move, and it
was even more significant that the Padishah had belted on
the sword. That ceremonial always meant war.
On September 24 Rescind received ‘ peremptory orders
to make no concessions to Russia.
There were other signs of
‘
hostility.
The tone in which Rescind replies to your [Stratford’s] advice is somewhat new and by no means so deferential as
to

‘

My

'

‘

.

.

.

’

THE
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ought to be

CRISIS OK

SEPTEMBER 26-7

one wli<i understands the interests of Turkey.’^is
The. hatred felt towards Russia was extending to all foreigners.
On the 25th Constantinople leannxl that the Czar had refused
all the I'urkish auK'ndnients to the
Vienna Note.’ The
very next day the Crand Council met. Its members, mostly
unemployed pashas and xoflas, passed to their deliberations
through the streets crowded with soldiers flourishing modern
weapons and with bravos flourishing ancient ones, with
dervishes praying aloud for veng<'ance on the infidel. It was
a fit preparation for an assembly unknown to the law, free
from rules of proci'dure, and given over to bigotry and to
prejudice. The u/max first demanded a holy war [Jehad).
Sarim and Rescind successfully opposed this measure. The
chaplain of Abdul Aziz, who undoubtedly was inspired, caused
great excitement by denouncing the danger from Russia.
Everyone knew of Ncstsclrode’s violent interpretation of the
Vienna Note.’ T'he otluu- Cnuit Powers were thought to
condone it. Stratford himself was suspect. As the debates
proceeded the naked ugly lace ol' fanaticism peered forth. Not
a man dared oppose the gtmeral feeling. Even old Husrev,
it

to

‘

‘

’

‘

Russia’s friend and, ‘ as rumour had it,’ her pensioner, did
not vote for her. He was too ill to attend the council, but
signified his consent in writing.
In the end with absolute
unanimity ' a recourse to war has been declared indispensable.’

During the
^

critical

days of September 26 and 27 Stratford

damp down

the excitement. He sent away one of
the British steamers on the 26th and the other on the 27th.
He complained bitterly because the French retained their
extra force.’ So long as the force was there, the Turks would
disregard the remonstrances or threats of the ambassadors.
The Prussian representative asked Stratford to try the effect
of a personal appeal to the Sultan in the name of the Four
Powers on September 27. Stratford agreed to send a strong
protest in writing but refused the personal interview. His arguments were two. The first was that the so-called ‘ guarantee ’
of the ‘ Vienna Note,’ though adopted by England and
France, was still refused by Austria and Prussia. He could
only offer the Sultan ‘ a vague promise of guaranty,’ to which
he could not pledge two out of the Four Powers he claimed to
tried to

‘

represent.®*®

This objection of Stratford’s seems to be unanswerable. For it is clear that in conversation the differences
between the allies and the weakness of the promise might have
been revealed. Stratford’s second ground for refusal was also
cogent. He knew that the issue was already decided. The
Sultan himself had inspired or permitted the decisions of the
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Grand Council. If he now wished to set them aside he would
but placing himself in
opposition to the chief notabilities of the Empire. Compliance
might save him from immediate danger of war, but only at the

be dismissing not only

his ministers,

‘

and finally losing
both his throne and his life.’ This reasoning was sound. The
Sultan had gone too far to draw back. He speedily assented
to the decision of the Grand Council for war, to which the
Once the
fetva of the Sheikh-ul-Islam gave legal sanction.*
The Sultan himself
fetva had been issued it was irrevocable.
risk of disturbing the public tranquillity

could not then have stopped the declaration. He might have
delayed it. But he did not wish to do so. His throat might be
cut by his own subjects if he showed hesitation. He preferred

war

and fighting foreigners to fighting his own
October 4 the Turkish declaration of war on

to insurrection,

subjects.

On

Russia was solemnly proclaimed.

VII
Sic fatur lacrimans classique inmittit habenas,

Vergel, Aeneidi VI.

had not formally opposed the decision of the
Grand Council, the confirmation by the Sultan, and the
Sheikh’s fetva for war. That he knew to be useless. But he
sought to emasculate the effect of the decision and to prevent
Stratford

was not the first time in
Turkish history that fetva for war had been issued without
blood being shed. As long as Stratford did not openly try to
get
fetva recalled, the Turks would not necessarily object

hostihties

from breaking

out.

It

This kind of policy, so alien to
It
civilised practice, was quite in accord with oriental ideas.
was clearly Stratford’s aim. On October 3 he sent to Reschid,
‘
I would strongly advise the Turkish Government to hold
back its manifesto and summons as long as it possibly can. The
decision of the General Council affords a considerable margin
for the time and form of measures of execution, and any precipitation would not only diminish the Porte’s chances of
carrying the main point without the sacrifices and dangers of
to his neutralising its effects.

*

The date of the Sultan’s assent and

of thefetva are not known with certainty,

but were both granted before September 30. The^foa was always prepared
beforehand and the Sultan probably knew of it on the 23rd when he put on the
Prophet’s sword. Otherwise he would not have dared to summon the Grand
Council, and still less, to assent to their decision for war. F, 0 78/938. From
Stratford, No. 281 of September 27, 1853, and Life of Sidney Herbert, I, 196-7,
of October 17.
,
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war, hiU
foreign

8

iiicroasr (ho clilliculty of looking

sympathy

and

with confidence to
assistWc.
Tell the

ovonlual
.
Pasha that 1 appeal with eonfuleuco to his good sense and good
Resehid answer'd that ‘ the decision of the
f<Tlings.’ *
CJeneral Cknmeil was irrevocably taken not to wait any longer
but run (he hazanis of war.’ Next day, on the 4th, the Porte
issu<‘d a long inanili'sto which explained that the Sultan was
obliged ‘ ollieially to declare war.’ Stratford’s appeal to
Re.schid was nev<T pul)lishcd in a Blue Book. If Stratford was
purely ;i Machiavellian he could have nullified this earnest
appeal by a secret verbal intimation to di.sregard it. But this
hyjjothesis is improbable, for on the very day (October
4) on
whii'h (h<! Sultau’.s declaration was issued, Stratford received
(llaremlou’s des[>atc.h of Septcml)er 23, which not only
authorised, but instructed him, at once to summon the fleet
to (lonstantinophL
Its pu'sence in Constantinople would
encourage the warlike mood ol’tlu; 'I'urks. For it would have
convinced Turkey tluit France and Jvngland would support
her.
Yet Stratford found pretexts for refusing to do so. He
says himsell' that he delayed in order to sec if the Olmtitz
overture, would sueee(;d.
He did not yet know that Clarendon
himself had etiused that overture to fail.

On

.

October B Resehid stmt a formal

.

from the
Sultan that the P’rauco-British ilects should enter the Dardanelles.
Stratford had not yet hetucl the results of the Olmtitz
overture and so he put the matter off for a few days.’ By
the 15th he had learned of the failure, and consented in
principle to summon the squadrons.
On the 1 6th he informed
I'cqucst

‘

Dundas of his decision. He knew that the summons was desired
by Russell and Palmerston and Clarendon, and was the
decision of the cabinet. Further, Clarendon had written
privately on September 24, ‘It is of great importance both
there [Constantinople] and here [London] that we should act
entirely in concert with the French.’
Thus he had no choice.
‘
I might have preferred an additional delay of a few days,’
wrote Stratford, but the instructions of my French colleague
are according to his assurance so peremptory that, by longer
postponing my decision I should have incurred the risk of
separating from him to a degree which would not only have
‘

proved embarrassing to Your Lordship but prejudicial to the
interests of our common cause, and also to the separate interests
of Her Majesty’s embassy.’
But he put off the actual
movement until the 20th, and then (perhaps designedly)
*
v.
to

4> 1853, pte., Stratford to Clarendon, enclosing letter
3. This did not appear in the Blue Book.

and from Pisam of October

STRATFORD SENDS

IT,

OCTOBER 20
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sent his despatch so late in the day that the admiral could not
move his ships till the 22nd.
‘
requisition to the Admiral to bring in the
I wrote
squadrons on the anniversary of the battle of Navarino/ In
'
another effort for
this same letter to his wife he said that
peace ’ was likely to fail. ‘ War is a decree of the fates and we
This utterance of Stratford has been
shall surely have it.’
most unwarrantably interpreted as suggesting that he wanted

my

indeed true that on October 22 he despaired of
But others had given up hope a month earlier.
it.
On September 22 Russell had written breezily, ' I have little
doubt that the parties will be too much heated to give up the
prospects of a good stand-up fight. I cannot share Lord
Clarendon had said on
Stratford’s sanguine anticipations.’
the same day, there is apparently no chance of averting war.’
thinking it almost
Palmerston chimed in on October 4,
certain that Turks and Russians are coming to blows.’
It needed a fortnight more before Stratford came to the same
conclusion, and even in December his optimism for peace
revived again and astonished the cabinet. But he had always
crossing Russia’s
held that summoning of the fleet was
Rubicon.’ He had delayed till delay became impossible.
Yet when he gave the reins to the fleet, he was, like Aeneas, in

the war.
averting

It

is

‘

‘

^

tears.

During the mournful events of October Stratford’s influence
had markedly declined. He had failed to prevent the fetva
for war, he had even failed to delay the declaration of war on
Russia. He had given way to Turkish and French pressure
and consented in principle to call up the squadrons. This
was on October 15, but he did not even write to the British
admiral till the i6th, nor summon him till the 20th. On the
17th he had an audience with the Sultan, who thanked him
Stratford
for this great demonstration of British fidendship.
promptly told the Sultan that, ' in order to secure the effects
of such sympathy,’ he should ‘ grant reform on just and liberal
The Sultan evaded the issue by referring him to
principles.’

Stratford had failed to extort the slightest
concession for reform, even after he had consented to summon
the fleet. As these reforms were the dearest object of his desire,
it would be difficult to prove more clearly the decline of his
influence. Within two days another proof was supplied,

his ministers.

Stratford’s

Thus

summons

to the fleet coincided with his last

most desperate attempt to avert

hostilities.

By

and

strenuous

'
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he had prolonged the suspension of hostilities from
the 19th till the 23rd (or as some reckon, the 24th). On the
1 8th he received a telegram from Clarendon authorising him
to negotiate once more on lines he had himself already suggested. Dc la Cour was willing to co-operate, but Baron
Bruck, though twice asked, flatly refused to confer until he
received his instructions from Vienna.* It was, therefore,
not until the 20th that the four ambassadors met in conference
and demanded a further suspension of hostilities. The
Turkish ministers sat in council through the whole afternoon
and until 6 a.m. on the 21st. At the end of this lengthy session
they agreed to suspend hostilities for a period of ten or twelve

insistence

and the orders went out. Stratford thought it a close
run and a last-minute victory. But in reality Austrian delays
and Turkish obstinacy had caused him to lose the race by a
‘

days,
’

day.

VIII
King Danger came riding to Coward-land,
To slay them all with a feather /
But a hold man laughed, and gripped his hand

And

they rode on their

way

together !

E. G. Wingfield-Stratford.

beginning of October his
his forces lay

encamped

at

Omer

At the
headquarters were at Shumla and
Tutrakhan on the right bank of the

The peace-bubble was

burst by

pasha.

Danube, opposite the Russians. When hostile forces, inflamed
by religious fanaticism, are in sight of one another for weeks
the guns are likely to go off by themselves. Omer cared little
Even in September he had said that war was
if they did so.
better than inaction. He was the one Turkish general bold
and strong enough to provoke it. On October 7 he declared
and said the season would
that war must inevitably ensue
not prevent him from striking a blow.^®^ On the 8th he
assembled his troops at Shumla, had the declaration of war
read out, and made his officers take an oath of fidelity upon
the Koran, He had already summoned Gor£akov to evacuate
the Principalities within fifteen days. On October 10 the
Russian commander had replied politely that he was a mere
soldier and had no diplomatic or political authority to^ accept
such an ultimatum. Omer seems to have thought this reply
pacific, for on the 19th he gave orders to defer hostilities until
* Not in the Blue Book. F.O. 195/385, Dragomans’ Reports, memo by
’

‘

Lord Pevensey, October

19, 1853.
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the 27th.®®^ But this was not the view at Constantinople.
Rescind received Gorcakov’s despatch on the i8th and declared it " the beginning of war.’ Next day (19th) Stratford
learned that instructions had been sent to Omer pasha to
‘

begin

hostilities

stirred Stratford to his

and

was

news which
extraordinary exertions on the 20th

without delay.’

(It

2 1st in the last-minute race for peace.)

this

Omer

did not

At dawn on the 23rd

troops crossed the Danube
at Tutrakhan by Omer’s orders and killed a few Cossacks.
At another point some enthusiastic Egyptians acted without
orders, swam the wide stream in chill October, and kiUed nine
Russians. Thus war began.
Omer began hostilities on the 23rd and defended his action
by saying that he had received no news of the further suspension of hostilities. He admitted that the news reached Varna
on the 22nd, but he says that the officer carrying it did not get
on to Shumla that night. Even if he had, it would have been
difficult to send a message in time to Tutrakhan, which is
some seventy miles further on. Omer, however, changed his
plans on the 21st or 22nd, for he had originally ordered the
attack for the 27th. Now by the night of the 21st or morning
of the 22nd Omer would have received Reschid’s orders to
begin hostilities.*
He seems to have passed them on to
Tutrakhan at once and thus brought about hostilities on the
23rd. In such case he acted in good faith and obeyed orders.
Stratford suspected his good faith and thought the Turkish
officer could have been in time had Omer wished.
He accused
Omer of attacking to force the situation. Omer certainly had the
Nelsonian gift of turning a blind eye to an order he disliked.
But even had he known of the peace proposals on the night
of the 22nd, he could hardly have prevented the attack on
the 23rd. *f However that may be, he ended the chances of
peace and was wildly praised for doing so by the ministers
and mob at Constantinople. His bold action plunged two
empires into war.

waste time.

* If Reschid’s instruction went out from Constantinople late on the i8th, or
early on the 19th, it could have reached Shumla on the izist or 22nd. Omer
probably ordered hostilities immediately on receiving it.
t The total distance from Varna would be over 1 20 miles, which even the best
Tartars took 24 hours to do.

CHAPTER XIV
How War

Began

I
Thus^

in alternate uproar

Amazed were

and sad peace,

those Titans utterly,

Keats, Hyperion, Book

III.

In the third week of October events reached a crisis in London
as in Constantinople.
On October 8 the cabinet had been
almost harmonious, but a few days later Clarendon confessed
himself nearly distracted with their troubles and differences of
opinion, ‘^Aberdeen’s excessive horror of pushing matters to
extremities, and his fear of provoking or offending the Emperor,
and on the other hand Palmerston’s anxiety to go ahead and
plunge into war at once.’ Grevillc adds, Lady Palmerston
grows crowing on at the blunders of the Government and the
luck it is for Palmerston.’
It was bad luck for Clarendon.
He had hitherto kept together the right and the left wings.
Having now to choose, he was moving to the left. Aberdeen
precipitated a crisis on the i8th. To a new peace proposal to
Constantinople he proposed to attach this condition: 'The
Four Powers would not permit themselves, in consequence of
unfounded objections, or by the declaration of war, which they
have already condemned, to be drawn into a policy inconsistent with the peace of Europe, as well as with the interests
of Turkey itself.’ This statement seemed indispensable to
Gladstone, to Graham, and to Newcastle. Clarendon
at
first entirely agreed with me,’ writes Aberdeen,
but at present
seems rather doubtful.’ But by the 20th Palmerston and
Lord John were determined to resist it to the utmost extremity,’
so Aberdeen abandoned his proposal, not wanting an irreconcilable difference in the Cabinet.’
It was a further stage
^

'

'

'

'

in the decline of his influence.
This despatch, over which Aberdeen had given way, was
ultimately sent on October 24. It demanded a suspension of
hostilities by the Turks and the taking up of further negotiations
by the Four Powers. Three incidents connected with it
deserve mention. To make the Turk feel the weight of public
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opinion, the original draft stated that ^ a desire for war on the
would be viewed with great displeasure
part of the Porte . .
by the people (of England). ‘ The Queen was not at all
pleased with the reference to the displeasure of the people/
I told her that the expression had already
wrote Aberdeen.
struck me, but I think it will do well enough if you omit [the
Victoria at least
“this country.’’’
people] and say
was not going to threaten another sovereign with the dis.

’

‘

.

.

.

pleasure of the people, unless it was combined with her own.
But the phrase ' this country ’ included both herself and her
people. This correction Clarendon duly inserted. Victoria
also advised Clarendon to disregard what was ‘probably an
attempt of Palmerston to bully.’ The ‘ bully ’ had accepted
the despatch at the cabinet, inserting an alteration of his own.
But he now tried to prevent the despatch from being something
which the Porte must either take as it is or reject.’ The
Queen advised Clarendon to send off the despatch despite
’
Palmerston. He did, and received a good-humoured letter
from the bully’ in reply to his explanation.®®^ Palmerston
was defeated in an attempt to amend the despatch, but Lord
John was not. He made an addition of a sinister character.
The despatch demanded a ‘ suspension of hostilities ’ by the
Turks as a preliminary to negotiation. Lord John got Clarendon to add to ‘suspension’ the words ‘for a reasonable time.’
But the Turks’ idea of what was ‘ reasonable’ differed, as might
have been guessed, from everyone else’s. They subsequently
took advantage of the phrase and interpreted it to mean ‘ less
‘

‘

‘

than a

fortnight.’

The despatch of October 24 inaugurated

the final stage of
struggle in the cabinet. Aberdeen had been defeated over
Olmiitz, but had prevented the fleet going to the Black Sea.
It was his last success and his colleagues were harassing his
Palmerston, on the 24th, warned him ominously to
retreat.
make only vague and mysterious communications to Brunnow.
On November 4, Clarendon, who had resisted Palmerston’s
recent ‘ attempt to bully,’ wrote a particularly instructive
He informed Aberdeen that Palmerston made out ‘ a
letter.
very good case for his views.’ He (Clarendon) himself thought
now that sending the fleet to Constantinople in June would
have been a wise measure,’ though he had not supported it at
the time. ‘ We should profit by our experience and not
flinch from declaring that we are determined to get Russia out
You cannot be more averse to war
of the Principalities.
than I am, but if our pacific determination is too clearly
‘

.

reckoned upon

.

.

we may render war

inevitable.’

Aberdeen

—

;
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’
‘
replied feebly on the 8th by complaining of the dishonesty
of Stratford, a theme of which he never wearied. Odd tempers
were getting odder and queer ways queerer. Aberdeen,
conscious of having lost weight and importance, became so
carping a cridc tliat he caused even the suave Clarendon to
‘
Really this is too bad. You come now after
lose his temper.

it

has

all

been

settled in the Cabinet,

where you

and
you do about

let it pass,

of objections. And this is the way
everything ; you object to all that is prepared, and you never
suggest anything yourself. What is it you want ? Will you
say what you would have done ? Aberdeen had nothing to
say and really knocked under.’ So Grcville on November 27.
After this ‘regular scene’ it was no use Aberdeen making
more objections. Clarendon had abandoned him and was

make

all sorts

leaning

Zeruiah’ were becoming

and

The

sons of
too strong for the hapless Prime

Palmerston

towards

Russell.

‘

Minister.

II

\It

The Eastern Question is not the condition of a few million subjects of
Disraeli.*
Ottomans
it] the Partition of the Empire of the

the Porte.

.

the situation at Constantinople in the last days of
October. Omer had attacked successfully on the Danube
the Franco-British fleet flaunted their colours on the Golden
Horn. These were the two facts which really impressed the
mind of the Sultan, or rather of those advisers who made up

Here

his

is

mind

for him.

They were not much

interested in the

pressed upon them.
They believed that the Franco-British fleet at the Golden
Horn must support them. Aberdeen had shamefacedly
admitted in secret that neither England nor France dared

peace negotiation which Stratford

now

desert them. The Turks openly wished the last peace
were
to fail. There was no clear issue. Peace negotiations
with fleet movements and land battles, and the
effort

entangled

was chaos and war.
s
It was on November 5 that Stratford received Clarendon
despatch of October 24. That morning he had threatened

result

^

Reschid because of his inclination to make war ; that evening
he threatened him again because of his disinclination to make
peace. He demanded that Turkey should suspend hostilities
and accept the Vienna Note along with the substance of
the Turkish amendments to it. When the Porte finally replied,
‘

* Pte. Dis.

’

MSS. Notes for a Speech

[1877].

.
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They would have accepted

this pro-

they were quite frank.

posal two months ago ; they would not do so now. De la
Gour’s recall to Paris on November 12 added to the mountain
of difficulties. Reschid offered to put all Stratford’s arguments
before the council, and even to let him argue the case in person.
He offered to resign again on the isth, adding, ‘ he [Reschid]
cannot assure you that his successor will yield to the new proposal.’
No peace as yet,’ Stratford wrote on the 1 9th, ‘. there
is much to excuse, to explain and to justify this ; but I lament it
in the conviction that all things considered peace is really best
for the Porte on the terms which now appear to be within
‘

.

its

reach.’

The new French ambassador, General Paraguay
on the 15th and listened at his audience to
speech from the Sultan. Stratford countered

d’Hilliers, arrived

a very bellicose
in a spee(3i to the Sultan in presenting British naval officers,
when he passionately pleaded for peace. This was on the
24th, and next day he expressed hopes
of having at last
detected symptoms of a change in Reschid Pasha’s mind,
tending towards an adoption of our views.’ But even so
nothing could be adopted without the Grand Council.’
While strenuously fighting for peace, Stratford struggled
furiously to conduct the war. He entirely failed to stop the
Turkish military activities. Omer threw large bodies of men
across the river, won one success at Kalafat (October 28) and
another at Oltenitzen (November 3). Thereafter the weather
broke and campaigning ceased. Omer pasha had won all
the honours, and, without winning great successes, irritated
Russia just as a swarm of gnats in summer irritate a cow.
On November i Stratford reported to Reschid that the largest
part of the allied fleet was off the Golden Horn, and warned
him against dangerous enterprises. Turkish admirals had
been excited by the deeds of Omer. Stratford learned to his
horror that the Turkish squadron, which included four line-ofbattle ships and ten frigates, was about to enter the Black Sea,
to cruise along the Asiatic coast, and return by the Crimea and
the European coast. ‘ Should it fall in with the enemy’s
squadron an attack is contemplated.’ By exerting very strong
pressure, and refusing to order up the remainder of the FrancoBritish squadron, Stratford forced the Porte to abandon this
obviously dangerous movement. He instructed Pisani to tell
Reschid once for all, that we will not be drawn in the wake
of the Porte ; and that if they want our support, they must be
content to respect our opinions.’
‘

‘

‘
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Our fortune

And

on the sea

out of breath
sinks most lamentably,
is

Antony and Cleopatra, Act III,

Sc. lo.

was not happy in dealing with naval matters, but
he was very lax from being warlike. He began by objecting
to Admiral Dundas sending six allied steamers into the Black
Sea.
But ncithcT he nor tlic French or British admiral seem
to have objected to the devspatch of a Turkish flotilla to Sinope.
The Ttirkish admiral Slade was absent. But he had pointed
out its risk bcfondiand, and had said that the British and French
admirals were
both unacquainted with circumstances and
localities.’
The allied admirals had three arguments in reply
to this warning.
First, the Czar’s circular of October 31 had
Stratford

‘

said
Russia will await the attack of the Turks.’ Next, the
orders to the commander of the Turkish flotilla were pacific.

Thirdly, Stratford Ixad prevented the Turks from including
two-dcckcrs in the flotilla, believing that their presence would
provoke a Russian attack, while a light flotilla would not. It
has been suggested that Stratford deliberately sent out a weak
force to tempt the Russian fleet to attack it and thus to bring
on the war. But this suggestion fails to consider that Stratford
proposed on November 10 to send allied steamers to Varna.
Their presence might have diverted or prevented a Russian
attack on Sinope.
Stratford only abandoned this design
because the French refused to join with him. Important
evidence as to his aims comes from an authoritative source.
Sir Edmund Lyons arrived in Constantinople on November 24
to take up his duties as second-in-command to Dundas just
after the first reports from Sinope had come in.
Lord
Stratford is all for peace,’ he stated on the 25th.
‘

According to Slade
who sent the flotilla on

it

its

was the Turks, and not
fatal

voyage

to Sinope.

Stratford,

But they

submitted so far to Stratford’s influence as to make their
purpose pacific. They had not any idea of attacking
Russian ships, as they had had in the abandoned cruise of
November 5. Osman pasha, the new commander, had received orders not to fire unless attacked. He arrived at Sinope
on the 13th and sent back a timid complaint on November 21.
Six Russian sail of the line are off the port.
If reinforcements
are not sent to us, and our position continues the same for
some time, it may well happen, may God preserve us from
’

‘

‘

THE

*

MASSACRE

’

OF SINOPE
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them, that the Imperial Fleet may incur disasters/^ This
appeal was strangely ignored by the professional sailors at
Constantinople. Sinope is only one hundred miles from
Sebastopol and the guns of its forts could not defend the
Turkish ships against a superior force. Osman was left to his
An overwhelming force of six Russian sail of the line
fate.
stood in to the harbour on November 30. The forces were
absurdly ill-matched. Osman pasha refused to surrender, but
can hardly be blamed for firing the first shot. Except for a
small steamer, every one of his ships was destroyed and at
least three thousand men were overwhelmed under a burning
torrent of grape and canister shot. Sinope was only a * massacre
in the sense that the Turks were incapable of serious resistance,
Draining the
but it was a tragedy for Turkish sailors.
sherbet of martyrdom, they gained eternal life,’ said the
’

‘

Official Gazette.

The news of Sinope unloosed a storm of extraordinary
violence against Russia. The wave of emotion was resistless
in England and took no account of the true facts. The Turks
had undertaken

large-scale operations

on the Danube, had

crossed the Russian frontier in Asia and fought battles without
any formal declaration of hostilities. To such action the naval
engagement at Sinope was a perfecdy natural reply. There
was no justification, legal or moral, for calling it a massacre,
yet the ^ massacre of Sinope ’ it remains in history. But then

triumphs over fact. The Turks had planned a
provocative cruise at the beginning of November, to stir up
fiction often

and

to attack the
Russian fleet if seen. They cancelled these orders and gave
more pacific ones to the flotilla proceeding to Sinope. But the
Russians had no knowledge of that fact. They did know that
a Turkish army, without declaring war, had attacked them in
Circassia, to sail in sight of Sebastopol,

Asia and had already fought three pitched battles. A Russian
admiral might reasonably assume that the Turkish flotilla
went to Sinope to excite a rebellion in Circassia or to throw
supplies into Batum. That these were not, in fact, the Turkish
intentions seems quite irrelevant. War cannot be made by
Could the Russian navy be expected to abstain from
halves.
fighting the Turks at sea, when the Russian army was entitled
Certainly it could. That was the
to fight them on land ?
view gravely put before the world by the newspapers, by the
people, and finally by the diplomats, of England and of France.
The argument that the massacre of Sinope was a
perfectly legitimate operation of war is now generally accepted.
The peculiar resentIt could not be so accepted at the time.
’

‘

’

EFFECT OF SINOPE
mcnt shown

explained by the Czar’s pride, by Napoleon’s
impatience, by Aberdeen's weakness, by Palmerston’s strength
by Stratford’s firmness, by war fever at Stambul, at Paris, at
The deepest cause, however, lay
St. Petersburgh, at London.
in that simmering cauldron ol' evil passions in which public
opinion is brewecl. For nearly a year the agitation against
Russia had continued alike in Stambul, in London and in
Passions of this kind might have, weakened or subsided
Paris.
had the fuel been withdrawn. But the stimulus of Sinope
caused the flames to crackle and leap up and the already
overheated cauldron to boil over.

War

is

has begun in earnest

—liiK 1

’imics,

December

13, 1853.

On December 2

the news of Sinope reached Constantinople.
The Turkish ministers received it in a cheerful cushioned
apartment, with a panoramic view of the Bay of Sinope before
them.’ They listened, apparently unconcerned, ‘ to the woful
talc ... as if listening to an account and looking at a picture
of a disaster in Chinese waters.’ One incident alone occurred.
It was reported that the pasha of Sinope had abandoned his
post and fled. The pasha was a friend of Rcschid’s, who
said naively, ‘ he could not be expected to remain in the way
The Sultan at least marked his sense of
of cannon-balls.’
the disaster by refusing to allow the Capudan pasha to come
into his presence. Ministers were so incapable and so rash
that two days later they sent orders to tlic Capudan pasha
himself to proceed with only four frigates on another Black Sea
cruise.
Another disaster would have resulted, and it was only
with difficulty that Stratford got the orders revoked. He at
‘
It is
first thought of sending in the Franco-British fleet.
painfully evident that the peace of Europe is exposed to the
most imminent danger ; nor do I see how we can either with
honour, or tvith prudence, taken in its larger and truer sense,
abstain longer from entering the Black Sea in force at every
risk, and thereby redeeming the pledge which has in fact, been
given, not only to the Porte, but to all Europe, by the presence
of our squadron here. God knows that we have carried forbearance and the love of peace to an extent productive of much
embarrassment and Brought with perilous contingencies.’ *
‘

* F.O. 78/94iA.
suppressed in Acamts
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The French ambassador agreed, and the two consulted the
allied naval men as to the purely naval possibility of an allied
move into the Black Sea. They seem to have viewed the
disaster with calm,

and Lyons stated that the

allied fleets

could actually go into the Black Sea at once, though he
doubted the wisdom on grounds of policy. For the time
No further movement was
being this view was decisive.
None was decided until the
attempted for a time.
17th.
So we may now turn to St. Petersburgh, Paris and

London.

The effect of Sinope on the Czar was electric and immediate.
Even a staid Russian diplomat like Meyendorff regarded it as
the victory we needed and despaired of getting this winter.’
‘

He

was glad that the British parliament was not sitting, otherthe effect on wounded British
wise he would have feared
pride, combined with the weakness of Aberdeen.’ As it was,
the British Ministry might fall and thus produce peace. The
Czar was almost as indiscreet in public as his diplomat had shown
^

himself in private. He published a letter rejoicing in the
’
success of my brave seamen,’ and expressing ‘ satisfaction
that the tradition of victory ‘ has not been forgotten in the
piece
Russian navy.’ St. Petersburgh was in ecstasy.
On the
called La bataille de Sinope ’ was staged with music.
first night of the representation every member of the Imperial
family except the Emperor was present. Balls and illuminaThe news of
tions succeeded one another for many nights.
this Russian exaltation shocked the British public, which was
listening eagerly to accusations against the Czar. The
‘
Sinope massacre ’ proved that he had broken his pledge and
attacked like a conspirator with knife in the dark. The Czar’s
circular of October 31 stated that he would remain on the
He had
defensive, despite Turkey’s declaration of war.
published it before he knew that Omer pasha had attacked on
the Danube or that Abdi pasha had invaded Georgia. He had
always said he would repel attacks. Once Turkey had
attacked, acts of war on his part were fully justified. The
There were few men in
public would not listen to reason.
England,’ says Kinglake, ‘ who doubted that the onslaught of
Sinope was a treacherous one.’
On December 9 Delane, the editor of The Times^ came out
fuming from an interview with Aberdeen. He saw Greville
and told him all about it. The prime minister ‘ went off in a
and said the [Russian] Emperor
.
tirade against The Times
had done nothing that we had any right to complain of, and
talked all the extravagant anti-Turkish and pro-Russian
‘

A

^

‘

.

.
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language of which he has been so constantly accused, and which
fully justify the taintts of the Tory and Radical press, although
they don’t know how right they are. Dclane said it was
impossible to endure such stuff as this, which was very likely
to break up the gow'rnuKmt, and at all events The Tzmgj would
I sent him,’ says Greville,
be no party to such sentiments.’
to Clarendon whom ho would fmd in a very different mind,
but sadly bothercxl by the discordant news of Aberdeen and
Palmerston, the on<; for peace at any price and submission to
Russia, the other for immediate war.’ * Two days afterwards
massacre; ’ arrived. Dclane had already
die news of the
decided to abandon his moderation, but the news of Sinope
brought the 'rhuncU;rer into action. Peace was no longer
compatible with the honour and dignity of the country
but now ‘war has begun in earnest’ (December 13). The
Times showed the way to the waverers, and soon brought them
over in a body.
On December 1 1 the whole (country had been thrilled by
the news of Sinope. A second sensation (;amc on the i6th with
the news that Palmerston had resigned from the ministry.
The Reform Bill, which he championed and Russell opposed,
seems to have been really the cause. Palmerston had contemplated resignation over the Reform Bill before the news of
Sinope arrived. He wrote at once to Clarendon, As an
Englishman, to say nothing of being^ a member of the government, I am ashamed of tlic plight in which it places us.’
It was too good an opportunity to miss and he serit in his
resignation on the 14th. Aberdeen, on receiving his letter,
wrote to Clarendon saying that the press would not probably
When they [the newspapers] speak, it
have it on the 15th.
ought to be made clear that it is Reform and riot the East
which has produced it.’ That question has remained a little
obscure ever since. Palmerston was, at any rate, not averse from
‘

‘

‘

‘

‘

’

.

.

‘

‘

hinting that lack of vigour in the Eastern policy had influenced
his decision.
The pressmen were only human, and some,

were misled. But if they were divided as to the
cause of resignation they were unanimous about the massacre.’
Palmerston’s organ, the Morning Post, said Sinope was a violent
outrage’ calling for ‘immediate war’ (December 16). The
Morning Herald thought it a damning disgrace calling for

though not

all,

‘

‘

‘

’

revenge. The Globe declared Russia not ‘ accessible to the
ordinary motives of the rest of the human family,’ and reproved
even ‘ the regretted Lord Palmerston ’ for assuming that she
• Grev. unpublished Jwm., December 10, 1853 (referring to gth). I think this
mTist be the first interview of a premier with an editor leading to war in England
I
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The

laggards trooped into the fold where The Times
had already shown them the way. The Morning Chronicle decided to
strike down the aggressor/ and the hitherto
detached Manchester Guardian said war would be precipitated
was.

‘

’

‘

(December

21).

Few governments have

ever been subjected to pressure so

sudden and so severe, and few ministers would have dared to
resist it.
In fact most of them did not want to. Even Graham
thought Russia had gone too far, and advocated some strong
Clarendon, who had nobly controlled his excitement
step.
till now, finally gave way.
You think I care too much for
public opinion but really when the frightful carnage at Sinope
comes to be known we shall be utterly disgraced if upon the score
of humanity we don’t take active measures to prevent any more
such outrages.’
Aberdeen was shaken and Graham was
wavering, but Gladstone and Argyll were still formidably
"

Comments,

of Disraeli upon the effect of
^
Palmerston’s absence, rang in the government’s ears.
As for
lowering the tone of the cabinet, that we defy them to do,’
wrote this master of invective in the Press of December 17.
As to their energy, its evidence may be found in the Bay of
Sinope.’
The policy of Lord Palmerston had in the main
been followed, but it has always been followed too late.’
This article appeared on December 17, the very day that the
cabinet met, and convinced them that they must not be ^ too
Palmerston was away, but the conclusion ultilate again.’
mately reached owed as much, if not more, to his absence
than it would have done to his presence. Like Caesar, he was

pacific.

like those

‘

‘

mighty yet.’
So early as the first week of December Clarendon had taken
a grave step under the pressure of Russell.
In writing
‘

‘

yesterday [7th] to Seymour [St. Petersburgh] respecting the
mihtary successes desired by Russia I said that we did not want
to menace, but that on the contrary it was a friendly act to
give due warning that, if Russian troops crossed the Danube,
Russian troops and Russian stores going from one Russian port to
another would be intercepted by English Mps and I left it to him to
convey this unofficially to the government in whatever way
he thought best.’ ^ This was written a few days before news
of the Sinope massacre reached London. As soon as it did,
all agreed to send the fleet into the Black Sea.
Palmerston
urged the despatch on December ii and 13, and even Graham
thought that Sinope authorizes ’ us to send it. Clarendon
’

‘

‘

* Pfe. Clar.

MSS.

Lord John Russell

quoting Clarendon’s letter of 8th.

Italics

to Clarendon,

my own.
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14,
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could

resist

uo

Ioniser.

His despaU'li to Stratford of the

17th

ttssumed (incorrectly) that the allied fleet was already in
the
Black Sea.
Lord Jolm'.s proposition for intercepting the Russian fleet
if the 'I’urks crossed th<^ Danulx' had not only been accepted
by (llarendon. He had gone farther and had unofficially
notified

declared

tlu' fact
it

nuist

On

to Rtissia.

he

tlu'

ollicially notified.

Lord John Russell
He had demanded this

tilth

he now insisted.
measure before Sinopt'
If you do not
facct'pl this],’ wrote Lord J<thn on the tilth,
I shall be much
inclined to withdraw altogether from the government. I consider this measure was proinist'd me by Lord Aberdeen and
1
have your h'lter aflirmiug (hat you had agreed to my proYou only dmnurred to (he oflicial cotnrnunication to
posal.
Russia, Inti that is essentiid to fair dealing.’ While Clarendon
was hcsit.'Uing he received tin overture from Paris, which we
mav French proposition.’ It forced his hand
will call the
and the crisis.
On th() tyth Cowley h;id sent a warning. ‘The French
‘

;

‘

‘

goc'crnment think th' ojfair of Sinope and not the passage of the
Danube should Ix^ the signal for action of the Fl(;<;ts.’ Napoleon
thus took a hand. A very strong (tomnuntication was received

from France on the ipth.’*' It denianded that Russia’s warships
and transports should be iuterc.irpted in the Black Sea and
turned back to their ports to pr<;vt‘ut tmothcr massacre.’
Napoleon .saw no certain means of controlling her [Russia’s]
action in the Black S<ai
but by swct'ping the sea of the
Russian flag.’ He told (lowley privately that he would be
disappointed if the scheme were not adopted. Clarendon
had an interview with Walcwskl on the 20th. He agreed then
that England would go into the Black Sea and protect Turkish
territory if violated by Russia.
He would so inform the
Russian admiral. He wrote to Stratford that no further
instructions were needed, but the cabinet, though filled with
an unabated desire for peace,’ was determined that the allied
fleets should obtain
complete command of the Black Sea.’
‘

‘

’

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

The

phrase about asserting the command of the Black Sea
was thus put in Clarendon’s instruction of the 20th, because it
had been agreed on with Walcwski on that day. On the 21st
Walewski wrote a threatening letter to Clarendon. England
had agreed that the Russian admiral should be warned that
the allied fleets would prevent or punish
an aggression
against Ottoman territory but not against the [Ottoman]
flag.’
Walewski argued that the Russians would in fact
‘

’

‘

*

Not the i 8 th as stated in E,P.

11,

No. 338 .

Italics

in Cowley’s letter my own.
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reinforce their garrisons and thereby come into conflict with
the Turks. Then he. Clarendon, might go a step further and
support the ‘ new French proposition as a whole. Clarendon
’

was not quite convinced, but Lord John’s pressure already
weighed heavily on him. And he also learned from a private
letter from Cowley that
the Emperor is so convinced of its
necessity that he is prepared, should it become necessary, to
carry it out alone.’
That convinced Clarendon altogether
and carried Aberdeen and the cabinet.
At the cabinet held on the 22nd Lord John was not present,
because he thought that his policy had triumphed. But in
fact events took a different turn.
The cabinet now feared
separation from France. A way of remaining with her had
been telegraphed by Cowley from Paris.
Offer [the] French
government to send fleets into [the] Black Sea immediately for
defensive purposes, and undertake to carry out the French
^

‘

proposition to the full if the present negotiations lead to
nothing. I think that this will satisfy them.’
Aberdeen
had at first been inclined to reject this suggestion, on the ground
that
we must surely know why the negotiations lead to
nothing.’ Subsequently he thought it might be accepted ' if
concerted with other measures.’ Some ingenious draftsman
in the cabinet suggested that they could accept the new French
proposition for intercepting Russian warships and shutting up
their fleet in Sebastopol, if Napoleon agreed to urge the latest
peace proposals at Constantinople. As Aberdeen told the
Queen, It was stated very unequivocally that the Emperor
of the French would either execute the project alone or that
‘

’

‘

he would withdraw

whole

Unfortunately public opinion in this country would not permit the
risk of dissolving the aUiance at this juncture by the assertion
of a little more independence.’ * The cabinet thought it
could yield to Napoleon over the fleet, if they pledged him to
urge on the peace proposals. This compromise delighted
Gladstone and the pacifists. * It fell short of war,’ as Kinglake
says, by a measure of distance which, though it might seem
very sm^ to people with common eyesight, was more than broad
enough to afford commodious standing-room to a man delighting as he did in refinements and slender distinctions.’ So the
cabinet decided on a step which the pacifists hoped would
lead to peace, and which the forward party thought might
not end in war.
Aberdeen thus for the third time adversely influenced
his

fleet to

Toulon.

.

.

.

‘

* Aberdeen to the Queen, December 22, 1853, quoted in part by Kingsley
Martin, 1 76, and full text in App. VI, from JRqy. Arch,
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His accession to power had convinced the Russian
Emperor that England would never go to war with him. The
Russian Emperor was to find himself deceived. Aberdeen
was himself deceived on the two other occasions. He had
ordered the fleet to Constantinople in September on the
strength of French information as to a sedition there. He
now agreed to the move into the Black Sea on the strength of
information equally dubious as to the views of the French
Emperor. He had urged the cabinet to act because the strong
man of France would act alone if they did not. But the strong
man armed declared later that he had never meant to go
forward alone.* This was the admission of Napoleon himself.
So here was a third tragic blunder in which Aberdeen had a
events.

share.

This final and fatal decision of the British government was
contained in a despatch to Stratford on December 24. In its
original form it had included Lord John’s demand for interception of Russian warships in the Black Sea if the Russian
troops crossed the Danube. But this was cut out and the final
draft represented a real, though not an apparent, surrender to
France. It adopted the specific mode of action proposed by
the [French] Emperor.
The Ottoman flag, as well as the
Ottoman territory, should be protected by the combined fleets,
and ... all Russian vessels, other than merchant-men, met
in the Black Sea, should be required to return to Sebastopol.
Her Majesty’s Government do not disguise from themselves
that it may at no distant period involve England and France
in war with Russia.’
This was offset by a suggestion that the
Turks would not be allowed to be aggressive.’ England and
France would restrain national feeling in Turkey, and take
charge of the peace negotiations between her and Russia in the
hope that a last-moment agreement might be reached.
Unfortunately peacemakers rarely succeed when they use a
‘
fleet as a means of negotiation.
No one,’ as Robespierre
'

.

-

.

‘

‘

said,

‘

loves

armed

’

missionaries.’

V
I

God

has been my lot to bring about the last offer of peace, and in such
terms as to satisfy \our‘\ Government and be thought acceptable to Europe ,
Stratford TO HIS Wife, January 23, 1854.
thank

it

had decided against an immediate move of the
into the Black Sea in the first week of December,

Stratford
allied fleet

* Vide App. VII.
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though the British or French cabinets would have approved
such action at any time after the news of Sinope. His delay
in moving the fleet enabled him to make a last effort for peace.
The Turks, who had been so warlike for two months, had a
cool fit during the third one. In October they had rejoiced to
escape from their terrible schoolmaster in November they were
;

more submissive

December

actually docile. Ashamed of
their hot fit, they reverted mechanically to their old subjection,
and Stratford regained nearly all his old influence.
Stratford had prepared a new peace proposal, the eleventh
and the last. Baraguay d’Hilliers co-operated, and the two
;

in

other ambassadors had accepted it by December 12. The
terms superseded, though they resembled, a parallel project
of Clarendon’s. There was to be an armistice between
Turkey and Russia, direct negotiations between the two,
evacuation of the Principalities, and a renewal of existing
treaties.
The note of the Four Powers was added as a guarantee.
By the 15th much progress had been made. On the
17th and 1 8th the Grand Council, doubtless at the bidding of a
higher power, was decidedly pacific and actually accepted the
proposed bases of negotiation. Mehemet Ali himself, and
others of the war-party, voted for it, though with unmistakable
^
signs of reluctance.’*
They soon showed that their consent
was only feigned, for Mehemet Ali and the Sheikh-ul-Islam
again stirred up the capital to revolt. On the 2 ist the religious
students began violent demonstrations for war. Reschid,
who was frightened out of his wits, ran away and hid himself,
and the ministers showed signs of giving way. Stratford
sought an interview with the Sultan and insisted on a firm
front being shown. The Sultan replied by confirming the vote
of the Grand Council and assenting generally to the allied
peace proposal. Immediately after Stratford’s departure the
Sultan sent for the Grand Vizier, the Sheikh-ul-Islam, and
Mehemet Ali, told them of his intentions and ordered them to
summon a council of ministers. As the council met a further
message came from the Sultan, ordering them to take immediate
measures for repressing disorders by arresting the ringleaders
of the rebels. As in September, the two conspirators were

caught in their own trap.
The Seraskier [Mehemet Ali] was
compelled to act against his own partizans and the Sheikh-ulIslam to sanction by his presence the measures adopted for their
suppression.’ About one hundred and seventy softas were
^

what Stratford says in the passage omitted in Accounts & Papers [ 1 854] ,
LXXI [1699], No. 375. For tJais and other unpublished details videF.O. 78/941,
From Stratford, No. 393 of December 18, 1853.
* This

is

,
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arrested and shipped off to pursue their religious meditations
in Crete. The soldiers, who behaved with perfect discipline
restored order, defeated Mchemet Ali’s intrigues, and assured
Stratford’s triumph.

A

most significant notice appeared in the Turkish Official
The decisions of the
Gazetle under the date December 22.
two general councils of the 17th and r8th were that a peace
capable of assuring the rights and territorial integrity of the
Sublime Porte should not be rejected. The matter of peace
the present stage ... is one of question
was under discussion
and answer,’ and the state of war is still in permanence.’ But
the fetva of the Shcikh-ul-Islam had confirmed the proposal,
His Majesty’s will has also been expressed in the same sense
‘

’

‘

;

‘

‘

and the Four Ambassadors have been communicated with.’
This notice proved quite clearly that peace was now possible.
A fetva had been issued for the war ; a.fetva was now paving the
way for peace. As usual there were pretexts for delay, and
assertions that the unrest had not subsided.
But all of the
ministers had learned a lesson. As Kinglake says, The fury
of the armed divines, insisting upon the massacre of worldlings,
was less terrible to them than the anger of the Elchi.’ On the
last day of the year Stratford wrote home in exultation that
the Turkish ministers, with the Sultan’s sanction, had accepted
his peace proposals.
It now remains with the Four Powers
to obtain the assent of Russia, and to set on foot the negotiation
which they have expressed their desire to obtain and which,
‘

‘

the Court of St. Petersburgh be sincere in its professions,
ought to terminate at an early period in peace.’ But it was to
end in war, and war by decision of British and French cabinets.

if

VI
Would God that Argo

To

ne'er

had winged

die seas

Colchis through the blue Symplegades.

Euripides, Medea.

While negotiating for peace Stratford had been arran^ng
the despatch of the allied fleet into the Black Sea. For various
reasons he and the French ambassador had shrunk from ordering that movement after the news of Sinope. But by the third
week of December both agreed that the fleets must soon move
up. The massacre of Sinope proved that Turkish territory
had not been defended from direct aggression. Stratford
himself had told Rescind that the allied admirals had no
‘

’

THE FLEET

IN

THE BLACK

SEA,

JANUARY

3,

1854
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confidence ' in the fitness of the Ottoman squadron for service
at sea in presence of an imposing enemy, and at this unfavourable season.’ The Turkish fleet in the Black Sea could only
be protected by sending up the Franco-British squadron. The
movement was decided on in principle on December 15, but
it was interrupted by the riots and not actually ordered until
the 26th. Then rough weather caused a delay, a delay which,
For on January 3, 1854,
in fact, proved extremely important.
Stratford received Clarendon’s instruction of December 20
which specifically ordered the Black Sea move. Hence the
From first to last
fleet moved on an order from home.
Stratford never ordered a fleet movement without the direct
instruction of the Home Government. The fleet did not move
into the Black Sea until the 3rd ; it was not all there until
the 5th.
On the day
It was a gloomy opening for the New Year.
the last allied ship entered the Black Sea, the French ambassador, Baraguay d’Hilliers, explained his views on the movement.
"
He felt the gravity of the step ... he understood that the
departure of these fleets might temporarily irritate [Russia].
Still he always hoped that the Russian Government would
understand that the interest of all was not to come to that extremity.
Once that conviction was established, they could not
fail to understand one another.’ *
This grave and measured
judgment represents the view of the situation taken by both
British and French ambassadors, and corresponds to that
contemplated in Clarendon’s despatch of October 20. The
advance of the allied fleet in the Black Sea might be a demonstration against Russia.
But it was not war. And it is at
least possible that the Czar would not have taken it as such.
On January 2 Nesselrode had a talk with Seymour on the
Both assumed that the Franco-British fleet was
subject.
already in the Black Sea. Nessehode assured Seymour that
the Russian fleet would in consequence of the advanced
season be little likely to leave Sebastopol.’ Seymour thought
They parted
the allied squadron would restrain the Turks.
The
on good terms after ‘ an amicable conversation.’
movement of the fleet ordered by Stratford and d’Hilliers
was that contemplated by Nesselrode. It might not therefore
have produced war. Moreover French and British admirals
informed the Russian admiral that they wished to avoid any
Palmercollision or event which might compromise peace.’
ston described this communication as milk and water,’ adding
‘

‘

‘

* K,R,A.

From

Mollerus, No. i of January
convinced his utterance was genuine.

5,

1854.

The Dutchman was
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and our ambassadors seem to have left out the milk,’
But Clarendon’s despatch of December 24 contained the new
French proposition,’ a brew infinitely stronger than Stratford’s.
On January 10 it reached Constantinople, and Stratford at
once conveyed this new and insulting intimation to the governor
of Sebastopol. Clarendon’s brew was not milk. It was wine
with the water left out, and it proved too strong for Russia’s
‘

‘

stomach.

VII
If I had not known how

withstand public opinion, I should already have crossed
moderation is not without merit nor perhaps without danger.
to

my frontiers. My
Nicholas to Castelbajac, December

la, 1853.

England and France will declare war on us.
journey for I have always been an apostle ofpeace .

December

It is

sad that

this is the

end of my

Nesselrode to Castelbajac

a, 1853.

On December 24

Palmerston withdrew his resignation ; on
January 2 he met his colleagues again in the cabinet. He was
good humoured and cheerful, ‘ ju.st as if nothing had happened,
exactly like him,’ said Graham. Even the summons
to Russia did not cause him to be serious, and he wrote to
Clarendon in liis airy way, ‘ As to our good cousin Nicholas
I scarcely expect that he will declare war against England and
France, for so polite an attention as a request that he will not
expose his Black Sea fleet to the various dangers, which might
beset their ships if they left their good anchorage at Sebastopol.
But nevertheless it is not unlikely that the month of May will
find us in active collision with him. I should say however
that seeing that all autocrat as he is, he is yet a man, he will
become reasonable in proportion as he finds that his difficulties
and dangers will increase by his remaining unreasonable;

which

is

and when he finds England and France in earnest and determined to defend Turkey, he may possibly feel that he has
nothing to gain, and may have something to lose by the continuance of his war.’* This letter makes one rub one’s eyes.
Even the grand artificer of war doubts whether the new
French proposition would achieve that end. Perhaps he had
forgotten the difference between milk and wine. Perhaps he
was influenced, like the pacifists of the cabinet, by the old
assertion that our requests were as conciliatory as our movements were defensive. Perhaps he thought that a menacing
intimation like the French proposition would have no more
effect on a haughty despot than a sharp parliamentary repartee
‘

’

* Fte.Chr.MSS. Palmerston to Clarendon, December a
7, 1853. Italicsmyown.

;
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would have had on an opposition orator. His delusion was
I doubt whether he [Nicholas]
shared by others in the cabinet.
‘

wrote Russell in January.
I still say
that war is not inevitable,^ wrote Aberdeen most pathetically on
February 12, ‘unless indeed we are determined to have it,
which perhaps, for aught I know, may be the case.’ *
On January 12, 1854, ‘the new French proposition,’ or the
wine with the water left out,’ was administered by Seymour to
Nesselrode.^"^® His manner of doing it showed that he understood the situation better than Palmerston or the cabinet.
Her Majesty’s ships, and those of the Emperor of the French
as well, for there was an entire uniformity in the orders sent to
the two fleets as in the intentions with which they were drawn
up, will, I said, enter the Black Sea and will require every
Russian ship which they may meet with to re-enter a Russian
port.
It is painful to me to
make such an allusion, but
if the summons is not attended to it will be enforced (I’on aura
“Are you sure,” Count Nesselrode said,
recours a la force)
“that this intention is expressed in your instruction? ” I was,
I replied, quite sure ; if I were not I should certainly not have
will decline the terms,’

‘

‘

‘

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

made

the statement.’ Finally ‘ Count Nesselrode said that
he felt obliged to observe that it was most unfortunate (a
regretter) that Her Majesty’s Government should have determined upon taking measures of so decided a character at the
precise moment when strenuous efforts are being made at
Vienna for coming to a peaceable arrangement.’ Nesselrode
gave no answer at the moment and said that he was awaiting

news from Vienna.

Seymour thought that Russia was playing for time. She
was hurrying on her war preparations, while trying to find out
if England and France were really in earnest.
During this
period of waiting Nesselrode was
dejected
and full of
sadness,’ always averring that he hated war, and sometimes
coming near to an appeal ad misericordiam. The Czar alternated between fits of fury and clumsy attempts at conciliation.
‘

’

‘

He

encouraged theatrical representations of La bataille de
Sinope ; he gave a new decoration to the French ambassador
he despatched his favourite Orlov on a special mission to
Vienna. It was all in vain. The peace proposals accepted by
Turkey failed to secure acceptance at Vienna, and the everresourceful Orlov returned to St. Petersburgh in dejection.
In mid-February the Czar ordered that Seymour and his
French colleague should be handed their passports. For he
‘

’

* Pte. Clar. MSS. Palmerston, December 27, 1853, italics
Russell, January 13, 1854 ; Aberdeen, February 12.

my own;

Lord John
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THE MAD MONTH AND THE WAR

could not accept the allied methods of coercing him in
the
Black Sea. lie himself had failed with Turkey when he took

hand and the olive branch in the other. He
was not going to allow this method to succeed against himself.
He did not keej) liuropc waiting long, and thus falsified
Palmerston’s prediction. It was the mad month of March
not the merry month of May, which saw the nations
the sword in one

at war.

WHY ABERDEEN

DID NOT REPAIR A

CHURCH

385

EPILOGUE
During

Lord Aberdeen was

haunted by
melancholy thoughts. Some of his actions seemed strange
even to those who knew him best. Among these was his
persistent refusal to rebuild an ugly and dilapidated parish
church on one of his estates. To all requests he returned a
steady refusal, saying always,
I leave that for George
(his
son)
Everyone thought his conduct very unusual and no one
guessed the true reason for it.®"^^ After his death a text was
found, written and rewritten by him on scraps of paper, which
supplied the key to the mystery.
his later years

often

‘

’

.

^

And David

said unto Solomon^

My son^

was in my
Lord my God. But the

as for me^

it

power to build an house unto the name of the
word of the Lord came to me, saying. Thou hast shed blood abundantly
and hast made great war : thou shalt not build an house unto my name,
because thou hast shed much blood upon the earth in my sight.^ *

Was there ever a more strange or a more touching confession ?
*

I

Chronicles, xxii,

7,

8

;

vide n.

571.

SHORT LIST OF TURKISH AND OTHER FOREIGN
WORDS AND OF ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS,
WITH A NOTE ON TURKISH NAMES
The

spelling of Turkish words, like that of Turkish names,

has been corrupted by popular and usually by mistaken usages.
But in a history, in which diplomats invariably refer to
Reschid and Abdul Medjid, etc., it would be absurd to give
them their correct titles. The proper designations will easily
be found in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, Exactly the same
principle can be applied to Turkish words and expressions.
The popular or diplomatic usage is quoted here. For instance,
ulemas is quite inaccurate as a plural, but was generally used
by almost all diplomats and publicists. I have therefore given
the normal or popular usage first, and sometimes added the
correct usage in brackets.
friend Mr. R. Levy of Christ’s
College, Cambridge, has kindly advised me as to this list.

My

Ayans (correctly ayan),

Turkish notables of provinces and

municipalities.

Charter or patent.

Berat,

Beratli {Beratti^ plur.),

holder of a

Berat^ Le, privileged person.

Bey or Beg,
Beylerbeg,

Cadi,

Honorary title.
Governor of a province.

Judge.

Holder by feudal tenure.
Despotes,
Title given to a Greek bishop.
Divan, Council or Court held by high officials.
Derebey,

Eyalet {vide Province).

Decision by a jurisconsult on a point of law. Official
confirmation by the Sheikh-uHslam of the acts or decrees
of the Sultan.
Firman, Sultan’s edict.
Gulhane, Rose Chamber. Applied to the decree of reform
issued in 1 839. The name is derived from the Kiosk in the
Seraglio where quantities of sweets were manufactured.
Guslar,
Slav minstrel, who recites traditional folksongs. The
Gusla is his stringed instrument.
Haiduk or Haidud, Robber, but often used in the sense of
Christian patriot or rebel against Islam.
Fetva,

Harakh (corruption of' Anibic Klmraj).
cxcmptinf^ them from military service.
Hntti-Shmjf

(writin,e;).

HaitkHumayun

writing)*

(cau'rcc.tly

Poll-tax on

Shtif)

of the Sultan or tlocumcnt written with his
Farming of nwenue.
lltizam.
Imams, Preachers in the m<\sque.
Jehad {Djihad), I loly war.
Kaimakams, I )<qmty-goveniors.

Kaza

ordinance

own

hand.

[vide Provinc(^),

Kislar-Airasi,

Lim

(illustrious

An

(a\igus( writing).

rayas

Clhief black

eunuch.

{vide Province').

Arch-dlianctdlor of Gn't'k patriarch of Constanti-

Logothete,

nople.

Council or Assembly.
Millet.
Nation or ('ommunity recognised by the Sultan.
(Up to 1853 there were live
Armenians, United
Armenians, Greeks, Jews, and laitins.)
Mollah,
A cadi or other jXTSon oOicially recognised as being
learned in the law, and having powiu* to interpret it.
Mnfti. A Judge having power to grant ii fetva.
Grand
Mufti, i.e, th<' Judge or the Sheikh-ul-lslam.

Mejliss,

:

Mishan.

Ollieial seal or decoration.

Regular troops.
Nizdoi.
Padishah,
Sultan or Emperor.
Province,

Government

fixed in 1B34.
The Eyalet or general
subdivided into Livas or Sanjaks or provinces,

government
and these again into Kazas or
Rayas {Rajahs or

districts.

of Rayet., also Raihssi),
for non-Mussulman subjects of the Sultan.
RcCiahs^ plural

Rediffs (correctly Redifs)

.

Name

Reserve troops.

Richvet (correctly rishvet).

Bribery.

Sanjak {vide Province).
Sheikh-^uklslam,

Chief or elder of Islam, interprets the law and

issues thQ fetva sanctioning the Sultan’s acts.
Spahi or Sipahi. Feudal cavalryman.

Sultana Valide,

Queen-Mother.

Commerce.
MehkemessL Commercial Court.
OdasL Chamber of Commerce.

Tidjaret (correctly Tijaret),

Timar,

Feudal

fief.

Ulemas (correctly ulema).

The

learned.

The body

of Moslem

jurists.

Wakuf {Vacuf or Wakf), Property set apart
for Mosques or charitable institutions.

as

endowment
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BOOK I
SULTAN MAHMUD
CHAPTER

I

The Reforms of Mahmud

II

General Bibliographical Note.
MS. Authorities. The British Foreign Office Correspondence, 1807contains a number of private letters from Lord Ponsonby. Sir
1839
Stratford Canning (de Redcliffe’s) private papers are in F.O.
The

—

consular reports are also of value.
Netherlands Rijks ArchieJ {N.R.A.).
Correspondence^
1831-9.
Wiener Staats Archiv (W.S.A.), 1833-4, 1838-9.

1807-9,

1826,

Secondary but Contempoilary Accounts.
Tarikh-l-Enderun^ i.e. a history of the Imperial Household of Turkey
under Mahmud II {1227-46 or 1812-30), Constantinople [1859-60].
This gives an account of what to the Turkish Court Chronicler, and
doubtless to Mahmud himself, seemed the most important events of the
reign. Most of it is concerned with the details of court progresses and the
fall of ministers, but the destruction of the janizzaries takes a high place.
It throws little light on the vexed question of the influence of Mahmud’s

French Creole mother.
A good contemporary account is contained in Turquie, Paris [1843], by
It has much local
J, M. J. Jouannin and J. van Gaver, chs. xxix-xxxi.
colour and quotations from Turkish sources.
Sir A. Slade
Travels in Germany and Russia [1840] has a few Turkish
:

references.
Idem.
Travels

Turkey^ etc. [new edition, 1854], was written in
The author was a British officer in the Turkish navy, known as
1831.
Mushaver Pasha. He gives an account of naval activities in the Russian
war, and is a first-hand authority all round though not always accurate in
detail.
He is useful as being an apologist for the old Turkish conservatism
and regards Mahmud as a dangerous innovator {vide especially chs.
His work is criticised in David Ross, Opinions of the Press on the
viii-ix).
Eastern Question [1836], 300-23.
Ahmed Vefyk considered Slade’s the best
account from the Turkish conservative standpoint. He expressed his own
views in White, Three Tears \in Constantinoplel , Vol. 1 , 1 1 o sqq. This invaluable
work, based on Ahmed Vefyk’s information, in three volumes [1845], is
praised by Layard, but it deals with society and manners in 1844 and only
retrospectively with Mahmud’s reign.
The ultra-conservative view is
presented with mystic eloquence by David Urquhart, Turkey and its
in

:

CHAPTER I—BIBLIOGRAPHIGAL

400
Resources [1833),

and again

in the Spirit of the East^ 2 vols. [1838].
are ingtmious but, as Ahmed Vcfyk said, he

Some

of liis arguments
is
an
advocate,’ and he ascribes all the good in Turkish institutions to inspiration
from Mecca and to the Arab spirit. Still tlie theory that Mahmud’s
innovations could have been avoided, or were disastrous to Turkey, is
worth sUidying in Slade and Urquhart.
General impressions of th<' reign are to b(^ inferred from or formed in
the following eontemi^orary works Gharles White, as mentioned. R. Walsh
A residence at CofistaTitinople [ 183(1 contains authentic details as to Mahmud
and som(‘ of his chief agents. Gharles Macfarlane Constantmople in 1828
1829] is useful though slight and not always accurate. There is a good
deal of information in James Porter, Tnrktiy^ its Ilistory and Progress, edited
by Sir G. Larp<!nt, 2 vols.
but it is never ciuite clear whether the
author is d<\scribing Ihti eighteenth or nineteenth century.
For this
reason The Turks, iranslatetl from the French of A. L. Castellan [1821], is
more valuable as an unquestionabU^ contemporary view of manners under
Mahmud 11 The reign was (\ssentially one of transition. Earlier works
like d’Ohsson’s are very questionable, and later ones, which have much
merit for the reign of Abdul Medjid, have little for that of Mahmud.
Parliamentary Papers, A.
P., deal chietly with diplomacy in Greece, and
with Egypt until we come to the Gommercial Convention of April 16,
Vide
1838, when abundance of information as to its working is supplied.
‘

’

:

1

:

1

.

&

n. 62, infra.

Few

quoted for Greec(% Servia, the Principalities, Syria
and PJgypt, as these form special problems in thems(*lvcs and were separated
in name or fact from Mahmud’s rul<j. A. Bond
La Turquie d^ Europe, Paris
[1840], 4 vols., is a valuable contemporary survey mostly of the Christian
authorities art;

:

lands.

John Barker, edited by E.

B. B. Barker

:

Syria and Egypt {under

the

of Turkey), 2 vols. [1878], lias much inside value for the
thirties and forties, as it is written by an cx-olBcial and a permanent
resident in the East.
Asia Minor, E. Caclalvc^nc et E. Barrault, Deux annSes de Phistoire d’ Orient,
Paris [1840], 2 vols.
Kurdistan, Letters from the East, H. J, Ross [1902 ], gives a picture for the
year 1839, as does Horatio Southgate, Narrative of a tour through Armenia,

last five Sultans

Kurdistan, Persia, Mesopotamia [1840], 2 vols.
The Asiatic narratives of Layard and Macfarlane,

both great travellers,
lie outside the reign of Mahmud.
Two modern books, S. H. R. Longrigg,
Four Centuries of Modern Iraq [1925], R. Coke, Bagdad, the City of Peace
[1927], are secondary woi'ks dealing adequately with Mahmud’s conquest
of Iraq, and Longrigg’s includes southern Kurdistan.

Modern Secondary Works,

—The best general ones are

:

George Young
Constantinople [1926], a useful general account.
Lord Eversley, The Turkish Empire, 2nd ed. [1923].
W. Miller, The Ottoman Empire and its Successors [1927]. Admirable
on the Balkan States.
G. Rosen, Geschickte der Turkei, Leipzig [1866].
N. Jorga Geschickte des Osmanischen Reiches, Gotha [1913]? Bd. V, is still
Sir

:

:

of much value.
Sir

T.W. Arnold: The

Caliphate,

Oxford [1924],

is

a

classic

work, but

hardly touches Mahmud except at 147-8.
B. A. Martin, The Veiled Empress, New York [1933], attempts to reveal
the influence of Mahmud’s French Creole mother upon him. But evidence
is lacking, almost the only fact in the British records being notice of her

CHAPTER
Such testimony

death.

being given to

by

Mahmud

points to the impulse to Westernism
Sultan Selim while sharing his captivity, not

as there

by

401

I

is

mother in the harem.
R. Levy Sociology of Islam^ Vols. I—II [1931—3]

his

:

5

is

admirable, but general

in character.

D’Ohsson Tableau General de VEmpire Ottoman^ Paris [1788], is quite
wrong about the Caliphate and in other particulars. It is also too early
for our period. Two really important works, though hardly touching our
period, are Barnette Miller, Beyond the Sublime Porfe, Newhaven [1931!, and
Ottoman Statecraft: The Book of Counsel for Vezirs and Governors of Sari Mehmed
Pasha, the Defterdar. Turkish text and translation, etc., by W. L. Wright
:

[1935]-

^

P. 6

From van Dedem, No. 28 of July 23, 1808; No.

JV.R.A.

.

29 of

No. 30 ofJuly 30 ; No. 33 of August 10.
^ P. 6.
N,R.A. From van Dedem, No. 30 of July 30, 1808.
® P. 7.
The revolt of the janizzories under Selim needs to be carefully
studied to understand the reasons of its success. The Turkish Court Chronicle
is relatively slight on the subject.
The quaint pamphlet written by Chelib
Effendi to discredit the janizzaries is worthy of study. Its text is in
W. W. Wilkinson, Wallachia and Moldavia [ 1 820] 2 1 6-94. Another contemporary account deals with the Bairactar’s deposition of Mustapha and
loads the janizzaries with abuse. It is translated by Colonel T. Gordon,

July 25

;

,

who

suspects

that

was written by a Turk of fame and learning.
of Miscellaneous Translations from Oriental Languages

it

Vide Vol. II, sec. 3,
[1834].
A. Juchereau : Revolutions de Constantinople en 1807—8, Paris [1819], is
of first-rate importance for the story, so are Jouannin and van Gaver,
Turquie, 371—84.
The Annual Register (1807—8) relies mainly on accounts

from Vienna.

great confusion as to what happened. Barnette
Miller {Beyond the Sublime Porte, 209—10) says the Bairactar got up to the
Gate of Felicity, and this is in itself probable. She says that Selim ‘ had
been strangled some days previously,’ which fact I think unlikely. Where
accounts conflict I have rdied on the account given in N.R.A., 1807-8, by
van Dedem, the Dutch representative. He was the only diplomat received
by the Bairactar, and supplies other evidence of value.
^ P. 7.
N.R.A. From van Dedem, No. 33 of August 10, 1808.
® P. 7.
N.R.A. From Testa, No. 5 of January 19, 1809 ; No. ii of

There

is

March

24.
P. 8.
P. 9.

Barker, I, 41.
’
Barker, II, 100.
® P. 9.
Macfarlane, Constantinople in 1828, II, 378-83. Slade, Travels
Bssss, Letters, 10— ii.
in Turkey, 115-6,
® P. 10,
F.O. Turkey, 78/256. From Ponsonby, Nos. 204—5, November 4-5, 1835, with enclo. a good general account by James Brant, who
®

went

to see for himself.

F.O. 78/277. From Ponsonby, No. 152 of September 8,
No. 184 of October 12, enclo, reports of R. Wood of June 28 and

P. 10.

1836

;

September

3,

P. 10.

an

eye-witness.
Exploits in subduing

Mohammed

the Blind are described in

R. Wood, Memo of March 28, 1853 {vide App. I), and differ a little from
those quoted in n. 10. Rowanduz had been defended by guns cast on the
Southgate
spot, but to-day ( 1 935) there is a road through its difficult gorge.
{Narrative, II, 240-2, 267) attests the order in Sivas and Mosul (1840).
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P. ir. F.0. 7B/256. iVlinuteofLordPalmcrston,
enclo. to Ponsonby, No. 204 of November 3.

December

25, 1835 ’

From Poiisouby, No, 22 1 of November 27, 1836.
F.O. 78
Coke, Baiidad, ch. xiv. Longrifti:^, Four Centuries, chs. x-xi.
If*
R(‘port by Colonel F. R. Chesney of
F\ 0
78/273.
for tiie views of Palmerston, vide supra.
February 22, 1836
P. 12. Sir R. Wilson, Private Journal [1861], I, 123, July 10, 1812.
P. 13, l}etails from Annual Ri\{fistcr [ i82()), 126-8,
P. 15. Nassau Senior, Journal kept in Turkey and Greece (1857-8).
reminiseencos of Calvert.
I.ondon i8r)9li
Maefarlane, Constantinople in x8s8, 11 379-80. Journal
P. x8.
of Mr. Slarbuek. This is a us(‘ful and vivid narrative. There are a few
good touches also in White, Three. Tears. [Stratford {de Redcliffefl,
[Lane-] Poole 1888] was an eye-wilncss and his evidence is valuable. The
Annual Register [i82()| is also useful.
P. II.
P. II.
P. 12.

*

.

;

l

,

[

P.

August

21.

1826.

12,

Poole,

Life

of

J1888],

I,

423-4.
3^

P. 21.

n,

Constantinople in 1828.

P. 21.

R.

0

.

Mcllish,

June

Vide supra, n.

28, 1B29, in Poole, IJfe of

Stratford,

75*

P. 22.

The

The

Turkish Court Chronicler's
valuable record is supplied by

destruction of thejanij:,zaries.

account is on the whole follow't'd. A
R, Walsh, A residence at ConstaJitinople [ 1 836 ), 1 2()4-6, and more particularly
his App. VII, 502-25, which is l)ased on evid<ince of eye-witnesses.
Poole {Lfe of Stratford, J, 424-5) gives some details from Hussein himself,
as docs Nassau Senior, Journal in Turkey and Greece of 1857-8 [1859], 186.
Hussein perhaps cmbroidcre<l his exploits. Other authorities are men,

tioned in note ii, supra. On the whole Walsh and the Turkish Court
The chief discrepancy
Chronicler arc the most detailed and agree fairly well.
Senior {Journal, 137) reports
is as to the number of janiz’/.aries killed.
Ahmed Vefyk as saying few were killed,’ and only 800 executed.
White {Three Tears, III, 124), influenced by Ahmed Vefyk, gives 5,000;
Stratford gives 6,000, and this figure is confirmed by Jouannin and van Gaver,
Turquie, 405, five or six thousand.’ The Turkish Court Chronicler puts the
slain ‘ without the least exaggeration at 30,000,’ but figures are never a
strong point with orientals. Much would depend on how many janizzaries
were in the Et-Mcidan. Most people think about 20,000 were there;
Walsh suggests that 30,000 were at one time there, but that some of these
retired before the conflict.
M.R*A. Baron dc Nyevelt, No. 109 of
July 10, 1826, puls slain and executed at 15,000 in all. All agree that
very few were slain in the provinces.
P, 22. Moniteur Ottomane of February 10, 1838.
remarks
P.22. The text is in Gadalv^ne et Barrault, II, 343-8.
in Slade’s Travels, 152-3, Deportation was a classic way of killing
Armenians, and was used on an unexampled scale in the late war. Vide
‘

‘

Grant and Temperley, Europe in

the Nineteenth

and Twentieth Centuries [1932],

571-80.
Moniteur Ottomane of February 10, 1838.
F.O* 78/252. From Ponsonby, No. 17 of January 25, 1835 ;
F.O. 78/273, No. 28 of March 14, 1836.
P. 24. F.O. 78/278, From Ponsonby, No. 218 of November 18,
1836.
F.O. 78/305.
P. 24. N.R.A. From Testa, No. 331 of April 19, 1837
From Ponsonby, No. 213 of September 13, 1837 ; No. 216 of September 16.
The last account is, with one intermediary, from Halil himself.
P. 23.
P. 24,

;

^

f

.
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P. 25. N.R.A, From Testa, No. 369 of September 20, 1837.
The murder of Pertev, This matter is mysterious and typical
P. 25.
of an oriental Court intrigue. Franz Babinger, Die Geschichts-Schreiber
der Osmanen und Ihre Werke^ I, 40 ; Leipzig [1927], 357-8.
Slade {Travels
in Germany and Russia^ I, 228-35), who knew the inside of the palace, details
the intrigues of Halil and particularly stresses Pertev’s objection to the
Sultan’s portraits. Testa, N.R.A.^ No. 369 of September 20, 1837 No. 377
of November 7 (also No. 368 of October 13), connects the whole matter
with Ponsonby’s struggle for power. The Dutch Minister did not realise
that Ponsonby liked Pertev because he was anti-Russian {F.O. 78/305.
;

From Ponsonby, No. 216

of September 16, 1837), and would hardly have
desired his fall. Moreover, Ponsonby does not seem to have known
of the intrigue until Pertev had fallen. No one, except Testa, mentions
Mahmud’s resentment against Pertev on account of the plot in Constantinople during his (the Sultan’s) absence. It is clear that the Sultan took
a serious view of this, for he disgraced Pertev’s son-in-law as soon as he
returned to the capital {N.R.A. From Testa, No. 346 of June 28, 1837).
But Mahmud waited for three months, and evidently reflected much,
before disgracing Pertev himself. It would seem therefore that Halil
only took advantage of Pertev’s imprudences over the plot, the army, and
the Sultan’s portrait, to achieve his fall. The whole seems to have been
an intrigue by Husrev and Akif, and Halil was their ignorant but useful
pawn. It is, however, extremely probable that Ponsonby worked with
Reschid in May 1838 to overthrow Aktf.
He had been on very bad
terms with him, though he was too discreet oflBcially to admit his share in
his downfall.
E. J. W. Gibb {History of Ottoman Poetry [1905], IV, ch. ix)
gives Akif’s own account and estimates him as a writer.
From Testa, No. 399 of March 14, 1838; No. 401
P. 26. N.RA,
of March 2 1
The Turkish Press under Mahmud, Vide White, Three Tears
P. 26.
II, 218-25.
Crawley, Greek IndeWalsh, Constantinople II, 279-84.
pendence [1930], 94-5 n.
Under Mahmud the first newspaper to appear in
the Turkish Empire was a Greek sheet known as the Salpinx Hellenicon^
which was published in 1821. It was followed by a pro-Turk journal

from Smyrna, Le Spectateur Orientale, edited by a Frenchman called M. Tricot,
who had once been attached to the French consulate at Constantinople.
It was succeeded in 1 824 by a better journal, Le Smyrneen, edited by M. Roux.
The Courier de Smyme appeared in 1828, edited by M. Blaque, who was
under both French and Austrian influences. Through its means ProkeschOsten advocated concessions by Turkey to avoid worse evils. Mahmud
seems to have noted this journal and issued a kind of official account of
This led on to the idea of a general
his campaign against Bagdad in 1830.
Its prospectus was issued in October 1831, as about
official chronicle.
to be printed both in Turkish and French under the title ‘ Tablet of
Events.’ The aim was officially stated to be to correct ‘ false reports and
idle speculations,’ and to give a record of domestic and foreign policy,
and of new inventions and commercial progress. The French version

known

was edited by M. Blaque, formerly of the
was succeeded on his death by M. Franceschi, and

as the Moniteur Ottomane

Courier de Smyrne,

He

he (1841) again by M. Rouet, a follower of Reschid. The Turkish editor
was a mollah. Both were controlled by Mahmud, who sometimes wrote
articles himself and inserted details of the Turkish budget, as well as all

At Smyrna the Journal

Smyrne and the Echo
Vide
de V Orient also appeared under Mahmud, but these were French.
supra, pp. 244-5, and infra, n, 368, for press (1841-53).
sorts of other information.
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the text I quote Ohrzanovskfs
is
atiother tisrful (me in F, 0
78/309, J. B. Fraser,
July 20, 1837, lie puls the available AW///.V at ^hf^t^u, while Ghrzanovski
4
suggests only i3»ooo.
It must be reeolleetf'd that it was not till
1843 that
eoiweripthni prtjtiueetl r<\serveH in any tpjantity, and that Syria and Adana

question
report,
Tliere
I

lus

is

iull

<d

In

diilieulties.

.

were closed as n'cruitiug gronnds till 18.(1.
useless on military matters, but there are

J'he bo(»ks are almost wholly
a few point.s in White, Three
HmrXi III, 124-5. Moltkf* [HiLuiam iniUtlt*aria and Rwnelia^ xlinB-^O) 12-13,
t(), U!
1854)) wrote toi^ soon after the <lestruetion of the janizzarics, but he
reckoned the army of regulars at 80,000 (of which 80,000 were infantry and
48,000 from t he new artny)
Irregulars he put at about 1 00,000. He praises
the courag<^ of the ciaumon soldier and criticist's tlus Turkish generals.
inder
S* '^*7^t)ltke, the Field-Marshal, has some useful t'ornments in
lurkd (1835-9), Berlin [1876). The military reports of 1841, though
written just after Mahmtul\s rtugn, enabht us to see what his army was like.
Ihc best is in F, 0 78/431, From Pomsonby, No. 70 of February 21, 1841,
endo* report of Col. Hugh Ro.se of February 20. I'herc are also a number
of reports from Capt. R. Williams,
who w'a.s trying to organise the artillery
and engineers. 'Fhe best is F.O,
78/434, private. From Ponsonby of
1

,

.

*

June

8, 1841,

endo, Gapt. Williams of June 7
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of' line.

Over 100 guns
Over 90 guns
80 guns and over
70 guns and over
.

;

cp. infra^ n. 248,
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In frigates the Russians had a slight superiority. This was in 1838.
Moltke {Russians, 29, 282) puts the Russian Black Sea fleet at 16 ships of
the line, and the Turkish at 6 during 1828-9. So Mahmud had made up
the leeway in ten years. For position 1839-53, vide supra, ch. vi, n. 250.
From Sir R^ Gordon, No. 92 of November ir,
P. 31. iJ’.O. 78/191.
1830.
52

P. 31.

is

a

difficult question.

jF.O. 78/191.

From

R. Gordon, No. 92 of November 1 1, 1830. The best account, though a
little later in date, is in White, Three Tears, I, ch. vii ; vide also Sir G. Larpent,
There is a useful historical survey in d’Ohsson, Tableau
Turkey, II, 205-6.
General de V empire Ottoman, Paris [1788], Tome II, Book III, ch. v, though
this last is a doubtful source.
55 P.
F, 0 78/309. July 20, 1837.
32. Finance in the reign of Mahmud,
Memo of J. B. Fraser contains a report of finance. It is sketchy in the
highest degree. The only certain item was the haratch, or Christian tribute
for exemption from military service, which he put at ;^500,ooo. The
customs he reckoned at 3-4,000,000. Other items were tithe, land-tax
and tribute. He estimated that in Europe Bosnia paid nothing, but that
Bulgaria and Rumelia yielded something. In Asia there was substantially
no yield from Diarbekir, Malabra, Samosata and Orfa.
He put the total revenue at ^^8, 000,000, but others reduced it to
Sir

,

;;f6,ooo,ooo.

The

difficulties are increased

by the

fluctuations in the value

of money. These may be summed up as follows
exchange on London
Average value of piasters to the

£

23; 1815,
1819,33; 1820,35; 1821,36;
1814,

:

1818,29;
1822, 37
1823, 41 ; 1824, 44
1825, 47 ; 1826, 57 ; 1827-8, 59 ; 1829,
69; 1830,77; 1831,80; 1832,88; 1833,96; 1834,97; i 835>99;
1836, 100; 1837, 109; 1838, 106; 1839, 104; 1840, 107; 1841, no;
The fluctuations were partly
1842, 1 1 7. White, Three Tears, 11 , 74-6.
due to experiments in re-coinage and to debasing the coinage, partly to
25;

1816,29;

1817,30;

;

;

political events.

The exchange was not, of course, the same in different parts of the
empire.
Thus in Syria the piaster had been about the same value as in
in 1841 to 125 ;
Constantinople, but rose in 1839 to no ; in 1840 to 115
in 1 842 to 1 35.
Vide Worry’s reports from Aleppo and F. 0 78 /43 1 . From
Ponsonby, No. 48 of February 20, 1841.
The ratio of ‘ purse ’ to piaster may be calculated as follows 100 piasters
to the pound and 500 piasters to the purse, with variations according to
the ratio of piaster to pound. Ubicini [A.] {Letters on Turk^ [1^5^]? I?
ch. xiii, 266) puts the revenue about theend ofMahmud’s reignat ;^7,3 1 0,000,
but his figures and money values differ from those above.
5^
P. 32. Monopolies and the Iltizam, The iniquitous character of the
Iltizam, denoimced in the Gulhane, is shown in Sandison’s report from
Brusa of Jime 2, 1840, A,
P, VIII [1841], 2nd Ser., 512-3.
The operation of monopolies is difficult to trace ; vide Slade, Travels,
P. XLIV [1840], 541
141, and Bulwer, Life of Palmerston, II, 257-8. A.
But this deals
sqq,, gives Correspondence on the continuation of the Monopolies,
with the situation just after 1838.
55
hfinute by Palmerston, November 30, 1833.
p. 32. F, 0 96/17.
The date is important, as some suggest that his remonstrances began much
;

,

:

&

,

later.

To Ponsonby,
P. 33. Monopolies and Mehemet Ali, F.O, 78/328.
No. 21 of February 6, 1838; April 14. F.O. 78/329, No. 112 ofjtme 6.
55

F.O, 78/330.

The

From Ponsonby, No. 96

relation of

Egypt

of April 16.

to the Convention

is

an important

subject,
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hardly touched hero.

been

Meheniet

X

AH made

anticipatt'd because' as tiu' Stale

less resistance

than might have

was the chief merchant and

universal

monopolist in Tigypt, a few adjustments suHiced. It does not seem to
have
been the prime <'ause of strih' in 1B39. For a good examination of the
whole question, vide the Fn'uch report of December laq, 1841 DriaultV
,

No,

tih.

P,

;^4.

F, 0

^

78/;^3o.

.

I'rom Ponsonby, No. loi of April 21, 18^8

78/331, No. nc) of May 10.
FX). 78/274. Secret, from Ponsonby, April 8, 1836.
P, 34.
Whit(‘, 'Fhrcc Tearx, I, 303.
P. 3f),
P. 38,
F.O. 78/304,. From Ponsonby, No. 180 of July 30 1837*
No. I (it) dr August 7.
(U
FX). 78/331. From Ponsonby, No. 119 of May lo, 1838.
P. 36,
015
Commenial Agreements and T reaties from xS^jS to 1844, The
P. 3(5.
T]
such as tlu*
the text oi
of the C)riginal
important
riant documents, sueh
Original Capitulations of
liertslct, Treaties and
1(175 and tht' Ctmiinereial 'Treaty of 1809, are in 1
'Turkey 1B75], 1-40.
Tariffs in force on the ist JanuaryK
It should he rtaneiuberetl that under tlu' British Navigation Laws
certain restrictions on tlu' trade both of Russia and of Turkey existed,
though these were mostly r<‘mov<'d in 1 82 1
Vide Wallace, Hans. Pari Deb.,
F, 0

.

'^.

1

.

New

Ser,

V, 1294.

The pH'paratory work

for the (Convention of x8j8

had been going on

Urqnbart probably deserves some credit for this, as also
Consul-CH'ueral, to whose knowledge eveiyone bears

for som(5 time, iind

Cartwright,

the
But lIuTe

not much evitlence in the Foreign OfTicc files of the
work of either. It is certain that Ponsonby did not give Palmerston enough
information until the latti'r th'mandetl it. FX). 75/309 contains a useful
report of J. B. Frasi'r, July 20, 1837. FX). 78/332 has a report by Bulwer
of July 18, 1838, enclosed in From Ponsonby, No. 174 of July 25. This is
the best summary of the .situation and much more accurate than Bulwer’s
account of the negotiation in his Life of Palmerston, 11 257-(>5. As pointed
out in the text his vanity led liim into several errors. It is clear, for instance,
that the Sultan himself had incli('atecl approval, as had Nouri the Minister
of Commerce, before Bulwer’s influence had time to operate. {VideF.O.

witness.

is

,

78/305. From Ponsonby, No. 199 of September 5, 1837.) He also most
unjustly ignores the share of Urquhart in preparing the terrain. Again, his
story about the French Treaty being concluded the day after the British
one is fictitious {vide supra, pp. 36-7)
The French Treaty was not signed till
November 25, and phrases were inserted by the Turks to prevent the French
agreement from coming into force as early as the English. {VideF.O.
78/5x7. From Sir Stratford Canning, No. Co of March 18, 1843.) The
text of the English Convention of Balta Liman (usually miscalled a 'Treaty)
is in L. Hertslet, Complete Collection
[1840],
of Treaties, Commerce, etc.,
506 sgq. There is a good brief summary of its contents in F.O. 78/332,
From Ponsonby, No. 190 of August 19, 1838.
Testa, the Netherlands Minister, who was much interested in commerce,
has some useful comments. JV.R.A. From Testa, No. 314 of January 31,
1837 ; No. 427 of August i, 1838, No. 431 of August 22, No. 433 of
September 5, No. 440 of October 24, No. 450 of November 5, No. 453 of
November 19; No. 467 of March 20, 1839; No. 472 of April 17, No. 536
of March 31, 1840 ; No.
537 of July i.
His general view is important, for he discounts the French criticism and
Russian jealousy of the Convention, and plainly regards it as a great step
forward and England as setting an example and giving an opportunity
to all other western nations. P, E. Mosely, Russian Diplomacy and the
.

V
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Harvard Univ. [1934],

Eastern Question in

is

slight

Puryear, England, Russia and the Straits
Question, 184^-56, California [1931], 120, n. 140, has useful comments and
mentions the treaties made with other countries.
There is an exhaustive collection of reports on the working of the

on commerce (98-103).

Convention in

its first

V.

J.

years.

F.O. 78/431. From Ponsonby of February 20, 1841, enclo. four reports
from Constantinople, and six from other centres, of 1840. F.O. 78/438.
From C. Bankshead, No. 45 of November 17, 1841, gives further reports.
P. [1841, 2nd Ser.], VIII, pp. 483-516.
Nearly all these are published in.d.
P. [1843], LVII, p. 487 sgq.
P. [1842], XLV, pp. 261-96. Also A.
A.
LI [1844], p. 197 sgq.
The special question of Russian advantages attained by not coming into
CorreP. [1844], LI, pp. 197-32 1
the arrangement is dealt with in A.
spondence respecting the operation ofthe Commercial Treaty with Turkey of August 1 6,
1838 (in continuation of the previous Pari. Pap. of 1842). Some important
despatches are omitted, which are mentioned below under n. 68,
and modify the advantages gained by Russia. In one respect she profited
found it paid to export goods under a Russian
heavily, because Turkish
cover, thus escaping the export duty of 9 per cent, levied on goods exported
by Turkish subjects. Cp. F.O. qQ /434. From Ponsonby, No. 186 of June 7,
1841. A. &P. [1844], LI, pp. 256-7, 274-5, 316-g. Puryear, Straits, 1 18-21.
There is a very useful Report on the Turkish Commercial Treaty of 1838 by
the Bradford Committee [Bradford, Frith and Field, 1856]. It was produced under the influence of Urquhart, but contains a good summary with
references to Blue Books and the practical experience of traders.
P. 36. M.R.A.
From Testa, No. 427 of August i, 1838 ; No. 431
of August 22.
P. 37. Bulwer, Life of Palmerston [1870], II, 263-4.
P. 37. N.R.A. From Testa, No. 440 of October 24, 1838 ; No. 450
of November 5.
P. 37. Ff.R.A. From Testa, No. 433 of September 5, 1838 ; No. 453
of November 19 ; vide also No. 467 of March 20, 1839 ; No. 472 of April 13
No. 536 of March 31, 1840.
P. 37. F.O. 78/332.
From Bulwer, July 18, 1838, enclo, in From
Ponsonby, No. 174 of July 25. In No. 190 of August 19 Ponsonby gives
the credit to Reschid and the Sultan.
David Urquhart. In connexion with the Commercial
P. 39.
Convention it is perhaps best to mention the criticisms of David Urquhart.
His general line is that the British Convention was altered during the
negotiation to the advantage of Russia and to the detriment of England ;
As has been
vide ch. ii of David Urquhart, by Gertrude Robinson [1920].
mentioned, some advantage did accrue to Russia, but this would have
accrued to any nation standing out of the Treaty. Urquhart also avers
that Palmerston was guilty of ‘ intentional falsification,* truckled to Russia,
and was a traitor who influenced Ponsonby to the disadvantage both of
Urquhart and of his coimtry. Vide How Russia tries to get into her hands the
supply of corn of the whole Errlpire [1859],
House of Commons
duel in 1848, Hans. Pari. Deb., 3rd Ser. XCVI, pp. 1161-1180, 1230-41 ;
XCVII, pp. 71-6, 86-7, 232-4.
Urquhart was an experienced oriental traveller who became secretary
to the Embassy at Constantinople during part of 1836. While on the way
out at Paris he received an official rebizke from Palmerston for his indiscretions to the Turkish Ambassador there. He was subsequently dismissed
(March 1837). It was quite wrong to assume, however, as he subse-

&

&

&
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i iifl, /k’A,, *ttd Nett Nif I d 1 1
J uue <21,
where Palmers*"
pp«
tiMi atid Stratford i Umdng dbetivsrd tfie matter.
It seems to be quite clear
that Uniuhart induerd a ship, the Turn lt> go to the Circassian coast
It

tt«)t

, ^

as

a traditig arrangement, and claimed that Palmerston approved. This
was a most seihnis matter as it involved Russia. It seems equally clear
that Palmerston h.vd not appnovtl ant! that this was not the only cause
whit‘h let! to Ihquharl’s removal.
Kven then I )rqu hart was not actually
ilismisHed hut given leave of absence (March 1H37).
Palmerston in all the
discttssiotis mahttaitjed that it was flte right of the Crown to remove
a servant iVotn the diplomati*' r.mks witlumt reason assigned.
Cjuiile apart frtJtu this Ponsnnby had demanded UrquharPs removal,
an<l
good groumi. l‘iir Secretary (»f (he hanhassy hardly ever dined
there.
Indertl hr pr.u tit*ally claimed to have the powt'ns and privileges of
a phmiptgrndary. A fact not often mentione’d is that he was indiscreet, if
no worse, with binglish newspaper <‘f)rrespondents. And his intimate
relations with them as well as with various ’PurLs made his indiscretions
rather dangerous.
He tlressed and livrtl as a ’Turk. All Turks did not,
however, ap{n'ovr of him, For instam'e Hnlussi, the Foreign Minister,
described him as un fou, <ni simplrment comme un (Hourdi ct commeun
intrigatit
(RO.
Fnnn Ponsonhy, No. 14 of January 24, 1837).
His t!otnlu(d iti sending the I 7,wi to Circassia was alone sidUcicnt to justify
his reinovah
Miss Robinson
53) candidly admits neither then
ntJr at any other perunl of lus life dkl IJrtiuhart .shiiu! in a subordinate
position,’
There is no tjurstion either of Ins ability, of his fantastic imagiuatum, or of his extreme \msuitahility as a secretary of embassy.
Urquhart\H claims that he was the originator of the English Convention
are better founded, Crt'dit was publitdy given him in this respect by
*

*

'

Palmerston {Hum. ParL Deb.,

Bulwer

\\nl 8er.

XCVU of March

i,

1B48, pp. 71-4).

certainly di.singcnuous in omitting all mention of his name in his
of PdmerAion. Urquhart uudoubtetlly knew much about Turkish
is

economics and commtirce. But even here the claim he put forward is
mixed up with many fantastic details (vide Robinson, Urquhart,
60 n.).
It is practically ctirtain that no more concessions could have been obtained
than were ultimaitdy got. Urtiuhart is right in stating that the details of
the treaty werealterecl during negtd lation, but the best defence of Bulwer
and Ponaonby is that they obtained all the concessions demanded by the
Foreign OOice except over the transit duty (vide Palmerston, Plans. Pari.
Deb., 3rd Ser. XGVII, March i, 184B,
p. 76), Urquhart was unacquainted
with certain factors in the case. It is true that there were differences
between the British and Turkish ratified copies, but these turned out in
the end to be purely grammatical (RO. 7B/480. From Stratford Canning,
No. 227 of October 27, 1842. RO. 7B/482. From Stratford Canning,
No, 264 of December 30)
Also, and this is an important fact omitted from
the Blue Books, Sir Stratford Canning obtained concessions in individual
J^tances over the attempts to maintain monopolies or special privileges,
^ relaxation of the salt monopoly at Salonica in favour
f
of British merchants.
As he said, ‘ redress in special instances could be
.

'
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perseverance/ though it offended the dignity of the Porte
for England to trumpet such success abroad {F.O, 78/515.
From
Stratford Canning, No. 7 of January 17, 1843 ; F.O. 78/523, No. 243 of
November 17. F.O, 78/513. To Stratford Canning (Dft.), No. 21 of
February 13). For these reasons the respective advantages of British and
Russian traders were not fully revealed to the public.
The figures of trade with Turkey are given in Tables of Revenue, etc.
During the years 1839-41 they show an actual decline of trade owing to
conflict and unrest on the Egyptian and Persian borders. But in 1842
trade conditions became normal again and the next three years saw the
trade figures of 1838 greatly exceeded. After 1845 the effect of Free Trade
was seen in an immense increase of shipping and commerce, and even the
grain imported from Turkey was more than half that imported from Russia.
V. J. Puryear {England, Russia and the Straits Question, Univ. of California [1931]) produces a great deal of useful evidence from MS. sources
and shows how the British trade with Turkey actually became twice as
large as that with Russia in 1851.
Gonunercial statistics from 1849 to 1853 for Turkey are in A.
P.
[1854-5], LI, pp. 221-6; LII, pp. 374, 391 ; corresponding Russian
statistics are in A. 6? P. [1854-5] LII, pp. 545-623.
All that can be said in defence of Urquhart (and a good deal more than
I can personally endorse) is in Puryear, Straits, ch. ii, passim,
Urquhart’s
most elaborate defence and arraignment of Palmerston is in a privately
printed work. The Foreign Affairs of Great Britain as administered by Lord
Palmerston [1841]. This is almost certainly by Urquhart, and describes
Palmerston as the Minister of Russia.’
P. 40.
The Rayas and Mahmud, Vide infra, ch. vi, n. 227.
Gp. F. S. Rodkey, ‘ Lord Palmerston and the Rejuvenation of Turkey,’
Pt. I (1830-9), Journal Mod, Hist, December 1929 ; Pt. II (1839-41),
‘

&

‘

June

1930.
P. 40.
P. 40.

N,R,A,

Moniteur
January 4, 1834.

From

Nyevelt, No. 120 of August 25, 1826.
Ottomane of January 17, 1833 ;
October

N.R.A. From Testa, No. 334 of May 10, 1837
of May 17
No. 342 of May 24.
P. 41. F.O. 78/330. From Ponsonby, No. 67 of March
P. 41.

;

20

;

No. 339

;

CHAPTER
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15, 1838.

II

The Great Powers and Mahmud

(1808-39)

England"*s Polity to Turkey, 1660-iygo.

The period from 1660 to

very neatly summarised by A. C. Wood, E.H.R., October 1925,
The summary in the text is in general correct, though severi
533
of our diplomatic representatives fulminated as well as slumbered. But
in either case the result seems to have been equally futile ; vide also Wood
on the Levant Company, Oxford [1935]. Between 1762 and 1790 there
was a period of transition, and the parliamentary debate of 1791 is the
first real discussion of principle on the Eastern question.
For the speeches in the text see England’s Policy to Turkey,
P. 44.
Pari. Hist,
lygi.
of March 29, 1791. Pitt, pp. 70-5; Burke,
pp. 75-9. There was another debate on April 1 2, and in this Burke desired,
but was unable, to speak, though seen labouring under great emotion.’
P. 44.
The British defensive alliance with Turkey, iygg-i8oy. A
defensive alliance between Russia and Turkey had already been signed to
1762

is
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which Great Britain arc'cdccL
Britain of January 5, 1799,

Th<t Treaty between Turkey and Great
published by Canning in 1808. The

guarantett clause in Artick' 1 inak<\s 'I’urkt'y and Great Britain mutually
guarantee thedr possessinns io each other. It delinos the Turkish territory
guaranteed as ‘ all the possessions without exception which it held
The guarantee was limited
immediately IxTorc' the invasion of Egypt.
to eight y(‘ars, that is to January f„ i Boy, but was abrogated on November 14,
'

iBob*
P.

1B30, p.

44,.

Hans, Pari,

/)e/;.,

New

Scr.

XXIL

Mr.

Peel, February

5,

I4ii.

and zSofj {vide Hans.
Russia's 7 'rratirs with 7krArv,
45.
Pari Dch., New Ser. XXII, Eortl Abeixleen of February 12, 1830, p. 428).
He had ek*arly the ji<\st of tin* dispute with Lonl Plolland as to Fox’s
views. For the full details o(' the negotiation with Russia, vide Shupp,
^'ork [1931], 120 sqq.
European Poivers and the .N'ear pMstern Qjie.stion,,
P.

New

For the’Preaty ofTurkey with Russia (I)(‘eemb(T23, 1798),
6.352/36,
is
described
probably by
Clarendon io Stratkml, April 28, 1853. It
Hertslet in a pap<'r, following From Stratford No. 41 of May G, 1853 (^- 0
7B/932), ‘The dVeaty of 1798 between Russia and Turkey has been
examine<l. It is simply a 'Treaty of I)(densivti Allianca^ between the two
countries and contains nothing with r<*ferencc: to religious protection or
it eoutaintMl a mutual guarantee of
inde<^d to any internal matters,
.

It also oi)em'<l the Straits to Russian merchant
territory for eight years.
further treaty was signed between I'urkey and Russia on
ships.’
September 23, 1803. It also was to last for (dght years and Article VII
gave Russian warships ac<‘ess to the M(‘dit(‘rranean. It was abrogated

A

when Lord Howick on November

peremi>lory demands
to Turkey in view of NapoltxnTs designs on Dalmatia and Albania.
Ilans.ParL Deh,, ist Ser. X, Canning of February 3, 1808,
P. 46.
Clasilereagh of June 13, p. B95. The
p. 274 ; XI of May 20, i)p. 483-4)
Parliamentary Papers (1808) d<‘aling with the Dardanelles have been
supplementecl from MS. source.s by J. Ilolhuid Rose, Indecisiveness of
Modern War [1927J, ch. x, Admiral Duckworth’s failure at Constantinople
14, i8o(>, addressecl

;

in 1B07.
Canning to Sir A, Paget,
P. 46. Paget Papers [189G], II, 290.
No. I of May 16, 1807Canning to Sir A, Paget,
P. 47. Paget Papers IJBpGJ, 11 , 324.
August 15, 1807.
P. 47, F.O, 195 /x
Canning to Adair, Nos. i and 2 ofJune 26, 1808.
P. 47. F.O, X95/r.
Canning to Adair, No. i of June 26, 1808.
P. 48. Sir R. Adair, Negotiations for the peace of the Dardanelles
.

[1845], I, 58.
P. 48. Sir R. Adair, Negotiations for the peace of the Dardanelles [i845]>
I, 1 2 2-3.
This gives the Treaty, but not the secret article, which provided
for 5^^300,000 to be handed over to Turkey if she entered the war on
England’s side, Adair gives nearly all his own despatches but not
Canning’s despatches to him, which arc more important.
P, 48. F.O, 195/1.
Canning to Adair, No. i of June 26, 1808.

Canning

ratified the

Treaty on April 25, 1809.

Bathurst to Adair, November (no other date),
(Bathurst was acting temporarily as Foreign Secretary.)
1809.
P. 48. Napoleon’s Oriental designs for Egypt, Gp. A. L. P. Dennis,
Eastern Problems at the close of the Eighteenth Century^ Cambridge, U.S.A.
P. 48.

F.O, 195/4*

[1901], ch, iii ; in general, vide A. Vandal, NapoUon et Alexandre /, Tome
Paris [1898], chs. iv-viii, and the exhaustive treatment of Driault.

I,
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Vide Lane-Poole, Life

41

11

of Stratford,

I,

ch.

iv.

I

Treaty of

Bucharest.
Vide Webster, Foreign Policy of Castlereagh (1815-22), ch. vii.
Foreign Policy of Canning, chs. xvii-xviii,
Vide
p. 54.. Parliamentary debates of 1828-30, The views of Peel and
Aberdeen are in the text. Vide also speech of Aberdeen, Hans, Pari. Deb.,
of July 16, 1828, 1728. Holland got the worst of it in an
New Ser.
P. 52.
P. 53.

my

XIX

encounter with Aberdeen on the views of Fox, XXII of February 12,
1830, p. 427. He protested against the Turk being called our ancient
ally,’ XXI of June 19, 1829, p. 1801.
For Grey and Palmerston’s views,
‘

vide n. 98, infra.

P. 54. Hans. Pari. Deb., New Ser. XXII, of February 5, 1830,
p. 142. Palmerston, ibid., p. 146.
P. 55. F.O. 78/819. From Stratford, No. 13 1 of April 24, 1850.
Contrast Moltke, Russians [1854], ch. v. This is not the field-marshal.

For Mustapha,
®®

The

vide supra,

pp. 55-6, 206-7.

P.57. Russian Eastern policy as decided by Czar Nicholas, September 1 6, 182Q
conclusions of this most important committee are described in
.

T, Schiemann, Geschichte Russlands unter Kaiser Nikolaus I, Berlin [1908],
II, 367 and nn.
But he is brief and declares he could not find the protocols
of the committee. F. Martens, in Traites conclus par la Russie, St. Petersburgh
[1878], IV, 437-41, gives the memoranda of both Nesselrode and Daschkov
and the conclusions of the committee. In ibid. [1895],
412-13, he
quotes a letter of Nesselrode to Lieven of September 22, 1829. This
agrees with a letter of his to Diebitsch quoted by Schiemann. The views
of Daschkov are also confirmed by Goriainov, Le Bospkore et les Dardanelles,
Paris [1910], ch. vii. Martens is not always accurate and does not agree
in all points with Schiemann, but the general impression here given is
doubtless correct.

Goriainov (27-8) shows that Nesselrode had a project for inserting a
secret article in the Treaty of Adrianople securing the access of Russian
warships into the Mediterranean {vide infra, n. 107).
P. 57. Nesselrode to Lieven, September 22, 1829. Martens,
Traites conclus par la Russie, XI, 412-3, St. Petersburgh [1895].
P. 58. F.O. 181/172. Aberdeen’s Instructions to Stratford de
Redcliffe, No. 2 of October 30, 1841.
P. 59. Palmerston and Grey on Greece.

In the Oczakov debate in
1791, Lord Grey was anti-Turkish, but he thought the battle of Navarino
unfortunate,’ January 29, 1828 {Hans. Pari. Deb., New Ser. XVIII, 30).
He may have been influenced by his hatred of Canning. He told Princess
Lieven (see my edition of her Unpublished Diary [1925], 159) that he
wished the freedom of Greece but not ‘ her dependency on Russia.’ He
was strongly in favour of the extension of the frontier to Arta and Volo,
which was indeed known as his ‘ boundary ’ {Lieven Diary, 161). In
principle he seems to have been always in favour of expelling the Turks
from Europe {vide Lieven Diary, 133 n.), but he saw the danger to England
and advantage to Russia as soon as he was in ofiice.
Lord Palmerston was a Ganningite and therefore approved of Navarino.
There is no evidence that he ever wished the Turks expelled from Europe,
though he was not unfriendly to Russia. He supported the Tory ministry
in not fighting Russia in 1828-9,
said that pressure by them on Turkey
to make timely concessions to Russia would have averted war (vide Hans.
Pari. Deb., New Ser. XXII of February 5, 1830, p. 146).
He advocated
giving Crete to Greece as well as Arta and Volo {ibid., XXII of February 1 6,
‘

1830, pp. 559-64)-

,
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P, 60. Haiu. ParL Deb,, New Scr. XXI, Palmerston ofjune i, 1829,
p. x668,
Ham. ParL Deb., pxl Ser,, Palmerston of August 2, 1832.
P. 60.
poluy of Camiinii [1925I, 457-9.
Foret
p, 1045 ; contrast
Pahnerston and the French in Fforih Africa (1826-38). The
62.
whole question of the French seizure of Algeria has been revised during
the last few years. Tht; Ix^st older work was that of Rousset, La Conquite
The Wellington Despatches, Correspondence and Memoranda,
d" Alger [1B79I,
Vols. VI-VH [1B77-8I, are still the best British source. Dodwell, Founder
Modern Egypt |i93iK shows insight into the East and is a valuable

my

of

very biassed and the documents
But the various works of Douin—- especially
ar<j not always well used.
Mahomed Aly et V Expedition d'Alger, (lairo [1930]— arc an exception to this
It appears that the French
rule, and quote documents objectively.
project of taking Alg<‘ria originated in 1826 and that Mehemet Ali was
ready to co-operate. But I do not think either Dodwell or Douin has
established that the attack on Algi(?rs was really a part of Polignac’s plan
of upsetting Europe. Mehemet Ali seems to have abandoned the idea of
supporting France because? he; feanxl an allianc(? with a Christian power
would compromise him with Moharnnu'dans. The British diplomacy of
the period still awaits <ducidation, but tlu^re is no doubt that Aberdeen
and Wellington thought they had got some kind of promise out of France
of no permanent occupation of Algiers.
The fact that this promise was not kept made Palmerston (and subse-

comment.

Most of the

Frcaicli

work

is

_

quently Aberdeen) r<?solute to admit no further French advance against
Algiers
sovereignty over .fvigiers
rrenen sovereignly
denied French
Palrrujrston tlemcci
Tunis
Funis or Morocco. I'alrrujrston
Palmerston’s whoh*. policy in North Africa awaits treatment
till
dll 1854.
Ponsonby, No. 24 of
The
Fhc controversy Is summed up in F.O.
JNo. 72 of February 9, 1838, with
CiraimllCj No.
February
February 6,
G, 183B ;; and To Cirauville,

MoW&

reply of February 22.
P. 62. F» 0 78/190.
,

From

J.

Barker (Alexandria) of March

25,

F.O. 78/192 ofjune 2, 1B31.
=103
To J. Barker, January 29, 1830. From
p. 62. F.O. 7B/192.
Barker, No. 9 of March 8.
10^ P. 65.
F.O. 96/17. Minute by l\ilmcrston to Mr. Aston, No. 78
(1833?).
X06
From Ficquelmont,
W.S.A. Berichte aus St. Petersburg.
No. 234, A.G. of February 13/25, 1833. The interview was on the i8th.
106
Text is in Hertslet,
P. 69. Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi (July 8, 1833).
Map of Europe by Treaty [1875], II, 925-B. It includes the secret article
and the British protest. The despatch of Ficquelmont in the text throws
a good deal of light on the situation just before Orlov’s mission. N.R.A.,
From Testa, No. 105 of May 24, X833, explains Orlov’s tactics. The
account here given is based on Schiemann, Kaiser Nikolaus /, III, 219-22,
which is admirable but brief, and serves as a check on Martens. Professor
Webster will doubtless throw new light upon the private papefs of
From Bligh (St. Petersburgh), No. 139 of
Palmerston. F.O. 78/472
December 27, 1833, quotes Orlov as saying he had no knowledge of the
Defensive Alliance before leaving St. Petersburgh. From Bligh, No. 134
of December 21, says Czar Nicholas himself said that the Turkish courier
asking for the Treaty crossed Orlov on his way to Constantinople, and
‘
on my honour, there was nothing before.’ The Czar once again disclaimed any wish to extend his Dominions.’ All these statements may
be true. But according to Schiemann (III, 221 and n.), based on a paper
of Nesselrode, Orlov carried a sketch of a Defensive Alliance with him

1830

;

;

‘
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Constantinople, So Orlov was prepared to negotiate an alliance,
though not perhaps definitely instructed to do so. If the Czar’s statement
about the Turkish courier is true (which it may well be), Schiemann (III,
22 1 ) is mistaken in thinking the Turkish proposal for an alliance was
suggested by Orlov’s indirect influence.’
The meaning of Unkiar Skelessi seems to me correctly stated by P. E.
Mosely, Rtissian Diplomacy and the opening of the Eastern Question in iSj 8~-g
Russia’s real aim was therefore to secure recognition from the Porte
(20)
of her paramount interest in Turkey and of her previous right of intervention,* to the exclusion of other Powers. But (23)
It was only a
’
‘
potential advantage
which gave the right to interfere as friend.’ He
adds (22-3) some curious evidence as to the Czar having possibly had the
intention of fortifying a strong point on the Bosphorus in 1833.
P. 71. Russian entry into the Bosphorus, The quotation is from
F.O, 195/109. To Ponsonby, No. 23 of December 6, 1833. The view
that the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi closed the Dardanelles to the
warships of all countries but allowed the Russian ones to pass into the
Bosphorus appears in Rosen, 186-9,
is copied by Jorga, Geschichte
des Osmanischen Reiches [1913], V, 372.
It seems to be admitted by
Goriainov, Le Bosphore et les Dardanelles^ Paris [1910], 43-4, 89.
Russian entry into the Mediterranean. Major John Hall {England and the
Orleans Monarchy [1912], 165) asserts that both Broglie and Palmerston
held the view that Russia gained access to the Mediterranean by the
Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi. But theirs were only suspicions. The view is
put forward also by Goriainov (43-4). But Nesselrode certainly denied
this interpretation to Palmerston {F.O, 78/472.
From Bligh, No. 138
of December 21, 1833. To Bligh, Nos. 23-4 of December 6, 1833).
Nesselrode’s denial is of weight, though Goriainov either does not know,
or does not accept, it. The final conclusion of Goriainov (43-5) is that
the right of access to the Mediterranean rested not on the Treaty of Unkiar
Skelessi but on a reaffirmation of old treaties, and is therefore based
on Art. VII of the Russo-Turkish Treaty of September 23, 1805 {vide
supra^ n. 78).
That article unquestionably does give Russian warships access to the Mediterranean. But it lasted for eight years only,
and was actually abrogated by war in one year. It seems rather difficult
to assert that a right, actually abrogated and in any case limited to a
period of eight years in 1805, could be confirmed for an indefinite number
of years by a general clause renewing all past treaties. It is suggested
by Mosely (13) that Goriainov was influenced by politics. Goriainov
quotes no actual document showing that Nesselrode asserted that he
had secured the principle of access to the Mediterranean at Unkiar
Skelessi.
Nesselrode had previously tried and failed to secure it in the
Treaty of Adrianople, and he argued strongly against it to the Czar in
1838 {vide Mosely, 15-7),
P. 71, F.O. 7/272. From Sir F. Lamb [Vienna], No. 72 of
September 3, 1838.
P. 71.
The closing of the Dardanelles. The references to Russian
documents by Mosely {vide 15-18) seem to me to prove that Russia meant
to close the Dardanelles to all warships at Unkiar Skelessi. The fact
that Russians, including the Czar, sometimes thought of evading this does
not alter the case. F.O, 7/243 : From Sir F. Lamb, No, 155 of October i,
1833, makes Metternich say that the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi excluded
all warships from the Dardanelles, including those of Russia, whether
coming down from the Bosphorus or up from the Mediterranean.
Palmerston {F.O. 195/109. To Ponsonby, No. 24 of December 10, 1833)
to

‘

‘

:

‘

;
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a part of the Russian Mediterranean
was saspicitnis bcraasc in June
squadron canu' up to and (ail<*red the Dardanelles at the same time as

descended to tlic Bosphorus. He therefore
the Russian Black Sea
demanded a jcfuarantc’c that the Porte would close the Straits at both
ends. Despite n‘peat('d thauands the Porte refused to sign a declaration
tliat
in ('ase of war h(‘tw(‘en (»rc\at Britain and Russia the Porte would
elos(^ the Straits of the Dardanelles and of the Bosphorus against both
Potusonby says that th<‘ Russian Minister caused this refusal
.Belligerents.’
by claiming the cx<'Cution of the Treaty of Unkiar Skclessi {vide F.O.
From Ponsonby, No. ii of January la, 1835).
final coiu'lusion would be that the Bosphorus was, or at least might
be, thrown open to (lu* Russian Ih’et, but that entry into the Mediterranean
was not granl('d.
To Ponsonby, No. 13 of August 7, 1833.
P.
F, 0 i()f)/io().
‘

My

,

F.O, <)ii/i7. Minutes
75.
F, 0
<)G/iB of April !.», 183(5
P.

by Palmerston, March

30,

1834;
undated, but

98/ 19. d'he last is
written on Sir F. Lamb’s Nos. 78- 9 of NoV(*mber 2, 1837.
P. 75.
F.O, 78/3o(). Note by Melbourne, November ai, 1837,
on Ponsouby’s No. ^35 of October (J,
From Pon.sonby, No. 32 of April 24, 1836.
P. 75. F.O. 78/274.
P.76. F.O. 78/301. From Ponsonby, No. 28 of February 18,

F.O,

.

;

1837.

F.O. 78/237. From Ponsonby, Nos. 115-6 of August 16, 1834
F.O. 78/231. 'Fo Ponsonby, No. 39 of NovembiT 4, 1833.
P. 76. F.O, 78/234.
"Fo Ponsonby, Maiadi 10, 1834, secret; appd.
61.
W. R. Most: of this in O. VV. C lrawley, (inmh, Uisi. Joimi., Ill
P. 77. F.O. 78/231,
To Ponsonby, No. 5 of March 16, 1835.
Appd. W. R. 'Fhe draft ajjpears to be written in Wellington’s own
hand.
P. 77. Bulwer, Palmmioti, 11
163.
P. 78.
7 'he Anti-Rimian Panic in JCniiUind. (1 W. Crawley, ‘AngloRussian Relations, 1813-40,’ Camh, Flist. Journ. [1929], and Gobden,
Russia, XB36
David Ross, Opinions of the Furopcan Press on the Eastern
Qiiestion [183G].
For the important Asiatic side, vide Sir John McNeile,
Progress and present position of Russia in the Jiast [1836], and G. G. Davies,
Problem of jkortli West Frontier, Cambridge [1932], chs. i and ii, and
P. 76.

,

;

Bibliography, App. A.

Schiemann, Kaiser Mikolaus, III, 233.
The Convention of AlunchcngrdtZ', September iS, x8$s. The
monograph Ernst Molden, Die Orientpolitik Metterrnchs (1829-37), Wien
gives a careful study from the Vienna ai'chives and the text of the
Treaty. Schiemann, Kaiser Nikolaus, HI, ch. vii, is based on Russian
archives and admirable but short. The text is also given with some
other interesting matter in 1^. Martens, Traitis conclus par la Russie, IV,
‘”
He quotes (442-3) an account of an interview between Nicholas
435 49
and Count Ficquelmont, the Austrian Ambassador at St. Petersburgh,
of February 13, 1833, which is also referred to above in the text (vide
P. 79.
P. 80.

'

pp, 67-8).
P. 81.
Views of Palmerston and Metternich on the
Vide documents and short discussion by F. S.

Eastern

Qiiestion,

Rodkey, E.H.R.,
October 1930, 627-40. These should be compared with other sources.
From
For the development of the Four Power Concert, vide F.O. ^
Lamb, No. 54 of April 13, 1833, which he quotes. Webster, Palmerston,
Metternich and the European System, iSjO’^xS^x, Brit. Acad, brochure [i 934]> i®

X834.

very good.

BOOK
123

P. 81.

II

F.O, 120/144.
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Palmerston to Lamb, No. 46 of October

16,

1834.
pte.,
7/249. From Sir F. Lamb, No. 103,
November 2, 1834 ; cp. G. K. Webster, Palmerston^ Metternich and the
European System, 18^0-41, Brit. Acad, brochure [1934], 15-18.
123 P. 82.
F.O. 78/273. From Ponsonby, pte. of January 10, 1836.
123 P. 82.
F.O. 195/147. To Col. Campbell, No. 21 of July 7, 1838,
124

P. 81.

communicated

jF.O.

to

Mehemet

Ali.

BOOK

II

MEHEMET

ALI

Sources and General Bibliographical Survey for Chapters

AND IV.
The aim of Chapter

III, as of

IV and

V,

III

limited to certain points.
No attempt is made to deal with the internal history of Mehemet Ali*s
rule before 1830, and between that date and 1838 his activities in the
Red Sea and Iraq valley, which brought him into conflict with England,
are the only points noted.
Similarly the struggle between France and England is only emphasised
in its direct bearing on the Near East. Much of the struggle in British
and French cabinets and almost all of the movements of public opinion
in both countries are ignored or briefly summarised. The extraordinarily
important Russian negotiation of Brunnow and the diplomacy of Neumann
I leave to be elucidated by Professor Webster from Palmerston’s private
papers. The chief points I emphasise are the military opinion of Wellington
as to the way of dealing wnth Mehemet Ali, Palmerston’s hostility to him,
and above all the course of events in the East after France’s isolation.
The campaign of Stopford and Napier is not only important in itself,
but can only be understood by reference to local conditions in the Lebanon
and Syria. Indeed such originality as the chapters contain is less due
to a study of diplomatic history than to the explanation of external events
by the internal policy of Turkey and Egypt. Ponsonby ’s attitude both to
Palmerston and the Porte is still a problem, but it is easier to understand
when studied with regard to Syria and the Lebanon. Mehemet Ali’s
refusal of the offers of territory is only intelligible by a special study of
Syria, of Adana and its resources. The activities of Stopford and Napier
gain greatly from a consideration of the local terrain. The events of 1841
are relatively simple to describe, though my estimate of the importance
of the Straits’ Convention differs from that of most other people in
certain particulars. One of these is the extent to which Europe was
committed to intervention in Syria.

MS. Sources for

is

1839-41.

In addition to F’.O. Diplomatic and Consular, the British archives
include the Admiralty papers (for once ample), the^^^. Bey. MSS., which
give the valuable private papers of Wood and Moore. The pte, Gr. and
The pte. Bio, MSS., F.O, 356/29
Russ, MSS. contain useful materials.
give letters of Palmerston and Bloomfield in 1840 showing Nicholas and
Palmerston in friendly and confident moods. W,S,A,, J{,R.A,, A,E,F. have
also been used.

:

BOOK n
SkCONDARY SotIRCKsS FOR MeUKMET Ax.I, i 830 --4 I.
H. L. Hoskins in Jourtu of Mod. Hist, of March 1932

gives a good
study of rcc(*nt works on this subject. The two most
general
are P. M. Sabry, UEjnpire
sons Mohamed AH et la question d'
Orient
Paris [1930].^ It is bast'd on considerable rttsearch, but is marred by
an
anti-British bias and has to be used with care.
The Founder of Modern Ejiypt : a study of Muhammad Ali
H. Hodwcll
Cambridge University Prt'ss [1931], has the groat merit of being a balanced
survey and has considt^rable insight into men and manners in the East,
It is strongta’ on the administrative side than on the diplomatic, but
is*
^
on the whole, an admirabh' summary all round.
He secs, as no ])revious writ('r has done, that Mehemct All’s threats
to Persian Gulf, R<'d vSea and ICuphrates valley were the real cause of
Palmerston’s hostility. This particular aspect has been further elucidated
by H, L. lioskins in British Routes to India [1928], a work based on a very
thorough study of printc'd mat<rrial8 and distinctly original in outlook.
Another specialised side of Mcdienu^t Ali, his activities in North Africa,
has been elucidated by Georg<!S Douin in a series of admirable and exhaustive monographs. He toucluts on the growth of the fleet, but does
not supply the key to Melu'inct All’s policy in building it. The most

critical

:

important monograph is Mohamed Ali et H Expedition d^ Alger (1829-30),
Cairo [1930]. British policy in repelling l'’rench influence from Tunis
and Morocco is touc.h(;d upon in tlu; text, hut llu; treatnumt is not complete.
As n^gards the local activities of Ibrahim in Syria and the Lebanon, and
the intrigues which led to rebellion, there is an abundance of uncritical
accounts. But the most s<'rious attempt is that of A. J. Rustum in his
Vols. I-II of a scries i)( Materials for a Corpus of Arabic documents relating to a
I have also
of Syria under Mehcmet Ali pasha^ Beyrouth [1930-1].
used magazine articles by him and had the benefit of his opinion at firsthand. App. I, infra^ gives an account of Ponsonby’s contribution to the

history

Lebanon

revolt.

For the naval and military side of the struggle the Memoirs of Jochmus
and Napier and Godrington have been used along with the' pie. Bey. MSS.
Napier is characteristically arrogant and inaccurate, and Godrington
is a useful corrective.
Stopford’s life has not been written, bu t the Admiralty
records {vide infra^ App. Ill) vindicate him, and are, for once, fairly full.
As regards the purely diplomatic side the works may be arranged as
follows

V. J. Purycar, England^ Russia and the Straits Question,
Univ. of California [193X]. This work has a good deal of originality and
quotes from several diflerent archives. But it covers too wide a field
and many of its positions have been undermined. It contains an admirable
(1) American.

bibliography.
F.

S.

Rodkey, The Turco-Egyptian

question in the

of England,
This is a good

relations

France and Russia, x8sg~-4i, 2 vols., Urbana, U.S.A. [1924].
summary of printed materials, with extracts from the American archives.
Professor Rodkey has since published a number of documents and studies
from the British records in various periodicals.
The great work of H. v. Srbik on Metternick is unfor(2) Austrian.
tunately rather scanty on this question. Moldcn’s book deals only with
Miinchengratz. The Private Diary of Philip von Neumann, ed. E. B.

Chancellor [1928], unfortunately docs not throw much light on his
diplomatic activities. Metternich’s Mimoires are not always ingenuous or
complete.
This
(3) British, J. Hall, England and the Orleans Monarchy [1912].
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was pioneer work from the records when published and
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is still

of

some

value.

G. H. Bolsover in the

Slavonic Review^

July 1934, has an article on

Ponsonby and the Eastern Question (1835-9). The work is valuable,
but Ponsonby has not yet yielded his secret to any investigator.
G. K. Webster, Palmerston^ Metternich and the European System^ Brit. Acad.
brochure [1934]. This is an admirable introduction to the subject, and will
doubtless be supplemented from Palmerston’s private papers.
valuable comG. W. Grawley, Greek Independence^ 1821-3^ [i 93 o]j
ments on Mehemet Ali.

The

Memoirs contain first-hand materials of real value for the
period, with revelations of some important particulars, notably that of
the differences of the Gabinet {vide App. II).
The pte, Gr. MSS, is occasionally valuable for the period, and has
some private letters of Palmerston.
The Russell Correspondence, 2 vols., ed. G. P. Gooch [1925], can be usefully
supplemented from the pte. Russ. MSS. Melbourne’s papers, ed. by
Sanders [1889], give some useful letters of the period. Bulwer’s Li/e of
Palmerston is dubious both in inference and citation, and I seldom quote
it unless it is corroborated from other sources.
Raymond Guyot, La premihre Entente Cordiale, Paris
(4) France.
[1926] ; chs. v-vi deal with the period. This is an admirable summary
noting the effect on British and French policy of the Gommercial Treaty
of 1838 as well as of the routes to India. He is more friendly to England
than most historians of the period.
Guichen, La Crise d' Orient de 183^ d 1841 et V Europe, Paris [1921], uses
both British and French archives and is valuable but rather severe in his
views on British policy.
E. Driault, UJ^gypte et V Europe La Crise de 183^-41, Cairo [1930-4],
Tomes I-IV. Masterly introductions and a very complete collection
of Franco-Egyptian documents up to 1841. He is a little too friendly
to Mehemet Ali and rather hostile to Palmerston and Ponsonby.
Greville

—

Driault and Lheritier: Histoire Diplomatique de la Grke, Paris [1925],
Tomes I-II, is useful in its special sphere.
There is something of value in Zaioncovskii’s great work
(5) Russian.
for this period, though it does not deal primarily with it.
S. Goriainov : Le Bosphore et les Dardanelles, Paris [1910], is a work of
originality and merit. But it has grave defects. The author makes
almost an affectation of consulting nothing but his own archives. But
no man to-day can safely disregard other archives and historians. His
interpretation of Unkiar Skelessi and certain other episodes in this period
is dubious and it is impossible whoUy to rely on his accuracy either here
On the whole his work is valuable
or in relation to the Convention of 1 84 1
but must be cautiously used.
.

This dictum applies even more strikingly to Martens, Traitis conclus
par la Russie, St. Petersburgh. The actual Treaty documents quoted there
are usually correct, but the introductions and extracts from records there
quoted are open to a good deal of criticism. It is not usually safe to rely
upon them without corroborative evidence. Cp. my article in E.H.R.,
October 1934, 663, 664-5, 671-2.
Lettres et Papiers du Comte de Nesselrode, 1^60-1836, par le Comte A. le
Nesselrode, Paris [n.d.], are useful. Tomes VIII, IX ; Tome XI contams
private correspondence of the Czar and Nesselrode for 1840.
Russian Diplomacy and the Opening of the Eastern Question,
P. E. Mosely
1838-3, Harvard Univ. [1934], is a good study with new material from
:

.{

I

CHAPI'KR in

8

Russian airhivrs. But hr trrats Inuh Martrns and (loriainov with
more
revrrmrr than t ran dn.
'F. Schirinann,
(iarhithtr Htisskmh unirr Mkoiaus, Berlin
[1904-19]
Bdc, I-IV, 1 ‘iunjgh
a ^ood many years ago, this is still of much
value anti my ehief complaint is that it is too short.
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reporting ifKsis.simn vrrha.
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from

November

No, loB of July 9, 1839.
From Barker (Cairo), No. 9 of March

'Fo Clanrirarde,

It'A’./l.,

BeridUe

axis

to

deal

8,

with Mehemet

Faigland, 296.

From

i839» tpxoting Wtdlington to Brurmow of
October 15. 'Fhe Duke’s views, as often, were rommxinieated to foreigners
before ICnglishmen heard of them. Wellington exi)ress(‘d view's to Brunnow.
Vide FX). 83/233.
Frotn Clanriearde, No. 119 of November 5, 1839.

Kstcrhd/.y

These

of

ifj,

back by Nesselrode to Palmerston from Rus.sia. The
despatch Is printed Lev. 1 Nck 377, but Wellington’.s name is omitted.
If a Heel shotild intere<'pt tlie eomnmnications between Syria and
Egypt and act olleiisively against Mehemet Ali, Ibrahim pasha would
not dare to attempt a move upon Constantinoi>le and that he would
even have great didicully in maintaining the army, bccau.se a hostile
army can make no progress and can have no security in Syria, without
support and communication from withotil by sea.’
Wellington was, in fact, opposetl to Mcdicrnet Ali {W.S.A., Berichte
aus England, 290. From I'lsterhdzy, November 13, 1839). But, from
a purely military view, he held strongly to the opinion that Mehemet
should not be left with the fortress of Acre in his possession. Leopold, the
King of the Belgians, reported ‘Wellington does not love Mehemet Ali,
or think he ought to have Acre, but the maintenance of peace and the
need of an Entente with France are, in his eyc.s, the dominant interest
(A.E.F.t Angletcrre, 653. From Guixot, No. 84 of August 21, 1840).
were* rc^portc^d

,

‘

’

As regards the Straits question the Duke was for absolute closure
and was against admitting a Russian squadron into the Bosphorus or a
Franco-British one into the Dardanelles 1V.S.A., Berichte aus England,
(
288. From Esterhdzy, No. 33, Litt. B. of July 24, 1839, and ihid., 294.
From Neumann, lettre partre of January 18, 1840).
As regards the Russian expedition to Khiva Wellington expressed the
view that it was ‘ perfectly natural.
have nothing to fear as to the
Indies.
Deserts, mountains, passes render distant expeditions very
difficult.
One can only act with great armies, and the more the line of
operation is prolonged, the weaker it becomes. The climate destroys
those who are not destroyed by the enemy' (PV.S.A., Berichte aus England,
From Neumann, January i8, 1840, partre). Wellington’s view,
? 94
incidentally, is like that of Kitchener on the advance of Russia into Persia.
very extreme statement of Wellington’s antipathy to Mehemet Ali,
but desire not to break with France, is in Grev. Journ. of August
24, 1840.
It IS worth mentioning that Wellington
was considered by foreigners

We

-

A
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In the days of Canning foreign
diplomats had communicated information to him which they and he
withheld from the British Foreign Secretary. There is at least one
instance in this period when Neumann showed him a copy of a letter to
BrunnoWj which he did not give to Palmerston (JV.S.A., Berichte aus
England, 294. From Neumann, No. 8, Litt. B. of March 24, 1840).
From Ponsonby, No. 230, enclo. R. Wood,
p. 02. F.O. 78/256.
November 14, 1835, with pencil note by Palmerston.
133
To Ponsonby, No. 141 of July 20, 1838,
02. F, 0 195/147.
enclo. No. 21 of July 7 to Col. Campbell (Cairo). This despatch was
as a kind of independent sovereign.

.

communicated
P.

93.
July 8, 1839.
135
p^ 02.

to the Turks.
Pte. Gr. MSS.

F.O. 78/192.

G.D. 2^1 14

..

Palmerston

Granville,

to

No. 9 of March 8,
part quoted in Dodwell, Founder of Modern

From

1830, italics as in original ;
Egypt, 1051®®
F.O. 195/109.
P. 93.

J. Barker (Cairo),

To Ponsonby, No.

23 of December

6,

1833.
P. 94.

F.O. 120/169.

P: 94.

F.O. 96/18.

From J. B. Milbanke, No. 2

of November 20,

1838.
12®

Ponsonby’s No. 116.
P- 95- F^O. 96/17.

Minute by Palmerston, June

i,

1835,

on

Minute by Palmerston on Mr. Aston’s No. 78

(1833)*
P- 95* British Routes to India. This subject has been very well
treated by H. L. Hoskins [1928] in chs. i-xiii of his book with this title
from printed sources. But some points need to be corrected from MS.
The question of the Suez Canal
soxirces, especially in regard to his ch. xi.
hardly arises in this period.
1^ P, 96. Vide Dodwell, 149-51, and F.O. 78/343 to Campbell
(Cairo), No. 18 of June 8, 1838.
P. 96. The quotation in the text is from Palmerston to
March 21, 1833. Bulwer, Life of Palinerston, II, 145.

W. Temple,

Mehemet Au, the Caliphate and the Pan-Arab Movement
(1830-60).

Mehemet Ali as Caliph.
There is no doubt that Mehemet Ali did not favour Pan-Arabism
or a revival of the Caliphate. As Dodwell points out in The Founder of
Modern Egypt [1931], 126-8, Mehemet Ali ‘ found himself oblig^ to pose
as the champion of the Muslim “ nation,” not of an Arab nation, which
*
indeed he could not even imagine.’
On the other hand, Ibrahim did show signs of wishing to encourage a
crude form of Arab nationalism (Dodwell, 256—7) and called himself an Arab.
But these views of his only show his lack of political insight, in comparison
with his father. The Syrian Arabs hated the Egyptians and were driven
into rebellion by their methods. These are the facts, but, none the less, a
project was devised in the year 1833, which is thus described in 1838 by
Colonel Campbell, the British Consul-General in Egypt. He says he had
known of this Caliphate project for four years, but did not think it was
important enough to report.
(a)

* There are one or two hints that
Turks in Driault, V, No. 8.

Mehemet

Ali played off Arabs against

:

4^2
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alrriuly

many
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MEHKMKT

ALI

nt'easions, mrntiont'd to

Your Lordship

the

very great moral weight which Mehemet Ali deprived in the eyes of
all
Mussulmans from the jiossessitin of the Holy C;iti(‘s
but I am not aware
that he ever intendc'd, at least since my anival in Egypt, to assume
:

the

KhalifiU,*

have heard that some years ago, he (nUertained such an idea after
the suhpigation of the Wahahet's, ami in ronsequenc:e of his having at
his
own sole expetise, wrested from them the Holy Clitic's, which would otherwise have ix'en (mtirely lost to the Sultan
hut that was previous to my
arrival lu're, and
hav<s in vain, seardu'd tlu* arc'hivcs of my Predecessors
for any trut h's on this s\d)jre(.
Bnt the sugg<'Stion iuid been ma<ie to the Pasha, and that from a
Qjiiarter which gave him strong reasons to helicwt' (liat tlu^ (Jovernment
of
Austria was favourable to it. ‘lids idea eanu- from Colonel Prokcsch von
Osten, at pn^sent Ihivoy h'.xtraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of
Austria to (Jreece, who us Your Lordship will rt'eolhrt arrived here on a
Special Mission on the uuul of April
and was (he Colleague of Baron
Bois Le Comte au<l myself, in the negotiations for p<‘ace IxMween the Sultan
and Mchem(*t Ali,
‘Phe inclosed note is ee»pi('d from a eloeamumt (existing in the possession
of Memsieur de Laurin Consul (iene'val of Austria, who also assured me
that he had a rough map traced by Colond Prokesch of the countries to
compf>sc the* lu'w Khalifat, and which included a large* portion along the
Euphrat(\s, ne)w seihject tej tint Pashalie of Bagdad.
Your Lordship will
*

I

;

1

*

‘

perceive tiuU the* date^ of Cokmei Proke\sch's note is of 17th of May. He
arrived iuTc'on the i4nd of Ai)ril, and left this 1?) on --^pth e)f June 1833 loaded
with untiquitie.s and rich pre'sents from the Pasha [vick my No. 32 of

July 1833).
Colonel Pre)ke\S('h is saitl to enjoy great iudutuiee with Prince Mcltcrnich.
‘
The copy in my |)ossessie>n of (Ijc note of CoIe>nel Prokcsch, is in the
hand-writing of Me>usicur de lauirin, and shall be sent if Y'our Lordship
desires to have it.
*
I have reason to believe that the late Monsieur Minaut, Consul
General of France, alst) held out very Pattering hojxrs to Mchemct Ali,
xst

‘

and which the acts and communications of tlut i'’rcnch Government were
not by any means calculated to destroy or to weaken, ami it is a notorious
fact that Monsieur Minaut and almost all Frtmch 'Fravellcrs took every
opportunity of comparing M<;hemct to Naj^oleon Bonaparte, and citing
the coincidence of their having been born in the same year.
.

Enclosure

.

.

Extrait (Pune Nalc.'\

Dat6e Alcxandric

1833.

5
‘

En

soudoyant PInsurrection do PAlbanic Son Altcssc pourra mettre

k convert

la sienne.

D^s

lors la

combinaiwson la plus naturclle et

la plus

solide serait
*

La

construction dc

PEmpire Anibe,

Pfigyptc, la Nubie, le Senaar,
Darfour et Gordofan tn Afrique, toute P Arabic jusqu’au Golfe Persique
ct le long de la rive droite de PEuphratc,
y compris toute la Syrie, devraient

en

fairc part.
‘

Son

Altesse parviendra

^^
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1838
t
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From

k

Col.

se fairc valuer

comme

le

vengcur des Khalifs

Campbell (Alexandria), No. 69 of October

1,

AND THE ARABS

42

I

comme homme

appele par Dieu pour relever la gloire Mussulmanne.
L’Arabe la regarde ddja comme centre de sa noble race.
‘
L’enthousiasme religieux et politique a toume contre la Dynastic de
Constantinople. Le CherifF de la Mecque est FAdministrateur le plus
prononce de la grandeur et de la puissance de Son Altesse ; Topinion
publique I’accompagne et Tappuie de ses meilleurs voeux ; la superiorite
de ses moyens sur ceux de la Porte est immense.
‘
II faudra commencer par negocier avec les Primats de Bagdad et avec
les Chefs des Tribus sur la Rive droite de fEuphrate.
Les Anglais ne
s’opposeront point k une rapprochement avec les Imams sur POcean et
dans le Golfe Persique. Son Altesse parviendra k y etablir son pouvoir et
son Credit en protegeant le Commerce, T Industrie et la religion, en
fiattant les passions, en soudoyant ceux qui pourraient ^tre nuisibles.
Une catastrophe k Constantinople est inevitable, elle est imminente.
L’Angleterre et la France ne pour rant I’emp^cher, TAutriche et la Russie
‘

ne

voudront pas.
Des lors Son Altesse prendra une attitude defensive. Elle abandonnera la Turquie Europeenne et meme les Provinces au del&. du Mont
Taurus aux arrangemens des Puissances.
II parait certain que la Porte voudra tenter de reconquerir la Syrie.
C’est pr6cisement ce qu’il faut pour mettre Son Altesse a meme de pouvoir
hater la Catastrophe dont elle a besoine [jzV].
‘
L’armee de la Syrie, manquant de moyens d’offensive, devra ^tre
pourvue de 20 Batteries, deux equipages de Pontons, 300 Ambulances, un
nombre suffisant de M^decins et pour un etat effectif de 130 m[ille]
hommes des troupes de toutes esp^ces, outre un nombre suffisant de
le
‘

‘

Bedouins.
‘
LTntelligence

avec Rechid Mohamed Pasha, ainsi que avec les
autres Gouverneurs des Provinces limitrophes doit 6tre maintenue a tout

prix.
*

Une Guerre Europeenne

jeter le

masque

et

pour proclamer,

According to Prokesch-Osten
not

officially authorised,

and

moment le plus favorable pour
Mehemed Ali Chef de I’Empire Arabe.*

serait le

it

this

was a French

was not

trick {Mach^Werk))

but

until 1839 that he thought that

Prokesch-Osten does not admit
Ali contemplated anything.*
that he himself fathered the scheme.
The matter was eventually cleared up in this manner by Milbanke, the
chargi d* affaires at Vienna, in his despatch [F.O. 7/280) No. 30 of March 23,
He acknowledges the despatch of Lord Palmerston to Lamb
1839.
(Vienna) f and states he has interviewed Prince Metternich on the subject of

Mehemet

the Caliphate.

The Prince stated that Colonel Prokesch-Osten had not been

charged with any mission to the Pasha in this connexion, and that his views
were his own, not those of the Austrian Government. It appears that the
question came up again, for Prince Metternich (W.S.A., Weisungen nach
England. To Esterhizy, Res. ad. No. 2 of February 3, 1841) states that he
demanded explanations of Prokesch-Osten, enclosing his letter (December
27, 1840) in which he regretted the whole affair.
There is no evidence that the scheme of Prokesch-Osten, or any other
intriguer, had made any impression on Mehemet Ali. None the less,
Palmerston still retained his suspicions. Early in 1840 he declared, if we
‘

* W.S.A., Prokesch-Osten in his letter to Metternich of February 3, 1841.
Vide Weisungen nach England, 305> sud enclo. to No. 2 res. To Esterhazy.
enclo. Campbell,
f F.O. 7/270. To Lamb, No. 150 of November 30, 1838,
No. 69 of October i, 1838, and enclo.
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hr iMrhrnict All) will declare himself
the
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Paim(n*stnnV hrlirf that Mrhrtnrt AH wanted to make himself an
indrpriuirtn King of Ar.thia with thr titir t)f CJaliph was an error. It was
ho\vrvri% a prrvrnsion of what may have hrrn a truth. During the years
while in Iratp prodxtrrd 'a report on the then plan of
4. Wood,
Mrlirturt Ali, rnrouragrd hy Kraiu'r, U> evvvi thr peninsula of Arabia into
an independent kingthnu/ t D may he true that a plan of making the
(irand Sheritf of Mee<'a (UH}»h, and indepeiulent of tlie Sultan, floated
thnnigh Mehrmet Alt's heath At any rate the < Irand SherilF came under
snspirioti at (lonslatttinopie in th<' forties, as

is

trstiiird

by Ahmed

Vefyk.

not entnigh evidenee tt> prove that the suspicion was well
ftntmletl evtnt then, anti dtere is still less proof in tht* thirties.
Mehcmet
AH's part \n the matter is nt>t elear, thongh it may he taken as reasonably
certain that the (Jraml Sheritf wtnild have lent a willing car to any sugges-

Bui there

thm of

is

revtdt agaiitst the Sttltan.

The

(irantl

Meeea, being of tin* tribe of tlu; Prophet, at once
the Tnrks. But it was tiot until iBHo that the project

SherHf

t»f

hated anti despisetl
of using the Drand Sherilf as a kiutl td’ Claliph to eouuteract French influence in h^gypt was seriously distnissed. Lord John Rtisscll then decisively
vetoed any stit‘h project (rtl/r FJ>, yB/tfjt.l. of Deeemht'r 12, i860). In all
probability the idea was, ('Ven then, premature. The Pan-Arab movement
tnved much to the models of western nationalism, to the press, to public
opinion, and tt> tleveloptnl eommunieations. None of these was sufficiently
evolved until the deeaile before 1914 to permit any serious development
of the (kiUpliate idea. Autl none of these factors was inlluential under
Mehemet AH.
From Ponsonhy, No. i8 of January 27,
FA), 78/354.
P. 98.
1B39.
P. 98.
P- 98,

FA), 78/347.

From

Palmerston, December

iB, 1838.

for a I'nico- British Alliance (1838-9).
The details about this 'Preaty are mysterious and scanty. F, 0 7^/354
From Ponsouby, No. 59 of March 7, 1B39, proves that Reschid was
negotiating with Palmerston in February. 'Fhc text of the Draft Treaty
is irx
I, No, sSenclo.
This, which we may call Draft No. i, got out to

ReschuFs

.

^

But Nouri accompanied his
Constantinople and was rejected by April 2 1
Ponsonby had
refusal by suggesting that ‘ the alfair is not yet decided.'
*
no reliance upon his veracity,’ But some time before Noun^had in fact
instructed Rescind to make a last elfort with Palmerston. This resulted
in Draft No. 2, referred to in Palmerston’s letter to Reschid of May 6.
Draft No. 2 is there described as nearly liuished and it is also mentioned
on April 27. I have not found its text, nor do I know why it was not
proceeded with.
Ponsonby’s No. 99 of April 22 described the failure of
negotiations referring to No. 1. But this news only arrived on May 16,
and could not therefore hav(i affected decisions before that date.
It may be that, during this negotiation, Palmerston discussed or even
inspired Reschid in the direction of reform.
Stratford, then in England,
claims to have done so, but evidence is lacking.
,

•

Berichte aus England, 294. From Neumann, No. 5, Litt. B,,
as here February 9, 1840.
Consul Wood, March 28, 1853, Memo of Services; cp.
t F.O. 78/961,

App.

1.

—
:
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F.O. 78/355. From Ponsonby, No. 88 of April 6, 1839.
Vide also A. Lev. I, Treaty Text in No. 27 and Hall, 240 n.
P. 99. F. O. 78/355, From Ponsonby, No. 99 of April 22, 1839.
P. 99.

Ponsonby’s attitude,

P. 99.

There can be

(a)

Did

he want

war

in

idsg ?

doubt that Ponsonby’s violent Russophobia made
him exceed his orders at times. But no one, except Hall, has seen that he
was profoundly convinced that Russia was stirring up both Persia and
Mehemet Ali to attack Turkey. To Ponsonby this eventuality seemed very
dangerous because Mehemet Ali might have joined hands with the Shah
in Iraq, and there is definite evidence that Ponsonby thought that Bagdad
not Brusa or Constantinople ^was the objective of Ibrahim and the Shah
and that Russia might attack Diarbekir. F.O. 78/354 From Ponsonby,
No. 1 8 of January 27, 1839, states his suspicions that Russia is urging on
the Sultan to hostilities against both Mehemet Ali and Persia. He says
he has tried to get the Sultan to await the results of Reschid’s mission to
London before committing himself. On February 8 (No. 24) he states
that he has recommended the greatest prudence ’ to the Sultan himself,
and the Sultan replied he would do nothing precipitately.’ On March 7
(No. 59) he repeats his Russian suspicions and says he has again urged
moderation.’
F.O. 78/355 tells the same story. On March 18 (No. 67)
he warned the Porte against provoking hostilities. On March 23 (No. 76)
little

—

:

‘

*

‘

am

sure of the action of the Russian agents to excite to \var as I before
stated,’ and that was, with Ponsonby, the strongest motive for opposing it.
Again, during April, he was certainly trying to get the Turks to accept the
Reschid-Palmerston Draft Treaty, and this attempt was incompatible
with offensive action by the Turks.
F.O. 78/356 : From Ponsonby, No. 120 of May 20 says Nobody here
doubts of war and repeats the view that Russia had caused it. In No. 122
of May 22 he reports that Nouri had informed him of the decision for war.
Ponsonby states that he not only disapproved of the war but shows that he
If these despatches are
had not shared the Porte’s councils b^orehand.
not to be taken at their face value Ponsonby deliberately deceived Palmerston during the first half of 1839. I do not think we are justified in such
‘

I

‘

’

an assumption on the evidence. In No. 120 of May 20 Ponsonby asserts
his own opinion that he (Ibrahim) will take the Pashalic of Bagdad, Orfa,
Diarbekir, etc., and that the Russians will mediate and reduce the Sultan
Such
to confirm the possession of these conquests to Mehemet Ali.
an arrangement will go far towards the destruction of the Ottoman Empire.’
Now war alone could bring about this arrangement. We are asked to
believe that a scheme devised by Russia was urged on by Ponsonby, the
‘

.

.

.

notorious anti-Russian
The view of G. H, Bolsover in the Slavonic Review, Jxily 1934, is as
‘
Though Ponsonby received repeated instructions to
follows ( 1 1 2)
restrain the Sultan he privately encouraged him, in the belief that Turkey
could be saved from Russia only by destroying the peace of Kutaya.’
F. S, Rodkey {Joum. Mod. Hist., December 1929, 591-2) supports a
similar conclusion. Both historians seem to me to have been too much
!

:

by Palmeraton’s despatch of August 15, 1839. This criticised
Ponsonby for not being able to decipher the London instruction of March 15,
and hinted that he did not believe the explanation of not haying a cipher.
But Palmerston may have been only scolding Ponsonby for his carelessness,
which was notorious. The fact is that, if Ponsonby had wished to betray
Palmerston or to urge the Sultan to war, it would have been imwise^ to
do it by pretending not to have a cipher and so delaying the communication
influenced

*!•

r,H A

'I

PTKH tn

nf \\x\mrrsum\ ImUwUnxx,
It was rasirr and .safVr la
do it by another
way wrll undrrstntid
Canstanlinnplr, Ur canid have formally
remon
hirMrd wtih the Sultan aitd in;; luitUHtrrs. and then sent secret
messages
to tril thrni tn disrratard his t*oinnuuucatit»ns.
Both Ponsonby

m

ford

tic

Knit

Id

!)iti

imvr

in< tu

mi

and

Strat-

of employing such methods
and
lutth tuHiuestitmahiy hati secret sources of access to the
Sultan. It seems
to me that Ptmsttuhy w'as not likely to have trit'd a clumsier
method which
ineitientally* ditl not itnptjsc on his employer.
I, therefore, give
Ponsonbv
the henrtit of the tlouht.
In the section which follows I explain
what I
hrlirvr his views to havi' heem ami I tliink that this explanation
accounts
ft)r the views put forward hy Messrs. Bolsover and Hndkey.
(

tinu

t

iitlr

Pmiximhv fnmmi

,sus|)icit>tis

rMlim

in

tht'

lAamm

and Syria

in

or at other

d

While m^t at*erpting the view of Messrs. Bolsover and Rodkey that
Ponstmhy wanted war dui ing the first half t»f Uhp), should agree with their
view in gern'ral that lie did m>t w.mt the .stutm qua indefinitely to continue.
'Plu' status qua estahlislied hy Kutaya left Mehemet. Ali in possession
of
I

Adana

anti Syria, anti therrftnr openetl the prospect to a furtlier invasion
i»f Turkish territtiry hy an attack ttii Diarhekir or hy inciting Iraq to revolt.
Potistmhy felt the sitttation of the status qua to he* unsafe and had wished to

terminate it ever siiu'r it iiad existrtl. But he ntwer intended to do so
wheti the situatioti was unlavmirahle to ‘Turkey, ami he thought that it was
in the

first

half of

In the early thirties [vidr App. 1) Richard Wtaal was .sent out by him
as an agent.
His funetitnus appear to have been vague. He was certainly
meant to ase(*rtaiu whetlu'r there was tmrest in Syria or discontent with
Ibrahim’s rulc\ It is not dear wduit ixun'c he was to do. Wood himself
took eare to fouKUit that tmrest, and to h(»ld out promises of support to
possible rebels when the time eamt*.
As the grand prince of the Lebanon
wa.s unwilling to <toittemplate rebellion, Wood persuatled his nephew the
Emir Beshir Kas-sim to he prepared to do .so when the time c.ame. He also
held out hopes to some of the Druse duels of a similar kind. Ponsonby
does not ai>pear to have disapproved of Wood’s actions, though it is not
certain that h<t had authorised them heforehantl.
Wood neither proposed
nor stimulated any immediatf' rebellion hy his activilic.s. All he did was
to lay a train of gunpowder which might ultimattdy bo fired.
There doc.H not seem to mo any evidence that Ponsonby definitely
approved of, or directly stimulated, tint outbreak of any risings before
1839.
that he incurred that .suspicion during that year. But he
does not appear to have sent Wood on a new mission to Syria until the end
of June 1840. Wood, therefime, only arrived long after war had begun.
Elis instructions are not clear, hut it is a fair inference that Ponsonby
now wanted him to stir up rebellion. Wood tri(;d to get Admiral Louis
to send a few ships to the coast of the Lebanon, hut Louis refused.
These
ships were doubtless intended either to stimulate the revolt direct or to
offer a refuge to^ the ringleaders if the rcwolt failed.
The project was
defeated by Louis’ refusal.
Meanwhile Wood wa.s intriguing in the
Besharr^ district with a view to keeping the unrest alive.
What then was Ponsonby’s object in this case ? He seems to have
abstained from stimulating active revolt up till June 1840, because that
might produce war. And war, as he held, had been desired both by
Russia and Mehemet Ali. As soon a.s it existed he had no scruple about
en^arrassing Mehemet Ali. And for that purpose a revolt in the Lebanon,
and among the Druses, was clearly most useful, and indeed had long been
3[f-
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prepared by Ponsonby. Hence he tried to stimulate it (though not very
successfully owing to the failure of Louis* naval co-operation).
There
was actually some imrest, and in July came the date of the signature of
the decision at Constantinople which was the first move of Europe against

Mehemet Ali.
The conclusion appears

to

be

Ponsonby did

this.

his best to

maintain

unrest and potential revolt against Mehemet Ali’s rule in Syria at all
times. But he took no active steps to make it break into flame until after
the Sultan had actually made war on Mehemet Ali in May 1839. Even if
it should subsequently be discovered that Ponsonby took more active or
earlier steps to stir up rebellion than I have been able to find, this fact
would in no way imply that he desired war. The promotion of unrest or
the stimulation of rebellion in the provinces of an enemy power were
favourite oriental weapons. They by no means implied war because the
stimulation was secret. Russian agents were always using gold for the
purpose alike in Asiatic and in European Turkey. Mehemet Ali had done
the same. Ponsonby saw no reason why he should not imitate them. So
far as I can judge he laid the train, but refused to give the signal tfil June
1 839, z'.e. till after war had broken out.
But even the active promotion of
unrest or rebellion in Syria or elsewhere by Ponsonby by no means implied
that he wanted war or expected war to result from it. In peace time a
rebellion was a good way of preventing Ibrahim from going to war by
interfering with his recruits
after May 1839) it was a

and with his communications. In war time (as
good way of embarrassing his direct military

operations against Turkey.
(c)

Ponsonby and the surrender of the Turkish fleet.

France at the time came under grave suspicions of having stimulated
the Turkish admiral to treason. There does not seem any doubt that
Soult and the French government entirely disapproved the step {vide
Guichen, 98-100 and nn.). Ponsonby transmitted a story from the
dragoman of the Gapudan pasha, which stated that Admiral Lalande and
the Prince de Joinville encouraged the admiral in his treason. But
Ponsonby refused to believe that an honourable ’ officer hke Lalande
could behave in this way. Palmerston made no official protest at the time,
evidently not thinking the evidence good enough.
The Prince de Jomville’s account in his Souvenirs is not necessarily compromising, but an article published under his influence in the Revue des
Deux Morides, August i, 1852, certainly suggests that Lalande incited the
Turkish admiral to surrender from motives of jealousy towards England.
It is certainly very curious that he confirms the allegations of the dragoman,
though it is after an interval of thirteen years.
M. Driault {UJSgypte et VEurope, I, p. xlvii and n.) seems to think
Pontois* denial of Lalande’s complicity was purement diplomatique,* and
this view is supported by his documents [vide Nos. 16, 24, 33, 36, 38 and
‘

‘

50*
Professor A. J. Rustum, Mehemet Ali and Sultan Mahmud.
Rendu du Congr^s intern, de Geographies Cairo [1926], Tome V,

P. loi.

Compte
44-66.

150 p.
151 P.

Campbell
152

102.

103.

Vide Driault,
Pte. letter of

to Palmerston,

USgypte et VEurope [1933], IV, pp. x-xvii.
Werry (Aleppo) quoted in F.O. 7^/374*

No. 36 of May

28, 1839.
Driault, I, 51, gives the text of the instruction.

P. 104.
153 p, 104.
F.O. 120/180. From Lord Beauvale, No. 61 of July 17,
1839. The enclo. containing Austrian information says Ibrahim received

CHArTKRS

4

’

the ordvr on June
XTcript (Ui the ipth.

Hus

15.

ni--iv

srrms impossible, but he acknowledged

Report of tiu* Austrian
Camplx'll, No. .|H of July (n enel. of June
in.p

V.

F, 0

eonsiil.

7B/374.

Driault,

i8;5p.

'.’(i,

.

I,

From
n,

gives

the pereiu]itt>ry instruetion of Scnilt of May
Ui6
Fnnu Lord William Russell (Berlin), No. 93
10").
FJ). b-l
Mohke {Htitfr am dcr Twin, Berlin [1876], No, 64)
of Sf^ptemlxn' -p
Driaull, jmssim, on the French.
i^ives full details on th(' Turkish sidc\ as does
trai

July

p,

niti,

ilbp.

I.J7,

Ih

lot).

Litt, F.,
No,
probably to tin'

P, toy.

d.K./A An.rclet('rrc*, (15*2. From Bourqueney, No. 69 of
This rt'fers to the uew.s of the loss of the licet.
From Estcrhdzy,
H<'riehte aus handand, 1.188.
ir..V,d.
of July tj.p ib^q, with MetternielAs minute. This refers
ik'WS oi the Suit. in s death,
Faud.uul Varia. .!<), Palmerston to Lord Bcauvale,

private, August ^25,
,,
o
r
t xt
(lampbell to Pousonby, pte. July ih, 1839. Lev, LNo. 194,
F, 107.
September 1 1, separate.
enelo. No. 4. ’Fo (lampbeil, No. 1.17 of August 13,
P. loB. Clp. F.O. 78, 337. I'Vom Pousouby, No. i9'-i ()fjuly 26, 1839;
d Be willingness of the d'urks to yield is confirmed
Jttly '^3).
,

No. 193
from Russian sources,
of August 5 1839.
t

1

idt*

,

Prom

also i*J), 1)5/252.

Cjlamioaxdo, No. 86

>

lu Ponsoaby, No. 95 ol July 13, 1839.
August 7.^
h'roiu Ponsoaby, Nos. 201, 207
F,()* 78/357.
September 26,
3,(12
FA), 78/375. From (lamplxdl, No. 74
p, 109,
DriaulL L No. 82.
1839.
r r e
di'i
from Ponsoaby, No. 25J) of September 22,
t^\(), 78.358.
p, 109,
P.

109.

FJ). 78/353.

i

/^ 0

i

78 / 359 Nos. 262-3 of
dhe part
Seert't troiu Palmerston to the Admiralty,
vSep(eml>er 24..
publisheil in
L No. 356, obscures the real meaning.
Palun-rston to Admiralty, October 29, 1039.
P. too. F,(), 146/210.
do Clol, Hodges, No. 2 of October 14,
F,(),
P, 110.
From Ponsoaby, No. 299 ol October 30, 1B39,
1830. F, 0 78/359.
carrying out his
Clot'helet to Soull, Octob(*r i6, tB 39
P. 110,
instruction of September 27 in Driault, 1 , No. 91,
j

of Septemixu' T9 to Sto])lord.

83<), etndo.
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The Year or Defeat
1®’’'

I*.

112.

77/6’

prdude

to

Brunnow\s

(1840)

overture

of

of

closing oj the Straits^ loSf-QWellington and Palmerston on the /;/>67//X’ti'
According to Guichen (62-3 and n.) Palnun*ston expressed the
Du e
opinion to Bourqueney in 1B39 : ‘ lie [Palmerston] had told
Office irom
of Wellington in 1835 ' (doubtless on taking over the Foreign
me
him in that year) ‘ that the Xiiast was called on to play a great part
opinion on the wo
afiiairs of Europe and that he wished to know his
^

me

m

Marmara
possible systems of British policy (i) Opening of the Sea of
^
our fleets and consequently to those of other Powers or (11)
hesitation
them to all, including ourselves. The Duke answered without
“ Close them,
resources,

we

are in those areas (dans

and Russia

is

near hers.”

struck me as reasonable
Soult (July 12, 1839),

One day

later

and

full

ce.s

parages) too

to Irom

.

our

This dictum, continued Palmerston,
0
of common sense.’ ^Bourqueney

—

Palmerston wrote similar advice to

,

Lord Beauvale,

WELLINGTON ON THE STRAITS
though not saying that he had received

it

from Wellington.

suppressed in the public version of his despatch,

is

427
The

passage,

here given:

‘Now

with reference to strategetical [^fc] considerations it may be doubted
whether it is not most for the advantage of Western Europe that those
Straits should be closed to all parties.
For though the closing of them
protects Southern Russia from hostile attacks by sea, yet it paralyzes the
left arm of Russia as a Naval Power and secures all the military, naval,
and commercial interests of Western Europe in the Mediterranean from
molestation by the Black Sea Fleet of Russia and though England or
France might be able to have a fleet in the Black Sea which would be
stronger than the Russian fleet, yet the British or French Squadrons
would then be in a sea dangerous to navigate, and without any good
harbours and they would be far away from their own resources in case
of any accident or damage.
‘
But viewing this question solely with reference to its bearing upon
Turkey it must be remembered that if the Straits were a thoroughfare
for all parties, the Russian Fleet would get into the habit of frequently
visiting Constantinople and that it would do so much easier, and oftener,
than the British or French Fleet could ; and it is needless to point out
the many inconveniences which might arise from visits of that kind at
critical moments, if they were sanctioned by established usage ; and if
therefore the Western Powers could no longer be entitled either to object
to them, or to consider them important measures warranting serious steps

on

their

own

part.’ *

In an interview with the Austrian Minister on July 12 Palmerston
referred to Wellington’s opinion against admitting a Russian Squadron
into the Bosphorus or a Franco-Biitish into the Dardanelles. But he
introduced qualifications.
He himself leant to it [Wellington’s view]
but yet more than one motive militated equally in favour of a contrary
decision.
Nothing was yet definitely settled in this way.’ t
To Guizot, No. 18 of April 14,
P. 1 13. A.E.F, Angleterre, 654.
1840 ; ibid.^ 655. From Guizot, No. 42 of April 16. To Guizot, No. ig
of April 20.
169 P. 1
Part of tliis in Guizot’s Mimoires [1861], IV, 553-5.
13.
A.E,F. Angleterre, 653. From Sebastian!, No. 94 of October 3, 1839.
This account agrees fairly well with F.O. 146/209, Palmerston to Bulwer,
No. 38 of September 23 {Lev. I, No. 313), and F.O. 146/210, No. 348
to
of October 29. To Granville {Lev. I, No. 358). There is dispute
whether Palmerston or Sebastiani initiated the offer, and if it was officially
‘

^

declined.
P.

1840

P.

August
1 ’^

17.

1

8)

P.

1

;

18.

From

Driault, II.

No. 103 of May 6

;

I’l

1

Ady.

I,

;

No.

5503.

Gochelet,

etc..

No. 94 of April

of May 26.
From G. Napier, July

17,

in

8,

1840 (stamped

July 20,

20.

Ady.

1,

5503.

From Stopford, August 26 and September 20,

1840.
1 ’®

P. 121.

Ady.

I,

5503.

From

Napier, September 16, 1840.

From

Stopford, September 20.
1’* P. 123.

P. 125.
November 28.

Napier,
Ady.

I,

War
5503.

Cp. also ch. vii, infra.
Stopford, October 13, 1840, reed.

in Syria, I, 125.

From

* F.O. 7/279. Palmerston to Lord Beauvale, No. 57 of July 13, 1839. Passage
suppressed in Lev. I, No. in.
-r •
i.
B.of
Litt.
No.
Esterhdzy,
From
288.
England,
aus
35,
Berichte
t W.S.A.

July 24, 1839.
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Napirr,
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i-E?
H'i'.’j

,

1V> Sir

J,/v. i.

>

P.

//;r'

r*:r».

lin\vr*n
r*n

<

demninit Napier

luap:^,

in Jtuinnti'i

modern

Snuth, September lo, 1840.
ifim/itiijin nf tS-io and on its geography,

ifufhortfu \

7

K,

Hoyai Arif
Rinai
A'rin',
v, \’I» rh. xliv riooiT.
[1901].

hr

Lady Bnurrhicr [1880], privately
StnptUrd, IVermhrr 14, 1840 (199-200), coniprL

(rh/r Pi/di, n.

Napirr.

Mai4irtu
Baton A,
uith

(i.

ifrnfv (iodtmrjtm, rtl.

Stt

of

piintrd, \Nifh a Irttrr
().

rp^.

of thr iair Fspnlitiim to Syria, 2 vols. [1842],

\V. P. iluntrr,

Str

1,

,

Sir \V, Laini

LrHri\

SVfm,

i8.j,o

Syttti,

ov

vnls,

I1H42I.
t%, NapiiM*. Lifr mu! ( iorrr\liori(irntr of Sir (Hiarlcs^ 11 [1862].
Jnriunus Syfian IfW and (hr drrtinr of the Ottoman Empire],
onsists timstly of d<\spatrhcs.
Brilin
The maps
arr rxttrtnrlv inattairatr atid thr names diHer from the
if

;

\

t

ones*

hr no doubt that the Ardali
Ihahouanr i< )marhajouan). This was the

Hovvrvrr* thrrr srems

!(t

(
heights rtal at
pimtion of Napirr. I'hr Cain Mridan heights, drsrrihed as separated
ti» hr points 902 and 706 on the French
from thnu hy a deep gauge,
‘The roads also have been altered.
Staff map, tpv 4 (revised itr-dd.*
But the movements seem elear. i )nr battalion plus mountaineers attacked
frmu pt)int 442, dVo were in reserve in the rent re four stormed point 706,
d'ius last movement when completed
tvvt» of them m<»ving hy the road,

smu

;

the road to Brununana, anti ptit Napier in touch with the flying
rolumn of hanir P.eshir Kassinn Meanwhile Onu’r Bey had arrived
atitl hern rngagril with thr rear t»f Ihrahlm at some point about a mile
IhrahimN trtn>ps were tlms thrown into a gorge west of
west t)f Bikfaya.

ml

Bikf.iya.

the eampaign frtun the point of view of Stopford,
the pie, Bey,
Bnt Adv» I,
the most iniptulant prrscuiage in It.
MSS, .supply a fairly full aetanuu td’ naval atul political activities and
’There are some useful comments on the
correct the errtu’s td Napier.
siege of Acre frtnn (kdtnjel Sehi*lt'/., a PtilLsh engineer at the Egyptian side,
in Driatdt, IV, Ntu 3B8.
1 he mystery of the captured standard,
P, lUth
Poimmhy presented a flag tt> the Sultan indicating that it had been
capluml frtnu Ibrahim on the heights td' Ardali on October lo. Napier,

No

tute

has

tlest

t

ilietl

on hearing td' it, protested that the flag wa.s a bogus (mo.
he captunrd at Ardali rnysterunisly disappeared (IPar in

1 he

flag that

Syria, I, 14.9)

Napier fumes almut it in lus menunrs, (tuding with th<.i characteristic dictum
Sometnu; has bamboozled the
To this day it is a mysttTy.
(I, 195),
Ambassador, or thc^ Amhassiidor bamboozled th(‘ Sultan.* It is a mystery
which the records easily resolve. B\ 0 78/997 lu’om Fonsonby, No. 242
of October 19, announces that Colonel Hodg(‘s has brought mm from
pasha,
Sir Charles Smitln the sacred standard, as it is called, of Ibrahim
taken in the field on the toth instant.’ But the note cnclose<i fmm
I send the flag
Sir C. Smith of October la says something different
of Beyrouth and the standard of the troops that .surrendered to me yesterday
morning’ (i,e, the nth). This first flag was taken in the Beyrouth
1 he second,
It was the ilag of the town.
fighting and not by Napier.
s
the standard,’ was almost certainly a flag belonging to Suleyman
troops.
These were intercepted in their retirement from Beyrouth and
surrendered on the nth to Sir Charles Smith, who had succeeded Napier,
So neither of the flags sent to Constantinople was taken by Napier.
Fonsonby, however, presented only one flag to the Sultan. He referred
to it as taken in the glorious combat of the xoth of October,* and in the
^

.

.

,

.

:

‘

‘

:

*

*

*

I

/50,ooo, mde also

map

opposite p.

vii.
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‘

covering letter to Palmerston as taken by the Ottoman troops acting
under the orders of Commodore Napier.’ Both statements were wrong
and Ponsonby is wholly responsible for the blunder. But then he was
notoriously casual.
It does not appear that Ponsonby ever acknowledged his mistake, but
his

own records prove that he was responsible for his own bamboozlement.’
‘

any further proof is needed the correctness of the above facts can be
proved from F.O. 195/17 1. From Sir G. F. Smith of December 5, 1840.
If

180

Ady, I, 5503. Palmerston to Admiralty, July 25, 1840;
Instructions to Stopford, October 5 ; Stopford to Admiralty, October 31.
Vide also App. III.
P. 128. Napier, War in Syria^ I, ch. xvii.
182 p^
From Stiirmer,
J29. Ady. I, 5503.

November

ii,

1840.

November

ii,

1840.

From Admiral
183 p^

Vide also
P.

Bandiera, November 4.
From
J29. Ady. I, 5503.

App.
130.

November
1®® P.

October

Stiirmer,

III.

F.O.

1

From

95/1 71.

Sir

Vide also App. HI.
24, 1840.
England, CIV.
130. N.R.A.

C.

F.

From

Smith,

Verstolk,

No.
No.

12

of

iii

of

10, 1840.

i®6 P. 131.
^®’ P. 131.

F.O. 78/391.
F.O. 78/396.

To

Ponsonby, No. 214 of October 27, 1840.
From Ponsonby, No. 191 of September i,

1840.

F.O. 78/415. Palmerston to Sir G. Smith, Nos. 12-13
cp. App. III.
of November 15, 1840
1®® P. 132.
G. K, Webster, Brit. Acad, brochure [1934], 32~3190 P.
133. N.R.A. England. From Verstolk, No. 595 of December 9,
^®®

P.

132.

;

1840.
191

P. 134.
suprUy n. 178.
10® P. 134.

Ady.

I,

5504.

Stopford to Napier,

March

23, 1841;

and

From Jochmus, January 28, 1841.
5504.
F.O. 78/415. From Michell, December 21, 1840 ; December 31.
193 P.
A French return of March
Losses of IbrahinCs army.
134.
1841 (Driault, V, No. i) gives 32,000 as returned to Egypt from Syria.
If we strike a balance between the estimates of Werry and Jochmus, the
army that left Damascus numbered 51,000 leaving about 18-19,000
missing on the way. Estimates in the East are always uncertain (cp.
Ady.

I,

—

n. 248).
10^ P. 135.

zw/rfl,

F.O. 78/431. From Sir Hugh Rose of February 20,
1841, enclo. in Ponsonby, No. 70 of February 21 ; also in Lev. Ill, No. 190.
19 ®
Submission of MehemetAli. Driault, Tome IV. Nos. 1-50
P. 135.
contain much valuable new material on this subject, and the negotiations
Ponsonby
of Napier and Fanshawe (who appears as ‘Flanshaw’).
comes in for much criticism, but the British documents in his defence
are not quoted.
193 P. 136.
The
Omissions and suppressions in Blue Books, iSjg-40.
P. ist Session [1841], XXIX [322 and
Levant Correspondence, Pt. I.,* A.
enemy of
304], 1-735. As regards Russia, then generally regarded as the
England, the omissions are numerous. Suggestions by Ponsonby from
Gonstantinople that the Russians have stirred up Mehemet Ali to attack
the Sultan are deleted from various despatches {Lev. I, Nos. 9, 16, 18,
Next, all
26). Lev. I, No. 5 of February 12, 1839, omits evidence.

&

* In this compilation I have been aided by Miss Lillian M. Penson.
omissions, etc. in Blue Books for 1841-5, vide infra, ch. vii, n. 297.
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rrtfrcnrrH

IH.VK BOOKS,

1839--.4I

war are omitted {Lev. I
interviews with thr Russian Emperor arc cut out of the
part

Russi.i'H in;ihiUty

tt)

undrrt^o

;i

Nos. 5)0, p-ju),
of tlie despatch ptd)hslird, or muitted altogetlicr, as in a despatch {Lev. I
No. .|tM) from (Ihmrieardr <^f November 30. As the Emperor expressed
iiimself as j>ro-Hritish .md anti- French, an<l more so in each case than
NesselnMlr, the etlert is misleadintt. An itnportaut despatch of Palmerston
iias the erueial passage omitted
to (iranville {!,rv. I, No. ikd <»f June
which decLu'c's that the object tif Russia is to weaken Turkey. The
passage showing that Marslial Soult was anti-Russian is also omitted
Aii iinpt>rtant incident at the end of June 1839, when
(/.ec. i, No. lot).
Ileauvalc wrote hotu N'irnna (in cttnjtinciion with Mctternich) to advocate
the inirotltu tion of a Russian stptadron into the M<‘dilcrrancan is much
PahnerstoiFs refusal, as yet,
<»hscui'ed by <Hnissions (//e. I, Nos. 107 *10).
to atimit this suggestion, is uuich minimised {Ij:v. I, No, ni).
*Fhc gotnl inlhteui’f' ol‘ Austria and Metternich in trying to unite Russia
with hauthmd and Isngland with Fraiu’e is, on the whole, rather depreciated
On the other hand, a despatch of
(i^v. I, Nos, ’iB, 107, ttMh '-Jo'-i, *..‘07).
Attgust ‘i, in whi(dt Lord Ihniuvale declares that Kh'ttcnueh has * escaped’
Intm is omitted altogether. A ptiblishctl despatch {LiW. I, No. 288 of
omits the great cr<'dit ascrihetl to the Austrian representative
Atigvtst
at Oonstaiitin«>ple for pnauoting the Ettropean aspect of things with the
Finally a published <irspatch {h^v. I, No. 3 <J 3 of November 16)
J’urks.
iimits the passage declaring that Mettcrnic'h believes that no settlement
with M(^h('met AH will he more than a truce, d'his is an important light

on Austriaii
Prtissia
*

a

pt^licy.
is

not

umch mentioned, and

satellite of Au-stria

'

is

that she

described as
not <Hs<'losed in one despatch referring to her

the

ra(’t

is

No. 3t)4),
IJie treatment of Franci* is of (amnse tin* most itnportant, and the
Most references to King Lonis Philippe are omitted,
test as to omissions,
particularly an important one rcpcwteil on January uy, 1840. When his
views arc quoted they are <ies<a*ibetl, with .sonu; inaccuracy, as those of the
French (ilovcrnment. 'Phey omit BulweF.s hints (^^igust 30) as to Soult’s
ignorance of the Fhisl ami on tint weakne.ss of his Ministry {Lev. 1 , No. 270).
The fact that the King is more pacific than ihc Ministry is obscured by
omissions {^Mf. I, Nos. 315$, 315, 317). The extreme friction between
Ru.s.sia
and France i.s largely concealed by omissions (e.g. Lev. I,
No. 54<}7).
A good many of the despatches of Ponsonby are devoted to the internal
difHcultics of Turkey and intrigues at Constantinople. But, as he invariably
ascribes the disturbances to Russian influence, it was difHcult to insert
many of them in the Blue Book. Gexicrally speaking it may be said that
Russia came to terms with Palmerston front November 22, 1839, onwards
{Lev. I, No. 401), and thereafter Anglo-Russiaii relations were good.
Palmerston therefore exerted himself to keep anyth irig anti-Russian out of
the Blue Books, but was less solicitous about olfcnding France.
The crucial question, however, is whether the Blue Book gives an
accurate account of the breach with Fraitcc. Guizot remarked later that
France would not have quarrelled about the treaty of the 15th July (1840)
if they had had /air warning that it would be signed without them if not
with them. Guizot assured him (Cowley) that the warning was not
given J
Palmerston wrote a private letter on this subject, using Levant
{Lrv.

I,

‘

***

Bulwer, Life of Palmerston. IH, 425-33.
of Palmerston, July 27.

Letters of

Hobhouse, July

7,

1843

1

SUPPRESSIONS AND OMISSIONS
Correspondence for his text.

He
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No. 281) to show that
he warned Sebastian! on September 4, 1839, that we would, if necessary,
act in concert with a less number than the four ’ Great Powers to check
Mehemet Ali. He desired that Soult should see the despatch in which
this conversation was recorded.
A similar w^aming was given on September 23 and, though the published version omits references to the
French King, it preserves the warning.* Also the French Ambassador was
asked to repeat the conversation to Soult. In an instruction to Granville
of October 29 {Lev. I, No. 358) obscure hints on the same subject are given.
Palmerston states in his letter that a copy of this despatch was given to
Soult, but there is no instruction to that effect in the despatch itself. A
letter from Palmerston of January 5, 1840 {Lev. I, No. 430), informed
Sebastian! that Austria, Great Britain, Prussia and Russia had come to
agreement and hoped for the concurrence of France. A sketch of the
proposed Four-Power (or Five-Power) Convention was given by Palmerston
to Sebastian!, as is shown by a reference in Granville’s despatch of January 24 {Lev. I, No. 458), and as is still more clear in the unpublished version.
In March Sebastian! was recalled and Guizot came to London as French
Ambassador. Palmerston recorded a conversation with Guizot in a
despatch to Vienna of March 12, 1840 {Lev. I, No. 512), in which he
intimated that England would act with other Powers if necessary,t and even
discussed the possibility of war with France. On April 3 {Lev. I, No. 533)
Granville reported that no change in French views was to be expected, and
on the 15th {Lev. I, No. 546) he repeated that France would never agree to
coerce Mehemet Ali. On April 1 7 {Lev. I, No. 547) Granville reported Thiers
as declining to join a Conference of Five Powers, the object of which was
to drive Mehemet Ali out of Syria. The reason he gave for refusal was that
a French refusal to join in coercion, after the Conference met, would be a
more marked separation than a refusal beforehand. After this Palmerston
did not think it necessary to consult France further and did not do so.
On July 15 he concluded a Four-Power Treaty to drive Mehemet Ali from
Syria.
This aim was successful and was executed by the British fleet before
the end of the year. France was humiliated because she was left out,
and thought of going to war. At such a time she naturally complained that
she had not been consulted.
In his rather lengthy survey Palmerston argued that France had had
fair warning that the Four-Power Treaty would be signed without France
and that she would be left out of the European Concert. That is a matter
purely for diplomats or historians to settle. But what is of real interest
for our purpose is that Palmerston relied solely on a Blue Book to prove his
case.
There were serious omissions in this Blue Book, which have already
been mentioned. Much was omitted in deference to national susceptibilities.
Ponsonby’s Russophobia, Austria’s timidity and Prussia’s subservience to her, are all glossed over. They were friends, so this deference
was paid to them. But the great essential facts as to the quarrel with France
quotes

first {Lev. I,

‘

and Palmerston’s justification for it are made clear. Reference to the
original documents does not show any new arguments of substance or
omissions that really mattered from the point of view of this conclusion.
It was not the first time that a Blue Book was used to reveal the facts as to
one of the rare cases in which a material change
is made on publication and the fact not indicated by the paper being described
as an extract,
In a passage
t The argument is slightly misrepresented in the Blue Book.
omitted from it Palmerston expressed the fear that Austria may not act with
* Lev.

the others.

I,

No. 313.

This

is
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policy in ;i great tiiplomatitt c'risLs. Tliat had been done
under
But it is not often that a Blue Book stands
(!atu\ing ami against France.
the lest so well as this of Pahtierston’s Lvvant (hrresfwntknce docs. Certainly
tU'ithrr the origins of the (Iriineau VVar> nor thtMliplomatic crisis of Agadir
arc so fully siiown in the Blue Books of their day.

Briti,sl\

’

CHAin'KR V
Ykau ok EimopK

’FnK

BiBiaoGKAPHioAt

Notk puu tuk Stkaits

(1841)

Qiixotion (1841-53).

a Mtuno on the right of the Sultan of
1 ‘urkcy to vxt'lufk Fimign Shi/*s of Hor, am! to restrict the passage of Foreign
Mmhnnt fV.v.vc/.v ihrough (hr Dauianrllrs and Bosphorus. I’i. Hcjrtslet, November tu, 1877. ’This is not altogether satisfaetory, as the situation was very
Nearly all the International Law
diifereut Ix’fore 1841 and after 1858.
I have tried to
views are based on this nuano., flirt'ctly or indin'ctly.

up

OJfur vines are snrnnif'd

in

follow the documents of the tim<% of whicli sonu‘ W(‘re unknown to Hcrtslet.
Tlu‘ slatemtails of Rtissian historians, as Martens, Jomini and Goriainov,
are inaccairatt* (vUk infra, n. 218), If P. Craves, Ojtcstion of the Straits [1931],
<'hs.

vi' vii,

is

worth

('onsnlting,

Studies in Diplomatic History [ip 3
P. 138.
FA). 78/427.

<

4

and

Sir J.

Headlam Motley,

ch.

viii,

in

*

To

Ponsonhy, No. 14 of January 26, 1841,
Weisungen nacli England, 305. To Esterhdzy,

138.

P.

JatttKiry 7, 1841, ])artie, Nos. 2 and 3 of January 22.
Berichte a\ts Enghual, 305.
P. 139.

Lord Napier, F<‘brnary

Charles Napier

to

17, 1841.

A.E.F. Angh^tems 858. From Bourqueney, No. 107 of
November 13, 1840 ; No, top of November 18. Driaull, IV, Nos. 8 and 9,
gives an itnpurtatit clcspatch and private letter to Paris of November 8.
P. 140,
AS.F. Anglelern^, 858. From Bourqueney, No. 2 of
January 7, 1841. Tlte reuniott was from January 2 to 6.
P, J41,
AJLF. Angleterre, 857. 'Fo Bourqueney, No. 5 of February 13, 1841,
P, 141. A.E.F. 857.
lo Bourqueney, No. 8 of March 7, 1841
No. 8 of March 13. From Bourqueney, No. 16 of March 9 ; No. 18 of
P.

140.

5

March

1 1

F.O. 27/823, From Granville, No. 87 of March 12, 1841.
F.O. 78/427. To Lonl Pon.sonby, No. 77 of April 10, 1841.
A.E.F. Angleterre, G57, No. 31 of April 13, 1841. From
Bourqueney, reporting Esterh^zy and Brunnow.
P, 142.
W.S.A. 305. Weisung<in nach England. To Esterhdzy,
From Lord
partre, March 31, 1841, and No. 2 of March 31. F.O.
Bcauvalc, No. 79 of April 22, 1841,
P. 143. F.O. 78/433. From Pomonby, No. 132 of April 14, 1841
No, 138 of April 21, with cnclos., both reed. May ly.
P. 143. A.E.F.
Angleterre, 657. From Bourqueney, No. 45 of
May 24, 1840. F.O. 27/620. To Bulwer, No. 76 of June n, 1841.
P. 144. F.O. 27/620.
To Bulwer, No. 77 of June ii, 1841.
P. 144, A.E.F. Angleterre, 658. From Bourqueney, No. 56 of
P. 1^,1,
P. 142.
P. 142.

;

June

24, 1841.

P. 144,
1841.

A.E.F.

Angleterre, 658.

To Bourqueney, No. 29 ofJuly i,

BRUNNOW AND
P.

IV.S,A,

144.

Apponyi, September
P. 145.
The

tJNKIAR SKELESSI

4.33

Weisungen nach England, 306.

Metternich to

2, 1841.
Straits Convention

Treaty of Unkiar SkelessL

of 1841 and Brimnow's abrogation of

Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi actually expired in autunin 1841.
Palmerston, as seen in the text, claimed in 1853 that Bruimow promised
before^ the signature of the Convention to see that this would take place.
It is difficult to find a document giving the promise in
1841, though many
could be quoted for 1839-40 which promise to abrogate the treaty. The
most specific statement is in a despatch from Nesselrode to Medem at Paris
of December 26, 1839.
actually reproduced in the Blue Book in
April 1841. After referring to the exclusive protection of Russia it says,
‘
Is not France aware that, far from taking advantage of that instrument,
we have spontaneously declared ourselves ready to forego it, if w^e could
obtain in exchange for it the recognition of the principle of public European
law, which, in truth, would indeed close to foreign flags the entrances into
one of the two Straits of Constantinople, but which would prohibit to our
own vessels entrance into the other. Finally ... we had still spontaneously proposed that, if it should become necessary to advance our fleet
and our troops to the succour of the Sultan’s capital, that measure should
be deprived of all appearance of isolation, that it should not be exclusively
Russian but solenmly announced as an European measure.’ These
facts
are described as
notorious.’ This document was published as
Lev, I, No. 446.
F, 0 65/277 shows that Palmerston submitted some of
the papers of this Blue Book before publication to Bruimow on March 16,
1841. Bruimow returned them on April 10, with requests for the omission
of the drafts of the Convention of 1840, which Palmerston accorded.
Bruimow made no objection to the publication of the above, or of any other,
statements abrogating Unkiar Skelessi. It is quite clear that he could
have used the opportunity of doing so. The Blue Book was published in
April 1841, i.e. b^ore the Convention of July was signed.
In his letter of 1853 Palmerston strongly affirms that Bruimow promised
some time after the Syrian campaign, i.e. early in 1841, to let the Treaty
of Unkiar Skelessi expire’ (it would do so in the autumn of 1841) ‘ without
attempt at renewal.’ He adds, I am sure that Bruimow will not deny this
understanding. I cannot undertake to say whether there is any written
record of it in the Foreign Office.’ * I have not found any written record
save the correspondence about the proposed Blue Book, but that seems
sufficient.
Bruimow certainly allowed statements to be published in
April 1841 {i.e. two months before the signature of the Straits’ Convention)
affirming that Russia is * ready to forego ’ the
advantage ’ of Unkiar
Skelessi, in return for an agreement closing both Bosphorus and Dardanelles
to all foreign flags.
This permission seems to be a sufficient pledge. In
fact the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi expired without Russia making an
attempt at renewal in the autumn of 1841. Ghekib had described it as
a slow poison in June 1840,! and Turkey took the opportunity to get
rid of it a year later.
P. 145. Brunnow on guarantee^ not being in the Straits Convention of
1841. A discussion between Brunnow and Aberdeen is reported by the
former on June 15, 1853. Brunnow said a guarantee had been proposed
The preamble of the
by Austria but struck out by Palmerston in 1841.
‘

*

®

.

‘

‘

'

‘

’

^

‘

* Pte. Clar, MSS. Palmerston to Clarendon, April 10, 1853.
t W.S.A. Berichte aus England, 295. From Neumann , No. 14 Litt. G. of
June 10, 1840.

;
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the

THK STRAITS

•

for the lnain^{«nan^<^ hnt contracts no
obligation
'This rctlct tion Is no rnj^:;agcnicnl in strict law ; it is the
for it.
preface to a
stipulation relating sokly U> the ehsing of the Straits in time of fjeace,^ Martens
'
Traiih conelus par (a Rimifj
3‘iu-3.
c^'cprrssr,s

tinirt.

XU,

contirnuHl iroui other sources.
P. 147,
Violatitm of the Straitx (hmrentwn 0/ tS^t
of a single
ship.
Pahnrr.sttm vyrotc in private tliat th<‘ Convention confined
the
iuimissioii of even single vesseds to light v<'.ss('ls destined for the use of
the
embassies and missions at CUmstantinople, It was not for heavy ships
of war’ (Palmerston to Bloomheld, pte. Bio, AISS. F, 0 ^ir.6/2Q of
lliis int(‘rprctatit>n

is

‘

.

November

-if),

ilip)).

'Phere is, how<'\*<'r, one. instance in which the Charlemagne, a French
^
heavy ship of war ' of f)o guns, passed up. This was, however, by express
permission <if tlie Sultan, and haigland and Austria both stipulated that
no premient should he established. 'Phis is well known, but there was
anotiief in
In August the Freneh warsliip Itriedland (120 guns)
grounded in Bi\sika Bay. It was in serious danger, was got off and towed to
ClouHtantinople for repairs (my arthde,
October 1934, 662). No
prott‘St seems to have bc't^n made by Russia and the circumstances are
obviously V(‘ry eX(a'ptitmal. Ntme the less tlnu'c is a case for supposing
that a sovereign or his representative could be allowed to pass up in a

warship.
Article // of the Straits Convention of 1841,
Passage of light
147.
vessels through the Straits.
'Plu* whoI<‘ tjueslion of tht^ meaning of this clause

P.

been examinetl by me with the. expert aid of Admiral Richmond and
Mr, H. H. Brindley {vide, FJiJt, October t<)34, ()57-72). The conclusion
is that the CJonventitm put no limit on the number of light vessels, provided
that they received a proper yir/mm. Similarly the term light vessel’ was
never defined {id. ilih) even by the Turks. I’he Russians tried to argue
in 1B5C) that the term light vessels eoven^d frigates of over 30 guns. If
this be so, there is no known violalhm of the Straits up to August 1853
under the cover of light sliips/ for the heaviest light vessel that passed
was H.M.S. Retribution, a sixth-rate of i,()4i tons and of 28 guns. Under
special circumstances {vide my artiedes, E.H.R., April 1934, 277-8
October X934, 670-2) two P’rench and two British mail-steamers passed
up in company in September 1853, but this was an evasion, not a violation,
of the Convention.
For the limit of numbers depended not on the treaty
but on the Sultan’s will, and he assented to the four thus simultaneously
luiH

*

*

‘

‘

‘

’

passing the Straits.
P. 147.

Violation

of

the Straits Convention

substantial portion of a Jleet through the Straits.

of i8^t by

From

the passage of a

1841 to 1853 there

is

no

example of this. In 1849 Admiral Parker brought his squadron past
the Outer Castles and anchored between Scstos and Abydos. He acted
thus on his own responsibility, after receiving advice from Stratford. But
this was not intended to be a violation of the Convention, for it was argued
that this station was the narrowest part of the Straits, and that the Straits
were not passed unless ships had gone beyond it. This contention.was not
accepted and Palmerston abandoned it for the future. The whole argument is set forth in App. IV.
There was no other violation of the Straits by a portion of a fleet,

real

we suppose

that the passage-up of the Franco-British squadrons on
October 22, 1853, "was such a violation. Stratford thought that it was and
tried to delay the passage until hostilities had actually begun with Russia,
which they did the next day (October 23). But, as the Turks had actually
declared war on October 4, it might be argued that the state of war termi-

unless
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and that the Straits Convention was really in abeyance
on that day. In any case the evasion on the 22nd was almost purely
technical if it anticipated hostilities by one day.
The statements of
Russian historians, as Goriainov, Martens and Jomini, are inaccurate and
nated

all treaties^

misleading

{vide

P. 148.

my article,

E.H.R,y October 1934, 663-5).
F.O. 195/171. From Capt. W. F. Williams, R.A., April

3,

1841.

Martens, Traites conclus par la Russk, XII, 154, gives
Nicholas’ view, which is confirmed by a good deal of e\ddence from other
P.

148,

sources. Nesselrode, Lettres et Rapiers, Paris [n.d.], X, 6-7.
221 P.
To Ponsonby, No. 193 of August 6, 1841.
148. F.O, 78/429.
App‘^ by the Queen ; quoted by me in E.H.R., October 1934, 667.
222 p.
Russie, 208. From a
on the Mensikov
140. A. E, F.

memo

mission, March 19, 1853.
Vide E.H.R., October 1934, 667.
223 p.
Pte. Russ. MSS.
G.D. 22/11, Aberdeen to Russell,
September 22, 1853 ; pte. Glad. MSS., Aberdeen to Gladstone, September 24.
22^ P. 151.
Report in Morning Post of August 26, 1841.
225 P.
Peel in the Commons, August 27, 1841.
151.
223 P.
From Stratford, No. 92 of September 2,
153. F.O, 78/735.

1848.
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THE FRUITS OF REFORM
CHAPTER VI
The First Phase Reform from the Rose Chamber
‘

;

’

;

Reschid (1841-2).

General Bibliographical Note for Chapters VI to IX.
MSS. Sources. F.O., W.S.A. and N.R.A. A.E.F. are added

at certain

But the others are used as under Mahmud {vide supra, pp. 399-400,
But Xh.^ private Strat. MSS., F.O. 352 /28-35, are useful.
Bibliographical Note)
Unfortunately they do not contain private letters to Aberdeen (1841-6),
with whom Stratford was not friendly, but there are other papers of
importance during that period.
points.

Contemporary and Secondary Accounts.
general accounts are A. Ubicini, Letters on Turkey,
2 vols. [1856], a valuable study at first-hand almost exactly covering
the period and dealing with every phase. Vol. II is important on the
provinces. Sir G. Larpent, Turkey, borrowed a good deal from both.
White, Three Tears \in Constantinople], is of first-class importance pcept for
the provinces. Stratford Canning, Life, by Lane-Poole, II, is of high value.
Macfarlane, Turkey, 2 vols. [1850], is a narrative of journeys both to
Constantinople and the provinces during the years 1847-8, and is
important as showing the failure of reform.
Sir A. H. Layard, Autobiography and Letters [1903], 2 vols., is useful
Vol. II, chs. iii, iv are
as regards the provinces from 1839 onwards.
important for the years 1842—53 when he was associated with Stratford.
For a penetrating study of the reform, vide II, 82-101.
Jorga is still excellent as a survey, and Ed. Engelhardt, La Turquie et

The most important
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Le TdfKimat,
uccoinit, hut
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188-2!, 2 vols., gives a

good general

s<'anty in (ietaih

mil Reform,

jl^(\H’hui

It

is

sum up

to

clillicult

Reschid.

01' 14, gives StratiortPs rather favourable impressions.
he does not <llstinguish Ix'tweeu th<' reforms due to Reschid direct
F. S. Roclkey has a useful article on
those inspiretl by Stratford.

Potdr,

Hut

Lf\

111

1

and
Lord Pahuersttui and the Rejuvenation of 'Turkey/ Pt, II (1839-41),
R<*s('hid\s memo on reform of
Journ, xMod, //b/., June 1930, and adds
August 12, 83*), Maefarlane, Turkey, H, chs. xix and xxv, dwells on
kesehid's l)ad points, Init Layard’s Autobhuraphy is more favourable and
thnu’S that his financial laxity was injurious to the public interest.
Lord Cllarc’ndon ^vas a great opponent of his and wrote to Stratford in
*

1

MSS,, F.O. 352 ;42, that, if corrupt persons were ineligible for
Rc^schid w<mld stand but a poor chance if that rule were rigidly

pte, Strut,

oHiec,

*

applied’

PU,

{S('pt<*nd)<‘r 22,

1835).

r

1

1

MSS. FA). 332.49. Ahson to Stratford, February
on his private vices. Stratford wrote grimly {F.O.

Strut.

00

9, 1858,

78/516.
From Stratford, February iB, 1843, separated that you could only succeed
by ov(*rhH)king niany unpalatable piocecdings.
in promoting relorm
but his public
tlu'sc wer<^ not only Rt-stdiuTs private lile,

was

severe'

'

And, among

and to
Reschid is lielieved to have been for a parliainentary regime
1 epresentative
have foresltadovvt'd it hy his promotion ol local t/iejlhses or
From Stratford, No. 84 ol March 14, 1849,
FAJ. I'dfhlT
councils
enclo. his

memo

laid bVfoiv the Sultan, says

‘There

Is

no question of trans-

It does
to his subjects.
ferring any portion of power from the Sovereigii
regime or even
not appear that Stratlbrd ever wished ior a parliamentary
VUk my article in Carnb. Hist. Journ.,
for local represeumtive councils.

ih

F.O.

158.

78/431.

From Ponsonby

to

Palmerston,

pte.

of

Vide h.O. 78/33^^ ^® regards
Christians in navy and army.
p,
No 119 0
the navy, F.O. 78/331- From Ponsoiiby,
Christians
May xo, 1838. Fie says lie prcs.sed on Reschid a plan ol enlistingdidChristians
actually
on he
in the navy, * of which lie appeared to approve.’ Later
however, that
introduce Greeks into the navy. It must be remembered,
Turkish seamen. As regards
it would have been almost impossible to gel
advice of a distinthe army Mahmud is declared to have considered the
aimy and 0
guished diplomat’ to introduce Christian soldiers into the
policy is said 0
have refused. G. Maefarlane, Turkey^ II, 278. 'Phis
1
council.
have been discussed in the last days of Mahmud at a
F.O. 78/354. From Ponsonby, No. 20 of February G, 1839.
From Ponsonby, separate, October 22,
F.O.
P. 160.
aatt

m

78/359.

E.
P. 160. The text of the Gulhani decree is given in
Map of Europe by Treaty, 11, I002--5. The story in the text is from N.K.A.
ct von Caver,
Testa. Other accounts of tlic ceremony arc in Jouannin
140-3.
Turquie [1843], 445-9, and in Memoirs of Prince de Joinville [1895],
232 p. iGi.
N.R.A. From Testa, No. 54 of November 13, 1839.
From Ponsonby, No. 301 of November 5, 1839.
F.O.

78/360.

283 p.
234

162.

N.R.A. From Testa, No. 54 of November 13, ^^39F.O. 78/360. From Ponsonby, No. 334 of December

p. 162,
1839, enclo. of December 3.
236 p. 162.
F.O. 78/360.

1839,

78/353-

From Ponsonby, No.

To, No, i8x of December

2.

17,

^
u
301 of November

.

5,

.

TURKISH ARMY
236

437

M.R.A, From Testa, No. 548 of May 27, 1840.
F.O. 78/43^’ From Ponsonby, No. 28 of February i,
1841, with Palmerston's minute and his despatch. F.O. 78/427. To,
No. 40 of March 2 ; unnumbered of March 24, initialled V.R.
To,
No. 64 of April I
238 p.
F.O. 78/432. From Ponsonby, No. 117 of March 2Q,
163.
1841.
F.O. 7 ^/ 433
128 of April 7.
239
p. 164,
White, Three Tears [in Constantinoplelf I, 159-67.
2*9 P.
164, F.O. 78/359*
From Ponsonby, No. 263 of September 24,
1839 ; separate and secret of October 8.
2^1 P.
165. F.O. 78/476.
From Stratford, No. 47 of March 9, 1842
F.O. 78/476, No. 67 of March 27 with attached Memo.
242
p. 1 5^.
78/523. From Stratford, No. 260 of December 13,
P. 163.
P. 163,

:

}

;

1843.
248 P.
165.
244

p. 165.

F.O. 78/478.
F.O. 78/516.

From Stratford, No. 125 of June 9, 1842.
From Stratford, separate of February 18,

1843.
245 p.

166.

F.O. 78/476.
246

p, 166.

247

p. 166.

From Ponsonby, No. 159 of May ii, 1841.
From Stratford, No. 67 of March 27, 1842, Memo.
F.O. 78/434. From Ponsonby, pte. June 12, 1841.
F.O. 96/25. Minute by Palrnerston, March 18, 1856.
F.O. 78/433.

248 p.
167.

Turkish Army, conditions and recruitment (cp. supra, ch. i, n. 48,
F.O. 78/434. From Ponsonby, private of June 8, 1841, enclosing
p. 30).
letter of Capt. Williams ofJune 7.
Both sum up strongly against employing
Christian officers. F.O. 78/476.
From Stratford, No. 65 of March 27,
1842, enclo. General Jochmus of March 21, gives a detailed report on the
unfitness of the forces in this year, and these agree generally with the
report of Rose in 1850.

The

recruitment was a difficulty everywhere and the Albanian revolt
against it was very serious {F.O. 78/519. From Stratford, No. 124 of
June 16, 1843 ; F.O. 78/520, No. 159 of July 31). It was got under.
Recruits could not of course be raised from Syria and Palestine with
ease after the departure of Ibrahim. In i860 Fuad sent hundreds of
recruits from Damascus handcuffed to Constantinople because for many
years the supply had been inadequate. Recruitment in Kurdistan was
small, and it was never attempted before the Crimean war in Iraq or
Arabia. Anatolia produced the largest supply ; Macedonia, and ultimately
Albania, the rest. But in Albania the recruiting was voluntary.
very
unfavourable description of the effects of conscription in Asia Minor is
given in C. Macfarlane, Turkey, ch. xxiii.
Turkish Army. Numbers. F.O. 78/554. From Stratford, No. 35 of
February 29, 1844 ; F.O. 78/557, No. 57 of May 6.
These figures do
not quite agree with two later returns. F.O. 78/882. No. 275 of
September 7, 1850. From Stratford, enclo. report of Col. Rose of July,
and F.O. 78/891. From Stratford, No. 78 of April 19, 1852.

A

Army

Rose (1850).
156,000
95,000

Statistics.

Stratford (1852).

Nizams
Rediffs

Militia

251,000

The

140,000
1 13,000
20,000

273,000

published works are scanty and almost useless.
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in Uhicini,

Urquhart, Military
/(fwv, written in iWyz and published in i868, contains

value as well as suiue fantasies,
tiilirial of experience, in his Three Eras of Ottoman
J, IL vSkrnr, a ennsulav
ru\ puts the \i:ams as r,i;p(ioo, a little loo low, and the
But his pamphlet is worth
great deal tut» high.
RrJiJh at

Mime

details

iif

reading.

Ahertleen to Stratford, No. 9 of January 20,
FJ), yl\
Pahnerstt>n to Ponsonby, KO, yH/'.pay, No. 27 of February 10,
iH.pp
FJ), 78 771. do Stratford, Nos. 238-9-40
Nit. 5- of March '2%
illji
Hip).
of ( h'tober
2**“
From Stratford, No. 38
FA), 7H 890.
lutki\h Mativ,
P. H)}1,
'The ‘Purkish ileet iti 1852 numbered 4 sail of the
of February 18,
'Pliere was, however, an
line iti rommission, 4, laitl \ip and i building.
'The total is slightly less than
itn rease t>f steam vessels as frigate.s.
The return above
in Mahimnlls day (vuk sufuiu <'h. u n. 21, ]>. 402).
h that of Aiimiral Slade. 'Phere is an aeeount in FA). 78/430. From
F. W. ilalvert, Hn. 2 (d‘ January i, tat.i> and B. W. Walker, January ii,
1841, of the tlelivery by M(dieinet Ali of the d'urkisli licet. There is a
Fel)ruary 20, 1849,
reptirl by Sir (h Webster in F.O. 7 ^^' 77 :b
ami also enelo. in Sir Stratford tlanningls No. 83 of February 28.
FA). 78/854. From Stratford, No. 123 of April iB, 1851, cnclo. a memo
d'here are severe <*ritieism.s on the navy in 1847-8
of Admiral Slade,
in C. Maefarlane, TwArv, H, eh. xxhi.
P. Hi';.

;

(inAP'PKR
Rkvolt

m
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TUK Lkuanon and SKrn.KMiOT by Europe
(Ihronich ofAugu.st 9, 1845.

was ased by Rose, No. 73 of July
and Bey. MSS.

(1841-5)

The same

expression

23, 1841, dated July 24 in E.O. 78/456,
,

,

,

^

1

The Drusa. The pk. Iky. MSS. give a good deal of general
1 72.
I he religion and
information, but it needs checking from other sources.
customs of the Druses were very little known until Ibrahim brace mto
The best
their strongholds and captured some of their sacred books.
Druses^
general work is that of Silvc.stre de Sacy, Exposi de la religion aes
the
But this Is quite antiquated. The accounts
2 vols., Paris [183B].
and
Encyclopaedia of Islam and P. K. Hitti, Ihe origins of the Druze People
^^e
Religion with extracts from their sacred writmgs, Columbia Uniy. [1920]?
accepted
the latest attempts to solve the problem, but neither is entirely
the
by Professor A. J. Rustum or other authorities.^ The account
R. A.
text tries to steer between extremes with the advice of Professor
in
Nicholson. David Urquhart, Lebanon^ 2 vols. [t86o], records travel
vols,,
1849, but is fantastic. Col Churchill, Mount Lebanon^ 1842-52, 3
give
3rd cd. [1853], and the Druzes and the Maronites^ xS^O'^So [1862],
a very anti-Turkish view. They arc not always accurate, but convey
a good deal of information from a first-hand observer, whose daughter
married a Sheikh. A good French contemporary account of the Druses and
a6» IK

m

m

their chiefs in the forties is that of Henri Guys {vide infra^ n. 293)
P. 175. Reminiscences of Daniel Bliss [1926], 145.
P. 175. 600 Maronite nobles in 1856 as against 164 Druses;

Bey.

MSS. From Moore, August

6, 1856.

BRITISH AND DRUSES, 184O-6
P. 175.

Bey.

cp. F.O. 78/620.
P. 176. Bey.

MSS.

From

MSS.

Rose

Rose, No. 97 of

439

November

24, 1845

a

No. 97 of November 24,
1845 ; vide F.O. 78/620, dind pte. to Wood, October 23, 1843.
2®’ P. 176.
Bey. MSS.^ pte. Rose to Cowley, November 18, 1847.
2®8 P, 178.
Bey. MSS.^ pte. H. Rose to R. Wood, June 6, 1844.
2®^ P. 179.
Bey. MSS.
From Rose to Stratford, No. 24 of April 30,
vide F.O. 78/536.
1843
2®° P. 180.
Bey. MSS. Moore to Ponsonby, No. i of February i, 1840.
P.
180.
The British connexion with the Druses, i8po-6. The
suggestion that the Druses were supported and favoured by the British
Government and its agents is invariably made by French contemporary
writers and has been repeated by historians. A few sentences from
Roquemonteix, Le Lihan et Fexpedition francaise en Syrie, Paris [1921], will
to Stratford,

;

show the general nature of the charges.

(26-8)

^

The English, who

observed
1840-2) and

with displeasure that the Maronites relied on France (c.
France showed itself friendly to them, began to shake the independence
of this country. They addressed themselves at first to the Maronites,
but failed in their attempts to detach them from France ; they then
turned to the Druses and conducted intrigues with them, in which the
Protestant missionaries acted as intermediaries. They armed them and
promised them a special and vigilant protection.* In this way massacres
arose and the Turkish and British Governments opposed themselves to
the Shehab dynasty. *. . . In consequence the Porte, with England’s
support, suppressed the Emirate, placed all Lebanon under one man
the pasha of Sidon and divided the coimtry into two regions the Maronite
and Druse Kaimakamates, etc.’ Hence, runs the argument, the massacres
ultimately of i860, were directly due to British
of 1841 and of 1844-5,
support of the Druses.
One suggestion it may be well to meet at once. There is no evidence
that British Protestant missionaries acted as agents of their Government.
They were occasionally asked or encouraged to provide teachers for

—

—

schools.

Commodore Napier

in his operations against
Ibrahim in 1840 was aided by Maronites as well as by Druses, and the
British Government certainly recognised the value of that support. The
Druse chiefs, who of course hated the Maronites and the French, had

The

facts are as follows

:

already petitioned to be under British protection. This had been answered
as follows : ‘ Mr. Wood to say, that all that could be expected of the British
Government was the exertion of their influence to obtain security for the
From
Syrians that they should be well governed’ {F.O. 78/472.
Ponsonby, No. 47 of March 3, 1840).* The first hint^ that England
I feel convinced . . . that
should support the Druses comes from Moore.
the French are seeking to form a party in Lebanon. As the protectors
of the Roman Catholic religion, they possess considerable influence among
the Maronites. It would however not be difiicult to create a counter
interest, through the Druses and other sects not under, or opposed to
that influence.’ f The last sentence proves clearly that England had
‘

undertaken no obligations at this time. Wood, Ponsonby ’s agent, arrived
in July and established good relations with the Maronite Patriarch, who
called him his ‘ dear son.’ So did Napier on landing in September. But
®
* Quoted, along with some other despatches, in Rodkey, Lord Palmerston
and Rejuvenation of Turkey,’ Pt. 11, Joum. Mod. Hist.,]un.t 1930, 21 1.
in Lev. II, No. 30 {vide F.O. 78/412). From Moore,
t Passage suppressed
No. II of June 24, 1840.
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arms were distributed impartially to both Druse and Maronite. The
appointment of the Emir Beshir Kassim as Grand Prince, which was really
due to Wood, was a conct^ssion to the Maronites and deeply displeased
the Druses.*
Napier’s intervtmtion with M<'hemet Ali in favour of certain Druse
prisoners in l)eeembt*r iH.|o doubtless impressed the Druses, and it is
In May 1841 Rose
quite likely that he made tlnan indiscreet promises.
repQrt(;d that the Drus<\s had petitioned England for protection. They
wanted it evcrywluu'e in lh(‘ T.cbunon, in th(‘ Mauran, and in their remotest
stronghold, Dje.bel-Drus(^ 'I'liey had a tradition either that they were
English (‘ though not one Druse could speak the language ’) or that the
Ah nobody,’ .said one of them, could have
l^higlish were Drus<\s.
Druses.’ 'Ehey wanted schools and
takett Acre in four hours but
education and wen^ willing to Ixxome Protestants. ‘ All Druses look
forward to a connection with khigland.’ Rose replied on his own authority
uolliing could add so much weight to my r<q)rescntations on this
that
subject to my Governnuait, as my assurance* that the Druses had determined
to continue tt) be faithful subjects to the Sultan and to use their influence
Tlu* Drusc^s were lavish in
to preserve peaca^ and uphold Ins authority.’ i'
But, just abt)ut this lime, they began plotting the
all sorts of assurancc.s.
rel^elUon against the Turks which ac.Uially burst out in October 1841.
It will be noticed that the initiative as to protection came from the Druses,
and that the missionaries were not originally used as intermediaries,
though the.y would doubtle.ss have aidecl in converting the Druses to
Protestantism, J and tak<m part in the educational work.
It is vain for the
First, let us give the private thoughts of Palmerston.
British Govermne^nt to hop<; to establish any ustdul influence over the
Maronites. That people will always through the agency of their priests
But England may
lean upon France rather than upon England.
establish among the Druses an influence useful to England and serviceable
Your despatch
to the Porte.’ § PIcre are Ins official instructions to Rose.
no, 39 of the 22ncl May, respecting the friendly feeling entertained by
the Druses towards Groat Britain, and their d<\sirc to form some connection
.
.
the British Government will gladly
with the British Government
establish that connection and that sy.stem of communication with the
it being always clearly understood
Druses, which the Druse chiefs desire
that the basis of that connection must be, that it is in no degree to interfere
with, or to weaken the connection of the Druses with their Sovereign the
Sultan ; but that, on the contrary, the object and intention of the British
Government must be, by exerting its good offices and its’ [.n‘c] just influence
at Constantinople in favour of the Druses, to prevent differences between
the Druses and the Sultan, which might loosen the Bonds which ought to
exist between a Sovereign and his subjects.
‘
Her Majesty’s Government duly appreciate the many fine qualities
which distinguish the character of the Druse Nation ; and Her Majesty’s
Government must specially admire the wish manifested by the Druses to
establish some good system of Education for their children [details follow
‘

‘

'

‘

.

.

.

‘

.

;

’

*

t
t

Wood was a Catholic and may have been influenced accordingly,
KO. 78/455. From Rose, No. 39 of May 22, 1841 No. 54 of June 6.
RO. 78/456. From Rose, No. 87 of September 16, 1841. The Druse
;

Sheikh Hussein there says, The agents of other governments come frequently
.
and secretly to me, endeavouring to establish a connexion with the Druses .
But you have never come but once, [probably refers to
I keep them off .
Napier’s landing] and then you came openly, and we ran to meet you.’
Draft and private letter to Ponsonby, August 16, 1841.
§ F, 0 78/429.
‘

.

.

.

.

BRITISH AND DRUSES,
in which the British

Government promise

1

84O-6

to consider the

44I
matter and also

encourage commercial intercourse ’].*
The acceptance of this overture was ultimately followed up by various
other measures. Palmerst^ sought to promote the education of the
Druses by sending Mr. Nicolayson, a missionary, on a mission of inquiry
and defraying his expenses from the Treasury, f In conjimction with
Sheikh Naaman Jumblatt he worked out a scheme of education with British
instructors, with inspectors, and control by the Bishop of London.
The
Sheikh himself sent his brother to be educated in England, a great proof
of his confidence.* + None of these schemes succeeded. The brother,
The
after three years* education, returned to Lebanon a hopeless imbecile.
The
Druses, disregarding Rose*s conditions, revolted in October 1841.
Jumblatts promptly had all their property confiscated for their supposed
attachment to Great Britain.’ England was involved in negotiations for
the release of certain Druse chiefs, and her success confirmed their belief
in her attachment to their cause. But during the autumn of 1 842 Aberdeen
began to see the very dangerous consequences of too much support of the
Druses and of too much interference. On January i, 1843, he instructed
Rose that Druse and Maronite should be treated alike. This instruction
was not wholly adhered to, and the Druses continued to receive a certain
amount of protection from the British. But it was, -in no sense, the British
policy to encourage the Druses to revolt, their policy was exactly the conThe French activity with the Maronites tended to encourage
trary.
revolt, because the Maronites and the Catholic cause would have benefited
by a Shehab dynasty. The British idea was to keep the Druses quiet and
make them acquiesce in the status quo. After the revolt of 1844 England
did not wish to disarm either party, and certainly did not approve of
disarming only the Maronites.
To sum up the evidence
was no ofiicial British
(1) Moore’s letter of June 24, 1840, shows there
connexion with the Druses previous to that date.
desire on the part of the
(2) The movement arose from a spontaneous
Druses to establish a connexion with the British.
that Palmerston in his instruc(3) It was only in response to this desire
tion of July 16, 1841, proposed to establish a connexion by British instruction in schools and also by commerce. For the former purpose missionaries
were to be used, but no real results came from this owing to the revolt in
October.
interference made Aberdeen endeavour to treat
(4) The dangers of
Druses and Maronites alike from Janua^ i, 1843.
was only partially successful and a connexion
(5) His endeavour
remained. The chief reason of it was that the Druses considered the
French the enemies of the British, and trusted to the latter to support
them against the Maronites.
British was, however, to support the Turkish
(6) The interest of the
status quo of 1843, whereas for different reasons both the Turks and Druses
really wished to upset it. British policy in 1845 was strongly opposed^ to
disarming either Maronites or Druses. The Turkish method of disarm in g
the Maronites was strongly disapproved by Aberdeen and Stratford.
‘

to

'

‘

:

* F.O. 78/454. Palmerston to Rose, No. 8 of July 16, 1841. Appd,
Victoria, R.
Palmerston to Rose, No. ii of July 26, 1841. Appd. V. R.
I F.O. 78/454.
Gp. Rodkey, Joum. Mod. Hist., June 1930, 21 1-2.
7,
^
F.O. 78/456. From Rose, No. 86 of September 7, 1841 ; No. 93 of

^r,/^rtAJX7Tv

t

September

24.
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In result England, while endeavouring to Iranquillise the Druses
frequently found them escape her influence. But she was usually
prepared
to do her best for them, after each successive revolt, in lessening
their
sentences. There is no evidence that the British ever encouraged
the
Druses to revolt except against Meheinct Ali. There is no doubt that
in
1841 and in 1845, as indeed on other occasions, the influence of British
(7)

agents was all against revolt. The Drusc^s wore ultimately supported by
the British as a counterpoise to the Maronites, who were supported by the
The British tended to got into a hilsc position when the Druses
French.
revolted, just as the French did when the Maronites rose.
But the British
support of the Druses was much Ie.ss constant and active than the French
Ultimately the British policy was pacific for
support of their opponents.
it

aimed

at producing

an equilibrium bedweem Druses and Maronites

in

the Mountain.’ So long as that equilibrium existed, the Frcnch-Maronite
demand for a Shehab prince, and llie Porte’s demand for the direct rule of a
Turkish pasha, were impossible. It was lherefor<^ a Turkish and French
interest to disturb the status quo, and a British interest to maintain it
(Gp,
*

infra, n. 293.)

Allowance must be mad(^ for the fact that the French case has not been
wholly presented. Permission to examine their consular archives at
Beyrouth was refused to me. Most of them are bctlicvcd to have been
accidentally destroyed.

F.O. 78/394, June u, 1840.
From Moore, enclo. in
Ponsonby’s No. 127 of June 23, 1840.
P. i8i.
IIughRose to H.Wellcsley, December 2, 1846.
P. 181.
Bcy.MSS.^pte. Hugh Rose to H. Wellesley, October 19, 1847.
p.

180.

206

'phe Sultan’s /zVmaw is dated September 2. Wood is said
by some authorities to have proclaimed the successor on October 4, z.e. the
night of the battle.
When the mailer was raised at a later date Wood
said he did so on the 8th {vide Bey. MSS. No, 40 of December 2, 1841.
Cp. also App. I). But there is some authority for the 9th {vide supra,
p. 123).
280
P. 183.
A.
P. [1845] ^^5 P* 7 ^ 9
From Rose, November 27,
1844.
P. 3(84. Bey. MSS., pte.
Rose to Wood, March 22, 1842.
P. 184.
Nejib Pasha in Syria and in Bagdad.
Nejib governed

&

-

Damascus from 1841-2 and Bagdad from i842-"9. Whether he was at
Damascus or Bagdad he remained a persona grata at Stambul. This fact
is the more singular because in neither
case was he really successful. He
was regarded rather absurdly as the person who applied reform both to
Syria and to Iraq. In each case he won the favour of his government by
^pplying as little of it as possible, and by his hatred of all foreigners. In
Bagdad as at Damascus he appears to have been accessible to bribery and
a grasping financier.
As director of cominerce he was greatly condemned, at any rate in
retrospect. ‘ The rapacity and corruption of Nejib pasha, who held the
province in pawn for about 6 years, not only arrested all progress, but
actually forced trade backwards, led to general impoverishment and in
some cases to the depopulation of districts.’ *
notices of Nejib pasha is too characteristic to be omitted.
A Ghr^tian in
Bagdad had become a Mohammedan and again reverted to
Uhnstiani^. Nejib sent the apostate to Constantinople. The British
consul at Bagdad took care that the apostate
should not have an accident on

A

* F.O.
195/379.

From

Col. Rawlinson (Bagdad), No. 14 of July 21, 1852.
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arrival at Constantinople he was released owing to
British pressure. The whole story is significant of Nejib’s reactionary
ideas, for, by this time, apostates were habitually released by the local
pasha without reference to Constantinople. Nejib had probably arranged
for an accident on the way.
Both in the Lebanon and in Iraq Nejib alienated foreigners, but
the

his

retained the unwavering confidence of the Porte. In both he was regarded
as haughty, aristocratic, exclusive and intolerant.
His attempt seems to
have been to introduce direct Turkish rule into Iraq as into the Lebanon.
But the tribes of Iraq were at once more numerous and more elusive than
Druses or Maronites. Hence his attempts to detribalise Iraq resulted in a
great display of energy, a great waste of money and almost no advantage, f
He was throughout a sincere, though ineffective, advocate for introducing
direct Turkish rule into outlying provinces. None the less his reputation at
Bagdad is better than it is at Damascus, and a comparison between his
two periods of rule would repay study.
P. 184.
Churchill, Druzes and Maronites [1862], 57.
270
p. 185.
A.
P. [1843] LX, Pt. II [456], No. 152.
271 P.
185. Bey, MSS.i
Rose to Wood of November 8, 1841.
272 p.
185. Bey. MSS., pte. Rose to Wood, October 26, 1841.
273 P.
186.
Churchill, Druzes and Maronites [1862], 50.
274
P. 186. F.O. 78/428.
To Ponsonby, No. 92 of April 21, 1841,
275 P. 186.
British Policy in Palestine, the British Bishopric and Zionism,
The British connexion with the Druses has been explained.
It was not primarily sought by Palmerston and was not resolutely pursued.
But his operations in Palestine were of a different nature. The establishment of the joint British Bishopric in 1841 need not be here mentioned in
detail.
It was due largely to Baron Bunsen and was a product of sentimental Protestant connexions with Germany.^ The first Bishop Alexander
was a converted Jew of Prussian birth and English doctrines. He was not
particularly successful, but circumstances were against him. The Turkish

&

church to be built in Jerusalem was persisted in until
Its most
Generally speaking, the Bishopric was a failure.

refusal to permit a

1845.

memorable

effect was, as is

Newman from

explained in the Apologia pro Vita

sua, to drive

the Anglican Church.

Palmerston, though not exacdy hostile to the Jerusalem bishopric, was
aiming at a more durable ascendancy, and had anticipated the ecclesiastical scheme.
He had established a vice-consulate at Jerusalem in 1838,
a sure sign of his interest. In 1839 the vice-consul reported the Jews as
numbering 9,690.§ Then in 1840 Palmerston listened with sympathy to
Lord Shaftesbury, who exhorted him to repatriate Jews into Palestine, and
helped a little in that direction.
Palmerston next proposed (and it was a
daring suggestion) that England should take charge of Jewish interests in
Palestine. He suggested that the Jews of Palestine should ‘ be allowed to
transmit to the Porte, through British authorities, any complaints which
It would be
they might have to prefer against the Turkish authorities.
highly advantageous to the Sultan that the Jews who are scattered through
other countries in Europe and Africa, should be induced to go and settle
1 |

.

.

.

* F.O. 78/730. From Alison, No. 94 of June i, 1848.
t Cp. S. H. Longrigg, Four Centuries of Modem Iraq [1925], 281, 283, 287 sqq.,
290 sqq., 311; R. Coke, Bagdad [1927], 269, for a general account of his rule in
Iraq.
t
§
II

And

King of Prussia;
Cp. Rodkey, Joum. Mod.
the

vide

Bunsen, Memoirs [1868],

June 1930,

I, ch. x.

214.
Sokolov, History of Zionism, I, 126-7, 159, 161 ; II, 229-37.
Hist.,
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because the wealth and habits of order and industry which
they would bring with them, would tend greatly to increase the Resources
of the Turkish Empire, and to promote the progress of civilization therein,’
England could avert the violence, injustice, and oppression to which the
.
and especially in Syria
Jews have hitherto been exposed
unless
the Sultan will give the Jews some real and tangible security, he cannot
expect the benefit which their immigration into Palestine would afford
him.’ *
The schemes of British protection and British repatriation of the Jews
were bold ones, and they were approved by Queen Victoria, Had they
been accepted very large powers would have fallen into England’s hands.
For the Jews, if protected by England in Palestine and Syria, would obviously have benefited her trade and extended her influence against the
whole of the rest of Europe. This attempt to place Jewish interests in
England’s hands alone was the aim of Palmerston.
Palmerston was saved from the consequences of his action by the
immovable obstinacy of the Porte. The reactionaries viewed eveiy attempt
of foreign powers to secure a special status with equal disfavour. Palmerston’s services in repelling France from Syria in no way induced the Porte
to favour his attempts to secure a special British position in regard to the
Jews. Palmerston, after a first rebufl', attempted to secure the British
protection for a time limited in duration.’ But Turkish obstinacy preIt looks, too, as if Palmervailed and the whole project fell to the ground.
ston wished ultimately to protect the Jews throughout Turkey. That
was a strong step to take and would have given England that special right
to protection of Jews throughout Turkey, such as the Czar was to claim for
Turkish subjects of the Orthodox Greek faith. The Czar’s claim was
ultimately contested by Palmerston and the attempt to enforce it led to
war between Russia on the one side and Turkey, France and England on
the other. Palmerston’s own attempt, even if confined to Syria and
Palestine, must have provoked great jealousy from France and from Russia.
If extended to the whole Ottoman empire it might have led to war.
Interest in Palestine did not wholly cease on the failure of Palmerston’s
project and on his fall. But from 1843 onwards Aberdeen took steps to
limit the meddlings ’ of British consuls, and in particular prevented them
from exercising influence in the direction of converting Turks or Catholics
to Protestantism. The visits of Sir Moses Montefiorc to Palestine, which
were an anticipation of Zionism, were favoured by the British. After one
in 1843 Rose commented, They consider him as a sort of prince. This
fact alone gives to Great Britain influence also with the Jews, not a circumstance to be lost sight of.’ f The fact that Montefiore was a knight greatly
enhanced his reputation and connexion with England. Stratford’s support
of the project of building a church in Jerusalem finally forced the Porte
to yield on that head in 1845. But Aberdeen was careful not to use the
bishopric to extend British political influence. The British consul had
declined to give British protection to two foreign clergy assisting Bishop
Alexander, and Aberdeen approved limiting consular protection to British
subjects, or agents, alone.’ J
It may be said, therefore, that the two points
of a British religious establishment in Jerusalem, and a certain encouragein Palestine

;

‘

.

.

;

.

.

,

‘

‘

‘

‘

* F.O,

To

Ponsonby, No. 33 of February 17, 1841. Rodkey,
Joum, Mod. jF/i'ji., June 1830, 215-6, refers to this and quotes from two previous
78/457.

instructions of 1840, anticipating

it.

F.O. 78/535. From Rose, No. 28 of March 29, 1843.
Aberdeen to Young, No, 16 of November 15, 1843.
X F.O. 78/540.
Young, No. 23 of April 24.
t

From
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had been secured by that date. But the whole policy was
During the Crimean war Palmerston, when
in the embryo stage.

ment
still
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to Jews,

again in power, considered further plans. But, in reality, nothing much
was done. All that one can say was that a favourable atmosphere was
created. But it was not until sifter the massacres of i860 in Syria that the
Jewish problem received further attention.
2’® P. 187.

jP.

0

.

Aberdeen to Stratford, No.

181 /172.

2 of

October 30,

1841.
27 ’ P.

187.
278 P. 187.
279 P. 187.
enclo. of April
280 P. 188.
281 P. 188.

Jochmus,

I,

F.O. 78/535.
F.O. 78/477.

;

6.

Bey. MSS.jpte.
Bey.

MSS.,

pte.

previous quotation.
282 p. 188.
F.O. 78/474.
283 p. 188.

To Ponsonby, December 8, 1840.
From Rose, No. 9 of February 6, 1843.
From Stratford, No. 76 of April 7, 1842

47.

Rose to Moore, May 4, 1842.
Rose to Moore, October 31, 1842, and

To

Stratford,

No. 93 of July 21, 1842.

MSS., pte. Stratford to Wood, date not
probably i6th. Cp. F.O. 78/476.
1842

Bey.

before March 17,
Stratford separate

;

and

confidential,

March

but

clear,

Memo

by

16, 1842.

To

Stratford
Stratford, July 21, 1842.
was suspected by the Dutch Minister (Testa) of opposing a Christian
prince but wanting a Shehab as Maronite kaimakam (vide N.R.A.
284 p.

189.

F.O. 78/474.

Testa, No. 708 of August 23, 1842). This is probably unfounded.
285 P. 189.
Rose to Wood, February 9, 1842.
Bey. MSS., pte.
286 p^ jgo.
From Rose, No. 41 of September 6, 1843,
jP.O. 78/537.
referring to the 1842 period.
287 p. 190.
F.O. 78/537. From Rose, No. 44 of October 5, 1843.
288 p. igi.
F.O. 78/537. From Rose, No. 44 of October 5, 1843.
289 p. 192.
C. Alison, September 8, 1844, reprinted in F.O. Memo

From

of August 9, i860.
290 P. 192.
F.O. 78/535. From Rose, No. i of January i, 1843,
P. [1845], LI [662], No. i.
passage suppressed in A.
291 P.
From Rose, No. 67 of October 9, 1843,
192. F.O. 78/537.
P, [1845], LI [662], No. 24.
sentence omitted in A.
292 p, igg.
JT.Q. ^8/455.
From Rose, No. 55 of June 22, 1841.
F.O. 78/456, No. 91 of September 23, No. 96 of September 26;
F.O. 78/457, No. 1 15 of October 28.
293 p.
The Maronites and French action in Syria and the Lebanon.
193.
The French consular records are not open to inspection ; the British ones,
and in a few cases the Austrian, have been searched and quoted. But
there are a number of French contemporary works of some importance
even on the events of the forties, while there is a whole library on the
events of the sixties. The regular French historians are, however, alinost
useless owing to their imperfect knowledge of the Near East. ^ Lamartine,
in his celebrated Voyage en Orient, produced a series of brilliant travel
pictures with a strongly prejudiced outlook. Renan, in his various works,
has fewer references to ‘ the Mountain ’ but a more scholarly and detached

&
&

position.

Among

informed contemporaries

is

M. Poujade, who was a French

‘
agent in Syria. He is described by Rose as indulging in actions most
unsuited to his character as a foreign agent and detrimental to the interests
of the Porte.’* But his work, Le Liban et La Syrie, Paris [1867] (dealing
with the years 1845-60), has merit. His description of the Section of

* F.O. 78/577.
[1845],

LI

From

[662], end. i,

Rose, No. 39 of August 2, 1844, suppressed in 4
.

No. 46.

.

P.

:
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AND FRENCH

new Maronitc

patrianTi (1^0-5) and of his escape after the election
from the disapj)ointed masses is highly interesting. He practically admits
the assertion made by Rose that the patriarch was nominated by French
influence,
He accuses the Turks in the same year of doing their best to
egg on the Druses and to restrain the Maronites. Fie makes a specific
charge that the Turks encouraged Said Bey jumblatt ‘to fall on’ the
Maronites (a47'~8).^ He lays stress on the liruse mookatajis (landlords)
the

hounding on their followers into nwolt {*-i4r)),
Htmri Guys, Rt'lation (Pun s(jour tk plnskurs min 6cs d

Beyrouth^ etc., Paris

[1842], is invaluable for a fairly cUaailod description of the Druse society
of the day and of its chiefs.
R. Edwards, La Syrk, 1
Paris 1 8()2 ], also gives useful information
from nu’u on the s[>ot.
On the whole (and it is interesting), the toiui of th(;se informed contemporary writers is a good cUtal less hostih^ to Fhigland than that of the
newspa[)ers and of the wril(U's of the houhwards. Specific evidence as
to the British connexion with the Drusc^s is .singularly scanty.
And I confess
tliat I g(;t the idea that it: was 'Turks and Druses (and not British) who
disturbed the Lttbanon. This is a view (huived from certain French
testimony on the spot. The British view, of course, is that the Maronites
by persisting in their demand for a Sheluih, precipitated revolt.
P. 194.
F.O, 7B/759. I'o Wood (Damascus), No. i of February 28,
1B43, No. 3 of September 19.
Rose carn<‘d out tlu^se instructions strictly.
Vkk To Worry (Aleppo), May 8, and 'D) Ytaing (Beyrouth), February 12,
Vkk supra, note 26 1 to this dtaptcr : British con?iexion with the Druses,
1844,
1840-6.
1

P. 194.
P. 195.

Bty.

MSS,,

From

pte.

Stratford,

Rose

May

to Wt)od, July G, 1844.
P. [1845],
17, 1845, A.

&

LI

(66i),

No, 56.
Omissions and Suppressions in Blue Books,
A.
P. [1841], XXIX,
Levant Coruspondence, Part
and VIII.
;
Second Session, Part III {Lev. n-lll), conduct us to the agreements of
July 1841. As might be expected, in view of a tense diplomatic situation,
the omissions relate chiefly to the misbehavit)ur of other powers such as
France, and occasionally Austria and Russia. In general, these parts are
P. 195.

&

H

L

curious to note how some despatches, e.g. some
of Stopford’s, are not published in the Blue Books and are to be found only
in the London Gazette.
A.
P. [1843], LX, contains Correspondence on the Affairs of Syria, I-II,
in pursuance of Address of the House of Commons of February 28,
1843. Part I [455], pp. 1-138, consists of despatches to and from Ponsonby
and Stratford Canning from May 1841 to January 1843 ; Part II
[45^] PP- i 39 “4 ^ 6 j contains similar despatches to and from Colonel Rose

less full

than Part

It

is

&

>

and Mr. Wood.

The

omissions follow a general rule(i) The worst misdeeds of the Turks arc generally softened down or
omitted,
(2) The intrigues ascribed to French and Austrian agencies
in the Lebanon are almost wholly cut out. Typical omissions are as
follows
(i) Omission of Turkish misdeeds.
E.g., F.O. 78/449.
From Moore,
‘
No. 15 of March 22, 1841,
The conviction I feel that the Turks, left to
themselves, are incompetent to govern this country.*
Gp. also ibid.. No. 25
of May 4, 1841.
* For similar omissions in Lev.
I, 1839-40, vide supra, ch, iv, n. ig6.

.
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of French agencies^ Part II [456], No. 54. Omitted part in
F.O. 78/457, From Rose, No. 115 of October 28, 1841. ‘We know
positively that the French have intrigued to incite the Christians to revolt ^
(details then given)
A,
P, [1845], LI, contains Correspondence relative to the Affairs of Syria,
Part I [661], pp. 545-663 ; Part II [662], pp. 665-843, and presented to
both Houses of Parliament, July 1845.
Part I consists of despatches to and from Sir Stratford Canning,
February 1843 to Jtme 1845. Part II of similar documents from and
to Colonel Rose, January 1843 to Jime 1845.
Similar examples may
be given here,
The omitted
(1) Turkish actions, id,. Part II [662], end. i to No. 33.
part is in jF.O, 78/576. Rose to Stratford, No. 14 of March 23, 1844.
The Turkish government ‘ has intrigued for the sake of ulterior political
views to prevent the execution of both the one (the new form of government)
and the other ’ (Druse payment of indemnities).
F.O, 78/577.
(2) French and Austrian intrigues, ibid,, Part II [662].
Rose to Stratford, No. 27 of May 3, 1844. ‘ The circumstance which had
caused more uncertainty and evil than even the intrigues of the Shehabites,
I mean the belief that the Austrian and French Consular Agents and
consequently their governments sympathized with discontent, remained
unremedied as regarded the people.’
S imil ar omissions are to be found both as to the misconduct of Druses
and Maronites. Some instances of these are given in the text.
The Memorandum on the Affairs of Syria, 1841-3, printed for the use of
the Foreign Office, August 9, i860, is a useful confidential paper based
(2) Intrigues

&

on the four Syrian Blue Books above mentioned,
F.O, 78/618. From Rose, No. 24 of March 29, 1845.
This passage is so altered in A. df P, [1845], LI, Pt. II [66 1], No. 65 enclo.,
as to destroy its meaning.
2®® P. 196.
A. d? P, [1845], LI [662], No. 68. From Rose of May 13
P,

195.

1845.
P. 196. F.O, 78/619. From Rose, No. 47 of June i, 1845.
P. 196. F.O, 78/618. From Rose, No. 35 of April 29, 1845.
P. [1845], LI [662], enclo. 3 to No. 69.
Vide also A,
302 P. 197.
Bey, MSS,,pte, Rose to Stratford, November 12, 1845.
303 P.
Rose to Hon. H. Wellesley, September 26,
197. Bey. MSS., pte.

&

1846.
304

197. Pte. Strut. MSS, F.O. 352/29. Stratford to
Cp. Aberdeen to Stratford, F.O. 7^/5935
25, 1845.

p.

October
October
305

99

6.

W.S.A.

p,

Tiirkei.

From Prokesch-Osten, XII,

of April 12, 1861. On information of Bouree.
306 P.
198. Pte. Strat. MSS. F.O. 352/29.

September

9,

307 P. 198.

71,

Stratford

No. 27B

to

Rose,

19,

1850

1848.

F.O. 78/819.

78/823, pte. of October 2.
308 p. 198 .
F.O. yS/Sie.
1850,

Pisani,

From

To

Stratford,

Stratford,

No. 127 of April

No. 321 of December

;

18,

;

The Insurrection

CHAPTER VIII
Bosnia the War in

in

;

Montenegro

(1848-52)

AND THE Austrian Intervention

General Bibliographical Note.
MSS. Sources, i848-52.~The

chief authorities are F.O.

F.O. 78/825

F.O. 78/685 ; F.O. 78/816 ; F.O. 78/819 ;
F.O. 78/337.
,
W.S.A. Loudon and Constantinople, 1851-3.
Ff.R.A. 1831, 1848-53.

;

78/678
F.O. 78/891

;
;

.

Secondary Sources.
GcilCTCit*

Asb6tli, All official tour through Bosnia and Herzegovina [1890], gives
useful inlbrniation, arid pp. xiii-xx valuable bibliography.
Evans, Illyrian Letters [1878], gives valuable impressions at firstA.
J.

Dc
J'.

with surveys of the past.
L. Ranke, Servia, Bosnia, English translation [184.7, 1853], is valuable
because based on the recollections of Vuk Karadjic for Hussein and the
pre-1848 system, and presents evidence from his vast knowledge of folk-

hand

lot 1876-7,

songs.

r

,

Robert Cyprien, The
from Montenegrin songs.

Slave Provinces

Bosnisches,
J. A. Helfcrt,

1

[same cdn.J, has useful extracts
,

Vienna [1879], good

.

,

brief account.

V. Klaid has written the standard history of Bosnia, but

Gcschichte Bosniens,
after the fifteenth century.
It is too Croatian in feeling.
lation, Leipzig [1885].
P, 200. Haiduks and the frontier system.

summary

it

has only a

German

trans-

For the haiduks and their influence see the detailed study of
DuSan J. Popovid, 0 Haiducima, Belgrade [1930], 2 vols. The value of
the haiduks
this study is that it shows that tlierc was a real polity among
with customs and manners of their own.
The famous study of F. J. Turner on the significance
(b) The frontier.
of the frontier in American history is well known. The frontier is even
more significant in the history of Bosnia and Croatia. There is the same
advance by bold and determined men on the border, who push the frontier
forward at the expense of a weaker neighbour, and are able to dictate
(a)

.

^

more civilised and conservative governors. Little
has been written upon it, but important details are to be found on the

their policy to their

Hungary in the Eighteenth Century, Garnbridge [1908],
Servians in
and Evans, Illyrian Letters, portrays many of the characteristic results.
The man who saved Austria, by M. Hartley [19^2], 10 1.
P. 202.
The Spahi system in Bosnia. There is not space for a detailed
P. 202.
description of the spahi system in Bosnia. Asbdth (135-6 and ch. viii) has a
valuable description of agrarian conditions. The point to grasp is that
each spahi received a timar in return for military service. He did not
receive land, but only certain rights over it, of which the most important
was the tithe. But within his own territory he practically superseded the
state authorities.

Mohammedan and Servian literature in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Mussulman poems, though little studied from the scholarly point of
view, are to be found in many popular editions. The one here chiefly
P, 203.

HERZEGOVINA
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Narodni Jmak Licki-Beg Mustaj-Beg {MuslimanskajmaSkapjesmarica),
Sarajevo [1927], but many others have been consulted. The Herzegovinan
and Montenegrin poems {vide infra, n. 318) have many resemblances to them,
and the Slav quality is evident in all three. Mohammedan prose literature,
dealing with and arising from Bosnia, is more difficult to find. But Omer
Effendi, The War in Bosnia, 1737-g, translated by E. Frazer [1830], has
very many of the qualities that a Christian prose account of the kind
would have, and the same characteristic Slav touches.
P. 205. Mohammedan customs, etc.
great deal has been studied
and is in evidence in monographs. Anton Hangi, Die Moslims in Bosnien,
Hercegovina, Ihre Lebensweise Sitten und Gebrauche, Serajevo [1907], is a useful

quoted

is

A

summary.
Vide Evans, Illyrian Letters, 50-2, 108.
Hussein, the Dragon of Bosnia,
For this campaign vide Ranke,
Bosnia, passim ; Helfert, Bosniches, ch. iv ; and there are useful hints in
Asboth. Both for this revolt and Omer {vide infra, n. 323) read Pavlevic,
Pokret in Bosnii u Albaniji protivu reforama Mahmuda II, Belgrade [1913].
From Testa, No. 48 of May 25, 1831.
P. 207. N.R,A.
From Testa, No. 81 of October ii, 1831.
P. 207. N.R.A.
318 P. 208.
The most valuable sources are songs, of which
Herzegovina,
a great number have been studied. Mazuranic, Smrt Smail age Gengica,
published 1 846, is an admirable imitative poem. I have used the edition
published at Split [1918], with valuable notes by Professor K. Segvic.
P. 205.
P. 206.

There is a useful translation by J. W. Wiles [1925]. For some other
Herzegovinan as well as a number of Montenegrin poems I have used
Tsrnogoraca i Herzegovaca, The songs of
Herzegovina differ in important respects, both of mentality and outlook,

the popular edition Jundstva

from those of Montenegro.
®i®

F, 0

Goringer, Austrian ConsulGeneral, February 2, 1847. F.O. 78/891. Alison’s report of April 27,
F, 0 78/1354. H. A. Churchill, January 25, 1858.
1852.
Alison’s report of April 27, 1852.
P. 213. F, 0 78/891.
321 P.
From Cowley, No. 228 of July 15, 1847.
213. F.O. 78/683.
322
The Jugoslav or Illyrian Question during 1848-gi. Cp. infra,
214.
P, 213.

,

78/678.

Report

of

,

.

ch. X, n. 372

e.

For general treatment
A. Fischel, Der Panslavismus bis zum
[1919]. A good collection of materials.
:

Weltkrieg,

Stuttgart

u.

Berlin

International Affairs,
Slav Solidarity in the Balkans.’
November 1934. This is a useful summary.
R. W. Seton-Watson, The Southern Slav Question and the Hapsburg
Monarchy [1911], is usually admirable.
For 1849, apart from the general histories, consult Wachsmuth,
It contains extracts from Jugoslav
Geschichte des Illyrismus, Leipzig [1849].
newspapers and poems.
Hermann Wendel, Der Kampf der Sudslawen. Freiheit und Einheit,

A. Musset,

Frankfurt

a/m

‘

[1925]

;

chs. iv-vii are valuable.

promoter of the idea of Slav Solidarity was certainly
the Dalmatian Gundulic in poetry and the Groat Catholic priest Yura
Krizanic, both in the seventeenth century. But in the nineteenth century
Napoleon’s Illyrian schemes and his sending Marmont to a dminister
Dalmatia and part of Croatia were the first practical efforts at Illyrian
unity. Jdn K.ollar, Slavy Dcerd [the daughter of Slava], which began to
appear in 182 1, had the greatest effect on Panslav sentiment from a literary

The

first

‘

real

’

‘

point of view.

’
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VIII

—^JUGOSLAV

STATISTICS

The Jugoslav

or Illyrian movement was a special case of Panslavism
and a branch from it, grafted on the southern Slav tree. It developed great
journalistic and public activities during the thirties and forties.
Ljudevit
Gaj, the Groat patriot, had much influence {vide Pisma [1909] and a life by
De5 eli<5 [1910], both published in Zagreb). His chief literary works were
published from 1851 onwards, but he showed a good deal of journalistic
and political activity earlier. He began in 1 834 as a journalist ; from 1 836-9
he was definitely pro-Austrian and looked to the Habsburgs to unite Bosnia,
Herzegovina, etc., to other Jugoslav lands. After that he dallied with
Russia and made offers to the Czar {vide infra, ch. x, n. 372, p. 457). Vide
also Am. Hist. Rev., July 1935, pp. 704-16; P. E, Mosely, ^ Pan-Slavist
Memorandum of Ljudevit Gaj in iSjS, with valuable bibliographical additions.
During 1848-9 the Jugoslav sentiment was triumphant everywhere for a
time.
Separate statistics of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro, 1851 and jgio
(hundreds omitted).*
1851.

1910.

Cath.

Greeks.

Turks.

160

470

750

Cath.

Greeks.

Turks.

825

612

Bosnia and

Herzegovina 1,380
Turkish Croatia.
Herzegovina.
Montenegro
1 00

1,898! 434

100

250

(includes additions of

1913)

Total

260

1,480

Total, Bosnia, etc., 1851

Jugoslav

The

statistics

Foreign Office

750

470
:

2,148

1910

1,480.

memo

gives

:

....
.....
—
.

Total

2,148.

of all countries for 1851 (hundreds omitted).

Jugoslavs in Austrian Dominions
.3,171
Servia Principality.
1,000
Turkish Croatia, etc., Bosnia, Herzegovina,

Montenegro

:

1851

:

Cath.

Greeks.

2,407

733

1,400

5,571.

Total (hundreds included) Jugoslavs of all countries, 1851
Ditto for 1931
13,930,918.

:

5,571,000.

:
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Omer pasha.
The best, though a partial, authority is his
Koetschek, Aus dem Lehen Serdar Ekrem Omer pasha, Serajevo

physician, J.
[1885].
Two English works are useful. G. Arbuthnot, Herzegovina or Omer
pasha and the Christian rebels [1862] ; chs. viii and ix deal with the Omer
period.
The Frontier lands ofChristian and urk, i8§o, though anonymous, is by
J. H. Skene, a British consul in the Levant [1853] ; chs. ii, ix-xiii give
descriptions of the campaign and impressions of Omer and his officers.

T

'

J. A. Helfert, Bosnisches, Vienna [1879] ; ch. v deals with Omer,
P. 218, F.O. 78/891. From G. Alison of April 5, 1852.

*

The interesting Foreign

Office Confidential print

on

the

Plans of

the so-called

of October 16, 1851, is chiefly valuable for its attempt
at statistical^ accuracy. Austrian statistics are accepted as correct and those
for the Turkish dominions s^e based on an average of English, French (Bou6) and
German (Berghaus) authorities. Its substance is reproduced above.
t Some miscellaneous elements make up the balance of this total.

Illyrian party in Croatia

;

MONTENEGRIN BOUNDARIES
P. 218.

F.O. 78/825.

From

p. 219.

F.O. 30/122.

From Lord Cowley, No.

Stratford,

45 I

No. 373 of December

18,

1850.
^26

10 of January 3,

1849.

Weisungen nach Konstantinopel, an Klezi, March
3O3 1 852, quoting report of Consul-General at Serajevo
vide also Weisungen
nach England, No. i of February 13, 1853, with precis historique of grievances
against Omer. F.O. 195/379. From Westmorland, No. 172 of July 13,
1852, gives 3-4,000 refugees, and From Howard, No. 8 of August 3, who
P. 219.

JV.S.A.

;

gives 5,000.

F.O. 78/891. From Pisani, April 3, 1852 ; vide especially
IV,S.A, Varia de Turquie, April 9, 1852, von Hammer ; Berichte aus
Konstantinopel, April, passim ; vide also references to Count Leiningen’s
828

220.

mission, infra^ ch. xii, n. 455.
Palmerston to Stratford, No. 321 of
P. 220. F.O. 78/816,
December 18, 1850.
Pte. Strat, MSS.
F.O. 195/378. MalmesP. 220. F.O. 352/35.
bury to Stratford, No. 42 of May 24, 1852. F.O. 195/379. To Rose,
No. 29 of August 27. F.O. 196/36. From Stratford, No. 68 of April 5,

1852.
P. 221.

The

boundaries of Montenegro and Turkey

were always im-

F.O. 78/895. From Rose, No. 168 of December 26, 1852, quotes
from A. A. Paton, Highlands and Islands of the Adriatic [1849], I, 104-5,
which runs thus : ‘ The districts of Piperi and Kooch (Ku6) which are the
most easterly and furthest from the Adriatic had in consequence of the
failure of the harvest of 1846, which was not more than a third of the usual
quantity, sent their elders to the pasha of Scutari and professed their
certain.

acknowledgement of the superiority of the Porte.’ They received in consequence red cloaks and a donative. The news w^as conveyed to Cettinje.
On learning it the Cettignotes laughed and said, ‘ wait till the first good
harvest, and you will see that we have not lost, and the Porte not gained,
a single goat’s browsing.’
This is very much to the point and illustrates really the uncertainty of
the boundaries. From the Turkish point of view this transaction made no
difference, for all Montenegro was subject to them. But from a civilised
standpoint it makes a good deal. It is greatly to the credit of Danilo that
he tried to get the boundaries definitely, delimited. ' The Prince wishes
to get this done and then he promises to make peace with Turkey.’ Letter
from Graham, June 29, 1856, sent by Palmerston to Clarendon, August 3,
1856 [pte. Clar. MSS^, Had he succeeded in his design the battle of
Grahovo (1858) would not have been fought. This is, in fact, one of the
many proofs of the moderation of Prince Danilo.

CHAPTER IX
The Second Phase

;

Reform

in

the

'

Dust Hole

’

Stratford de Redcliffe
332

222.

No. 4 of May

4,
333 P. 222.

Weisungen nach Konstantinopel, Buol an Klezl
The Leiningen Mission.
1853, infra, and ch. xii, n. 455.
Add. MSS. 38981, f. 224. From J. A.
Pte. Lay. MSS.
W.S.A.

Longworth, February 1853.
F.O. 78/476. From Stratford, No. 67 of March 27, 1842 ;
F.O. 78 /480, No. 227 of October 27 F.O. 78/474- To Stratford, No. 149 of
334 p. 223.

;

November

24.

CHAPTER IX— APOSTASY
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The Apostasy Qjiestioti. For Abdul Mcdjid’s refusal to
execute a blasphemer in 1841, vide While, Three Tears, I, 123, and for
P. LI [1844], pp. 153apostasy, vide ibid., II, no. The narrative in A.
Some of the suppressions have been
196, requires careful handling.
All reference to Stratford’s
indicated in the text {vide p. 226 and n.).
dispute about the Koran is omitted, as arc Aberdeen’s attempts at
moderation and his complaints of the scanty information supplied
during the negotiation. F.O. 352/33, pte. Strut. MSS. contains a few
details, such as a paper on the Interpretation of the Turkish Law on
Apostasy. Poole, Life, ch. xviii, has a valuable but too partial account.
There is no doubt that the views of the Sultan were an opinion
without legal validity. The fetva of the Sheikh-ul-Islam, which could
alone legalise the process, was apparently not asked and would certainly
R. Levy, Socioloi^y of Islam, I, 392, and n. 5,
have been refused.
shows that in early days apostasy was one of the most heinous of
The legists deinancl that the apostate be given three chances
crimes.
to repent, and he is not to be killed until he has definitely refused.’
Rauf therefore gave a correct account of the law. Sec also the Koran,
225.

P.

&

‘

II, 214.

P. 225.

F.O. 78/521.

From

Stratford to Pisani, August 23, 1843,

for submission to the Porte.

F.O, 78/555. From Stratford, No. 41 of March 3, 1844.
P. 227. F.O. 78/554. From Stratford, No. 3G of February 29,
Vide also Poole, JJfe of Stratford, II, 97.
1844, omitted in Blue Book.
P. 227. Stratford, the Koran and the Death Penalty. Stratford’s views on
the Koran were politically adroit, but the argument in Poole’s Life, II, 97, is
not really convincing. Stratford reads tlie Koran to mean that apostates
are punished by damnation in the next world, not by decapitation in
this.
This assumption means that the Prophet’s word is law. But it is not
the only law. As Mr. Levy points out, circumcision is a part of Mohammedan law though it is not enjoined by the Prophet. I’hc death penalty
It is not at all likely
for apostasy had equally become a part of the law.
that the ulemas were convinced by the religious argument.
P. 227, F.O. 78/555. From Stratford, No. 57 of March 30,
1844. F.O. 78/552. To Stratford, enclo. of May 18 in No. 77 of
P, 226.

May

20.

P. 228.

No. 58 of April

For

F.O. 78/552.

To

Stratford,

No. 10 of January

20, 1844

5

19.

P. 229. F.O. 78/554. From Stratford, No. 27 of February 10, 1844.
the cases cited below, vide F.O. 78/557, No. 8 of April 28 ; also of

May

16,

Monastir

September

;

F.O. 78/561, No. 191 of September

i

;

No. 201 of

17.

F.O. 78/554. From Stratford, No. 35 of February 29,
1844 5
7^l555j No. 41 of March 3.
P. 229, For the Protestants see Lanc-Poole, Life of Stratford, II, 100,
102-3, H4 Sind Accounts
Papers [1851], LVII [1392], pp. 271-380 ;
Strut. MSS., contains
[1854], LXXII [1752], pp. 587-99. F.O. 352/33,
two interesting documents, a rebuke as to the treatment of Protestants in
a letter from Stratford to the Armenian patriarch at Smyrna, June 6,
1851, and an instruction by Aali enjoining toleration to the Protestants,
issued to the Interpreters of the Porte, October 3, 1851.
Protestant statistics.
There were no Protestants enumerated in the
Turkish census of 1843.
MSS. Add. MSS. gives a memo of
May 15, 1877, which estimates that there were 40,000 Protestants, mostly
Armenians, in that year. The first time a Church of England Bishop visited
P. 229.

5

&
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Constantinople was when the Bishop of Gibraltar arrived there in 1843
[vide F.O. 78/518.
From Stratford, No. 107 of May 17, 1843). It was
thought wiser in view of Turkish prejudices not to get him to consecrate
a chapel. That was not done until 1858, Only one Catholic chapel
had then been consecrated in Constantinople. The situation of the
Protestants is discussed in Ubicini, II, ch. ix, 392-408, with note by
translator.

P. 231. For the Penal and Commercial Codes, vide George Young,
Corps de Droit Ottomane, passim, and Ubicini, I, chs. vii and viii. The great
point in both cases is to find out the practice not the theory, and for these

MSS.

references are quoted in the text.

Vide also Macfarlane, Turkey, II,

ch. xxxii.

P. 232.
P. 232.

F.O. 78/557.
F’.O.

78/800.

October 26, 1849.
P.233. ^-0.78/854.
P[almerston], 20/6/51.
P. 234. Education.

on Greek schools

is

in II, ch.

From Stratford, No. 79 of May 2, 1844.
From N. Moore (Beyrouth), No. 53 of

Memo by J. B. Bidwell, June
Vide Ubicini,

I,

ch. ix

is

1851, endorsed

good, and information

189, 193-21 1.
From Stratford,

iii,

P. 235. F.O. 78/821.
No. 213 of July 5, 1850.
P. 236. F.O. 352/55. Pte. StraL MSS. Journal of Sari Pasha,
January 1851.
P. 236. F.O. 78/820. From Stratford, No. 152 of May ii, 1850,
enclo. report of April 15 ; F.O. 78/821, No. 229 of July 19.
P. 237. Barker, II, 314-5.
P. 237. Macfarlane, Turkey, II, 38-9.
238. Urquhart, Lebanon, II, 158-9, 225. F.O. 195/350. From

N. Moore (Beyrouth), No. 50 of December 31, 1849.
P. 238. J. Barker, I, 145, 147-8.
P. 240. F.O. 78/854. From Stratford, No. 138 of April 29,
1851, transmitting C. Biliotti’s report of December 31, 1850.
P. 240.
The Provinces (1841-53). [a) General. Cp. Ubicini, II.
Macfarlane, Turkey, II, chs. xvi, xvii-xxx, whose travels were during
1847-8. Urquhart’s were during an earlier period, except Lebanon [i860],
Moore (Beyrouth), F.O.
2 vols., which was based on travel in 1849.
of December 31, 1849, reports that he had not met one person
1 95/35 1
man who could believe in
who did not think Urquhart ‘ visionary.’
the efficiency of the Mejliss as an instrument of provincial government
Europe, 4 vols., Paris
was certainly an idealist. Ad Boue, Turquie
[1840], has a good deal of value on the provinces. White, Three Tears,
is iways an admirable guide for the capital but not to be trusted
for the provinces. Thus the consul of Monastir wrote privately to

A

Layard

{J)te.

MSS. Add. MSS. 38981,

Lay.

f.

73.

From

J. A.

Longworth

‘
The pasha of this place, Dj email pasha, one of those
1852)
White eulogizes in his book, is the most slippery and corrupt rogue I have
ever had to deal with.’
Turkey-Sketches from Life, by ‘The Roving Englishman,’ has a good deal

of July

I,

:

of miscellaneous information (the 1854 edition is best). This was by
E. G. Grenville Murray, a whimsic^ attache who had a chequered
But he had a good
diplomatic career and retired early into private life.
knowledge of the provinces and of the relation of raya to Turk. Layard’s
Autobiography is of high value when it deals with the provinces ; Slade
and some of the other works dealing with Mahmud [vide bibliographical
Kinglake’s celebrated Eothen [1844] is
note prefixed to ch. i) are useful.
hardly serious but has insight at times.
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The Menteschi Province* C. BilioUi’s report of December 31, 1850,
Biliotti adds that
7B/B54, but the original is in F* 0 198/11.
is in F* 0
the population was eoo, 000, though 1,000,000 could have been supported,
and that the majority rarely partake of animal food.’ The total taxes
were about 3(^100,000, or io.v. a head, and the rate of interest 30 percent,,
while there were no exchange's.
(^)

.

*

‘

From J. A.
Add. AfSS. 38981, f. 22.
Longworth (Monastir) of April 12, 1852 of July i, f. 73.
From G. Blunt
Add. MSS. 38981.
P. 240. PU\ Lav. MSS.
of June 3, 1853,
(Salonica) of November 4, 1892, f. 138
345
audience
at
sc'cret
a
between
'rh('se ('xpressions were ust'd
P. 241.
From Stratford, No. 291 of
the Sultan and Pisani. F.O. 78/822.
September j 8, 1850, eiu'lo, piv. of SepU'inher it).
F.O. 78/852. From Stratford, No, 40 of February 4,
P. 242*
No. (>8 of March 6.
F.O. 78/853, No. 4b of bVbruary 19
1B51
From Stratford, No. 44 of February 7,
P. 242. F.O. 198/34.
1851, This despatch is missing from the Archives copy and the Foreign
ILO. 78/848. To
Oliice file, and is here re('ovi‘r<’(l from the Register.
Stratford, No. (>9 of March 13, contains Palmerston’s reply. F'.O. 78/854.
From Stratford, No, 134 of April 21.
0*
From Stratford, No. 144 ofjune 15, 1852.
P. 243. F.O. 196/36,
lie actually U^ft on June 2 1
From Stratford, No. 307 of October 16,
F.O. 78/85H.
P. 244.
P. 240,

Pte* Lay-

MSS.

;

-

;

;

;

^>

1). 24.4..

June

Pic. Lay.

MSS.

Add.

MSS. 3898

1 ,

f,

345.

From

G. Blunt,

3, liisij.

In this survey I dissent from
of the Riform Mimment.
is plainly afilicted
\ hi
Lane-Poole’s estimate in his Life of Stratford.
with the lues biograpidca, and 11, 213^6, ])nss(\s over very lightly the failure
of reform as confc.sscd in 1851 and Stratford’s responsibility in connexion
with it. Had Stratford been less insisttiiit on r<'ligious justice to Christians
and Jews, and confined himself to rigorous insistence on financial and
Failure

administrative reform, lie would certainly have been more successful.
Also Stratford chivalrously concealed, and his biographer has not perceived,
the weakness and corruption of Resehid himself, which were in no
One cause not perceived at the
small degree the cause of failur(t.
time, but strongly insisted on by Mr. R. Levy, is the immense distance
between the Turk and raya^ which was a social, as well as a religious,
distinction.

P. 244.

F.O. 7B/557.

From

Stratford,

No. 97 of

May

21, 1844

;

F.O. 78/818, No. 61 of February 19, 1850.

The Turkish Press (i 84 1-53). The account in the text
should be compared with that of the Press under Mahmud, supra, ch. 1,
A. Emin, Development of Modern Turkey as measured by its
n. 33, p. 403.
to
Press, Columbia Univ., N.Y. [1914], contains useful information as
printing and publicity methods of the period.
D, Revelaki to T. N.
P. 246. F.O. 352/35, pte. Strut. MSS,
E. Pisani to Stratford, October 9.
Black, October 5, 1852
From Stratford, No. 134 of April 21,
P. 247. F.O. 78/854,
P. 245.

^

;

1851,
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IV

THE FRUITS OF DIPLOMACY
Sources and General Bibliographical Survey for Chapters X, XI,
XII, XIII, XIV

MS. Sources from
The diplomatic

1841 to 1854.

history hardly touches anything but the years 1841,
1 849-54.
For these the British F.O. records, along with the Admiralty
papers [Ady.'\, have been used, and illustrations have been taken from
N.R,A, and W.S,A, W.S.A. are invaluable for 1852-4 and the Leiningen
mission ; A.E.F. and N.R.A, have some important revelations for the
same years. The pte. Lay. MSS. and Strat. MSS. bring one behind the
scenes at Constantinople. The pte. Bio. MSS. are useful for the 1849
crisis.
The great collection of pte, Clar. MSS. is invaluable for the
whole diplomatic situation for the years 1853-6, as it has full private
letters from all the leading statesmen, Palmerston, Aberdeen, Russell,
Graham, etc. Cowley is particularly important as giving the views
of Napoleon III. The pte. Bio. MSS. give some views to and from
Berlin. The pte. Russ. MSS. and pte. Gr. MSS. are both very useful at

many

extracts have been already published from their
correspondence. The pte. Aber. MSS. are invaluableTor the correspondence
of Brunnow from 1842 to 1853. The pte. Glad. MSS. have one or two
important letters in 1853. There are a few important passages in the

times,

though

unpublished part of the

Greville

invaluable document

App. VI.

;

vide

Journal.

The

Roy. Arch, supply an

Secondary Sources.
B. E. Schmitt, * Diplomatic Preliminaries of the Crimean War,’ Am. Hist.
Rev.
Jan. 1919, 33-67, is still one of the best surveys.
There is a very good bibliography in V. J. Puryear, Russia and the
Straits Question^ Univ. of California [i 93 ^]For ch. X, Nicholas’ interviews in 1844 and 1853, vide G. B. Henderson
in History, October 1933, pp. 243-7 ; and an addition made in conjuncHenderson has a useful note on the
tion with me in June 19345 3 ^*
bibliography of the subject.
For ch. xi, as regards the Holy Places references are given in the text

XXV,

and notes

vide especially n.

429.
For chs. xii-xiv most of the diplomatic authorities mentioned in the
survey prefixed to chs. iii and iv, supra, pp. 416—8, are valid for the later
period. But a few further accounts may be mentioned.
For American views I have used V. J. Puryear, who has produced much
new information, though I usually differ from his conclusions.
^
Gordon, American relations with Turkey, Univ. of Pa. [i932]5
L.
;

J.
figures

on the period.
few
^
^
t
j
Ambassaaeur
There are two good Austrian sources : Hiibner, Neuf Ans d
at St. Petersa Paris, Paris [1904], Tome I Vitzthum von Eckstadt, Embassy

m

;

burgh and London, 2 vols. [1886].
,
and
memoirs
of
publications
many
been
have
there
side
On the British
revelations have all been
letters of all the principal actors, but these
Strat. MSS. alone
partial revelations and the pte. Clar. MSS. and pte.
Bntish Foreign
supply the complete information necessary to judge the
printed sources, and
Office and the Embassy at Constantinople. Most
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IV

BIBMOGRAl’UIOAI,

-

ours, huvr l>rru most ably iisrtl by (1. Kinp:slcy Martin, The
rxplaiu an<l at'rouiU for the movements
Triumph of I^mi Ptilmnwtmi
frvv

ii

MS.

|

pubhr i^pininiu whirb hr (h'iiiuMtrs admirably.
^v^ittrn and in many
Kiuglakr\s famous iumuon of the (himea is
is ba.senl on tho Blur Books, which arc somewhat
rrsprrts a can^ful study.
twisted to suit his purposes, and is rhetorical in treatment. liis bias against
Napoleon 111 is well knowii, but his prejiuliee ajj^ainst Stratford, because
less rectuifnised, is ev(*n more serious.
has produecnl an interesting I'ccent
Miss Iv F. Mah'ohu Sitiith

of

tli<*

]n'(\ss

auii

1

1

|

corrective of Lane-Pi)oh’’s valuable IJfe of Straifmly a vols.

(

iB88].

Howard has published some inten^stitig (Uumnumts on Aberdeen
F. A. Simpson in his
and Brunnowin (himh, //b/. fowtu of Ot'tolu'r
n,

Iv

U land the Recovery oflnamr

sums upa.^minst Stratford.
Ihe French secondary works are on the whole disappointing. Ollivicr
and de la (ion'e are t(io geiu'rah Maurain hardly touches the matter,
but there is a certain amount of value iji the xnemoirs and periodical

Napoleon

Napoleon
mostly <’one,«'rned with events after

literature.

but

is

<'h. vii,

[

1„ 'Fhouveiud, Aieholas

ct

Pans

de la (hicrre de Crimtfe,

///,

Iv

is tlu'

j

Paris
best,

(

nBpij,

is

valuable,

Bav)st, Les Origines

with useful extracts

from I'Vcnt'h doeuments.
The Rimian .side <’ontains

a great deal of V(‘ry qttestiouable material.
The blunders of (Joriaiiiov, Martens and Jonuni, litude diplomatique sur
la Guerre de Crinuh\ Si, Petersburglx li 87 Bl» hav<' b(*en poinlt'd out by me

and n„

'Vhoy are siu'h as greatly
to impair tlunr reputation for aeettraey, thta’oughness and im})artiality.
On the other hand, Zaionfau'skii, Voxtochnaia Voyna, ilF),’} 6 St, Petersburgh
Volume I has two parts, a narrative and
[i()08-'I:j 1, is of immense value.
un attaclie<l volume of xhH’tmietits (both n'fernal to as V^>h^ 1 ), which is
extremely important and throws light tm many dark places in connexion
with Re.schkl, MenSikov and Nt'ssc-lrode. 'I’he lattt'Fs Lettrex et Papiers
Nbrn: informing is the Corrcxpondence of
are useful but rather slight.
lie was the
Meymdorjff 3 vols. (iBuG-hp), ed. Hoetzseh, Berlin [ipus].

October ip:^,

in

blip

(ib.p

f).

',

Russian representative at Vienna.
Schiemann, Kaiser Nikolaus IV, B<*rlin

is still

gtH)d,

though

brief,

|

Professor Marcel Hanthisman has a^ curious
1934]?
study in Czartoryskif Nicolas
et la question du proche Orient, Paris
and promises a largtu’ work, in which Polish sourct\s revtsil Turkisii activities.
He also informs me that he has a number of dtxnmuaUs froni Sadyk pasha,
which make churg<':s agaiiust Strutftjrd de R(‘deliHe of inciting the Turks
to war. Flis evidence is entitled to sonu* n-spert, but Stnith>rd had so
many enemies at Constantinople that I suspex't .su('h evidencH^ against him.
Turkish

77ie

side.

[,

In general Turkish
period Rescind,

sourc'es are not entith^d

Mehemot

Ali

and Aali

ctiin

to
all

much

In

respect.

be (M>nvicled of

this

lying,

and there is universal agreement that the Portti vrvrwrd wopc information
from the provinces tlian did any of the diplomats of Constantinople. In the
instances where I have seen their documents at first hand, their value
is small and the written work is not impressive.
Jorga gives the best
general account of tendencies and of Turkish internal movements.
^

CHAPTER X
How Czar

Nicholas Negotiated (1840-53)

my

P. a! 5 2 .
Vide
article in Melanges to Professor Koht, Oslo [ 1933 ])
"‘
1^77 sqq ; and vide also F. S. Rodkey, Am. Hist. Rev., January 1931, 343 9
!

*

,

§

CHAPTER X

— NICHOLAS AND BALKAN NATIONALITIES
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P. 253.

Czar Nicholas and encouragement of the Balkan nationalities.
Czar Nicholas,
It has been shown in the text that Nicholas finally
decided to try to separate England
from France. But it is a fair question
*
why he did not prefer to appeal to the nationalities in the Balkans^ and
use their revolutionary tendencies for his own purposes. Nesselrode had
said it might be necessary ‘ de soulever these nationalities, but the promotion of a revolutionary agitation in peace time was alien to the purpose
and the conscience of the Czar.
*
The creed of the Emperor Nicholas is, in European affairs, the common
action of the Five Powers [in favour of conservatism]. It is the separate
action of Russia and Austria in the Turkish European provinces, and in
Asia the sole action of Russia.’
His opposition to the French and his
support of Palmerston against Mehemet Ali were influenced by this idea.
The Emperor thinks that it is precisely because the Pasha of Egypt is
a subject in revolt against his sovereign that the French people will incline
to support him, and that the French government, founded as it is, upon
revolution; will not dare to act contrary to the popular feeling.’ | For
the same reason he was against both popular movements and revolutions.
There were, however, occasions when Nicholas was brought into
contact with revolution or encouraged the growth of Balkan nationalities,
’

‘

which may be grouped

as follows.

favoured in 1833 as a possible heir to the European possessions of Turkey, was abandoned by 1840. Moldavia and Wallachia were
looked on with disfavour as having escaped from the Russian orbit. Russian
propaganda, though active, achieved no results there.
(b) Bulgaria,
There was a continuous Russian propaganda for church
and school purposes here, but the serious revolt, which broke out in 1841,
was not favoured by Nicholas. He also discountenanced a plot in 1842.$
Though Nesselrode favoured increasing Russian influence by propaganda
the Czar seems to have refused to do this in 1846.
(c) Montenegro.
Like all Russian rulers Nicholas displayed sympathy
with Montenegro and gave aid to her. During the difficult period 1838-42
he approved of the activities of a Russian officer there, which had excited
Austrian suspicions {vide P. E. Mosely, Am. Hist. Rev,, July 1935, 712-3),
and finally intervened to restrain Turkish aggression in 1842 (Schiemann,
IV, 39 and n.)
In 1 852 during the crisis of the Leiningen mission Nicholas
was prepared to support Austria by arms if she could not force Turkey to
make peace with Montenegro, but this was to preserve the status quo.
This is too special a problem to be here considered. But
(d) Servia.
Nicholas may be held to have tried to maintain the status quo rather than
to excite the nationality against the Sultan. He was conspicuous in doing
this during 1 848-9.
This
{Vide supra, ch. viii, n. 322.)
(e) Jugoslav and Illyrian movement.
movement involved difficulties for Nicholas, since many of the Groats
and Serbs in the Austrian empire were allied with their brethren under
the Turk. In Nicholas’ eyes rebellion against the Sultan could be explained, but rebellion against the conservative Austrian Emperor was a
different matter. Ljudevit Gaj was in St. Petersburgh in 1838 and tried
(a)

Greece y

.

*

F.O. 7/280.
t F.O. 65/253.

From Lord Beauvale (Vienna), No. 10 of May 8,
From Clanricarde, No. 96 of August 28, 1839.

1839.

A. Hajek,
Vide Schiemann, Kaiser Nikolaus, IV, Berlin [i 9 i 9 ]> 4 ^>
Bulgarien unter den Turken-herrschaft, Berlin [ 1 925] >. ^ 55^49
from the Servians of Austria to throw in their
§ Stratford reports an overture
To Palmerston, November 3, 1848. Sproxton,
lot with Servia or with Russia.
J

Palmerston and the Hungarian Revolution [i 9^919 ^7
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to appeal to Count Benckendorff, the head of the secret service and intimate of
the Czar, in the month of September, 1838 {vide P, E. Mosely, Am, Hist, Rev.,
July 1935, pp. 704-16, for all details), and sent him two memoranda. The

second, dated November, contemplates war between England and Russia,
and asks for Russian aid and gold to form a secret Jugoslav agency in
Hungary strong enough to resist amalgamation by Magyars, and to make a
*
focus ’ of resistance outside of Jugoslav elements in Bosnia, Turkish
Croatia, Herzegovina and Albania. This project was opposed to Gaj*s
normal pro-Austrian policy. It in fact suggests that Nicholas is to promote
conspiracy in Austria and rebellion in Turkey. In 1839 one of Gaj’s agents
was turned away from St. Petersburgh, and though he collected money
next year from Pan-slav sympathisers, Count Benckendorff refused any
further overtures.
Nicholas does not seem to have favoured the activities of Gaj. He read
a report on Western and Southern Slavs ‘ with pleasure in 1840. But in
June of that year Nesselrode is supposed to have warned Metternich against
In December 1842 Nicholas, in
Illyrian revolutionary tendencies.
response to inquiry from Metternich, denied any desire to encourage the
*

’

Croat nationalists.*
Nicholas does not seem to have lent any countenance to Nesselrode’s suggestion
de soulever ’ the nationalities. He was aware that
in war time the subject nationalities of Turkey might revolt. But he
claimed that during the war of 1828-9 he had restrained his soldiers from
exciting rebellion in Turkey. But, when faced with the Crimean war, he
appears to have drawn up a memo in which he proposed to anticipate
England, and to emancipate the Christians of Turkey, and establish the
real independence of Moldo-Wallachia, and of Serbs, Bulgars, Bosnians
and Greeks. He hoped in this way to prevent England from siding with the
Turks against Ghristians.f This was in November 1853, but the project
was strongly combated by Nesselrode and ultimately abandoned.
This statement by Martens needs some confirmation. But it is at any
rate certain that Nicholas’ abandonment of the project was real. He said
to Gastelbajac on December 12, i853,J ‘ If the deadly and fatal direction
of events brings about the rising of Christians (which I shall always try
to prevent)
it is impossible for Christian nations to replace Christians
under the Mohammedan yoke and for my part I never would permit it.’
few months later, on March 27, 1854, when war was already certain, he
wrote to the King of Prussia. The Greek subjects of the Turk had already
taken up arms in Thessaly and Epirus. He thought it improbable that
*

’

—

A

these Christian rebels would be induced ‘ to lay down their arms and
again take up the Turkish yoke. Is it possible that Christian powers
would lend or offer their help [to Turkey] to compel them to do so ? That
would be too infamous. For my part I should never consent to it.’§ But
he further states that, if the Slav provinces emancipated themselves from
* This

on the authority of Martens, Traitis conclus par la Russia, IV, Pt. I,
501-2, and is a case in which I think his statement may be accepted, as it accords
with other evidence. There is some curious and interesting information in
M. Handelsman, Czartoryski, Nicolas /«** et la question du proche Orient, Paris [1934].
t Martens, Traitis conclus par la Russie, XII, 343-7.
t Pte, Clar. MSS, From Gastelbajac, December 13, 1853, in Cowley of

December

is

25.

Curiously enough Aberdeen agreed with this {pte. Clar. MSS. Aberdeen to
Clarendon of April 4, 1854),
referring to the possibility of allied troops being
sent to subdue this movement : ' I feel bound to say that I could not bring myself
to employ British troops against the Christian subjects of the Porte.’
§

^
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Turkish mle, he (Nicholas) wdll give a guarantee to the Austrian Emperor,
not only for himself but for his successors, that Russia will never permit any
attempt on the part of these provinces to extend or aggrandise themselves
at the expense of Austria ’ (Schiemann, IV, 426-7).
On the whole Nicholas exhibits a good deal of consistency and disinterestedness in regard to these Slav nationalities. He countenances no
subversive Slav movement inside the Austrian empire, and he favours a
peaceful propaganda, not an aggressive one, inside the Turkish. Apart
from some human sympathies in war time Nicholas is practically a supporter
of the status quo in regard to the growth of Slav nationalities in the Balkans.
It must be remembered, however, that the Panslav party and the Orthodox
church promoted a strong educational and church propaganda among all
the Slav nationalities of the Balkans. In general, Nesselrode favoured these
activities more than Nicholas did, and the public and the press outdid
both. The Czar was in fact unable to restrain the propaganda, and the
Russian agents in the Balkans, whether official or secret, were influenced
‘

and

affected by it.
P. 254. Pte, Aber. MSS., Add. MSS. 43144, f. 41, where the correspondence makes it clear Nicholas took the initiative. See also a letter
of the Czar of January 23, 1849, mpte. Bio. MSS.y F.O. 356/29.
P. 254. Zaioncovskii, I, No. 16, p. 129. Brunnow to Orlov,

August

No*

Nesselrode, September 19.
Zaioncovskii, I, Nesselrode, No. 18

20, 1844

5

1

7s

P. 255.
Nos. 21, 22, pp, 141-2 ; and E.P. VI.
2’® P. 255.
Zaioncovskii, I, No. 23, pp. 143-4.

No.

;

19,

p.

136

;

Vide also pte. Aber.

MSS.

Add. MSS. 43144, f. 235.
P. 255. F.O. 78/552. To Stratford, No. 9 of January 20, 1844.
P, 256.
The quotations are from Zaioncovskii, I, No. 1 7, pp. 1 30-1
No. 19, pp. 135-6.
Nesselrode on the agreement of 1844 in id^g.
The following extract is from
a private letter of Bloomfield to Palmerston (December 19, 1849) in the
pte. Bio. MSS. {F.O. 356/29) :
I asked Count Nesselrode this ^ternoon
with reference to an allusion of the Emperor on the occasion of my audience
(December 17) what the understanding was to which he came with Her
Majesty’s Government in 1844 . . . ; and he said that it was simply this,
that in the event of the Turkish Empire falling to pieces, England and
Russia should bind themselves not to act separately ; he said that no Act
was drawn up but that these opinions were exchanged between him and
the Government of that day.’
‘

P. 257. Zaioncovslui, I,
P. 257. F.O. 78/728.

No.

17, p. 13 1.

From Cowley.

Most

confidential

of

March

26, 1848.
P. 258. F.O. 65/360.
To Buchanan, No. 102 of April 20, 1849.
382
258. F.O. 78/773- From Stratford, No. 84 of March 14, 1849.
383
Self in E.H.R., October 1933, p. 6ig.
258.
Hertslet, Europe

753-8 ; II, 824-8.
P.259. The expression of Orlov.

by Treaty,

I,

No. 88 of March
P. 259.
386 p^
259.
®®^ P. 260.

F.O. 7^/733*
F.O. 78/735.
®®® P. 260.

1848.

F.O. 195/323.

From Buchanan,

14, 1849.

F.O. 65/346.
F.O. 65/361.
F.O. 78/728.

To Buchanan, No. 62 of December 2, 1848.
To Buchanan, No. 141 of May 17, 1849,
From Cowley, No.

116 of

March

21, 1848.
confidential, July t, 1848.

From Stratford, separate and
From Stratford, No. 105 of September

ii, 1848.

F.O. 78/732. To Stratford, No. 126 of September 20,
F.O. 195/322. To Stratford, No. 27 of February 26, 1849,
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78/779. From Stratford, No. 267 of September 3,
No. 3.
1849 ; rest of the despatch in Hung, Ref. I,
300
Berichte aus Konstantinopel, XII, 70. From
W.S.A.
393 p, 262.
Stiirmer, Nos. 38-9 of September 12, 1849.
391 P. 263.
F.O, 78/770. To Stratford, pte., September 26, 1847.
Warnings to Russia and to Austria as to British support of
p, 263.
W. Alter, Die auswdrtige politik
(For authorities
Turkey, betober 184^,
der ungarischen revolution, Deutsclie Revue, 1911-2, is wholly untrustworthy.
G.
E. Bapst, Origines de la Guerre de Crimie, Paris [1912], chs. ii-iv
good for
Sproxton, Palmerston and the Hungarian Revolution [1919]?
389 p, 2612.

jP.O.

:

;

French and British records respectively.)
On October 2 Palmerston gave a strong hint to Brunnow in London.
* With regard to our doing nothing I said that we could not take that course,
because the Turkish government had officially asked us for help in their
embarrassment’ {F.O. 65/374' Note by Palmerston of October 2, 1849).
This must have reached St. Petersburgh by the second week of October,
Turkey. It helps to explain
i.e. well before Nicholas decided not to attack
why he accepted Fuad’s excuses. Palmerston’s despatch of October 6-7
to Bloomfield {Hung. Ref. II, No. 19, pp. 30-2) was accompanied by a
private letter (quoted in Sproxton, Palmerston and

the

Hungarian Revolution,

*
as well as by
26—7) making clear England’s purpose to support by arms
the pen.’ The whole private correspondence in pte. Bio. MSS., F.O. 356/29
of Palmerston is most uncompromising in its resolution.
There was also a warning to Austria sent at an eaily date from London,
An unnamed member of the cabinet sent a private letter to Stiirmer
through the Austrian Consul-General, which, while givirig the fullest
approval of Turkish action, expressed the hope that he (Stiirmer) would
not leave Constantinople. W.S.A. Berichte aus Konstantinopel, XII,
From Stiirmer, No. 48B of October 24, 1849.
70.
The despatch is dated
393 p. 264., Hung. Ref. II, No. i8, pp. 440-2.
7th in original, not 6th as in the Blue Book. The draft despatch in
F.O. 78/771 is endorsed with V.R. in pencil.
394 P.
264. F.O. 195/325. To Stratford, No. 241 of October 7, 1849,
endorsed Reed. Oct. 24, Waring.’
395 P,
W.S.A. Berichte aus Konstantinopel, XII, 70. From
264.
Stiirmer, No. 48B of October 24, 1849. The interview with Aali was

1

‘

on the 22nd.
396 p. 266.

Hung. Ref

II,

No.

82, p. 72.

The

rest of the controversy

'tiS, 130 ; vide also App. IV.
in Nos. 85, 87-8, 91, 95, 102-9,
397 p. 267.
F.O. 65/376. From Bloomfield, No. 34 of January 23?
1850 ; vide also Nesselrode to Nicholas, November 20, 1850.
398
267. Lettres et Papiers du Comte de Nesselrode, Paris [n.d.], X, 6.
399 p. 268.
Sproxton, Palmerston and the Hungarian Revolution, Cam-

is

bridge, 133.
400 p. 268.

F.O. 65/376. From Bloomfield, No. 37 of January 24,
1850, quoted by Puryear, 179 and n.
401 P. 269.
F.O. 78/782. From Stratford, No. 363 of November 26,
1849 November 30, 1849, pte. Vide also Puryear, 182-6.
402
From Bloomfield, No. 37 ofJanuary 24, 1850.
p, 270. P-0. 65/376.
403 p. 270.
F.O. 195/324, To Stratford, No. 134 of June i, 1849.
404 p. 271.
ZaionCovskii, I, No. 97 of December 20, 1853, p. 357*
405 p. 272.
F.O. 65/424, From Seymour, No. 26 of January 22,
1853. This was exactly the sentiment of Aberdeen.
406 p,
273. F.O. 65/424- From Seymour, No. 88 of February 22,
;

1853-

1

.

.
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274, Gooch and Temperley, British Documents on Origins of
Lord Sanderson is the writer.
the War [1928], III, 184.
^0® P. 274.
The Czar’s comments, here italicised and placed in round
brackets, are in Zaioncovskii, I, No. 99, pp. 359-62. Russell’s despatch
also in E,F, V, No. 4 of February 9, 1853.
409
275. Pte, Russ. MSS. G.D. 22/10. Seymour to Russell,
P.

February

9, 1853.

P. 276.

The Three Partition Plans of Nicholas

in case

of

THE DISSOLUTION OF THE TURKISH EmPIRE, 1833,
(The summary of different projects may be

184O, 1 853.
useful here, as also the
differences between the Czar’s views as expressed to Seymour and to
Paskievic.)
(Conversation with Ficquelmont, February 25, 1853; vide
(1)
supra, pp. 67-8.) ‘A Greek Empire ’ based on an enlargement of independent

Greece.

Russia to garrison the Bosphorus, Austria and England to
hold the Dardanelles (Nicholas, 1840. Martens, Traitis, IV, pt. i, 496).*
The Czar^s conversations with Seymour, January-February,
(3) i8§3.
designated as (S) ; the Czar^s memo to PaskieviS, January, designated as (P)
(2) 1840.

Constantinople.
(a)

Not to be a permanent possession of Russia, but might be temporarily

occupied (S).t
(b) To be a free port but no annexation (P).
Moldo-Wallachia.
{a)
(

3)

Independent under Russian protection
Not independent but Russian ’ (P)

(S).

*

Servia.
{a)
(

3)

Independent under Russian protection
Independent (P).

(S).

Bulgaria.

Independent (S).
{b) Northern part and Constanza to be Russian
to be independent (P).
[a)

Greece.
Straits.

Most of Bulgaria

(P) .

Not

to be enlarged (S).
Russia to garrison Bosphorus,

and Austria

to garrison the

Dardanelles (P).
Turkish coasts of Adriatic and Archipelago.

To go

to Austria (P).

Crete.
(a)

Rhodes
{b)

Crete and other

isles

to

England

go to France.

to

have Cyprus or

(P).

Crete to go to England,

Egypt. Egypt to England (S
P. 278. Pte. Russ. MSS.
January 30, 1853.

^

she wanted

if

and

it

(S).

P).

G.D. 22/10.

Westmorland to

Russell,

* This agrees with the Russian plan of garrisoning the Bosphorus in 1833,
indicated by P. E. Mosely, 22-3, 41.
t Castelbajac reports in a private letter of February i, 1853, that Nicholas
said to him, ‘ I do not desire Constantinople : but if another power wished to
seize it I should be there before her ’ (Bapst, Origines de la Guerre de Crimee,

322 and

n.).

>
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CHAFFER
How
P.

vni
159^

Latins and

Gri*:i-:ks

XI

x^isputkd

about the Holy Places

Berichte aus England
The opinion nl' (Granville,
From Beust, No, 73A of Oclober 24, 1873, f. 673.
28 1, W. Wittniaiij Travels in Turkey^ etc.^ iygg-1801 [1803],

'-280.

’

,

^

85.
P.

74

.

P. 281,

F.O, 78/932,

FVom Doria

lo Rose, April

i,

1853.

Bertiwn-Vowt,^ Report^ Oxford [1920], 25, 51-2.
The position of the Orthodox Patriarchs.
P, 282.
flu* best contemporary study ofJerusalem
(a) The patriarch ofJerusalem.
by George Williams, 2nd edn. [1849], 2 vols., mostly
is The Holy
topographical but has useful details on modern Jerusalem, II, ch. viand
There is an important original letter of May 27
Additional Notes 4.
(O.S,) of 1845, describing the election of the patriarch Cyril (II, 544-6),
P. 282.

'

which makes the influence of Russia

plain.

A History of the

Holy Eastern Church, London [1850], 2 vols.,
But th(Tc arc important details about the modern
is mainly liturgical.
patriarchate, I, 16 1 -2, and tlie numbers of Orthodox Christians in the
Eastern Church, I, 1G2,
J. A. Finn, Stirrmif Times (in Jerusalem), mainly 1853-6 [1878], has
useful sidelights, as of course has CurzoiFs famous Monasteries in the Levant,
On the patriarch of Jerusalem there arc two classic works the Bertram'Luke Report, Oxioxd [1921J and the Beriram^Tounfr Report, Oxford [1926].
These reports, though primarily legal and modern, arc erudite and
impartial. They have high critical value and arc a mine of information
on past history, particularly from the beginnnig of the nineteenth century
onwards.
The position of the patriarch of
(b) The patriarch of Constantinople.
Constantinople is best seen in G. Papadoulos, Les priviUges du Patriarcat
This work is partisan
(Ecuminique dans V Empire ottomane, Paris [1924].
There is much impartial
but has a good deal of valuable infonnation.
information in the Bertram-Luke and Bertram-Young reports.
P. 283. Father Gdramb, Pilerinage d Jerusalem, Paris [1839],
I, 153-4,
78/962. From J. Finn (Jerusalem), No. 22 of October 5,
J.

M.

Neale,

:

1853.

Figures are difficult
Greek and Latin Pilgrims to Jerusalem.
in 1697 ; vide
to obtain. But there were certainly * Popish pilgrims
H. Maundrell, Journey to Aleppo and Jerusalem of that year [5th edn. 1732], 92.
These seem to have died out altogether in the eighteenth century.
detailed census of pilgrims present in May 1815 appears in W. Turner,
Tour in Levant [1820], II, 175-6. He gives 4,705 in all, of whom there
were 2,000 Greeks, 1,655 Armenians, 500 Copts, 50 Syrians, 500 poor
persons.
There seem to be no Latins except the friars, or monks in the
Latin convents. Father G^ramb, Pdlerinage d Jerusalem, Paris [1839],
I, 153-4, says that, at Christmas 1831, he found
4 Latin pilgrims out of
4,000, and was told that at Easter there might be 20 out of 10,000.
Consul Finn in F.O. 78/962, No. 22 of October 5, 1853, reckons the
number at 1 5,000, and says ‘ the majority’ of them * are not Roman Catholics.’
The terms ‘ Latin ’ and * Greek ’ cover a wide variety of races. Thus in
1831 Father G^ramb found three Poles among his four Latin pilgrims.
The * Greeks’ were mostly Russians, but John Came, Holy Land [1836],
P. 284.

’

A
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86, mentions ‘ a poor Servian and his wife ’ who had made the tour
‘
from their own Country.’ Greeks from either Greece or Turkey and

usually pilgrims, but both made heavy contributions
towards rebuilding the Holy Sepulchre and maintaining the patriarch.
P. 284. F.O. 78/540. From W. T. Young (Jerusalem), No. 28
of July 24, 1843, No. 29 of July 29, No. 37 of August 24, No. 39 of

Rumanians were not

September 15
420

45>

p, 285.

;

78/581, January 8, 1844.
J. A. Finn, Stirring Times (in Jerusalem), 1853-6 [1878],
jF.O.

4*9*

P. 285.

A. H. Hore, Eighteen

Centuries of the Orthodox Greek Church,

663-5.
^22

p. 285.

F, 0

,

No. 35 of December
423 P.

285.

195/292.

From

Finn, No. 17 of April

1847

;

From

Finn, No. 16 of April 26, 1848

;

From

Finn, No.

5,

2.

F.O, 195/292.

No. 4 of January 29.
424

p.

286.

F.O.

195/292.

September

19 of

25,

1850.
425 P.

286. French Religious Protection in Turkey, 1528-1853.
(a) French diplomatic intervention, 1842.
(As indicated supra, pp. 284, 286,
the first hint of French claims being actively put forward is in 1842, and

here is the document.)
F. Pisani on Baron Bourqueney^s demand of permission to repair the Church
cf Jerusalem,
‘
The cupola of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre wants repairing.
The Greeks applied for a firman to repair it at their own expense, and
obtained it some time ago. The French claim the right to repair the
dome, and they offer to do it at their expense. The French make this
demand, says Sarim Effendi, by giving an erroneous interpretation of the
82 article of the Capitulation ; this article says
Lorsque les lieux que
les religieux, dependant de le France, possMent k Jerusalem, exigent
des reparations afin de prevenir qu’ils ne tombent en mines, les commandements n6cessaires seront donnees.”
‘
“ cette article n’est pas applicable au cas dont il
Mais la Porte dit
s’agit.”
The Church, says the Porte, is common to all the Christians.
It is a Holy Place even for the Mussulmen [jzc] ; so much so, that if the
Church wanted really repairing and no nation among the Christians could
afford to make the expense, we would pay the expenses ourselves. Now
the Dome is not a part of the place the French possess in the Church, and
according to the Capitulation, their right to demand a firman is only
when the places in their possession want repairing and this is not the
case presently. The Cupola of that Church, a Church common to all
sorts of Christians, is not French property, and while our subjects, says
Sarim, offer to make the expenses of repairing that Cupola we cannot
allow Foreigners to make the reparation.
‘
Baron Bourqueney has referred the matter to his government, and
the Porte has sent an adequate person to Jemsalem to take care that
under pretext of making repairings the Greeks should not encroach upon
the French property.
:

:

‘

(Signed)
‘

F. Pisani." *

* F.O. 78/475, February 21, 1842, enclo. 2 from Stratford, No. 38 of Feb-

ruary q6, 1842 (reed.

March

21).
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(h) British Virws mt B'n'/ifh Religious Prottrtiofi in Turkey,
(The following
t'Xtrarts from a Forrign OlVu’c
of July 30, 1918, give the British
standpoint.*^)

memo

Latin Church in Turkey dates
from 1528, \vlu*n oOieial action was taken by Francis I of France in defence
of Catholic int(Tt*sts in tlu' Ottoman Fan]nrc. llic first Capitulations
\v<n*c concluded with France' in 1333. itnd until the Capitulations with
Fhigland in 1383, France was the' oflicial protex’tor of all Europeans established in lurkc'y.
In iGo.j, the French Ambassador at the Porte obtained
a lIatt-i-Sh('rif confirming and extcaiding tlu^ privileges already granted
to Catholics, and j)romtsing immunity to all pilgrims to Jerusalem
travelling *Lsous le nom et la protection dc rKmpcnnir dc France” {Le
Regime des Capitulations dans VPimpirc Ottoman,, CL P. du Kansas, II, 90).
On the renewal of tlu‘ Capitulations with Franc<! in 1607 it was stated
that the subj<'cts of all nations not rcpresent(‘d at Constantinople by an
ambassador should hr untha* French protection. Since the Koran was
both the religious anti civil co<ie throughout tlie Ottoman Empire, it
was eminently desirabh! that tht* members of the European Christian
communities in Turkt'y should be undt'r st^paratc': jurisdiction. At this
period France w^as the only Powta* tluit had sufheient influence with the
Porte to secur<' su('h privik'gt's for her c'o-ndigionists.
Tlu; chief treaties on which the hVeiu'h bas<' their claim to exercise
a religious prot('<'loratt; in 'Furkey are iht' Capitulations of 1673 and 1740,
of which tlu^ fornu'r {Protection des Chrilkns en Turquiey A. Schopofi', i, 2)
autres religieux
confirnujcl the privileges already granted to bishops or
dc sectc latino, ((ui sont sujets ;\ la Frances dr qutdciue sorte quTls puissant
*

Histt)ricall)% I'n-nch prolertion of the

^

The Capituto pilgrims to J enisaltau under ITench protection.
lation of 1740 (Fore'ign Oflicc Confulenlial Print : Turkey, No. 9675)
gave permission to all nuaubers of ** Christian and hostile nations” to

dtre,”

and

continue as before to visit Jcrusalcjm under the protection of the French
flag, and guaranteed certain rights to Roman Catholics (the French text
contains the words
de (luclque nation ou espticc qu’ils soient,” but the
correct translation of the Turkish text is ** dr quelquc genre ou esp^ce,”
signifying religious order) . From these treaties F ranee claimed a monopoly
of the protection of Christians in Turkey ; but the wording of the Treaty of
Karlovitz (1699) (Sir G. Young’s Corps de Droit Ottoman, 11 , 129), the Treaty
of Passarovitz'(i7i8) and the Treaty of Belgrade (1739) would appear
to place Austria in an analogous position with regard to Roman Catholics
in the Ottoman Empire.
Most-favoured-nation treatxnent was conceded
to Great Britain by Article XVIII of the English Capitulations, and to
the Netherlands by Article
of the Capitulations of 1 680. The Republic
of Venice was granted certain rights of protection in 1718. By the Treaty
of Kutchuk Kainardji in 1774 (JProicction des Chritiens, 8, ii) promises
were made to Russia corresponding to those made to France regarding
Christians in Turkey.
‘
The law of the Tanzimat {Protection des Chritiens, 20) in 1839
declared perfect equality between all Ottoman subjects, thus abolishing the need for an external protectorate over any one section of
the community. In 1850 (RO. 78/930. Colonel Rose, No. 72 of March 6,
1853), however, France attempted to revive the Treaty of 1740, and
demanded certain rights as to the Holy Places, which involved her eventually
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* In the original all references are in the margin.
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text, enclosed in round brackets, and added the volume of each document, e.g.
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in a quarrel with Russia. It was at this time that Russia made the claim
{E.P. I, Colonel Rose, No. 154) that the Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji
gave her the right to protect all members of the Orthodox Church in
Turkey, whether foreigners or subjects of the Sultan, on the analogy of
the French protectorate of the Latin Church. It would appear that the
force of the analogy was recognised, for in the course of the dispute the
French Government strongly disclaimed all right to protect Roman
Catholics in Turkey other than the Latins of the Holy Land (F.O. 27/968.
Lord Cowley, No. 376 of May 31, 1853), and declared that they held such
protection as derogatory to the sovereign rights of the Sultan and to the
independence of the Porte, which was guaranteed by the Five Powers
in the Treaty of London, 1841 (see F.O, 7 /4i9* The Earl of Westmorland’s
despatch No. 247, June 21, 1853). The question of protection was solved
by the Sultan himself undertaking to maintain and enforce the privileges
of the Christian churches and their respective clergy throughout his
dominions (F.O. 78/933. Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, No. 90 of June 7,
1853). All efforts to avoid war were however unavailing. The Treaty
of Paris signed on March 30th, 1856, between Austria, France, Great
Britain, Prussia, Russia, Sardinia and Turkey, included a firman of the
Sultan.’

[The French political side of the Holy Places dispute is hardly touched
by Jean Maurain in La politique eccUsiastique du second Empire de i8^2-6g,
Paris [1930]. But he leaves no doubt that the inspiration was Catholic
and Jesuit (91-2).]
P. 286. F.O. 195/377* From Cowley, No. 22 of February 25,
Callimachi is the authority for Napoleon’s first statement, but it
the second is in F.O,
is confirmed in ZaionCovskii, I, No. 88, pp. 333-4 ;
146/465. From Stratford (Paris), of March 14, 1853, and partly quoted in
Simpson, Napoleon^ 226.
^2’ p. 286.
F.O. 78/893. From Rose, No. 40 of August 5, 1852,
confirmed by Aali pasha.
428
2^^. A,E,F, Russie, 210. From Castelbajac, No. 82 of
1852.

December
429

i,

1853.

The Greek Orthodox and Russian Claims,
Archdeacon A. G. Stewart of Jerusalem thinks that the account in the
text favours the Latin side of the dispute, and I ought therefore to try to
Traite du Khalif Omar ’ was
redress the balance here. Whether the
genuine or not there is no doubt that it represents practical concessions
enjoyed by the Orthodox Greeks during the Dark and Middle Ages, long
before the Latins claimed anything. It is unquestionable too that Saladin
in 1188, and Sultan Selim, after his conquest of Palestine in 1515, both
accorded the predominant position to the Orthodox at Jerusalem. Selim
recognised the validity of Omar’s traitiy though not technically a treaty.
In fact, the position acquired by the French and other Latins from the
sixteenth century onwards was due to treaty, whereas Orthodox rights
rested on prescription. That seems to be the crux of the whole matter. The
Sultan certainly held that what he or his ancestors had granted, that he
could revoke. He added, however, that he meant to do nothing of the
kind. But the French took the view, quite reasonably from the point of
international law, that a treaty could not be abrogated by one signatory
to it. The Sultan did not really admit this claim though he pretended to.
There are good contemporary works on the subject. F. Eichmann, Die
Reformen des Osmanischen Reiches Berlin [1858], i-i 37 j touches most points
in the controversy. G. M. Basili, the Russian Consul-General in Syria
and Palestine, drew up a good Pfotice historique sur les Saints liewc de yirusaletn
288.
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XI

Kl’.SSIAN

CLAIMS

du CosnU' de Nesselrode
1851, printrd in Paplos d
Paris [n. (LI, X, Hi t 18.
Apart froia thr oklc'r piv^srriptivc riijjlits of the Orthodox there is another
weak point in the Fnaidi ease. Their i^rivih'ges under the treaty rights
of 1740 wer<% in fart, mostly abandoned in 1757. Tht' Orthodox resumed
'Lhe attempt to revive
their old position and the Latin elaiins drop])ed.
them ninety yt*ars lat(T was <lan,i;erous. I'or, if ol)Solete or abandoned
claims can thus suddenly be la'vived ami enfnre<!tb tluu'e is an end to all
diplomacy and to prospects of peac'e.
As laggards the spts'ilu^ llussian rights under treaty, as distinguished
from the Orthodox ( ireek claims in general, these are optm to real dispute.

of Doccini^cr

that tin' TnMty of Kutchnk Kainardji gave them the
rights of a religious prot(*(aora(e is ctatainly too exlnnuo and the whole
'I'he Orthodox claim to occupation
qut*stion is c‘xanuned in n. 44.5 below.
of the Holy Places is strongc'c from prc'scription than from rights claimed by

The Russian

vi(^vv

Russia under treaty. It should also he home in luintl that the Sultan
claimed that he was uj>hoUling prc‘srription and was not trying to diminish
Orthoilox privih'gcs. 'Plus contention was not wholly true, because he
actually took away th(' keys tlu* Onv'ks had fonmu’ly h(‘ld, and gave them
The fact is that tlie h’reneh 'Pn^aty of 1740 had disturbed
to the Latins.
the status quo. It was subseciuently in fact abrogated for tlu^ most part in
practice.
When tin*. French clemamled tint <‘x<‘('ution of the Treaty, the
Sultan professed to meet their (daim, and at the same time to maintain the
existing status quo.
But h(^ could not do both things, and the result was a
bad compromise, k'a<ling to war.
430
,20 of November '24, iHf, i,
P. L2H9. F.O. 7H/H()ip
From Rose, No. r)r) of August 18, 1852.
hisiorique, January
P. 289.
ZaioniJovskii, I, No. 88, p.
1853.
P. 290.

llie

‘

French note and the
’

‘

(hrckjlrmand

of tliese are
impo.ssiblc to read

'Phe

i(^xts

No. 37 and No. 40, endo. 2, resiseelivtdy. It is
them without coming to the conclusion that the account {supra, pp. 290-1)
note was
is true and that the ambiguity shown both in ihcjlrman and the

in E.F.

I,

‘

’

deliberate,

F.O. 195/377. From Clowk^y, No. 22 of P'ebruary 25,
1 852, on the authority of Callimachi.
From Cowley, No. 2
F. 0 1 95 /3 7 7
of March 8 ; passage suppressed in Fl.P. I, No. 38.
P. 290.
E7P. I, No. 51. Vide also F.O. 78/895. From Rose,
P. 290.

.

.

November

20, 1852.
P. 291. F.O, 78/893.
PVom Rose, No. 55 of August 18, 1852.
P. 291. F.O. 195/3B5.
From Rose, No. 72 of March 8, 1853, and
vide also F.O. 146/464.
From E. Pisani of P\‘bruary 26.
P. 292. F, 0 . 195/379.
From Cowley, No. 401 of July 8, 1O52.
P. 293. F, 0 181/273.
From Cowley, No. 333 of July i, 1852;
cp. ihid.^ No. 400 of July 8.
.

P. 293.

Pte. Aber.

Aberdeen of January

MSS., Add. MSS, 43144, f 338*

Brunnow

to

31, 1853.

F.O. 78/895. From Rose, No. 140 of November 20, 1852 ;
cp. F.O. 78/894, No. 76 of September 7,
P. 294.
F.O. 78/893. From Rose, No. 55 of August 18, 1852 ;
No. 70 of August 30.
*** P.
294. Zaiondovskii, I, No. 88, p. 338
vide also E.P, I, No. 49.
One or two suppressed details in this account are quoted from jF.O. 78/913.
From Finn (Jerusalem), No. ii of October 27, 1852.
P. 295. F.O. 78/895,
From Rose, No. 170 of December 28, 1852P. 294.

;

^

KUTGHUK KAINARDJI— ARTICLE
P. 296.

The

pretation.

Article

VII of

7 th Article of

1774, runs as follows

the

VII

Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji and

the Treaty of

467
its

inter-

Kutchuk Kainardji of July

10,

:

VII. La Sublime Porte promet de proteger constamment la religion
Ghretienne et ses eglises
et aussi elle permet aux ministres de la Gour
imperiale de Russie de faire dans toutes les occasions des representations,
tant en faveur de la nouvelle eglise k Constantinople, dont il sera mention
a Particle XIV, que pour ceux qui la desservent, promettant de les prendre
en consideration comme faites par une personne de confiance d’une
Puissance voisine et sinc^rement amie.
;

of Canning and Metternich.
It does not appear that this article confers any very special rights of
interference, it is merely a general promise by the Sultan of protection of
the Christian religion and the conferring of a special right on Russia in
regard to a new church at Constantinople. But the interpretation was
developed by usage- Metternich admitted a certain right of interference.
Canning qualified it by saying that Russia had a special right of friendly advice on behalf of Christians of the Turkish Empire, but he doubted whether
this ‘ right extended to interference on behalf of subjects of the Porte
my Foreign
who had thrown off their allegiance.’ This was in 1824
In 1849 Palmerston’s attitude was similar.
Policy of Canning [1925], 325).
He argued that Russia had the right of making complaints on behalf of
Christian subjects, but that the Sultan was not compelled to meet them.
Brunnow contested this interpretation to Palmerston, but admitted to
Martens,
Nesselrode that it was right (Bruxmow, October 5, 1849.
Traitis conclus par la Russie XII, 256). Martens usually requires confirmation, but an admission so damaging to Brunnow is probably correct.
The interview with Palmerston was on October 2, but Palmerston’s own
not confirm the interpretation ascribed
note of it {vide F.O, 65/374)
(a) Interpretations

to him.

Brunnow* s interpretation in
The appeal to Kutchuk Kainardji was introduced in a sudden, sinister
manner into the Holy Places’ Dispute. But it was not introduced until
The
the quarrel had lasted over two years, i.e. till December 1852.
suggestion that the claims of Kutchuk Kainardji should form the basis of
a Convention was made in the autumn of 1852. It came from Reschid,
who was then secretly in communication with the Russian government.*
His proposal was strange and new, and it might be said that Reschid was
the man who made the war by this sinister suggestion. But it was improbable that Reschid saw as far as this, or meant to do anything more than
suggest the best method of furthering the Russian case. What is quite
certain, however, is that both the Czar and Nesselrode took up the question,
without knowing anything much about the terms or implications. When
Seymour pressed the Czar on the subject he was referred to Nesselrode, and
Nesselrode, also being pressed, said that he did not know much about it,
but that Brunnow did and had expounded it all to Aberdeen {vide my
On the face of it, the bearing of
article in E,H,R., April 1934, 284-5).
Kutchuk Kainardji on the ^pute is not evident.
Brunnow’s private views in April (if we may trust Martens, Traitis^ XII,
(b)

* ZaionCovskii, I, 353
Nesselrode of December 13, 1852. Reschid’s
connexion was already established in November 1852, and probably began
much earlier. Pte. Clar, MSS. Aberdeen to Clarendon, May 19, 1853, has the
following
I have learnt [obviously from Brunnow] that he (Reschid) was the
person who suggested the plan of a Convention.’ Vide also infra, nn. 458 and 467.
•

:

‘

*
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BRUNNOW

XI

31 1‘”2) w<‘rt‘ that an arti('l(\ mor<‘ or l<\ss lont^, nnnr or less severe, will add
iiolhing tn the reality ofnur inilnenr(\ 1 rotisists in facts, not words. Russia is
that is the preainhl(M>rall oiir treaties.
strong,' 'Furkc'y is wt^ak
This
epitaph Is already ins('rih<’d on tin* lomh oftheC )ttonian Kmpirod Thiswas
‘

1

.

;

.

.

But a niontii later he expound<“d his views at length
It is said that it would he d<‘rogatory to the indcpcndance
to Aberdeen*
[sic] and dignity of the Sultan to entca* with a foreign power into a formal
engagement —in virtiu' of which the Porte would promise to Russia the protc^ctiou to be grunt<‘d by tin' S\dtan to tlu' church placed under his own
dominion. Now, it app<‘ars that tht)S(' who pretc'ud that such a promise
would be an encroaehnn'Ul upon tin' Sultan's ituh'pt'udance [sic], entirely
forget that this promise artuaHv exists, sinc<' tin' tn'aly of 1774 between Russia
and Turkey. 1 'lie 7th Artich' of tin' 'Treaty of Kainnrdji contains the
following provision. “ La Sublime Porte tn'omet do proteger constamment
a simple interpretation.

Chretienne et ses
‘Therefore the promise has aln'ady

la religion

whether the Porte was right or wrong
the time,
sisting

not the question.

is

upon

its

fullilment.

The

a further prornisc of a similar

made, and the pledge given—
(‘nt<'ring into siu’h a compact at

h<'<‘n

in

Rttssia has undoubt('tlly the right of int.|th Arti<’k' ol the same Ircaty contains

dt'S('ription

;

the

dltli, S,

i.!

and

3,

n’empe<'her aiieuneiuent IN'Xcreire Ul)r(^ dc la religion
la ('onstruction dc nouvelles eglises
Chretienne el do ne nn'ttre aticnn ohstaele
S. 3. De
et
la rcpanilion d(?,s andennes, uiusi (pie erla a etc prcccd('innient.
[Art.

rastitucr

XVI,
aux

De

H.

couv<‘nt.s

(‘t

anx antres partk’nlicrs

h eux appartcnanlcs, qul h’ur out

C'tf:

les tenu's et

possessions ci-devant

prises eontre tonic justic<' {details follow).]

refers to the

as also Article

to the

chan

wc ought
the Russian Empire since 1774.

In referring to those facts I cannot refrain from alluding also to
the Imperial Manifest, by which the 'Treaty ofKainardji was promulgated
under the reign of the Empress Catherine. Permit me to lay before you a
this manifest you will find the
copy of this document. In the
4
following. “ Notre religion orthodoxe elle-mCme dans les lieux oti clle a
pris naissance, y cst misc pour Tavenir a Tabri de toute gfinc et de toute
violence, sous notre protection Impddalc.”
*

[Art.

XVII

moindre oppression
^ leur construction
ni opprim6s ni outrages.]
‘

It

may be

was an ex parte staternent, which has no
But on the other hand it must be admitted

said that this

binding force upon Turkey.
that this manifest published olKcially at the time, never protested against,
to the best of my belief, neither by the Porte, nor by other foreign Power,
stands on record among the other public law of Russian ; and, in fairness,
it cannot be denied that the nation at large has a right to expect that
the religious feeling proclaimed by the Empress Catherine, in behalf of
the Greek Church, should be taken by the Emperor Nicholas with serious
consideration.
* Pfe. Aber.

MSS., Add. MSS. 43144, ff.
The date added in another hand (and later)
of

May

27

is

suggested

by

internal evidence.

377-“9»
is

June

Brunnow

to^

Aberdeen.

that
24, 1853, but in fact

—
THE czar’s admission
So much

Treaty of Kainardji.
’
as the French capitulation of 1 740
Brunnow’s statement seems an ex parte one.
‘

for the

It

is

469

at least

worth

as

much

!

An

Imperial manifestj even
if it were not contradicted by the Turks, would certainly not be accepted
by other powers as an authoritative exposition of the Treaty. And
Brunnow’s appeal to force in private shows his difficulty. Nesselrode’s
‘
violent interpretation ’ of the ‘ Vienna Note was an absurd straining
April 1934, pp. 284-5). It
of Kutchuk Kainardji {vide my article in
is a true development of interpretations on the Brunnow line of force
Russia is strong, Turkey is weak.’
’

‘

(c) British interpretations in 18^3^

Lord John RusseWs^ Palmerston^ s, Aberdeen's,

the Prince Consorfs.

obvious from Lord John Russell’s letter of May 28 that he regarded
the stipulations of Kutchuk Kainardji as not very onerous, and his
memo of June 19 declares that they placed the Christian subjects of
the Sultan in general terms under the protection of Russia.’ He regarded
the demands of Mensikov as enormously extending the provisions of
The
the Treaty. Palmerston expressed himself still more vigorously.
Kainardji treaty contains indeed a promise to protect the Christian religion
generally and to attend to Russian representations as to the Greek Church
at Constantinople, but that is very different from giving Russia a right of
interference in all matters spiritual and temporal in which the Greek
subjects of the Sultan are concerned. This would practically transfer to
the Emperor the civil administration of the Greeks in Turkey.’ * Aberdeen
and Clarendon also regarded Mensikov’s demands as going beyond any
possible interpretation of Kutchuk Kainardji.
Nesselrode’s ‘violent interpretation’ of the ‘Vienna Note’ was based on
Article VII of Kutchuk Kainardji. It was condemned by Clarendon
It

is

‘

‘

(September 30) {E.P.

II,

No.

‘
protectorate.’
The Prince ’
yielding to such pretensions,’
I believe we all agree.’ t

117, p. 556) as establishing ‘a religious
[Consort] said ‘ Nobody can think of

and Lord John Russell added,

‘

in this

The Cznr^s admission in 1854.
The Russian attitude, as already indicated, seems to have been hastily
assumed towards the end of 1852, without really examining the clauses of
the Treaty. Dr. G. B. Henderson has brought to my notice an admission
by Nicholas of great importance. It is reported by Seymour ‘ on the most
certain authority as having been made by the Czar to Orlov, and in all
probability the information came from Orlov himself. Nicholas said,
His conduct would have been different [in 1853] but for the error into
which he had been led J [as to the rights secured to him by the Treaty of
Kainardji]. I believe this to be the truth. No doubt informed Russian
diplomats, like Brunnow, had always known the weakness of the Kutchuk
Kainardji clause, and wanted to get more precision into it. The question
was raised in a hasty manner in December 1852, and Brunnow does not
appear to have been consulted. Thus Russians began arguing on vague
(d)

’

‘

’

and unsound
proceeded.
‘

and became more and more vehement as the argument
Hence Mensikov’s demands in the Sened and Nesselrode’s
bases,

violent interpretation.’
^^8 P. 296.
RO. 78/894.

* Pte. Clar.
June 20.

MSS.

t Pte. Clar.

MSS.

t

F.O. 65/445.

From

Lord John

Rose, No. 89 of September 27, 1853.

Russell,

May

28,

1853

;

Lord Palmerston,

Lord John Russell, September 29, 1853.
From Seymour, No. 176 of February 21, 1854.
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From l-nin, No. H) of Doccinber q8, 1852*
F.O, ';{*
passiuijrs quotrd arr supprrssnl h\ F,I\ I, Nt). trp
un p, 297. A,K,F,
Russi<\
Frt)m Castelhajac, No.
of
P,

'-!r)7.

’

5

January

F No.

i>,

iHr>;p

From Srymour, No.

P. 2()7.

F,(),

P.

/Muonfaivskii,

P. 2t)9.

Brntmow

.p.»4.

to

102, p. 30H.

300, Ptr, dim, MSS.
ep. EJLR.^ April ipd-p
185.J.;
Jtmrn.^ Octolan' ipB-p 3'2i.

Palmrrsion to (Ilarrndon, August 22
*237; cp. H. !•<. Howard, Camb. Hist.

CHAPTFR

ITS,

1853.

No. 73 of N<n'(*mht‘r
1852, pp. 277-8.
N(^sHrlnKi(^ February 21, 1B53; ZaioncSovskii,
I,

P,

How

25 of January 22,

Count lauNiNOKN

XII

why

st!ooi*.Ki>Hn .\Nn

Prince MKN.^iiKov failed

From llou\ No. 51 of lu'bruary 21, 1853.
Weisun)^p'u uaeh London an Clollore'do, No. 2

P. 30U.

F.O. 195 '385.

?. 302.

IF.iV./l,

of February \t\ 1853; vitF also No. 3 of February n.
Hmv Oouut h'inintim sutrtrdcd and why Prince
P. 303.

MenHkov

failed.

The iMnvij^en Missian. His
good deal of information in the

instrnctwfts

text

and

based on

(While

reports.

IF.iV./L

and F.O.^

of Count L<‘iningen-Westerburg were n(»t tlieu iti my hands.
herewith.)
since been consulted and the results are

tlierc

is

a

the papers

They have

gmm

[W.S.A.

^

MSS. Con.stanlinoplr and I’ricstc. To Leiningen,
From Leiningen, Ntt. 2 of February 3, unniunbercd, Trieste,

Leiningen

Jimuary uu, 1833.
February «6
No, 9 of
;

Mun h

i,

Vienna.]

fdmuiry 1853.
Instruction No. i of January 22, 1833, stale.s that the situation on the
border is dangerous owing to the ill-treatnuml of Christian.s in Bosnia
by Omer pasha. Russia and Austria are agrtu'd not to allow Montenegro
to be crushed.
If Montenegro is eonquennl by tlui time of your arrival
you are to insist upon its ],)eing (wacuated anti restored. 'Fhe Kick and
Sutorina question must be arrangtul. Ckanpcnsation must be paid to
private individuals. There must he a ,sp<H‘dy settlement of all claims.
(a) Irntructions

The

real point

(f

is

Btitdy

contained in the postscript to Instruction No.

i

of

January 22, 1853, whicli states that tire Polish and Hungarian refugees
have incited the 1 ’urk.s to a holy war against Moni<‘ru‘gro, and a continuance
of it might lead to a revolution in Europe. Tins seems to be the real
reason for Austrian excitement. The othe;r instructions are not particularly
notable, except for hints as to the incompetexxce of tlie Internuncio (Stiirmer),
and for insistence on clearing up the situation at Kick and Sutorina.
(b) Reports of Count Leiningen, February-March 1B53.
In his audience with the Sultan on February
Count Leiningen

3

dwelt not only on these points but on the increasing war preparations of
Turkey. Altogether it was a pretty strong speech to make to a crowned
head. On the 14th he settled all outstanding points with Fuad and took
formal leave of the Sultan next day.
On the 26th he claimed * an outstanding success for his mission,^ and on March i he summed up its results.
He states, contrary to the usual impression, that Russian aid had been
given too late in the day to be useful. But this evidence partly depends

MEN§IKOV MISSION AND RESGHID
on the

Fuad,

47

1

who was

anxious to deprive Russia of all credit.
Leiningen’s last point is that he received a certain amount of help from
England and that it was because of her attitude that he abandoned his
demands with reference to Sutorina.
Nesselrode to Brunnow, January 14, 1853.
P. 303. E,P, I, No. 72.
From Gastelbajac, No. 17 of
P. 304. A.E.F, Russie, 208.
January 13, 1853, and No. 8 of January 14.
Zaioncovskii, I, 353.
Nesselrode, December 13, 1852
From Gastelbajac, No. 17 of
P. 305. A,E,F. Russie, 208.
March 30, 1853, and Gte, de Reisel of July 2.
460
p. 305. F.O. 65/431. From Seymour, No. 540 of October 18,
assertions of

;

1853.

F.O. 352/36. Pte. Sirat. MSS. Glarendon to Stratford,
April 5, 1 853, transmitting a secret report he thinks tolerably correct.
4®2
Zaioncovskii, I, Nos. 105-9, January 28, 1853 i Schiemann,
p. 306.
TV, 282 and n.
463
The text of the Gzar’s letter of January 24, 1853, is in
p^ 207.
F.O. 78/934 and also in Zaioncovskii.
4®4
From Rose, No. 164 of December 18, 1852,
p. 309. F.O. 78/895.
4®5
p. 309. E.P. I, No. 123.
P. 310. N.R.A. From MoUerus, No. 48 of May 23/4, 1853.
467
The Mensikov Mission and Reschid. The problems of the
p. 310.
MenSikov Mission seem to me to have been solved partly by MenSikov’s
own admissions in his despatches in Zaioncovskii, partly by the evidence
of N.R.A. and pte. Clar. and pte. StraU MSS. quoted by me in E.H.R.,
October 1933, April and October 1934.
The main points disclosed by Zaioncovskii are that Reschid was
negotiating secretly with Russia in the autunm of 1852 and suggested
the pushing of claims under the Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, and that
Reschid was nominated for the Foreign Office by Mensikov himself.
The evidence from N.R.A. and other sources {vide self in E.H.R.y October
1933, pp. 613-17) entirely confirms all this.
Mensikov, though warned against Reschid, decided to employ him.
But once in office Reschid found himself helpless and resorted to Stratford
In order to get out of his complications with Mensikov, he
for aid.
subsequently put all the blame on Stratford. But the facts {vide E.H.R.,
October 1933, pp. 609-17, passim) show that the Turkish Ministry and
Grand Gouncil were opposed to real concession, and that Stratford*s
part was almost a passive one. It is certain that he did not know of the
deposition of Mehemet Ali and appointment of Reschid till after they
P. 306.

and was much astonished at both. At his interview
with Reschid on the 1 4th he did not know all. On the 1 8th he had regained
most of his old ascendancy, but even on the 20th Reschid did not take his
advice about negotiating so as to keep MenSikov in Gonstantinople. It
2) that
is also to be remembered {vide E.H.R., October i 933 >
Stratford did not know the text of Mensikov’s violent demands of March 16
un til the end of May 1853. In general the Turks had kept him in the
dark as to their manoeuvres as long as they could, and hence his inability
pretty
to comprehend the situation as clearly as usual. It seems to me
ministry
certain that, if Reschid had been able to sway the majority of the
in his favour, Stratford would have been overborne. What defeated
MenSikov was that Reschid failed to influence the other m inisters, and
hence turned to Stratford to help him out of the difficulty. It was thm

had taken

place,

proved the
the resistance of the majority of the Turkish ministers which
other pomt
decisive factor in the defeat of the Russian proposals. One
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should be made. The evidence of Mehemet Ali, another principal actor,
article, E.H.R.y October
is prejudiced and not to be trusted {vide my
1933, 615, n. i).
From Rose, No. 75 of March 7, 1853.
P. 310. F.O. 195/385.
From Cowley, No. 161 of March 19, 1853.
P. 311. F.O. 27/964.
Cowley to Clarendon, March 21, 1853,
P. 31 1. Pte. Clai\ MSS,
and correspondence with Drouyn de Lhuys of March 22.
P. 311.

Rosens sumtnons of the

fleet.

There

is

a good deal of mystery
Clar. MSS. shows that

when Clarendon received the news. Pte.
Cowley on March 16 sent Clarendon two telegraphic despatches indicating that Rose had summoned the Heel. These were not authentic
He seems to have
evidence, though Clarendon got them on the i8th.

as to

received official French intelligence on the 19 th, and on that day he
Rose’s despatch
certainly received Dundas’ query from the Admiralty.
did not reach London {F.O. 78/930. From Rose, No. 73 of March 6)
It was on this intelligence
till midnight on March 19-20, by H.M.S. Swan.
that the meeting of the four efficient ministers acted on the 20th.
There is a strange story, referred to in the Times of April 10, 1935,
that Mr, Drury Wake rode from Constantinople to Belgrade in six days
and seven nights, with a despatch from Rose to Clarendon asking him
In all he took eleven days. Clarendon replied
to call up the fleet.
‘
Nonsense, young man, there will be no war,’ and relied on ‘ Sir Stratford
Canning’s ’ views. This is alleged to have taken place in April 1854
(1853?). But Stratford was not in London in April 1853, and was no
longer ‘Sir Stratford’ but a peer. It cannot rcler to 1854, for Rose
was no longer in authority. It may refer to some unknown episode in

Drury Wake really went this ride,
1853, One thing is certain.
for he was injured for some years after it {vide Mem, of Lady Charlotte Wake,
by Lucy Wake [1909], ch. xix).
P. 312. Pte. Clar. MSS, Russell to Clarendon, March 20, 1853.
P, 312.
W,S.A. Berichte aus England. From Colloredo, No. 17B

March

of

March

1853.
P. 312. Pte. Clar. MSS, Aberdeen to Clarendon, March 21, 1853.
Clarendon to Stratford,
P. 313. F.O. 352/36. Pte. Strut. MSS.
i,

April 18, 1853.
P. 314.
P. 315.
P. 316.

March

Self in E.H.R., October 1933, p. 607.
E.P. I, enclo. to No. 160.
From
Zaioncovskii, I, No. 115, p. 392.

24, 1853.
P. 316.
Zaioncovskii, I,

Men§ikov of

From Argyropoulo
398.
(the intermediary) to MenSikov, March 29, 1853.
P. 317. Pte. Clar. MSS. Lord John Russell to Clarendon, May 28,
No. 119,

p.

1853.

F.O. 195/4H. From Doria, April i, 1853. The Turkish
preparations for naval defence of the Bosphorus were nearly complete before
Stratford’s arrival {vide F.O, 78/932.
From Stratford, No. 70 of May 28,
1853, enclosing report of Capt. Slade of May 12).
P. 319. ZaionCovskii, I, No. 125, p. 405.
From MenSikov, pte.
of April 26, 1853.
P. 319. Pte. From Stratford of April 27. Poole, Life, II, 260.
P. 318.

484

485

j^

22Q

p

ZaionCovskii,

enclo.
I,

No.

No. 121,

i.

p. 399.

MenSikov

to Nesselrode,

April 10, 1853.

From

P. 320. ZaionCovskii, I, No. 105, p. 372
Nesselrode, January 28, 1853.

;

No. 108, pp. 377-8.

;
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From Mollems (Constantinople), No. 46 of May 16,

1853.
^22. Zaioncovskii, I. From Mensikov, No, 13 of May 6,
1853, p. 414, reporting Ozdrov.
489
223. F.O. 78/932. From Stratford, No. 43 of May 10, 1853,
The first quotation is omitted in E.P. I, No. 203.
490
This detail is given only by Alison, pte. to Layard, May 20,
p^ 224.
1853, pte. Lay. MSS. Add. MSS. 38981, f. 333.
P, 324. N.R.A. From MoUerus, No. 46 of May 16, 1853 ; No. 48
488

of

May

23-4.
492
p^ 225. F.O. 78/932. From Stratford, No. 47 A of May 14, 1853;
passage suppressed in E.P. I, No. 205.
493
225. F.O. 78/932. From Stratford, No. 50 of May 15, 1853.
494
226. E.P. I, enclos. 2 and 3 to No. 196.
495
226. Zaionfiovskii. From Mensikov, No. 141 of May 16,
1853, p- 427Reschid to Musurus [London] of July 5,
P. 326. F.O. 195/406.
1853.
P. 328.
Vide E.P. I, No. 196 ; vide also No. 209.
P. 329. F.O. 352/64. Pte. Strat. MSS. Stratford to Reschid

(May

20), 1853.
P. 329. E.P.

fioo

P. 330.

Nos. 239, 244.
Zuylen de Nyevelt, quoted in

P* 331*

F.P.

I,

E.H.R.^ October 1933,

self,

p. 616.
I,

No. 322, endo. Nos. 2 and

CHAPTER
How Peace
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XIII

Ended

N.R.A. From MoUerus, No. 65 of July ii, 1853; cp.
self in E.H.R., October 1934.
P. 335- Pte. Aber. MSS., Add. MSS. 43144, f. 358, Brunnow
to Aberdeen of May 16, 1853 ; ibid., 43188, f. iii, Clarendon to Aberdeen
802

of

p^ 234.

May

18.

Clarendon, May 28
and 29, 1853. Cp. Kingsley Martin, Triumph of Lord Palmerston
125, 128. His whole survey of the press and opinion is exceUent.
606 p^ 236.
F.O. 352/36. Clarendon to Stratford,
Pte. Strat. MSS.
604

Pte. Clar.

p^ 235.

MSS.

Lord John Russell

to

June

I, 1853.
606 p^ 236.

June

Pte. Strat.

MSS.

F.O. 352/36.

Clarendon to Stratford,

8, 1853.

P.

June

21, 1853
of the 1 8th.

;

RusseU,
also Grev. Joum.,J\xn& 22, both referring to this cabinet
Fuss.

338*
vide

MSS.

G.D.

22/11.

Aberdeen

to

237. Pte. Clar. MSS. Palmerston to Clarendon, June 19, 1853.
p^ 237. Pte. Clar. MSS. Palmerston to Clarendon, June 28, 1853.
610
p. 237. Palmerston to Aberdeen, July 4, 1853, and to Russell,
July 7 ; Ashley, Life [1876], II, 26-31.
.
^
^
611
P. 338. N.R.A. From MoUerus, No. 67 of July 14, 1853 ; for
Derby and Malmesbury, vide self, E.H.R., October 1933, p. 621 and nn.
608 p^
609

for Clarendon, ibid., April 1934, p. 291.
P. 338. Queen Victoria, Letters, 3rd Ser. I, 195.
613
p, 238. Grev. unpublished Joum., March 24, 1853.

confirmed

this.

Gladstone

1
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VIENNA NOTE

F.O. 352/3(1. Report of Capt. T. A.
F.O. 7 ^V 934 j reports of Capt. Drummond and
A^S^.

*

Blakely, April 23, 1853 ;
Admiral Slade of June 30.
P. 340. E,P, I, No. 323.
Pisani to Stratford, June
P. 340. Pte, Strat. MSS. F.O. 352/36.
1B53.
Vide self in E.H.R., April 1934, 267, n. 3.
P. 342.
P.

342.

’

W.S.A.

1

Weisungen nach Frankrcich Buol k Apponyi

partre of June 21, 1853.
Self in E.ILR.y April 1934, p. 267.
P. 342.
Alison expressed the
same opinion in private at this time.
Gladstone to Aberdeen, August 12, 1853.
P, 343. Pte. Glad. MSS.
P, 344. F.O. 352/36. Pte. Strat. AISS.
Clarendon to Stratford,

June
July

24, 1853.
P. 344.

Pte. Strat.

A^SS.

F'.O.

352 /3G.

Clarendon

to Stratford,

8, 1853.

September 20, 1853.
Vide also W.S.A.
From Colloredo, No. ()8 of June 30, 1853.
Berichte aus England.
P. 347. Stratford and the rejection of the Vienna Note.
Having examined
this whole question more fully in E.H.R., April 1934, ^
perhaps be
P.

345.

Grev.

Journ.f

allowed to quote the following passag<i

summing

uy>

the conclusions

(p- 275)-

At the time, suflering from very natural annoyance, Clarendon
blamed Stratford for the failure. Aberdeen charged Stratford with
**
dishonesty
and continued his denunciations until war broke out. Most
other statesmen, at any rate abroad, conclenincd him. To anyone not
knowing the local conditions at Constantinople, it appeared at the time
“
that the ‘‘ Vienna Note ” was preferable to the
'J'urkish ultimatum ”,
and Stratford’s reputation suffered accordingly. Even the publication of
‘

the Nesselrode [“ violent ” J interpretation ” did not rehabilitate him. But
it is not usually recognized that Clarendon at least and at last recognized
the error of this judgment. In an article, revised by himself ten years
later, Clarendon refers to the “ Vienna Note ” and to the great responsi“ The
bility undertaken by Stratford in causing its rejection.
lie adds
interpretation, afterwards put upon that Note by Count Nesselrode, showed
that he [Stratford] was right.” * This is a very remarkable admission, for
Clarendon confesses that Stratford was right in thus disobeying.’
Thus, it will be seen. Clarendon, while continuing to think Stratford
dishonest, thought Stratford’s rejection of the ‘ Note ’ right. The evidence
does not seem to me to justify the charge of dishonesty against Stratford,
and one^ or two new points (e.g. supra, pp. 345-7) seem to me to favour
giving him the benefit of the doubt,
p. 34y, p 0, 146/489.
From Cowley, No. 640 of August 29, 1853.
P. 348. Pte. Aber. MSS., Add. MSS. 43188, f. 223,
Clarendon to
Aberdeen, August 20, 1853.
:

P. 348.

Pte. Strat.

MSS.

F.O. 352/36,

Clarendon to

Stratford,

August

26, 1853.
P. 348. Grev. Journ., August 28, 1853 ; September 4.
Henry Reeve, I, 309. Clarendon to Reeve, September
1853,
589

Corres. of

9,

p, 2^0.

From Mollerus, No. 90 of September 21, 1853.
was made to the Dutch dragoman by the first Turkish

N.R.A.

This confidence
dragoman very secretly.

* Edinburgh Review of April
For Clarendon’s connexion with
1863, p. 331.
&is article, see Sir H. Maxwell, Lfe of Clarendon
[1913], 11 , 278, and pte. Clar.
^

MSS., Correspondence with Reeve.
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530 P.

F.O. 78/938. From Neale (Varna), September 7, 1853.
Vide self in E,H.R., April 1934, 277-8 ; Puryear, 445.
532 P.352.
Stratford and the Fleet.
This question has been fully examined
by me in E.H.R.^ October 1934. The results of the examination are
summed up by me infra, p. 506, at the end of App. IV.
533
0^2. Pte. Glad. MSS. Aberdeen to Gladstone, September 2,
350.
P. 351-

1853534

0^0^ Aberdeen, Clarendon, and the instruction to the fleet of September 23,
1833. The decision to summon the fleet on this day was taken, according
to Aberdeen, to protect life and property in Constantinople, and was not
anti-Russian.
According to Clarendon it was not due to French pressure
‘
but because of the act of Russia,* i.e. Nesselrode's ‘ violent interpretation.’
If the last statement be true then the decision was anti-Russian
and due to fear of the British public.

a little difficult to establish. The
’
facts are these.
British Ministers first heard of the ‘ violent interpretation
on September 16. But its text was not in the British press until the 23rd,
and then only in late editions. It is plain, however, that the press knew
the substance of it on the 2 ist and 22nd. The Times, the Brunnow organ,’
remained moderate, but its leader shows distinct knowledge of Nesselrode’s
claim on the 22nd. So did other organs. The Morning Chronicle, Palmerston’s organ, only got the text late on the 23rd, and it was not till the 24th
But
that either this organ or the Morning Post really unloosed the furies.
on the 23rd, the day of decision, Clarendon knew well enough that the
secret was either out or on the point of being disclosed, and was influenced
This

is

probably true, though

it is

‘

accordingly.
586
Clar. MSS.
Palmerston to Clarendon, September 12,
p, 0^0.
1853. Lord John Russell, September 22. Lord John’s refusal of responsibility was on the 1 7th.
536

1853.

Clar. MSS,
Aberdeen to Clarendon, September 23,
p^ 0^^^
The joint utterance of the two men is in E.P. II., No. 108.
P* 354* Edinburgh Review, April 1863, 326, and E.H.R., April

1934, 275, n. 2.
Buol nach Frankreich und England, September
P. 355.
W.S.A.
23> 1853. The note as ultimately drawn up {vide E.P. II, enclo. No. 126)
substantially followed these lines.
539
W.S.A. Weisungen nach Frankreich, September 23,
p, 00^.

Konstantinopel, October 3.
nach England, September 28
Vide Hiibner, Netf Ans, Paris [1904], I, 156-7, ap.,
P- 355*
October 3 and 5, 1853.
P. 356. Pte. Clar. MSS. Lord John Russell to Clarendon, October 4,
1853. Clarendon’s letter to his wife, October 3, in Maxwell’s Life, II,

1853

;

;

25*

P‘ 357*

W.S.A.

Berichte aus England.

FromColloredo,No. 102D

of October 8, 1853.
P. 357. Pte. Strat. MSS. F.O. 352/36. Clarendon to Stratford,
October 8, 1853.
544 p^
0^8. Pte. Clar. MSS. Aberdeen to Clarendon, December 21,
1853 ; February 12, 1854.
545 p^ 0^8.
Sidney Herbert to Clarendon, October 8,
Pte. Clar. MSS.
1853.
P. 358. Pte. Strat. MSS. F.O. 352/36. Palmerston to Stratford,
October 30, 1853.
From Stratford, No. 255 of September i,
P- 359* F.O. 78/938.
1853, reporting interview of Alison with Reschid.
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notirr has Prrii takrn of this point.
rrlhrcma's in myartirlr in HJl.lt, April 1934, p. 283,

2.

.

^

3()‘p

of St'ptomber 27,

iSo.

(*rcv,

Soptrtnhr’r

Joian.,

Clarondon' oV tho u»2iul)
Palmersion, October .p

;

pit.

yf>,

AM'S’.

Chir.

tof,3

(c'onvcrsation

Russcdh

with

September 22

;

(Slmnila), October 7-8,

h\0.
P. ’dip
curio, in Stratford's

No. eoy ofthiober 15.
FA). /ba.Go. KcpfU't of Selim jiasha, October 28, 1853
P. 3(13.
cuclo. in Strathml's No, 320 'd* November 5.
Memo of Ford Pcvcust‘y, October I (), 1853.
FA). t<tr»
P. 3(13.
hu ik'^Grj. I^ofui fitks. Strathmi based his accusation against Omer
on the iilea'that a* 'ruvkish idlic.er c(»ultl in a siugh- day have reached
Shumla from Varna and then got on to lutiakbau, altei delivciing his
allowing for the stop,
despatch, TIk' dtslunt‘(' traversed in V| htnirs, not
A Tartar messenge*' might havr (lone it. But it was unis 120 nul(\s.
ihrai

;

’

;

r<!!asoiuible of Slratfbrtl to

orders,

from

limit of tlio

ti

stop lor fresh
was usually a had ridt'r, i hat was the
Oim-r's excti.st' may therefore be a good

demati(|

I'urkish ofliccr

who

best Tartar couriers.

I2(*

miles, iiKluding

«i

^

one.
I’lu':

nsuhi' must be warmnl against

th<‘

truly orit'Utal inatxuracy of

(ch, ii) gives
of (he dtdails give*u as to Balkan iTh’S. (Jibbon himself
se<’ins to he inaccuiate.
details of a rule by Oaesarius in Asia Minor winch
the Lmperor
In another case lu; is certainly so. In ch. xiv he sjK'uks of
trembling,
Maximin, after a dtdeal at II(‘rac.lc*a (I’h'egli) arriving 'pale,
having
and without the imperial ornaments til Nicomedia (Isnnd),
In ch. xiv lu* gives the distance
twentydbur hours truv<‘rsed ido miles
But the
between EregU and Clonstantinople at fit) miles (it is really 58).
about 55 miles,
distance from Constantinople to Ismid is 92 kilonu'tres, or
tor the
which makes the total mileage about 113-115 nfdcs, allowing
the tartar
sea passage, or 45 less than GibbtJnassutuc.s. I'his is well within
record for 24 hours.
s
The details of Captain 'Pownley's famous ride (carrying Palmerston

.soma;

m

’

I

.

despatch of October"
by himself (Major

^

»

i..>.K«nr.nvm,fifitated

claims to have ridu
the oootc
extraordinary and was not corrected in the s(‘cond edition 01
letter of lownlcy s in
[1870], though quotation is professedly made from a
is not 820 but
1849. In reality the distance from Belgrade to Constantinople
day during a
592 miles I Townley thus rode an average of loB milc.s a
any
period of 5 days and ii hours, and this magnificent feat exceeds
authentic record known to me.
writers are
If a sober English courier exaggerates his claims, Balkan
much more remarkable. The distance is claimed to liavc been once ridden
Uni^tuby a Serb in five days and by a Tartar normally in four days
nately a specific instance is quoted of Tartar Bogdan, who rode from Conquite
stantinople to Kragujcvac in 1830, U. 537 miles in 5i days, or not
1 00 miles a day.
This particular ride was clearly regarded as extraordinary
and I think we may discount the others. For a single day *s ride by a
Tartar the limit of 120 miles was rarely, if ever, exceeded, and the only
01
authentic case of a ride lasting several clays exceeding the average rate
100 is that of Townley, who got up to 106,
I
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As regards camel rides in the desert, Lawrence {Seven Pillars [1935],
338) says an armed force could do 80 miles easily in 24 hours, and no miles
in emergency. He claims himself to have done 143 miles in 24 hours on
two separate occasions. I have no check on these figures.

CHAPTER XIV
How War Began
P. 366.
Grev> unpublished Journ,^ October 18, 1853, speaking ‘ a day
or two before.’ The information about Lady Palmerston was from Henry
Greville.
Stanmore, Aberdeen [1893], 232-5 ; pte. Glad. MSS. To
P. 366.

Gladstone, October 17, 20, 1853.

MSS.

Aberdeen

to Clarendon,

October 23, 1853.

P. 367.
P. 367.

Pte. Clar.

p. 2 ^ 2 .

Slade, Turkey and the Crimean War, 152-5.
MeyendorfF, III, 100. To Nesselrode, December

November 2, 1853.
despatch is in
E.P. II, No. 164, and comments inj&^^. Clar. MSS. (Graham to Clarendon,
October 25), zxid pte. Aber. MSS., Add. MSS. 43188, f. 301, Clarendon to
Aberdeen of November 4.
B60

Grev*

Journ.^

1 1, 1853.
P.373P.374. Pte. Clar. MSS. Palmerston, December ii,
1853;
Aberdeen, IDecember 14.
Clarendon to
P.375. Pte. Aber. MSS., Add. MSS. 43188, f. 358.
Aberdeen, December 18, 1853, quoted by Kingsley Martin, Triumph of
Lord Palmerston, 170-1 ; who also gives most of the press quotations.
P. 377. Pte. Clar. MSS. Lord John Russell, December 19, 1853
Lord Aberdeen, December 2 1 ; Walewski to Lord Clarendon, December 2 1
Cowley to Clarendon, December 20 ; cp. App. VIL
665
277. F.O. 27/978. From Cowley, No. 975 of December 21, 1853,
reed. 1. 5 P.M. ackng. pte. letter of Clarendon.
566
The Franco-British squadron was prepared to prevent the
p^ 2^3^
Turkish one from being aggressive. The communications went to Constantinople on the 24th. But Napoleon had already agreed by telegraph
Vide pte. Clar. MSS. Walewski to Clarendon,
to the cabinet’s decision.
;

December

23, 1853.

Some touches are here incorporated from a private letter
P. 380.
of Alison to Cowley of December 21, 1853, in pte. Clar. MSS.
568 p^
Russia’s attitude towards the entrance of the Franco-^British fleet
It seems to be quite clear that, after Sinope, Nesselrode
into the Black Sea.
to see the Franco-British fleet in the Black Sea, and was not
prepared to go to war over that alone. His attitude on December 30, 1853,
in conversation with Seymour {E.P. II, No. 391), seems to indicate that.

was prepared

On

the other

hand Seymour was

quite certain that the communication he

No. 412) would produce war. This
was the despatch of December 24, ‘ the wine with the water left out,’ and
intimated that Russian ships would be forcibly turned back and made to
re-enter Russian ports. It may be argued that the Czar would have
considered the mere entry of allied ships into the Black Sea a casus belli.
’
Are your fleets moving ?
His own words can be quoted to that effect.
I shall be forced to con{i.e. into the Black Sea) he asked Gastelbajac.
*
sider an act of that kind as an act of war [on the part] of your government.*

made on January

12,

1854 {E.P.

II,

‘

‘

an

* Pte. Clar. MSS. Letter
interview of the 12th.

from Gastelbajac of December

13, 1853, reporting
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«

Cxar always talked like a dictator,
He had shown gre-at moderation under
is possihh' that
would have accepted the
and at this sugg(‘stion Nesselrode seemed to

But this was on D<'r(’inl)ur v^.
but did not always art as ont\
stress,

as«?.,£f.

at Olmut/..

fact of entry a

mouth

It

later,

'I'hu

was impossible for th<!
accompanying th(‘ entry, ami it
could do so,
hint.

But

it

P. 382,

Ptt\

C'lar.

MSS,

(V.ar to aec(‘pt the despatch of the
is surprising that anyone thought he

Palmerston to Cllanaidon, January

19,

1854.
"670

11,

No.

Prom Seymour, No. 3d ofjanuary

13,

hav<‘ given a few details, supintervh'w was on tlu^ 12th.
pressc'tl in E.l\ IT, No. 4.12, Irom KO. ti.3 .hlf)*
Stanmore, Life of Aha thru jniogl, 302“"3. I’he quotation
P. 385,
dini-rs in som<‘ respet'ls from the authorised version, l)ut no doubt Aberdeen

1854.

The

wrote out the text from memory.
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APPENDIX
Memorandum by Consul Wood on

I

his Services in Syria,
*

Lebanon, etc. (1831-45)

[The enclosed document gives more authentic details of the
instructions and work of this secret agent of Ponsonby than I have
found elsewhere. It should be read in connexion with the inquiry
into Ponsonby’s probity.

‘In 1831

I, first

went

Vide supra^ ch. iii, n. 148.]
to Syria with Mr. Mandeville’s authority

watch the events consequent on the invasion of that country
by the Viceroy of Egypt, pursuant to a previous agreement between
him and the reigning prince of the Lebanon [Emir Beshir].
At the close of the war, and after an absence of two years and
a half, I rejoined the Embassy but almost immediately after my
return, an insurrection broke out, and Lord Ponsonby directed
me to revisit Syria to observe and report on the state of affairs
and the real feeling of the people, and to state the means possessed
by Ibrahim Pasha to carry on the war against the Porte and what
the Syrians could do against him [Ibrahim].
to

‘

Pursuant

His Lordship’s instructions, I repaired to the
Emir Beshir, who was vacillating but inclined to favour the
Egyptians in consequence of the influence the French possessed
over him.
The Emir, after having been made to perceive his own danger
from the Egyptians and the true posture of affairs, and the probable
ultimate restoration to the Sultan of Syria, promised to support
the Sultan with 40,000 men if he perceived that the measures taken
by the Porte were such as to secure victory, but he used this
expression “ that before the Turks could retain Syria they would
find nothing but stones ” an expression from which I adduced
his real feelings and which gave rise to a protracted and difficult
‘

to

‘

—

negotiation.’ t

[Wood then

how

during his absence ‘ to the North of
Syria,’ Ibrahim moved suddenly to the south by the advice of his
agents, with 13,000 men, ‘ filled the Lebanon with his troops,
and with the aid of the Emir [Beshir], disarmed it, after which he
enrolled the Druses in his army and banished all the chiefs who
I found
were obnoxious to his coadjutor.’] (On my return)
myself surrounded in a convent in the heart of the mountains
by 4000 Egyptians and natives, headed by one of the Emir’s sons
relates

‘

* F.O, 78/961.
[Gp. Wood^s record in Foreign Office List [1893], 221-2.]
t The date is 1835. The Emir Beshir means that he wiU stidt to Ibrahim.

.
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whose only occupation appeared to he io hanp; the poor peasants
on the trees within sight ol my temporary residence.
These events (the result of pre-concerted measures in Egypt,)
‘

calculated to confirm the authority of the Viceroy in his newly
acquired provinces, wci'c speedily turned by me to the advantage
of the Porte.
‘
The treachery of the Emir Beshlr] rendering it necessary to
find another of nearly equal power and inllucncc with himself,
but of pure loyal intentions, I consulted with Enair Beshir-elKassim, who immediately promised that, whenever Plis Majesty’s
government decided on expc'lling the Egyptians, he would willingly
co-operate, provided h(‘ was furnished with 14,000 stand of arms,
a promise which he aft (awards fulfilled with the utmost courage
and devotion. The Maronitt's of Kesrouan were at the same time
withdrawn from French influence, and the DruscNS, who had suffered
from Mchemct Ah’s conscription, were made to feel the heavy
penalty they had paid for their disloyalty to their sovereign (the
[

Sultan)

On

communicating these events to Lord Ponsonby I was
ordered by His Lordship to proceed to the Turkish army, which
was supposed to be in Mesopotamia but which I found engaged
‘

in hostilities in the heart of Kurdistan, in order to ascertain its
force and position, and, above all, the loyalty of its commander
serious doubts were
Rcschid [Mehemet] Pasha respecting
entertained, as well as to report on the encroachment of the

whom

Egyptians on the left bank of the Euphrates towards Bagdad, in
pursuance of the then plan of Mehemet Ali, encouraged by France,
to erect the Peninsula of Arabia into an Independent Empire,’
[Details about travels and negotiation with Rcschid Pasha, and
subsequent journey to Bagdad— and to Rowanduz.]
‘After the battle of Nezib (1839) and the insurrection which
ensued in the Lebanon, Lord Ponsonby was pleased to direct me
to proceed again to Syria to watch the events that were passing
there, but to communicate previously with the acting admiral
Sir John Louis at Smyrna, in order to acquaint him with the
circumstance and with the arrival at Beyrouth of -the Turkish
Squadron, which had treacherously fled to Alexandria under
Ahmed Fevzi Pasha, with 4000 Turkish marines sent by the
Viceroy to suppress the rebellion, but which, in virtue of his former
instructions not to permit the Turkish fleet to approach Syria, he
might intercept with propriety.
‘
Having failed to persuade the Admiral to follow a suggestion
which might have lessened the obstinacy which the Viceroy
afterwards evinced in refusing the terms offered him for the amicable
settlement of the Syrian question, I repaired forthwith to the
district of Kesrouan (where I was known on account of my
former residence) to concert measures in anticipation of the Treaty
of July [1840]. In the meantime, a force of 18,000 Egyptians
and Turks headed by the sons of the Emirs had penetrated into
Lebanon and had put down the insurrection except in the district

BESHIR-EL-KASSIM MADE PRINCE
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of B’Sherry [Besharre] where I had proceeded on board H.M.S.
the Edinburgh,
The subsequent simultaneous arrival of the British fleet and
the 5000 Turks which the Embassy had caused to be instantly
despatched under Captain Walker from Constantinople with
arms for the mountaineers, enabled me to distribute the firmans
with which I was furnished and to call upon the inhabitants to
arm themselves in support of their sovereign, a call which they
obeyed with alacrity in the presence of an overwhelming force in
spite of the Emir [Beshir] whose influence over them had been
undermined as early as 1 835, and in disregard to [of ?] the threats
or entreaties of the French agents of missionaries. As the details
of this short but eventful campaign would extend beyond all
reasonable limits, I may be permitted to allude to such occurrences
only as relate to some of my acts in reference thereto.
On the third day after the landing of the combined forces
at Djuni, it was intimated to me by Sir C[harles] Napier that,
as the mountaineers did not come to be armed, as I had led the
Ambassador to believe, the Admiral was thinking of embarking
the troops and taking them back to Cyprus to be drilled during
the winter, I replied that as the roads had not been cleared of the
enemy, it was unreasonable to expect that unarmed peasants
could penetrate to us, and I left on the same day for Gazir with
200 Turks and 100 marines to open the communications (notwithstanding the large sum which the Emir had offered for my head,
and the standing order of Ibrahim Pasha to shoot me) and which
was effected with little trouble and less fighting. This preliminary
step brought, on the second day, the whole of the population of
Kesrouan with their Emir to Djuni, to be armed. The campaign
thus opened, the demand for arms continued until 84,000 muskets
'

‘

,

were

distributed.

The Emir Beshir-el-Kassim, faithful to the promise he had
made some years before, through my medium, now joined (on
being summoned home) the combined forces, and his first exploit
was the defeat of Osman Pasha on his way with 6000 troops to
reinforce Ibrahim and Suleiman Pasha who were preparing to
‘

dislodge us from Djuni. For this important service and as a
stimulus to further exertions I put him in possession of the firman
of Investiture which conferred upon him the government of the
Lebanon and which I had obtained in anticipation of the Ex-Emir’s
treachery.

Baldwin Walker and I had to
penetrate seven leagues into the mountains and to cross and recross
the enemy’s lines at night. The surrender of Beyrouth and the
capture of Sidon and Acre (in which actions I assisted in the
capacity in which Lord Ponsonby placed me under general Sir
Charles Smith) put a stop for nearly two months to any further
In obedience to the wishes of the Porte
military operations.
I employed the interval in giving a temporary form of administration to the places that had aclmowledged Her authority*
'

In order to give

it

him

Sir
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Ibrahim Pasha,

I

--inRAHBfS RETREAT

was concentrating the renuiinckT of his forces in Damascus, to the number of
6*2,000 men, wIrtc. he was perfectly wc'll aware \\h\ had not the
means of molesting him. In this dihannia, and in virtue of the
powers I held from the. Sultan, I (piitted tht' lu'iadquartcrs of the
combmod forces at Beynnith lor (lotde-Syria, x() leagues only
from the Egyptian camp, and from th(mc(^ with the 4000 armed
peasants I had suhsidiztxl, i not only sn])j>orted the surrounding
population to cut off the Egyptian troops that were on their
way to their head(]nart<‘rs, but I was also a!)le to drive Ixack their
foraging parties, with the view <»f conqx’lling them for want of
*

availin.i»‘

hiinsrll' of' this n'spitt%

provisions to coinnumct' thtnr retia^at.

may

of belief, it is no less a fact that
Ibrahim Pasha suircnnl so niuch from his giu'rllha warfare, that
he marched and attaclu'd in person a dtUachnumt of peasants
that was operating against him eight leagu(‘s from the former
city.
The natives whom I had fornu'd into arnunl bands were
the only troops that acted in tln^ interior, or did the duty of
Videttes [sic],
‘'The iutercepKxl k'tUn's of Ibrahim l^rslia proved beyond a
doubt that he was in communication with the (Ihiefs of the
mountains of Naldiw, and betraytxl his plan of falling back upon
that district with the ohjtx'.t of reconmumciitg his oibrnsivet operations,
It became tlKTcfore absolutely necessary that h<^ should be defeated
in his plan, and in orcltT to edeet this atxd in eonstxiiuaicc of the
orders to the Turkish troops not to Itxivc tlu^ Cloasl, I had only
the option of following him in his rc;treat, with the 4000 peasants
mentioned above, until he had halted at Keis, atid I myself at
Tiberias, within sight of each otluT for thre<' cons<x'utive days and
Diflicult as

*

it

a]>p<'ar

42 league
by the peasants of tint passes of Nabluz left
Ibrahim no choice but to continue bis rcjlnxil: through the desert
where he lost 28,000 of his men,”' whereby Syria was gained to the
Sultan without further trouble.
The peremptory orders that I rcc<;ivtKl in the interval from
Lord Ponsonby to continue the war until such lime as peace was
established on a firmer basis between the belliger<mts, occasioned
me to proceed to Ramitd [Ramcth ?] where an opinion prevailed
that there was no further necessity for oHensive opei'ations, etc.
The production of his Lordship’s instructions having decided the
course that was to be pursued, General Jochmus marched with
12,000 men on Gaza where a large force had been sent by the
Viceroy, which attacked us at licyclcl, notwithstanding that peace
had been concluded at Alexandria. In this action the only

„
subsequent possession

,

‘

cavalry possessed by the combined forces had been collected by
me in the interior and brought into the field.
* Gp., however,

10-19,000.

siipra,

ch, iv, n. 193, p. 429,

where

his losses arc estimated at

DRUSE REVOLT, 184I-2
‘

The exhausted

state in
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which Ibrahim Pasha reached Gaza,

the heavy losses he had sustained in his disastrous retreat through
the desert into which he had been forced by the armed peasants,
the defeat of his plan to reach Nabluz, and the rising en masse
of the population compelled him to submit to the terms offered
It is now known that he had the intention of renewing
to him.
the campaign the moment he could occupy Gaza, re-open his

communications with Egypt and recruit his army.
In assuming the duties of Her Majesty’s Consulate in Damascus,
I was likewise directed by the Turkish Government to report to
it on the state of Syria, and to assist its officers in establishing a
regular form of administration, in regulating the system in the
Lebanon, in proclaiming and establishing the Tanzimat and in
fixing the taxes, etc.
Much labour and time were reqxoired to
carry out these different objects in a newly conquered country,
the inhabitants of which were armed and disposed to resist a new
‘

order of things.
In 1841 the Turks having secretly fomented a civU war
between the Christians and Druses with the culpable object of
weakening and destroying these rival sects I was mainly instrumental
in dissuading the Porte’s functionaries from persisting in so cruel
a policy and of bringing about a purification which put a stop to
the threatened armed intervention of France on behalf of Her
co-religionists.
‘

These disorders having encouraged the Mussulman population

of Damascus to concert measures for pillaging the Christians, it
was through my influence with their ulemas that I deterred them
from it.
In this instance I saved some thousands of families

from

ruin.

period I had also the satisfaction to obtain the
emancipation of the black slaves belonging to the Christians and
Jews.
‘
In 1842 * the Druse[s] revolted against the government. After
being dislodged from their positions in the Lebanon, they repaired
to the Hauran from whence they defied the Turkish authorities
who did not possess the means of subjugating them. Under these
circumstances they appealed to Eds Majesty’s Consulate and I was
able not without some difficulty to obtain their surrender and
subsequently their pardon,
Their submission gave me the opportunity of inducing the
Turkish authorities to make several important concessions to the
Syrians in general whereby their disaffection to the Sultan was
diminished.
The conversion of some rayas to Protestantism led to their
persecution both by the Turkish and ecclesiastical authorities,
which furnished me with the pretext of forcing them to admit
the principle of religious toleration, and which principle was
afterwards confirmed by Imperial firmans issued by the Porte
‘

About

this

‘

‘

[*

Should be 1841.]
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I

in consoqurncc of the ciu'rt’^cMlc ivinonstrancrs of

Aiubassadnrs.
In 1B45 whilt* a Civil

War

Her

Maiestv’s
^

broken out in the Anti-Lebanon
between the Clhristians and Druses, the Emirs of the House of
Hartbush conjointly will; the Mutualis rebelled a.^ainst the Sultan’s
Tlie Clu'istians after losin.it *280 in<m were pillaged and
rule.
'

luul

driven out of their district, and tlu' insurgent Eanirs attacked and
discomfited lh<" Turkish Troops. Again the local authorities had
recourse to Her Majesty's consulate for assistance
and while
;

n'conciled the l)rus(‘s and Christians, and restored the latter
to their homes, I proc'ured llu' surrender and submission of the
I

Emirs and
a

tluar

])arti/,ans

Mutualis

tin*

thus putting an end

war and

a rebellion at the sanu* tinu\
The admission of lh(' Christians and Israc^lites into tlie Municipal Councils, allcctixl |.v/r] through my means, was a recognition
in part by the Mohammedans that the nna subjects of the Porte
were entitled to the sanur ])rivileg<‘s as tlunnselves. 'Phe subsequent
acknowledgement of their <dviL religious and ])oUlical rights has
substantially improvtxl tht‘ir condition.
*
Four years ago, after a great ch'al of o]>position I succeeded
in forming a Commercial 'rribunal, composted of natives and
foreign deh^gates, for tln^ better administration of the affairs of the
to

civil

‘

merchants and

and export

and developuKmt of the import

for the protection

trade.

The accomplishuumt

of the above uu\isurt‘s together with the
direct part that I have taken in rt*storing, in many instances,
tranquillity to the country, in obtaining mat<Tial concessions for
‘

the people, in intaxxxUng for them when exposed to cruel treatment and oppression, and, in short, in assisting both of them and
their rulers in a variety of ways, I have caused the name of England
to be respected by all, and to enjoy a grixiter amount of influence
in this country than any other of the Foreign Powers.
'

‘

Ditmascus,

March

Richard Wood.

28th, 1B53.’

APPENDIX n
Text of Cabinet Minute to the Qukkn, with Record of
Dissent by Lords Gx-arendon and Holland (Jut.Y 8 9, 1840)
[Greville in his^ Journal^

under Scpteml:>cr 10, 1840, stales that
he read the Cabinet Minute,
submitting to the Qiieen the
expediency of making the Treaty, to which was appended the
dissent of Clarendon and Holland.’
The recording of the dissent
of individual ministers in a Cabinet Minute to the Crown is rare.
I can only recollect one instance, that of the Duke of Argyll in
Hence the full text is here reproduced. It will be noticed
1739
*

-

CABINET MINUTE
that Lord (then Mr.) Macaulay, the historian
the Cabinet.]

was a
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member of

Foreign Ofl&ce, 8 July, 1840.*
Present

Viscount Melbourne

Lord Cottenham
The Marquess of Lansdowne
The Earl of Clarendon
The Marquess of Normanby
The Earl of Minto
Lord John Russell

Viscount Duncannon
Lord Holland
Viscount Morpeth
Sir

John Hobhouse

Mr. Baring
Mr, Labouchere
Mr. Macaulay

Viscount Palmerston

Your Majesty’s confidential Servants most humbly submit to
Your Majesty, that after a Negotiation of several Months, the
‘

Governments of Great Britain, Austria, Prussia, and Russia, have
been unable to prevail upon the Government of France to unite
with the Four Powers above mentioned and with the Porte, in
carrying into effect Such an arrangement of the Differences between
The Sultan and Mehemet Ali, as, in the opinion of those Governments, would be consistent with the Principle upon which the
Collective Note of the 27 July 1839 was founded, or with the
and
Spirit of the Negotiations which have Since taken Place
under these Circumstances, Your Majesty’s Confidential Servants,
with the Exception of the Earl of Clarendon and Lord Holland are
;

humbly of opinion

expedient that Viscount Palmerston
Should prepare for Consideration a Draft of a Convention between
the Four Powers and the Porte, founded upon the Principle of
the Collective Note, and in accordance with the Spirit of the
that

it is

Subsequent Negotiations.
Earl of Clarendon and Lord Holland in fulfilment of those
Duties which Your Majesty’s Gracious appointment imposes upon
every Confidential Servant of Your Crown, feel themselves pair^ully
compelled to acknowledge that they cannot concur in the Minute
which is this Day submitted to the Consideration of Your Majesty.
‘Your Majesty is therein advised to accede to a Treaty which
object the Expulsion of Mehemet Ah from Syria
has for it’s
and Candia, & of his Son from the Pachalick of Arabia conferred
upon him by the late Sultan. Such Interference appears to Lord
Clarendon and Lord Holland to be questionable in Policy, and
neither necessary to the Honor of Your Majesty’s Crown in satisfaction of the Obligations contracted in the Collective Note of
July 1839, nor directly or obviously advantageous to Your Majesty’s
‘

The

—

Subjects.
‘

The means by which

it is

proposed that these Objects,

m

the

event of Resistance, should be attained seem to them insufficient
and yet onerous, and, above all, hazardous in the extreme. Your

—

* Royal Archives.

—
AIMn'^NDTX
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Majesty in no remote or iinprol)a})le

IT

may

Clontlni^caic.y

be required
in virtue of the Stipulation of sut'h a Treaty to waf^’c War on the
Coasts, and to sanction the Introchietion of other Foreign and
European Troops itUo tlu* Asiatic Frovinc(*s of Turkey.
'Such Operations, in themselves humiliating to the Mussulman
Powers, and ominous of the dismemlx'rnu'ut of the Sultan’s
Dominions, <'ven if tlu'y should Ix' (‘mitumily suecessful cannot in
the actual Slate of those' l’rovin(‘<'s hv. ('xpected to enlarge the
Resources or to consolidate' the Strength of the Ottoman Empire.
They must in the first inslanee interrupt th<* Commerce of Your
Majesty’s Subjects with Countries now oecnipied by Mehemct Ali
or his Son. - They must also inU'rruj)! or suspend the convenient
Intercourse recently esiahlislu'd through hh^ypt wi h Your Majesty’s
Eastern Possessions. Hiese Saerifiees wtnikl in the Apprehension
of Lord Clan'iulon and Lord Holland Ix^ of no inconsiderable
Importance, but the more. n*mo(i' and indirec't, tho’ it is feared not
less undeniable, tendency of th<! 'Fn'aty and of the Measures of
Coercion arising tlu'refrom threatens Consi'cjuenees far more
extensive and disastrous,- T'hey may h'ud to a, disturbance of that
System of Policy and Alliance's in hairopt' whi(‘h under the happy
auspices of Your Majesty and Your Pn'dc't'c'ssor has succeeded in
preserving the Jk'aee of the World, and has redoinidexl to the
Glory of Your Maje'sly’s Crown by inmeasing tlu^ Prosperity of
Your People and enabling their Kuterpri*/e and Industry to extend
the Intercours<^ and improve the: condition of Mankind in every
Quarter of the (Jlobt.^.™
Apprehensive of Consi'cpieuces so alarming should any Coercion
be resorted to for elfccting the Purposes of tlui Treaty, Lord
Clarendon and Lord Holland could not but refrain from becoming
the Advisers of such a Step ; And although (earnestly solicitous
to prevent all appearance as well as rt'ality of IDiHeroncc in Your
Majesty’s Councils, they yet feel it incumbent upon them to explain
without Reserve, but tlujy trust without Impropriety, the fact
and grounds of their withholding their Assisnt to the Advice this
Day submitted to the C^onsicU^ration of Your Majesty.’
^This minute is enclosed in a covering letter from
Lord Melbourne to the Queen, with a date almost impossible to
read, but which looks like x July 1840, probably a slip for July.]
9
9
I

—

‘

—

APPENDIX

III

The Naval Campaign of 1840. Stopford, Napier and
Palmerston. The Instructions and their Execution
[In this Appendix fuller details of the whole campaign are given
and the limits of naval, military and civilian control indicated.]
Palmerston’s instruction of July 16 authorised Sir Robert

Stopford

To

take without delay the measures provided for therein,’
and added that he would be supported by an Austrian squadron.”*
‘

* Ady -

1, 55<53*

Palmerston to Admiralty, July

16.

P
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Much

latitude of discretion must necessarily be left to Sir
Robert Stopford with respect to the particular measures, which
should be taken with a view to carry into effect the intentions of
the Allies ; and it would be inexpedient to fetter him by any
precise instructions.
‘
It is the intention of the Allies to protect and support the
Syrian subjects of the Sultan, in their endeavours to expel the
troops and authorities of Mehemet Ali ; and in furtherance of
this object, as well as for the accomplishment of the ulterior purposes
‘

of the Convention, the communication by sea between Egypt and
Syria should be cut off.
There are various ways in which the Syrians might be supported
and assisted. In the first place, they should be immediately
informed of the intention of the Allied Powers to support them ;
it being explained to them at the same time, that the support of
the Allies is given to them on the understanding that they remain
faithful to the Sultan ; but that the Allies will recommend to the
Sultan to grant to his Syrian subjects such future arrangements
as may make their condition happy and prosperous.
‘
Secondly, arms and ammunition might be furnished to the
Syrians, and a communication has been made to the Turkish and
Austrian Governments, with a view to obtain for them supplies of
‘

this kind.

Thirdly, military and naval assistance might be afforded
them, by the landing of troops on the Syrian coast to occupy
positions in which those troops might hold communication with
the Syrians, and might cut off the communication between the
For this
different corps and detachments of Ibrahim’s army.
purpose, the Turkish Government has been strongly recommended
to send a Body of five or six thousand men to Famagosta in Cyprus,
to be ready to make a landing at any point on the Syrian coast,
which Sir Robert Stopford and the Turkish officer in con^and of
those troops, may think suitable for such a purpose ; and Sir Robert
Stopford should place himself in communication with Her Majesty’s
Ambassador at Constantinople in order to make arrangements for
the safe conduct of^uch an expedition if it should be sent. If
such an expedition sh^ould be sent, and should effect a landing on
the coast, Sir R[obert] S[topford] should be authorized to occupy
for a time any point in the Syrian coast, where he might be able
to post a few hundred men in a strong position, so as to be in
connection and co-operation with the Turkish force and at the
same time to be protected and supported by British ships of war,
and thus to be secure from any mischance. It is possible that
such a landing of a Turkish and British force on some strong and
‘

tenable position on the coast, might afford useful encouragement
and support to the Syrians, and might greatly embarrass the
operations of Mehemet Ali’s troops.
‘
The Porte has been advised to offer to pay up the arrears due
returning
to Mehemet Ali’s troops in Syria, on condition of their
Stopford should
to their allegiance to the Sultan, and Sir Robert

srurrtuu) ix \vuvi>T 1840
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4()n

yj\c any ruiMnira'»tnurnt aiul proirrtinn in his pnwc’r to any portion
of Mohc'anri All's troops, who may for surh, or for any other reasons,
thrir lawful aUct;’iancc to their
manltrst a t!is]ioMUon to irturn
sovoroiy,u.

With

'

and

to thr outtinu olf all military

rt'spc'ot

tuival

com-

muniratitms hy sra luawrru Iso.ypt and tlu’ Ports of Syria, Sir
Rohert Siopford shtmld he hdt to oKreutr tliat measure in the

manner

atul tlenjer

whieh eirnimstaiu'es may permit, or render

advisable,
*

In

uiuaaiainty in widt h

tlu'

neet'ssariiy \h\ as

tt>

wltat

mav

Her

Majt'sty's

(

Itwermnent must

in this rrspeet ht' the state of things

these insirtu’tions nMt'li Sir Roi^at Stoj)f<ird, all that can
he said tt> Sir Rt)hert Sttipfnrti is, that he wall hml in the documents
sent It) him the intentions anti rne.asuattents of Ih'r Majesty’s
(iovrrmnent, atid that he must tise his (wvn discretion according to

whtm

rirctttitstattccs,

refereticc to the

and with

means

at

his disposal, in

He should ctU oil the
carryint; the proper meastires into elfect.
comnuuVnwtions as far as he can, tistnp, ]aa*.stiasion as far as possible,
hut tantploying have il that sluuihl at last hreonu' ut'ccssary.

St<vphml Inul SfaU Napier wath tljr Powerful and the Kdhtbur^h
On
to lend a moral support ti> the insurrectitm in the la^hanon.
July uil he recalled Napier and his two ships and also summoned
Tltis ctmeentratitat at Mityltmc was
\\\v Hasfitiiis ihnw Athens.
obviously right, aiul hriuight his squatiron tip to tnghi sail ol the
d'hls was tin* sann* imnther as the I'rench stiuadron in the
line,

On

Aegean,

%

August

owing

tt»

unusual (‘elerity, Stoplord
along with sonn* ac(U>mpanymg

tnost

received the Clonv<*ntioii ofjuly 15,
documents, Imt twt Palmerstotds instrueth>n ol^tlu*

Hith.*’*

He

considered the situation to he etitirely changed,' ( loncentration
ships,
1 t*annot umnan the
ofhis Heel seemed tin* right thing now.
by landing any part of tlu^ marines,* lit* also disapproved of
breaking his force up into .small detachments in order to interrupt
commerce from Pgypt tti Syria, Tin* only practicable way 01
doing that was to blockadt^ Alexandria, and that stt*p he did not
'
tantanunmt to a declaration
feel he wanted to take, as it was
^

‘

...

of ward t

August 5 Ponsonby remon-strattHl with his usual vigour,
posit iv(*ly to cut communistating to Stopford that his duty was
tnnploy force,’ X Ponsonby <htclared the
cations
and to
suppression of the insurrection in no way affected the issue. At
unman the* ships was due to two
this stage his reluctance to

On

‘

^

’

’

^

* Ady.

August

I,

5503.

Palmcrstoifs iu.structiou ofjuly

I,

5503,

From

i(J

<»uly reaeht'd

Malta on

6,

t Adj>,

Stopford^<^ vicw,H

Stopford, August 3, 1^40,
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STOPFORD AT BEYROUTH — SEPTEMBER
4gi
He was first hampered by the fact that Ibrahim had

reasons.

crushed the Lebanon insurrection, but he still contemplated
landing Turkish troops and interrupting Egyptian communications.
The second reason was his fear of the French fleet. This was a
real danger, and increased by despatches which reached him a
little later.
A collection of despatches sent him on July 24 warned
him against the possible consequences of French irritation.
Stopford spoke of a threatened French interference so late as
August 26, and was clearly justified in doing so. A somewhat
contradictory instruction of July 25 told Stopford that
there
seemed to be no intention on the part of France to oppose by force
the measures which the Allies have resolved to execute.’ But this
information only arrived in the first days of September. By that
time the menaces of the French press at Paris, and of Pontois at
Constantinople, had become so alarming that Palmerston had to
write a new instruction to reassure Stopford
notwithstanding
hostile communications.’
This was on September 7, but it did not
reach him in time to affect action.
On August 10 Stopford heard news that the insurrection,
supposed to have been crushed in the Lebanon, was raising its
head again. Fie therefore sent back Napier with two ships to
Beyrouth to support the insurrection but not to engage in actual
hostilities.
Napier issued various wild proclamations but did not
use force. Stopford still thought he might have to send three or
four sail of the line to Constantinople, but none the less prepared
for the transport of arms to the mountaineers of Lebanon and for
the carriage of 5,000 Turkish troops from Cyprus. These were to
be landed in Syria as soon as Mehemet Ali was known to have
rejected the second offer.
On August 20 he recalled his last big
vessel from the Dardanelles and moved to the heights of Beyrouth.
On August 26 he himself proceeded to Alexandria, hoping that his
He there satisfied
arrival with a force might impress Mehemet Ali.
himself by the time he left (September 6) that Mehemet Ali, by
rejecting the second offer, justified him in using force. He also
seems to have satisfied himself that the Egyptian fleet could be
contained by the two ships of the line he had left outside the hzLrbour
of Alexandria. The French squadron was still off the Dardanelles
and Stopford, having the interior lines, was secure against sudden
attack and could not be overwhelmed in detail.* He sailed back
promptly to Beyrouth and began active operations on the gth, the
day after he arrived. He there made junction with the Austrian
squadron and with the 25 Turkish transports, carrying 5,000 men,
with one Turkish man-of-war, commanded by Admiral Walker.
He had himself seven sail of the line, so that it was a respectable
‘

’

‘

‘

force.

Palmerston’s idea of the strategy to be employed is best seen in
'You will take care not to
this instruction to Sir Charles Smith
:

5503. From Stopford, September 20, 1840. An Admiralty minute
of August 20 ordered Stopford to watch and, if possible, separate the Turkish
and Egyptian fleets in the harbour of Alexandria.
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is

true, bnt

Sttipfoni's instructions forbade adventure

in the interior, and the mere f,n*t that lirilliaut siut(\s.s had been
gained once, in no way /justihed a repditiou of the experiment
Napier states that^ after the victory of the Anlali heights on

October up he atlv<H*ated an ativama" into tin* interior. Ibrahim
had taken reluge at Zahle with a few ttums.uul men and could
easily l)e iinisluHl olf there.
Napier proposal a doulnful and
dangerous enierpri.se. In all the battles bet\vt*eu Druse and
Muronitc the fortress of Zalde had remaiiual virgin. Even to-day
the roads to
art* very tliflieult and they weu! then practically
impassable. Ibrahim, perched on an tmgleN nest among almost
He had
inaccessilde rocks, was likely to repulse <*very assault.
thirteen field pieces in position ami tlu* Allies could bring up no
guns along the mountain mads. He had ten tlmusand men. An
attack on him was turntrury to the instruction about ‘avoiding
exposure to defeat/ A victory of Ihrahin/s would have had the
worst effects, and a retreat was in fuc:t forctul on him because of
disaffection in the interior.
Napier is careful to say in his later
account that he meant only to go to Zahle, but his ambitions
it:

^
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probably reached to Damascus.* Operations in the plains of the
Bekaa and the gorges of Anti-Lebanon would have involved even
graver difficulties and dangers in the face of Ibrahim’s trained
cavalry.
Sir Charles

Smith assumed command of the land forces on
October ii, and inaugurated a period of relative peace. He had
an unworthy jealousy of Napier, and this fact perhaps induced him
But there were sound reasons for
to pursue an opposite policy.
There were 10,000 prisoners and very few persons to
his attitude.
guard them. There was much sickness, especially among the
European troops many of the other battalions were without pay,
and shoeless, having to make sandals out of raw oxhide. The
great exertions of September and the first half of October had
exhausted the troops and time was needed for recovery. The
force was deficient in transport because the muleteers were not paid
and therefore deserted. The medical and commissariat arrangements were deplorable. In addition Izzet Mehemet, the Turkish
;

caused all sorts of difficulties. According to
Jochmus, The Porte may be certain that her greatest enemy in
Syria at present is not Ibrahim but certainly Izzet Pasha.’ f
any case Stopford was clearly right in forbidding further enterprises
into the interior until a decision was reached as to the assault upon
Acre. Palmerston did not improve matters by an instruction that
Sir Charles Smith should be independent of Sir Robert Stopford.’ f
In fact, however, Smith, and his successor Jochmus, recognised
Stopford as Supreme commander by land and sea,’ and acted
plenipotentiary,
‘

‘

‘

accordingly.
The decision to assault Acre was the most important in the
campaign. Colonel Chesney, the military expert who knew most
about it from previous knowledge, said that success would probably
be attained at a cost of life beyond its real value.’ § This may be
taken as the normal view, and it appears to have been held till the
end by Stopford’s colleague, the Austrian Admiral, Bandiera.
Stopford’s original instructions fully justified him in not attacking
Acre and, until October 1 1, he appears to have thought ffiat he was
positively forbidden to do so. The partisans of Napier, intelligibly
enough, claim the credit for their hero in the decision to assault
Acre. He was not the first to make the suggestion. Walker,
Redhouse and Izzet Pasha proposed the attack to Stopford on
September 27 or just after. * The admiral flatly refused his assent
to attacking there, alleging in the first place his want of instructions,
next on account of being obliged to send down some ships down [.rzV]
to Alexandria, his inadequate force, and thirdly the necessity he
was under of preserving his whole force in an efficient state for
* War in Syria, II, 98-9.
Ady. I, 5503* From Stopford, November 18,
‘

1840, gives the details about Zahle.
to Ponsonby.
t Jochmus, Memoirs, I, 47 j December 8, 1840,
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plain that Palmerston’s reservations left all the responsiThey were such as he could have used to
bility on the Admiral.
other occasions in this campaign the Admiral
justify a refusal.
may have wavered, but on this, the greatest, occasion he came to a
right decision and deserves credit for so doing.
It

is

On

During the third phase of the campaign, from the taking of Acre
until the end, Stopford remained relatively inactive.
He stated
officially that, from the naval point of view,
there is nothing more
to accomplish.’ * Jochmus says that an attack on Jaffa, immediately
after the capture of Acre, would have made prisoners of some of
Ibrahim’s best troops. No such assault was made. Jaffa was
quietly evacuated by the Egyptians, Jerusalem deposed its governor
and welcomed the Allies. Smith on November 24 regarded the
‘

‘

military part of the question as determined,’ i.e. that Ibrahim
must evacuate Syria. Meanwhile the extent of the coastline to be
defended, and the occupation ofJaffa and Jerusalem, compelled him
to remain on the defensive.
Palmerston seems to have heard
Napier’s criticisms of Smith. At any rate he wrote to Smith on
November 9, telling him not to suspend operations in the winter.
November 15, after receiving Smith’s criticisms of Napier, he
decided to recall him.
December 10 Smith replied indignantly that he had
no intention of not fighting during the
winter, and on December 15 he sorrowfully acknowledged the
letter of recall and disappeared from the scene, t
Jochmus, now Chief of Staff of the Turkish army, in fact became
Commander-in- Chief on Smith’s retirement. General Michell controlled the British artillery and engineer officers.
Both acknowledged Stopford’s authority. Jochmus, who was a disciple of
Napier and ‘ the Portugal style,’ showed great energy. He decreed
a levee en masse of the mountaineers of the Lebanon, in order to harass
Ibrahim’s retreat. He dreamed of storming Gaza and annihilating
Ibrahim’s army as it emerged from the desert. But he was
hampered by two considerations, one political and one naval.
From December i onwards political considerations affected all
naval and military action. It was on that day that Stopford heard
of Napier’s Convention with Mehemet Ali. He did not approve of
He did not even
it from any point of view and refused to ratify it.
accept Napier’s argument that Mehemet Ali had ordered Ibralmn
to retreat, and that the latter must not be molested in his withdrawal. Stopford commented (December 5), Being already on
their retreat I cannot consider this as a concession from Mehemet Ali

On

On

’

‘

‘

but a consequence of their
* Ady.

5503.
t F.O. 78/415.
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III'

Ibrahim's escape

take nuvnl nu‘asun\s whieh prevcaited any sucli attack. On December 10 Stopfonl fouiKl the weather so had that it was absolutely
1 Ic witlulrew all his biii^ ships
iinpossihk; to k(‘ep the st'a.
from the
coast and sent ttuan into winter <piartcrs at Marmorice. The
frigates and steamers nanaimal to patrol the coast and ensured the
defence of the coast towns. But th<;y wert^ (piite useless for bombarding a strong fortress lik(^ Gaza.
Jochmus advanced to Jerusalem in the first wtxk of December
and made it his head(iuarters. With a tnu* soldier’s eye he had
discerned the point wlnu-c; lu' could me(U Ilirahim. 'fliat general
was conducting a mysUTious retreat by th<' desert road east of
Jordan, harassed from tin' rc'ar by Lebanon mountaineers and in

\hc front l)y Arab raiders. Jochmus kmav that Ibrahim must
emerge from the desert s(uue time atul that (Jaza would be his
For from (iaza lu' could retrtaU by tin* desert road to
objective.
But (Jaza was held hy a .strong Egyptian
El Arish and Su<‘Z,
On the last day ofDeeember^ wriU's Miehell, ‘Jochmus
garrison.
urgtxl me to attack Gaza, where, he thinks, Ibrahim will retreat’
Stopford
Miehell refused hccaus<^ the Admiral did not wish it.’ *
‘

Frigate's could havt* made no impression
refused naval support.
on forts, and Palnua'ston had alreatly onh'n'd him to occupy the
It seems (pilte dc*ar also tliat Stopford knew
island of Greic'.t
before the end oftln^ yt'ar that Melu'na't Ali was not likely to I'efuse
the terms he would oiler. Jochmus kiu'w little: or uolhing of these
naval and political consichrrations, and mert'ly saw the loss of a
It was a bhtt'r disappointment to him that
military opportunity.

Ibrahim made good his escape and brought one hundred and fifty
guns in his train. But this was a detail, since Stopford’s tactics
had already secured th<^ surrtmder of the 'Turkish Beet and the
submission of Mehemet Ali,

During the first phasti of th<'. campaign, from the landing at
Djuni to the battle of Ardali and the capture of Beyrouth, Stopford
made no mistakes. Me gave a wide discretion to Napier and perhaps
But he took command
yielded to him in deckling to attack Sidon.
himself in the most important operation of all, the capture of
Beyrouth. This was the real succe.ss, compared with which
Napier’s victory over Ibrahim was but a theatrical gesture.
During the second phase Stopford <*njoin<xl a passive attitude
on land, until he moved forward to tlu^ capture of Acre. He
commanded there in person, and the siuxiess was the result of his
During the third
decision, for which he must have tint crc'dit.
phase Stopford was hampered by the conditions ofthe weather, but
the criticism that he did not attack Jalfit at once or infuse activity
His refusal
into the military movement.s, is probably a just one.
to attack Gaza at the end of December was sound.
It was due
partly to difficulties in the weather and partly to political comMoreover he
plications, of which the ardent Jochmus knew little.
had still to consider the danger from the French, and had to avoid
* KO, 78/4x5, From Miehell, No.
3 of December 31, XB40.
t

I> 55^)4.
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Stopford,

November

«7, 1840, reed.

January

5, 1841,
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Even Palmerston’s famous despatch

(October 5), in which he insisted on the capture of Acre, states
unless the prospect of success
that it should not be attempted
should be suflicient to justify the undertaking.’ * When success
is a preliminary condition of an enterprise, no risks can safely be
Such orders are fatal to vigorous action, and account for a
run.
‘

good deal of Stopford’s

hesitation.

Civilian influences certainly did some good in this campaign.
Ponsonby’s energy had its effect in fixing the Turkish decision and
It was due to him also
in speeding up their military preparations.
that Izzet Mehemet, sent as the Sultan’s representative in Syria,
was recalled before he was able to do much harm. Some share of
credit is due to Ponsonby for inducing Stopford to attack Acre.
On the other hand, his judgment was greatly at fault when he urged
Napier to go to Alexandria and attack it. Napier, in reply, pointed
out that the Convention (which he had obtained) was a possible
and practical result, but that the project of attacking Alexandria
was an absurdity, in the military or naval sense. It was also clearly
most improper for Ponsonby to suggest such an enterprise to a

subordinate.
Palmerston’s record is both good and bad. It was directly due
to him that the Polish General, Chrzanovski, was appointed the chief
military adviser at Constantinople, and that the Planoverian
General, Jochmus, was sent out to Syria. Both were excellent
choices and, but for the latter, the Turkish troops would hardly
have been so successful. Palmerston also did much good by sending
artillery and engineer officers to Syria and in persuading Austria
On the other hand, Palmerto follow his example in this respect.
ston

was not

fair to Sir

Charles Smith and recalled him on in-

doubtless the true
explanation, as it is of his failure to appreciate Stopford. At certain
points Palmerston seems not to have properly understood the situation,
Thus his approval of Napier’s exploits in the Lebanon

His partiality to Napier

sufficient grounds.

is

conflicted with his own instructions to Smith about not ventiming
His stimulation of Napier to action by priv^e
into the interior.
His rebuke of Smith for regretting the
letters was questionable.f
evacuation of Adana, Tripoli, etc., was based on a compile
the
military misapprehension. Smith very properly regretted
rebuked
release of troops to reinforce Ibrahim, and Palmerston
him for not * rejoicing ’ at the fall of an enemy town. This sugmen up
gestion was absurd, for the more Ibrahim shut
Sumlary
field.
fortresses, the fewer he would bring into the
Smith, making
Palmerston’s official instruction of October 23 to
destruchim ‘ independent ’ of Stopford, was unfortunate, for it was

h^

Admiralty, October 5, 1840.
hun,
Some of them went through Ponsonby, for Napier \mtes to

* Ady.
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anxious
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APPENDIX in —stopford’s achievement

tive of all co-operation

between naval and military arms.

Only^the

good sense of Smith, and subseqiKmtly of Jochnuis, in recognising
Stopford as supreme eonimancler, averted mischief. All these
blunders are surprising in ]\almtn\ston, a former Secretary at War
with pronounced military leanings. But they do not outweigh the
merit of his energy and vigour.
Stopford’s dinicuhi(\s liavc thus been pointed out.
His critics
have not treated him fairly, for they did not know his instructions
from the Home (Government, '.rhey did not know the restraint on
him from the Austrian, Bandiera. Napier and Jochmus, who were
so anxious for an advance into the interior, recognised neither its
dangers nor the limits imjiosed by Stopford’s instructions. They
were also quite regardless of the French danger, and few persons
except Stopford I'ecognised the dilhculties of weather conditions.
Stopford, however, may be criticised on other grounds. He seems to
have doubted of the success of the expedition, and, most unfortunately, to have allowed these doubts to become known to his
subordinates. At times he certainly wavered and thus affronted
men like Jochmus, Napier and Smith by his hesitations. More
Godrington,
serious still was his slowness in enforcing his authority.
the son of the Admiral oi' Navarino, is decisive on this point. He
as to the right way of attacking Acre,
of the altercation
which took place on Nov(unber 3. Several captains were present
and Napier, as usual, was very warm.’ The altercation ’ took
place in the admixavFs presence,’ records Godrington, and was
contrary to all my ideas of service.’
Ultimately the Admiral
intervened very decidedly/ silencing Napier himself. But this
was the kind of discussion which a great Admiral would not have
allowed in his presence at all. ‘ It wa.s not so in 1827/* wrote
Godrington, thinking of Navarino and his father.
Another judgment of Stoplbrd is made by Godrington, who was
certainly not a hostile critic and still less an admirer of Napier.
‘
There was no general order or given-out plan of action.
There seemed somehow a want of the supreme commanding mind.’
Such is his criticism of the operations at Acre. But his words equally
apply to the whole campaign, Stopford had done wisely in
entrusting Napier with large powers at the beginning of the campaign, but he ought to have maintained his authority and held him
in with a tighter rein towards the close. None the less, Godrington
was very far from thinking that no credit was due to the Admiral.
Admitting some irresolution and some overcaution in execution,
Stopford’s conception of the campaign in the larger sense was
sound. Few commanders, who have waged so successful a campaign, have borne the brunt of so much criticism. And some of it
is certainly undeserved.
Palmerston’s interference over Acre, for
instance, did not shift the responsibility from Stopford’s shoulders,
and the Admiral is entitled to the lion’s share of the credit.
*
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APPENDIX IV
Stratford and the Straits

in

1849 and in 1853

Waiting for His Sublimity's firman
Which Everybody does without^ who can,

Byron.

The

(a)

Straits in iS^g,

The charge made by

Dr. Puryear as to Stratford in 1849 is that
he engineered an advance of the British naval squadron to the
Inner Castles of the Dardanelles, with the view of influencing the
1841.*
Russians and Austrians, who had made strong demands on Turkey
to surrender the Hungarian refugees, and that he did this in flagrant
The facts, if studied,
breach of the Straits Convention of
do not seem to bear out this conclusion. They show that Stratford
was not the prime mover in the affair and that no breach of the
Convention was attempted. What took place was an evasion of
the Convention, which was repudiated by Palmerston.
After 1841, as before, the Dardanelles was closed to all ships
ships at night. The merchant ships of all
nations, however, defied the Turkish codes, and habitually passed
the Dardanelles after sunset. Accordingly on February 14, 1842,
the Turkish Government issued a circular forbidding the practice,
and saying that ships must not pass the so-called outer casdes at

and

especially

merchant

Kum-Kalessi and Sedil Bahr
for permission for vessels to

after sunset, f

be admitted

‘

Stratford then applied

any hour under

at

stress

within the entrance of the Straits,’ i.e. passing the
of weather
outer castles to the inner ones up to Nagara. The Porte agreed,
but the pasha at the Dardanelles informed the British consul there
that the old rule still applied to steamers, vessels of all nations
not being allowed to pass these Upper casdes after sunset.’ He
added that, in the case of bad weather, any light vessels involved
(under Article II of the Convention of 1841) might be considered
he would take them into consideration,’ X He subsespecially,
quently stated that all steamers of war— even Turkish ones—would
have to have a special firman if they wished to pass up after sunset.
There is abundant evidence that the war steamers of some
nations passed up after sunset, without waiting for a. firman. The
British Archives show one French steam frigate, the Frondeur, of
eight guns, and ‘an American brig of war’ doing to without
It was also asserted, without contradiction, that
permission.
.

.

.

^

‘

§

* Puryear, England, Russia and the Straits Question, XJ.S.A.
^53 77
circular.
Turkish
quoting
261 of June 26, 1842,
t N,R.A. From Testa, No.
1842.
1 F.O, 195/1 74- From Lander, No. 20 of May 7,
No. 44 of
From Lander, No. 22 of July 6, ^^43
§ F.O. 195/174.
No. 46 of September 27* In July 1843 the Britoh steam
September 25
allowed to go up without showmg its
frigate, H.M .1 Devastation (6 guns), was
permission.
But that is very different from going up without
*

5

firman.
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OF CONVENTION

Austrian war steamers also did this. In fact, so far as France,
‘
America and Austria were, concerned it was not a case of waiting
‘
evtn-ybody docs without who
for Mis Sublimity's Jirmtin,' but of
Stratford noted that the. precedent of other war steamers,
can.’
passing tip without permission, might h(> u.seful in case of need.
But for British war steamers ti more regular and courteous procedure was adopted Stratford obtained and sent to his consul
If there was any
at the Dardanelles a number of blank ,/iroiaw.r.
delay in obtaining iln- Jimmi for a ]iartie.ular steamer the consul
There was
fdled in the namt' on a blank fmitiw and sent it up.
nothing irregular in this prot'edure, as the number of blanks issued
was limited,' ami tlm use of blanks for British war steamers was, in
any case, it much more regular procedure than the methods by
which American, Austrian' and French war steamers or frigates
passed up w'ithoul permission.

ty
r ,
c
Straits
the
oi
II
Article
that
(nuphasise
to
It is ituportant
vcssc^ls, le, war sKMincrs, to pass up to
Convention pernutt<^,d
.

.

•

,

Constantinople if properiy provichxl with ‘a finnan. 'Fhesc were used
elsewhere on high
as despatch boats and, as I hav<' point<'cl out
of
technical juithority, w<'r(* with tludr lii»‘ht guns quite incapable
Dr. Puryear\s suggest ions (155 tn, 167 n.)
adding ollensively.*
in
that the Dra^fon and the Odin wca'c sent uj) to Constantinople
suhicient to control the situation
October 1849 as warships
or to block th<^ Bosphorus against Russia
at the Turkish capital
’
an* quite unfouiKhd. Ihc Dragon
in event of a surprise a,tta<'k
Neither was sufliclcait even
carried six guns and the Odin sixtc(*n.
In 1B53 the Mrihulion 0^8 guns) was
to defend the linihussy.
Ihcy
reinforced by the Furious and the Mgar (each ol 16 guns).
were supported by the h’rcnch steamers the Cfonier (oi 20 guns) and
lurkish
the Mogador (of B). Yet Slade, the Ihdtish admiral in the
*

.

.

.

;

’

*
a mockery
service, then expressed the o[')inion that th<‘>y were
Admiral
if expected to defend the Sultan or the I'hnbassy.t
Richmond, the naval historian, says that even a frigate oi 28 guns
*
could not take part in any fleet action against ships of the
The suggestion that the two light steamers of 6 and 16 guns could
either overawe the capital, or block the Bosphorus, is ridiculous.
there
vessels did not matter and (as elsewhere pointed out)

Light

on their numlicrs in the Article of the Convention.
All the Convention says is that they must have firmans. The
multiplying of despatch boats was quite justified when, as in the
case of England, they went through on special firmans or on blank

is

no

restriction

^

ones

filled

up ad

hoc.

continued to pass the Straits at
night without permission. Two prohibitions by Turkish circular,
February 22, 1845, were
respectively on October 27, 1843,
On March i this prohibition was extended to war
issued.^
steamers. Stratford then secured that any British vessel, whether

Merchant

vessels of all nations

‘

*

October 1934, 671.

my

t

Vide

t

N.R.A.

E.H.R., April 1934, 27B.
Testa, October 37, 1B43 ; March 12, 1845.

article,

From

SITUATION OCTOBER 1849

5^1

allowed to come within
the outer castles of the Dardanelles at once, as far as the anchorage
of Kefez Burnu or Barber’s Point by night as well as by day.’ * This
permission, though secured for England, in fact applied to foreign
Ultimately the range of
vessels whether of war or of commerce.
anchorage was also extended. The original limit was between the
outer castles of Sedil Bahr and Kum Kale and the inner castles of
Sultanieh Kalessi and Kilid Bahar.’ It was soon explained by the
pasha that an exception will be made in favour of such vessels,
whether of war or of the Merchant Service, when by stress of weather
any danger might be apprehended from their having to return
during the night against a heavy gale to reach an anchorage which
they may have already passed. In such cases vessels will be allowed
to proceed on as far as Point Nagara, where there is a safe
anchorage but under no plea or circumstance whatsoever will
they be permitted to go beyond it.’ t
Chekib’s Memorandum of February 27, 1845, mentions
batimens de guerre, grands ou petits as being included in the
prohibition of entry, and they stand in the subsequent concession.
Permission to advance as far as Nagara after sunset could conse-

it

be a merchant

vessel or a vessel of war,

is

‘

‘

—

’

‘

quently be applied to a man-of-war {i.e, three-decker) as well as
It is reasonable to assume, however, that a
to a war steamer.
war steamer might go up to as far as Nagara on a blank firman,
but that a special firman would be needed for a three-decker. The
point here is that the passage of war steamers could be regarded
exceptional.
as habitual, whereas that of a three-decker was very
It was, however, not impossible. J
z-n
u
October
in
situation
the
understand
to
us
The above data enable
Hungarian refugees
1849. It was obvious that the dispute over the
might induce both Russia and Austria to send their troops into
Turkey. The only way of meeting that was to get the British
On September 1 7 Stratford wrote to Vicefleet on the scene.
Admiral Parker asking publicly for ‘ a part at least of Her Majesty s
of
Mediterranean squadron to ‘be available for any purpose
our
demonstration in the Archipelago/ and saying privately,
Parker answered
position is suddenly become very ticklish.’ §
.

.

’

Subsequently,
October 8, he proin accordance with Admiralty instructions of
just outside the
ceeded to the Dardanelles and lay at Besika Bay,
weapon near at hand.
outer castles. Stratford therefore had a
at the
was he to use it ? Calvert—the British consul
pointing out the
Dardanelles ^wrote a private letter to Stratford,

by cruising between the Ionian waters and Athens.
‘

How

—

Stratford to

&

P. [1851], LVIII, enclo. 3 to No. 105.
* Hung, Ref. II, A.
Lander, March aa, 1845.
.
,
r .r .1,
Thi. i» the
O lOs/aaS. From Lander, No. aa of March 31. 1845.H, enclos. 1-7
t
given in Hvng. Ref.
only omission of mportance in the documents

F

?SeS?on"*tt'BLmfield, i^-Oadniits that the passage of a
regulation, but argues that it
^

P^Strat. MSS.

F.O.

heavy
is

356/*9,

shiji

;Novemb«

a5^^849.

“e

n ai o.
xatm n.
against the spint of 1841. Cp.
Stratford to Parker, September 17, 1849.
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rotjtiluionH of iH,j5 as allinvini:; the

within

and

safer

'

DOUBTS

anrhorage

off the

White

and even recently
been availed of hy ftirei.Rn vessels of war. Wert' it deemed expedient
for a British Flc'rt U\ aiu'hor within thest' straits no opposition
(llifls

tiirsr straits,'

as

‘

itavinn; often

could he olferetl t>n the part of the authorities here.’ ^ CalverFs
testimony is t>f imptn'ttmee, for he h;ul i)e('n twelve years secretary
to LaiultT, wiu) Inul preeetled him as eonsnl at the Dardanelles.
He knew all alnnit the ma;otiatitms of ifljf,. Stratford had not
himst'lf devisetl this ituu'nii»u.s sehem<' about y,rtling the licet up
as far as Nai^ira, thooRh there was an evident advantage in
t )n
shortrninp; the distatiee.
>rtoh('r
he. privately acknowledged
tJalvert's letter of the ;|rd, aiul told him to apprise Park<‘r of the
regtdations and slunv him this private' letter.
I
reckon on your
discretion
and it is impi»rtant to prevent any misapprehension.’
Next day Stratford see'ms to have* leh graver doubts, and he
(

‘

express('d

'

'

them

in a

new

privates letter to (lalvert.

at the ’Treaty of illti 1 feel .so miudi
the Admiral tlu^ lirst artu'le jof id.|i
]

In a private

Parker

doubt

.

ami the

.

.

'On

that

I

looking

have

sent

rc'gulations of 1845.’

the .saints date lu^ added,
P.S.
Much a.s 1 wish yon to anchor ciunfortably within the limits of the
Dardanelh'S, I have a doubt as to tlie d’reaty of 1841 and the
consecpieiu’es of being expost'd to the ehanet' of breaking it, which

makes

me

to

leitt'r

h<'sitat<'F

]'

f>f

“

Straifortl

tlier^'fore

cautiom'd

Parker

against an advanee to Nagara, \mless he was Stitislied tliat the
terms absolutely permit tetl it.
He also thought that there should
he a genuine plt'a of bad weather before ent<Ting the vSlraits.
Stratford thus he.sitated, but, as wc shall stx', Parker and Calvert

did not.

On

the u()ih Calvert,

after receiving-

Siratfordls

lirst

letter,

pasha and persuaded him not only to admit the
squadron by night as W'ell as hy day,’ but * in a ease of urgency
to allow the sejuadron to proceed on to Constantinople.’
Stratford had insisted that such an advanee siu)uld not take place
without special invitation from the Tmf)assy.’ Parker replied
that It had not entered my contemplation to pass the inner castles
of the DardaucUes without prtwiuus t'onmumicaiion witli your
Excellency, although Mr. Calvert’s letun\, a dujdicatc of which
I enclose, informs me that 1 am perfccUly at liberty to do [so].’§
Here again we see Calvert pashing ibrward beyond what either
interviewed

tins

‘

:j;

*

^

Parker or Stratford intended.
at liberty to

he wrote an

J

On

move

the whole s<iuadron up to Nagara.
the 27th
even stronger letter. M’he elfect is seen in Parker’s

195/300, pte. Calvert to Stratford, October 3, 1849.
Strat, MSS*
Stratford to Calvert, October «5-6, 1849
35 ^/ 3 ^^*

to Parker, October si6.
t F* 0 * 195/300, pte.

e

n, A*
§ Hung*
this important sentence.
^

X849.

;

’From Calvert, October ati, 1B49.
P* ti85ij, LVIII. Endo. X to No. 70, p. 478, omits
Vide F.O. 78/781
From Parker, No. a x of October wB,
.
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’

be no doubt
of the regularity of thus moving up to Nagara, but he had not
yet decided to do so. On the 29th Calvert paid Parker a visit,

letter to Stratford of the 28th.

and finding him

‘

hesitating, sent a

still

new

to

letter

on the

30th,

giving the definition of Ditroits as the narrowest passages,’ and
stating that vessels of other nations had at all times advanced
This last missive convinced Parker completely.
to Nagara.*
Like Nelson, of whose captains he was the last representative,
he had a blind eye. He had not perceived the difference between
admitting individual vessels of war and admitting a whole squadron.
On October 31 the pasha, who had sent specially to Constantinople
‘
for instructions, received full approbation ... for what he had
‘

‘

’

agreement to admit the British squadron up to
Nagara]. So the Turks entirely favoured the proceeding. On
the same day Stratford wrote urging Parker to go ‘within the
outer castles,’ adding, although some cavil might possibly be raised
or jealousy excited by your reception there, I conceive that no
such grounds of objection can be expected to outweigh the advantages, essential as they are, of a sheltered anchorage and an easy
approach to Constantinople. The Turkish Government itself
recommends the anchorage of Haraizkar situated, I understand,
somewhere on the Asiatic side between the outer and inner castles.’
Parker acknowledged this communication on November 2, but

done

’

[i.e,

his

‘

On the ist, two
influence his decision.
as the wind set in
of his ships being in bad condition, and
a
very strong from the south yesterday, making Besika Bay
perdoubtful anchorage in such weather, I availed myself of the
Consul,
mission which has been intimated to me by Her Majesty s
Her Majesty s
to pass the outer castles of the Dardanelles with
and
squadron under my command between the inner castles
it

came

too late

to

‘

Barber’s Point.’ f
n
u
o^.
^
Stratford
than
Dardanelles
the
inside
Parker
was
sooner
No
that Russian
wished him out again. On November 4, perceiving
warned
and Austrian demands on the Porte had abated, Stratford
anchorage can no
Parker that his continuance at this present
,

•,

‘

and said he would
longer be a matter of immediate urgency,^
On November 7
probably soon recommend him to move out.+
obeyed and sailed out
he did actually order him out. Parker
Bay, but eventually
on the 1 3th, anchoring temporarily at Besika
of Parker.

He

At ^tht stage we may determine the attitude
when ^ere was
was in Stopford’s squadron in September 1839,
Bay
a question ^of its advancing from Besika
Machiavellian advice,
Nagara. Ponsonby then gave the

it

would

* Hung. Ref. 11 , A. d? P. [1851], LVIII, 498, 502, 546,

Stratford,

in

No

65,

kiW-TlU & P.

a,

184^

349

suppressed
;

to No. 79, P- 485[-851], LVIII, enclo.
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he nuu'h l>rttc'r
should arise, than
to sttppase that

tn talk

Parker

nf

it

hrihrehatui.'

by

profite«l

It

this

might be tempting

ten years later.
prrUwUt wu^ tmpete.^

('tnms<'l

matter simply,
tm
But consideratum of th(' evidrmee Iratls nu' to tht' same conclusion
'A sailor's <'onsideration for
as my fricaul llharles Sproxton.t

The lurnch

th<*

solveil

reaele'r

‘

of an actual ftn'midahlc gale was

his ships in the tretli

safety

the real reason
lui

the

e>f

why

the*

the squadron enleretl the' Straits. Of that
ea>rrespondcnu*e in Philliiuore's biography can

Fietitunis winds eh) not cause ships to
entertain the sllpjue'st do\ibt,
nui foul ofeae h eUiier, lur do atudun's drag; iix tranquil summer seas.’
A leuiphy anptment iti favmir t>f Parker's advaneet to Nagara
was sent by Stratforil to Palmerstoti on tlte yih. With this we
need nt>t eoneerti otu'selve's, fn* it was the argume'nt of Calvert,
In llic unwhich Stratford haei himseli' euig/mally elo\il)i<'d.
Strathu’el says,
1
was unwilling
p\thUshed part of this ele^spateh
to add my e^ilieial sanction wiihtnu the furthe’r inducement of
hazard to tin' ships fnnn re'inainita* huiger in aii e'spose'd situation,’
He also explains that 'Pitt^v, the Russian Minister, 'had protested
to Inm about the passage anti that he hatl arg\u*d that the diOerence
was not one of
between a stjuatlnm atul single' ships tif war
principle but of eonsiih*ratitJti ttt the Ptrtt' in ])oint of st'eurily.’
Palmersttni re'iuse'tl to aeea'pt this argpmu'nt and made' the amende
htmomhle to Russia anel to 'Purkey.
In this same despatt'h Stratiia’el slatenl that the' Austrian Minister
St) far as I ktmw has take't) nt» part in M. 'Pitov’s suseeptil>ilily
BtU in poiiU t>f faet Stiirmer remonstrated
abottl the Dardantdie'S.'
to Aali pasha in the first itist«itu'e autl with very singular results.
permbsion is only allowenl to merehatit ships to gx)
Aali said,
without iormality to the last anehtring station of the British Fleet
[Nagarul, but this in my jutigmemt dtjes not a[)ply to ships of war
11ns stateauent was
[Le* big ships], least of all to whtde FlertsP
false, as Clu^kih's eireular prewe'S that the advance eT single big
Aali addenl the even falser
ships up to Nagara was ce)t)reivable.
statement that the British sqtiadron on this occasion had moved
If lies like tltest' were told,
in without the Turkish consent.
it is easy to understatul why RnglantPs n'putation suffered.
One argument of Aalib b, ianvever, gtuKk llu' Convention
of 1841 may have allowed individual big ships to movt' it) Nagara;
it was not intended to apply to
%vholc fler'tsP I'his is l)orne out
ultimately by Palmerston, who agre.c'd ' that it would Ihj a foxxed
construction ... to apply them (the regulationsj to a squadron
'

;J:

.

.

,

*

'

j|

'

* FX)* 78/3511

Fr<nn Ft>nMt>uby, No*

*^58 of

SrptrmlHT

eu,

i839> taido.

of September 19. lb Htopford.
t Pdmmtm and the HunMrum Umlutitm hninh nto ; Sir A. Phillimore,
Life of Parker 1 B76] , III, 579 84.
From Stralford, No. 330 of Ntivember 7, 1849.
t F» 0 78/781,
From SlUrmer, No. 52A
§ W,S.A, Berichte aus KouHtautisiopd^ XIl, 70.
of November 5, 1849.
This discrepancy was noticed. W»SA* XI L 70. From StUrmer, No. 53^
of November 7, 1849,
(,

,
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of line-of-battleships.’ * It is a mistake, however, to suppose,
that permission (whether to individual ships or to squadrons) to
advance to Nagara meant permission to go up to Constantinople.
It meant exactly the contrary.
The question was where the Straits
might be considered to begin. Between Bokhali and Nagara is not
the narrowest part of the Strait, that is between Kilid Bahr and
Chanak. But Bokhali and Nagara are at the end of the Narrows.’
It is the old Sestos where Hero watched for Leander when he
swam across from Abydos. Calvert (and ultimately Stratford)
argued that, so long as ‘ the Narrows were not passed, the
Dardanelles had not been entered. Stiirmer (and the unreliable
Aali) argued in 1849 that the outermost castles were the limit of
the Straits. This latter argument is not borne out by the facts,
for it is clear that shelter in Barber’s Bay, at any rate, was sought
habitually by both steamers of war and merchant ships of all
nations with Turkish consent.
It is certainly incorrect to say, as Puryear does (168), that
Canning personally was not concerned about the Treaty.’ In his
private letters to both Calvert and Parker he was more concerned
about it than either, and in the unpublished part of his despatch
of November 7 he expressed his genuine scruples about the validity
of the move to Nagara. Parker certainly acted bona fide in waiting
until it was really bad weather before moving in, and he did not
move until he was completely persuaded of the regularity of his
action.
The evidence proves that the persuasion was really due to
Calvert. This obscure consul at the Dardanelles seems to have
burned with a zeal to distinguish himself. He suffered from the
‘

‘

’

‘

disease which afflicts British offleers on the north-west
'
frontier of India, and is known there as K.G.B. mania.’ Thus he
was willing to assume and did assume a responsibility from which
a minor official might well have shrunk. Once the fleet was
inside the Dardanelles Stratford covered him with his responsibUity.
He could do nothing else, for he had allowed Calvert ‘ discretion.
But the initiative in inviting the fleet was not due to Stratford
and he took an early opportunity of ordering it back again.

same

^

interesting incident occurred in connexion with Calvert.
Not only was he the British Consul, but also Vice-Consul to Bel^um
and also to the Netherlands. Baron Mollerus, the Dutch Minister,
expressing surprise that he had not
wrote to him on November

An

5

6
learned of the British fleet move. Calvert replied (November )
on
reserved the privilege of not corresponding
that he had
Vice-Consul, and asked
political subjects,’ when he became Dutch
Mollerus to excuse him from replying. Mollerus
or goal of ^e hnglish
‘
1 asked for no reasoning on the cause
know the numbers
squadron’s arrival,’ t but that he was entitled to
*

* Palmerston^s private letter, November 25, 1849.
Bloo^dd,
n. 216) is stronger than his public utt^ance.
[1851], LVIII, No. 105, pp. 513 4
Tanwarv i i8»^o Hurts. Ref. IL A.
November
No. 264 of November 5, 1849;
Mollerus,
^From
^.RA.
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RrdcUJfe

md

Srfitrmhd nVyh whuli sliouhl lir roiuparrtl with the
hriwrrn J/mtr
above as similar piildrins arise.
roiirlusitms ^> 7 ^^ i) are that
(t) llierr was tm violation of tlir Straits (lonvrntion hy Kritish

My

ships hriwetm

April and

miil-Srptrmhrr iH 5 ;p

no way

for

the int'rcase

that tpnsstiom
(u) lliriT was a violation of thr (lonvrntiou hy the French
Hnctr Frirdhmd in August, Imt thr rirrumstanrtss were very exceptional, and Htratfonl dr Rrtlrlilfr hatl nothiur; to do with the
incklrnt.
On two ocrasions thr Frrneh govrrmnrnt tnideavuured
to pass shi|>H up in violation of tltr ruir, and in spiir of Stratford’s

<if

tlrspateli-eau'irrs in

known
(;i)

atfrrtrtl

viravs.

The mid-Srptrmhrr

inridrut

was an evasion, but not a

violation of thr Clonvtnuiun
it was solrly tine to Stratford liiat
a larger naval lorer was not thru suumumrd, wliich would have
been a breach of the (!onv<mtiom
;

4 ) On October 4 iBfpp Stratford rrc<nv(»<l instructions from
Clarendon to order the British scjuadron to pass the Dardandles,
but he delayed execution until October wo, only tlicn yielding to
French prt;ssure,
(5) Stratford througlumt showed a greater respect for the
Straits Conventioti than di<l his own government, or tln^ Fnmch
government,
1 take this opportunity of saying that the enumeration of the
(

,

boats going up to Constantinople in September 1B53 in EJLR,
(October 1934, 671) is wrong. It is correct in EJllt (Aj^ril 1934,
^ 7 ®)\ The Niger mid Furious went up, not the I'igrr, and it is their
Logs which establish the facts.

APPENDIX V
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'

>

Responsibilities for

may be

It

convenient to

the Crimean

sum up

War

here the responsibilities of each

government.
Turkey.

(i)

The Turks had

,

and

failed properly to reform their administration,
the final failure of Reform under Reschid in 1852 (combined
his secret overtures when out of office) helped to induce

.

The

dispute about the Holy Places was
/gilf^atly aggravated by the deliberate duplicity of Mehemet Ali
4nd Fuad in regard to the award as to the Keys in December 1852.
Soihe excuse must, however, be made for them as they had twice
been coerced by France in 1852, once by the threat to bombard
‘CTripoli, and again by the arrival of the Charlemagne on the Bosphorus.
the other hand, Omer pasha’s invasion of Montenegro appears
to’ have been a provocative act which went far to justify Russia’s
tnilitary preparations in December 1852.
-During 1853 the Porte were for a time studiously moderate,
giying way to Count Lciningen, and putting up with a good deal
of rudeness from Prince MenSikov. Their attitude in refusing
to consider the invasion of the Principalities a casus belli must also
be put to their credit. The diplomats of Europe do not appear
to have recognised, however, that the Turkish ultimatum represented the extreme limit of their concessions. The transaction
Vienna Note was undertaken by men who did
relating to the
not understand the Turkish temper, or that religious feeling and
Turkish nationalism had really been aroused. Even without
.]^iS(issia

to

intervene.

’

‘

’

‘

would probably have been rejected.
After July i, 1853, the situation was out of hand in Constantinople, The arrival of the Egyptian contingent on August 12
made it certain that Stratford would be unable adequately to
control it. The threat of disturbances in mid-September caused
him to order up the British and the French steamers to overawe
the Turkish religious element. His victory on that occasion was
a Pyrrhic one. The Sultan very soon recognised that the mob
must be gratified by a declaration of war, and this took place, in
The Sultan’s
spite of desperate efforts by Stratford to avert it.
hand was perhaps forced by Omer pasha beginning hostilities on
During
so.
his own. thousfh the Porte were not sorry he had done
Octobe; and^November Stratford fought to prevent hostilities
from assuming serious proportions, but the massacre of Sinojpe
Stetford
rendered that more difficult. A last moment effort by
but was rendere
in December actually succeeded with the Turl^,
squadron in t e
useless by the appearance of the Franco-British

Stratford, the

'

Vienna Note

’

'

‘

Black Sea*

the rejection of
chief Turkish responsibility is therefore
inevitable
Vienna Note,’ and that seems to me to have been

The
the

‘

i ^ i

I

in

\'m\

vi'i’i

mI

%*ir\v

titr

patiitni^in *4

V

\rsrut.\ .wi) i'ran<;k

MuUfi’.'f'il

trrlintjs

I

ami nrwly

avv^akened

I'mkfi.

ilir

srrins

U\

havr

runfnn'd to the
Shr thru .ntnl vip^annisly, htu siUTcssfully,
l.ritunpa’t* Mi’-siMU,
Hrr atUinit was iutnulrd to check
ta stup thr \tnutrurr;HU war.
Xit hfdas in iiis tinnamls mu I'tukrv, hut utdMrtunat<dy tlu! success
Austria*'!

lntri\rnti*ui

u> make turthrr claims* Buol
Vi<mn:i Note’
inctii'! a cniaiu irsjntirahilily tnr jnctrrrinp; thr
Ihukish tillitnatuin.’
autl rrjrrtiiut thr

thr

<4

rucMtirayaal

uiissitiu

hitn

*

‘

Fianu\
*rhr initial Firuch hhnuirr was to rratr a dispute about the
‘This srrnis to luivr brrn dur {t^ a drsirr io please
iiuly Fl.tCf^s.
thr clrrh*als in Frama% atul there is rvhieucr tlmt Napoleon
'The mra.surrs taken
bitterly iey,rrttril haviiut raised the <|uestiMn.
by Napiihnui were, hi)Wevei\ ttampUMtjs just lireausf' iu^ had to
eouciiiatr pu!>lic upiniMii in France by sfriktUi^ and dramatic
undertunk. Anv nf die three steps the sending
stn>keH in ail
oftlie s(|uadn>n to^Fiipnii, i»r <4* the (.V>a;/rwm,w tii ( lonsiatuinople,
or of thr I'Vrnch Mediterranean M|uatiron toSalanus (Mandi
*l‘hrrraltrr French policy rather waited
iniejit have produeetl war.
iui Britisiu bnt Napoleon anti Ih'onyntlr IJiuys tnatlr twti st'parate
attempts to y*rt tin* French iirrt tlinmnli thr Danianrlhss^ while
That was btUwtTn July
noininatly proiVssiny, a tlrsirr Ibr pract*.
btUh td* these were tianjp'rturs moves and
atul Srptrinhrt\
In Deceiuhrr the final decisitm to send the
tmt, hilly consideretL
<

—

fleet

into the Blaek

Sea

.seetns

to

havr larn

tine

to

Napoleon

But there tloes not seem any justification
rather than to KnjJantl.
for KinglakeN thetny that Napoleon ileliljerat<dy promoted or
Napoleon ef'rtainly wished to arcept the OlmutS!:
desired war.
overture in Oeudier. (knvley reptnas an important piece of evidence as to Novtnnljer. 'Almost the last wonls Uaraguay dMIillicrs
were " 1 am emphiyed to carry out instructions
said to iu<*
which I disapprove. I ant convinceil tlial the Fastern tpiestion
cannot be terndnatetl without war and I am ordered to preach
”
{(!owley to Cllurendim, ()it\ (,'lur.
January 4 1 B 54 )"
pcuc<^
.

,

,

’

But Napole<m\s

,

neeul for winning’ political

support in amps'

de thi&tu

war could not
have cmu<5 about unless Engluiul had agre<»ti with him in policy,
and united with him in action ugain,sl Ru*ssia. At the last moment
in DecemlxT {vuk supnh PP- 37^i™"7) NapoIeonN views greatly in-

made

it

diflicult for

him

to avoul war*

N<‘vertheless

lluenccd the British tlabiuet, l>ut were misitUerpreted (App. VII),
perhaps by the Machiavellian intention of his ministers.
(4)

Great Britain really

had two

poUcitts

;

The policy^ of Stratford at Comtantimpk might have succeeded
had he been left to himself. I'hut he desired .strictly to remain
with the letter of the Convention of 1841 is evidex^t, and the
(a)

Stratford’s policy
allegations of his violating the Straits,
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are groundless.
Nor
Places dispute from the

etc.,

can he be blamed for separating the Holy
other questions, and thereby getting it settled. In so doing he
was following instructions and was commended by Clarendon for
His plan, the Turkish ultimatum,’ was in his view
his action.
the maximum concession to which Turkey would submit.
He
proved right and the Turks rejected the ‘Vienna Note’ when
the Powers offered it in substitution for the ultimatum.’ On
the other hand, he had been accused of secretly causing the
Turks to reject it. Personally I should give him the benefit of
the doubt in this, as in other disputed questions. His conduct
summoning four steamers, while his
in mid-September 1853
French colleague wanted a substantial part of the squadron, is
‘

‘

much

It is true that he refused to try an interview
in his favour.
with the Sultan after the fetva for war had been issued, but this
fact only shows that he understood Turkish political, or rather
religious, motives better than his critics do.
After iht fetva nobody
could have stopped a Turkish declaration of war, but it was still
possible cither to prevent hostilities from breaking out or to negative
Stratford made both attempts, but vainly. Also,
their effects.
though ordered to send the fleet through the Dardanelles on
October 4, he delayed it until the 20th to allow the Olmiitz overture
time to succeed. In December, after the massacre of Sinope,’ he
refused to allow the fleet to move into the Black Sea and did not
ultimately send it until he received direct orders from home on
January 3, 1853. This delay was clearly due to a desire to allow
the peace negotiations to succeed. Sinister interpretations of his
actions are possible, but, on the whole, his actions were not bellicose.
The fact is, what he really wanted Turkey to do was to execute
internal reforms, and he feared that the effect of war would destroy
both these and Turkey together. This imperious man used smooth
language to Russia in public and violently denounced her in private.
But a strong rough man is not necessarily a bellicose one. On the
whole, I think, he fought for peace and might have achieved it,
‘

himself {vide especially
pp. 340 and n., 362 and n.).
The policy in London
(b) The policy of the Cabinet in London.
was never determined, (i) There was a ‘peace at any price
policy pursued by Aberdeen. This was probably hopeless, for
Brunnow and the Czar thought it possible both to persuade Aberdeen
of their moderation and to get him to hoodwink the cabmet.
Their confidence, if not misplaced in the first imtance, was woemlly
Menlikov
at fault in the second. When the news of the failure of the
even
mission trickled through to London at the end of May,
‘
Aberdeen thought the demands were unreasonable. Tnereaiter
he fought a losing battle, but his vain efforte and ^nmne resets
British poicy.
greatly misled Brunnow as to the realities of
moderates of the
(ii) Clarendon represented the
hand and (m) t^
to mediate between Aberdeen on the one
from
Palmerston policy on the other. Strong measures
supported interwere the programme of Palmerston, who was

if left to

srvrsuw

In
ntUfrtifh,
Kir/.rit

‘.-rurfi*Mr,

,^{ui
1’

v

.lu'rrtn!i \rA\\

nnw

‘nHiM'Kn

x*;i .\xn

i-

nuitliMir

in

\MAm\

thr
Su.ui', {\i\nr%\U,iU

vinlnu’r,

!)y

Lord Tohn

i|rrf tn

p,ms ihr Dardanelles
,uu! U\x\ j;;* llir
al thr
of May,
fa nnnorsuird
4 i»‘nrh’
tJmt w*ur'r‘' in Julv, \^hrii the
Russian
flnn|r. MnU|nrd thr Pi UU ipalit ir*;
linhtitu: that it was a
i hi Juur
La';j,
i
lannidrai, anrl rvru Aherdiu-n, had
aj^nuni to
srnd thr tlrrt tn jlrala l*a\ jn
nni'ade tin* ! >ardatii<'lles, This
aUtMO, fliMU'di in**v*u Aii%r, wa. imt a hif'aeh uf treaty. Early
in
t!ir
when
Jttlw
Rn'/dair. itnatlrd the IhineipaUties, the
‘peace
p.utv’ MX tlir
ahinrt united with the lUndnatf's in rejecting

md

’

I

;

,

t

rahufi

adv r !>' ’.f’ud the tleri tn ( a tiistanliuople.' It is
tiur that Eahnei'4nu*% ad’iatr, ii fahrn iit )n!v. wnttid have brought

praer

rithri

nn

-4*10*^;

ii

nt

war

at moi r

and

ItualK,

lint

it

was a policy which

raldne! \\a'* hhelv In adfipt, |ir4 hc’t’attse it tlul bring
tintUrns tn a head.
Ihihlie ifptni^ut was tuu reads' in July for so
hnld a step, tlatriuhat svMtkrd haul at lUr
\ iiuma Note
and
was innt h annosed al the “ruikish rfdhsah ihr which Ik* blamed
Hltti'olt

'

’

Hirailoid.

upininn verird in the direction of
PaIineu4ott, as was srejt in the (ionnuon'f debates.
The disturbances at i uistaitf irtoplr in inid-Septentber theredbrt' greatly
aifected Abeuiern ajai CTiirndun,
hi the tf^p of that came
Kessfdrnde's
violent tniri pt rtatioti
of the
\detnia Noted On
the critical tlay 4>| the ;y;ul oi that niiUitli OtarendiUi .tnd Aberdeen
detdded to sctul thr tirrt to i ‘futstantinople on tludr own rcsptmsihility,
‘Utey knew, howanrr, tliat Eahnerston aiui Russell,
as well as tlte public, wotihJ appuive.
‘They arrivetl at iticir decision
for iUlfermt^ reaSiiiiH, Abeu-lreii saying that the motive was to
protect the Sultan iind lirituh rrsulenis, Olaretnhni admitting that
tile move was anti-Russian,
This was the fp'eatest .single step
taken hy the Uritish government in the tUrectitm of war, atid taken
by the most paeiiie of Itritish statesmen anti by a fairly motlerule
one*
It is wtnahy tif note that Inuh tliought that Stratford had
already ordered tip tlie lleet.
Hence both w<*re, in fact, less
moderate than he in their action at this juncture,
The <)lmht‘/ overture was rehrsed, because only Al)erde<!n really
wanted it io be aeeejUed. (Ilarendon tandd, however, allege
that
the beastly I'urks ’ hatl tleelared war, tlunigh his distrust
oi Russia seems iu havt* been very great.
None the less, the
cabinet was a little hasty in their artitm.
In Octolx^r and
November the pre.Hsure of Palmersi<m and Russell anti tlu^ desire
for co-operation with France became gnsiter.
Further, both
Clarendon and Al>crd<?eu reet>gnist‘d that Htratford was striving
vehemently for peace. All signs tif that really disappeared wlten the
news of the ^ massacre of Sinope ’ arrived, in October the proposal
to send the fleet into the Black Sea was defeated in the cabinet by
the msistence of Aberdeen.
In December after the massacre
Clarendon rallied to the other side, and PalmerslorPs resignation
only emphasised the need of pursuing a vigorous policy of uniting
with France.
At the last moment ttu^ decisive cabinet of
IhtrliK-^

Atic^ist

ptihlic

!«

t

'

*

'

*

’

*

HOW
December 22

RUSSIA

'

BLUFFED

5!

’

I

pp. 376-7) was greatly influenced by the
news that Napoleon would act alone if they did not send the fleet
Napoleon afterwards denied that he had
into the Black Sea.
used any language justifying such a threat. But it seems to have
been the decisive argument.
To sum up in the main the old contention that England
‘
into war is correct. The sending of the fleet to
drifted
Constantinople was decided in September by Clarendon and
Aberdeen in deference to public opinion. They acted from different
motives, and Aberdeen certainly did not think the result would be
war. The despatch of the fleet into the Black Sea in December
(and the provocative form the instructions assumed) was decided
by the cabinet, partly in deference to public opinion, partly to
fear of separating from Napoleon. But in the latter case the fear
was at least exaggerated. Neither of these grave decisions was
taken from clear motives or on the basis of an agreed policy.
Both were influenced by the misconceptions of the moment.
{vide supra,

:

’

(5)

Russia*

Recent research has made Russian policy much more clear.
Nesselrode seems to have been throughout for peace, but to have

had

The

Czar’s anger at the
French claims in respect to the Holy Places was to some extent
The deliberate disingenuousness of the Turks increased
justified.
his wrath, and the insidious suggestion of Reschid to seek redress
under the Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji was most unfortunate.
Nicholas and Nesselrode both seem to have imagined (vdthout
difficulties in controlling the Czar.

examining the

that the Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji gave
of a religious control in Turkey than Russia

facts)

them much more

actually exercised.
Under these circumstances their action becomes intelligible.
It is also quite clear that the Czar was enraged at the Bosnian
rebellion and the Turkish war on Montenegro. Excuses may be
pleaded for the former, but not to any serious extent for the latter.
It strengthened the Czar’s resolve to teach Turkey a lesson, and the
success of Leiningen’s mission only made him the more determined.
What he did not understand was that the Turks, having yielded
twice to Napoleon in 1852 and once to Austria in 1853, could not
yield to Russia or to

anyone

else

a fourth time.

That Nicholas meant war either by his m^tary and nav^
preparations or by sending MenSikov on his mission is improb^le
and seems to be contradicted by the most authentic evidence. But
None the
that war might be a result was seen even from the first.
cle^
was a risk which Nicholas thought might be run.^ It is
bluff wouM be
that he thought that what was in essence a
the ur
supported by England, at least to the extent of adv^ing
Aberdeen s accessmn
to yield. He was confirmed in this view by
and by his receivi^
to power, by his conversations with Seymour,
avour
himse
the news from Brunnow that even Stratfo^
As it turned
Places.
Russian claims as against French in the Holy

less, it

‘

ft

APPKNinx

1

V

MKNSiKOV’S CnNDTTGT

out Mmj^ikov ih'layril i<a'rinK luattrrs till Stratford had arrived
at llonstantiiuiplo and till after titr jirttleinrnt of the Holy Places’
The relianer upoii Aherdeen just failed to secure its
disptur.
end heforr tlu" ilepartiire of Mensiktn\ (llarendon had become

nature of his demautls, and Aherdeen later acknowletlged that they were tuireast>nahh\
'Fhr (juesliou of how far Meujiikov exeeedt'd his instructions
ran he inferred fn>m tlte sinumary i»f tliem ((pioUHl suftra, pp, 304-8),
It is elear that he had a ^u>od deal of latitude,
htit, hardly deeiileth
'i'he elaims tmdrr Kutehuk Kaiuartlji W(U*<! tmdouhtfxlly intended

alarmed

at the

as \n make Turkey j^rant Russia
As att alliance was
certain spe<'i:d rights of reliedous interferenee.
aim
also sup,p;rsted, it seems hndtimate tti infer that lh(‘

ti»

he

was

deiinf'il

to

and

rxteiu!e<l

si)

make Turkey dependent on

InfluetH'es,

partieularly Fmejand's.

and to <‘xelude other
Mensikov se<uns to have

Rtissia
Btit

vague inst ruet tons j\ist hied, especially
A curious
iti demanding the appiuntment t>f patriarehs for life.
It was that
stiggestion was put hy Lord (lowley at tin* time.
MenSikov was earryiite, out the policy t)f the extreme Orthodox
party and forcing tlte (Izar^s liand. As Oowh^y had experience
It seems certain
at Clonstantinople his <tpinion is wfuih something.

gone rather

farllier

than

his

of the Orthodtjx party, Men.^ikov was a
great deal more insistent titan Nesselrode would havt^ becut. His
violenee was at tmee exlrcutie am! yet misplaced. Also, contrary
to the old opittions, he utultnihletlly expelled M<‘luunet Ali and
R(\sehid\s subsequent
put iti Res(‘hitl to he Rtissia’s instrument
refusal to carry out the bargain was tutexpeettHl by Mensikov,
and otily iUusirat<*.s his egregiotts miseaUmlations. On the whole,
that, being

an

(‘xtrentisl

.

Orlov was probably riftht in thinking that, if he had Ixxni scut on
the mission, he would have got mt^st iif wltat Mtm.^iktjv stmght and
that Russia desired.
The Czar’s decision U> invade the Prine>ipaliti(\s was the measure
which, beyond all others, led to wan I'he Russiiin contention
that it was justified hy the advance f)f the h'ranco-Hrilish sqttadron
In the first place the move
to Besika Buy hud no basis in fact.
was decided before there was any knowledge in St. Petcrsl)urgh

all

of the fleet movement. In llu'- .seeond place the fleet^ movement
did not violate the Straits Clonvention, whereas the Russian crossing
of the Moldavian boundary did. 'I’he Russian attempts to justify
their action were clumsy and uneonviiuang and were avowedly
put forward as a means of inducing Tmdu^ to accept the Czar’s
demands. None the less, it is important to not<^ that Nicholas
did not intend to produce war by this atuiom It was only an
extension of the unfortunate bluff mtuhods which he had begun
when he made his military preparations and sent MenSikov on his
^

*

mission.
Setting aside the occupation of the Principalities the Czar
behaved well during the period of the ‘ Vienna Note,’^ He was
indeed privately consulted beforehand, but his acceptation pure et
simple of the " Note ’ implied a good deal of concession from the

THE czar’s blunder
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public point of view. On the other hand, Nesselrode’s ‘violent
interpretation of the ‘ Vienna Note was not only unfortunate,
but its revelation to the public justified almost every suspicion as to
Russia’s designs on Turkey. As it was it caused both France and
England to drop any idea of forcing Turkey to accept the ‘ Note.*
It also convinced Clarendon of the need of sending the British
fleet to Constantinople.
Yet this violent interpretation may be
too hardly judged. It was not actually official and may be considered as one of those ‘ interpretations on which no nation insists
save in extremity. However that may be, there can be no doubt
that not only Nesselrode, but the Czar himself, disavowed any such
interpretation at the meeting with Franz Joseph at Olmiitz, and
showed an extreme anxiety for peace. Clarendon’s refusal of this
overture lays a heavy responsibility upon England, especially in
view of the fact that Austria accepted it, and that France thought
of doing so.
The Czar’s attitude towards Turkey after the declaration of
’

’

‘

’

’

war was

certainly a moderate one and showed a desire, if possible,
Like every Russian statesman he was unto avoid extremities.
sparing in his criticism of Stratford, at the time that statesman
was making his last effort for peace. But it is evident that the Czar’s
armies were kept strictly on the defensive. The ‘ massacre of
Sinope ’ was a perfectly legitimate operation of war and, in view
of the previous attacks by the Turks and of their open declaration
of war, one which they had no right to resent. The fact that they
and their allies did so does not mean that the Czar at this stage
precipitated matters. Accustomed to command and irresistible in
authority at home, he had come to think that high-handed methods
would equally succeed abroad. They probably would have done,
had they not driven England and France into partnership against
him. It was here that Aberdeen’s methods proved so unfortunate.

Nicholas thought that he could rely upon AlDerdeen first to induce
the British cabinet, next to acquiesce in Russia’s demands, next
to prevent any working arrangement with France, and at any
rate to keep England out of war. Nicholas found reason to believe
that Aberdeen might fail in the first two aims. But he never
believed, until too late, that he could possibly fail in the last. So,
in a rather tragic sense, Aberdeen was responsible for the war and
it seems that he felt the responsibility.

APPENDIX VI
Aberdeen’s Letter to the Queen justifying the Despatch
OF THE Fleet into the Black Sea (December 22, 1853)
Aberdeen

to the

Queen

Lord Aberdeen presents his humble duty to Your Majesty.
He begs to inform Your Majesty that the Cabinet took into con‘

2

L

ArrKNHtx

5t4

,Hit!rnuion to-day ihr

vi
!a*^t

ai^kudekn to the queen
pn^posal m.ulo hy

Frrnch Government

tlir

for a joint action of thr iMiolish and Frrnrh fleets in the Black Sea.
In addition to thr jn'otertinn n\‘ thr 'Furkish territory, it was also
proposefl in protect the ’Fnt kish tla|'» hy whic'h means tlte dominion

of the Sea wotthi he r\ehrstvety possessed hy

Allied Fleets.
I'hls proeerdini; is iotnnled on tlir aflair of Sittope, and if carried
into exerntiotn will douhtless very effectually (dteck all military
It is to he acemnpanied hy a proposal
operations of the Unssians,
that Fraiu'e slundd join this eonntiy in inakinit it a condition with
the Turks that they shoultl refer the terms of peace to the discretion
id’ Fm,i*ktnd and France, in cotrsideration of so !.p*eat a .servh'e.
th<'

even prohat»Ie, tluil this detnsion may so far
provoke the resentment i»f ttie Russian ( iovermnent, as either to lead
hnt Lord Alierdeen
to a declaratiiin of war, or to arts <4 retaliation
"

It

is

possible, aiu!

;

believes that tlte accidental tollisions, which niuler the present
state of things wottUl ittevitahly have taken place, render the
Lord Aberdeen would
proptwetl instnuiions ntU more dangerous.
have hesitated to aEree to this prt»posal, had it not he<'u evident
that the eontimtanee of the F’reneh AHlanee dt'pentled upon its

was slateti vety une{|uivt»eally that the Emperor of
the f’'rt'nch would either cKecute the pmject alone, or that he, would
and the whole tone of the French
withdraw his licet to d'oulon
Ciunmunirations was (’xactiuf^ and peremptory, 'I’his appeared to
he mainly owinit to the present state of feeline, in Fraitee, in conseand niifortunately, ptthliek opinion in
quenee. <»f the Sinope allair
atioption.

It

;

;

country wtniUl not permit die risk of iUssolvinp; the Alliance at
a little nuu'c ludependance [,nc].
this juncture hy the ass«'rtlou
It is a. proof, however, tliat little reliance cati he placed upon such
a ctinnectiom
‘The Cabinet suiisetpiently proceeded tt> consider the situation
of Lord Palmerston in his relation to die tJovennuent, Lord
Aberdeen was deeply impresseci with the ctij^eney and force of the
considenitunrs staled in the letters wlFudi he had the honour ol
hut he felt that he
receiving front Your Majesty this inornitig
could not personally place himself in opposition tti the general wish
It appears that Lord Palmerof the Cabinet upon such a subject.
ston has expressed himstdf in variotis cpiurters, and in the strangest
terms, as lieing sou-sihU: of die hasty step he had taken, and of
having acted under a misconeeption. Ih* declares his readiness to

this

;

reconsider his objections to the

Reform

Bill,

and

to

do

his best to

an understanding with his colleagues. Under the circumstances, it was resolved tliat no concession ofany^ important portion
but that, if I^nxl Palmerston
of the measure should be made
could be satisfied by submitting ct^rtain details to fair discussion, it
might be permitted. It was also resolved that the first overture
All
for a reconciliation should come from Lord Palmerston himself.
these considerations were greatly promoted by the reluctance of Sir
George Grey to take office, as well as by the effect which, in the
opinion of many members of the Cabinet, would be produced in

come

to

;

APPENDIX

VII

— NAPOLEON

5I5

the House of Commons to the safety of the Government by the
secession of Lord Palmerston.
*
Lord Aberdeen doubts very much whether this attempt can
succeed, as Lord Palmerston must be prepared to make sacrifices
of opinions, principles, and consistency scarcely to be expected.
At all events, it may be considered a matter of necessity to effect
this reconciliation, if possible ; but it is a little like what has already
been done to secure the French Alliance.

‘London.

APPENDIX
Napoleon

Ill’s

Explanation of

Dec[ember]

22, 1853.’*

VII

his

Threat to act alone

be much doubt that the strong French
demand of December 19, 1853 {vide supra^^^. 376-7), produced the
British consent to enter the Black Sea. That is admitted by Aberdeen in his letter of December 22 to the Queen {vide App. VI).
The demand would not have been accepted but for a private
*
The Emperor
letter from Cowley of December 20 to Clarendon.
is so convinced of its necessity that he is prepared, should it become
[There does not seem

to

necessary to carry it out alone,’ This clinched the matter, but the
information came from Drouyn de Lhuys, not from the Emperor,
and it appears that it was either not true or an exaggeration.]
Cowley to Clarendon, December 20, 1853.
Pte, Clan MSS,
Cowley to Clarendon, December 23, 1853, refers to ‘my
conversation with the Emperor yesterday evening (22nd).
He [Napoleon] had blamed the style of the despatch [of 19th]
which Drouyn [de Lhuys] had sent Walewski.’ Napoleon then
complains that he cannot oversee everything. ... In the present
’

‘

‘

case for instance Drouyn came to me on Monday [19^] after his
conversation with you [Cowley] I agreed with him that, notwithstanding the objection made by your government to our proposition
we should persist in it, and if the worst came to the worst that we

whether he

may

write to
Walewski in this sense. I gave my permission to him and he goes
home and, without any further reference to me, sends off the
it, I
despatch of which you complain. As soon as I saw
acted inadvisedly and foolishly and that I

should undertake

it

alone.

Drouyn

asks

that he had
a useless menace.
could not approve of his despatch which contained
Emperor hjmself.j
[Cowley then describes how he criticised the
[Napoleon], he did not for one
‘
I [Cowley] did not spare him
moment attempt to justify Drouyn’s proceeding.’

Drouyn

from the origin^
Roy, Arch, This has been reproduced
the draft
permission of His late Majesty, and compared with
quoted
99-100. Part of this has already been

MSS. 43048, pp.

Martin, Triumph of Lord Palmerston, 169-90.

by Kings! y

r.l6

To

ArPENniX'vn- -COWtKY ON FRENCH POTHCY
coinplt'tc

tlic

picture

utld

tiiis.

(’.owlcy

to

Clarendon,

‘There is unfortnnalely no aecountinp; for
ib5'P*
we can neither see
French polity. It dejiemls on so many thiiifts
"
Drouyit was making
nor control. I know th.u at tlie moment wlven
alone with tin' ITench fleet if
his ridiculous menace about acting
conversawe wouhl not go with him. the Ihnperor in a confidential
saiil “ I can have but one
tion with a person who repe.atetl it tt> nu\
ilireet intimacy with
policy whether it is pc.ice or war, it is

December

England.”

J'),

’

•

(.'/«».
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UNPUBLISHED DOCUMENTS
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precedes a quotation from an unpublished document,
partly printed elsewhere. Where a quotation is made in text and the reference
is in the note both are given, e.g. 91, n. 131.
Where the quotation is in the
note alone, the note is given followed by the page, e.g. n. 275, 443.]
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X07-8, refuses his terms, 108
Mehemet Ali withdraws demand
for Husrev’s dismissal (Sept.), 109.
Authorises GuUmn^ decree (Nov. 3),
x6o-i, his power untouched by,
162, Penal Code authorised by
(1840), 231, n.
Ali’s delight at

Husrev

(May)

345.
his

and

Mehcmet
dismissal

Sami

of

bey

mission, failure of, 117-8 ; sends
ultimatum to Mehemet Ali (Aug.),
deposes him (Sept. 14), 119, 131
deposes grand prince and appoints
Emir Beshir Kassim (Oct. 9), 123,
182 ; n. 265, 442 ; receives captured flag of Ibrahim (Oct. 2),
of
submission
accepts
126 ;
Mehcmet Ali (Dec. 27), 138. He
grants equivocal firman to Mehemet
Ali (Feb. 13, 1841), 139, dismisses
Reschid (March), 163, sends satis-

factory

frman

to

Mehemet

Ali

submission, 143
Reaction and Reform (1841-52). Undue
influence of Sultana Valid6 and
Riza (1841-5), 163 ;I65, 187-9,
223-4. His assurances to Stratford,
He refuses to execute a
165.

(June

i), his

;

M.F.A. Minister

for Foreign Affairs.

Abdul Medjid

cont.

blasphemer (1841), 225, n. 335.
Apostasy, favours mercy, 225.
Stratford’s

private

communica-

with,

tions

226, n. 337 ; gives
verbal promise to Stratford and
other persons about abolishing
death penalty (March 23, 1844),
The promise had no leg^
227.
validity, n. 335, 452, and was not
kept, 229. He founds Agricultural
School, 234.
Stratford’s representations to, abandons reform
239, 241-2, interview with (1852),

246
Crisis

He

of 1848-g.

refuses Russian

alliance (1848), 260, no question of
being asked to grant a constitution

by

im227, 436
Franz Joseph’s revoca-

Stratford,

pressed by
tion of, 244

n.

;

appeal to
Czar through Fuad in matter of
Hungarian Refugees (1849), 267-8
approves advance of British fleet
to Narrows, 503, Aali denies the
;

his direct

fact 504II

Holy Places Dispute and Crimean War
Not pro-French, letter
(1851-3).
of Nicholas to (Sept, 13, 1851),

288

authorises

;

(Feb.

1852)

and

Greek

firrrm ’
claims decision,
'

290-2 ; letter to the Czar (Sept.),
292 * ; decree partly executed (Oct.)
294 ; gives a decision in French
Czar, letter
favour (Dec.), 297.
1853), 322, dismissal
(March), 310, interviews

of, to (Jan.

of Fuad

Stratford, 322-3 ; and MenSikov
(May 13) 323-4, dismisses Mehemet

Ali

and

mat

and

appoints
views rup-

Reschid M.F.A., 324 ;
ture with MenSikov with cal
(May lO, 326, but authorises* into him, 326
formal
He dismisses and restores Reschid

m

to
(July 9). 341 ; grams fimum
Greek patriarch, 327, 340, Tries
Intemuncio
to persuade Austrian
amend * Vienna Note (Aug.),
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Mohammed

Akif,

(1787-1847), Turk.
Reis Eflendi.
(1836). His
intrigue against Pertev (1838),
124-5 J disgraced, 25, 158
His lame as a prose writer, 25 ; his
poetry quoted, 23
Albania and Albanians, Napoleon’s
designs on, n. 78, 410

MSA.

—
—

—•—

and Mustapha pasha

—revolts and

leads army to Bulgaria, its influence
on treaty of Adrianople ( 1 829), 55-6
Mahmud suppresses revolt and
massacres chiefs (1831), 56, 207

attachment of
polios, 38

-

chiefs of, to

mono-

revolt

against conscription, 29,
recruiting voluntary,
43 J
;
n,
troops used by
248, 437 ;
Mchemet Ali (1840), 120-1, and by
Omer (1842), 190
Albert, The Prince Consort on Russia
(1853), n. 445-c, 469
Aleppo, 66, 95, 105
Alexander I, Emperor of Russia
(reigned 1801-25), contrasted with

—

Nicholas

56

;

partition

schemes of 'Purkey ( 1 806) opposed
by Fox, 44, 45
concurred in by
Napoleon (1807), 48-9, n. 88
opposes guaraxitce of integrity to
Turkey (1814-5), 51-2 ; designs on
Ionian Isles defeated by Castlercagh, 52
plan for veiled protectorate of Balkans (1824), 56
Alexander 11 , Emperor of Russia
(reigned 1855-81), visits England
as Czarevitch (1839), 97
;

;

Alexandretta, 95, loi
Alexandria.
British
to
expedition
Castlcreagh
on,
(1807),
45,
Mchemet Ali on, 117, n. 170;
Franco-British blockade threatened
(^^^33)» ^5 ; Turkish fleet surrenders in harbour of (July 14, 1839),
t Palmerston seeks information for capture of (Oct.), 109-10
missions of Napier and Fanshawe
to (Dec,), 133-6 ; Napier again

(Fcb.-March
1841),
139;
mentioned, 65, 95, 107, 117-20,
at

130, 138, 143
Algiers.^

Aberdeen and French occu-

pation

of,

118-36,

resolve to allow

no

Palmerston’s
extension of
to Tunis or

French occupation
Morocco, 101 ; Mchemet
co-operation with France
n. 29, 412
Alison,

Charles
Secretary

(later

at

All’s

over,

Oriental
Constantinople
Sir),

(1844-57), letters of, 324, n. 490;
3597 n. 547 ; 443* ; report on
Bosnia (1852), nn. 319-20, 449

523
Alliances [vide sub Treaties]

Apost^

[wdfe sub

Turkey and de Red335

* 339

Pan-Arab movement and

Cali-

Sf'
452

,

in Iraq, n. 268,
442-3
Arabia [vide also sub Wah???
habis], no conscription
in, n. 248,
,

437
phate, n.
142, 419-22 passim
Ealmerston’s
error
regardine

Mehemet

Ali and, 96, n.
142 ;
Ibrahim and, 419 ; Lawrence and,
242-3

Argyropoulo (dragoman
340

to

Men§ikov).

Anstarchi, Nicholas (1800-66), Logothete of the patriarch of Constantinople (1835-66),
330

Armenia and Armenians! Under Mahmud. Protects against Kurds and
suppresses
cruelty to

derebeySy

his
9-12 ;
22 ; his
bounty to Armenian Catholic
Schools (1831), 40; deportation
of 20,000 Catholic Armenians
(1828), 22-3
Under Abdul Medjid. Reschid and
takes some individuals to Paris,

individuals,

compromised with Armenian

164,

bankers, 99, 239. Apostasy, case
of an Armenian (1843), Stratford’s
intervention, 224, 227 ; execution

defended by an Armenian in
Morning Chronicle, 228 ; a further
outrage,
228-9.
Protection of

Armenian

Protestants

(1850), statistics

Orthodox

secured

229, n. 344
Armenians at Jerusalem
re,

(1847), 285-6, n. 423

Aupick, General (French Ambassador
to Constantinople, left 1850), supports Stratford in 1849, 262

demand

re

Holy

Places

(1850),

287-8
Austria and

Austrian Government.
Policy of, towards Turkey, etc. [vide
also sub Metternich, Buol]. Agreement with France against (1810),
fears Russian desig^ on
51 ;
(1820), 52 ; views of Nicholas
expressed to (Feb. 1833), 67

Unkiar

Skelessi

and Munchengratz

(1833) [vide sub Metternich, 78-81
passim\
Crisis of i83g-4i. Prepared to intervene with England (1839), Metternich [y.if.] on the difficulties, lo6,
concurs in Five-power
n. 157 ;
27), 108 ; advocates concessions to Mehemet Ali
an n
(1840) 1 01 ; mediation ofNe
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INDEX
Bcust, Frederic Ferdinand Count, Austrian Chancellor and diplomat, on
causes of Crimean War, 280, n. 412
Bibcsco, prince, hospodar of Wallachia
(reigned 1843-8), forced by revolution to abdicate, loi

Ponsonby wants

Black Sea.

Urquhart, 112

14; 112 ;
Brunnow asks for

76, n.

to enter,

1

a closed sea,

;

12
Palmerston on clangers of British
and French entry into (July 1839),
427* ; txd'uses to allow closure of
1

Black St^a in war lime by Straits
Convention, 147
Advance to, contemplated in 1853.
Aberdeen defeats Palmerston’s proposal

(Oct.

re

357-8*

results,

;

Brunnow on

8),

Palmerston renews

proposal* (Oct. 30), 358; possible
advance unoirmially nolihed by

Clarendon

(l)cc.

Cabitict decision to
entry, 378-84
Blue Books, British. Suppressions

omissions

Mehmet

4:^ 9

'

^9%

372*, 379*

34<>*.
n. 570,

;

[liide

3<>2*.

364*.

478

aho

A<3zVM.f,200-i

;

the receding frontier,

The Mohammedan
200, n. 309.
beys, 202, n. 311 ; their pride, 203
and oppression of Christians, 205 ;
their resentment of Turkish rule
and quasi-inclcpcndence, 202 ; revolt against Mahmud’s reforms,
Hussein
defeat

‘

the

of his

Dragon
movement

’

[<7.0.],

(1831),
country,

of the
and imports, ruinous
economic policy of Turks, 212-3,
Tahir pasha’s attempts at improvement, 213. The Jugoslav movement and the Mohammedan beys,
Tahir
the revolt (184.8-9), 214-5
recalled and Omer [^.o.J put
command, defeats the beys, his
vigorous measures, 215-8
refugees to Austria, which is not
disposed to acquiesce in Omers
regime, 218, 219, n. 327 J
demanded ana
recall
pasha’s
secured by Austria, 220-2 i Bosnia’s legacy to Europe, 222

206-8 ;
exports

Convention, March 15,
1841, signs it, July 13, 143-4
and Wellington’s opinion on seapower (1839),
426
Straits

demand

to

repair

Church

of

Jerusalem (1842), n. 425, 463
Bruck, Karl Ludwig, Baron, Austrian
Constantinople
at
Intcrnuncio
(1853-5), arrived Constantinople

14 June, 1853, 347, 384* ^
Brunnow, Ernest Philip, Baron, Russian
.

representative in London (1839-54)

Treaty
abrogated, n. 214, 433"4

Unkiar

now

Skelessi

5

special

missions

of,

;
;

Czar’s visit to London (1844),
conversation with Aberdeen and
presentation of Memo (Dec. 3) 254
recommends exchange of letters,

Palmerston gives private warning to,
Refugees
re demand for Hungarian

sub Herzegovina,
Montenegro], distribution of Serbs,
Croats atid Mohammedans, 203
essential unity of, as seen in Serb and
Mohammedan poems, 203-5 ; the

Bosu'ia

initials

;

254-8

nn. 290-1, 445

339*.

40-1

Lon-

and

2^8-7, n. 338
Apostasy
Oriiims of Crimean War (/^5/?)>
3'-i(>t.

1

in

On

Alt

;

d'affaires

views on no guarantee in Straits
Convention, n. 215, 433^4

of—

etc.

44(5-7

(1800-69), chargi
don (1839-41),

and

;

32, 43 <)t
Syritw,

Bourse, M., French diplomat, Palmerston on, 1 51* ; interview with
Aberdeen over Syria, 197, n. 305
Bourqueney, Francois, Adolphe, Baron

1839-40, no*, n. 167
a danger in delay (1841), 140

n-13), 375 -^5
send,

525

fertility

J

m

(Oct. 2, 184,9), n. 392, 480
.
inciCrisis of 1832-3 on Charlemagne
dent, 293, n. 440 ; relations with
,

Aberdeen, 299-300, n. 451 ; 335 >
His interpretation of
n. 503.
Kutchuk Kainardji, n. 445 > 487“9 J
gives Clarendon text of ^Nesselof
rode’s ‘violent interpretation’
*
Vienna note ’ (Sept. 16), 349 »
warns Aberdeen against entering

544
the Black Sea (Oct. 8 ), 357-8*
Influence on Times, 335
Treaties]
ucharest, Treaty oflrddesub
Lytton-Earle-ulwer, William Henry
Lord
afterwards Sir Henry and
at
Darling, Secretary of Emba^y
Constantinople (1838), and Comas
mercial Convention, incorrect
35-8 ;
to French Convention,
n. 6B,
fairness to Urquhart, 35,
Ponsonby on, 35-o »
408 :
views on Soult and

^

Paris (1839-40),
Louis Philippe, 430

.

Jpsias, Ritter
unsen, Christian Charles
Minister
(1791-1860), Prussian

von
at London
at Holy See^(i 827 39)>

uol-ScLue^tein,^

303

instructions, n.
;

(^^Tq)

455 '^? 47®

>

;

:

INDEX
Buol-Schaucnstcin, C'ount—

and Vienna Conference and Note,
and Clnmt/., failure
341-9 passim
;

of project, 331, 3 rvH>
ii^^tred
Burke, Edmund, on 'rurkey, 7
of (1791 )» 44
59 ^^ord
Holland and, 34 ; quoted, 31)3, 343
J

;

;

Caillier, Cai)itainc, reaches Ilirahiiu
with instructions from Soult and
Mehemet Ali and stops him going
to Konich (June 127, iB39), 105
British
Frederic William,
Calvert,
Consul at Dardanelles (1845-6:2),
his insistence as to Parker passing
hb
the Narrows, 365, 50-1-3
action disavowed and open to
question, 505-G
Campbell, Cohyncl Patrick, British
;

(';onsul-(4 cneral

and

Agent
Egypt

(arrived June
advocates concessions to

Aga

Cengi<?

in

1833),

1,

1837) in FIcrzegovina—

(d.

tyranny and murder by
Montenegrins, 2oB-n
symbolic
importance of his death to Serbs,
211-2
importance of poems concerned with, folk-ballad, 209!,
poem by Maiurauic^ 2U and n.
Charlema/inef French warship
incident
of its passing the Dardanelles
5^955-5; mentioned, 312,
508
Ohekib pasha in London (1840-1), 115,
* 43“4
Memo on Straits
*
>
39
subdues Lebanon
(J 645)1
his

;

;

—

>

J

(1845), 196
CJhekib Eflemli, his books against the
jaui/./.arics (1807) republished by
Mahmud (1826), 21
Ctilonel
(later
General)
Ghesney,

Francis Raudon, his Euphrates
route pr<»ject, 12, 94 view on Acre,
;

4L

493.

Mehemet

Chrzanovski, (Jeneral Adalbert, Polish

Ali (July- Aug. 1839), 107-8 ; recalled by Palmerston (Sept,), 107,

exile in 'Furkish service
Sent by Palmerston to Asia Minor,

J09

91, 93, n, 1*34 ; on Turkish army,
30, n. 48
His influence on Ilusrcv, in getting
him to accej>t the agreement of the

Canning,

George,

MJOi.

1807-9,

Prime Minister
j8!27,
quoted on prospects of alliance
with Turkey (1798), 46, and on
condenius DuckNapoleon, 47
worth’s expedition (t8o6), 46
His first Eastern policy (1807-9),
alliance but mt guarantee, 46-7,
48
His stcond Eastern policy (18a a -7),
i8au-7,

;

co-operation with Russia, 46, 73-4 ;
on Palmerston, and
influence
comparison with, 55 ; and Disraeli,
warning against guarantee
46
noted by Palmerston, 269 ; maxim
;

0^7

3 t>5

Canning, Stratford

sub

[vide

clifFe]

de Red-

—

Origins French
and British, nn, 425-6, 464 ; and
freedom of trade, 34, 232-4
Castelbajac, Barth^lcmy Dominique

Capitulations,

the.

Jacques Armand, Marquis de,
French Minister at St. Petersburgh
(1844-5), and Nicholas, 1853, 287,
n, 428
304, XI. 457
305, n. 459 ;
n. 568, 477
Gastlereagh,
Robert Stewart, 2nd
Marquess of Londonderry, quoted
on Duckworth’s expedition (1807),
45, on Greek revolt, 52
Catherine, Empress of Russia (reigned
;

;

Five Powers (July 27, 1839),
Chief military adviser at Constantinople, 497
114
Circassia, Ponsonby and, 75-6,
Clanrit'arde, Click John dc Burgh,
Martjuess of, Ambassador at St.
reports
Petersburgh
( 1 838-4 1 ) ,
overture of Nicholas (Dec. 1040),
Palmerston’s reply,
251-2,0.371

m

;

CIarend<>n, George William Frederic
Villiers, 4th Earl <yf
Dissent with
Privy Seal (1B40-1).
Cabinet
from
Flolland
Lord
Minute ( i B40) , 113, 486-8
M.F.A. (1B53-8), his view of Straits

m

222 ; his
148-9,
contribution to Stratford’s instructions (Feb. 1853), 3*4 >
share in decision as to Rose’s summoning of the Fleet, 311-2 ; his
faith in Nicholas, 3 1 3, n. 475 ; 336 ;
approves Stratford’s action over
Holy Places, 317 ; decision to send

Convention,

Besika Bay, 333*^1 334-6 >
on public opinion in England, 336,
n, 506, attacks on, in press, 337 ;
approves Stratford’s restoration of
connexion with
Reschid, 341 ;

fleet to

Vienna Note,’ 343-5

confession

1763-96), designs on Constantinople, disavowed by Nicholas, 68 ;
disavowal disbelieved by Pal-

as to public opinion, July 6, 344***
blames Stratford over Turkey for re-

merston, 75

jection of

Mentioned, 56, 271

‘

his later

*

;

Vienna Note,’ 347 - 9 .?

admission of error in

this

—

—

;

,

INDEX
Clarendon, Earl

of—

Cowley

respect, n. 524, 474. He receives
Nesselrode’s ‘Violent interpretation*
*

Vienna Note and ceases to
press it on Turkey, 349-50, 353,
dilHculties with llussell
n. 534
and Palmerston, 353
He refuses NaSeptember- J/ovember,
of

527

*

;

poleon’s request for the fleet, 352-3;
decision with Aberdeen to send
fleet to Constantinople (Sept. 23),

cont.

^

nn. 469-70 ; on Napoleon Ill’s
views on fleet entering the Black
Sea (Dec.), 378 " 7 j nn. 584*5 5

App. VII passim.
Crete. Fox proposes to occupy (1806),
Canning thinks of doing so
45
(i8o7),47;MehemetAliand, 101-2,
j

103, n.

1

17; Nicholas proposes to

give to England, 277,* and to
France, 276-7, n. 410 ;
Russell
suggests Nicholas will offer it to

354, nn. 536-7, 362 ; he causes
rejection ol'Olmutz overture (Oct.),
Cabinet again orders fleet
355 “^
to Constantinople (Oct. 8), 356-7 ;
his fear of the ptiblic, 37, n. 543 ;
failure to reconcile Aberdeen and

France, 335
Cyprus. Nicholas proposes to give to
England, 276, n. 410, 461 ; Disraeli and, 47
Cyril, Orthodox patriarch of Jerusalem

his differences
Palmerston, 366
he symwith AbtTdecn, 367-8
pathises with T/ie Times Editor,

(1843-76) [vide also sub Patriarch
of Jerusalem], 282, n. 416-a;
character and appearance, 284-5

>

;

;

374
His unofficial warning to
(Dec. 8), 375; Russell’s

December.

Russia

pressure, 376; Palmerston’s resigna-

374 he gives way to popular
clamour, 375 views on new French
proposition, 376-7
and Cabinet
tion,

;

;

;

of Dec.
22,
377-8
Palmerston’s letter (Dec. 27), 382 ;
the fatal despatch (Dec. 24), 378
Mentioned, 278, 299, 364, 368,
decision

and

secularises principality, 222 ;
his desire to settle boundaries of

509-13
,

Codes in Turkey
Commercial, suspended
:

(1841), 163;
reintroduced (1850), 231-2, n. 345
Penal (1840), 231, n. 345 ; Testa,
236*
Dutch minister, on, 162-3,
Stratford’s contribution to, 235
Codrington, Admiral Sir Edward, at
,*

Navarino (1827), 53, 117, 129,
168, 498 ; wants to aid Turkey
(1834b 78
Admiral Sir Henry, on Stopford’s
campaign of 1840, 498
Golloredo, Count (Austrian representaLondonh quoted on
at
tive
Montenegro (1853), 302, n. 454
Gour dc la, Edmond Ivide La Gour]
Court of Commerce, set up in Constantinople (1847), Riza’s indifference, 233; in Damascus, 486 ; and
provinces generally (1849), 233

Cowley, Henry Richard Charles Wel-

2nd Baron and

lesley,

ist

Earl,

Minister ad interim at Constantinople (1846-8). On Russia seizing
Dardanelles (1848), 257, _n. 380;
proposes secret Convention with
(1848), 149^ 260
Ambaissador at Paris (1852-67).

Turkey

Criticises

to

conduct

French

Places

over

_

and in sending
Salamis (March 1853),

Holy

Daily News (1853), 335
Danilo, Bishop and Prince of Montenegro (reigned 1851-60). Revolt
at his accession because of his
desire to secularise bishopric (1852)
221-2 ; Omer pasha attacks, 222 ;
Leiningen’s intervention,
peace
signed (March 31, 1853), 222,
301-3, n. 455 ; marries Darinka

fleet

31

1,

and

Montenegro

Turkey

(1856), n. 331, 451

Daschkov, Jacob Andreievic, Memo
on status quo for Turkey, 57, n. 95
Daud pasha of Bagdad (1817-31),
deposed by Mahmud (1830) ; reinstated and again deposed (1831),
11

Dcdcm, van Jonkheer, Dutch

minister

at Gonstantinople_(i8o7-9), quoted,
6-7, nn. 1-2,

4

Delane, Thaddeus, Editor of The TimeSy
quarrel with Aberdeen and talk
with Clarendon, 373-4*
Dembinski, Henry, Polish general in
Hungarian service, 261
Derby, Edward Stanley, 14th Earl of,
Prime Minister (1852), 298-9 ; does
not think himself bound by the
Nesselrode Memo (1854), 257 ;
view on Palmerston’s sending the
fleet to Constantinople (July 1853),

338
importance of road to
built by Reschid Mehemet (18346), 10, 27 ; Colonel Chesney on,

Diarbekir,

12

^

^

the key of Asia
Minor and suspects Russia’s desire
to cede, 90, 92-3

Palmerston thinks

it

.

INDEX

528
Diarbekir

France

conL
on, 12

Ponsonby on, and
Russian advance to, n. 148, 424
Mehemet Ali orders Ibrahim to
advance to (May 1839), 104
Ghesney

;

Diebitsch, Russian general, 55-6

;

selrode’s letter to, 57
Disraeli, Benjamin, comparison

Nes-

with

on Russia, 78 ; on
Canning, 47
Sinope in Press (1853), 375 5
quoted on Eastern Question (1877),
368
Dundas, Admiral, refuses to move fleet
at Rose’s summons, upheld by
Cabinet (March 1853), 31 1-2;
with fleet at Constantinople (Oct.),
370
;

Edhem

pasha, Ibrahim (1813-93), 323
Egypt [vide sub Mehemet Ali and
Ibrahim], importance of arrival at
Constantinople of Egyptian squadron and contingent (Aug. 12,
1853), 346, 507
Egyptians with Omer pasha
(Oct. 23), 365
Euphrates, the, route, Chesney
Palmerston on, 94-5

and

conL

bekir after Nezib, 105 ; concurs in
agreement of Five Powers (July 27),
108 ; Soult indicates a refusal to
use force against Mehemet Ali,
Palmerston’s wrath, Metternich
predicts separation, 106, n. 157 ;
French
pressure
moderates

Mehemet

demands, 109,
n. 162, but Ponsonby notes a
decline in French support at ConAli’s

no

stantinople,

the

Sebastiani
1
1 3, n.
69, 430Great
Britain
moves away
1840.
from France to Russia, but Frenchmen believe in dissensions of
British Cabinet, 1 1 1 -2 ; ‘ Sebastiani offer ’ renewed and refused
(May), 1 1 3, 431 ; Gochelet’s last
offer to Mehemet Ali refused
offer

and

;

refusal,’

‘

1

(May), 1 1 7, n. 170
Convention
of July 15 concluded without
5

France, explosion at Paris (July),
peace more likely and
130 ;
Thiers replaced by Guizot (Oct.),
Palmerston on, 130-1, n. 186
advances by Guizot and Louis
Philippe (Dec.), 140
1841. Bourqueney negotiates with
Palmerston (Jan.), 140 ; France

Convention (March
further disputes with

initials Straits

Ficquelmont, Baron, Austrian Ambassador at St. Petersburgh, interview
of Nicholas with (Feb. 1837), 67-8,
n, 105
Finn, James, Consul at Jerusalem
(1845-62), views on the Holy
Places dispute, 283-6, passim ; on
bad working of Mejliss at Jerusalem, 238*
France, policy of Government
Louis Philippe (1830-48), co-operation
of, with Mehemet Ali in North
Africa, and Palmerston’s opposition
to, 62, n. loi ; anti-Russian, 65,
68 ; Nicholas’s fear of (1833), 68,
(1840), 251-2
Anti-Russian and pro-British over
Belgium, 74; anti-Russian generally, 65 ; Nicholas’s fear of (1833),
68, (1840), 251-2 ; Palmerston’s
desire to separate from Russia,
willing to co-operate navally with
England to protect Constantinople
(1833), 65 ; joint failure to prevent

of Unkiar Skelessi,
71-2, but co-operation to prevent

ratification

Matunud from attacking Mehemet
Ali (1834), 65, n. 104
Crisis of 1839-41 partly favourable
to Mehemet Ali, 65 ; Soult’s peremptory orders to, Gaillier restrains

Ibrahim from advancing

to Diar-

15),

141

;

Palmerston and

signature (July
healing of breach by

13), 142-4 ;
speeches of Guizot and Peel, but

of
serious after-effects
British dispute, 15 1-2
1841-g. Europe. Nicholas’s

Franco-

attempt
to separate England from France
(1840-1), his fear of her causing
revolution, 251-2, offers to defend
England against her (1844), 254*
France supports British naval
demonstration against Russia and
Austria (1849), 265
French interest in Lebanon and Syria
;

[vide sub

Lebanon]

Holy Places' Dispute and origin of
Crimean War, 1842-g. First signs of
interest in

Jerusalem demand to

consul sent, 284,
Latin patriarch
dissatisfaction of
resides, 284-5 ;
Latin community and strength of

repair cupola,
286, n. 425

,*

French
1550-2.

285
Aupick’s and
case,

Lavalette’s
Places, 287 ;

the Holy
Napoleon’s pressure relaxed owing
to coup d'hat, 289, nn. 431-2.

claims

The

re

French Note and Greek
firman' (1852), Turkish duplicity,
French demonstrations,
290-2 ;
Charlemagne and Tripoli incidents
*

’

‘

INDEX
France cont,
(May-July),

292-3

settlement

;

of disputes in Jerusalem (Oct.),
294-5 ; final French victory (Dec.),
Emperor
296-7 ; Napoleon
(Dec.), Nicholas refuses recog-

529

Gaj-Ljudevit and Jugoslav movement,
450 n. 372, 457-9
Gladstone, William Ewart, Chancellor
of Exchequer (1853), letters to and
from Aberdeen, 343, n. 520 ; 352,
n- 533
366, n. 557
Graham,^ Sir James, ist Lord of
Admiralty (1853), on Rose’s summons of fleet, 3^^^
on Stratford,
348
Granville Leveson-Gower, Earl Granville, British Ambassador at Paris
(1835-41),^ sends message from
French King, quoted, 140 ; 141,
n. 204 ; omissions in Blue Book re
;

;

nition,

297
alliance rejected by
French
18^3,
England (Feb.), 312, n. 473 ;
French fleet sent to Salamis
without England’s support, 31 1-2 ;
French efforts to pass Dardanelles (July-Sept.), 352-3, 508
French action at Constantinople
provocative (Sept.), 351-2, 360
de la Gour’s report induces
Clarendon
and Aberdeen to
;

;

up

order

and

British fleet (Sept. 23)
cross
Rubicon,’ 354-5
wish to accept Olmiitz

‘

French

j

despatches

Napoleon’s pacific attitude
(Nov.), 508
new French proposition,’ Dec. 19, and Napoleon’s
threat ‘ to act alone,’ decision of
British Cabinet to send fleet to
Black Sea (Dec. 22) and results,
376-8, 380-4, 513-6 passim,
Control of Press in Near East.
Echo de V Orient
in French pay,*
Courier
and Journal de Smyme,
;

ston, Redcliffe, Russell, etc.]

Greece, Aberdeen’s hostility

;

Spectateur

Orientate,

influence

464-5

Franz

Emperor

of Austria
(reigned
revokes
1848-1916),
Austrian Constitution and impresses Abdul Medjid, 244
correspondence with Nicholas (1853),
mentioned, 262
303*
Frederic William IV, King of Prussia
(reigned 1830-60), supports AngloPrussian Bishopric at Jerusalem,
Nicholas relies on him,
443+
Josef,

;

;

;

letter to (1854),
Frontier, historical

45^
importance and
significance of, between Bosnia
and Croatia, 200, 205
n. 309 ;
and
between Montenegro and
448
Herzegovina, 208-9 and n. 331,
;

;

Prince Danilo’s desire to rectify
(1856), n. 331, 451
Fuad
Mehemet pasha (1814-69),
character, 308 ; interest in education,
special mission to
234 ;
Russia (1849), 262, 267-8 ; M,F.A,
(1855), fiis share in anti-Russian
decision over Holy Places and
Russia’s wrath, 307*, Mensikov’s
insult
n. 464

and
;

his

resignation,

aftermath, 310

308,

1828,

;

461
Grey, Charles,

2nd

M.F,A,

Earl,

on Napoleon’s designs
on Albania and Dalmatia, n. 78,
Prime Minister (1830-4), on
410
(1806-7),

on

Moniteur Ottomanc, 37 ; n. 33, 403
French claims in respect to Holy
Places since 1528, British view of,

to, in

quoted (1841), 58; Palmerston
and Grey revise frontier (1832),
Nicholas thinks of handing
59
over European Turkey to (1833),
68-9, but revises his view (1844n.
1853). n- 37a. 457;
410,

‘

‘

431

Great Britain, policy towards Turkey,
etc. [vide sub Aberdeen, Canning,
Gastlereagh, Clarendon, Palmer-

overture defeated by Clarendon,
355'fl

of,

;

Greece, 59

Guarantee,
territorial,
of Turkey,
granted for eight years in Pitt’s
treaty (1799), 45, n. 78
refused
Canning
by
(1809), 48) n. 86 ;
refused by Palmerston in Straits
Convention (1841), 145-6
Brunnow on its absence (1853), n. 215,
433-4
Guizot, F. F. P., French statesman,
;

,*

.

refuses Sebastian! offer (Oct. 1839),
1 13, n. 169 ; Ambassador in London
(1840), hopes to keep the peace
(Oct.), 130, n. 185 ; communication of Oct. 3, 1 30- 1, n. i86 ;

Mimoires quoted,
President of Council
(1840), 131, 140. Views, Nov. 25,
140
(1841) insists on amendments to draft convention, 141,
authorises initialling
nn. 203-4
speech
of, 141, and signature, 144
429-31 passim
n. 169, 427.

;

;

;

;

at Lisieux praised

by

Peel,

151,

224
Metternich on, 144, n. 213;
Palmerston on, 151*
Connexion with Princess Lieven

n.

[?•»•].

131

Gulhani Decree
reform]

[vide

sub

Turkey,

1

1

;
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Hafiz pasha, Turkish Cornmander-inGhief in Syria,

his intrigues against

Ibrahim (1839)

and passage of

the frontier, 103; his decision to
fight and defeat at Nezib (June 24,
1839), 104-5
Haiduks [vide sub Bosnia]
Halaat pasha, success in Iraq (i8io),
executed, 23
XI, 23
Halil pasha, plots against Pertev, 24-5,
Gapudan pasha in Syria
n.
;
;

29

(1844), weakness of, 194-5, n. 29G ;
misand apostasy (1843), 225
;

government at Smyrna, 239
Haratch, meaning of, and Palmerston,
39’*'
abolished by Stratford, 235
amount, 405, n. 53

;

;

in Herzegovina, 209, 2 1
Herbert, Sidney, later I.ord PFerbert,

on Cabinet of (Oct,

letter

8, 1853),

358, n. 545

—

corit

Mehemet Ali
(1839-40), 105,
demands dismissal of, 107 Porte
on point of yielding but coerced by
Ponsonby (July 27-8, 1839), 108
demand for his dismissal aban;

;

doned

His connexion

(Sept.), 109.

with the Gul/iarid dacrecy no, i6i.
Disgraced (June 1840), 117, 163;
punished,
pro-Russian
231-2
(> 8 r) 3 )< 32C, 360
Hussein, Kara, th(* Black, chief agent
;

in destroying thejanizzaries (1826),
16-20, 23-4
Hussein, ‘ the Dragon of Bosnia, revolt
and defeat, 55-6, 206-8
’

Ibrahim bash a, son of Mehemet Ali.
Appearance, 34-5 a mere soldier,
and the Arabs, 29, n. 44
64
is sent to Greece,
n. 142, 419
defeated at Navarino (1827), 53
1

;

;

;

Herzegovina [vide also sub Bosnia,
Montenegro] haiduks in, 200 ; semiconnexion
free tribes in, 208*
with, and independence of, Monte,

j

negro, 209, illustrated in songs,
tyranny of Oengid
n. 318, 449 ;
Aga [q.v,] , 208-9 his assassination
;

by Montenegrins, Turkish reprisals,
symbolic importance of his
210*
;

death, celebration in folk song
by Ma'/uranid, 21

and

General Paraguay, French
Ambassador at Constantinople

d’Hilliers,

853-4), arrival (Noy. 15, 1853),
369 ; co-operates with Stratford
for peace (Dec.), 379 ; view on
entry of Allied Fleets into Black
on Napoleon’s desire
Sea, 381*
;

for peace, 508

;

;

against the Sultan, 62 ;
campaign in Palestine and Syria
complete victory at
(1831-2),
invested by Sultan
Kouieh, 63
with Adana (May 1B33), 65
Syria
in
Administration
(1833-40),
brutality in
economics of, toi
enforcing cons(Tiplion, 102, 179 ;
threats

;

;

419

n.

142,
Beshir,

;

179,

Lebanon

hold on Emir

his

4B2

revolt

;

(Junc-July

in
118,

1840),
180-1
n. 171 ;
Campaign of 183^-41 on the frontier
(1B39), not the aggressor, 103
ordered to press on to Orfa and
Diarbekir, 104 ; complete victory
induced
at Nezib (June 24), 104
by Frencli agencies to suspend
;

;

Colonel (later Sir) George
Lloyd, Agent and Consul-General
Campbell
succeeds
Egypt,
in
action
(Oct. I, 1839), 109-10
(Sept.),
recalled
119;
(1840),
returns (March 1841), 139
131
Holland, Lord, on Fox and Turkey,

Hodges,

;

;

his dissent from
54; n. 92, 41 1
Cabinet minute forwarded to the
Queen (July 8-9, 1840), 113, 487-8
Htibner, Joseph Alexander, Count.
;

Austrian Minister at Paris (1849540 455 ^
58), 355»
;

Hungary, revolution in,
declines to intervene

Palmerston
on behalf of

(1849), 259
Refugees in Turkey, Palmerston s
effective intervention on behalf of,
261-8 passim

Husrev,

Husrev

Mohammad

Pasha

(1769appearance,
i6i ;
Personal
1855).
Seraskier
(1827-36), 24, n. 27.
Prime Minister (1838), 26.
G.V,

advance on Konieh, but occupies
AustroOrfa and Mara.sh, 105
British attack on (Sept.), 120-3
Stopford’s capture of Beyrouth and
[Q.]Ornet
at
victory
Napier’s
Chahouane over Ibrahim (Oct.),
capture of Acre
124-6, 428;
Ibrahim in
(Nov. 4), 126-30
leaves Damascus,
retreat,
182,
;

;

;

loses

men but saves his guns,

appearance in

retreat, 135

losses, 134, n.

193
B46-8)
and England, 152
Palmerston on, 153

In Europe

( i

V isit

.

to

1
;

34-5

;

total

F ranee

Napier and

;

deposes his
father, investiture and death, 153
;

Mentioned, 67-8, 70, 83, 88, 95, 129,
n. 248, 437
483-5
133, i86
;

;

Illyrian Movement [vide sub Jugoslav]
Integrity
of Ottoman Empire and
Pitt and Fox,
British statesmen
44 ; Canning (1807), 46, n. 80
:

1

;

;
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Jochmus, Baron

Integrity—

Aber54 » Castlereagh, 52
Palmerston
deen (1828), 54 ;
(July i:, 1833), 73; (1848), 260,
and how Turkish
278
n. 388

53>

;

;

;

220,
imperil
(1850),
n. 329 ; Bloomfield (1850), 270,
n. 402 ; Seymour (1853), 272-7 ;
Clarendon (1853), 312, n. 475 ;

outrages

336
and France. Napoleon on, 45
Nicholas’s pledges re
and Russia.
in(1833), 68
(1829), 57-8
structions to Men§ikov, 307, Strat,•

A.,

Hanoverian gen-

used by Palmerston in Asia,
91 ; on state of Turkish army
Chief of Staff in
(1842), 167

eral,

;

Syria

(1840), 121-2, 134, 187,
n. 277 ; n. 178, 416, 428 ; n. 192,
passim
429>
Prince de, on
Francois,
Joinville,
Gulhani decree, 16 1, n. 231 ; and
Stopford, 119; how far implicated
in surrender of Turkish fleet (1839),
n. 148-C, 425
Jugoslav, the, movement, its relation

;

ford on, 315, and incompatibility
of secret alliance with integrity,

Mahmud’s

( 1
1

830- 1)3

2

ally,

457-9

(1851,

332
Iraq.

to Panslavism (1848-51), 214-5,
n. 322 ; and Czar Nicholas gener-

;

1 1

- 1 2,

Mehemet

of
subjugation
importance of this,

Ali’s threat to,

_

•

o
Commissioner in Syria
.

i930>

population

statistics

45<5

Jumblatt, Said Bey, Druse

chief,

174;

his residence attacked, 195

94

Russia suspected of designs on,
n. 148, 423 ; Nejib pasha in, 239;
n. 268, 442
Izzet Mehemet,

;

recall, 187,
(1840), corruption and
nn. 277-8 ; G.V. (1841-2), opposes

reform, 164-5, 224, 235 ; his ^olence against the Lebanon, 187 i

Kinglake, a. W., merits of his History,
456 ; quoted on Sinope, 373 5 on
cabinet of Dec. 22, 377; on
his bias
Stratford, 317, 347, 3^0
against
against, 314, 45^ ,
Napoleon III, 456, 508
Kitchener, Horatio Herbert, Lord, on
;

abuse of Mejliss at Katanauni
agreement with Welling238*
ton on Russian advance in Persia,

dismissed, 189, 224

;

Janizzaries, the, revolt against, under
Mustapha the Bairactar, its failure,
Chronicler quoted
5-7 ; Turkish Court
on, 16, 17, 18, 399; demoraUsahatred
tion of, 15-6 ; Mahmud’s
16 ;
of, inspired by Selim, 7, 12-3,
plans to destroy them, 16-7 ; their
revolt against him and destruction,
their lack of support from
1 8-20 ;
the people, 20-1 ; actual numbers

their

n.
23 ;
22,
destroyed,
and
provinces
destruction in the
against,
Iraq, 20 j Chelib’s book
republished by Mahmud, 21, n. 21
TellaCic

Bazim, Joseph,

de

Count.
^

Ban of Croatia a frontier, 202,
(1848-9)
n. 310 ; during revolution
appeals to Slavs, 214-5
murder by
Jew, A, threatened with
Latins in Jerusalem (1848), 285
Salonica^d
Jews, the, reforms and, at
Stratford
GulhanS decree, 162 ;
repreand, n. 366, 454 ; 485 5
sented in Mejliss, 237, 4°°
PalmerBritish policy towards,
proposals for protection ot

n. 131
t
/
charge
Klezl, Edward von, Austrian
d'affaires at Constantinople (1853),
conveys ambassadors’ note to
.

Men§ikov, 328, n. 497
moveKolldr, J^n, and the Panslav
ment, 214, n. 322
Kossuth, Lajos, Hungarian statesman,
^

seeks refuge in Turkey (1849), 261
Palmerston’s solicitude for, 263

Kurds, the, and

Mahmud,

chieftains,

subdued by

9-1

Agreement

Kutaya,

;

of

Treaties]

Kutchuk Kainardji Treaty

sub

\pide
r

1.
sub

[vide

Treaties]

:

ston’s

(i839-4i),n. 275, 443-4
,
Aberdeen
Palestine and Zionism,
and, results to 1856, n. 2*^, 444-5
Palestine,
total population of, in
in 1839, 443§

at

Ambassador
E LA CouR, French
Constantinople (1853), opposed
by Stratford over
to

summonmg

fleet

Constantinople (Sept,), 351

,

on decision
Aberdeen re
of Clarendon and
537
(Sept. 23), 354,

0=2.

;

influence

Reschid, 347.
hostilities,
prolonging suspension of
question of
Lalaidt, French Admiral,
surrender ol
his connivance at
Turkish fleet, 105 ; n. 148-c, 423

2

M

2

—

11

—
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Sir Frederic, Viscount Beauvale
(1839)5 British Ambassador at

Lamb,

Vienna (1831-41), and Metternich,
and closing of
81, n. 124
430
;

;

Dardanelles, 71, nn. 108-9

merston

to,

on (1839),

;

n.

Druses, 196-7

167,

Connexion with French,
177,
French agencies, 193*; n. 293,
French intrigues
445-6 passim

Jean Marie Felix,
Marquis de, French Ambassador
at Constantinople, on Holy Places
on Charledispute, 288-9, 294-6
magne and Tripoli incidents, 293,
on instability of
n. 439 ; 294

Lavalette, Charles

;

;

Napoleon*s power, 286
Lawrence, T. E., on Druses, 171 >
method of handling orientals compared with Stratford^s, 243*
Lebanon, the. Palmerston on importance of, 170*, n. 251,438; Rose
on, description and contrast with
Anatolia, 170-1
The Druses in. Area of settlement,
171 ; religion, 172, n. 252 ; feudal
organisation of, 171-5 ; military
prowess of, 172-4; Rose’s condemnation of their bad faith, 175;
Emir Beshir and, 1 78-9 ; Ibrahim
and, 179-80 ; Prince Emir Beshir
Kassim opposed by, 183 ; Turkish
intrigues with (1841), 184-5 ; they
defeat the prince, 186-7 ? their
objection to a Shehab, 188 ; they
turn on the Turks and blockade
Omer, 189-90 ; Druse Kaimakam
chosen (1843), 190 ; difficulty of
the mixed districts, 191-2 ; Russia’s

advance
to,
Maronite
193
attack on (1845) ; they spare a
Maronite convoy, 195-6
Ghekib
pasha subdues them (1845), 196 ;
;

;

Druses not disarmed equally with
Maronites, 197. Their connexion
with British, 181 n. 261, 439-42
passim ; French testimony as to,
n. 293, 446
The Maronites. Distribution, 17 1-2;
feudal inferiority of peasant, 1 75 ;
;

among,

175-6

;

the

Maronite patriarch, and

his politireligious in-

cal character, 175 ;
fluences, 176-7.
The patriarch,
anti-Egyptian in 1841, 120; Wood’s

connexion with, and influence in
appointing Shehab prince, 123,
control over, 183, n. 266.
440*
Maronites attack Druses, defeated
(Oct. 1841), 185-6
Druses unite
with, against Turks (Oct, 1842),
Maronite Kaimakam ap189-90
pointed (1843), 190 ; danger of
;

;

;

mixed

districts,

influence

\mde

191-2

;

French

refusal to
accept Halil’s settlement, 193-4 ;
infra\,

;

Pal-

426-7

forgeries

Lebanon, the cant.
attack on Druses (1845), Maronite
convoy protected by Rose, 195-6
subdued but more disarmed than

;

omitted in Blue Book, n. 297, 447
Stratford’s influence on, his plan

(March

of settlement

17,

1842),

adopted by Aberdeen, but Shehab
prince abandoned (July), 188-9;
and applied (1843), 191; his interference to prevent abuses, 192 ; not
for disarming the ‘Mountain,’ 197 ;
favours emigration from mixed
districts,
opposes application of
conscription, 197-8
Leiningen, Wester burg, Count, Austrian
Special Mission to Constantinople
(Feb.-March 1853),
his instructions and
222, 301-3
reports, 470-1
MenSikov contrasts
himself with, 309 ; mentioned,
;

;

304, 305 314
Levy, R., views on apostasy in Turkish
law, nn. 335, 339, 452
on difficulties of reform, n. 366, 459 ;
>

;

mentioned, 387
Lhuys, Drouyn de,

French M.F.A.

and naval move to
Salamis (March 1 853) 3 1 1 n. 470
attempts to get French fleet
(1852-5),

,

,

;

through Dardanelles (Aug.-Sept.),
criticised by Cowley and
508
Napoleon III, 515-6
Lieven, Prince Christopher Andreievid,
Russian Ambassador at London
(1812-34), 57. 77
Lieven, Dorothea, Princess, favours
Palmerston at Foreign Office, 74 ;
on Greek boundary, n. 98, 411 ;
resentment at Palmerston and
connexion with Guizot, 1 3
Louis Philippe, King of the French
;

(reigned

1830-48), omissions of
Blue Book in regard to (1839-48),
n. 196, 430-1 ; message to London
(Dec. 1840), 140 ; Palmerston on
diplomats of his school, 151*

Macaulay, Thomas Babington, Lord,
concurs in Cabinet decision (1840),
mentioned, 289
487
Mahmud II, Sultan (reigned 1807-39),
personal appearance and character,
14-15; words cited, 17, 21, 23, 40.
Accession, 7.
Early influences
his Creole mother, 7, 25, 51, 399,
and Selim, 7 ; his destruction of
the janizzaries (1826), 1 1 -2
;

—

—

;

,;
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Mehemet

conU

Reform in the
Internal
provinces,
21-3; the conquest
of the Kurds, 9-1 1, of Iraq, 11-12,
importance of this work, 12 ; his
protection of Armenians, and deportation of Armenian Catholics,
22, n. 25. Destruction of power of
Ali pasha ofjanina, 13 ; failure to
subdue Greek rebels, Mehemet Ali
asked for aid, 14. Mustapha subpolicy,

provinces (1826, 1831, 1837), 40-1
towards rayas, 22-3,
40-1 ; attempts at modernisation
generally, 21-2, 26-7
(c) Financial
and commercial reforms.
to repress corruption,
Attempts
28{b)

Toleration

8,

and introduce economy, 31-2;
British
Commercial Con-

the
vention of 1838,
influence on, 35-7
id) Attempts to

personal

his

influence public opinion

Pamphlet, 21 ; Moniteur
Ottomane [q.v.l, 26, n. 33
and navy, reorganisation,
(e) Army
31, nn. 48, 50
(/) Foreign policy. Influence on Treaty
of Bucharest (1812), 50 ; blunders
after Navarino (1827), 53; asks
and press.

England

for aid against

Ali (1832),

Mehemet

63; makes Treaty of

Unkiar

Skelessi (1833), 64-5, 70-1.
Wishes to attack Mehemet Ali
(1834-5), 73, 76; his secret overtures to England, 82, n. 125. The

Mission (1838-9), and
failure, 98-9, n. 148 ; his relation
to Ponsonby, 35 ; his rage against
Mehemet Ali and decision for war,
82, 99-100
Illness and death, estimate of his

Reschid

83
Malmesbury, James Harris, 3rd Earl
of, M.F.A. 1852, does not think
himself bound
by Nesselrode
services, 41-2,

Memo,

conciliatory
to
257 ;
Russia, 270 ; approves Palmerston’s wish to send fleet to Constantinople (July 1853), 338
Manchester Guardian (1853), 335, 375
Medem, Jonkheer van, Dutch Minister
at

nn.

Constantinople,
I, 2,

quoted,

6-7,

4

Mehemet

Ali (1769-1849), pasha of
Egypt. Bibliography, 416. Character, 88; Napier on, 133, 139;
Palmerston quoted on, 89-90, 1 14*
contrasted with Palmerston, 89
(fl) Early years to iSgg.
British

On

attempt on Egypt (1807), 43, 117,

cont,

victory of Konieh (Nov. 3, 1832),
63 ; France’s friendliness to, 65 ;
the agreement of Kutaya (May 5,

dued

in Albania (1831), 56, 206.
Partial failure in Bosnia, 206-8, and
Herzegovina, 209-12. Tours in
27-

Ali

n. 170 ; sends Ibrahim to Greece
(1826), 53 ; Russia’s suspicion of
(1829), 58, 97; offer of aid to
French in Algiers (1830), 62,
n. 103 ; designs on, 93, n. 135.
Syria and Tripoli, 62 ; quoted on
his friendliness to England (1830),
91, n. 130; attack on Syria (1831),

(a)

occupation
of
Adana
granted to Ibrahim, 65 ;
Palmerston’s views on, 65-6
[b) Aims of. Empire in iSgg.
Commercial Convention of 1838, 33,
n. 56 ; designs on Iraq and Persian
^833),

and

Gulf

Aden,

opposed by
not a Pan-Arab,
though stated to be by Palmerston,
Palmerston, 93-6

;

96, n. 142 passim

— Year

of

Victory.

Mehemet

Ali’s policy in

Syria,

100-2; his

(c)

iSgg

military aims, 102 ;
his naval
policy
106a mystery, 102, 416. War
begins
(April
99-100
1839),
Ibrahim not the aggressor, 1 03-4 ;

Mehemet

instructions,

Ali’s

104;

victory
107of Nezib (June 24), 104-5 »
navy surrenders (July 14) to

Mehemet Ali,

41, 107 ; n. 148, 425.
France favourable to Mehemet Ali,
7; Palmerston opposes, 106-7,
n.

158

demands

Husrev by
the Porte, 107 rebuffed by FivePower Agreement of July 27,
and abandons demand
8
(Sept.), 109
French advice to,
Consul Campbell praises
109-10
(July), 107, and is recalled by
dismissal of
;

;

;

;

Palmerston (Sept.), 109
Palmerston accepts the Sebastiani
offer to (Oct.), 113, n. 169; his
obstinacy (Oct, 16), 110, n. 166
Year of Defeat. His intranid) 1840
sigeance during first half of 1840,

—

rejoices at fall of Husrev and sends
Sami Bey to Constantinople (June),

boast against England, 1 1 7, n. 170
Convention of Four Powers, July 15
[vide sub Treaties and Agreements],
signed against him, 114-6;
he
refuses the terms, the four consuls
leave (Sept. 15). For the campaign

Ibrahim. Ponsonby induces Sultan to depose
and
Thiers
blockade Egypt,
131 ;
vide sub

protests against deposition of (Oct.)
13 1 ; Palmerston’s instruction of
Oct. 15, qualified by that of
Nov. 15, 13 1-2 ; Smith thinks his

—

,
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Mehemet

Ali

cont
reign over in Syria (Nov.), 130,
n. 184. Napier negotiates with, and

Convention signed (Nov. 27), 133 ;
repudiated by Stopford and Sultan,
Fanshawe’s mission
and
134.

Mehemet

unconditional submission (Dec. 7-9), 135-6
(e) 1841
Tear of Europe,
Ponsonby
opposes settlement,
142 ;
137,
Sultan agrees to restore hereditary
tenure of Egypt, 138 his equivocal
(Feb.
firman
rejected
by
13)
Ali’s

—

,*

Mehemet

Ponsonby
139.
induces Sultan to concede proper
settlement (April 14), 142 ; satisfactory firman sent (June i), 143 ;
French and British diflerences on,
^

Ali,

43"4

and mono-

;

56 and British Commercial Convention (1838), 33, 37;
n. 56, 406
Last phase, His visit to Garalla and
polies, 33, n.

j

^

Constantinople, 1 53 Palmerston’s
speech on, in presence of Ibrahim
and at Tiverton
(1846),
153;
(1847), 170
His deposition (1847) and death
(1848), 153
;

Mentioned,

41, 53, 58-63, 137,
140-1, 159, 163, 170, 179, 199, 423,

425,431

Mehemet Ali
in-law.

8,

—Abdul Medjid’s brotherCharacter,

308.
246,
G,V, (1852-3), 246, 296. Decides
against Russia (Dec, 6, 1852), 296 ;
dealings with MenSikov (March-

May

1853), 308-9 ; Stratford and,
318, n. 481 ; dismissal (May 13,
1853), 323-4, not due to Stratford,

33 1

Seraskier (1853-4) advocates re-

;

MenSikov

cont.

Foreign Secretary, gets

Mehemet

dismissed (May 13), 323-5
;
final struggle and failure,
325-9 ;
his departure, 329
Mollerus on his blunders, 310, and
admissions, 320-1
Ali

connexion with Reschid,
329-32; n. 467, 471-2
Menteschi, Province, misgovernment
his

239-40, nn. 357-8
Mctternich, Prince, Clement Wenceslas Lothar, Austrian Chancellor
(1824-48), quoted on Turkey’s
incapacity for reform (1841), 243
f;

and on Russian advance in Asia, 8i
views on Unkiar Skelessi and share
in Convention of Munchengratz
(i^33)>

Economic aimsy 89, 101-3

^

—

;

sistance to Russia, 326, 330-1, 346
plots against Sultan (Sept.), 350-2,
359; (Dec.), 379-80. Not reliable
as a witness, 323*, n. 467, 472
Mejliss introduced into provinces, evils
of,
Urquhart on, 238,
237-9.
n* 35^ j
Barker and Moore on,

238 Finn on, 238*
MenSikov, Prince Alexander Sergevid,
on Russian Special Mission to
;

Constantinople
304-32
(1853),
passim; character, 306; Cowley’s
suggestion rtf, 512 ; his instructions
and difficulties, 306-8
his first
steps, fall of Fuad, 308-10
his
demand for a Sened^ 315-6 scope
of his demands unknown to Stratford, 317-8; settlement of Holy
Places dispute, 319 ; the demand
of May 5, 320-3 ;
summons
Reschid, 323, and makes him
;

;

j

passim ; fails to get
Russia to reveal the Convention,
81
and to induce Palmerston to
;

agree to Four Power Pact (1834),
8 1 -2, n. 122
prepared to intervene
with
England
against
Mehemet Ali and predicts separation of England from France, io6,
n. 157 ; criticises Ponsonby and
Palmerston (1840), 138, n. 198 ;
calm as to crisis with France in
June (1841), 142-3 ; on danger of
French isolation, 144 ; rebuffed
by Russia and England over
guarantees and periodical conferences re Turkey, 145-6 ;
his
comment on Art. VXI of ICutchuk
Kainardji, n. 445-a, 467
omissions in Blue Book re, 430,
Mentioned, 61, 246, 415-7
Mohammed the Blind, Kurdish
;

Chieftain, 10, n. 9
Mollerus, Baron, Netherlands Minister
at
Constantinople
(1847- 54)

quoted, 310, n. 466
338, n.

511;

;

350, n.

321, n, 487

;

529; 381*,

505 t.
Moltke, Field Marshal, at Nezib, 104-5,
n. 155

Major, on Turkish Army, 30, n. 48
Monastir, Longworth on bad government of, 240, n. 358 ; White’s
mistake about, n. 359
Moniteur Oitomane [vide sub Turkey,
press]

Montenegro

[vide

sub Bosnia,

Herze-

govina]
refuge for fugitives from Herzegovina, 209 ; moral importance of,
21 1 and n. ; songs, 211 and n.,
difference between those of M.
and Herzegovina, n. 318 ; plot to
kill

Gengid Aga hatched

in,

and

executed, 209- x i, songs celebrating
the event, 2 x x and n.

;

J

INDEX
Nicholas

Montenegro, Czar
373-c
Peter II

I

and,

Napier, Palmerston’s regard for, and
private correspondence with, 132,

Vladika of (1830-

51), 2 10- 1, 457-c

forces raiders

;
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to surrender Zabliak (1835), 21 1
Death,
rashness in 1848, 215.

136, 497t

498

Danilo Vladika (1851-60), wishes
to secularise Bishopric, 221 ; suppresses revolt, 221-2. Xurks make
war against (1852), 222. Leiningen

Mission on behalf of (Jan.-Feb.
1853), peace signed (March 3,
the
1853), 222 ; Danilo secularises
principality, 222
atrocities in (1852-3), 222*
Danilo’s prudence
Statistics
n.
331.
re
(1856),
(1851 and 1910), n. 322

boundaries

of,

Consul at Beyrouth
reap(1835), at Aleppo (1841),
pointed Beyrouth (Nov. 27, 1841).
On Syria, 180, n. 260 on the
on bad workDruses, 439 t> 44 ^
ing of MejlisSy 238*
Morning Chronicle (1840), I 33 j f 35“0 >
(i 843 )»
on Stopford (1841), 138
whether influenced by
228
Palmerston (1844), 228*, 230;

Moore,

Niven,

;

J

J

;

(1846),
(1844-5), 230*, 235*;
152* ; (1853), 375
Morning Herald (1853), 374
Morning Post (1853), 374, n. 534
Mustapha V, Sultan (reigned 1807-8},
accedes,
dered, 7

6;

deposed

and mur-

Mustapha pasha of Albania, ominous
movements (1829), 55-6 defeated
by Reschid Mehemet (1831), 206-7
Mustapha pasha, Seraskier in Syria
;

Mehemet
(1842), 188-90 ; replaces
disAli as G.V. (May 1853), 324;
missed and restored, 341
Mustapha the Bairactar, pasha ot
Rustchuk, revolts in favour of Sehm
and

deposes

aims and

Mustapha IV,

his

defeat, 6-7, 47*8

AdNapier, Commodore (afterwards

Character,
inaccuracy of, 123*, 12b.
1 19;
Off Beyrouth (July-Aug. 1840},

miral),

Sir

Charles.

490120,
Sidon,
(Sept. 10), 120-1 ; captures
Ardaii
victory at
492 ;
122
rashn<^
heights (Oct. lo), 123-6 ;
into
of his proposal to advance
responsible
interior, 492-3 I
Stopford’s decision to attack
for

insubordma^
Acre, 127, 493"4
and
tion during the bombardment
reproof by Stopford, 128
'>

^

with Stopford, 490-2,

with Mehemet
Convention (Nov. 27)

negotiation
his

221

^

difficulties

Ali,
dis-

avowed by Smith and Stopford,
133-4, partly accepted by Palmerston, 135. At Alexandria (March
admiration for
Mehemet Ali, 139 ; his speech
on him before Ibrahim, 152-3.
His negotiation with the Druses,
7,

1841)

n. 261,

;

his

439

Emperor of the French
(reigned 1804-14).^ Canning on
his advance in Asia (1798), 49;
Emir Beshir and, 179; declares
Jerusalem not to be on his line of

Napoleon

I,

pledge as to inmarch, 284
tegrity of Turkey (1807), 45, n. 78 ;
designs on Albania and Dalmatia,
n. 78, 410, and re Illyrian movehis partition
ment, n. 322, 449
scheme with Russia {vide sub
Treaties, Tilsit], 48-9; effect of
Treaty of Bucharest on, 51
Napoleon III, Prince-President (1849Emperor of the French
52),
(1852-70). His position in regard
;

;

^

280, 286.
Coup d’etat (Dec. 2, 1851), effects
at Constantinople, 289 ; his personal intervention in Tripoli in;
cident (1852), 293-4, n.

to Latin claims

(Dec. 4), Nicholas refuses
to recognise him, 297 5 Nesselrode

Emperor

denounces him to Aberdeen, 298
he returns Russian hostility, 3^^

;
»

desire for Franco-British Alliance
to
(Feb.), 312, n. 473 ; sends fleet
Salamis (March 25), ^nd excuses
himself for doing so (29), 3^^"2 >
praised by British press (May),

intervention over the
^^^^ire
‘Vienna Note,’ 344 5
to send the fleets to Constantmople
(July-Sept.), 352-3. 508 I
(Uct.),
‘ Buol project
to accept
QCK
his threat to act alone

335

j

^

^^s

;

(Dec. 19), and effect on British
Cabinet, 376-7, Aberdeen to Cluem
on (Dec. 22), 513-5; Napoleons
explanation of his words, 515-°.

Paraguay
for peace,

d’Hilliers

508

on

his desire

Edw^d St.
Neale, Lieutenant-Colonel
John (Consul at Varna, 1847-53,
attached to Omer’s staff, 1853),
n. 552, 478
_
.
n. 2b0 ,
184,
character,
Nejib pasha,
Governor of Damascus (1840-2},

—

—

,

INDEX
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Ncjib pasha

Nicholas

cont,

up Druses,

his evil

185, 187 ;
legacy re Djebail, 190-1 ; transferred (April 1842), 188, Governor
stirs

ance, 54, 254, 271-2; Gastelbajac
on, 305 Palmerston on, 278
;

Russian

secure access to
Adrianople
at

to

failed

;

Mediterranean
(1829)

denies

;

Unkiar
n. 108;

71,
argues against it to Nicholas,

and

413
Metternich

n.

in

is

Lamb,

to

Skelessi

it

107,

;

he negotiates with
Munchengratz
at

His abrogation of
Unkiar Skelessi (1839), n. 214,
Nicholas rejects his advice
433
294.

(1833),
;

re

Balkan

457-9
to

5

nationalities,

itnd visit

London

n.

372,

of Nicholas

His view of

(1844).

commitment,
Aberdeen’s
254,
the
exhis memo and
n. 374
change of private letters, 254-5,
his view in 1849
256-7, nn. 378-9
of the commitment, n, 378, 459.
He receives a warning Irom
Palmerston (1848), 259. His in;

;

struction

enter the
view expressed to
closing the Dar-

(1849)

to

War

(1829), 57-^J > his maintenance of
this principle against Mchemet Ali
(1839), 457 * ; Nicholas’ account
to Ficquclmont (Feb. 1833), 67-8 ;
his First Partition Plan, n. 410, 461,
help offered to Mahmud and
accepted, sends Russians on the
Bosphorus (Feb.-July).
His account of the Treaty of Unkiar
Skelessi, 69, n. 106; 72; Nesselrode’s appeal to him re (1838),
n. 107, 413,
His meeting with

On status
Chancellor (1814-56).
quo (1829) toDiebitsch and Lieven,
57

Turkish

(1828-9),
55 ? his decision to
preserve the status quo in Turkey

442

Count Charles,

The

(^)

of Bagdad (1842-9), 239; n. 268,
Nesselrode,

conU

I

Metternich and Convention of
Miinchengratz (1833), 79-80. His
indiscretion over Persia (1838), 94.

Not friendly to Mchemet Ali (1839)
97. Of use to Europe (1840), 112

;

Blue Books (1839-40)
The Second Partition Plan
re, 430.
His view as to
( 1 840) n. 4 1 0, 46 1
omissions in

.

,

the Straits Convention closing Dardanelles and Bosphorus, 148, n. 220

The Conversations with
Clanricarde and Aberdeen. His fear of

{h) 1840-4.

Czar from the Seymour conversa-

France, and desire to separate her
from England (18.40), his overture
to Clanricarde and Palmerston’s
reply, 251-3. His inability to learn
by one example, his visit to
England and conversations with

tions (1853), his objection to agree-

Aberdeen

ments with England, 271, 273 ;
does not believe in imminent
His
collapse of Turkey, 272,
indignation at the pro-French

Czar’s talk with Wellington, 256*.

Bosphorus, and
Nicholas that
danelles

is

nn. 397-8
n. 220.

;

most important, 267,
his view (1851), 148,

He attempts to dissuade the

decision at Jerusalem (Jan.), 303,
would have preferred
n. 456 ;
Orlov as Special Ambassador, 205 ;
his instructions to MenSikov, 306,
n. 462 ; approves war preparations
(Feb.), 304 ; ultimatum to Turkey
and decision to occupy the Princi-

339-40. His
ignorance of Kutchuk Kainardji,
*
467-9 ; his ‘ violent interpretation
of the * Vienna Note (Sept.) and
French and British indignation,
the Czar’s
349 - 50 > 353 > 4^9 ;
attempt to abrogate it, 355 ; his
lament to Gastelbajac (Dec. 27),
382 ; his reception of the news
of the entry of the Allied Fleet
into Black Sea, question as to
whether he could have admitted
them on other terms, n. 568, 477-8
Nicholas I, Emperor of Russia (reigned
character and appear1 82 5-55),
palities (June), 336,

’

.

(18.44),

253-4.

The

Aberdeen does not believe in
imminent dissolution of Turkish
Empire, 255, but Czar attempts to
bind him by Nesselrode Memo and
private letters, 255-7

of 1848-^. His circular on
occupying the Principalities (1848),
His demand for the Hun259.
garian refugees (1849), 262 ; his
reception of the Fuad Mission and
decision for peace, 267-8 ;
his
criticism of Stratford, 268
(d) His attitude towards Balkan nationalities, refusal to stir up revolution
among them, n. 372, 457-9
(c) The Holy Places Dispute, 1850-2.
His dependence on Russian public
opinion, 287, n. 428 ; his letter to
the Sultan (Sept. 13, 1851), 288;
his
wrath at the pro-French
decision at Jerusalem (Dec. 1852),
and refusal to recognise Napoleon
(c)

Crisis

as Emperor (Jan. 1853), 297. His
desire once again to separate

France from England, 298

INDEX
Nicholas

I

(/) Aberdeen and Seymour, 18^2^3. His
contempt for Aberdeen’s fear of
Napoleon, 298-9 ; his desire to use

Aberdeen

to
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Nouri pasha, Turkish M.F.A. ad

cont.

keep England out of

war, 299, Palmerston’s criticism
of their policy, 300, n. 452 ; serious
results of this error, 378.
His
approach to Aberdeen through
Seymour, 272-7 ; difference from
his views as given to Paskievid,
The Third Partition Plan,
277*.
n. 410, 461.
His comments on
Russell’s despatch quoted, 274-5 ;
Seymour’s suspicion of him at the
time, but Aberdeen, Palmerston
and Clarendon believed in him,
later legend of his wicked278
ness, 278
{g) The origins of the Crimean War, Feb.
1833-Feb. 1834. Leiningen Mission,
letter to Franz Joseph containing
Nicholas’ offer to support by arms,
303* ; effect of success of mission on,
301. He explains need of dealing
firmly with Turks to Gastelbajac,
;

though against war (Jan.), 303-4,
307 ; the dangers of* bluff,’ 305 ; his
view of Men§ikov’s Mission, 305-5.
Plis pleasure because England will
not move her fleet (March), 313
friendly feeling towards him over
Holy Places in Stratford’s instructions,
also from
as
315 ;
he tells
Stratford at first, 317
‘
MenSikov there should be a crisis
of compulsion,’ 316. His hatred
of Stratford, 321, 330. He orders
troops to move into the Principalities (May 27), 333; British desire
to save his face, 334, 336 ; * Vienna
Note * designed for this purpose,
343-5 he accepts the note (Aug. 5),
,*

;

343. His attempts to explain away
violent interpretaNesselrode’s
’
tion at Olmiitz, Palmerston and
Russell’s suspicions and rejection
of his offer (Oct.), 355-6.
His
rejoicing at Sinope, public indignation in France and England, 373 ;
his claim to have resisted Russian
public opinion (Dec. 12), 382 ;
question of whether he would have
admitted a Franco-British squadron in the Black Sea, n. 568, 477-8 ;
his refusal to accept the terms as
offered, 383 ; the Orlov Mission
(Feb. 1854), rupture and war,
His ignorance as to the
384-7.
terms of Kutchuk Kainardji, 467,
and admission (1854)
^^9 4^9*
of
Nicholas’
Ultimate question
responsibility, 51 1-3
‘

int.

rejects
838-9) ,
Palmerston’s
Draft Treaty, 99 ; n. 146, 422
Nyevelt, Baron von, Dutch Minister at
(1

Constantinople (1826-9), quoted,
40, n. 70 ; n. 23, 402

Omer

pasha, Michael Lotis (1809-68),
the Serdar Ekrem, renegade Groat
in Turkish service, bibliography,

n. 323, 450 ;
character, 215-6

early

life

and

Under Napier (1840)
sent to outflank Ibrahim, 1 24 ; danger of the
movement, 125 ; its complete success at battle of Ardali heights
(Oct. lo), 125, n. 176
{b) In command in Lebanon and Syria
(1842), 187; his treachery, revolt
of Druses, who besiege him in
Beit-ed-Din (Oct.), recalled, 190
(c) Rule in Bosnia (1850-2), forces at
his command, victory at Jezero
(fl)

:

(March 1850), 217

his resolve to

;

the Tanzimat, 216 ; he
improves the administration and
antagonises Austria, 217-8 ; flight
of refugees to Croatia, Austria
enforce

demands

his recall, Aali’s alleged
reply, 220, n. 328 ; British attitude
to (1850), 220, and (1852), 220-1.

His attack on Montenegro
the Leiningen
221-2;

(1

852-3)

Mission

obtains his recall, his comment,
222, n. 333
{d) His command on the Danube (1853).
Thinks war better than inaction
(Sept.), 350, n. 530 ; 364 ; orders
hostilities to be deferred (Oct. 19),
’
*
365, n. 553 ; he burst the bubble
and begins hostilities at Tutrakhan
(Oct. 23), 365; question of his

good

faith, Stratford’s disbelief in,

365, n- 555

;

his further successes,

369

Count

Alexis, negotiator of
Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi [vide sub
Treaties, etc.], 69-70, 72, n. ro6 ;
crisis
and Miinchengratz, 80.
Principalities,
of 1848 in
259,

Orlov,

On

n.

n. 445-d,

to

on 1853

384;

469

;

crisis,

305;

failure of mission

Vienna (1854), 383

Oz6rov, M., Russian chargi d'affaires at
Constantinople (1852-3), on Greek
firman, 291, n.

unwisdom
VII of Kutchuk

437

;

his

in quoting Art.
Kainardji (Dec. 1852), 295-6
Stratford remonstrates with (April
1853), 3 i 9 >

II-

482

;

1

;

«

;

;
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Paget, Sir Arthur, Ambassador on
Special Mission to (Constantinople
(1B07), Canning's instructions to,
46, xin. Bo-

Palmerston, Henry John T(‘niple, 3rd
VLscoimt, character and relation
to
views on
Canning, 59-do
;

Anxious
of (Creece, but

constitutionalism, (io-i.

to extend iVonticrs
not for war witli Russia in delencc

ofTurkey
M,h\A, (1830-4,
*

•

i»

59, n. 98
•

history,

xo8
becomes
convinced that France will not
use force (Aug.), 106; quoted
;

on resolve to
resist
GalloKgyptian in Brest (Aug.), 106-7,
158

n.

the

Sebastiani offer ’
to
France (Sopt.-Oct), 113,
n. 169; 431.
Rapprochement wiih
Russia
Bnmnow,
;

*

97,
430
back froin
Besika Bay, 109, n. 164
;

(i(>.

;

His

1834-40.

«

Palmerston—
Levant

.

<3rdcrH

British

fleet

Negotiations with France,
Jan.-June, renewed
Sebastiani
offer J 1 13-.},, 431
offers to resign

s8.fn.

*

repel her from Tunis and Morcx’co,
n. tax
86
{a) Cmis of Unkinr Skdmi (1831-G) ;
refusal to aid 'Purkey by arms
( 1

631^-3),

reasons for this coin\se\

;

63-4; clesir<5 to keep France aiul
Russia separate, 74 Franco-Hritish
co-operation to restrict Russia’s
inlluence to restrain Malnuud’s
aggression, 65,
n.
joint
104
attempt to prevent ratilieatioa of
;

;

Unkiar
71 -a.

;

on Ckibinet decision for Convention
aiitl
on
proposed
measures (July 9), 113, 114*,
X 15
terms of Convention (July

Skclessi,

Rus,sia’s

i'<‘ply,

Palmerston on integrity of

Turkey (July

ii,

1833), 73,

atid

utterances in King’s Sp<x'clxes, 77
his deep suspicions of Russia,
;

5-6;
instructions
to
Stopford (July x6), 4B8-9 ; his
idea of strategy (Sept. 10),
makes Smith inde491-2
pendent of Stopford, 493 J ;
XI

*5)1

;

orders attack on Acre (Oct, 5),

6ut Stopford assumes
responsibility, 495. Palmcrstf>n’s
private
correspondence
with
Napier, 136, 497t
situation
with France (Oct.), X30-1 view
that relireitntni of 'Fhiers ensunjs
peace (Oct. 27), 131, n, 186.
i

;

quoted, 72, n, xio,

n. 115, 77.
orders ’ to

7(3,

discretionary
Ponsonby (1B34), 76 J reversed
Issues

^

Wellington,

by

Palmerston re77
issues them in milder form (X836),
77
;

— suspects

Mcttcrnich\s overture u
Four-Power Pact,
ip) Crisis of
1838^9, Reschia’.s mission and Turkey’s request for alliance against
Mehemet Ali, Palmerston’s reasons for refusal, 98-9, nn. 145-8
i8sg. His strong views on Mehemet
Ali, 89-90, im. 127-8
erroneous
view as to his design to be Caliph,
His plans for his
96, n. 1 42 ; 42 2
defeat, 91-2 ; on Diarbckir as the
key of A.sia, 93
suspicions of
Russia in Asia Minor and Persia,
his reasons for preferring
93-4
Turkey to Mehemet Ali, 93-6
occupies Aden, 96, n. 141 ; and
suspicion of Mehemet Ali in Red
Sea and Iraq, 94-6. Hears of
Ibrahim’s victory
at
Nezib
(July), X06 ejuoted on danger of
a Franco-British fleet in Black
Sea (July), 427’'' j
reproves
Campbell at Cairo (July), and
removes him (Sept), 107 ; on
Agreement of Five
Powers
(July 27) as ‘an epoch' in
;

.

;

;

Hears of deposition of Mehemet
Ali and British successes, instruction to Ponsonby (Oct. 15),
13

revised

X,

(Nov.

Smith
Napier, 132, 495
R<x:alls

for

x^),

132.
criticising

estimate of his
contribution to military and
naval success in 1840, 497-8.
His partial approval of Napier’s
Convention (Dec. 14), 136;

despatch
(Dec. 17), X38

.strong

;

to

Ponsonby

X84X,

Mctternich’s criticisms of,
deprecates
138
Ponsonby’s
attitude, 138 ;
condemns Sultan’s firman of Feb. 13, 139
;

;

rapfmehmeni

to
France
tedious negotiations, 140-3

and

the
Straits Convention signed (July
;

Palmerston on abrogation
of Unkiar Skclessi, 145, n. 2x4;
13),

a guarantee, 145,
and to allow Black Sea to be
dosed in war time, 147
on in147

j

refuse.^

;

of Art. n, 147,
2x8
(1849), 266, n. 396;
his claim for entry of British
squadron (X841), 148, n. 221 ;
(1849), X49 ; speech on Ibrahim
terpretations

n.

;

and Mehemet Ali ( x 846) ,153, and
on causes of success (1847), X70’*‘

;;

INDEX
Palmerston and internal conditions in Turkey.
Army, under Mahmud, criticisms of,

under Abdul
47, 49 ;
Medjid, i66, n. 247
Bosnia, condemns Turkish outrages
in (1850), 220, n. 329
Commerce, remonstrates against
nn.

30,

monopolies

(1833),

and

32-3,

obtains

Commercial Convention

(1838),

36-8

defence

;

of

his

measures against Urquhart, 39,
n. 68
Druses, connexion with, n. 261,
439“4^
Jews, Palestine policy and Zionism,
^ 443-5
^

Reform

(1839-41),

supports,

162,

274; and Reschid, 163,
and Stratford, 230-1, 235
abandons cause (1851), 242
{c) Crisis of 1843-g.
On Russian in186, n.
n. 237 ;

vasion of Principalities, 250-9 on
Hungarian Refugees, 260-70 passim,
;

and App, IV
{d) Home Secretary,
on Kutchuk-Kainardji,
as

member

Views
Art. VII,

of the efficient

469
Cabinet decides against moving
;

British fleet (March 1853), 311-2 ;
friendly to Nicholas after his conversations (April), 270 ; supports
fleet at Besika Bay (May 31), 335.
Wishes fleet sent to Constantinople
after invasion of Principalities
(June-July), letters on, 337 ; view
that this policy might have succeeded, 338, 367 ; not inspired by
Stratford, 339. Concurs in Russell’s
(Sept. 3) and agrees to
pressing * Vienna Note * (Sept. 16),
353 ; suspects meeting at Olmiitz,
355 j wants fleet in Black Sea

Memo

(Oct. 30), 358

on

his

good

;

Lady Palmerston

luck,

366, n. 556

;

attempt to ‘ bully,*
indignation at Sinope and

failure of his

366-7

;

resignation (Dec. 14), 374, Disraeli
on, 375 ; his return to the Cabinet,
letter to Clarendon (Dec. 27),
predicting war in May, 1854,

382*
Parker,

Sir William, comBritish Mediterranean
in 1849, reaches Besika

Admiral

manding
Squadron
Bay Oct.
going up

Question of
27, 264.
to the Narrows, Stratford’s doubts, 502 ; Calvert’s in-

and Parker’s
265-6, 499-506 passim

sistence, 265, 502-3

decision,

;

Parker’s action bona fide, 502-5 ;
Calvert’s open to question, 505-6 ;
not
defended by
action
the

Palmerston, 266-7

539
Russian Field-Marshal, message as to crushing of Hungarian
revolt, 259 ;
difference between

Paskicvi<5,

Nicholas’ confidences to,

and

to

Seymour

(1853), 277* ; n. 410, 461
Patriarch, Latin, of Jerusalem, sent to
reside by Pius IX (1847), 284-5

Joseph Valerga]
Patriarchs, the Four Orthodox, coequal
in power, 282 ; joint protest to
[vide also

Pius

IX

(1848),

285,

n.

421

Mensikov makes demands

;

that

they be irremovable (1853),
318, but withdraws it, 319
of Alexandria, 282
of Antioch, 282
of Constantinople, powers, n. 416-a,
462 ; allowed to tax Orthodox for
debt on Holy Sepulchre (1832-4),
281 ; purity of election granted,
22 ; relation to other patriarchs,
282
hung by Mahmud (1821), 14, 22
firman promised and given by

Abdul Medjid (May-June

1853),

327, 340
of Jerusalem, relation to that of
Constantinople,
282 [vide also
residence
assumes
Cyril],
sub
(1843), 282, n. 416
Peel, Sir Robert,

Prime Minister, on

guarantee Treaty, 44, n. 77 ;
will not support Turkey by arms
(1828), 54; remonstrates against
King’s Speech (1834), 77 ; friendly
reply to Guizot (1841), 151,0.225;
connexion with Nicholas and the
Nesselrode Memo
(1844), 254,
256*
Persia, Ponsonby on Russia urging
Turkey to attack, n. 148, 423
Russia’s intrigues in (1837-8), 94 ;
Pitt’s

abandoned (1839), 97
Persian Gulf, Mehemet Ali and Palmerston, and, 94-6
Pertev, pasha (d. 1837), first Turkish
prime minister (1836-7), his execution ordered by Mahmud, 24-5 >
Reschid’s loyalty to, 25-6 ; a poet,

25 quoted, 23
Peter II, Prince-Bishop of Montenegro
(reigned 1830-51), prudence of
(1840), 201, 210-1 ; rashness in
1848, 215 ; death, 221
Piaster, figures illustrating value of
;

(1814-42), n. 53, 405
Pisani,
at

Count

F.,

British

dragoman

Constantinople, quoted, 220,
letter on
n. 328; n. 516, 474 ;
French demand (1842) to repair

n. 425, 4^3
Pitt, William, ist Earl of Chatham,

Holy Sepulchre,

Turkey, 43

on

INDEX
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Pitt,

William, the ytump^cr, on Tiirkt-y
and Oczakov (i 790 > 43 “ 4
75
his guarantee Treaty (1799) atitl
Pccl^s interpretation of, 4.[, nn.
?

»

46
(reigned
l^pe
Pius IX,
76-7

;

patriarch

Latin

1^146-78), sends
J<rrusalein
to

Ortlunh^x

to

encyclical

(184.7),

remonstrance by four
moderate
patriarch.s, 285, n. 425
over Holy .Places, 288
Ponsonby, John, Baron, later Viscount,
Ambassador at Constantinople

Church,

;

Ponsonby- -^cont,
backs Rescind, 184, n, 240, but
denounces his agent.s, 163
supp(n-ts reorganisation of army, 166,
n. 248; 187, n. 248
Press, Disraeli’s organ, on Sinope, 373
;

sub Daily Jfews,
Manchester Guardian, Morning Chronicle., Morning Herald^ Press, Times]
Press, FrcMtch [r/V/^ sub P'rance, innucnce
Pr<‘ss, Tiii'kish [V'/Wc

the (Moldavia and Wallachia), Russian, and designs on,
Mahmiul rc(‘ovcrs (1B12),
48-9
;

5

30-1

;

on Bulwer,

;

sub ’‘rurkey]

Priiu'ipalitic.s,

character, ituloleiice,
Metternich on, 138 ; in35 3 ^^
fluence on Sultan, 33, n. 39 signs
Commercial Oonv(‘ut ion (Aug. th,
1838), 38, n, 62

[vide

of Press]

(1833-41),
)

British

Press,

Alexander's

;

j)lan re (1824),

liow aH‘eett‘d by 'Freaty of
38
Adrianople (1829), 38, 38
Motternieh vainly asks Palmerston to
protect (183.1.), 8r, n, 124
;

3tJ

;

suspends Ruson Urquhart, 408
sian designs in Iraq, 99, n. 148
his Russophobia reus\ired by Mt'lbourne, 73, n. 112 ; his criticism
;

;

—

revolution

of, 18.1.8-9, atul

Bibe.sco

desire to enter Black Sea, 76, n. 114 ;
discretionary orders to (1834), 7t>,
reversed by Wellington atul rc*-

Walhudtia, 238. Russia
them, Palmerston ap(teetipie.s
proves (i8.[8), 23f), n. 3H4; <‘vacuated (1831), 287. Ni(‘holas’ views
on (1833), to be Russian, 277.

newed

I Its

quoted (1836),

in

73, n.

113

and

;

milder form by Palmer-

ston (1838), 77 ^ Ponsonby reprimanded (183B), 77
Pails to stTure 'Preaty with
Turkey» 90
question as to his
wanting war, 99-roo, 423-4 ; and
fomenting rebellion in Syria, 424-3,
481-2 ; thinks Ibrahim the aggresj

views on French and sur103
render of Turkish OetU 425
he secures collective note of Five; Powers
sor,

;

;

,

(Ji.ily

Ali’s

and rejects M<ihemet
oilers to
demands, 108-9
27)

;

support Resohid with fleet (Sept.),
notes French desire to back
109
;

no

out,
Receives news of Convention
XO40*
of July 15 and intention to coerce

MehcmetAli, 118-9;
taken,

120,

490,

meas\ires

497

recalls

;

deposed

in

deeision to occupy

(May

27),

Cabinet
war over, 337;
Palmerston's wish tostmd tlte lletU,
Clarendon and, 344
337-8
339-.II*
declines to go to

333

!1.38,

*

British

;

;

evacuation
*Ni(’holas
r8e<‘t of the occupa(Sejtt.), 333
tion in catisittg the war, 312
Prokeseh-Osttm, Anton, Count von,
Austrian diplomat. Scheme of a
diseus.ses
;

Mehemt't Ali,
and
Califthate
Meil(‘rnich ilisavows, n. 142, 41921

;

an overture of Nicholas (1833),

279
Protestants in 'Purkish Phnpire, Stratford made n, millet owing to (1850),
229 statistics (^877), n. 3.44
Prussia, William, Crown Princ<* of,
present at M'unelumgrat/. (1833),
Metternich on Prussia, 79 ; con;

Agreement

Fivo Power

Hodges from Cairo and announces

curs

Mchcmet Ali’.s deposition (Sept.

(July 27, i83f)), 108; Convention
of (July 13, 1840), 114-5? ‘Straits
Convention (July 13, 1841), 144

13 1 ;
(Oct.

4)
instructions of Palmerston to
13,

refuses

to

1

131-2.

He

accept Napier’s

Con-

Nov.

14),

vention with Mehcmct Ali, 133-4
Action in December (1840)
1841.
not approved by Palmerston, 1 38 ;
his opposition to hereditary tenure
for Mehemet Ali and its unfortunate
effect on the 7?rmfln of Feb. 13, 139
Palmerston orders him to finish *
(April ro), 142
new firman .sent
and settlement with Mchcmet Ali
effected (June), 143
;

‘

in

;

dr‘serib(‘d

a

as

Luke-warm

in

Apostasy question (1843), 22B
her part at Vienna and Constantinople

(May

1833),

328,

339,

343
Anglo-Prussian Bishopric at Jerusalem, n, 273, 443
Purse to piaster, ratio of, n. 53, 405

;

Reform
164

;

:

on Gulhani decree,

162,

on Christians in Syria, 163

Rauf pasha,

F,

(i

84 i )

,

i

63 deposed,
;

164; restored (1842), 189,
on Apostasy, 225, n. 335

224;

;

;

;:

;

;

INDEX
RajfaSj

meaning

and,

of,

388

and

;

Mahmud

later policy of tolera-

;

.
;
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de Rcdclifle—rent
Lawrence, 242-3
his loss of faith
in Reschid, 244 ; Stratford leaves
in despair (June 1852), 243, n.
364
(tf) Holy Places dispute and crisis
of i8gg.
Thinks the French note equitable (Feb. 1852), 291 ;
reap;

tion, 40-1

Palmcn’ston on effects

;

Comm<Toial Convention,
and Abdul Medjid, Gulhani
Decree (1839), iGr
position in
in

on,

;

Apostasy question,
sentation
'-^37"9

on

225

repre-

;

Majlisscs

‘

useless,

pointed

(Jan.
1853), 313* and
instructions
(Feb. 25),
314-5 ;
arrives (April 5), well disposed to

some improvement,

1

^

240
dc

’

Viscount (formerly Sir
Stratford Canning), character and
appearance, 243, 317. Secretary
of hjinbassy and Minister ad interim
at Constantinople (1809-12), and
negotiation of Treaty of Bucharest,

Rt^deliffe,

Russia,

315-7;

Holy

Places

the

and settled, 317-9
MenSikov demands the Sened
(May 5), and breaks with Stratford^ (May 9), 320-2
Stratford’s
audience with the Sultan (May 9),
sole

issue

;

MenSikov’s

49 5 i

322-3

;

Ambassador on Special Mission
(1832), received by Mahmud, 21
wislies to fight Mchemct Ali, 63-4 ;
in Parliament (1837), and Vixen

(May

13),

Mehemet Ali dismissed,
Reschid made M.F.A., not desired

Ambassador (1842-52),

325 ; Reschid’s dubious conduct,
Stratford’s private advice
325-6
rejected (May 20), 328-9 ; relation
of Stratford to Reschid n. 467,
471-2 ; the latter’s unreliability,

*‘

(rt)

affair, 230.

arrived Jan. 2 r, 1842, 223

;

by

Stratford, 318, 324.
turns for aid to Stratford

his con-

Stratford’s policy,

j

f

230-1.

Mussulman, 235, except
in Lebanon, 235

level with

(/;)

Activities

in

and

Lebanon

Syria

sub Lebanon]
(1842-52)
Stratford does not
(t) Crisis of 184^.
recommend a limitation of the
Sultan’s power (1849), n. 227,
4,36 Hungarian Refugees question
Stratford asks for aid (Sept. 17),
Palmerston promises it
262-3
(Oct 2-7), 263-4 ; Stratford and
summoning the fleet, his blunder,
264-5 ; overruled by Palmerston,
266, n. 396 merits of the question,
App. IV passim. Stratford recommends a Turco-British Alliance
(Nov.), Palmerston refuses, 269,
n. 401
phase of Reform struggle
(d) Last
Prestige of Stratford,
(1850-2).
Abdul Medjid’s assurances to
he
(Sept 1B50), 241, n. 36t
;

;

;

85 1 ) Stratford’s
method of impressing orientals
compared with that of T, E.

abandons hope

( x

•

(May

14),

331, n. 501 ; Russian enmity to
Nicholas on, 321, 330; MenSikov
on, 321
Nesselrode on, 330.
Stratford opposed to fleet being

despatched to Besika Bay (May),
336, n. 505
339. Stratford summons the Ambassadors* Conference
;

(May

he privately
Turks, 328, 339

Strat-

ford on need of commercial reform,
232 ; his influence in abolishing the
slave trade and haratchj 235 ; failure
to place Christian evidence on a

Reschid

;

nexion with Reschid and Gulhani
Decrees, 164-5;
5 4^^; n. 227
question
Apostasy
I'he
436.
(1B42-5), 224-9; relief to Protestants (1850); these measures
not wholly approved by Aberdeen
or by the British public, 227-8 ;
difficulty of enforcing religious
reform, 229. The second phase of
reform (1846-52), Palmerston on

H

audience

‘

ig),

advises

period (July-Aug.)
Hote
Advises Turks not to go to war
over invasion of Principalities
(July 7) and restores Reschid to
office (July 9), 340-1 ; Reschid
terms and
Nesselrode’s
refuses
*
‘
Turkish ultimatum
produces
(July 20), 341-2. The Four Powers
urge the ‘ Vienna Note,* accepted
by Russia (Aug. 5), amended by
Turks (Aug. 19), 343 ; Stratford’s
efforts to secure acceptance, 346* ;
question of his good faith, 343,
347 ; Clarendon contemplates get-

Vienna

ting
n.

’

him

526

sion

;

to resign

(Aug,), 348,

Clarendon’s later admis-

524, 474
Last effort for peace (Sept.-Dec.;.
Stratford and the^ sedition at
Constantinople, he limits the reinforcement to four steamers (Sept.),
re, n.

Turkish war fever,
"
change in Reschid’s tone to, 359
Stratford sends away British
60
steamers, French remain, he re350-2,

359;

;

fuses to see Sultan (Sept. 27), 360-1
decIaratMm
fails to prevent Turkish
of war (Oct. 4), 361, and delays

—

—
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Rcdcliflfi^

cont,

summon

order

Clarendon’s

executing

fleet, 35,1,,

358-9, 3(11, to

allow for Olmuty: (yverlure,
yields

38*4

;

character, 24.2-7 passim

;

French insistem'c and

to

summons

to

Rcschid Mustapha pasha cont.
Code, 232
Stratford’s gradual loss
of faith in, his deterioration of

;

467*

tion of suspension of hostilities
(Oct, '^i), 3 ^ ' Omer attacks the
Russians
(C)c.t.
Stratford
^3),

4

susi)ccts Oiner,

n.

3(15,

555

;

he

;

to

sc’tul

llc'et

into

Sea

Black

(Dec.
nreives
15),
Clar<*ndon’s n(*w order (Jan. 3,
1854), sends fleet (Jan. 9), 380-1

Clarendon’s

—

3 4 3
- Palmerston’s

33(1,

34,8,

letters to (Dot. 30),

in

Turkey

of, u()8,

321,330

I'urkeyj
pasha (d. 1836),

[mWfi sub

Rescind Mehemet

G,y, (1830-4), defeats Muslapha
of Albania and Hussein * the
Dragon of Bosnia’ (1B31), 207,
n. 317 ; defeated by Ibrahim and
captured at Konieh (1832), 63 ;
Seraskier in Asia Minor (1834-8),
subdues Kurds and builds roads,
lo-ii, 27, 421

Rescind Mustapha pasha (1802-9B),
character, compared with Mah-

mud

as reformer, 157-8

financial
corruption, 158, 239, n. 3G6, 454 ;
M.F.A. to 183IJ : supports Pwtev,
;

fitid
25
Commercial
3^ 5
Convention, 34, n. 57
3G-7 ;
j

;

^

Special Mission to Enf^land (1838-9),
^6, 9B-9» n. 145

(a)

I

St

period.
M.PA.
Gulhani Decree and

reform

(1839-41),
158, n. 237 ;
159-62 ;
Penal Code (1840), 231
abuses of
his
system in provinces,
158,
dismissed (March 1841),
337-9

effects,

;

;

163.
(^>)

At

Paris,

2nd reform

G,V,

224

period.

(x 845-52),

230-1

M.FA, and
;

(May

10), 323 ; restored
M<'nJjikf>v, not Strat-

by

324.-5

;

Commercial

demands (June

‘

ultimatum,*

'i’urkisli

340;

14),

'

obVienna Note,* 345*,
34,2

;

jeetions to
apjieal to Stratfortl, 346“', 347 ;
bis fear of the .sedition (Sept.), 351 ;
changes tone tty Stratflyrd, 359-62 ;
his orders to begin hostilities, 365’**;
*

372 ; terrified at new
(Dee.),
sedition
379
Sadyk,
paslia
Kifaat
(*798-1855),
'Turkish Mini.ster of Commerce,

on

vSintype,

suspends Cornmerdal Code (1B41),
Af.P.A. (1843) hi Ajyostji.sy
163
;

225,227 M,h\A. (*853),
lye a ‘Russian* (March),

([uestion,

to

.said

35 <t. «• 54 f>
Nicholas* hatred

Reform

re,

fi:t

.

r)

letters

to

rode’s

;

princijyh*

appeals

of

MenSikov

318.

;

Sim>pe, 370
<lecides
not to send fle(*t into Black Sea,
presses the last
jyeare
3712-3 ;
proposal, the eleventh
(Dee.),
helps to suppress a new sedition,
gets
peace proi^osals
379-80 ;
accepted (I )ec, 31), 380
decades
in

1853),

sustiicion

has to stHsk advice
from Stratford (May 14), 325
hisetpiivoeivl position andduplieily,
lunv far influenced by Stratford
(May 15-21), 326-32 ; MenSikov’s
relation to, n. 467, 4.71-2. Nessel-

prtyvocativc
cruise* in Black Sea, 389 ;
Lyons reports him all for peace,
not responsible f<ir sending 'rurkish

squadron

(April

fortl,

pr('v<*nls

;

Stratford’s

;

to oflice

makes a furtlu'r ])<‘ar<* projiosal
and a pacilic speecli (Oct, u.]),
368-9
Turkish

11 is secret

connexion with Russia anti views on
Kutt'huk Kainardji (185^2), 244,

Constantinople
(Oct. tie), 3()'^-3
(yhtains amlience
with Sultan, fails to get proitiise of
reform, 363, but obtains prolongato

fleet

Crisis

(r)

;

tUsmissed at instance of
MenSiktyv (May 13) and becomes
anti-Russian, 324
Uiza pa.sli.’i, 'Turkish President of
Council (1842-5), and army reform,
his corruption and ctyniC) 7-8 ;
nexion with the Sultana Valide,
230 Id.s bad conduct as president
oi’ the Ctyun of Ctymmrrce, 233 ;
and niisgovcrnment
his cruelty
at Salonica, and dismissal, 236,

309

;

;

352
Rose, Cohynel
n.

Hugh Henry

(later Field-

Marshal L(ynl Slrathnairn)

:

Consul-Ceneml in Syria (Aug. 20,
News on
I,
1 841 -Jan.
1851).
.situation in Syria and Lebanon
charges
(1841-5), 1B7-97 passim
n. 293
against Franee,
on Jew.s,
attacked by Bourt'?e, 197

(«)

;

;

;

n. 275, 444^
{h) Secretary of Embassy (Jan. 2, 1851),
Chargi \PaJfaires at Constaniinopk

(June 21, 1852-April
On Turkish army, 29
Place.s

moiw

1853).

4,

on Holy
sumdispute, 291-6, 309
;

;

fleet,

avowed by

310, 311, n. 471 ; disBritish cabinet (March

20), 3 XX -3

Rose Chamber Decree [mde sub Turkey,
reform]

f;

INDEX
Roussin, At! mix'll, French Ambassador
at Constantinople (1833), 65
Russell, Lord John, later Karl Russell,
concurs in Cabinet Minute ( July 8,
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Russia and Russian policy—

Kmperor Alexander I

[g'.y.] (reigned
1801-25), Treaties of Alliance with

Turkey (1799 and 1805), n. 78,
410. Partition scheme of Turkey
rejected by Fox, 44-5 ; accepted
by Napoleon in Treaty of Tilsit

1840), 487

M.F.A*

appoints
Stratford to Constantinople (1853),
313; his connexion with his instructions, 314
his account of

{a)

'-29D

;

;

on the JToly Places,
his suspicions of
317, n. 480
Russia’s armaments, 278, n. 41 1
his regard for Austria in Montediscussions

;

;

negrin

303
(h) As Leader of House of Commons
0.^^r)3)> concurs in decision not to
join French naval move (March),
allairs,

3t I
suspects Nicholas’ good faith
(April lip), ii78, 313 ; erroneous
belief
that
Stratford
brought

Rescind
criticises

back to power,
MenXikov, 335,

m

331

;

504,
Besika Bay,
cond<Mnns Stratford over
335-()*
*
Vienna Note ’ (Aug.), 348 ;
Memo by, and joins iii rejecting
Napoleon’s
request
fleet
for
(Sept. 3), 353
threat to resign
over action of Clarendon, Palmerston and Aberdeen on 1 6th, 353 ;
adverse to Olrniitz overture, 355-6
advocates with Palmerston naval
move to Black Sea (Oct. 8), 357-8
encourages ‘ drift ’ to war, 358 ;
opposes with Palmerston new peace
proposal (Oct, 20) and amends
despatclr (24th), 3G6-7 ; dispute
over Reform Bill, Palmerston’s
resignation (Dec. 14), 374
proposes interception of Russian fleet
Black Sea,
in
and threatens
resignation (Dec. 18), his policy
accepted with modifications (Dec.
interpretation of Art.
22), 378-7
VII of Ktilchuk Kainardji, 469*
Russia and Russian policy [vide also suh
Alexander, Nicholas]
and l^’rancc [vide infra, Holy
atid

demands

lleet for

;

;

;

;

Places]

and Idungary, Palmerston will
not intervene, 259, n. 386
and Poland, Palmerston refuses
to intervene (1831), 61

and Turkey ( 1 700- 1 838)
British view of, in early eighteenth
century, 42, n, 74

Catherine

(reigned
1763-96), designs of, on Constantinople, 56, 68 ; Treaty of Kutchuk
Kainardji (1774) [vide sub Treaties
and Agreements]. Pitt attempts to

Kmpri«:ss

resist

advance

of,

(1791). 43'-4. n. 75

[q.v,]

over

Oczakov

(1807)

Treaties, etc.], 46,

49. Treaty of Bucharest
(1812) [vide sub Treaties, etc.], 49,
50, 51, n. 89. Alexander’s partition
48, n. 88

plan

Gastlereagh
(1824), 56.
defeats designs of, on Ionian Isles,
51-2

Emperor Nicholas

(reigned
Canning’s decision to
f^'.o.]

1825-55).
act with, and France, over Greece
(1S27), 53, n. 91. Aberdeen and

Wellington will not go to war
with Russia (1828), 54, n. 92.
War with Turkey, terms of Treaty
of Adrianople (1829) [vide sub
Treaties], 55-6 ; Nicholas decides
for status

Turkey

in

quo

(1829),

57-8
[a)

Mehemet

friendly to

AH

(1832-41).

Not

Mehemet AJi, 58; n. 372,

Nicholas on future of Turkey
First partition scheme (1833), 67-8 ;
n. 410, 461.
Treaty of Unkiar
Skelessi (July 8, 1833) [vide sub
Treaties], 70-4 passim.
Czar’s
meeting with Metternich and
Convention
of
Miinchengratz
(1833), 78-9 ; Turco-Russian Convention {1834), 75. Metternich’s
anti-Russian plan, 81
iSjg.
R. thinks Mehemet Ali the
aggressor, 97, 103,
Palmerston
suspicious over R.’s attitude towards Dzarbekir, 93, n. 134 ; more

457

;

friendly,

97

Ponsonby

;

still

suspicious, 98, n. 143 ; n. 148, 423 ;
importance of R.’s joining Five-

Power Agreement (July 27), 108 ;
Brunnow’s missions and proposals
(Sept.-Dec.), iio-i ; Palmerston
orders back fleet from Besika Bay,
109, n. 164
R. signs

Four-Power Con-

vention (July 15), 1 1 4-5; ready
to defend Constantinople (Sept.),
13 1 ; suggested partition, n, 410,

461*
1841,

Brunnow

urges settlement,
opposition to
143-4;

139-40,
guarantee, 145 ; Unkiar Skelessi
abrogates, 145, n. 214; pledges
to Turkey, 146 ; views on closure

of Straits,
striction

148, n.

220;

no

re-

on Russian^ Bla^ Sea

Omissions in Blue
Book (1839-40) re, 429-32
Fleet, 149-51.

—

;;

—

;

INDEX
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Russia and Russian policy cont.
Anti-French feeling, 65
{b)
Clanricartio c.n,
Nicholas on, 68
251-12 ; n. 372, 457 ; Clzar\s conversations [vide sub Nicholas)
Proposal for alliance with
Turkcyrejected (1O48), 260, lu 388
occupation of Principalities (<7.r^.l
(1848), 258-j], evacuated (1851),
287 Hungarian Refugees, demand
menacing
2G0-B
refused,
for,
England
with
correspondence
over Dardanelles, 266-7, n, 3<)8
(tf) Holy Places and origins of Crimean
;

;

;

;

(1850-3).

Greek and Rtissian

Russia and Russian policy cont,
'Purkish popular hatred of Russia,
and declaration of war (Oct. 4),
360-1
Omer attacks Russian
troops, 3aj[,-5
further Turkish
surcesscs,
the
369
Turkish
squadron at Siuopc destroyed
by Russia’s navy, * a legitimate
operation of war (Nov, 30), 370-1 ;
Russian public exultation, 373,
wrath in Paris aiui London,
383
Glarcndon’.s unoflicial noti371
flealion about intereepting Russian
ships in Bhu'k Sea (Dec. 7),
375 ;
;

;

;

*

;

;

French and British decisions and
despatch to Gonstantinople (Dec.

claims to Holy Places, Basili on,
and cTitical survey of, n, *123,
growth of influence, early
465-6
Patninetecenth centtiry, 281-2
riarch Gyril resides in Jerusalem,
282, 284-5, n. 420 ; pressure of
Nicholas
opinion
on
Russian
288
(i850-i)> 280, 287, n. 428
*
the
Greek firman and French

the Franeo-British fleet
enters the Black Sea (Jan. 5), 381

;

Turkish

duplicity

Oz^TOv

r/f,

'

M.

on, 2<)o-2
results
at
Jerusalem (Oct. 1852) ; bhnider
of O/.fTov in raisirtg claims of
Kntehuk
Kainardji
|mV/c
sub
Treaties), 2()5 ; award favt)urable
to Latins (Dec.), 2<)7
of Nicholas
Conversutiotjs
xB^^,
with Seymour
sub Nicholas),
;

war

on

M<mtenrgro,
Ru8sia*s
support to
Leizungen
Mission (1853), 222, n. 332 303'*'.
Russian public opinion will not
Turkish

;

accept December award at jertzsalem, 303, and asks for MenSikov

Ambassador,

305*^^

^

and Aiilurc, vide sub MenHikov
question of alliance between Russia
and Turkey, 307, 316
England
sion

Saiu

Russia (Eeb.-March),
scope of Russia’s demand

in

;

Sened

aflfecting

Turkish subjects,

I2,ooo,f>oo

26, n. 32 ;
in oflice
n. 73
;

Medjid (1841),
Salisbury,
Robert

27), Nesselrode’s ultimatum
3t), Principalities occupied

(July 2), 333, 339-41 ; * Turkish
ultimatum * (July 20) ; * Vienna
Note * accepted by Russia, 342-3,
amended by Turkey, 346-8. Nessel*
*
rodc*s
violent
interpretation
causes abandonment of * Vienna

Note*

son-in-law,
his orders to,

under Abdul

r

^

Arthur
I'albot
<iasc<dgne Gecil, 3rd Marquess of,
^

regrets British refusal of Nicholas*
offer in *853, 278'*'
views to
(Jite-en <m ineflicieucy of cabinet
for foreign policy, 338, n. 513
Salonicu, Jews of, ami (lulhatU Decree,
;

Kiza's misgovernment at,
23 :b 236,
352
Sami Bey, mission of, to Ckmslantinople
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;
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Stratford^s
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(Aug.), 348, n. 526
Aberdeen’s
letter to (Dec. 22), App. VI
5*

Arabia, Mehemet Ali’s
subjugation of, 96 ; n. 142, 420
Wakufs, Mahmud and, 31, n. 52
Walewski, Alexandre Florian Joseph
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;

;

566
(21), 376;
Walker, Sir Baldwin, Admiral in
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(23), 378, n.

1840), 127, 129, 491, 493
Webster, Prof. C. K., 130*, 145I n. 90,
411 ; 417
Wellington, Arthur Wellesley, ist Duke
of,. Prime Minister (1828-30), will
;

Wellington, Duke o^’-~cont.
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55 58
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;
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;
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256*
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William IV, King of Great Britain and
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Wood
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Richard (Ponsonby’s
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;
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;
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